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IN THE CFIAIR: MR PFLIMLIN

2. Decision on urgency

The next item is the decision
President.
urgency of -various texts.

Vice-President

on

the

(Tbe sitting was opened at 9 a.m.)l

l.

\7e begin wirh the proposak from the Commission to the
Coancil (Doc. 1-1067/81): Decision and reguktion on
the fis bing andngements with Norutay.

Opening of annual session

I call Mr von der Vring on
President.
Pursuant to Rule 9 (2) of the Rules of
Procedure-I declare rhe 1982/1983 session of the
European Parliament opened.

I

Approval

of Minurcs

(announcement
minurcs.

Topical and urgent

debate

- foi resolutions tabled): see
of motions

a

point of order.

(DE) Mr President, is there any
Mr von dcr Vring.
reason to depan from the Rules of Procedure on this
matter? I don't think we are due to vote until Friday!
Normally, there is supposed rc be a 24-hour inter-

val between the presentation of the document and

a vote on urgency. Since that condition is clearly not
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fulfilled in this instance, I would ask you not ro call a
vote on it until tomorrow.
President.

I call Mr Sieglerschmidt.

-

the Council which has requested an urgenr procedure.
I ask you to defer this vore until rhe Couniil gives its
reason-s.- as is its duty
for rhe requesrs in wriring,
even if ir only amounts [o- a rypewrirten page.

-

I call Mr Kirk.

Mr Kirk.
(DA)
President, I cannot speak for
- on Mr
the Commirtee
Agriculture, but I should like rc
present some comments on the present request for an
urgenr procedure. The issue involved is after all
whether we should enter inro an agreement with
Norway on reciprocal fishing rights. Ve have
appointed a chairman in rhe Committee on Agriculture, and he is working on a reporr on rhe marier. It
should be before the Committee at irs meering nexr

week, as far as I know, so thar Parliamenr will ie able
to discuss the question during the April pan-session. I
think the Council is acdng unreasonably in asking for
an urgenr procedure. It did the same thing last year
when the agreemenr with Norway *as ,nJe. discussion. I am well aware of the fact that we cannot blame
the Council because we did nor receive rhese agreemen$ in time; the Commission had not complered im
work on them. But whatever happens, rhe same situation arises year afrcr year. The Commission must

therefore organize irc work in such a way in future
rhat we in Parliamenr also ger a chance io give our
opinion before rhe time limirs laid down in thi agreemen[ have expired. I therefore recommend that we
decline rc apply rhe urgenr procedure, so rhar we have
time rc debare the matter properly here in parliament.
Presidcnt.

Mr

-

I call Mr Battersby.

Battcrsby.

Just a poinr

of

(DE) Mr Presidenr, will you

Sieglerschmidt.

- before rhe second vote [o pur
not call on the Council
an end to irs conrempt of our Parliament by at leasr
informing us orally why it considers rhis mairer to be
ur8ent.

Mr Sieglerschmiilt.
(DE) Mr President, rhere are
- votes before
two urgenr procedure
us today. So far,
however, the Council has not given any reasons for
these requests either orally or in writing. I consider ir
totally unacceptable that Parliament should have ro
decide on the question of urgency when it does not
even know the Council's reasons since, after all, it is

President.

Mr

informarion, Mr

President. I was- appoinrcd rapponeur on rhis marter
lasc week. The repon was taken by the Committee on

Agriculture last night and was passed by rhem with

President.

-

The Council will be so informed.

I call Mr von der Vring.

Mr von der Vring.

(DE) Mr President, I regrer ro

- have violated nor jusr my right
have,to say rhar you
but the right of this House and rhat of the Council. If
a vorc is taken on a requesr for an urgent debate and
there is a risk rhat it may be rejected because the
Members have nor received the supponing documencs,
the prerogative of the Council ro requesr that we apply
an urgent procedure under special condirions is diminished. Rule 57 (2) stares quite clearly thar vote shal be
taken afrcr rhe document containing the reasons has

been distriburcd at the previous sirting. You passed
over rhar wirhour relling us why, I wish ro s[are rhat I
protest mosr srrongly over rhis procedure and demand
that you bring the marter before the Bureau.
(Applause)

President.
The basic rext for rhe consultation was
disrriburcd-a long rime ago. Moreover, it is for rhe
House to decide, and by a majority it has adopted
urgenI procedure.

,r"

President.

-

*

!7e shall now move on ro the Nyborg

report (doc. 1-1078/81): Carriage ofgoods by road.

I call the Commitree on Transpon.

Mr

Seefeld, co-rapporteur.
(DE) Mr President,
- concerned
ladies and gentlemen, we are
here with a
decision which should really have been taken lasr year.
The Committee on Transpon has protested vehemently over the fact thar ir did nor ger the documenrs
from the Commission until Ocober and then had to
deal with a complex question in rime for rhe Council
to be able to take a decision on it as early as rhe beginning of December.

one amendment.

!7e have not had an easy rask and we have endeavoured rc arrive at prac[ical solutions; these form the

( Parliament

delayed proposal which the Commirtee on Transpon
is now presenting. The Council nevefiheless wenr
ahead and dealr wirh the marter at its December
meeting and reached a decision
subject to the decision of the European Parliament.-

Prcsident.
order.

adopted argent procedure )

- I call Mr. Sieglerschmidt

on a point of

No
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Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, we deeply regret
the fact that a whole concept for a transpon policy is
not before you and that the Commission constantly
forces shon deadlines upon us. Ve wanted in our own
way to convey the notion that the suength of this
Parliament also resides in dealing with projects, under
cenain circumstances, only in such a way that a proper
job can be done, instead of working under the presas
sure of other institutions which take their time or
reach
a
not
even
often
do
Council
of
the
in the case

-

decision.

The Committee on Transpon has now arrived at a
solution. This solution is contained in Mr Nyborg's
report. Since March has already begun and the quotas
are applicable to the whole of 1982, my colleaBues in

the Committee on Transpon felt that a

decision

should, if possible, be taken during this sitting. I think
we can do that. Since the matler was no[ on the
agenda, this is only possible under an urten[ Procedure. Ve should be well advised to agree to an urgent
procedure and then, in the right way, at the right time
take a vote on the Nyborg rePort..

I

therefore appeal on behalf of the Committee on
Transport foi ihis item to be put on the agenda for
this sitting for urgent debate.
( Parliament

adopted urgent procedure )

I propose that both items be entered on
President.
Friday's agenda.l
President.

-

I call Mr Gautier.

(DE) Mr President can you ensure
will be distributed by tomorrow
that the documents

Mr Gautier.

morning atg a.m.

-

or this evening

-

so th.1l we can

I did get the
document on Norway sent to me at home, I did not
bring it with me because the subject q/as not on [he
And I have not yet received the repon of the
"g.,id".
C"ommittee on Agricultuie since, because of the vote in
also

m&e

amendments? Although I admit

plenary sitdng yesrcrday, I could . not attend the
meeting of thJ Committee on Agriculture. Could you

therefoie guaran[ee that the documents will be disui-

buted before you

fix a

deadline

for

amendment

motions?
President.

I

shall see that the documenm are distri-

buted, Mr -Gautier.

3. Protection oftbe rights ofindioiduak utitb regard to
data proce s s ing ( continuation )

The next item is the continuation of the
Prcsident.
the second repon by Mr Sieglerschmidt, on
debate on -

(t)

Deadline for mbling amendments: sce Minutes.

behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee, on the Protection of the rights of the individual in the face of technical development in data processing (Doc. l-548l81).

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mr De Gucht.

(NL) Mr President, I should like to

- Sieglerschmidt on his excellent
congratulate Mr
report. Actually, there is nothing unusual in that; his
reports are always excellent. The Liberal Group is in
atreement

with the

analysis contained

in

the

Sieglerschmidt report. The Council of Europe
Convention for the protection of individuals with
regard to automatic processing of personal data is
really only a first step, but a step in the right direction.

The imponant principle of prior regisration and
approval of automatic and manual data banks which
record personal information is not covered by iu On
the other hand, the correction principle is covered.

There is thus an unquestionable need for a greater
degree of integration at European Community level
guided by the principle of the highest level of Protection. This is perfecdy feasible even if all the Member
States do accede to the Council of Europe Convenrion. For example, on [he question of registration, the
Convention allows a signatory or signatories, this case
the Member States of the European Community, the
freedom to provide a Breater degree of protection.
The Liberal Group would therefore in principle favour
the preparation of a directive offering a greater degree
of protection. In our opinion, however, a question
arises as to whether this would be appropriate in the
circumstances. The drafting of a Community directive
must not be allowed to render difficult or jeopardize
the adoption and radfication of the European Convention. Ve must not put the can before the horse. Some

Member States would prefer not

to

accede

to

the

European Convention and to wait for an instrument
which goes funher. \7e may wonder about the hidden
morives of some. Let us not have any illusions. It will
be years before a Community directive is adopted. The

argument that the ratification

of the

European

Convention may take some time is thus without foun-

dation.

Ve
It

must therefore counter this line of

is absolutely essential that the European
Convention take effect, because it is a first srcp and in
no way jeopardizes a more thoroughgoing approach
on the pan of the Communiry, but also because the
European Convention will cover a larger number of
countries and, without ratification by the Member
States of the Community, runs the risk of being weakened. It is for that reason tha[ we urBe adoption of Mr
Bertiza's Amendment No 14 seeking to lay grearcr
emphasis on the need for early ratification of the
European Convention by all the Member States, so

thinking.

that a directive can be worked out in a calm and
unhurried atmosphere which, afrcr all, may draw
considerable benefit from the experience gained in the
implementation of the European Convention.
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To sum up: priority ro be given to the European
Convention now and more intensive action aL
Communicy level aimed ar maximum prorecrion for
the individual.

I seem ro remember, in facr, that I myself was
calling for it as long ago as 1977. I am referring to the
need to protect personal privacy from the consequences of transborder flows of personal dara.

years.

In

effect, the Community is all about rhe gradual
of national borders, and to the extent
that we do still have borders today they are also

I call the Group of rhe European
Progressive-Democrats.

disappearance

Mr Coust6.
(FR) Mr President, what I have to say
- two problems.
centres around
Cenainly the individual
needs to be protected with regard ro rhe automatic
processing of personal data, which in itself is neutral:
it is after all only a technique. The individual needs a

of banking,

President.

of protection than he has hitherto
enjoyed at national level, particularly in France (the
greater degree

law there was passed recenrly), but rhere are above all,
I see it, rwo points ro bear in mind in this debate.

as

A convention was drawn up by rhe Council of Europe
after some very inreresting debates which ir would pay
us to study more closely. This convention has been
signed by a grear many countries: Ausrria, Denmark,

France, Luxembourg, '!?est Germany, Sweden,
Turkey, and recenrly Norway and the Unired
Kingdom. That is all very satisfactory.

But ir is not enough for this convenrion ro be signed, it
also has rc be ratified. Ir is therefore imperative that
we answer the call contained in the morion for a reso-

lution drawn up by Mr Sieglerschmidr, who is to be
congratulated on his repon, and especially where it
says that the principles outlined in this convention
should be adopred at Community level, thar is to say
by the Ten.

These principles are imponant. '!(/hat, in effect, do
they entail? They say that data musr be obrained fairly
and [awfully; the srorage and use of these dara must be
compatible with the purposes for which they were
obtained. The data obtained mus[ be relevanr to the
purposes for which rhey are stored and musr be
checked for accuracy and if necessary broughr up to
darc. No sensitive data, such as rhose revealing political opinions, may be s[ored and above all, Mr President, every person should have rhe right to have any
inaccurate data recrified.

And so we can applaud rhe Council

of

Europe

Convention and ar rhe same time urge rhe Commission
and the Council to be guided by rhese directives and
essential principles in framing the directive that will
have to be drawn up ar Community level. That is the
first, and in my view most imponant observation that
has to be made and it is entirely consisren[ with the
motion for a resolution which is before us.

The second point is no less imponant and

I

would

even say that on irs own it justifies this initiative and
this Communiry instrumenr, which we in the Group of
European Progressive Democrar have been urging for

borders as regards data flows. '!7e know of course that
data are transmitted across borders, if only in the areas

insurance, airline reservations and the
communication of confidential information berween
paren[ companies and their subsidiaries.

All this should be placed on a proper footing, Mr
President, and I dwell on rhis point because Mr
Sieglerschmidt says it, and quite rightly, in his motion
for a resolution. l7ishing as I do ro make a posirive
contribution to this debate, I should like to say how
vital it is that in this area of transborder flows there

should be a Community agency with responsibility for
regulating and monitoring transnational data transmissions. This is essential and, moreover, will help to reassure not only public opinion but also a number of
experienced journalists. May I quote what Fdlix Colin
said recently, and I agree with him entirely: 'Individual libenies are neirher an idle dream nor an absrraction; their value is appreciated only when they are lost.
There is no alternative but to protect and defend them,
and it is up to each and every one of us to do so'.

I may be allowed ro suggesr rhat ir is this
Parliament's solemn obligation ro urge the
Community institutions to ensure that the appeal we
made originally here in this House eight years ago
should at last be heard and result in an effective,
modern and reliable Community instrumenr that will
Perhaps

benefit the people of this Community.

Mr Papaefstratiou.
(GR,) Mr Presidenr, the subject
we are discussing rcday
following our colleague Mr
Sieglerschmidr's very inreresting and most deailed
introduction, is indeed a very serious one since it
relates both directly and indirecrly ro quesrions of
individual freedom and human rights, both of rhese
being subjects concerning which this Parliament has
always shown great sensitivity. Various bodies of the
Community had previously concerned rhemselves with
the subject, notably in July 1974 and February 1975,
and I would remind you rhar rhere is in existence a

unanimous joint declaration of rhe European Parliament, the Council of Ministers and the Commission,
regarding respecr for basic rights.
Besides, the introduction was in direct accord with
100 of the Treaty of Rome, which provides for
a mutual alignmenr of rhose legislative and regularory
acts of the Member Srates rhat have a direct impact on
the establishment or function of our Community.

Anicle

A long time ago rhe Commission sought rc develop
proposals relative ro the esrablishment of common
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legislative acts in this domain. It is common knowledge that with the progress of modern technology,
panicularly in the field of elecrronic computers, information science, and the various other electronic
means, the right of respect for the privacy of the individual is under severe threat. This is all the more true
if one considers that in cenain countries of the
Community the relevant legislation is non-existent or
very inadequate and there are serious loopholes from
rhe smndpoint of exposing the man in the street to
abuse of the storage and processing of all sons of
information, both private and of other kinds. The
reason for this is that jurisprudence is not always in a
position to keep pace with the rapid advance of technology characteristic of our century. In these circums[ances it will be necessary to examine the urgent need
to exercise control at a communal level, as has so
rightly been emphasized by previous colleagues as
well, over che use and processing of information and
technical communications, to neutralize any associated
adverse consequences and at the same time trant the
citizens of Europe effective protection against the
improper use of information, and this by means of
general, specific, and effective legisladon. The rapporteur also quirc righdy emphasizes that serious consideration will have to be given to the possibiliry of an
explicit mention in the provisions of the European
Declaration on [he Protection of Human Rights and
Basic Freedoms, involving the addition of a protocol
expressing the inalienable right to enjoy prorcction of
information of a personal na[ure.

entirely agree with all of that; but I want to make
one warning and express one real concern to the

I

narional authorities. In the European Convention,
Article 9 (2) (a) allows derogations by public authorities from the provisions otherwise laid down for
computer users in respect of State security, public
safety, national monetary interests and the suppression
of crime. Of course all that is perfectly alright in principle, but I am worried, knowing na[ional authorities
as we all do, that they may arrogate to themselves
advantages over other users of computers under this
derogation; and I feel very strongly that national and
public authorities should not be allowed to escape the
responsibilities to the public which they should undertake under this European Convention.

They should be no less stringently controlled than are
the other users of compu[ers; and if the national and
public authorisies in any Member Sate of the EEC
were to try to take special advantages for themselves
over against the rights of the private individual, then I
believe we should hastily bring in the Commission to
act on our own behalfs against national bureaucracies.
'We must, however, give the Convention a chance to

work.
'V'e must put it on good behaviour, and I believe it will
work successfully by ircelf.

President.

In conclusion Mr President, I would like to emphasize
that while technological progress is something that we
all respect, it should never be allowed to turn against
man himself, placing limits upon him or abusing him
by preventing him from defending himself against the
collection of information and from ensuring the right
of privacy in his life. At first sight the subject may not.
seem to pose directly too severe a threat. However,
when we think that millions of items of information
can be stored in a little box a mere few millimetres in
size; when on the other hand a tiny object the size of a
lentil can be used to monitor a private conversation
over a distance of hundreds of metres, we shall all
have to take notice of the matter so that a common,
effective, communal defence can be laid down to

protect the citizens

in the

countries

of

our

Community.

Prcsident.

-

I call Mr Turner.

President, we all agree with the
Mr Turner.
morive of Mr-'Mr
Sieglerschmidt, the rapponeur, which is
[o ensure effective protection for private systems in the
new world of computers. Ve believe though, as my
friends have said, that the European Convention
should be given a chance to work before we bring in
if we ever should have to do so, and I hope we shall
-not the Commission at an EEC level.

-

-

I call Mr Ephremidis.

(GR) Mr P.esident, the proposal
Ephremidis.
under discussion- is concerned with a well known

Mr

phenomenon, namely that of the impact of technolog-

ical development. \flhile the latter is generally of
benefit rc life and the development of society, on rhe
other hand it involves certain perils.

In the specific

case we are considering, we are
with technological developments in the
handling of information, which are undoubtedly of
concerned

great help to our society but which also involve cenain
dangers, above all the danger of an assault upon the

basic rights of the individual who may be forced to
undergo interference and an affront to his privacy, his
honour, and his repuation. From this point of view we
agree with the principle and the aims of the proposal,
whose object is to promote protective measures for
these basic rights of the individual, and we also agree
with rhe invitation that this proposal offers to the
Member States ro become signatories rc and to ratify
the relevant declaration of the Council of Eulope. Sfle
would indeed, raise no objection to the addition of a
sixth protocol rc the European Declaration of Human
Rights. However, we have reservations from cenain
other points of view. Thus, we feel that what is said in
the latter pan of the proposal raises a few questionmarks of a legal and political nature. For example, the
accession of the EEC as such to the Declaration of the
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Council of Europe is nor covered by either of Anior 235 of the EEC Treaty, no ma[rer how
broadly ve may wish to inrerpret it. Those anicles do

how we are to guard against the serious dangers thar

cles 228

threaten the individual rights and freedom of the
citizen, in other words against the improper use of
stored information. Ve follow wirh particular inrerest
the discussions taking place here in France, where
there is after all a specific law of l9ZZ. There is no
such legal provision in our own country. It is no mere
matter of chance thar rwo Greek Members of Parlia-

not attriburc any comperence wharsoever, either to the
Commission or to the Council, [o enter into international agreements concerning marrers of this kind, and
we are explicitly opposed to any arbitrary extension of
the competences of rhe Community institutions.
Yet from another poinr of view, in connecrion with the
urgent need for the harmonizasion and funher development of the nadonal legislations by means of the
Directive and on the basis of Anicle 100 of the EEC
Treaty, we feel rhat rhe condirions of application of
that anicle are not helpful, because the subject under
discussion has nothing to do with the letter and spirit
of Anicle 100 and we would nor wish ro acknowledge
a right to create Communiry legislation that was irrelevant to such matters as are expr-essly provided for by
the EEC Treaty. These are our reservarions, and they
will oblige us, in voting, to differentiare our position,
whether in favour or against.

I

also take the opportunity ro to menrion my surprise
that the resolution does not address itself to an important and parallel theme. It refers only to the individual
rights of individuals, bur'makes no menrion of rhe
flagrant abuses practised on legal entities, political
parties, or social organizations that are subject to

tremendous pressure, tremendous affront to the
inalienable rights that they possess. I speak on the basis

of experience in my own country, Greece, and am sure
that analogous situations arise in other member countries of the EEC as well, where today's information
systems allow files to be built up concerning political
parties, organizations, or their supponers and their
rank and file. Indeed, in our own country this occurs
in a particularly serious form owing to the presence of
American service personnel, American military bases,
which with the electronic systems available to them
can monitor vinually all that goes on in private and
public life. It has repeatedly been alleged to the Greek
parliament that even when the Prime Minister of rhe
country himself wishes to communicate with members
of his cabinet by telephone, these communications are
monitored in denil minute by minure, by means of

ment, both Communisrs, have risen one after the other
to emphasize the seriousness of the problem.

,

In Greece we lived through quite a few years during
which the man in the street was a[ the mercv of the
police authoriries, who dercrmined his work'and his
freedom on the basis of the conrenm of a file detailing
his political ideas. Not so very long ago, fbr a man ro
be appoinrcd as a gravedigger, he had ro presenr a
clean bill of ideological health issued by rhe services
that had compiled the information in quesrion. Think
what would have happened if these services, rhe police
State as we used ro call it, had possessed the presenr-

rcchnological means. It was nor only the
Communisr who fell victim to this filing system, but
the present Prime Minister of the country, Mr
Andreas Papandreou, and from a cenain momenr

d^y

'

onwards perhaps also rhe President of our Republic,
Mr Karamanlis himself. In spite of the fact that it was
broadcast in our country that these files would be
desroyed and that there would be no possibility of
using the informarion in them, ir is extremely doubrful
whether in fact any such thing occurred, and although
our legislation comprises a principle rhar allows a
citizen to be informed of the conrenrs of his file, there
is no safeguard wharsoever of his right to correc[ even
erroneous information in his official file. Ve rherefore
advocate rhe srrictesr safeguards to ensure rhar the
collection and individual processing of information
shall nor be permitred, that it may not be collected and
used for political ends, rhat severe sancrions will be
imposed for any violarion of these principles, and that
there will be an absolute safeguarding of the righr of
the citizen to be informed of the marerial that
concerns him, about the use that is to be made of rhis
information, and of his right ro correcr the information in question.

such systems.

President.

This therefore represenrc another very great problem

in connection with the subject we are discussing,

and

all this, I repeat, makes us somewhat less than wholeheaned about voting in favour of this resolucion even
though it has the positive aspects that I have underlined.

President.

-

I call Mr Kyrkos.

(GR) Mr Presidenr, we suppon all rhe
Mr Kyrkos.
- comprised
positive elements
in the resolution but we
think it necessary, in addition, to give some thought to

Mr

-

I call the Commission.

Naries, Member of the Commission.

(DE) Mr

Presidenr, the Commission warmly welcomes
rhe
second reporr on the prorecion of the right of the
individual in rhe face of rechnical developments in
data processing which Mr Sieglerschmidt has
presented on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee.
This repon conrinues rhe European Parliament's work
in this field, which this House already began in 1979
with a first repon from Mr Beyerl.
Even then the Commission placed on record the
importance which ir artribured to this subject. In
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answers to many oral and written questions,

rhe meantime repeatedly reaffirmed that

it

has in

it is fully

aware of the problems of data protection in a common
marker with a cross-frontier raffic of information and

rhat

it fully

intends

to contribute to the creation of

such a system of protection within the framework of
the general international development.
As you know, the OECD and the Council of Europe
have recently produced two international instruments
which are analysed in deail in Mr Sieglerschmidt's
report.'!7e have nothing to add to these analyses. Both
instruments aim to set a minimum standard for data
protection. Vhile the OECD has merely issued guidelines in the form of non-binding recommendations, the
Council of Europe has adopted a Convention which
goes much funher with regard to its legal obligations.
This Convention was presented for signature by the

Member States in January

United Kingdom, which so far has no legislation

for the CounciI

an

option [o propose that a Directive be enacted pursuant
to the EEC Treaty, if the Srasbourg Convention is
not signed and ratified within the dme limit referred to
in the Recommendation. Then of course we should all
i.e. the Commission in close cooperation with your-selves have to examine how the content of the
- Convention, which I have described as a
European

minimum standard, can be expanded into

a

Community regulation which goes funher in its provisions. On this point, the report makes far-reaching
proposals, for example: liability for damage which has
arisen through the irregular handling of personal data,

the introduction of compulsory approval for

data
banks and the creation of a Community authority for
the control of cross-frontier data transmission, i.e. a

kind of office for a European data

protection

I welcome in this connection the fact that Anicle 100 is
singled out as a possible legal basis for such a directive
and that rhe Legal Affairs Committee has also unanimously approved this in paragraph 5 of the motion for
a resolution.

Let us be clear in our minds, however, that the
of a directive which will regularc all the
material questions referred to will be a difficult task.
Compared with the large number of officials
concerned with this field in the capitals of our

drafting

covering this field.

In this connection, the Commission is wondering
whether and to what exrent it. should develop an initiative of irc own. In the interest of a comprehensive
European regulation which also covers other States
Austria, Ponugal, Norway, Sweden and Turkey have
but also in the interest of
likewise already signed
- which this House in panithe good cooperation, for
cular has repearcdly expressed a desire, between the
European Community and the Council of Europe, the
Commission sees it as its first priority to ensure that
those Member States which have not yet done so
should also sign the Council of Europe Convention,
i.e. to ensure that it is ratified by all Member States.
Vith this aim in view, the Commission on 29 July

last

year issued a Recommendation to the Member States

incorporation

dation has explicitly reserved

inspector with extensive powers of control.

1981.

The Commission took an active pan in the meetings of
the group of experts drafting the Convention, and in
rhe spring of 1981 it was signed by the Member States
all of
Denmark, Germany, France and Luxembourg
them countries having legislation on data protection
already in force. Somewhat later it was signed by the

for the

tional framework. The Commission in its Recommen-

of the Council of

Europe

Convention and called on them to sign it during 1981
and to ratify it before the end of tggz.
The Commission therefore unreservedly welcomes the
fact that the motion for a resolution which is before
you contains a call from che European Parliament to
Member States ro comply with the Commission's
Recommendation. The Commission intends early in
the summer of this year to call a coordination meeting
of the Member States in order to examine the reasons
which have so far prevented a number of them from
signing the Convention or to learn of the misgivings
they have in this respect.

There are, however, limits to the extent to which we
can pursue our desire to regulate things in the interna-

Member States, the staff rhe Commission has available
is very small. For work on the approximation of legislation, panicularly in the field of data protection, and
harmonization, the Commission's smff cover is so
stretched that it is becoming a question of politics
rather than of internal organization and budgedng.

If we are to draft a more comprehensive directive, we
must have additiona[ staff at our disposal.

Also you no doubt share my concern over the timeconsuming nature of the procedure for the enactment
of a directive.'We cannot get it adoprcd within a very
shon space of time. As far as the material provisions
are concerned, we must be careful not to demand too
much of those Member States which up to now have
had no legisladon of their own on this subject at all.
Finally, I should like to remind you that Anicle 100
requlres unanrmlty.
Once we have embarked on the preparation of a directive, the requirement stated here on one occasion that
we should first gather experience will in my opinion be
automatically met, as far as the material circumstances
are concerned. I believe therefore that at the present
time our first concern must be to make fast progress in
the completion of the first stage in a comprehensive
regulation of the data protec[ion question by securing
rhe signing and ratification of the Strasbourg Convention.
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'!7e

shall then have ro examine the concrere follow-up
measures which may seem appropriare and the form ro

be taken by any new iniriarives the Commission can

we are glad to know
- also hasroplans
of rhe European Community
the
European Convention on Human Righrs!
Commission

for the

-

accession

pursue with the supporr of rhe European Parliament.

Having said thar,

I should like

once more [o offer my

ro rhe Legal Affairs Commirree and
most especially to its rapporreur, Mr Sieglerschmidt,
for their excellenr work on this imponant subject.
hearty thanks

President.

-

I call rhe rapporteur.

Mr Sieglerschmidt, rapporteur.
(DE) Mr President,
allow me ro say a few words -on rhe development of
the discussion and on rhe points made by Mr Narjes.
But first of all I should like to rhank all who have been
so kind as to express appreciation for my repon and of
course in particular those who have stared themselves
to be more or less in agreemenr wirh it and most of all
those who have expressed rheir full agreement wirh it.
Because of rhe time available, however, shall deal
only wirh those points on which I have crirical observations ro make.

I

Mr Alber said yesterday rhar dara prorecrion is a legal
problem, nor a rechnical one. I don'r rhink you can say
it quite like that. Uldmately, I would rhink rhar we are
of the same opinion on rhis matter. Nuclear weapons,
for example, are nor only a problem of inrernaiional
law bur also a technical problem because of their

Mr Narjes, I should like to make rwo specific points
regarding your remarks. If rhere is really a shonage of
staff here which cannot be relieved by rransfers within
the Commission, and if you can prove that, you will
cenainly find many Members of Parliamen[ on your
side in your efforts to creare nev/ pos$, for the preparation of an imponant direcrive musr not be allowed ro
run aground on shortage of smff. If Parliament
as I
hope
in the main approves of the proposal -of the
Legal -Affairs Commitree this afternoon
and here I
come to my second point
it cannot of- course force
the Commission to follow- ir and start work immediately on the drafcing of rhe direcrive. But, Commissioner, you have already stated your position
before
- 29 July
Parliament and in your Recommendation of
1981. !7e will take you ar your word if the Convention has not been signed and ratified by all Member
States by the end of tggZ and assume that you will
immediarely and without delay of your own making
start work on drafting a proposal for a directive.
President.

-

The vote will be taken ar rhe nex[ voring rime.

immensely grearer capabilities compared wirh conven-

4. Common transport polic!.

tional weapons. The same applies ro rhe relarion
between convenrional dara files and computerized
systems.

President.

The most imponanr question which has been raised by
more or less all those involved in rhe discussion relates
to the relevance of the Council of Europe Convention
to rhe enacrment of a directive. I do not share Mr
Tyrrell's fear that working wirh rwo legal insrrumenrs
existing side by side would creare difficulties. I should
like to remind him rhat, on the question of liabiliry for

-

defective products, Parliamenr welcomed rhe intervendon of the Council of Europe in this field with a European Convendon. Smring from this legal basis we [hen
drew up our opinion on rhe Commission's proposal
for a directive on defecrive products.

Ve

should nor forger
as Mr Nar,jes has rightly
pointed out
that the -prepararron of a directive on
- in rhe European Communiry will be a
data protection
long and laborious process.
Referring now to rhe quesrion of the Communiry's
accession to the Convenrion, Mr Ephremidis, perhaps
you do not yer know rhar rhe European Community
has already acceded ro orher inrernarional [rearies.
This is nothing new, rherefore. Now we may say: but
we don't want it! Thar is anorher marrer. Legally, at all
events, it is completely unobjectionable. After all, the

The debate is closed.

-

-

The nexr irem is the joint debare on:

the repon by Mr Carossino (Doc. 1-996/8 1), on
behalf of the Commitree on Transporr, on rhe
common rransporr policy,

Mr Gabert (Doc. l-982/8 l), on
Commirtee on Transporr, on rhe
future of rhe Communiry railway nerwork.
the repon by
behalf

of rhe

I call Mr Carossino.

Mr Carossino,

rapporteur.
(17) Mr Presidenr, wirh
this report, the fruir of a broad
and inrensive discussion, the Commirree on Transpon wishes to call
Parliamenr's acenrion ro the serious situation which
has resulted from the lack of a common rransporr
policy. The obligarion ro creare such a policy derives
from the Treaties which, in Title fV and in Articles 24

and 84, confirm ir in solemn and unequivocal rerms.

Although various measures concerning transpon have
been adopted over rhe lasr few years, ir cannor be said
that the Communiry now has genuine rransporr policy.
Parliament first called for this policy in 1958, with rhe
Kaprcyn repon, and ir has presented the proposal
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again on several occasions, the most recent being the
Seefeld report

in

The construction of an efficient low-cost ffansPon
network is, moreover, indispensable for increasing the
productivity of the economic system and for bringing

1978.

The creation of this policy has been prevented by the
inaction of the Council of Ministers and by its syste-

of all the regions of the
especially where the peripheral regions

about rhe integration
Community

-

matic refusal to make decisions, despite proposals by
the Commission and the opinions expressed by Parliament, as is amply demonstrated by the long list of

are concerned.

draft directives and regulations which have been

the Council to submit to Parliament an

awaiting the Council's decisions for years. Nor can it
be argued that, since a considerable period of time has
elapsed, some of these provisions are outdated, for
even the most recent and imponant proposals lately

approved

by

Parliament have been systematically

ignored or overlooked by the Council.

The situation is growing progressively worse.

In the

past, Parliament has criticized the so-called
'small steps' policy. Today not even small steps appear
to be possible, for the rare meetings of the Council are
increasingly inconclusive. Instead of being sanctioned
by functional decisions, these meetings usually end
with the announcement of postponements for the sake
of funher hypothetical studies, or else they produce

only recommendations to the governments, which
leave the situation unchanged.

The most recent, and, in some respects, the most
ourctanding proof of this lack of concern was offered
by the mandarc of 30 May, which made no mention
wharoever of transpon policy. In fact, we find
ourselves in a blind alley, from which we must escape
as soon as possible if the very results that have been so
painfully obnined over the last few years are not to be
compromised and undermined.

The objective of this repon, which was occasioned by
the motion for a resolution presented by Mr Baudis, is
preciselv to involve the direcdy-elected Parliament in
the matter in order to change a situation that has
become intolerable, to oblige the Council to assume its
responsibilities, and, more generally, to include the
issue of transport within the broader question of institutional reform with which Parliament is now
preparing to deal.

The evolution of the economic and social situation
wirhin the Community as made the adoption of a
common policy on transport more urgent than ever.
One has only to think of the problems posed by the

of Greece to the Community on I January
and of those stemming from the need to adopt a

On the basis of this and other considerations which I
cannot go into here, we call on the Commission and.
overall
programme including the measures to be implemented
from now until the end of the legislature.

This programme should embrace all types of transpon
and take into account the opinions already expressed
by Parliament on the individual proposals: in particular those concerning the role of the infrastruclures,
measures of sociaI and sechnico-adminisrative
harmonization, cooperation among railways, and the
applicadon of the principles of the Treaty to air and
maritime transport.

'!fle are now awaiting a response from the Commission, and above all from the Council. If this final
artempt to induce the Council to change its attitude is
unproductive, then Parliament will have no choice but
to initiate procedure for an appeal to the Coun of
Justice against the Council of Ministers for failure to
act, according to Article 175 of the EEC Treary.

In a subsequent provision, now being studied by the
Committee on Transpon and the Legal Affairs
Committee, the procedures and schedule for the
presentation of this appeal will be set out in demil.

Last week in the President-in-Office of the Council,
aking this eventuality into consideration, declared
thar a good compromise is better than a bad rial. I am
also of this opinion, and I hope that such an extreme
measure, which would cenainly increase the grounds
for conflict between Parliament and the Council, will

not be necessary, and that all possible political initia-

ll:.r ""0

actions

will

be exhausted before resoning to

Ladies and gentlemen, in the present state of affairs,
the decision no longer belongs to Parliament alone: to
a great extent it depends on the Council, and on its
willingness and abiliry to respond unequivocally to
needs which can no longer be ignored.
(Applause)

accession

t98l

of

saving and diversification in the field of
energy, where transport is a large consumer. Nevertheless, the considerations on the role of transpon in

policy

the functioning of the common market and in rhe
attainment of the free circulation of goods and productive factors across the frontiers
States remain valid.

of the

Member

President.

-

I call Mr Gaben.

Mr Gabert, rdpporteur.
colleagues,

(DE)

Mr

President,

on 7 November 1979, the Commission

presented a memorandum on the role of the
Community in the development of transpon infrastructure. On 20 June 1980, the Commission sent to
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the Council a reporr on bortlenecks and

possible
modes of finance ro be contributed by the Community.

Also,

in

December 1980, rhe Commission senr a
to rhe Council on rhe Community's
railway policy entitled 'Review and outlook for the
1980s'. Parliamenr has debated the repons drawn up
on behalf of the Committee on Transpon by Mr Klinkenborg, Mr Cotrell, Mr Albers and Mr Ripa di
Meana and adopted rhe resolutions concained in
communicarion

those reports. All these documenrs, Mr President, have
been used by your rapporr.eur in the preparation of his
report and unanimously adopted the resolution
contained in ir.

The Committee on Transport discussed this subject ar
its meeting on l5 November 1981, rook note of the
repon and unanimously adopred the resolution
contained in it.

amending proposals and the decisions taken by Parliament in June 1980.

The Council makes grand staremenrs abour irs transpon poliry but if rhis regularion, which has been wirh
the Council since 1976, is not finally adoprcd those
statements will be seen ro be nothing bur hot air. Only
if this is done can infrasrructure
rhat of
- including
the railways
be developed and improved
with assist- Communiry. Of course, better cooperaance from the
tion between rhe railway undertakings of the
Community is also necessary. Consolidation of the
finances of the railway undenakings is an essenrial
prerequisite for this. The adminisrrarive barriers ro
cross-frontier traffic must also be dismanded. During
the last few decades, there has been no expansion in
the railway network compared wirh that of rhe road
network
epart from some new urban transit
- this
systems. But
expansion is urgendy needed, even
on existing links, by projecm such as electrification,

I urge the House to follow this example, since the railways will have a very imponant role to play in future
European transpor[ policy. The Committee on Transpon especially welcomed the fact that rhe Council of
Transpon Ministers, at its last meeting in December of
last year, finally rcok a major policy decision on this

automation and conversion of lines for higher speeds,
but also by the consrrucrion of new links, for example
the Channel Tunnel, a tunnel through the Alps and

accordance with thar decision, railway

The railways roday are rhe only mode of rransporr

question.

In

policy will have a key role to play in the uansport
policy of rhe Community. The Commirtee on Transpon of this Parliament has long since acknowledged
the imponance of rhe railways ro European rranspon
and, as rapporteur,

I welcome rhe initiarives taken by

the Commission, since they serve rhe Community's
aim of restoring economic health to rhe railways of the
Member Starcs. The resolution once again emphasizes
that, when financial aid is allocared from Community
resources for transpon infrastructure, the energysaving mode of rranspon consrirured by the railways
deserves to be given preference.

The resolution recommends thar when shon, medium
and long-rerm investmen[ measures are selecred for
the Community railway network and are to be assisted
from Communiry resources, the European infrastructure mas[er plan drawn up by the Inrernarional Union
of Railways should be taken as a basis. The Committee
on Transpon calls on rhe Commission on rhe basis of
this plan to draw up a roure map of the existing and

planned railway network of the Community of Ten
and to allocate priorities which rhe railway administrations of the Member States can use as guidelines for
their infrastrucrure invesrment and which will clarify
the planning objecdves of rhe Communiry institutions.
The Committee on Transpon moreover has expressed
im bitter disappointmenr over the facr rhat the Council
has still not laid down the legal basis for the financing
of a common rranspon policy. The resolution makes
an urgent appeal to the Council finally to adopt
without delay the regulation proposed as long ago as

1976

on financial

assisrance

for

projects of

in the field of transpon infrastructure, having regard ro the Commission's
Community interesr

special high-speed lines.

which is not necessarily dependenr on oil, for they are
increasingly being convened to electric rracrion. The
share of rhe railways in rhe oil consumprion of the
transport sector as a whole is approximately 2.70/0.
On the other hand, rhe share consumed by road rranspon works out at 81.4%. This comparison can and

must be improved by funher elecrrification.

If

oil

prices continue to rise, the railways could rake over
some of the raffic of orher more oi[-intensive carriers.
Compared with other modes of rransporr, rhe railways
are very safe in operation and are quite benign in their
effects on the environment.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I have already
pointed ou[ thar the Commirtee on Transpon adopred
the resolution unanimously. I can only appeal ro the
House

rc follow suir, for rhe railways

I

musr

emphasize this one again
of crucial imponance
- are
to the future transport policy
of rhe Community.
(Applause)

Presidcnt.

Mr

-

I call the Socialisr Group.

Seefeld.

(DE)

Mr

President, ladies and

- begin with a word of thanks to our
I shall
rapporteur, Mr Carossino. His repon is an imponant
one, and my group will vote for it. I also thank Mr
Gaben, however, and would add that the Socialist
gentlemen,

Group will also back his reporr.

Let me now examine Mr Carossino's very imponant
repon in some derail. It has been a long story, ladies
and gentlemen: the elected representarives of rhe
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for the common transport policy. I'm not going to

to the
venture to doubt whether it is even discussed
same Permanent Representatives who could not agree
on it before.

launch into historical research here, but as far back as
1957
I repeat, 19571- a Member of the European

No, if

people of Europe have repeatedly attempted to get the
ministers responsible to lay down a general framework

Parliament,

Mr

Kapteyn, wrote

a report which

in
principle demanded the same things as we are forced
as far as I
to continue demanding today, because
vinually nothing has happened- since then.
can see

-

Mr Kapteyn wrote a second repon in 1951 on quesof principle in the transpon policy, and our
colleague, Mr Mursch, produced another in 1974. I
was the rapporteur myself in 1979 and forgive me Mr
President, ladies and gentlemen, if I repeat a few
sentences from the speech I made at the time, for they
tions

have not lost their relevance: 'Again and again Parliament is cast in an admonishing role to issue a reminder
that a rational, coherent transport policy is needed in
I said
the European Community. Again and again'
- Euro'sound business sense leads to
at rhat time
pean solutions being advocated. But unfonunately we
hit solid granite when we try to get through to the
Council.'Then as now. I could read right to the end of
the speech, Mr President, and you would see that it is
absolutely up to date.

Ladies and gentlemen, it is most extraordinary, it is
deplorable, that the ministers responsible have not
even bothered their heads over opinions continuously
and unanimously put forward by this House. They
have failed to acknowledge our opinions, rhereby
manifesting deep contempt for representatives of the
people. Ve must take vigorous steps to ensure that the
ten governmenrc do not play games with this Parliament on the question of transpon policy.

celebrations are now to be held to commemora[e '25 years of the European Community', the
European Parliament's transport policy expens cannot
join in, because
regrettably
- '25 years of the
European Community' mean 25 years of failure on the
question of a unified European transport policy.
(Applause)

Colleagues, our discussions today concern Mr Carossino's report. It is shoner than earlier reports, but Mr
Carossino refers back to the preceding repons, and in
from that of Mr Kapteyn to my
fact all the repons
own reporr ol tglg- and that of Mr Carossino
- have
to be seen as a single entity. 'Sfle are not in the European Communiry alking about the day to day administration and occasional reform of existing legisladon
but about making ten sets of transport provisions in

the Member States into a new common transport
policy. Perhaps the Carossino repon will make
I should like our colleagues here to
history, for
know this - the present President of the Council of
Ministers,- Belgian Transpon Minister de Croo,
declared [o our Commitree on Transpon during the
discussions at our last meeting before this debate his
intention of placing the Carossino report on the
agenda of the Council of Transpon Ministers, if we
adopt it here today, let us hope unanimously. He
promised me faithfully that he would make sure that it
would also be discussed and talked over in the Council
of Ministers and that views would be properly
exchanged on this report.
'!7'e are modest people!

(Applause)

Colleagues, it cannot be allowed !o con[inue. \7e have
a mandate from the millions of people in our countries, and rransport policy is precisely one field in
which the citizens can see for themselves whether
anything is being done or not.

I ask here and now: do the ministers really not undersund that they are setring their faces against the
peoples of Europe by their blinkered defence of
supposed national interests? Do the ministers not
realize that a firm determination is being shown in the
European Parliament to do away once and for all with
the ridiculous barriers which the disunity on transport
legislation imposes on the economy of Europe and on

all im citizens?

If

only it could happen once

rhat unanimously adopted texts from the European
Parliament were not merely taken account of by the
ministers for the record but actually discussed and our
argumenrs considered! If that happened, that would at
leasr be a step in the right direction. Ministers responsible would then be personally concerned with a text,
would leaf through it and read a bit and perhaps give a
little thought to what these Euro-MP's are actually
after.

There is a lot to say on this repon. Believe me,

as

charrman of the Commictee on Transpon, I could get
carried away in my indictment of men who do nothing
and yet basically bear a very heavy responsibility.

I-et me end with an allusion, Mr President.

It is no

secret that the Committee on Transpon and the Legal

Ladies and gentlemen, meetinBs of the Council take
place once or twice a year, seldom more frequently.
Council meetings have been cancelled because texts
ready for a decision to be taken have not been available. The Permanent Representatives' Transpon
Group cannot agree, and what is then put before the
and I
Council is passed back after a brief discussion

-

Affairs Committee are at present actively preparing to
instirute proceedings under Article 175 of the EEC
Treaty. Our patience is at an endlAnd we want to tell
the citizens of Europe before we are half-way through
rhe mandate of this directly-elected Parliament exacrly
why the transpoft policy is not making progress. We
are not afraid to follow up words with deeds and we
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are not afraid to come under rhe critical scruriny of
the electorate. No, before rhe next elections in 1984,
we want rc be able to tell rhe voters it is nor because
the European Parliamenr lacks initiatives, ideas and
good proposals that norhing gets done, but because
the power of the European Parliamenr alone is nor
enough to force the governrirents ro make policy for
cltlzens.

Mr

Presidenr, ladies and genrlemen, ler me say in
conclusion: it is time the European rranspon policy

ceased

to be rhe

Cinderella

of rhe European

Communiry. Thar said, rhe Socialisr Group will again,
as in the pasr, srand firmly by the demands rhe
Committee on Transport has drawn up and which, I
rake it, the House will unanimously adopt.
(Applause)

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, ir was cenainly
not withour good reason rhat the Treaty of Rome
indicated transporr policy as one of the priority policies of rhe Community, dedicating an enrire Tide ro it.

However, this policy has remained almosr rotally

neglected. It is only too evidenr thar rhe rationalization and the reinforcemenr of the transport sysr.em are
essential conditions for artaining the fundamenral
objectives of the Community insritution.

The common market will never be able ro exploir all
its potential as a grear insrrument for the development
of the Community economies if we are unable ro
assure irs complere internal mobiliry, without fronrier
obstacles, withour distonions provo(ed by the fundamental diversity of the policies and legislation of rhe
Member States in all secrors having ro do with traffic,
trade, and territorial mobility.

it is impossible, wirhout an appropriate and
well-aimed transporr policy, ro reduce rhe ever more
marked disparities between rhe richest and the least
Thus

Mr

Travaglini.

(17)

Mr

President, ladies and

- of the EPP will vote in favour
gentlemen, the Group
of the motion for a resolution which Mr Carossino has
presented on behalf of the Commirree on Transpon
on [he common transport. policy
I should have said,
- policy.
on the lack of a common transporr
The central point of rhe proposal is the intention to
bring an action before the Court of Jusrice, under
Anicle 175 of rhe Treaty, againsr the Council for the
reasons contained in the motion for a resolurion which

I

myself, along with

Mr Hoffmann and orhers,

presented to this Parliamenr. !flith rhis initiative we
proposed immediare recourse [o rhe Coun for failure
to act. Our position, extremely critical of the Council,
results from the larter's demonstrated and persistent
near-indifference rowards a Community policy on
transport, despire the proposals of the Commission
and the many and exhaustive opinions delivered by
this Parliament.

The Committee on Transport, at the conclusion of an
exhaustive debate from which the Council's failure to
act emerged very clearly, has once again, with irs own

initiative repon and

is

motion for

a

resolution,

issued a strong plea to the Council ro define once and
for all the framework of a common transporr policy as
called for in Anicle 74 of theTreaty, and to decide on

the Commission's proposals on which Parliamenr has
already expressed an opinion.

Ve are cenain that Parliament, approving the resolution proposed by the Committee on Transpon, will
initiate legal procedures if rhe Council does not
respond adequately to our request within a reasonable
length of time. Ve will ask therefore only for a posrponement of the evaluation of our initiative, and we
are ready to recommend such action again in the case
of funher, deplorable inenia on rhe pan of the

Council.

favoured regions

of the Community. Ir is nor by

chance that rhese latrer are precisely the most peripheral zones, and rhey bear heavier burdens in all
activities due to rhe higher effective cosr,s of transport,
the extra time involved, and rhe reduced volume of
trade. Have you ever esr.imated, even if only in numerical terms, the economic handicap suffered by a citizen
or operator in any sector of production in Puglia or
Calabria rrying to maintain and promore trade wirh
the economically stronger areas of Europe and of his
own country? Have you ever accurately estimated the
role which these difficulries have played in rhe failure
of these regions to develop?

It is impossible to underrare rhe negarive effect which
the lack of an organic transporr policy continues ro
have on the restructuring of rhe mechanisms of production in the Communiry counrries. This resrructuring process will never succeed in giving rise to an
organic and efficienr Community productive sysr.em,
capable of responding ro rhe challenges of non-Euro-

pean industrial powers,

if we are unable fully

to

explo.it national and regional complemenrary charactensucs.

I

would like ro srress the need to make an
to profir from the cultural complementariry of our peoples and our regional communiFinally,

increased effort
t,ies, a process

which can become more intensive as the

network of Communiry rransporr becomes more efficlent.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I will not list the
proposals the Commission has made which have nor
been followed up: rhe rapporreur has done this excellently. I insist on the need ro define withour funher
delay an overall framework for rhis fundamental
Community policy, one which takes inro accounr rhe
problems of rationalizing and strengthening the transport system, in close correlatron wirh the development
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of the Community
regional planning.

mechanism

of

production

and

Vithin this framework it is also

necessary to propose appropriate and specific provisions to eliminate the distonions and the bottlenecks
which cause serious delay in the process of economic

integration.

Community interest and to approve the relevant regulation for the financial support of the Community
which the Commission has been proposing to the
Council sioce 1976. I am well aware that the inade-

available to the
Community militates against this, but I believe that a
concre[e poliry for the creation of a functional infrastructural system of Community interest can be
initiated by appropriate use of the Community finan-

of the financial means

cial instrumenm which operate with the borrowing
system.

The integration of the railway companies is another
vital element in the rationalization of the transpon
system. Vhere these problems are concerned, one has
the impression that the Community has come to
recognize that it is vinually impossible to devise any
practical course of action in the face of the considerable difficulties which exist, because of the divergent
interests of the various countries. Such divergencies
are present in rhe entire transPort sector, and,
although they are certainly numerous and sharply
defined, no overall and incisive effon has been made

to tackle them. The guidelines laid down by the

Council clearly favour'free trade which, at least in this
sector is an obstacle to integration, and tends to favour
the sectoral policies of cenain countries in the absence
of decisive action for the effective harmonization of
the conditions of competition.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the definition of a
coherent Community framework for the development
of an overall transpon policy and its gradual but
prompt implementation can no longer be delayed. Any
funher delay will lead inexorably to the indictment of
rhe Community bodies for failure to promote European integration.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

first of all may we
Moorhouse.
- Mr President,
congratulate Mr Carossino on the excellence of his
report. In all his work in the Committee on Transpon,
Mr Carossino has always shown himself to be a true
European, and his repon today clearly reflecm his
deep commitment to a European transport policy, a
an objective we in this
common transport policy
- with
him and the other
group most cenainly share
members of the Transpofl Committee.

Mr

Community and indeed the world level, we all have a
stake in transpon. It is an. interesting fact that, as I
think Mr Carossino has said in his repon, np fewer

than

I am obliged, therefore, to underline the urgent need
to define the system of transpon infrastructures of

quacy

Mr President, transport is a major European industry.
It is imponant to you, to me and to all the people who
elected us to this Parliament. At the local, national,

17

million people in the Community

are

for their livelihood on moving goods and
people. In the great ciry of Greater London, pan of
dependent

which I represent, no fewer than 60 000 people work
in transport. There is also the fact that transport
accounts for berween five and nine per cent of
Member States' GNP and for an average of six per
cent of trade revenue and expenditure. It is no wonder
that our founding fathers could see from the outset
that a common transport policy was one of the foundation stones of the Community and wrote it in to the

Rome Treaty in large prinr, recognizrng that

the hean of the prosperity of the Member

it is at
States

whom we are proud to represent and that we need an
effective, integrated transport system.

Sir, the tragedy, as Mr Seefeld and other speakers
have made clear, is that little has been achieved, not
just in the past two-and-a-half years but over the
whole span of the past 25 years, and I would say that ir
reflecrs very badly indeed, not, I think, on this Parliament, but in panicular on rhe Council of Transpon
Ministers. I believe it is a fact that there are no fewer
and this figure may already have been stated in the
-debate
than 55 proposals for action from the
- and the Parliament lying on the uble of
Commission
the Council of Transpon Ministers.

It

is to us a matter of regret that there is no representative here today of the Council of Transpon Ministers.
Mr De Croo was good enough to come to the meeting
of the Committee on Transpon a week or [wo ago,
but we regret that he is not here in the Parliament

itself, Sir, and we feel that he should have been
present. It stands in some contrast, if I may be allowed
ro say, to the offer which has been made by the Brirish
Under-Secretary of State to come to a meeting of the
Transpon Committee, as soon as is convenient to that
committee, to discuss funher the draft regulation on
inter-regional air services, which is yet another
measure which has run into the sands.
So, faced with this situation as we are in the Transpon
Committee and in the Parliament as a whole, it is no
wonder that we are seriously thinking of mking legal
action atainst the Council of Ministers. This, of course,
is a very serious matter, but it is a measure of the enor-

mous frustration which has built up, particularly in the
Transpon Committee, but also among a Breat many
other Members of this Parliamenr. I would urge the
Commissioner for Transpon to push, push, push the
various proposals which are on the table, because
nothing less than vigorous action will stave off rhe
legal action which all of us are now contemplating and
on which we are taking legal advice.
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Sir, we need a framework of a common rranspon
policy. Thar needs to be laid down. Ir is called for in
the Rome Treary dated 1957
not 1979 bw 1957t

Ve

need a. ransporr infrasrructure
fund

ro

give

Community backing ro grear projects like the Channel
Tunnel; but rhere are a number of other projecs, large
and small. \7e need ro remove rhe transpon bottGnecks at the frontiers, rc facilitate rhe movement of
people and- goods, and I myself will shonly have the
privilege of bringing before the Commitree and before
this Parliament a reporr on transport bottlenecks. But

is this ro be yer another paper riger; just another
academic exercisel or shall we see a pracrical

outcome? Thar is what we need, since we are representing the peoples of Europe. \7e need also, Sir, if I
may say, to liberalize and create equitable conditions
of competition by road, rail and in rhe air; and pan of
this is required by rhe Rome Treaty

I say once again rhar I appeal rhrough you, Sir, to the
Commissioner ro use all his weight and influence
within rhe Council of Ministers. Don'r let them off rhe
hookl Keep goinglThat is rhe message; because unless
within this year some definite measures can be pushed
through, we shall have no option bur ro take legal
acrion as rhe European Parliamenr, and I feel confident that the whole Parliament would support such a
move if need be, even rhough we should regret ir.

Presidcnt.

-

I call the Communist and Allies Group.

As far as we are concerned, we do not place the idea
of consensus above any consideration of irc content.
Indeed we welcome rhe facr that our counrries have
sufficient freedom ro seek our in a free and democraric
manner rhe particular solurion to their rranspon problems which to rhem seems ro be most appropriate. Such
an attitude is no doubr torally alien rc all those who see
integration and the abandonment of national sovereignties as the only hope for rhe future. Bur we have to
yield rc the facm: inregrarion has reached a dead-end.

Now that reality is rhreatening to frusrrate their
effons and rheir plans, it is naturally easy enough for
those who have a mind to do so ro elevate their bitterness to the level of a theory. Everyone, whatever hopes
he may built in rhe dream, has ro face realiry.It is nor
so much the common lransporr policy that is suffering
a setback as rhe process of integrarion to which some

people had been hoping ro adapr

ir; but

integrarion

has come up against insurmounrable obsacles.

As for a common transporr, policy based on cooperation, there is of course still a great deal ro be done. But
I would say, withour either undue satisfaction or
concern, that ir is, after all, coming along. It is not
within the power of any judge, no[ even a judge at the
Furopean Coun of Justice, to make it come along any
faster or betrer. Cenainly one might see .rusi fo.
dismay in rhe facr that we have not yet succeeded in
secunng agreement among six or nine or ten Member
States with regard ro certain projecrs. I am particularly
hopeful that by our joint effons we may bring forward
the time when we can find solutions ro a host of problems posed for us, for example, by raffic bottlenecks,
by the execution of major infrasrrucrure projecrs, by
the extension of the network of fast and easily accessible road links within and berween our counrries. The
Channel Tunnel project is a good example of a posi-

Mr M. Martin.
(FR) Mr President, this debate on
- colleagues
the repons by .y
on rhe Committee on
Transpon, the one abou[ common transpon poliry
and the other about rhe future of the Community
railway network, raises a fair number of questions to
do with what are amongst rhe mos[ pracdcal and

tive approach. Anglo-French cooperation on this
infrastrucrure projecr could, with luck, ultimarcly

everyday realities to which those interested in effective
European inrcgration have to find the answers.

cial

It is on behalf of rhe French members of

the

Communist and Allies Group that I wish to inrroduce
inro the debare one or lwo thoughts.

Like every one of you, we too are rrying to evaluarc
what sage we have reached in building a common
transport policy and ro determine whar solutions
would be most helpful in moving us rowards a more
harmonious and comprehensive developmenr of the
European [ransporr nerwork, taking all means of
transpon into consideradon. The French members of
the Communisr and Allies Group are less inreresrcd in
knowing wherher the obligations under rhe Treary of
Rome have been met in spirit and to rhe letter or
totally abandoned, than in finding out to whar exrent

attract Community panicipation in the shape of finanassisrance.

Our ambirion naturally drives us to make ever
gteater demands, and what has been achieved
always seems ro be less than perfecr. All we have

to beware of is believing that norhing can work outside che con[exr of rhe European Communiry. As
for the common rransporr policy, which impliis rhe
free movemenr of persons and goods, rhe past 20
years have seen an uneven but nonetheless considerable developmenr. Rather than going over all rhe
projects wirh sandard technical specifications which
never came to anyrhing, or losing ourselves in
academic discussions on marters to do with the
Community quora, which incidentally seems itself to
be used in a bilateral fashion, we should do better, in

right framework within which genuine progress can be
made in establishing a rransporr policy, and what
obsmcles ir may present that would justify our coun-

our view, to give thoughr ro rhe new problems imposed
on us by rhe economic situation that our counr.ries are
having to cope with, to solutions of a strucrural character or to new options that such a situation seems to
call for. In facr, rhe economic recession, rhe essenrial

tries taking independent acrion.

requirements

the Communiry and

ir

institutions can provide rhe

for

reducing

our

dependence on
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Martin
imponed fuels, the need to consider the impact on
employment of any new policy, environmental considerations and, finally, concern for the safety of the
travelling public are forcing us to call into question
outmoded options of the past. It is time we restored a
cenain balance between modes of transport on the
basis of the economic and social priorities that we
hope to see established.

the situation. In both these areas the world framework, with its existing institutions, seems to us to be
the proper context in which to make funher Progress.

\fle shall

see how this debate progresses and decide
how we shall vote accordingly.

President.

There has been delay in establishing a coherent
ranking according to the relative imponance of
various modes of transports. Vhat is needed above all
is a new balance between the development of road
transport and transpon by rail and inland waterways,
both of which are panicularly economical from the
energy point of view. \fle must now seek to put right
rhe damage done by disrcnion of competition which
for years has been biased against the railways. In this
connection, when for years the Community has
concentrated on encouraging the liberalization of the
market rather than on harmonizing competition, we
warmly welcome the Council's resolution of
15 December 1981, which seeks to strengthen
Community action in respect of the railways. Let us
hope that this resolution, which should be followed by
a programme of specific measures that the Commis-

sion will draw up for us, marks the beginning of

a

positive approach.

Quite apan from the obvious advantages of easing the
crossing of frontiers between our countries we believe
that an efficient and more rational organization of the
railways would be of considerable benefit to the transpon of passengers and goods. In panicular, the possibilities that combined means of transport offer would
appear to be wonh exploring. Similarly, the introduction of faster passenger trains on the major international routes, something like the HST, would help to
attract more of the travelling public to the railways.
And may I also suggest that if Europe were able to
boast of a coherent rail transport system it would find
major opportunities for cooperation with younger
narions that are industrially backward and lacking in
infrastructure, like our panners in the ACP countries.
Ve are convinced that such a policy, which presupposes a new programme of investment in this sector,

would pay enormous dividends, both economically

-

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

(DE) Mr President, Iadies and
Mrs von Alemann.
gentleman, transport policy debates in this House
particularly when they concern questions of principle
have always taken on the nature of laments which
-end with rhe realization that, in spite of all the efforts
of the European Parliament, it has not been possible to
get the Council to take decisions, i. e. to honour its
obligations under the Treary, one of which is to
introduce a common transpon policy.

I

complercly disagree with

Mr Manin, who has just

said that basically he considers arrangements on a
in air transpon
national or international basis
- asVith
the rest of my
ro be betrer than European ones.
group, I believe that we must make progress with a
European transport policy in order to achieve any
unification of economic policy at all. I doubt if we can
solve our economic problems if we do not solve the
associated transport policy problems.

The rapponeur, Mr Carossino, has presenred

an

He details the failures of the Council and

the

abundance of facts in his repon which' show how
imponant transport is to modern industrial societies,
to the working of the common market and to the intetration of the Community. The rapponeur describes
the dreary state of the common transport policy, a
policy which for all practical purposes does not exist.
Commission finally to produce proposals of their own
which would get us out of the impasse.

Anyone who really reads this report, ladies and
gentlemen, will realize that the transpon policy
experts of the European Parliament are no longer
content merely to continue filling the Council's filing

with new reports and inidatives. Transport
policy is really far too important an element of
cabinets

and socially.

Community policy for that.

The French members of the Communist and Allies
Group, who have never harboured any illusions nor

Seen in that light, this repon on the common transport
policy also has to be assessed in a different wav to the
previous basic repons of Mr Kapteyn, Mr Muller-

placed great faith in any possible process of integration, will always actively sulpon any initiative that

to the growing

for

Hermann, Mr Mursch and Mr Seefeld.

Ve are not

an

just mlking about a new initiative or new proposals

improved transpon system, with panicular emphasis
on public transport and the development of the railways.

here, we are dealing with a catalogue of facts gorng
back over a period of two decades to sen'e es a basis
for an initiative of a different kind.

\7here sea and air transport are concerned, we see no
need for a Community framework, nor for any rigid
rules on competition to bring about an improvement in

Two decades! A long time. But that is hor long we
have been trying to get something done For rll that
time the European Parliament has trred .rglrn and

gives consideration

need
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again to give practical effect to its political will in the
transport sector. It has nor so far succeeded because of
the inabiliry of the Council to take a decision.

necks. Producrion cosrs

will

in rhe economy as a whole

increase in those areas, and the profiability and
competitiveness of rhe firms concerned will decline on

national or international markets.

Only one course remains open ro Parliament now
shon of a miracle at the lasr minure
that is -ro
- and of
proceed against the Council on the ground
failure
to act, as provided in Anicle 175 of the EEC Treaty.

The Liberal and Democratic Group discussed this
ques[ion in deuil in November last year. It came to the
conclusion then thar, after years of fruitless effons to
ge[ a common rransporr. policy underway, rhere .was
only one course left
on rhe grounds of
- to proceed
failure to acr.'Stre advocate
and suppon this course of
action, in the knowledge thar a common transporr.
policy must form one of the key elements of rhe European Communiry if we are nor [o allow further
progress in Communiry policy to be impeded or

jeopardized.

!/e

shall rherefore vote in favour of the

Carossino report.

I should like to congratulare rapponeur Gabert for his
repon and rell him once more thar we shall back ir. Mr
Gaben deals with a specific problem in his repon. It
concentrates on the investment for the developmenc
and improvemenr of rhe railway nerwork, which will
be necessary in the medium and long rerm to improve
the economic viabiliry and productivity of this mode of

For higher ransporr costs caused by bottlenecks have
an effect which is lanramounr to an increase in the
economic distance. Nor only rhe firms direcdy
affected will be damaged by this exacerbated siting
disadvantage, however, but also possible supplier
firms.

Thus we have a chain reacdon which we musr break.
The overall conclusion is rhar a mismanaged Eansporr
policy acts as a brake on growrh. This is something
which must be said [o rhose who think that rranspon
policy does not need to be given any special prioriry in
Communiry economic policy. I strongly urge rherefore
that these [wo repons, for which, as I have said, my
group will vote, be backed and that we be supported
in our effons finally
after over two decades
- ro
get a transporr policy -underway.
(Applause)

Presidcnt.

I call rhe Group of rhe European

Progressive -Democrats.

Of immediare concern are means of
financing, ro rhe exrenl that these are directly asso-

transport.

ciated wirh infrasrructure measures.

The problem wirh which we are faced in this field has
arisen because, as we all know, a drowning man will
reach out for any srraw, i.e. he will deal wirh the
immediate problem before thinking about what lies

ahead. Transport investmenr, however, is always
investment in rhe future, nor invesrment which will
show immediare rerurns.

Ve

musr nor lose sight of rhis
principle. Unfonunately we have ro face the fact today

that those bear the responsibiliry have lost sight of ii.
Priority given to securing liquidiry for the immediare
future has vitiared all longer-rerm considerations. This
is the only way ro explain how rhe budger irem 'transport invesrment' could have become rhe piggy bank of
the Community. It is really a tragic stare of affairs.

How has it come about? The
is in transpon invesrmenr.

maker's list

of

It

easiesr area ro make cuts
is often nor on rhe policy-

priorities. Elecroral favour

is

more

easily gained by measures which will produce resuhs in
the shon term rhan by longer-term invesrmenrs. This

irresponsible arrirude musr be changed wirhout delay.
To make no provision for transpon investmen[ or to
make inadequate provision means that, in the future,
not only will bottlenecks nor be removed but they will

become more acure. That

will

necessarily have its

Mr Junot.
(FR) There are two observarions that I
- on rhe
wish to make
Carossino repon and borh are
more of an institutional than a technical narure.

\Thilst accepting rhe general conrenr and conclusions
of the reporr, which on rhe whole mer wirh the
approval of the Committee on Transpon, we do
however regret rhe rarher excessively harsh criticism it
has to make of the national ransport policies that have
been pursued for a number of years in the countries of
the Community. On the orher hand, we approve

rhe Commirtee on Transpon's
condemnarion of the failure by the Commission and
the Council fully to implemenr the provisions of rhe
Treaty of Rome. The impression of indifference, nor
ro say contempt, which comes across and the consequences of which we are no longer prepared to
tolerate is confirmed
as Mr Moorhouse said jusr
now
by the absence-from rhis debate of anyone in a
- of responsibility in the Community authposition
wholeheanedly

orltles.

My first observation concerns the procedure. I am not
at all sure that the quite exceptional and unprecedenrcd situation rhat a possible decision by the Court
against the Council and rhe Commission urould

effects on the economy.

produce could have any favourable and

Thus the productivity

outcome. I would be afraid that the effect might be to
divert us off-course, which, you have rc admit, is
hardly very sarisfacrory when we are talking of trans-

of

those undenakings will

diminish which, because of siring considerations, are
forced to operare under rhe consrrainr of the borde-

Port.

posir.ive
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Qur second remark concerns paragraph 8 of

the

motion for a resolution, which calls on the Council to
forego the use of rhe principle of unanimiry for the
decisions that have to be taken. This is to touch on the
essential problem of the principle of unanimity or
majority, to call into question the provisions of the

Treaty and of the Luxembourg Compromise. I
cenainly do not intend to reopen this fundamental
question right now, but we do not think Parliament
should be expected to take a decision of principle on
the basis of an anicle in a resolution of a technical
character.

I

should not like

to this

I will not hesiate to define once again as a 'betrayal
of Europe'.

I

to end, Mr

President, without
expressing the hope that Parliament, the Commission
and the Council will not fail to ake this opponunity
now
this historic and vial opponunity
- thaton the
-presents itself to take a Community decision
problem of the Channel Tunnel, which has become
something of a Loch Ness Monster, something that is
always talked about but never seems to come any
closer to being a reality, but which could now at last
be resolved. For our part we hope it will be resolved
quickly and wirh Community involvement. I hope that
this debate will lead Parliament to arrange a specific
debate on this problem in the near future and that
subsequently, since the opportunity may never arise
again, the Commission and the Council will care to
lisrcn to what is said in the House and come up v/ith a

solution

launching of the financial regulation on infrastructures,
it is useless and even absurd, to speak of infrastructures of Community interest like the tunnel under the
Channel or the bridge over [he Straim of Messina. As a
Parliament, therefore, we must assume an energetic
to the
and decisive attitude, perhaps one of conflict
- taking
point of appealing to the Court of Justice and
so
whatever other initiative we believe appropriate
that we can bring an end to this absolurc inertia which

problem that could give the

Community as a whole something of which it could be
proud.

and my colleagues will also vote in favour of the
excellent repon drawn up by Mr Gabert on the
Community railway network.
(Applause)

President.

I call Mr Hoffmann.

-

(DE) Mr President, ladies
K.-H. Hoffmann.
and gentlemen, I shall be speaking mainly about the
first-class repon of my colleague Mr Gabert but, as
you will see, I shall not be able to help also making
one or two commenrc on Mr Carossino's excellent
work. European transport policy is a complete entity;
it is not only sectoral, as in this case of the imponant
railway sector. All transport carriers interact with one
anorher, all carriers complement one another.

Mr

For this reason, my group also takes she view that we

cannot give priority
President.

Mr

-

I call the Non-attached Members.

Buttafuoco.

(17)

Mr

President, ladies and

- to express my opinion and that of
gentlemen, I which
my colleagues on Mr Carossion's document, hoping
that a unanimous stand will emerge from this debate,
and that our effon will nos remain a dead letter, as has
occurred in the past.
are sceptical about the fate reserved for the work
we have so diligendy prepared, and for this reason in
the committee
expenly chaired by Mr Seefeld
- the
where we heard
observations of a long series of
presidenm of the Council and representatives of the

Ve

Commission, we were profoundly discouraged by
conduct which we consider to be tantamount to
betrayal, on the part of the executive and the Council,
of the Treaties of Rome, which indicate that transport

to one carrier alone; we

must

direct all carriers on equal [erms to the particular functions they have to perform. But the importance of the
European railways must not be undervalued here, for
they provide the essential links in transport between
our Member States and between major regions.

The Union of European Railway Undertakings

has

put forward excellent proposals. As has been pointed

out here on several occasions, it is the aim of this
House
a lament, Mrs von Alemann, but a fact
- not
by the Committee on Transport, to which
determined
we both belong
to get the Council to make a move

to take up- those

proposals, which the railway
undenakings worked out back in 1974. \flhen I think
of some major projects such as the Brenner Tunnel or

and

Gotthard Tunnel,

I

have

to

note that nothing

is

happening here.

Mr Manin, I

am not so happy with the idea of a series
'!7e have had the pleasure of
measures.

poliry is fundamental and of priority imponance. No

of national

other policy, from agriculture to energy, nor any other
Communiry initiative, can ever be seriously developed
if a common transport poliry is not established, especially after the enlargement of thi: Community to
include even more distant countries, like Greece.

inspecting and travelling on your excellent high-speed
train between Paris and Lyon, there it is a case of

If we do not .put an end to [his attitude, which I

'\7hen

consider anti-European,

if we do not provide for

the

national projects which may be excellent for France
but in the Federal Republic of Germany would tend to
produce exactly the opposirc effects.

I

think of the concept of a high-speed link
in contrast

between Mannheim and Stuttgan where,
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[o the case in

France, the same line

is shared

by

express passenger trains and freight trains, ir just does
not seem feasible. And it is here, Mr Manin, rhat the

European spirit belongs, rhar Communiry action in
transport. policy is required. Ve do not want differences in track gauge, such as exist between Europe
and the Sovier Union. \7e want a uniform rrack gauge.
'!/e want a unified rransporr policy, and that musr be
pushed ahead, not only by Parliament but also by the
Council of Ministers.

'!7hat

happened on 15 December
as an
- claimed
important resolution on railway policy
was nothing
- said to the
more than carpet b^zaar haggling. One
other: you give me my quotas, and I'll come a bit
funher to meer you on rhe railway fronr. That doesn'r
sound to me like a coherenr concepr for a European
transport policy. In my opinion ir is the worst possible
way to go about rhings.

irelf ar its June meering any more rhan it has in all its
provious meetings. Ve need this action, we must brint
it. It is essential, however, that the ranspon policy

initiatives of the Committee on Transpon and of
Parliament achieve a significanr majoriry, despite
differences of opinion. For these reasons, my troup
unreservedly supporrs your our,sranding repon, Mr
Carossino; for these reasons, my group unreservedly

suppons

Mr

Gaben's reporr. Together

and is thus prepared ro supporr our initiarive. I hope
that the Socialist Group and rhe group rc which Mr
Carossino belongs will also feel able ro resolve to mke

this imponanr srep with us, for only by this

means

shall we be able ro ger rhings moving.

A common transporr policy, in panicular, always falls
under the shadow of trade policy. In Eastern Bloc
trade deals, for example, rransporr, policy is repearedly

used as a means of providing currency for the
Comecon States, ro enable them by providing
transport.services to earn the currency they need to
pay for other trading operarions.

This is not a good line to take, even in these weeks
when the Conference on Securiry and Cooperarion in
Europe is coming to an end in Spain. The autumn
meeting will then be used finally ro ser a balance
between trade policy and rransport policy quesdons.

I think we owe rhis not only to European rranspon
policy but above all ro rhe people who actually do rhe
work to provide European [ransporr,. If it had been up
to the Council alone, European rransporr policy would
probably nor have worked at all. Transpon policy has
only worked because the undenakings and the
workers employed in the transporr. sector
whether
it be on the railways, in shipping or in inland- warerway
transport, air transpon or road haulage
have taken
their jobs seriously and have done them, -in spire of the
lack of a Community rranspon policy and in spirc of
the constant failure of rhe Council of Transport
Ministers.

For this reason, I can only sress again that my group
seriously intends to bring an acrion before the European Coun of Justice, for I do nor in facr believe in
miracles, Mrs von Alemann. The Council will not stir

musr

policy.
(Applause)

IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOLAOU

It

is for precisely this reason rhat I moved on behalf of
my group that we finally take rhe Council ro Coun
for failure to act, and I am glad, Mrs von Alemann, that
your group has already drawn the same conclusion

we

endeavour by our legal action ro force the Council to
move, so that we shall finally ger a European rransporr

Vice-President

President.

-

I call Mr Cottrell.

Mr Cottrell.
Mr Presidenr, I should like to sran by
- Gaben
thanking Mr
for the very positive and
consructive document on railway policy which he has
produced in response ro my own motion for a resolutlon.

I think it is panicularly useful rhat we are in facr
discussing rhese two ropics
ranspon
- the common
poliry and the future of railways
rogerher, because
it has always been my view that if -we are going to have
a common transport policy, there is no better place to
begin than with railways and wirh the railway policy. I
have described it rhus in the past bur I will do so again
today.
Railways, I believe, are in fact rhe sleeping gianr of
Europe's transporr systems., Despite the enormous
strides in some areas
high-speed train
- the excellent
in France which the Committee
on Transpon sampled
and, of course, our own high-speed trains in the
United Kingdom

is sdll a considerable lack of
- there
development in the
railway nerwork of Europe. The
railways have almost enr.irely missed our on rhe first
stage at least of the microchip revolution. There really
is no other form of rransporr that we have so far which
is so suitable to technical and economic rransformation
by new technology. Yer such technology necessarily

depends upon the mobiliry and flexibiliry of labour.
Vithout better productivity on the railway systems of
Europe there is no good argumenr for investment in

railways, and rhat argumenr can perhaps be weakened

and even desroyed when there are difficulties wirh
productiviry.

In the United Kingdom over rhe past five or six weeks
seen rhe Luddite acriviries of Mr Raymond

we have
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Buckion and his ASLEF train-drivers' union who, over
a narrow issue, have virtually derailed and may even
have destroyed such possibilities as existed for the
widespread electrification and modernization of the
UK rail network. It would be a very great pity, Mr
President, if such obduracy and foolishness spread
across the Channel to the railway systems of the rest
of Europe.

Even though I would say that in general railways
outside the United Kingdom, in the main industrial
nations of Europe, are rather better developed than
rhey are in the Unircd Kingdom, serious problems of
overmanning sdll exist. I would say that notable in that
respect are Germany and Italy. There you can see the

difficulties which arise when railways become not
merely a means of transpon but an instrument of
social engineering providing employment
- perhaps
but at such a cost that it renders the railways less
-competitive than they would otherwise be ois-ti-tsis

other transpon modes.
collegue, Mr Hoffmann

I

rather agree with my
as I often do
that what

- Council in
we have heard from the-Commission and
the past on the subject of railways quite frankly
doesn't really amount, in a good old English phrase, to
a row of beans. 'We have had some quite interesting
rcchnical observations from the Commission, and no
doubt they will be useful. But there has been no really

broad approach. I am sure the Commissioner, Mr
Conrcgeorgis, will find it helpful to have this debate at
this panicular moment because he is planning to
produce yet another document indicating the
Commission's thoughts on railways in June. I hope it is

better than the one his predecessor, Mr Burke, produced which could have been written by any Member
of the European Parliament on the back of an envelope.

So far as the future development of railways is
concerned, and so far as the Community itself can
make a posidve contribution, I hope this development
will, in some form at least, take place through the
common transport infrastructure policy which, I think,

this whole House suppon:;.

I

think we must also

recognize, fairly, that there are practical limits to what
rhe Commission can do.

There is, however, one very practical way in which
they could stan and that would be ro ease the crossfronder movement of railway wagons which is an area
in which considerable delays are sdll a frequent occurence. These delays make the railways less compedtive
than they ought to be ois-i-ois the road hauliers.

notice of an alliance which has arisen in this House,
and which unites Communists, Conservatives, Socialists, Chrisrian-Democrats and Liberals. !7e are dercrmined to have a common transport policy.

President.

-

I call Mr Cardia.

(7) Mr President speaking on behalf
Mr Cardia.
- members of the Communist and Allies
of the Italian
Group, I especially wish to express my warmest
congratulations to Mr Carossino and Mr Gabert for
their good work and for the high qualiry of their
reports. These reports place before our Assembly
problems and choices of far-reaching imponance, both

from an economic and a political and institutional
point of view.
As has been mentioned in this Chamber, the common
agricultural policy and the common transpon policy
are viewed in the Treaty as the two pillars of the
Community, as the two traits-d'union, the two connective policies between customs union and the political
and economic and physical unification of Community
territory. However, while the CAP, whatever we may
on the excessive
think of it, has been implemented
scale which we have now come -to regret, without
anyone in this Chamber openly supponing its rationalization, 25 years later no overall attempt has yet been

made

to

even begin

to

formulate

or

implement

a

common transport policy.

The adverse economic effects, the distortions in the
movement of goods and people and the territorial
imbalances which are the result of this serious failure
to act of this massive deviation from the principles on

which the Community was founded are so obvious
that there is no need to mention them funher. The
Council, the Commission and the individual Governmenrc clearly bear entire responsibility for this situation.

which was
The merit of the Carossino report
them for
mentioned by all the groups, and I thank
their remarks
is that it provides the outlines of a
- transport policy. This poliry, if
possible common
implemented immediately, would be, among other
things, an instrument of the first imponance for a
policy agains! recession, for technical reconversion,
and for the development of backward regions. I am
speaking of the peripheral and backward regions, for
they will be the first to suffer, as they already do, from

The Community could also knock some commonsense into the Group of Ten and stop them sending
railway wagons from Sicily to Copenhagen by the
longest rather than the shonest route.

In conclusion, Mr President, I would say tha[ the
Commissioner himself urould be wise, so far as the
common transport policy is concerned, to take full

an

eventuaI policy

of infrastructural investments

applied on a case by case basis, with no overall and
balanced frame of reference. I am in favour of the
construction of the tunnel under the Channel using
Community funds, but I fear that by moving in this
direction we would tend towards a concentration of
investments in the central and nonhern pans of
Europe, abandoning the idea of the physical unifica-
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tion of Europe and in panicular rhe integrarion of the
peripheral and distanr regions of rhe Community.

It is now up to rhe Parliament ro approve rhe
moderate and responsible approach indicated in the
Carossino report. But recourse to the Court. remains,
and must remain a possibility which can and should be
exploited by rhis Parliamenr: However, it should be
poinred our rhar it would be fruirless if at the same
time there did not emerge in Parliament
- and
beyond it, in our countries
the practical determina- of Communiry unification to proceed in the direction
tion, to overcome the crisis and to achieve rerritorial
continuiry, the physical uniry which is the elementary
condition for economic, culrural, and polirical unity. A
radical change of direcrion on rhis front is urgenrly
necessary: this Parliament can and should give rhe
signal for ir today.

network. Apan from these problems, as I have said,
our priority is the improvemenr of the railway system.
The Community could play a major role in developing
a viable programme on a Community-wide basis for
the planning and financing of infrasrructure. Virhin
the conrext of the restrucruring of the EEC budgeq
the so-called mandate question, priority should be
allocated to Community financing of projects in the
field of [ransport. This takes on even grearer imponance in view of the fact thar traffic in the Community,
hence also the borrlenecks, will increase in the coming
decades. Transpon networks will become increasingly

interdependent and rhe financing of infrastrucrure by
the Member States will become increasingly difficult.

Mr

President,

I

should like ro conclude by quoting

Alfred Moser, who said thar frontiers are rhe scars of
history. In our view, the regions around rhe inrernal

frontiers are hardly distinguishable from backward

President.

Mr

-

Eisma.

greeted

the-

(NL) Mr President, our Group

has

Carossino and Gaben reporrs with
approval. The present obstacles standing in the way of
a good European [ransporr policy should be removed.

'!7e

deplore the facr rhar transport policy in the EEC is

still underdeveloped rerritory. \fle are painfully aware
that
far as the three most important modes of
- as road
transport,
haulage, rhe railways and the waterways are concerned
the difficulties have been
increased by economic-decline, by rising labour costs
and by the energy crisis. Yet rransporr, poliry in the
Community should be playing a major role in rhe
deployment of effons in fields such as employment
and infrastructure.

Once again, Mr President, we ask the Commission
and the Council, within rhe conrexr of the mandare
decisions, ro srrengthen EEC infrasrucrure policy. If
something is nor done without delay to meer rhis
reques[, we shall supporr iniriatives to bring borh rhe
Council and the Commission before the Coun of

Justice. After years of fruirless arrempm ro bring a
Community rransport policy inro being, this is only
course of action open to us.

President.

Transport is an indispensable link in the economic
chain since a betrer [ranspon infrastructure moves
markets closer togerher. By the removal of bortlenecks
in the infrastructure transport becomes cheaper, and
this leads to lower producrion costs. Infrastrucrure
projects also have a positive effect on employment.
The imponance of rhe rransporr sector is reflecred in
the fact that im share in rhe GNP of rhe Member
States is between five and nine percent. This is larger
than that of agriculture. Let us bear that in mind. Six
point two percent of the working population in the
Community are employed in the transpoft sector.
Through Community integration, trade between our
countries is four times as great as it was in 1958.

Mr President, for environmental and energy-related
reasons, D' 56 is not an advocate of an unbridled
expansion of the road network. !7e give pride of place
to the railways. Nevenheless bottlenecks of all kinds
must be eliminated, such as the mountain
through the Alps, frontier crossings

Ve are of rhe opinion [har an
improvemenr of infrasrructure, parricularly that of
transport. in these areas in rhe vicinity of internal frontiers could provide stimulus ro rhe improvement of the
social and economic siruation in rhose areas.
areas, the periphery.

I call Mr Eisma.

passes

abour which I

should like to say something in- a momenr
combined traffic in the north-sourh warerway

Mr

-

I call Mr Paisley.

Mr Presidenr,

peripheral and
Ireland
more than most has a vested interest in the provision
of a full and adequate Eansporr nerwork. Having been
reduced from several [o at present one sea connection
between Nonhern Ireland and the resr of the Unircd
Paisley.

isolated pan

as a most

of the Community, Nonhern

Kingdom and this Community, Nonhern Ireland is
feeling the full effecrs of its isolarion. I welcome, of
course, the restaning of the Liverpool-Belfast link.
Our difficult transporr. position is compounded by the
fact that the road servicing the Nonhern Ireland pon
of Larne, which is ar rhe moment our only sea outler
to the mainland, and rheir counterpans on the Scottish
side are woefully inadequate and in need of urgenr
attention. The previous Commissioner visited both
areas, and I trust his successor will also take rime to
come and see our problems for himself. As a major
connection of inter-Communiry significance, these
roads deserve to be rreated as a priority. It is my
concern and hope that a fully formulared and mean-

ingful common transport policy would accomodare
this need. The provision of adequate rransport facili-
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ties is essential for the proper servicing of our manufacturing indusry as it is the basic link between producers and consumers. The added costs resulting from
a slow and inefficient transport service are, in many
instances, the last straw for struggling indusry in my
part of this Community. Therefore, the creation of an
imaginative, forward-looking common transport
poliry seems an essential component for economic
protress and prosperity.

I

hope that the proposal of a North Channel tunnel
linking Scotland with Northern Ireland might be
considered. This is worthy of careful investigation as a

progressive and moss profitable undenaking, and
further studies should be initiated immediately.

any review has proved necessary, with the aim of
finding solutions to the difficult problems that arise.

I would also like to tell you that the Commission is
working to supplement and extend the schedule of
to

1984, as also recommended by the
I think the Commission will be able
to produce its new proposals, or as I mentioned
earlier, revised ones where revision has been necessary, within the time limit suggested in the Carossino
report. This will give a new impetus rc the search for a
common transport policy, that takes into account the
many different needs of the ten Member Srates of rhe
Community.

priorities up

Carossino report.

As regards paragraph 6, the Commission is fully aware
of the fact that its proposals on matters of ransport
President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Contogeorgis, Member of tbe Commission.
(GR) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, I shall refep
separately to the two reports.

First,

I

shall refer

to the repon by Mr Carossino,

whom I would like bosh to thank, and also to congra-

tulate for the ourtanding work he has produced.
Truly, this Parliament is once again discussing a
manuscript drawn up by Mr Carossino and I can say
that the repon we are discussing today may well have
imponant consequences for the development of the
common policies regarding transpor[.

I concur entirely with the opinion expressed in the
report, according rc which the inadequate development of a common transport policy may have adverse
consequences for the progress of other sectors of the
common market. It is precisely for this reason, in any
case, that the Commission continues ir unremitting
effons, within the bounds of the possible, to be able to
arrive at a common ffanspon policy that will truly be
wonhy of the name. In this connection I must express
my satisfacdon tha[ once again Parliament and the
Commission are united in their effons to search out
ways and means of making substantial progress the
direction of establishing a common transport poliry.

I should like, Mr President, to refer to cenain specific
points in Mr Carossino's resolution.
Concerning paragraph 5, Parliament calls upon the
Commission to review the schedule of priorities before
the end of this year and to extend it up to 1984. I can
tell you that the Commission is entirely in agreement,

and add that we have already begun a fresh and
in-depth study and review of all our proposals, some
pending from many years ato but some proposals to
the Council originating this year, so that we are taking
into account any developmenm that have transpired in
the meantime and the discussions that have nken place
in the European Parliament to review these, insofar as

must take account of the differentiation of the initial

in other words the points of depanure,
existing between the various Member States. However,
I believe rhat it will be possible to strike a balance that
will be acceptable on all sides.
positions,

As regards paragraph 7 of the motion for a resoludon,
in which rhe Commission is called upon to make provision in their proposed budget for items that would be

needed

to make possible the implementation of ir
I would like to make the following

proposals,
comments.

I

recognize and am fully aware of the political character of Parliament's view in this regard. However, the
Commission itself, just like the national governments,
is obliged to make the best possible use of the available
resources, while these of course, as is known, are
limited. For this reason the Commission, within the
framework of the available resources, will include in
its proposed budget the necessary items, only to the
extent that the corresponding proposals would seem to
have a cenain probability of being approved in the
shon term by the Council, so making it possible to use
the items in question during the course of the corresponding economic year. I hope that the Council will
empower us to do this.

As regards paragraph 8, the Commission holds the
view that it would be possible to make much greater
progress if the directives of the Convention were
adhered ro in what concerns the decision-making
system. In fact, in the ranspon sector there are many
instances in which it is impossible for the Council to
make any decisions because of the application of the
principle of unanimity. I could quorc as an example
the subject of the first directive reladng to the taxation
of heavy goods vehicles, the rationalization of the
price of railway tickem and the permissible quantiry of

fuels when crossing

a frontier. As you know,

the

President of the Commission, Mr Thorn, has also
referred in this Chamber, during the presentation of
the Commission's programme on 16 February 1982,
to the need to bring an end to the Council's inabiliry
to reach decisions.
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I shall now refer to the report by Mr Gaben, whom I
would like to thank and congratulate on rhe proposed

working on this point and plans to submir a proposal
of this kind in rhe course of 1983.

resolution that he has put before rhis Parliament.

Mr Gaben's repon and morion for a resolution,
though they cover all rhe aspects of a policy for thi
1980s relating rc the railways, are centred principally on the harmonious development of the railway

In paragraph 7 it

is mentioned rhat the coordinarion of
investments in infrastrucrure is of fundamental importance. In this connection I would like to emphasize the
imponant pan played by the Transporr Infrasrrucrure

network. In this connection I would like to be allowed
to make cenain commenrs.

Committee, which when called upon by our own
Commissionf will be in a position to inrervene effectively when it acquires comperences in the domain of

I

financing such work; as you know, rhe proposal
concerning the regulation of financial supporr

must first of all thank the rapporteur for his positive
attitude to the Commission's announcemenr
concerning the common policy relating to railways. In
panicular, as regards collaboration I am in a position
!o announce that a relevanl reporr will be submitted by
the Commission by the middle of. 1982, in which we
shall also take into account the misgivings expressed in

the Council's

resolution

of 15

December

lasr,

concerning the particular areas of this collaboration.

submitted by the Commission envisages a compe[ence
of this type.
Before I finish, Mr President, I would like to say a few
words concerning what has been said about the
construction of the Channel tunnel. This topic will
most probably be the subjecr of an urgenr debate on

Thursday, but you are to decide this today.

The line of action proposed by rhe rapporteur for rhe
realization of an infrastrucrure policy responds ro rhe
general lines and the misgivings expressed in this
connection by the Commission, and we cannot but
approve of the general trend, which can be summarized as follows.

The existing means mus[ be used in the besr possible
way, but in that we nore the lack of any Community
body active in the sphere of infrastrucrure, efforrs
towards a resumption of some effecdve communiry
action to develop infrastrucrures are in danger of
failing. Thus, it is a marter of essential importance that
the Council should determine to approve rhe proposal
to create such a body and make available rhe means
whereby the Community will be able to contribure
towards developing infrastructure in the rransporr
sector that is of more general interest.

At this time I would like to

say the

following:

The Commission follow wirh the grearesr interest the
course of the discussions concerning this runnel
project, and we are in close conracr wirh the relevant
depanments in the countries, concerned and do what
we can to help the project as a whole.

I

can assure you thar from a survey of the work that
has been done even up to roday, I have rhe impression
that we can very soon expecr the governments principally ,concerned to reach rhe relevant decisions.
Beyond this, of course, the share of rhe communiry in
carrying out the work is a function of whar has been
said before, in orher words a function of the Council's
decisions to approve rhe Commission's proposals for a

regulation concerning communiry panicipation in
infrastructure work in the transport sector.

Paragraph

2 of Mr Gabert's motion for a resolurion

emphasizes the priority nature of action in the railway

sector. Naturally, we are not opposed to the granting
of the priority desired by the Committee on Transpon

in the railway sector. However, we would wish

President.

-

I call Mr Eisma.

the

selection of the schedules to be made in each case on
the basis of a consideration of Community interests,
and to be founded on all the factors that go to make
up this consideration. Vithout wishing to pre-judge
the resulr of such a process I think it more than likely
that the nature of the priority of investments in the
railway sector will emerge in an entirely unforced and
natural way.

Mr Eisma.
(NL) On a point of order I should like
- Commissioner
to ask if the
ian indicarc why he only
deals in his answer with the draft resolurion ,.,d gir.s
no considerarion whatsoever to any of the points we
Members of Parliament have raised in this debarc. It
would seem almosr that the Commissioner's answer
was already prepared before we made our contribu-

Paragraph 4 of Mr Gaben's morion for a resolution
appeals to the Commission to undenake a basic study
of the railway sector that will cover the whole of the
Community. \flhat the Transpon Committee requests
is certainly useful, but this basic study would be much
more effective if it covered all the various means of

note whar you have said. However, the
President.
- I is entided to answer
Commissioner
as he sees fit.

transport, and as you know, the Commission

is

tions here, and rhat is unworthy of a Parliament.

I have noted your remark
else

from the chair.

but

I cannot say anything
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President

Overall, the Community is dependent on the outside

I call the Commission.

Mr Contogeorgis.

world for 750/o of its supplies of basic products,
(GR) | should like to

say some-

- main text of my answer was of
thing about this. The
course prepared, both because a draft of the repon we
are discussing was available to us from last week, and
it would have been a serious omission if in
replying to the rwo reports we had not not done our
work, I personally had not done my homework in
advance. However, this does not mean that my reply
was not adaprcd throughout the discussion to the
questions that arose in the meantime. I think that all
the points touched by the honourable members were
because

covered by my reply.

although the figure for Japan is even higher at almost
900/0, whilst that for Nonh America is only 150/0. The
industrialized countries hold 400/o of mineral raw
materials reserves, the remainder beiag divided
between the deviloping countries (less than 300/o) and

the countries of the Eastern bloc (over 300/o).
However, four-fifths of these reserves are in the

United States, Canada, Australia and Sourh Africa.
Cenain countries enjoy a vinual monopoly in some
materials, with South Africa and the USSR, for
example, claiming most

of the world's platinum and

chromium. Moreover, five counries hold more than
750/o of the reserves of 16 minerals. It should be

poinrcd out, nevertheless, rhat proven reserves and
resources should lasr for many years and that as
Presidcnt.

-

The debate is closed.

regards security of supplies the industrialized countries
to fear in the coming years from physical
shonages than from economic crises.

have less

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

It is against this backgrond

5. Raut mateiak supplies

President.

The next item is the repon by Mrs
of the Committee on External,

- behalf
Moreau, on

Economic Relations, on supplies of mineral and vegetable raw materials in the European Community
survey and funher outlook (Doc. 1-873l81).

I call the rapponeur.

that the siruarion in
Europe should be seen. 'S/e have to realize rhat we are
not safe from temporary disruptions of supplies and,
to illustrate this, we need only look back to 1979 when
the Soviets, who are the major suppliers of tiranium
sponge
a producr of first-srage processing used in
the manufacture
of titanium
suddenly cut off their
exPorts.

-

Now, no titanium means no planes, for this metal,
vital to the construction of heat exchangers for power
stations, is also widely used in the aircraft indusry.
This posed an immediate threat, for example, to the
Airbus programme in France.

(FR) Mr President, in
Mrs Moreau, rdpporteut.
view of the Community's -high level of industrialization, supplies of mineral and vegetable raw materials
I mean vegetable raw materials for industry, of
-course
are an essential factor for maintaining a
- economy and hence for the employment
prosperous
prospects of its people.

Europe's exceptional development since the industrial
revolution, with its unprecedented economic growth,
would not have been possible without intensive exploitadon of natural resources. Over the past few years

there has been a growing realization, brought on
mainly by the energy crisis, that natural resources were
not available in unlimited quantities and that the rate
of regeneration was in many cases slower than the rate
of consumption, that they were unevenly disributed
through the world and that it was precisely those
countries that consumed most that had scarcely any of
their own, and, finally, that the countries which had
resources inrcnded to profit from them, either by
giving free rein to market forces, or by using them to
strengthen their position in international negotiations.
Europe, the victim of a system based on growth, avid
for raw materials which are scarce on her own territory, is therefore in a position of extreme weakness.

Other factors can play a pan also, as when in 1978
evenm in Shaba led to an explosion in the prices of
cobalt, almost 700/o of world output being controlled
by Zaire and Zambia. Paragraph 7 of the motion for a
resolution points out, therefore, that there is a risk of
supply shonages caused by imbalances between supply
and demand or sudden disruptions of supplies as a
result of external events. Paragraph 9 of the resolution
goes on to draw the attention of the governments of
the Member States, the Council and rhe Commission
to the disastrous consequences this could have, in
particular for employment.

That is where our political responsibility comes in and
we begin to understand just what that means when we

think that a breakdown in the supplies of a single
metal could suddenly bring a whole indusrry ro a
standsdll. lTithour ytrrium, rhe production of colour
televisions is threatened. Virhour cobalr, essential for
the manufacture of magnets, or without copper, the
whole electronics industry is affected, and rhere are
endless similar examples. A motor car, for instance,
contains fifteen different metals. Ir is imperative [herefore that the European Community as a whole should

immediately undenake a detailed analysis of rhe
shon-, medium- and perhaps even long-term situation,
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and that it should encourage the governmenrs of the
Member States to adopt a concened srraregy.

would pose, how can we reduce rhe risks

In his reply to an oral question I put to him

possible and how can we minimize the impact in the
event that disruptions in supplies should after all arise?

some
eighteen months ago, Commissioner Davignon said
this: 'Ve are faced with a difficult analpical problem:

Ve do know that the European Community

does not

have any significant raw materials resources, but what
we do not know and is very difficult for us to decide is
to what extent rhis lack constirures a real rhrear and

whether it calls for any action on our pafi. This is
where we have to gauge the situation particularly
finely, for the fact that we are dependent for 750/o of
our supplies does not in itself present any danger if our
sources of supply are many and various. On the other
hand, if we depend perhaps for only 600/o and ar rhe
same time find ourselves in a situarion where rhe
growth in demand indicates that there is a risk of
shortages or, alternatively, where those who do have
the raw material are in a position to exercise economic
or political pressure, then in a case like that it would
be difficult not to stan considering the options.'

Mr Davignon's observation is raken up again in paragraph 6 of the resolution, where it is pointed our rhar
'an examination of statistics on the degree of self-

to

explain a phenomenon as
complex as the situation of the market in raw materials, which depends more on whether or nor there are
sufficiency does little

reserves and resources in the Community, the location
of deposits and production or processing sites in the
world, the degree of concentration of producers and

consumers and the current macro-economic need to
integrate raw materials inro international trade,
mastery of technological developmenrs, and the

replacement procedures available given the curren[
level of technology'.

That is why in paragraph 21 it is suggesred
is the whole object of this motion

and this

for a resolution

employment, rhar difficuldes

in maintaining

supplies

if at all

'S7e

are not enrirely powerless ro acr. The first thing
we can do or try ro do is ro improve the Community's
degree of self-sufficiency
paragraph I I of the reso'by improved information
lution
its own poten- better use of its deposits, byonpromoting
tial and
new

will make ir possible to exploir
hitherto inaccessible deposirs or rhose of insufficient
technologies which

size or yield, by making more rarional use of resources
in the industrial process as a whole, including the
useful life of products, by more efficienr recovery and

recycling of wasre, by research into furrher substitution possibilities'. In rhis connection it is wonh noting
that DG XII has already published some very useful
surveys on copper, lead, zinc, aluminium and phosphates, and as regards rhe scope for substirution, it has
also published the results of its studies on chrome,
silver, tungsren and tin. The second area in which
some action needs ro be taken is in multiplying and
diversifying our exrernal supply sources.

Ir is nor enough rhat the resources exisr on this planet,
they still have to be identified, produced and made
available to lhe consumer, which requires a world
trade undisrurbed by political rroubles, embargoes or
other discriminatory measures. There is accordingly

a

vital need for exrensive srudies and research to be
undenaken, as paragraph 12 of the resolution
sugges6, for exampl'e in relation ro rhe mineral
resources of rhe sea bed. But the fundamental obsracle

that has [o be overcome roday is rhe low level of
investment in mining. Ir is a known lact
para- investgraph l3 of rhe resolurion
rhar'research and

- has been unevenly spread
ment expenditure in mining
geographically and rhar major investors are beginning
to lose interesr in mining operarions'.

'considering that the various raw materials require
specific short-, medium- and long-rerm srrategies,
taking account of supply and demand, known reserves
and their locations, the prospecrs for increased
demand broken down by consumprion secror, and
recycling and substitution possibilities', that rhe

Political and financial instability, the breaking of
cenain agreements, the lack of bank guarantees, all
these have forced the mining companies, already

Commission should submit 'for each raw marerial a
report on the Community's supply prospects in

their operations in cenain countries of the Third
Vorld
I am thinking particularly of the African

mineral and vegetable raw materials'
and I repeat
- for industrial
that this refers ro vegetable raw materials
'1egs1her with recommendations on rhe impleu5s
mentation
of an appropriate Community policy and

asks it to consider setting up joint consulrarive
committees composed of representatives of the
Council, the Commission, the Parliament and interna-

tional expens'. How else in fact can we go about
obtaining, as paragraph 10 of rhe resolution advocares,
'advance information a[ Community level on possible
shonages', if not by just such studies and research into
supplies prospects? How, without these vital discussion papers and analyses, can we prepare ourselves
against the threat to our economies, and therefore to

suffering to some extent from low commodiry prices
combined with higher operating costs, to scale down

- where, despite rhe effons of several intercontinent
national agencies,
rhere has ofren been norhing [o rake
their place. According ro the United Nations, ninelenths of investment expendirure in mining exploration
is at present in the hands of rhe industrialized countries: the United States, Canada, Australia and Sourh
Africa, the rest being shared mainly by Brazil, Chile,
Indonesia and rhd Philippines. That is why paragraph 14 of rhe motion for a resolurion, in rhe face of
a siruation which is mainly the result of a sharp rise in
investment costs and non-commercial risks becoming
prohibitive, calls on the Commission 'to propose ro rhe
Council a series of measures designed to give a fresh
boost to inves[ment, for example by exrending to a
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wider framework the provisions contained in

the

Lom6 Conventions for repayable loans in the event of
successful exploration, the panial financing of feasibility studies, increased financial panicipation by the
Community's financial institutions in investment, and

improvements

to

non-commercial

risk

guarantee

arrangemen[s'.

'\7ith the present climate of uncertainty resulting from
a growing variety of factors unrelated to economics, a
new phenomenon is beginning to appear with the
increasing politicization of supply problems. Three
very clear trends are emerging as a result. The first is
the policy of giving aid to mining exploration and
development. This is clearly where the provisions
relating to mining in the Lom6 II Convention come in,
which it is hoped will persuade European operators to
overcome their reluctance by encouraging research in
the associated countries, panicularly in Africa, a move
that has won broad approval in our Parliament. There
is also a move to encourage the mutual involvement of
the mining companies in the producing countries on
rhe one hand and the user industries on the other, in
cases where there is a natural, geographical or technical compatibility between a raw materials source and
a major consumer market. I believe this is one of the

financing problems. As for the British, they are so far
as I know, still at the planning stage.

That is why we felt ir appropriate, in paragraph 20 of
the resolution, to call on the governmen$ of the
Member States, the Council and the Commission 'to
devise a coordinated policy and consider setting up a
flexible Community structure designed to give panial

cover

in the

event

of a

temporary shortfall

in

a

Member State's raw material supplies'.
Clearly, the problem of raw materials is closely linked
our
economic, social and political future. How can we
produce more and produce it better but using smaller
quantities of primary products, and not only fuels?
How can we maintain employment in the face of pressure from our traditional and new competitors? In
what terms
do
confrontation or interdependence
- the
we see our -relations with the Third \7orld when
future of the world as a whole depends so much on
whether it develops or stagnates?

with other fundamenral questions relating to

The answer to these questions are most likely to

be

found through the people of Europe adopting a united
front and working in cooperation.

most promising trends for the future.

On the level of international relarions, France has, for
example, consistently supponed the idea of signing

product agreements between producing

and

consuming countries. Such agreements, which regulate
the prices of raw materials and reduce their fluctua-

tion, offer a guaranteed income to the producing
countries and a continuity of supplies to the
consuming countries. As we emphasize in paragraphs 5, 15 and 16 of the motion for a resolution, the
desire for a greater degree of stability in our trade
with the developing countries is an imponant factor in
maintaining adequate and regular supplies for the

Community. !fle all know that the developing countries, many of which have an economy based on the
expon of a limircd number of basic products, are

dependent

on the industrialized countries,

the

Community in panicular, for their outlets.

And finally the third aspect, which involves the accumulation of national stocks to lessen the effects of any
shonages which may, as

I

have already said, have their

origins in non-economic evenr and also in errors of
judgment or insufficient resources of the operators.
France is the first country of the Community to have
mken this course of action. The decision to accumulate stocks of mineral raw materials was taken in 1975
with a target of approximately 5 000 million francs
stock value by 1985, representing overall about two
monrhs' supply. As regards this policy of strategic
stocks
and I am of course talking of industrial stradefence matters do not lie within our
tegy, since
France is ahead of all other countries
competence

President.

I call the Socialist Group.

Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul. (DE) Colleagues, Mrs
Moreau's report is the result of some highly
commendable work which has demonstrated rhe need

for a Community policy for planning in the field of
raw materials supply. It is commendable in particular
from the point of view of the strategy which she
proposes in order to secure more intensive utilization
of domestic resources and the recycling of raw materials and to achieve the application of technologies
which will conserve resources.
Because time is shon, I will refrain from mentioning
other positive points on behalf of my Group to make
some critical comments on the report, in panicular on
the question of strategy. A number of clear positive

amendments have already been introduced at
Committee stage.

Firstly, the repon is too one sided in its concern for
European interests and does not tie these in sufficiendy with those of our partner countries, which
supply or are supposed to supply rhese raw materials. I
get the slight impression that a number of these developing countries are
entirely in the colonial manner
- ,in terms of their function as
considered solely
-suppliers of raw materials without their interests being
taken into account.

with the exception
of the Unircd Smrcs. The Germans

For example, our Group would welcome the inclusion
of a passage in the repon which would facilirare direcr
development agreements between the European

tried to introduce a similar system but came up against

Community and other, non-associated developing
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Vieczorek-Zeul
countries. A motion has been nbled for this purpose,
for there is one thing we as Europeans must realize, in
spirc of our dependency in regard to raw materials
supply: trade in raw materials in the European
Community only accounts for 40lo of the EC gross
domestic product, but it accounrs for 750/o of the
'S7e
income of some developing countries.
musr therefore be concerned to ensure that relarions wirh rhese

countries are stabilized and, in parricular, that rhese
countries are able [o increase the prices of their raw
materials. It is in our interests also for rhe reason that
they then become partner countries and contact countries with grearcr purchasing power and thus acquire
greater value to the Community. I think that, in the
same connection, we should also accept that these

an interest in the downstream
processing stages and should not be regarded solely as
countries have

raw materials producers for the Community or for

cies of those corporarions and their frequent speculative activity evade all public conrrol? I remind you,
colleagues, that raw materials account for 400/o of

international trade.

A very imponanr

secror is thus

outside official conrrol.

My lasr point is a commenr of my own. In rhe explanatory part, Mrs Moreau, when dealing with rhe subjecr
of agricultural raw marerials, advocares a self-sufficient European agricultural policy. This can only be a
reference to the repeated demand for a selective European Community export strategy in agriculrural products. Allow me to say in conclusion, since this is a
topical issue, that I am stricdy opposed ro such a srrategy for tq/o reasons. Firstly, it prevents us from
reforming our own EC agriculrural policy, and is also
impedes the development by the developing countries
of their own agricultural production.

industrialized countries.
Secondly, Mrs Moreau does indeed refer at several
points. in her repon to the fact that the Soviet.Union

occuples a Yery lmPortant posltlon ln certaln raw
materials sectors. She mentioned tiranium, and the

repon also mentions antimony, cobalt, nickel

President.
- I call the Group of the European
Peoples' Party (Christian-Democratic Group.)

and

vanadium. But the report and its rapporteur have not
considered the consequence which is currently
relevant, what that would mean, for example, in relation to the threats which are being repeatedly issued
these days by the European Community or one or
other of its Member States and in panicular by the
United States, in relation to a policy of trade restricrions against the Soviet Union.

I will spell it out myself here and now: when we look
at the facts as presented by Mrs Moreau, we must say
in all honesty that in the European Community's own
interests a strategy of sanctions against the Soviet
Union is out of the question, unless we are prepared to
risk cenain countermeasures which will have consequences for the sectors in question. The Americans may
perhaps be in a position to carry out such actions. Mrs
Moreau said at the beginning, and I will repeat it: the
Community impons 750/o of ir raw materials, the
USA only l5%. At rates such as that, you can afford
to call for boycott measures.
Thirdly, the repon to some extent dodges the issue
and unfonunately it did not prove possible to change
potato
grasp
the
hot
fails
to
in
and
that
Committee
- transnational corporations in the
of the role of the big
process of raw materials extraction, processing and
trade. A review of the dependency of the European
Community on the particular firms which control this
trade and this exploiation was just as necessary as the
highly commendable review which Mrs Moreau has
produced here of the Community's dependence on the
raw materials supplying countries.

The report stresses the need for greater stability in the
trade. but how is that to be achieved if the pricing poli-

Mr Miiller-Heflnann.

(DE) Mr President, I should

like first of all to thank- the rapporteur for her extraordinarily instructive report, because it directs the attendon of the public and rhe European institutions to
long term global problems associated with our raw
materials supply.

I would limir my remarks to three points. Referring
back to what the rapporteur and the previous speaker
have just said, the European Community in its raw
materials supply is very dependent and very vulnerable, but of course the raw materials producing countries are in a comparable position, for they are also
dependent and vulnerable. Raw materials are to some
extent their only source of income, and they are only
just staning to diversify their means of livelihood.
The conclusion this suggests is that we must systematically develop in depth the dialogue which has begun

between the industrial nations

panicularly the

- countries of the
European Community
and the
Third \7orld, on equal -terms as we did previously in
the Lom6 Agreement. \7e must carry the talks on our
raw materials supplies forward without ideological
blinkers and without any unnecessary burden of polirics.

The previous speaker referred to the need to trade
with the Soviet Union, on whose supplies we are very
dependent in some sectors, but of course the same
thing applies to South Africa. There is in fact a South
African-Soviet axis in the production of raw materials
such as platinum, gold, manganese and chromium
I
will not list them all
in respect of which the -two
countries jointly hold a- very strong position. I mean by
this only that we should address the problem from all
sides and, as far as possible, without blinkers.

No
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Basically, we are in the same boat as the developing
countries which supply us with our raw materials, and
I feel we must adjusr rhis is also mentioned in the
division of work. Ve
repofi
to a new international
cannot in the long run expect some countries to supply
the raw materials, while we use them..Ve must adjust
to the fact that raw materials will increasingly be
processed at or near [o [he sites of producrion. The
inevitable consequence will be a need for structual
change on our pan.
perhaps the Commission can
Hence my question
- we do to make more intensive
answer it
what can

of the -existing European facilities
the European
Investment Bank, provision of credit,- risk guarantees
and STABEX
for this necessary dialogue?
use

-

The Club of Rome a few years ago gave us a terrible
scare with warnings of the limited availability of
resources. I am not so fatalisric as the Club of Rome,
but I rhink it was a wonhwhile initiative to draw our
attention to this crucial problem. I am not so fatalistic
because I believe strongly in the power of human
invention and of the human imagination, which has
found ways of dealing with other problems in the past.
However, we must strengthen public awareness of the
need to conserve raw materials, of the need to do
more in the field of recycling and reprocessing and of
the need to look around for more ideas on the substitution of raw materials. All this depends upon our
staying in the forefront of technological development.
Those in the Community who proclaim the evils of
technology and think that they are offering salvation
and a future for the world are, in my opinion, treading
a very dangerous path. Only if we fully exhaust the
possibilities of technology shall we be able to deal
adequately with the raw materials problem.

In conclusion, one funher comment on the warning
contained in Mrs Moreau's repon of the disastrous
consequences of an interruption in supply. !7e
recently discussed the protection of shipping routes,

I think that is a crucial problem. Unlike the
United States, which has a great many raw macerials
of its own and a great many sources of raw materials
more or less close at hand, we have to depend on shipping routes which are not entirely safe and at the
moment are protected and secured in the first instance
and

by the United Sates.
'!7'e have not so far found an answer
how we are to deal with this problem

to the quesrion

other than by
- rhe best way
stockpiling, of course. As we all know,
would be to have a secured peace in the world. But
how do we achieve security in raw materials supply in
the face of those who seek to exploit our raw materials
dependency?

the sand. Raw materials policy, with all that it
involves, will continue to engage us at Community
level, for at least it is by now generally realized that no
Member State can achieve a solution to this problem
alone. Here we hav'e a genuine Community problem,
but we have not yet got to grips with it!

President.

-

President, I will confine
Sir Peter Vanneck.
- Mr
myself to two panicular
paragraphs where, with the
other two right-wing Broups, we have put down some
amendments. First of all, I refer to paragraph 8 in

which,

if Mrs Moreau will forgive me, I

in future. That exhortation applies to rhe Commission
but also to ourselves. 'We must not bury our heads in

think

the

tenor is a little pessimistic. Ve would, as you will have
seen from the amendments, like to substitute, because
of our ideals, the imponance of free market forces.
'What we really want is that the Commission should
produce a framework within which free market forces
can apply, because from experience
and I speak as a
- forces
free market operator myself
the
of a free
market in supply and demand,- without distortion, are
the best forces you can have in securing supplies.

I

should like to reiterate much of what Mr MtillerHermann has said on the question of strategic raw
materials. I shall confine myself to ferroalloys which I
know something about. The imponance of alloys for
steel relates not only to industry in general in the free
'Western world, but panicularly to rhe defence

indusry. The alloy additives

of

chrome, cobalt,

manganese and vanadium are absolutely vital to steelmaking, panicularly high-technology steel, such as is

used

in the defence industry. If one reads carefully

through Mrs Moreau's explanatory sta[ement

one

learns that one-third of ferrochrome is supplied ro rhe
free world
to the world, indeed
by South Africa
- And those two countries
- have 960/o of
and Zimbabwe.
world reserves. As to cobalt, Zaire provides half of
world consumption. As to manganese, two-fifths come
from the Soviet Union; South Africa is the next largest

supplier, and indeed, the primary world exponer. As
to vanadium, two-fifths come from South Africa,
followed by the United States as an exporter, and then
Soviet Russia.
As Mr Mtiller-Hermann has said, and as Mr DiligenCs
report and Mr Damseaux's motion reiterate, we are
vulnerable in the \7est. !7'e are vulnerable to interdic-

tion of our sea routes from Sourhern Africa. And
while we are vulnerable, it behoves us to take every
precaution we can against interdiction of those routes,
against whatever geo-political s/eaponry may be used.
I might also mention tungsten and titanium, and searoutes in general, but I will confine myself simply rc
sea-routes around the Cape of Good Hope and up the

East coast

I think we must pay Ereater attention to this problem

I calI the European Democratic Group.

of Africa, until we reach the NATO'

umbrella, where we are immensely vulnerable. I would
ask my collegues to appreciate the policy of destabili-

zation in Southern Africa, a policy that the

Sovier
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Union could so easily apply in a surrogare manner, in
order to interrupt those ferrochrome, manganese,
vanadium and cobalt supplies, so viral to the defence
of the Vest.

I

should like to stress rhe imponance

of stockpiling

which our amendmenr to paragraph 20 underlines by
adding 'stockpiles' afrer 'panial cover'. S7e musr have
stockpiles, as the Americans do. Srockpiles are nor
only important for our defence, rhey are also very
valuable rc the supplier counr,ries, in thar they give a
cenain stability to rhe price srrucrure for our friends in
the Third \7orld who supply us wirh rhese vital raw
materials.

I

therefore commend these two amendments to the
Parliament along with the whole report, for which I
am most grateful to Mrs Moreau.

President.

-

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mrs Pauwelijn.

(NL) Mr President,

colleagues,

today we have before
us an importanr project which
the European Parliament launched on its own initiauve.

Mrs Moreau's initiadve reporr is ro be

highly

commended.

vided supplies are not .jeopardized by commercial and
political factors. Bur rhis is precisely what we cannor
guarantee. The Community, for example, is 99 to
1000/o dependenr on imports of rhree essenrial raw
materials, mainly from South Africa and rhe Soviet
Union. The possibility of an embargo arises with regularity following particular polirical evenrs in these
countries. The counrries concerned could, however,
bring down upon rhemselves countermeasures, so that
the danger of commercial repercussions is more real
than we think. It cannor be denied that the shutting off
of supplies to Europe would have disasrous consequences, in the social as well as economic fields. The
European Parliamenr has already addressed this
problem by identifying the need for the surveillance
and protection along which the counrries of rhe European Community obtain their supplies of energy and
strategic materials. This proposal, however, is a delicate issue from which we may expecr lirtle political
mileage. Moreover it is hardly more than a plaster on a
wooden leg, for the resources in question are located
in unstable areas, and there is hardly any point in
securing transpon if the products are being withheld
at source. '!7hat we do need is a European raw materials strategy. All in all, this means that Europe must

improve irc relations wirh the producing counrries,
that the exploitation of auxiliary resources within
Europe and the recycling of raw materials must diversify our imports and, last but not least, Europe must
imelf esmblish strategic stocks in order to prevenr rhe
possibility of major industries being abruprly paralysed.

And I congratulate her.

It

presents a clear picture of the raw materials market,
reflects the extent to which we are dependent on
external supplies and is at the same time forwardlooking. Europe at the moment still has the necessary
raw materials available to it. But this situation may
change, and the logical consequence is that a European raw materials strategy

will

have to be developed.

Mr President, colleagues, the raw materials question
hinges on four main aspects. Firstly, our own natural
resources. Secondly,

Raw material dependency is not a problem in itself,
provided supplies are assured, in other words, pro-

the natural resources of

non-Community countries. Thirdly, prospection for
imponable raw materials and, founhly, security of
supplies for the future. A clear overview and study of
these aspects is essential, and the. repon which has
been presented is a major contribution to that. Moreover it draws our attention to the low level of European self-sufficiency and to the risks associated with a
possible serious shonage of raw materials.'!7ith regard
to the la[ter point, I am rather uneasy. Vhile in the

United States industry is encouraged to build

up

stocks of srategically imponant raw materials, Europe
lives on in an illusion of blissful security.

Indeed there are no programmes in the \(estern European countries or Japan for the establishment of such
strategic stocks. The United Srares on the other hand,
Mr President, have already established, for example, a

national defence stockpile covering some sixty raw
materials which are essential, in particular, to the
aircrak industry. The American administration now
wants to encourage industry rc build up bigger stocks
so tha[, in an emergency, the crucial raw materials are
available. Following this example, contrary to what the
report says, the European governments can in fact
take their own measures to secure supplies, even at the
level of enterprises. Everyone today is convinced of
the need to develop a viable European energy policy
but, in order to keep our industry in operation, we
need raw materials as well as energy. The development
of a European raw materials strategy also merits an
equivalent degree of attention.

Mr

President, colleagues, 'prevention is better than
cure' is a saying still too infrequently heard in European discussions. Europe musr rherefore meer this new

challenge and compensate for irc dependency in raw
materials supplies by a coordinated policy which must
provide life assurance for rhe survival of our industrial
economy.
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Secondly, let me say to those who fear that eventually
our mineral resources will run out and who base their
conclusions on [he notion that the eanh is what math-

call a finirc space, whose deposits are
limircd and non-renewable, let me say to them [hat
necessity knows no law. For example, we already
know that the next thiny years will see the development of the only two sources of energy that are
capable of satisfying our needs in the long rcrm and
for which the resources are infinite, namely solar and
ematicians

Mr Paulhan.

(FR) Mr President, in 1979, on behalf

of the Group -of European Progressive Democrats, Mr
Ansquer pu[ down a resolution with a request for

urgency on supplies of raw materials in the
Community. He made the panicular point that,
whatever advantages there may be at present in
importing ores that are cheaper to process and whose

final production costs are therefore occasionally lower
than that of Community ore, one had to take into
consideration not only the social cost but also the
serious impact on regional economies of the decline in
the Community mining industry. To prove what I am
saying, page 24 of Mrs Moreau's repon shows that
580/o of our antimony comes from Asia even though
the Communiry has its own reserves of antimony! This
is the case in my region, where all the mines are closed

nuclear.

Lastly, let me say that the notion of reserves is not
merely a matter of statistics. It is in fact extremely
difficult to define for it depends on a great many parameters which are themselves extremely variable: the

down.

dynamics of prospecting, political and legal influences,
territorial and non-territorial sea-beds, price movements, and so on. As yet there has been no serious
study to discover what effects price increases have on
decisions relating to the exploitation of reserves.

Our group were always of the opinion that, generally
speaking, the Member States should make every effort

In conclusion, food resources are a special case. They
do in fact require a different approach because these

exploitation of the
Community's natural resources. Ve did say that an
inventory of the Community's natural resources,
however small, needed to be drawn up as quickly as
possible. '!7e are therefore all the more pleased to
commend your repon today, Mrs Moreau, and we

to arrive at an optimum

congratulate you on the work you have done.

Our economic

development, particularly since the

active phase of industrialization that we have enjoyed
for the past 25 years, has led to an exponential growth
in demand for natural resources, to the point where a
number of futurologists were beginning to show signs
of anxiety.

Our group welcomes the fact that the rapponeur did
nor yield to [he temptation of taking a cataclysmic
view of the problem. All the same it seems to us, from
reading the repon, that in the coming decades the
Community could, if it continues on the same basis,
find im economic growth restricted if for no other
reason than that the world's mineral, and even vegetable, resources so far discovered and discoverable are

resources are subject to widely varying regeneration
cycles. Ve know that today the human race is quite
easily capable of feeding itself. Unfonunately this is
not happening and one thing is quite cenain, that none
of the Malthusian policies advocated by some people
are going ro improve the situarion. But is is precisely in
this area that the Community has much to offer.
Presidcnt.
I call the Committee on Development
and Cooperation.

Mr

Fuchs, drafisman of an

opinion.- (FR) Mr

Presi-

dent, the problem of the EEC's raw materials supplies
is a crucial one
others before me have said the same
as the Community
is dependent for 750/o of them
-on impons. The secur.ity of our economic system, and
indeed our political freedom of action, are thus very
much at stake. \fhat the rapponeur should have done,
therefore, is to have considered in (etail two questions
that I believe to be fundamental: firstly, the geographical origin of our impons and, secondly, the nature of
the commercial operators from whom we obtain them.

finite.

I should like

nevenheless ro make three observarions.
Firstly, we must. beware of making projections purely
and simply on the basis of trends in the consumption
of raw materials over the pas[ few decades. lThilst it is

true that a marked drop in the consumption of
resources will not be felt immediately, particularly as
any such drop will be masked by increased consumption in the developed countries, nevenheless cenain
changes of emphasis are apparently beginning to make
themselves felt: substitute producm are being discovered, the virtues of economy are being rediscovered,
or rather people are learnung to be less wasteful.

Unfortunately, on these two points Mrs Moreau's
report seems to me to be seriously deficient, as I
should like to demonstrate.

As regards geographical origin, the repon quotes just
one set of figures: I am speaking here of impons, not
deposits. The figures are, it is true, important, namely
that 490/o of our net impons come from the industrialized countries, 450/o from Third Vorld countries and
60/o from Eastern bloc countries.
As regards the first figure, there is at least one question that I should like to ask. '!7hat proportion is taken
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up by South Africa? And, wirh all due respecr to Mr
Muller-Hermann and Sir Peter Vanneck, is not rhis
proponion too great? A high degree of dependence
seems to me, in facr, to be doubly dangerous. Ir is
dangerous in the long rerm, for ir would mean [ha[ we
are trading with rhat counrry as though it were not a
place where the most flagrant violarions of human
rights are being committed. And it would be no more
than just if in a few years' time the country's black
majoriry should prefer to supply those who have
supponed them in rhe difficult days of apanheid. But
it is also dangerous in rhe short rerm, for it is quite
clear that so long as rhe sysrem of apartheid, who.ie
days we know to be numbered, conrinues to hold sway
there, South Africa will have to be regarded as an
unstable Srare.

I

should like now to devore a lirrle more arrenrion ro
the developing countries's share in our impons. At
present it is almost equal ro rhat of rhe indusrialized
countries and will certainly be larger in the future, for
as we

know ir is the developing countries thar hold the

bulk of the world's untapped wealth. The role of the
Third \7orld in supplying the Communiry does I
believe raise a fundamental polidcal problem. Should
we, on this question, adopt a confrontation approach
or a contractual approach? It is clear thar Mri
Moreau's report
same applied ro her
- andas the
motion for a resolution
it srood before rhe incor-

poration

of the amendmenrs which I, as
of an opinion for the Commirree on

of

draftsman

some

Development and Cooperation, was arguing for
leans towards the latter approach. Now, in point -of
fact, there is nothing to suggesr that we are necessarily
in a conflict situarion or in a position of unilateral
vulnerability. The rrurh is that the EEC and rhe developing countries are in a position of mutual dependence, that is to say in a posirion of interdependence.

It is wonh quoting a few figures to illustrare this. Ir is
quite true that we depend on rhe Third !7orld for
950/o of our uranium, all of which comes from rhe
ACP countries, 820/o of our copper (ACP
52%),
620/o of our aluminium, all of which comes-from the
ACP, 60% of our phosphares, 100% of our coffee
(ACP
420/o), 990/o of our cocoa (ACP
- 860/o),
470/o -of our groundnurs, from Senegal.
Bur,
conversely, 440/o of exports from countries which are
not oil-producers are made up of primary products.
And it should be pointed our rhar, for example,
Zambia and Mauritania derive over 800/o of their
expon earnings from copper and iron ore, and that
over 500/o of their expon earnings are accounted for
by just one product, as in rhe case of Ghana with her
cocoa, Mali with cotton, the Cameroons and Burundi
with coffee, Guinea-Bissau with groundnurs, rhe Ivory
Coast with cocoa, Benin with cotton and cocoa, ro
mention but a few.

I am especially pleased, therefore,

by rhe addition ro

Mrs Moreau's original morion for a resolution of

paragraphs 4 and 5, and also paragraphs 15 and 16,
which the Commirree on Developmenr and Cooperation suggested, in order, firsrly, ro promor.e this idea of
interdependence and, secondly, ro indicate some of

the conditions necessary for laying down the basis of
cooperation rather than allowing the developmenr of a
situation of conflict. Similarly, I welcome rhe suppon
given by the Communiry ro producr agreemenrs, to
the Common Fund of raw materials, and also to
geographical agreemenrs along the lines of Lom6 II.
On the other hand, as I said before, I deplore the fact
that no accurate geographical analysis of where our
impons come from was made and, in particular, rhat
the important place rhat the ACP counrries hold was
not underlined. This last point is incidentally taken up
in an amendmenr rhar I have put down rogerher with
Mrs 'lTieczorek-Zeul.
However, it is when it comes ro a consideration of rhe
nature of the economic agenrs through whom we
obtain our supplies rhar Mrs Moreau's repon seems ro
me to contain rhe most serious shoncomings. The fact
that, despite its 71 pages, rhe repon fails ro make any

reference to the muhinarionals would have been
puzzling had the omission been unintentional. As it
was not, I have to say rhar ir is a scandal. It is after all
a well known fact
I shall confine myself ro giving

- highly significanr examples,
you just these rwo
although I have orhers in my files
that, as regards

molybdenum, which is essenrial for -rhe manufacture of
special alloys for the aerospace industry, a single

company, Amax, controls over 380/o of what is produced and rwo companies control together over 5lo/0.
As regards plarinum, a key catalysr in rhe petrochemical indusry, one company, Reusrenburg Platinum
Mines, controls 490/o of production and two
companies together conrrol nearly 8470. And we know
also the exrenr [o which companies such as rhese are
involved in economic speculation and often exen, with
the encouragement of cerrain States, a destabilizing
political influence.

It is not all thar long ago, I believe, thar rhe assassination of President Allende helped also
may I remind
you
to break up SIPEC, rhe canel- of the copper-

- countries.
producing

But I want ro sr.ay with rhe immediare issues raised by
this debate and devote some time to considering
another of the unfortunate consequences of the pan
that the multinationals play in the area of raw mar.erials: under-investment. I need hardly remind you rhar,
since 1973, over 800/o of investment in mining around
the world has been in the hands of jusr four counr,ries:
the United States, Sourh Africa, Canada and Australia.
Is it jusr because rhose are the only places where rhe

most promising deposits are to be found?

I

do not
will

believe that and all who know something of Africa

share my view. '!7hat is true is rhat the mulrinarionals
today set greater store by securiry rhan by profitability.
Thus, fearing possible nationalization and faced with
the quite legitimate desire of the developing counrries
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to regain control of their natural wealth, the majority
of multinationals involved in mining are today reacting
by what amounts to a virtual boycott of the Third

Vorld.
'!7e

marerials resources other than firms big enough to
carry on activities in several countries? So I recommend a multiwash for the soul on the way to Offenburg, and then we can ge[ down to a serious discussion on this subject another time.

have first of all to recognize this fact

that is the

purpose of another of the amendments that I have put
then we have to do something about it. It
down
- that, in this respect, we need to follow the
may be
example set by SYSMIN and its role in the Lom6 II
Convention and the mining loans offered by the European Investment Bank. But, fundamenmlly, I believe it
is the idea of a genuine co-development between the
Vorld, on rhe

basis of
mutual guarantees of investment and supplies at State
or regional level, which offers the best hopes for the
future. I should therefore like to see all of these ideas
included in the report that the Commission has been
asked to produce.

Community and the Third

Mr President, through the medium of this debate on
supplies of raw materials in the Community we are
presented with the task of choosing between a strategy

of confrontation and a strategy of cooperation. I for
my part have never quite been able to understand how

the famous Rapid Deployment Force, which is
supposed [o guarantee the security of American

supplies in the Persian Gulf, could, in the event of
confrontation, conjure up anything other than an
image of oil in flames. On the other hand, if the

Community were to set an example of cooperation, we
could see a fundamental change on the world scene,

offering ultimately the possibility of turning our back
on East-'$7'est confrontation, of pursuing a genuine
Nonh-South dialogue, of securing a pe^ce based on
meaningful development, that is to say development
rhat does not exclude, as it does a[ present, threequafters of the world's population.

President.

-

I call Mr von Bismarck.

(DE) Mr President, ladies and
Mr von Bismarck.
genllemen, it should- perhaps be more usual practice in
this House for speakers who take the floor somewhat
later to address themselves to what previous speakers
have said.

I should like first of all to offer a little light relief in
'!flieczorek and the
connection with what Mrs
previous speakers have said. They just had to throw in
a number on the multinationals!This morning I hit on
an amusing solution. There is a launderette called
Multiwriscbe on the way from here to Offenburg.
Perhaps our two colleagues might care to go and
'multiwash' their souls before weget down to business,
discussions in a less
constrained atmosphere. There are of course posidve
and negative things to say about the multinationals,
but what would we do for oil now if it were not for
the multinationals? '!7ho would invest in risky raw

so that v/e can have our

lfith

regard to a strategy for agricultural expons, Mrs
I say 'no' if it is to be subsidized by the
Srate bur of course an unconditional 'yes' if it is for the
export of our agricultural surpluses. Vhen the market
our exports are
operates, it gives us the true picture
always more expensive than those of the developing

'Wieczorek,

counrries. So let us have no misleading posturingl
State subsidies for expons are wrong, but an export
strategy on the market is right.

Raw materials determine our lives in almost every
respect, and I agree with all the speakers who have
urged that this valuable report serves to instil in us an
awareness of the extent to which our peace and
freedom, and indeed our satisfaction with what we are
doing, depend on our abiliry to sit down together and
solve the raw materials problem. I emphatically agree

with the previous speaker.
'!7e

must bear in mind that for thousands of years raw
materials have been used and abused as an instrument
of power and of power sharing and indeed as a means

of preparing for the sharing of power, and they are
sdll being abused in this way. In this connec[ion, a

word on South Africa: I do not share the optimistic
view that the situation there will become more stable if
a different regime is installed. Experience throughout
the world argues against it. And before we commit
ourselves in that area on purely ideological grounds,
we should ask ourselves what consequences this may
have for Europe and our peacemaking mission in the
world. 'S7e must also convince those who are not
present today that the raw materials question is for us
a question of conscience, which we must resolve in a
different way to our predecessors in the last three
millennia. !7e must learn that in times of scarcity we
cannot simply go out and take from others what they
have.

In my opinion. we must firsr of all understand what
has been put before us here in such detail
but

- Mrs
cenainly not with any suggestion of colonialism,
Vieczorek-Zeul, you are wrong to pin that one on
Mrs Moreau. '!(i'e must also understand the following:
if we regard ourselves as representatives of all the
people of Europe, we must be aware that a rational
raw materials supply policy is a precondition of all our
objectives, i.e. peace and freedom, the fight against
hunger and the securing of full employment. This
means that not only power but also our daily lives are
'!(/e need only think of the rise in oil prices
affected.
and irc consequences: balance of payments deficits,
inflation, unemployment. Our main aim must be to
reduce the potential threat inherent in world power
without anxiety.
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Something has already been said on rhe establishmenr
of stockpiles and the substirurion of raw marerials, bur
I should like to recall what we have already discussed
here. If we do not want ro be threarened, we mus[ also
be in a position ro counrer threats militarily. It is inadmissible to say simply: the responsibility we bear
requires us to rell those who roy with such ideas
and they do exist
that we shall if necessary meet
this threat with force. I warn against imposing a raboo
here. Our dury is much more to reflect on how we can
ensure [hat no-one is tempted to try and blackmail us
with armed intervention over raw materials.

It is essential that we conrinually discuss our interest in
the funherance of peace with all raw material supplier
countries, panicularly rhe developing counrries. It is
irresponsible to think that we need only look out for
ourselves and forget all else apart from that. Ir is irresponsible for the reason rhar it would also damage our
own interests. Only when the developing countries
realize that we are rhinking of them will they make
compromises in rheir arrangemenrs with us and arrive
at sensible solurions. And in thar connecrion of course
as one of my colleagues has already said
solu-tions based
- far
on freedom are to be preferred as
as
possible.

Only the market gives the true picrure, nor Srare-imposed contractsl This is difficult because
and here I
must agree with rhose colleagues who -have spoken
about monopolies, which are not by any means necessarily wielded by mulrinationals
monopolies
- rhese
are our real enemies for, if someone
has the power to
operate a world monopoly in a panicular raw marerial,
a problem arises wirh which we musr come to grips. I
fully share your opinion on rhar poinr! But, instead of
making general accusations, we should be working out
proposals for concrete solutions.

In view of these facrs, we shall finally have to tell the
Council and the Commission
I name rhem in that
order since the Council, not -rhe Commission, is the

responsible institution
thar, if Europe fails to
- union
understand that political
is an urgenr and
current necessity
nor for the distant furure, but for
now, this momenrI really do nor know what else
we can do to convince people. If the ten EC States do
not cease grabbing what they can for rhemselves and
laying in stocks for themselves alone and deciding for
themselves individually wherher we should negoriare
with the Soviet Union or not, I see no hope for us
being able to play our role in world peace
let alone
our role in relation to the developing counries!

If the repon

is adoprcd in she course of these proceedings therefore, I urge you to decide that our next step

should be to charge the Council once more with
failure to take adequate steps !o ensure that the political machinery is there for us to play our role in the
funherance of peace.

President.

Mr

-

I call Mr Ephremidis.

Ephremidis.

(GR) Mr Presidenr, ir

seems rhar

- is approaching, at which once in
the moment of truth
their life, people or sysrems must account for their
crimes. This is the crirical time for capitalism which,
after the most savage exploiration, achieved overaccumulation and overproduction of raw materials
within the common market area, to bring about rhe
overdevelopmenr that the authoress of this reporr
mentioned to us. This capitalism is now forced to
struggle, is forced ro admir that ir is burdened by a
dependence on the raw materials, borh mineral and
vegetable, that are needed for the manufacturing
industries

of Vestern

Europe. The rapponeur

has

highlighted a series of dangers of constrainrs, in other
words dangers of inrerruptions in the supply of raw
materials, and thus inrerruptions in rhe operarion of a
range of industries, with rhe danger of increased
unemployment, etc. Bur, Mr President, from where
and how did these dangers arise, and how can we meet
them? The rapponeur suggesred rhat funher mineral
prospecting should mke place to locate yet more
minerals and vegetable raw materials within rhe countries of the common market, and thar these should
extend offshore. This suggesrion is correcr because rhe
area covered by the sea, which is much larger than the
land area on eanh, contains proporr.ionately many

more minerals. The rapporreur also spoke

of

a

balanced distribudon of the relevanr consumprions,
and about means to encourage investment, so thar we
may avoid all the dangers that threaten us. \(e have no
objection to the measures she proposes, but we wish to
say that they do no[ get to the hean of the marter. Mr
President, there is at rhis time no real shonage of raw
materials. There is a glur. The problem is this: will rhe
supply, and consequently the exploitation of rhese raw
materials take place under the old mentality of colonialism, or even with rhis disguised by the methods of
neo-colonialism in rhe hands of giganric monopolies
and multinational companies, or will Europe bring
herself up to date and survive,

if

she wishes

to remain

independent, by conforming to [he demands of rhe
times that impose equal partnership wirh all the countries of the Third !(orld, the socialist States and panicularly the Soviet Union, Cuba, and others rhat offer
unlimited wealth in such raw materials? !7ill developed \Testern Europe pursue an equal pannership of
mutual benefit, or if you like, with mutual interdependence as well, so as ro be able to survive and
con[inue her development, or will she insisr on the old
ways, [he ones we are now hearing, the ones which
recen[ly have been discussed in Parliament, where the
reactionary majority derermines measures involving
sanctions and economic blockades againsr these countries? And how is it possible for one ro wish for these
materials to be readily available, how can one wish to
con[inue the predatory exploitation of the countries of
the Third \7orld, and why does rhe rapponeur express
fears concerning the possible indusrial development

of the Third !7orld

countries, instead

of

rejoicing,
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of promoting this development, so that there
may be a mutual and equal benefit that will in turn
allow the free circulation of raw materials?
instead

From these points of view Mr President, while we
acknowledge and agree with the matters highlighted
by the rapporteur, we feel that we cannot agree with
the methods she proposes, since these are not based on
an equal pannership between the developed counries
and those other countries which, whether developed
or not, represent sources of raw materials.

will

also be based on their own induscrial development.

Instead of speaking the language of protectionism,
which constantly pushes us to make colonialist or
cold-war oriented value judgments, and even to
extremes such as those arrived at previously by Mr von
Bismarck, we shall have to recognize the obligation of
the Community to progress within the framework of a
reorganization of irc own industries without fearing
that it might be lending strength ro potential competi[ors.

I

asked to speak,

Mr President, in order to assert that
these reports underestimate the

In concluding, I would like to take this opponunity to

in our opinion

mention Greece which, though a small country, has a
wealth of unexploited mineral resources, and I ask the
rapponeur and my other colleagues: in what rational
way is the necessary investment to take place? How
can this country be assisted to locate, to search out this
wealth when such large investment is required that
Greece herself cannot accomplish it? \7ill the Council
and the Commission be disposed to grant the necessary help so that this mineral wealth can be located
and developed, always provided that this is done on a
basis of mutual benefit and not predatory exploitation?

problem of agricultural raw materials, and to comment
how correct, in other respects, are the ideas that advocate expanding our search for mineral wealth in

And finally Mr President, we must all disagree with
what was said by the previous speaker, Mr von
Bismarck. In so many words, he told us that there is
still another way of securing raw materials: the use of
force. It seems that our colleague is living in another

of foreign trus6 tha[ reap the profirs on the world's

age, and has not understood that in our times there is

no alternative solution beyond peaceful

coexistence

and peaceful collaboration. Anything else would lead
to mutual destruction.
President.

-

I call Mr Kyrkos.

(GR) Mr President, rhe text of the
- many interesting assertions and proporepon contains

Mr Kyrkos.

sals. However, the tenor of the report is somewhat
biased against the countries that are producers of raw

materials, and this was pointed out by Mrs \flieczorek-Zeul who spoke to us about a colonialist prism.
I feel that this shows up the limitations of the policies
that can be exercised by the economic circles that have

such a decisive influence on the centres of the
Community decisions. However, it is just this very
logic that should be transcended by the Community,
by formulating relationships of collaboration with the
countries that produce raw materials, so as to avoid
the dangers of interrupting the flow of the latter.
Thus, from the snndpoint of the current crisis we
need to set our sighm on the world of tomorrow and
concentra[e our atrcntion on this, perceiving the
dynamic nature of development. Tomorrow then, and
I think that nobody can doubt it, belongs to a new

inrcrnational order, in which the countries that
produce raw materials will not be regions, as in the
days

of colonialism, ripe for exploitation and preda-

tion, but contributors to an equal pannership which

Europe. There are countries every centimetre of
whose surface has been surveyed decades ago from the
mineralogical point of view, but there are also coun-

tries like Greece, rich in metallic and non-metallic
materials, which still remain to be surveyed and developed. And I must make it very clear that this delay, as
well as the predatory explointion of other elements of
our mineral wealth, is connected with the dominance
that has existed up to now in our country by a variety
markem.

It is very probable that within the area of

the

Community there will be found some solutions towards
meeting our need for raw materials.'S7e can cenainly
limit wastage by changing the patterns of consumption, and this is why we need proBrammes, searches,
investment, and the transfer of technology to countries
rhat, within the Community area, can contribute to
providing a solution.
President.

-

I call Mr Galland.

(FR) Mr President, I should like to
- Moreau on her report, which is an
congratulate Mrs
ourtanding example of the kind of excellent work that
can come out of this Parliament. To us it seemed a
balanced repon and, contrary to what Mr Ephremidis
said a moment ago, we believe that the inrcrdependence between the developing countries, who are the

Mr Galland.

producers, and

the viml supply needs of

the

Community has been stated very well. Ve believe that,
on this question, it is essential ro keep a cool
head, and here I should like to express my considerable dismay at the impassioned and political remarks
made by Mr Fuchs, which were to my mind highly
irresponsible considering they came from the representatives of the pany charged with running its country.

Mr

Fuchs,

I

have

no love for the Soviet political

system, but this has never prevented me, when

it

came

to the common agricultural policy, from voting

to
continue with our agricultural exports ro the USSR.
My feelings as regards impons of raw materials from
South Africa are the same. Ve, for our part, do not
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believe in applying double srandards. The Socialist
capacity for double-think is completely alien ro us.
And what is a scandal
ro use Mr Fuchs' own words
is the way in which -his speech was filled with sterile
-rhetoric direcrcd against the muldnarionals, not ro
mention the incredible way he manages to link the
death of President Allende with certain aspecrs of Mrs
Moreau's report.
Yes, there are ideed several scandalous, and to my
mind contemptible, aspects to Mr Fuchs's speech.
Returning now ro rhe matrer in hand, Mr President,

regards the outlook

as

for the

Communiry thar rhis
report develops for us, I see it evolving along a
number of different lines. The ,Community can and
must take it upon itself rc coordinate measures to
improve and make greater use of recycling techniques.
These are of very grear importance ro us. In France,
30% of our raw materials supplies, excluding fuels,
come from recovery and recycling. \flhich shows how
vital it is to develop rhis secror and for the Community
as such [o act as a prime mover in this.
Secondly, the Communiry can and musr undertake
studies and research ro prospec[ for and exploir
mineral resources in the sea bed, which hold rhe very
greatest potential for the furure. That is why I particularly deplore the fact rhar some of our colleagues in
this House should have prevenred the serting up of

resources of the sea bed.

Finally, the Community can and must build up buffer
for cenain raw materials where there is a real
risk of supplies being disrupted. These stocks would be
in addition to certain narional stocks, complementariry
here serving as a symbol, as Mr Paulhan said, of the
srccks

and common sense of

purpose. This idea, if it is what underlies paragraphs
20 and 21 of the motion for a resolution, could have
benefircd from being more clearly expressed.

In conclusion, Mr President, the Liberal and Democratic Group propose to vote in favour of rhis repon,
which is a credit to Parliament. Ve look forward to
the day when the Community inrroduces a genuine
policy on raw marerials and energy, both of which
seem [o us to be, now more than ever, complementary.
(Apphusefrom the Liberal and Democratic Group)

President.

Mr

-

I call Mr Fuchs.

(FR) Mr President, as Mr Galland has
I believe I have the right to a
minute in which to reply rc him. There are two points
on which I wish rc take him up. I think in facr, and I
Fuchs.

attacked me- personally,

As for the role of multinarionals

panicular
- and inwhich
Kenecot, the ITT copper mulrinarional,
is in
the telecommunications field, in the destabilization
and ovenhrow of the Unid regime in Chile
if Mr
Galland does not know his hisrcry there is not- -uih I
can do about it. I suggesr rhat he has a word with a
few of the refugees from the country, who will explain
to him exactly what took place.

President.

-

I call Mr Galland.

(FR)
Mr Galland.
President, whar we have just
- say isMrvery
heard Mr Fuchs
interesting, bur unfonunately it does not in any way consrirure a point of order
as defined by the Rules of Procedure. May I draw
your attention to the facr that his intervention was nor
in the nature of a personal statement but a means of
continuing the argument. I consider rhis to be quite
irregular and I felt I had to poinr this our ro you.

a

committee on rhe sea, which could have played a
determining role in this area and would have allowed
Europe to take the lead in developing the mineral

Community's efficiency

believe this opinion was expressed by my government
as early as June 1981, that ir is consistent with our
concern for human rights progressively rc scale down
relations with South Africa. There is nothing new in
thar and I am frankly surprised that Mr Galland finds
anphing shameful in it.

President.

-

I call Mrs Pruvor.

Mrs Pruvot.
(FR) Mr President, on behalf of the
Liberal and Democratic
Group, I roo should like to
congratulate Mrs Moreau on her excellenr repon and
to consider briefly, since my dme is limircd, one or
two points in it.

I have some
says that reserves of mineral raw
materials are so large thar there is no immediate need
to worry about their running our. Personally, I believe
it is unrealisric to consider the problem of the security
The first is paragraph 2, abour which
doubts. Here

ir

of supplies and relared problems in rhe area of mineral
raw materials unless one firsr comes to grips with the
fundamental problem of when rhese raw marerials will
be exhausred. Clearly, in rhe case of several of these
raw materials there are still adequate untapped reserves

and consequenrly the problem of depletion is less
great; but this does nor apply to all raw marerials. I
would refer you to a publicadon by the Club of Rome
which appeared under rhe tide 'Limits to growth' and
in which this very problem is discussed. True, the
matter is not as urgent as it is in the energy sector, but
surely no one would dare suggest thar we wait unril
the reserves are depleted before reacting.

At the presen[ rate of consumption, how long, for
example, will our oil resources last? Twenty years?

Thiny years? 'Who can say? In any case we are rrery
close to that limit and one of the lessons ro be learnt
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from the problem facing the energy sector is precisely
that one has to intervene before the resources start to
run out. Otherwise, society will have to be prepared
for very much larger investment protrammes to
compensate in the shon term for the inevitable.

I wanted to take uP concerns the
position of the developing countries. Now, I have to
point out that the report takes the position of the
Community as its staning point. Its analysis gives an
excellent picture of the supply siruation for several raw
materials, but I should like to try and turn the problem
around and look at it from the point of view of the
developing countries. There is, as you are aware, a
divergence of interests between the 'Western world
with its need for economic growth, panicularly in the
European Community, and the export opportunities of
the developing countries. Nevenheless, we have for a
number of years now been conscious of the fact that
the development of the natural resources of the Third
'World countries does not, in the long run, hold the
key to their economic problems. Often, these countries develop into 'mono-economies', rhat is to say
become dependent on a single product. The consequence of this is that they are to an unacceptable
degree dependent on the world market and its prices,
to the point where the entire economic basis of a
development and investment programme of a country
can sometimes disappear, entirely as a result of movements in world prices. In the case of some products,
we have seen in recent years what opponunities there
were for speculation. I am thinking in particular,
although other examples abound, of the well-known
case of American investors, for instance, manipulating
prices, which in the shon rerm has benefircd the producers but in the long term has had a negative effect
since the price, after the speculators had come to grief,
fell on the world market.

President.

tion Time. -

(Tbe sixing anas suspended at 1.05 p.m. and resumed at
3

P.*.)

The second point

The third matter I want to discuss is the development
of resources in the sea bed. It is very difficult at the
present time to estimate how large these resources are.
The Conference on the Law of the Sea, which is
dealing with this subject, has not yet come to an end,

so we do not yet know the resulr on the basis of
which we should work. It is very imponant for

'

Vice-President

The next item is the first pan of Quesl-1075181).
tion Time (Doc.
President.

I call Mr Purvis on

future

become increasingly urgent to find new resources.

?

and see that an answer is given to you. If it has not
been translated I will ensure that it is so translated, as
rhe President undenook.

Ve begin with questions to the Commission.
As the author is not present, Question

No I will

be

answered in writing.l

Question No 2 by Sir Fred'lTarner (H-594/81):

Vhat

representations are being made by the Commission to the Government of the United States to ensure
that clausc 601 of the US Copyright Act is repealed with
effect from I July 1982 and what steps does the
Commission intend to uke in the event that repeal is
frustrated by the bill HR 3940 introduccd in the House
of Represenatives on 17 June 198 I ?

Community can be competitive.

will

point of order.

Thank you for that enquiry, Mr Purvis, I
President.
will make -an enquiry of the officials of the Parliament

of a sufficient and accessible pool of
so that indusry in the European

May I, in conclusion, come back to paragraph I and
point out that, whilst we might have access to
resources that we have not hitheno been able to
exploit, this should not encourage us to indulge in
reckless consumption, either on the European or
world level. So long as we continue to consume raw
materials the reserves will continue to dwindle and it

a

Madam Presidenr, on the Friday
Mr Purvis.
- December pan-session when the now
morning of the
President, Mr Danken, was in the chair, I enquired
whether we could have a version in Polish of the
Polish resolution that this Parliament had just passed,
and he indicated that he would attempt to arrange
that. I wonder if you could indicate whether that
version is now ready or likely to be ready in the near

developing these resources. The Commission must
therefore ensure, through a programme of investment
and through direct contributions from indusry, the

know-how

6. Question Time

IN THE CFIAIR: LADY ELLES

indusry in the European Community rc be involved in

availability

The debate will be continued after Ques-

Mr Haferkamp, Wce-President of tbe Commission.
(DE) The Commission has repeatedly pointed out
that the American provisions on this question constirute a barrier to trade to [he extent that they restrict
the expons of the Community printing industry. The

t

Sr.

A"*.

of lo. 3.

19E2.
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Commission has made approaches to GATT on rhis
matter, and we can state clearly thar the early removal
of these barriers to trade is inconresrably in the interesm of the Communiry and of rhe indusrry concerned.
The Commission has on several occasions drawn the
attention of the US aurhoriries to this problem. Ir has
since also made official represenrations and will
continue [o press the rights of the Community under
the rules and provisions of the GATT Agreemenr.

Mr Enright.
\7ill rhe Commissioner state quite
clearly thar he -will not hide behind niceties, bur rhat he
will mke retaliatory action. It is quirc crucial that rhis
be done in rhe defence of Shakespeare, among orhers.
Mr Haferkamp.
(DE) we
nor sarisfied by rhe
- considerIf that are
US legislation and
ir infringes GATT, we
shall of course, as we have akeady announced, make
representarions

Sir Frederick \Uflarner.
thanking the Commis- Vhile
sioner for his reply, may
I point ou[ rhar the solution
to this problem lies ro some exren[ in the hands of the
US Congress and there is a fear rhat they will try to
reimpose the exisring provisions when they lapse. Is
the Commissioner aware that represenrations have
been made.by rhe Parliamenr on rhis subject to rhe US
Congress through Parliamenr's delegarion ro she US
Congress, and will he please do his best ro see rhar
these representarions are followed up in every possible

President.
81):

-

Question No 3, by MrDeleau (H-631/

Has the Commission made appropriate arrangemenrs for
an effective campaign against fraudulent imponarion

which is often based on false cenificares of origin?
Has the Commission acquired the reqursite technical and
adrninistrarive means ro enable ir ro reacr quickly in rhe
cases

way?

to GATT and open the necessary

proceedings againsr rhe United Sates.

of fraud which ir

uncovers, and what are these

preparations and means?

Mr Haferkamp.- (DE) Ve

have of coulse conveyed
our views to rhe American legislative bodies in suitable
ways and, should rhere be no response to our
approaches, we should

as

we have indicated

take

- hope
the marter up with rhe- GATT insritutions. Ve
that the decisions in the Unired Srates will be taken
with due regard ro the GATT rules, which are also
applicable ro rhe United States.

Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission.
(DE)
- yet beenA
comprehensive solurion has admittedly nor
found to the difficult problem of fraudulent impons in
the context of the self-limiration agreemenrs on
textiles; however, the Commission has taken cenain
steps with the result thar much more effective conrrol
has recently been gained over cases of fraud.
The Commission has taken measures ar rwo

Mr Tyrrell.
Commissioner be so good as
- Vould rhe
to stare unequivocally
that, if rhis section of the US
Copyright Act is renewed afrer 1 July 1982 when ir
expires, the European Community will institute retaliatory measures against rhe US book trade by inroducing copyright law in the Communiry which
exemprs books printed and published in rhe English
language in the Unired States from copyright prorection anywhere in the Community? \7ould he agree
that this is one of those instances where one can
demonstrate that the Ten acting together can achieve

justice for the rraders in the Communiry, which the
Ten acting separately could nor?

Mr Haferkamp.
(DE) I should like firsr of all ro
point out that we- should disdnguish in dealing with
this affair between rhe GATT rules and the rules of
international copyright. Srrictly speaking, rhe latrer
have nothing to do with rhis issue. The world copyright agreement has no specific effects on the question
of rade in printing producrs. In any case rhe United
Sates has not acceded to rhe Berne Convention on
this question. On rhe other hand, I have just said that,
should our effons ro obtain results through bilareral
contacts wirh the Unired States nor meet with success,
we shall apply all procedures and exercise all rights
available ro the Community under GATT.

levels.

Firstly, much berter coordinarion has been achieved
between the work of the investigating depanmenrs in

the individual Community Member States. The
Commission has a key role here since it acrs as a
clearing house for the exchange of information
between the Member States and guides and harmonizes the control acriviries of rhe Member Stares at joint
meerings.

Secondly, we have been able ro achieve much closer
cooperation with a number of Third counrries. These
supplier countries have forrunately been made to
realize that it is in their own interest too for clarity to
prevail over rhe origin of goods in international rrade
in textiles; similarly, it is in their own interest for rheir
market prospects in the Community not to be impaired
by fraudulent pracrices on rhe pan of orher exporring
countnes.

These effons have been concenrrated on rhe funher
extension of administrative cooperation of rhe kind
which already exists under the double-check procedure. From I January lasr rhis procedure has even been
extended, in the case of rhe Asian counries, to products which are nor strictly speaking subject ro quanritative ceilings so as ro safeguard as far as possible for
these countries the advantages they have aheady
enjoyed in their previous trade with rhe Community
by excluding fraudulenr imports. In this connection,
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subsequent spot-checks are being carried out by

offi-

cials from the Commission and rhe Member Sntes; in
rhe past such checks have produced highly satisfactory
results. In several cases [hey have already provided the
basis for an adjustment by which the goods are
impurcd against the quotas of the real countries of

oilgln.

Finally,

I

measures

would like to point out that all these
will figure more prominently in future bila-

teral textile agreements.

Mr Deleau.

-

(FR) Is the Commission prepared to

step up its efforts so as to put an end to this situation
or, at the very least, bring about an improvement?

(DE) Yes, I hope you will have gathMr Naries.
- answer that we are working jointly with
ered from my
the Member States over the whole range of possible
frauds in order to limit evasion and improve the situation.

At the author's request Quesdon No 4
President.
be transferred to the April agenda.

will

Question No 5, by Mr Moreland (H-561l81):

mus[ be made to the improvement of our energy situa-

tion.
welcome the answer from the
Mr Morelend.
- I
Commission and the fact that the Commission seems
ro be on the side of the angels on [his issue. I note that
in ir recent publication, 'The role for coal in
Community energy strategy', the Commission makes a
number of proposals in this field for coal research.
Can the Commissioner tell me if it is his view that
these should now be costed and presented to the
Parliamenr so that, perhaps for 1983, we can have a
much bigger budget for coal research than at Present?

Mr Haferkamp.

(DE)

ln

recent weeks the

Commission has submitted a series of energy poliry
proposals to the Council of Ministers and is now
engaged in demiled discussions. Ve hope to arrive at a
new srrategy which will enable practical conclusions to
be drawn at the earliest possible opponunity from
these repons and proposals. !fle are now awaiting
decisions and guidelines which will enable us to make
the necessary funds arrdilable for energy research in
1

983.

Mr Martin.

(FR) Having regard to the economic
for in the resolution adopted by the
EEC-ACP Joinr Committee at iu recenr meering in
Salisbury, does the Commission not think that steps
should be taken to bring about a substantial reduction

Given the required and imponant role of coal in meeting

sancrions called

the Community's future demand for energy, does the
Commission consider that the technical coal research
allocation in the 1982 ECSC budget is sufficient to
maintain research and development in this area at the

in coal impons from racist South Africa? This could be

necessary level?

Mr Haferkamp,
(DE)

The

Vice-President of the Commission.

Commission shares

the

honourable

Member's view that the appropriarions earmarked for
coal research in 1982 cannot do justice to the situation
and needs in this area. Budget appropriations have had
to be reduced because of the extraordinarily difficult

siruation

the

Community countries, especially France which has
now se[ itself a target of 30 million tonnes in 1990 to
correct the policy of pit closures pursued in recent
years, and secondly by encouraging the Member
Sates to replace South African coal as far as possible
by impons from the ACP countries, for example
Zimbabwe and Botswana or the front-line nations?

in the iron and steel industry and the

resulting impossibility, as we see it, of increasing the
levy rates. \7e did not wish to impose an even higher
levy conribution on an industry which is facing difficulties.

'$fle

done firstly by encouraging production in

are currently engaged on a reappraisal

of

the

possibilities and needs in the area of coal research and
are trying to define new areas of research which could
berter meet the needs of the energy sector.

The Commission intends to concentrate aids for coal
research primarily on coal-winning techniques, coking

methods and safety in the mines. Ve also intend to
propose that funds should be made available from the
general budget for research and development in the
area of solid fuels processing technologies since we
believe that, over and above the interests of the coal

indusry in the Community, a general contribution

Mr

(DE) The Commission has no
Haferkamp.
specific budgetary- resources for this purpose. As you
know, our general programme of measures to develop
the economy of the associated countries attaches panicular imponance to the promotion of the energy
economy in those countries. Ve quite naurally give

priority to two sectors in the promotion of

energ'y

supplies: firstly rc producdon in the Community itself
and secondly to production in the associated countries. This is a perfectly natural scheme of priorities to
the extent that we have resources and instruments at
our disposal for this purpose.

Mr

Boyes.

I

also regret the cutback in the amount

- research in the coal industry, and I share
of money for
of
the
anxieties expressed in the previous supplesome
menary question by Mr Manin. I should like to
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concen[rate on the research and development aspecr. I
don't doubt some of this money will go towards the
obtaining of oil from coal. There is a cenain amounr

Question No 6, by Mrs Poirier, taken over by Mr
Denis (H-668/81):
According to the FAO the food situarion in the developing countries, and especially in rhe leadt developed
countries, is tikely to continue to deteriorate over the
next decade. Does the Commission not consider that rhe
EEC should do everything within im power ro guaranrce
the security and independence of the developing countries with regard to food so as to put them out of reach
of political pressure or financial speculatron?

of Community money involved. My concern is that
because of the link-up berween coal producers,
between the multinational oil companies, this technology might in fact get ro South Africa. \7hat safeguards is the Commission taking to make sure rhar
new technologies and advancemenrs in obtaining oil
from coal do not reach the vicious murderous South
African Government?

Mr

Haferkamp.

promoted

@E) The results

by us- are of

of

Mr
research

course available

ro

the

Community and not to third countries.

Dalsager, Member of the Commission.
(DA) Madam President, the Commission's intention,
in accordance with irc programme for 1982, is to give
food aid of 1 090 000 tonnes of grain, which is an

of approximately 500/o over 1980, when we
have 720 000 tonnes. Thanks to the suppon of the
European Parliament for the Commission's proposals,
a better balance has been achieved in the Community's
budget for food aid, so that we are able to do more to
meet the needs of the developing countries, i.e. food
aid in the form of sugar, vegetable oils and pulse
crops. In the Commission's view there should be a
funher increase over [he coming years in food aid to
meet the needs of the developing counries, particularly the poorest ones, with due regard at the same
time for the difficulties and risks which this kind of aid
may involve. For security of supply and independence
in the food sec[or to be achieved, however, a series of
interdependent measures must be implemented. The
Community has thus found it necessary to extend its
increase

Mr

Seligman.

Perhaps the previous two questioners

- Group would address their question
from the Socialist
about South Africa to the French Socialist Government who continue to draw coal from South Africa.
That might be a better target for them.
The

Commissioner,

in

answering

the quesrion,

referred to fast fuels
that is the way that it came
- Could he elaborate on that?
across in the translation.
I
do not know'what he means by fast fuels. Meanwhile
will research be concentrated on such things as under-

ground and undersea gasification and also the
enhanced recovery of coal from narrow seams and
defunct coalmines? New rcchnology should be able to
overcome that problem and give us a great addidonal
reserve of coal.

programme of action to combat starvation in the
world beyond the granting of further food aid to take

in

measures which

will

developing countries

of the
problems

increase the ability

to solve their food

Mr

(DE) There must have been a
Haferkamp.
mistake in the interpretation.
I did not refer to fast

themselves by an increase in local production.

fuels but m solid fuels.

Measures will also be taken under the plan to increase
the security of the developing countries with regard to
supplies of food from abroad. The Commission has
already put forward proposals to this end under which

President.

-

I call Mr Seal on

a

point of order.

Madam President, whilst I accept your
Mr Seal.
- through all 56 questions, I feel that you
desire to get
put that to the House without taking the opinion of
the House. Some of these questions are much more
imponant than others and will therefore require more
comment. I hope that you will bear that in mind when

the Community is to draw up certain export policy
measures in the form of long-term agreements, and it
lays emphasis in addition on the need for a better
organization of the world market for grain through
the wheat agreement and, if it is not possible to arrive
at an agreement, at least in this sector, for the introduction of funher medium-term support measures.

actually taking the questions.

President.
Of course I bear that in mind, but I think
- had quite a good run on these supplethat you have
men[ary questions. I think that the Commission has
answered very fully and that there is probably nothing
more you can extract from the Commissioner. I would
point out to Mr Seal, if he would refer to the minutes
of the last session, that it was agreed by the House
that this was the procedure they wished me to follow.

(FR) !7e shall have occasion to return
Mr Denis.
- because aid
to rhis question
falls far short of the needs
at present. as the Committee on Development and
Cooperation has noted; however, I wish to put a
different supplementary question.

If we are alking about the needy countries, as the
representative of the Commission said, I note rhar in
answer to'l7ritten Question 1329/81 on the subject of
persistant ostracizing

of food aid to

Vietnam, the
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Commissioner deliberately missed

the point

by

speaking of indirect aid in pharmaceutical products . .

.

(The President requested the speaher to put his question)

How can the Commission justify an attitude which is
tantamount to using food aid as a weapon, a practice

which has been condemned in particular by the
EEC-ACP parliamentary meetings

?

Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commission.- (DA) The
imponant thing as far as the Commission is concerned
first and foremost is to ensure that the aid we give
really reaches the populadon groups who are in need.
'\7hen
the Commission has the assurance that the aid
actually gets to these population groups, we are of the
opinion that we can provide aid for them. If we do not
have adequate assurance of this, the Commission is
more circumspect and sends the aid as far as possible
through channels other than the usual ones.

Mr

Dalsager, Member of the Commission.
(DA) Madam President, as rhe honourable Member

already indicates in his reference, the Commission has
in fact answered the question which has been put in
respect of aid to Vietnam. The Commission has on
several occasions drawn Parliament's a[tention to the
fact that we are following developments in Vietnam
very closely indeed. However, the Commission
stresses again that we cannot ignore the question of
controls over [he use of possible food aid, to which we
attach great importance, since otherwise there is a risk

that the food aid will not achieve the aim intended.
There is thus no question of using this food aid as a
weapon. !7ith regard to the present situation in
Vietnam, the Commission does not feel that it has
sufficient assurance thar the distribudon of the goods
locally can proceed in a satisfactory manner, whether
milk or other food products are involved, and we do
not therefore feel that it is reasonable at present to put
a proposal to rhe Council for a resumption of this food
aid.

On the other hand, as has also been pointed out, the
Commission has recently raken a decision on the
granting ro Vietnam bf 300 000 ECU in emergency
aid, which is to be shared out among various organizations which will provide the necessary guarantee that
this aid will in fact reach those who are in need of it.
As has also been said it consists mainly of the purchase

Mr Turner.

M"y I ask the Commissioner whether

- is making use of all the EEC cereal
the Commission
which is available, notably barley, and whether they
are taking srcps to increase the use of barley in the
Third \7orld and whether they are able to provide
barley under the programmes for animal feed as well. I
would like to know what steps are being taken.

(DA) The
Mr Dalsager, Member of the Commis5isn.
food aid which the Commission gives in- the form of
cereal consists mainly of wheat for human consumption. Bur clearly, in cenain situations, barley can also
be used as a form of aid to particularly hard-hit areas.
But I do not have information relating to the very
specific question which has been put.

President.

Perhaps

I should point out that Question

- deferred until April and it will therefore
No 7 has been
give an opponunity to those Members who have not
been able to put any futher supplementaries to the
Commissioner to raise this issue again in the April
session. At the author's request, Question No 7 will be
transferred to the April agenda. Question No 8, by
Mrs Le Roux, taken over by Mr Frischmann (H-670/
81):

of medicines and medical goods to be disributed free
of charge to the population or to be used in conjunction with medical treatment provided free of charge.

Rising fuel costs are leading to higher production costs
for fishermen. Is the Commission prepared to offset this
trend by proposing a regulation on aid for fuel used in
the non-indusrial inshore fishing sector?

I should like rc add that the Community, as hitheno,
will be giving food aid to the Vietnamese refugees
living in camps in other countries in the region.

Mr

Contogeorgis, Mernber

of the

Commission.

(GR) The entire fishing sector of the Community has
in recent years been undergoing radical changes in the
conditions of its operation.

Mr Lomas.
I would just like to pursue the last point
that was raised
and the answer from the Commissioner, if I may, because there is no doubt that food
aid is being used now as a political $/eapon. Both the
President of the Commission and Lord Carrington
have recently said that they will not agree rc food aid
to Vietnam until the polirical situation changes. Now
my question is: how can the Commission reconcile
that situation with the sending of food aid to the quite
brumlly oppressive regimes of Haiti, Chile and
Uruguay?

of the principal factors in these changes has
cenainly been the considerable increase in the price of
One
fuel.

The Commission considers that we are dealing

here

with an organizational and not a random factor of the
operating conditions in the fishing industry, which will
from now on have to adapt to a steadily increasing
cost of energy compared to what was the case in the
Past.
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Contogeorgis

Consequently, maintaining its

firm posirion on

this

issue, the Commission does nor deem ir to be econom-

ically purposeful to provide for grants of national or
Community subsidies in connection with the fuel used
by the fishing industry. This would consrirute an artificial means of solving an organizational problem.

going to rise again, and then we shall be back rc the
old problem of inflation caused by oil prices. So I
welcome the Commissioner's answer and feel that we
should allow oil to find its own level and not subsidize

it. If

there is a lower
industry and fishermen
reduced prices for oil.

oil price, it should benefit
in some other way, not in

On the other hand, the Commission

believes that
other measures of an organizational character are not
only useful but also desirable, to enable fishing
concerns to adapt permanently [o the new operaring
conditions. For this reason, the Commission raised no
objections rc the help of this kind approved by the

Member States. Moreover, the Commission has
submitted to the Council specific proposals for the
adoption of an organizational Community fishing
policy, and as you know, these proposals have been
approved by Parliament.

Mrs Ewing.
\7ill the Commissioner accept rhat
- considerable
there will be
disappointment at his
answer in peripheral fishing communities because
large numbers of fisheries are simply having to tie up
their boam? As he is aware, there are ten jobs on the

'!7'hat
shore for every fisherman at sea.
can he say that
I can pass on to my fishing communiries thar are being
blitzed, a whole generation of which is not going to go

to

sea, and where there are no alrernative jobs
what am I to say as the Council of Minisrcrs has nor
even fixed a date for the next fisheries meeting? I am
afraid I must ask the Commissioner to do better than
this.

Mr

Contogeorgis.

(GR)

comment by Mrs -Ewing
following:

I

In

connection with the
would like to say the

President.
Seligman, I am not quite sure how
- Mr
your question
ended. I think it was rather more of a
statement, but I will ask the Commissioner, nevertheless,

if

he wishes

to comment on your commentl

(GR) I would like to say that the
subsidy of fuel consumption
would indeed conflict
with the general policy of the Community relative ro
the saving of energy, because the cheaper fuel
becomes, the more wasrcfully it is used. I wish we
could meet the eventualiry of assisting the inshore
fishing industry in this respect. However, as I have
told you, it is a matter of principle and of poliry, and
the Communiry does not consider that subsidies are
the right way to solve the problem.
Mr Contogeorgis.

Mr Paisley.
Is the Commissioner aware how hardhit Nonhern- Ireland is, with unemployment running
higher than anyvhere else in the Community? Is he
aware how hard-hit the inshore fishermen off the
County Down coast have been, not only with, first of
all, the ban on herring fishing, but now that they have
got back to fishing, the rising costs of fuel? And if he
is going to talk about a long-term solution, surely he
should come to a shon-term solution to -help these
fishermen over the problems they have at the present
rime by following the line advocated in the question?

As regards the specific case of recognizing rhe need ro

provide assistance towards meeting the high cost of
fuel, the position of the Commission is that this would
not constitute a correct policy because the high cost of
fuel is not incidental. It is a phenomenon that has
now become permanent. This is an organizational
problem that cannot be solved by subsidies. In the long
term such a policy would be erroneous. On the other

hand, Mrs Ewing is right in pointing our that rhe
inshore fishermen are facing cenain problems. To
meet these problems the Commission has made proposals that are now before the Council of Ministers,
awaiting decisions. The next meeting of the Council

will take place in April and we hope that progress can
be made in connection with all the outstanding matrcrs

relating to the fishing industry.

Mr

Seligman.

I welcome the Commissioner's anwer

- is this not pan of a much bigger
about that because
picture? If we encourage the use of more fuel, we shall
continue to be plagued by the oil imponing problem. If
oil is going to come down in price, consumption is

(GR) The Commission is fully
Mr Contogeorgis.
aware of the difficuldes
encountered by the inshore
fishing industry, and is doing all that it can to help the
industry. I have mentioned that there is a series of
integrated proposals for this purpose. As regards the
subject of a ban on the fishing of herring and cenain
other species, this is motivarcd by the need to protect.
the resources of the Community and is imposed only
when there are scientifically well-founded repons that
indicate the need rc limit fishing so that the fishing
resources of the Community can be conserved. This
may represent a rcmporary inconvenience for the
industry, but in the long term it is in the industry's
own interests, because if the stocks are allowed to
become exhausted and destroyed it is cenain that the
fishing industry would be the first to suffer.

President.

(H-67e/81):-

Question

No 9, by Mr

Papaefstratiou

Ir is a well-known fact rhar several thousand cidzens of
the Member Scates have been forced to leave African
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President

countries such as Zaire, Angoh and Zimbabwe,
frequently in tragic circumsmnces, and to abandon small
or large assem without any compensation after several
years'residence in and service to the country in question. The Community grants economic aid to a number
of these African countries. Vhat steps is the Commission
thinking of taking to aid European refugees from
African countries, and to what extent could it grant
temporary financial aid pending final reimbursement of
the lost assets by the ACP Smtes?

Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission.
(DE) The responsibility for these matrers does not lie
with the Community but with the Member Sates
whose citizens may have been affected by occurrences
of this kind.

Mr

Papaefstratiou.

(GR)

expected the Vice-President

| confess that I had
of the Commission,

Mr Haferkamp, to give us a somewhat more

for this purpose which was the purpon of the question
put to me. I went on to answer the question as to
whether we could seek to prevent or alleviate such
inrclerable situations in cooperation with our associated countries. That is obviously something which
we are willing to take up.

(FR) In the light of the Commissioner's
Mr Denis.
- does he know that workers in European
words to us,
countries, for example in France, are having to leave
their jobs after years of hard work without having
been able to set aside large or even small fonunes?
Does he not therefore think it improper for the money
of taxpayers in the Community or in the ACP or other
associated countries to be used to reimburse fonunes
built on colonialist exploitation?

satisfac-

lory answer because the Member States, as individuals,
of course do what they can for their own subjgcr, but

the point is what is the European

Mr Haferkamp.- @E) I was not trying to evade the
issue when I stated that we have no financial resources

Economic

Community doing? The EEC offers aid to African
countries that have expelled as refugees people who
are subjecm of the Member Sntes, and who had to
leave behind substantial fonunes without compensation.

(DE) I did not take the question
Mr Haferkamp.
- to be put to me. The honourable
which was supposed
Member made an observation and I have taken note of
ir.

No 10,
President.
- Question
over by Mr M6o (H-705l81):

Can the Commission detail its rnrcnded poliry to help to
improve the position of Cambodian refugees in Thailand
and can it indicate whether, as has been suggesrcd, it
intends to reduce radically or even halt all emergency
aid rc voluntary organizations looking after Cambodian
refugees in Thailand?

Does not the Commission consider that it should mke
some action on behalf of these citizens?

@E) As I have already said, the
- way
of intervening. It is a matter
Community has no
for the Member States which may be able to intervene
on behalf of their citizens according to their resPective
national statutory provisions and financial possibilities.
The honourable Member's specific question related to
the possibility of financial support and compensation
in these cases. That possibility is not open to us.

Mr Haferkamp.

A totally different question is whether the Community
can, in the context of ir constant cooperation with the
associated countries in the institutions of the association
at administrative, ministerial or parliamentary
level - draw atrcntion to cases which present difficul- thus attempt to dissuade the associated counties and
tries from crea[inB intolerable situations for nationals
of our Member States. That is a totally different
matter and we should be perfectly willing to act on
these lines.

by Mr Israil, taken

The fate of
Commission.
the Kampuchean refugees in Thailand continues to be
a source of concern to the Commission. Accordingly,
under the 1981 programme, 10 000 ronnes of cereals
in the form of rice were allocated to the !7orld Food
Programme to assist the Kampuchean people. Distribution is due to begin in February, and depending on
the priorities set by the !fFP, all or part of the aid may
be used to help Kampuchean refugees or displaced
persons at the frontier.

Mr Richard, Member of the

Under the 1982 programme, the Commission has
proposed a funher allocation of 12000 tonnes of
cereals, to be distributed to the refugees by the United
Nations High Commissioner for Refugees.

Finally, the Commission does not rule out the possi-

bility of making a requ6st to the budgetary authority,

Mr

if

countries concerned? You cannot therefore simply fob
us off with a reference to the responsibilities of the
national governments.

(FR) I was pleased to note the informaMr M6o.
- to us that last year's figure for food aid
tion you gave
to the Cambodian refugees in Thailand is to be

(DE) Does rhe Commissioner
Habsburg.
realize that we -maintain links through the Lom6
Convention with all these countries which have robbed
Europeans and that the Community therefore has a
direct responsibility both to our Europeans and to the

circumstances warrant, for a transfer of appropriarions ro Anicle 950 for the continuation of emergency
operations to assist these people.
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M6o
doubled. I funher nore rhar this panicular aid does not

many areas of the Community, it would be both undesirable and unfair to seek ro require that vocational
training and preparation courses for young people

entail the difficulties of control over utilization and
security which arise in connection wirh orher rypes of

should be directly linked

food aid in the same region.

Mr Richard.
to clear up one possible source
- Only the
of misunderstanding:
figures I gave were thar this
it was

000 tonnes and next year it would be
12 000 tonnes. That is nor exacrly a doubling.

year

Mr M6o.

10

(FR) The interpreter quoted a figure of

-

I

20 000 instead of 12 000. May point out that this
increase is nor proponional to the increase in food aid

planned by the EEC whose representatives, through
the Commission a few minur.es ago, said that aid
would be increased by 500/o from one year ro the next.
I therefore believe that an effort still remains to be
made for the benefit of the Cambodian refugees in
Thailand.

Mr Richard.
ro say rhar it may well be thar if
- Only
Kampuchea again
has a serious shonfall in 1982, this
might prompr the Commission
food-aid operations if

to current specific labour-

market needs?

to

propose funher

a request is made by the

organiz-

ations operaring in Kampuchea. !7e are yery
conscious of this problem and we are anxious to do
what we can to help on ir.

Mr Pearce. Despite what Mr M6o said, I did not
hear the Commissioner
sadsfy us that the Commission
has a guaranree rhar this aid will not go to military
forces located in that area. lfould the Commissioner
therefore please rcll us whar sreps rhe Commission
takes on the spot there ro guaranree that the aid goes
to refugees and nor to soldiers, guerillas or insurgents?

Mr Richard, Member of the Commission.- Vocational
preparation and training are by definition aimed at
labour market needs. This does not mean, however,
that it must necessarily be linked [o currenr, specific
labour-market needs, eirher in times of high unemployment or, indeed, even in a sarisfacrory employment situation. More emphasis will have to be placed
on helping young people to better develop social skills
and competences necessary for adult and working life
which would allow rhem to conrinue an active life
even during periods of unemployment.
Patterson.
Vell, I am very glad to hear that
- Commissioner
ansvrer, but is the
aware that during a
meeting of the Vorking Group on rhe Social Fund
Advisory Committee on 11 February, his Commission

Mr

a note proposing radically
different criteria for Social Fund allocations
concerning young people and in panicular, sraring
that the Unircd Kingdom's Youth Opportunities
Programme was linked insufficiently closely ro
labour-market needs? The new criterion would in
effect have reduced the UK allocation in 1982 to
officials handed round

one-rwenrierh of 1981. So did the Commissioner know
and approve of this nore, in view of his answer .iust
now? !7ill he confirm that rhere is no change in the
Social Fund guidelines tor 1982, as compared rc 1981,
as vas announced in May 1981? In panicular, will he
confirm that there is no quesrion ar all of national
quotas when allocaring the Social Fund?

Mr Richard.

Mr Richard.

Vhat I

of- 10 000

said was that

in

1982, the 1981

to begin rc be distributed depending on the priorities ser by the Vorld
Food Programme, and that under the lg82
programme the disribution ro rhe refugees will be
allocation

ronnes is

carried out by rhe United Nations High Commissioner
for Refugees. So we are, in fact, using two international organizarions to rry and make sure rhar rhe food
goes to the precise places where I think the honourable Member and the Commission would wish ir to go.
President.
11

As its aurhor is nor present, Question No
a wrirten answer.l'

will receive

Question No 12, by Mr Patterson (H-726l81):
Does the Commission nor agree that in rhe light of the
very high unemployment rares and poor job prospccrs in

,

{..

Ar"*

of lO. 3. t9az.

I am aware rhar at this meeting of rhe
Social Fund -Commirtee a documenr prepared by rhe
services of the Commission was passed around which,
if my memory serves me right, says that negoriations
and discussions should rhereafter uke place with
member governmenrs. May I make it perfecdy clear
to the Parliament and to the honourable Member
who asked the quesrion that no decision whasoever
has yet been taken on how this issue should be dealt
wirh.

I ought to say ro rhe Parliamenr that rhere is a
problem. The problem is caused by the fact that the
number of applications in respect of young people, the
number of calls being made on the Social Fund, is now
so treat that there will be insufficient money in the
Fund to meet them. One of the ways of dealing with it
is to try and do what my

Commission

services

a possible solurion at the Social Fund
Committee. Another way of dealing with it might be
to have a supplemenrary budget. Another way of
dealing with it might be to have some kind of
weighting on the applications. Vhar I am prepared ro
suggested as

No l-282/
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Richard
say today, and to give a firm assurance to Parliament
on the point, is that no decision has been taken upon
this and, indeed, will not be taken upon it until I have
had an opponunity of discussing it, not only with rhe

the Commission and my fellow
Commissioners, but with the Member States most
directly concerned, including the United Kingdom,
with whom I have already been in some communication.
services inside

Mr Kellett-Bowmen.

!7ould not the Commissioner
accept that his helpful reply to Mr Patterson's supplementary raises budgetary consequences? Vas it not
agreed in the budget that guidelines on this matter for
1982 would be the same as for 1981? And if the guidelines are to be changed, will he assure the House that
Parliament will be consulted?

Mr

Richard.

- I

am perfecdy prepared to give an

assurance to the House that the proper procedures

Mr Seal. \7ould the Commission consider stopping
- Fund grants to the United Kingdom for
the Social
training, which, I believe, at present, pay for about
half the amount spent in the United Kingdom, until
the present reactionary Tory Government amend their
recent terrible \7hite Paper on vocational raining in
line with the amendments which have been put
forward by the trade unions and many other informed
bodies in the United Kingdom?

Mr Richard. The shon answer ro thar question is
No. I would -not do anything like it. I do not believe
the honourable Member expects me to do anything
like it, and I must say that while I enjoy British politics
as much as anybody in this House, I really do not
think that the Social Fund and its contribution to
young unemployed people in the United Kingdom
should be a pan of the party game.

will

if in the event it turns out that there
has to be an alteration as far as the budget is

be gone through
concerned.

House will agree that we have
President.
- I hope the
had quite a lot of supplementaries on this question and
that we should now move on, following the guidelines
rhat we have laid down ourselves for Question Time.
Every group that has asked to do so has had an opportunity to put a question, and I think the Commissioner
has answered very fully the questions that have been
put to him.

As its author is not present, Question No
answered in writing.r
Question No 14, by

Mr

l3 will

be

Gerokostopoulos (H-740l

8l):

1981 (OJ No C 144, p.92), Parliament
adopted a motion for a resolution tabled by former MEP

On TMay

(Applause)

Mr G.

Dalakouras and others

(Doc. l'l4l/81)'

concerning kind of assistance for the preservation of the
anistic treasures of Mount Athos, in Greece.

(DA) I have a supplementary
Mrs Tove Nielsen.
question for the Commissioner.

I should like to ask, considering the kind of economic
crisis all the Member Starcs find themselves in,
whether the Commissioner does not think that it is
absolutely essential for us to go all out to foster the
only real raw material we have in the Community, a
well trained labour force.

That is what prompted me to put the ques[ion, for I
feel that the Commissioner is dodging the issue by
simply making fine and airy statemens about
acquiring skills so as to be active in society. Surely the
real issue is that our industry should have a capable
workforce, because we can only work ourselves out of
the economic crisis by having capable people ready m
produce goods we can sell at competitive prices!

I am sorry if I sounded unclear and
uncenain. Of -course I agree with every word that has
just been said. I totally agree with it. The whole objecrive of the Commission's policy in relation rc this part
of the Social Fund is to do precisely what the honourable Member wants us to do.
Mr Richard.

on
if any
has the Commission taken
the above-mentioned resolution adopted by Parliament?

Vhat action

-

Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission.

-

(DE) Lfrcr

Parliament had imelf introduced and approved an item
was
able to make
the
Commission
1980
budget,
in the
a

financial contribution

to the maintenance of

a

historic building in Edinburgh. However, that is the

only instance in which the Commission has so far
aken direct action [o preserve a specific monument.
Action by the Community to preserve historic monuments is nevertheless useful and imponant. Our aim is
firstly to train personnel qualified in the various
conservation methods, including craft skills, needed to
preserve monuments and, secondly, to utilize a new
technique known as the impregnation process which
has proved panicularly effecdve. Turning now to the
specific case of the monastic community on Mount
Athos, I must say that the Commission attaches the
utmost imponance to the buildings concerned but is
awaiting the return of a group of visiting Members of

Parliament who will be preparing a report; we shall
then examine whether and to what extent we can take

I

See

Annex of 10. 3. 1982.
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Naries

practical action. However, I must poinr out straight
away that, given our lack of funds, there is at present
little likelihood of positive results leading to any real
change in the situation.

is, in our view, a need for funher research in this area

to determine wherher unemployment can ircelf be a
risk to health. The Commission is seeking ways ro
develop such work in collaboration wirh Member
States and with orher organizations.

(GR) I am grateful rc the
Gerokostopoulos.
for his answer to our
of the Commission
question, which contains cenain elucidatory information.

Mr

Member

I

would like, however, to plead rhar special note
of the following fact, of which the
Commission should be aware in promoting and

should be taken

continuing irc effons to meet the problem.

As is known, the community of monks on rhe Holy
Mountain, or Mount Athos, constitutes a separate,
autonomous State that is recognized and safeguarded
by the Constitution of Greece. Consequently, I think
that any funher action ought to take place only after
consultations between the Greek Governmenr and the
Commission if the proposed plan is to succeed.

Mr

Naries.

(DE) The Commission will bear the

honourable Member's
comments in mind.
President.

8l):

-

Question No 15, by Mr Boyes (H-765/

Over 10 million are now unemployed within

if

so,

Mr

Richard, Mernber of the Commission.
The
- of
problem of unemployment has been a source
concern to the Commission since the first energy crisis
of 1973. It has brought much hardship. It has been
unevenly spread.

there is hardly need for me to emphasize rhar
irrespective of rhe findings of scientific research in this

particular area, the Commission considers the fighr
against unemploymenr as the major priority for the
Community, nor leasr on accounr of the massive
human distress and rhe social instabiliry rhat unemployment has already brought in its train.

Mr Boyes.
- I do not agree tomlly with whar rhe
Commissioner said, because I believe rhere is a direct
link between suicide and the rise in unemployment.
The Government of the UK, Mr Commissioner, is
guilty of cold, calculated murder of rhe people in my
country by ignoring thar fact. And funher, the butchering swine governing Britain at rhis very momenr
Budget D^y .

-

..

President.
- \flould you kindly put a quesr.ion ro rhe
Commissioner?

Mr Boyes.
President.

will. I am on my way rhere, Madam
- I

President.
tely?

-

rhe

Community, more than 3 million within rhe UK alone,
and the numbers are rising. Evidence exists to demonsrarc a link between rising unemployment and an
increase in incidents of suicide, mental illness and dearh.

Is the Commission aware of this evidence and,
what is it doing about ir?

I think

It has been alleviated for many, but

not all, by the high degree of social prorecrion given
by unemployment and social security benefits.

It

has been suggested that the impact of unemployment includes adverse effects upon health, and in
support of this there have been recent reports in the
sciendfic lircrature which present findings of a statistical association between the rates of unemployment
and monality. However, I have to say to the House
that these findings have been heavily criticized for
their statistical methodology, and other research in
this area has been unable to produce similar resulm.
The Commission could not, at this stage, therefore

Mr

Boyes.

!flould you kindly ger rhere immedia-

|

g4n'1 get there because

- there.
that thing up

you are tapping

The burchering swine governing Britain are probably
making decisions roday
Budget D^y
that will
- go
ensure that tens of thousands
more people
to an
early grave. Therefore I appeal ro the Commissioner,
when he said in his answer thar further research is
going to be carried out: will he give me an assurance
that it will be an early reporr, and will he give me an
assurance that adequate funds will be made available
to check this link between suicide and unemployment?

Mr Richard.
The assurance I think I can give is
that, while as regards
funher research we don'r necessarily have the financial resources available to support
it, we hope that a concened action merhod will be
selected for health research within the third medical
research programme.

a direct reladonship. The same is true of allegations
linking unemployment directly with ill-health: again,

And can I say rhis:we are following with interest the
research in this area being undertaken within the
Communiry, for example in the United Kingdom by
Messrs Brenner and Farrow in Cardiff, by Professor

the evidence is circumstantial rather than clear. There

Ashton at the London School of Hygiene and Tropical

accept the reported association as clear-cut evidence

of
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Medicine and by Professor Preston at Queen Mary
College. So we are interested in this area, we are
looking at it, we hope that the research will eventually
yield some resulm which are more clear than the

present somewhat insubstanrial evidence, and if it
does, then I will be pleased to come back to the House
and give it our considered views.

(NL) Does the Commission share my
Eisma.
- in the light of these figures, that policy
view, precisely
should be directed much more towards preparing
people for less employment or no emplciyment at all?

Mr

Although it will be difficult to change ways of
thinking, it seems more realistic for the l0 million
unemployed today and the many millions of unem-

ployei in the fuure to help them t-o.experience the
i"ci of not working less as a source of shame. Does the
Commission agree with this point of view?

Mr

Richard.

I

think that question raises slightly

- insofar as I can answer it now ler me
wider issues, but
say this: the Commission is intensely interested in
those aspects of policy in some Member States which
deal with the possibility of sharing out rhe existing
amount of work that is available, perhaps more equitably in the future. !7e are following, for example,
what is going on in France, with great interest. I think
I should not perhaps go further than that at this state,
but merely to say tha[ with the thrust of the honourable Member's question, I find myself in considerable

I was sorry to hear the answer that the

Kingdom Government. Is he aware that over a fiveyear period directors of social services in \7ales who
have no political axe to grind have estimated that the
number of deaths in !7ales will be increased by 2 500
if unemployment increases by only 1% ? And can I ask
him to produce a paper on this subject because there is
very real concern throughout the Communiry about
rhis link? It is not true to say that Professor Brenner's
quite the opposite. In
research has been discredircd
fact it has been strengthened by subsequent research in
the United Kingdom and elsewhere. In fact, applying
the same work to British data Brenner found that in
the past a 10lo increase in the unemploymen! rate over
a five-year period has been associated with approximately 40 000 extra deaths. Thaq is a very serious allegation and one which the Commission should take
very seriously indeed.

Richard.

seriously and

-

The evidence is on hand!

Vith great respect, there are differing
Mr Richard.
- effect of the evidence. My expens tell
views as rc the
me
and they may be less qualified than the honourto
able- gentleman who is shouting out from his seat
judge the evidence than he is that at [he recent
meeting of European Ministers of Health in Madrid
there was disagreement amontst ministers about the
wider social effects of unemployment and they disagreed about this particular issue. All I am saying is that
if research is being conducted, the Commission would
indeed be extremely interested to look at the results of
that resarch. But I am not prepared, on behalf of the
Commission, to accept blanket allegations of this son
unless they are proven. Because, with great respect to
those people who are asking me to do it, if we accept
that this is the result of it, and it is proven, we will
have to do something about it and I am not prepared
merely to make the allegations and not be prepared to

follow it up with firm action.
(FR) As an extension to the quesMr Frischmenn.
- and to the observations by
tion by Mr Boyes
Mrs Clwyd, I would just like to point out rhat the
Commission concedes every year that unemployment
is increasing while at the same time proposint, every
year, policies which make the situadon even worse.

My question therefore is this: when will the Commis-

to realize that the time has come for
it to undenake a thorough reappraisal of its policies

Commissioner gave because last year 19 Health Ministers meeting in Madrid did in fact find a very strong
link between unemployment and ill health. One exception was the United Kingdom Health Minister, and I
am sorry to hear him echoing the view of the United

Mr

Boyes.

sion at last come

agreement.

Mrs Clwyd.

Mr

I mke rhe allegation extremely
I-want to see the evidence. That's all I

said. And as far as the . .

.

and make employment and investment which creates

employment the central features of a system of
economic management whose primary aim is to
combat unemployment? This is panicularly relevant
now that the Commission's guidelines are no longer
being followed by every Member State; a majority in
France, for example, has recognized the harmful
nature of previous policies and embarked upon the
path of change.

I
Mr Richard.
the question is somewhat wider
- ofthink
than the terms
the original question. I would be
delighted to have a grear debate on the Commission's
policy and approach to the problem of unemployment
in Europe in general.

On the other hand I was asked a specific'question by
Mr Boyes about whether I accepted certain specific
allegations. I have given my ansq/er to that and at this
stage I do not think it would be either useful or helpful
for me to go into a general debate on the Commission's attitude towards unemployment.

I think the Commissioner has answered
as he can on the facts available the questions
which have so far been put to him.
President.
as

fully

-
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President

As the authors are not present, Quesrions No 16 and

will

17,

be answered in wriring.l

Question No 18, by Mrs Ewing (H-484l81):
Does rhe Commission agree that the Regional Fund
Regulation rn its present form does not contain any effi-

cient mechanisms ro prevenr Member States receiving
aid from the Fund from reducing the amounr of national
aid correspondingly; does the Commission find this situation satisfactory; if not, has the Commissron considered proposing the introduction of new mechanisms, guaranreeing respecr of the principle of additionality in connectron wirh the next revision of rhe Regional
Fund Regulation?

Mr

Contogeorgis, Member of the Cotnmission.
(GR,) The Commission considers thar rhe mechanisms

of the European Regional Development Fund do not
in fact today make ir possible ro secure in a satisfactory atay the additionality of rhe aid provided by rhe
Fund, even though some results have already been
achieved. It was for this reason that the Commission's
proposals of last year regarding a review of the reguladon of the Fund envisaged a series of directives rhar
were designed to improve the applicarion of the principle of additionality which concerns, for example, the
financing of programmes in accordance wirh agreements that ensure a better conrrol over the disposition
of the Fund's resources, and consequently adherence
to the principle of additionaliry; the direcrives were
also intended to improve the merhod of payment from
the Fund, to foster greater panicipation by regional
and local authorities interesred in rhe development of
the area in question, and to constiturc an element of
control over the way the Fund's resources are used
and also an appropriarc means of publicizing the aid
offered by the Fund, so that the pan played by rhe
Community could be better recognized by rhe beneficlanes.

Mrc Ewing.
\flhile rhanking the Commissioner for
- agreeing
his answer and
wirh his view thar the new
proposals take us a long way in the right direction,
nevenheless, may I ask the Commissioner whether he
will state categorically rhar he deplores this practice
that I have mentioned in my quesrion which cannor be
a good thing in the eyes of rhe public and their view

of
the European Community, as it seems ro them to
savour of a degree of fraud? So will the Commissioner
at least state that he condemns the practice adopred by
certain Member States?

Mr.

Contogeorgis.

(GR)

As I have said,

the

- held by the Regional Fund is
purpose of the resources
to

supplement, and

not to

replace

the

national

resources, and the Commission recognizes that in

of the resources
I am glad rhat Mrs Ewing

acknowledges rhar the new proposals of the Commission currently before rhe Council are direcred exacrly
at this point, namely at ensuring addirionality.

As regards presenr-day public opinion concerning the
way in which the Fund's resources are disposed of, in
other words concerning rhe impression that cenain
frauds are involved, rhere are no figures for rhis and I
cannot therefore answer. There may be cenain sporadic opinions on the marrer, but the Commission has
no figures to justify these fears.

The Commission has unfortunately
failed rc ger-the principle of additionality respecred
with regard to the quora secrion of the Regional Fund,
but I would like ro ask the Commission if in its discussions with the Council over the non-quota secrion of
the Regional Fund it has managed to obtain from the
Council a commirment to addirionality in this secrion
Miss Quin.

of the Fund?

Mr

Contogeorgis.

posals are before

(GR) The Commission's pro-

the Council, bur

discussions

concerning them have nor yer sraned. Thus, I can add
nothing at this srage. Of course, as regards the
non-quota section of the Fund we shall rry ro ensure
the additionality of these Communiry resources to
strengthen the national resources.

Mr

Paisley.
Is
Commissioner aware how sadly
- the
Nonhern Ireland
has fared in regard to additionality?
For example, mking the new exrcnsion ro rhe airpon
facilities there, millions of pounds allocarcd by this

common market were nor fonhcoming to the
Nonhern Ireland Airpons Aurhority. And would he
take up with the Brirish Governmenr rhe need rhat
every penny that comes from Europe should go as
additional money to Nonhern Ireland in its unemployment plighr at the present time?

Mr Contogeorgis.

(GR) cerrain cases the Fund's
- availableIn directly
resources are made
to rhe Member
States, to supplement the national budget and rhrough
this, to be channelled ro assisr the various projects. In
the specific case in quesrion I rhink rhat was rhd procedure adopted, in other words the Irish Government
received the conrriburion from the Fund, and of
course was responsible for channelling ir.
As I have said, roday's siruation does not guaran[ee
control precisely over this, and for rhis reason we are

trying with our new proposals to ensure rhe correct
utilization of the resources.

today's situation this addidonaliry
available is not guaranteed.

I

See

Annex of 10. 3. 1982

Mr Pearce.
\7ould rhe Commissioner agree that rhe
- of the problem
public's view
of additionality in the
Regional Fund would be improved if the Commission
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gave immediate and detailed information to Members
of this Parliament on all grants made so that adequate

publicity could be given to them locally and will

he

agree to carry out this course of action in future?

Mr

(GR) The Commission always
Contogeorgis.
- all the information requested
lays before Parliament
concerning the udlization of the resources of the
Regional Fund. I would also like to say that in the
official bulletin of the Community analyses and

figures are published concerning the financing of
projects, broken down by country, by project, by

region, and generally all the information that might be
useful for the control of the way the Fund's resources
are used.

do not like challenging your chairmanMr Boyes.
- IPresident,
because you were quite kind
ship, Madam
to me in my supplementary question, but your ruling
that there should be one supplementary from each
political group seems to me a little discriminatory. I do
not mind how many questions and supplementaries
Mr Paisley asks, but it seems to me he has a decided
advantage in a group of one, more than myself in a
group of 120, and more than the Liberals in half the
size again of the Socialist Group. I am not going to
ask you to change your mind this afternoon, but
perhaps you would ask in the enlarged Bureau
whether one per Broup means that Mr Paisley gem a
supplementary on every occasion, when I get one in
every 120 questions.

was Question No 12, of greatest imponance to the
United Kingdom. You thought that this question had
been fully dealt with. My view was that we had nor Bot
a sa[isfactory answer at all from the Commission and
rhat the question should really have been pushed much
more strongly. Now, one of she problems of Question
Time is the anodyne answers we frequenrly get. If the
presidency is now going to make it even more boring
and uninteresting by aking all the bite and spon-

taneity, all the cut and thrust, out of Question Time

then I think we shall have even fewer people here than
we have at present.

Thank you for making the point,
Mr Prag. Of- course the Commission have to answer [o
the best of their ability and I do want to get as many
political groups and nationalities represented in
putdng supplementaries and we [herefore have to
torn. to some decision as to how we handle this. As I
say, I had put this to the Parliament ar the beginning
President.

of the last session of Question Time and this was by
rotal agreement of the Members Present and with no
objections. But of course I will mke inro account the
poinm that you have raised and see if we- can perhaps
handle this in some other way in view of your obiections. I consider it my dury as President to have an
overriding responsibility to all Members of this House,
whichevei party or nationality they come from. There
are 56 questions tabled and we do have to try and get
through as many of these as possible.
Question No 19, by Mr Galland (H-aS8/81):
Anicle 52 of the Treaty stipulates chat 'restrictions on the freedom of establishment of nationals of a
Member State in the rcrritory of another Member State
shall be abolished by progressive stages in the course of
the transitional period', such progressive abolition shall
also apply to restrictions on the setting up of agencies,
branches or subsidiaries by nationals of any Member
State established in the territory of any Member State,
and since, in panicular, Anicle 53 expressly smtes that
'Member Starcs shall not introduce any new restrictions
on the right of establishment rn their rcrritories of
nationals of other Member States', what steps will the
Commission take to ensure that the French Governmenr
complies with the rule on freedom of esublishment in all
fields, including the banking sector?
Since

Mr Boyes, I should just like to correct
you- are endtled to ask a supplementary every
nobody else from your group puts one, and

President.

you
time-if

judging by the number of people from your group
here roday, I think you should have a pretry good
percentage. (Laughter) However, I will of course look
at this matter. It is a very difficult matter in which to
make a decision. I put it to the House last time before
taking a decision and the House agreed without any
objecdon whatsoever. \fle do have a great many questions to get answered and I think out of counesy to
the Members who have put these questions it is my
duty to try and get as many questions answered as
possible so we have to take this into account. But, of
course, I will reconsider if there are any objections

from Members to this way of trying to get through
questions
I will take it into account and we will try

- way next time, with your cooperation.
to do it another

I call Mr Prag, on

a

point of order.

I was going to make this point of order at
Mr Prag.
- Question Time but since Mr Boyes has
the end of

raised the point I must say that it is a very imponant
question because there may be matters of panicular
concern to a particular political group. A case in point

Mr Narjes, Member of the

Commission.

(DE) Neither the French law on nationalization nor
the information supplied to the Commission by the
French authorities give reason to fear that new limirations on the freedom of establishment have been or are
being introduced in France. Undenakings established
in other Member States of the Communiry are sdll at
liberty to set up agencies, branches or subsidiaries in
France. Similarly, a national of another Member State
has exactly the same right as a French national to
establish an undertaking in France.
case of banks, new branches of French
and foreign banks can be set up in conformity with the

In the specific
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French starurory provisions applicable

to the

credit

sector.

As rhe guardian of the Treaty, the Commission has rhe
task of seeing to ir rhat rhe freedom of esrablishmenr
sripulated in Anicles 52 and 53 of the EEC Treaty is
maintained and respecred by the French authorities.

If

any infringemenrs of this principle are brought to

the artenrion of the Commission it will initiaie rhe
procedures laid down in the Treaty ro ensure respecr

President.
I clarify? The ruling by rhe House
- M.y
was rhar when
we are dealing with supplementaries ro
one qu,esrion, only one person from each group should

generally be called. But this, of course, in no way
prevenrs you from purting a supplemenrary ro the nexr
question should you so wish.

Chambei (.FR) I nke your point, Madam
President, but I wanted ro help you by complying wirh
the indicarions you had given.
Mr

for this basic principle.

I
Mr Galland.
(FR) If I heard rhe Commissioner
correctly and-fully understood whar he was saying
since I saw rhat he was reading his answer, hi
menrioned new resrricrions on rhe freedom of esnblishment in France. If the Commission now speaks of new
resrrictions this means thar it is at long last recognizing
the fact rhat restrictions on rhe f.eedom of esiablishi
ment do exist in France.

Can rhe Commissioner confirm that reference ro new
restrictions on freedom of establishment in France? He

also said rhat foreign narionals could ser up banks
under the same conditions as French nadonali. Is the
Commissioner aware that, contrary to Anicle 9 of rhe
Treaty, French nationals can no longer establish banks
in France in rhe same way as foreign companies are
authorized to do; discrimination has rhus blen inroduced against French nationals in rhe French narionalizadon bill.

Mr Narjes.

(DE)

May I repeat thar I said the exact
opposite of -what rhe honourable Member thoughr he
understood in his first commenr on my answer.

Neither the French narionalization law nor the information supplied ro rhe Commission by the French
authorir.ies give reason ro fear thar new restrictions
have been or are being imposed on rhe freedom of
establishment in France. That is rhe carefully balanced
wording of my answer.
As.to second part of his comments I should be grarcful
if he could indicare one single specific instince in
which a French narional has been prohibited from
setting up a bank after rhe enacrment of the law to
which we have been'referring.

Mr Chambei

(FR) I am rarher embarrassed
because I should have liked ro pur rw-o supplemenrary
quesrions following those by Mr Galland and Mr
Calvez. Bur since I am nor allowed ro speak rwice I
shall ry ro respecr rhe rules you have laid down,
Madam President, and kill two birds wirh one stone.

I

have no inrenrion

Memberto...

of

disputing the right

of any

have no intention

of

disputing the right

of any

Member ro pur quesrions, but is the Commission not
now beginning ro consider perfectly inappropriate this
long series of quesrions pur monrh aftei monrh wirh
the inrention, through various references ro [he Treary
of Rome, nor so much to call inro quesrion rhe Frencl
Government's policy of nationalizarions which
respecrs wishes of a majority of the French people,
because the aurhors of these quesrions have no power
<o do thar, bur rather ro stir things up in a manner
which is somewhar our of place no* rh"t Mr Thorn
has stated here thar rhe French narionalizations are
compatible wirh the rules of the common marker.

Mr.Naries.
(DE) The Commission is the guardian
of the Treaty- and bears full responsibiliry for irs application and implemenration. If Members of ihis
Assembly have any doubm about rhe application of the
Treaty, rhe Commission has a dury to dispel those
doubm.

President.
81)

-

Question No 20, by Mr Calvez (H-505/

Anicle 3 (c) of the Treaty of Rome states that the activities of the Community shall include ,the abolition, as
between Member States, of obsracles to freedom of
movemenr for persons, services and capital,. Thrs fundamental rule on the free movemen[ of capital is berng
conrravened by the nationalization of rhree Frencf,
companies, CII Honeywell Bull, ITT France and
Roussel Uclaf, 'which are notable for a high level of
foreign shareholding' (from the nationalizat-ion bill of
23 September 1981, introduced by Mr pierre Mauroy).

If, in these circumsrances, a Member Stare intended'to
bring rhis marter before the Coun of Justice, what action
would the Commission take under Anicle 170 of the
Treary of Rome?

Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission.
(DE) The
Commission has already had repeated opponuniries
ro
indicarc ir posirion on rhe quesrion as io whether the

French nationalizarion bill of September l9g1 is
comparible with Communiry law. Our position is as
follows: the French bill as such does noiconflict with
Communiry provisions
including those on rhe free

- Commission
movemenr of capiul. The

will of

course

give close scruriny ro rhe provisions for implemenration of this bill and to rhe conducr of rhe naiionalized
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undertakings. If actions are brought by a Member
State pursuant to Article 170 of the EEC Treaty and
indeed in all other cases, the Commission will be

say whether the Commission has rejected the idea of
energy rebates for ECSC loans and if not, would that
not bi the best way to conduct this son of finance in

guided by this view alone.

the next budget?

(FR) Your answer does not fully satisfy
and my colleague, Mr Chambeiron, witl readily understand that the repercussions
of nationalizations may make themselves felt over a
period of months: I do not think it is his intention to
deprive of the right of recourse nationals of Member
States who may feel that their interests have been

Mr Richard.

Mr Calvez.

me, Commissioner,

damaged.

with the answer.

The Commission is well aware of this because it set up
an inter-depanmental group chaired by the DirectorGeneral of the Legal Service to examine the question of

compatibility with the Treary

of

Rome: either the

Commission was being very cautious
there was something to look into.

or it

thought

My question, Commissioner, is this: can you tell

me

how many files have been opened by the inter-depanmental gioup t., up by the Commission ircelf rc look
into the French nationalization?

(DE) Since
detailed knowledge of that kind is not at my disposal I
should have to [ir. that answer to the honourable
Member in writing.

Mr Naries, Member of the Commission.

President.
(H-586/8 r):

I am afraid I can only give equally
unsatisfactory answers, although I hope they are not
as boring as some of the ones I gave a little earlier on
to Mr Seligman. As far as the 1983 budget is
concerned, I am afraid it is a bit too early to tell. As far
as the energy rebates are concerned, it seems to me
that goes somewhat wider than the existing question
and ishould have to write to the honourable Member

Question No

21, by Mr Seligman

The Councrl having amendedthe l97J arrangements for
coking coal ,nd coke for the iron and steel industry of
the Community,2T Ocrober 1981, does the Commission
consider that the ECSC budget for 1981 is sufficient to

(DE) Can I have rightly understood
Mr Rogalla.
from the Commission to the
from a communication
Council that the Commission intends to provide budgetary appropriations other than those under the ECSC
budget for coal research and possibly also to Promorc
the use of coking coal, and that it is Proposing to
include provision for this already in the 1983 budget?

I am sure if the honourable Member
Mr Richard.
- a recent communication from the
read that in
Commission to the Council of Ministers, it would
necessarily follow that it is something which is at
present being considered by the Commission.

As the author is not present, Question
No 22 will -be answered in writing.l
President.

Question No 23, by Mrs Tove Nielsen (H-671/81):
Vith a view to the prospective enlargement of the
Community to rnclude Spain and Ponugal, witl the
Commission state what steps it intends to take to ensure
that, as from the date of enlargement, interpretation to
and from Danish is available during im meetings on the
same basis as interpretation to and from English, French,
German, etc.? Moreover, does the Commission intend to
extend to its established Danish interprercrs the same
facitities rc follow necessary language courses during

maintain technical coal research at the necessary level?

The
Richard, Menber of tbe Commission.
that
funds
fact
of
the
conscious
is
fully
Commission

Mr

working time as are available ro English, French and

for coal research have been reduced from the ECSC

budget rather than increased' Ve are also aware that
.u..int allocation of funds is inadequate. This reduction has been made as a result of the extraordinary
budgenry constraints imposed [o meet social obligationi, notably the restructuring of the steel industry. It
is due also to the decision not to increase the levy at
present. The latter measure would, in our view, have a
negadre economic effect upon both the coal and the
steel industries. The situation which is confiary to

what is necessary in the coal sector will prevail
throughout 1982, though the Commission can only
hope that it will be transitory.

Can the Commissioner then rcll us
in the 1983 budget? Can he
happen
going
to
what is

Mr

Seligman.

German interpreters?

In order to
Mr Richard, Member of the Commission.
the
interpretation,
Danish
problems
of
the
solve
Commission has undenaken a whole series of actions
for the training of conference interpreters qualified to

work with that language. It realizes funher difficuldes
will arise with the addition of Spanish and Ponuguese
and will pursue im efforts to overcome them as best it
can. Funhermore, the Commission can confirm to the
honourable Member that staff interpreters, whatever
their working languages can, in accordance with the
provisions of Article 24 of the Staff Regulations,

I

See Annex

of 10.3.

1982.
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attend the language courses organized by rhe
Commission for the benefir of all its officials,

materials in the European Community

funher ourlook.

-

survey and

including during working hours.

I

call the Commirtee on Economic and Monetary

Affairs.

Mrs Tove Nielsen.
(DA) I should like ro rhank the
Commissioner for -what I fell is a positive answer. I

would jusr add thar I very ofren ger quesrions
expressing fears rhar the minor languages such as
Danish, Durch and Greek will be forced our, because
some people hold the opinion thar rhese languages do

not rank equal with the orhers, and of course
after
what the Commissioner has said
we can -be sure

-

that they do.

But to be absolurcly sure, I should like to put a supplementary question ro rhe Commissioner: can I hencefonh rell all who ask me that, of course, rhere is no
doubt abour it
Danish interpreters will have fully
equal starus in respecr
of borh interpretation ar meerings and training arrangemenrs?

If I

receive an affirmative answer

will

be very pleased.

Mr Richard.

I think many of

I can only repear what I said in my

be yes.

I

-

The first pan of Quesdon Time

is

I

would like ro assure Members thar I will rake into
account the comments made as to [he number of
supplementaries rhat have been taken during this
sitting. I would draw to the atsention of Members that
there are still 33 quesrions to be answered by rhe
Commission in the rime allotted: they will understand
that it is nor easy for rhe President or for the Commission to ensure rhat sarisfacrory answers are given if we

are

to

exrend supplemenuries. As

I

say,

I

give

an

assurance to Members thar the poinrs thar rhey have
raised will be taken inro account.

7. Raw mateials supplies (continuation)

President.
The nexr irem is the continuation of the
debate on the report (Doc. l-873/ 8 l) by Mrs Moreau,

-

on behalf of the Committee on External Economic
Relations, on supplies of mineral and vegetable raw

'

S..It"rr* of 10. 3. 1982.

rapporteur.

(DE) Madam presi-

considering a complex network of economic relations
between the European Communiry and the counrries
of the Third \7orld and orher industrialized nations;
then again, under the heading of wairage of raw
materials, we are also considering the plundering of
the world's resources. The Commirtee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs rherefore considers it all the
more surprising rhat the European Community has
still not developed a common policy on raw marerials
since Mr Schw6rer drew up his repon in 1976/77.

This is all rhe more surprising as rhe dependence of
the European Communiry on rhe countries which
supply raw materials has in no way diminished. I must

irrelevant in terms of rheir enrirlemenr to attend the
language courses organized by the Commission. So
the answer to Mrs Nielsen's question would seem to

President.

joint

us

- which is thar as far as staff interoriginal answer,
preters are concerned their working languages are

closed.

141 $6hinzel,

- discussing supplies of
dent, ladies and genrlemen, in
raw materials ro the European Community we are
discussing a lifeline of our industry and economy. But
our debate has even wider implications: we are also

of course add rhat in principle there is no likelihood of
a general shonage of raw marerials in the next two
decades; however, we musr not just go on dreaming
unril one day we have a rude political awakening, as
happened with oil. 'S7e rherefore need a forwirdlooking and responsible policy ar Communiry level on
raw materials; and we need rhat policy right now. Irs
main features should be a reduction in our dependence
on raw materials while ar rhe same dme intensifying
and giving Community supporr ro research into the
extraction and reprocessing of raw materials; we musr
also promote the potendal use of raw material substitu[es, take sleps ro lengthen the working life of products made from these materials and make energeric
effons to save raw marerials.

All this would

have substantial positive effects. It would
reduce our balance of paymenrs deficir and creare new
permanen[ jobs
iusr a shon cyclical uprurn. A
- nor
Community policy
on raw materials would thus help
to set in morion a process of srructural change in rhe
Community leading ro rhe crea[ion of permanent
employment. A prerequisite for this would, however,
be an inventory of the policy on raw materials pursued
hitheno by our individual Member States.

I

must make one funher point here: all our rapporit quite clear that no iingle
Member Srare is now able ro overcome problems and
bottlenecks in raw material suppliis on its own. 'We
therefore urgenrly need a common policy on raw

teurs today have made

materials.

However, this musr not result in the formulation of
unilateral European inrerests; unless we place sufficient emphasis on cooperation with the raw material
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topic comes up for discussion again, to be made the
committee responsible as was always the case in the
past; the topic of raw material supplies to European
industry and to the European economy does after all
falt within the terms of reference of the Committee on

supplier countries based on complete and equal partneiship we may experience very real complicarions and
difficulties in obtaining supplies of raw materials,
having regard to the development of the countries of
the Third !7orld. The spirit of by-gone days is unfortunately abroad even in Mrs Moreau's rePort. The fact
is that neither the Third \florld nor the Europeans can
the
have any interest in a repetition of the old era
days of colonialism as they are now called. The enormous dependence of the European Community for
supplies of cenain raw materials on countries such as
the USSR shows, however, just how destructive might
be the consequences for Europe of an economic war
between East and !7est of the kind which the present
US Government seems to be advocating.

Mrs Moreau's report has been substantially improved
at rhe committee stage so that the critical opinion of
the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs
can now be moderated somewhat in many respects. I
should still like to stress two points. It is not sufficient
to refer to the serious risks of a temPorary interruption
of raw material supplies to the EEC or to a shonage
and its consequences; we must also define the action
which needs to be taken if we are to be in a position to
face such problems.

on

employment.

The imponance of

Community policy on raw materials must therefore be
stressed.

One funher point in conclusion: the Committee on

Economic and Monetary Affairs has repeatedly
emphasized the need to pursue rather than merely
formulate a European structural poliry. In connection
with the repon which is the subject of our debate

it

must be noted that unless a forward-looking
structural policy is laid down, if a critical situation
arises certain sectors of our economy will quite simply
collapse and industrial activities will have to be limited

today,

with a

IN THE CHAIR: MR IALOR
Vice-President

President.
.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Narjes, Member of the

Commission.

-

(DE) Mr

President, ladies and gentlemen, I wish to thank the
rapporteur most warmly for her excellent repon and
lively introductory speech; I am grateful to her and to
the whole House for this -own-initiative repon by the
European Parliament on the imponant topic of raw
material supplies.

One appropriate line of action would be to maintain
security-stocks at Communiry level structured in such
a way as to make a shon-term interruption of raw
material supplies improbable while mutual assistance
could be given within the EEC if difficulties arose at
one panicular point; this would avoid adverse conse-

quences

Economic and Monetary Affairs.

serious impact

on

employment. tflithout

advance planning and progressive preParation of alternatives, the process of restructuring our economy will
rherefore be accompanied by heavy sacrifices both by

You have dealt with the subject in detail without
seeking to avoid any of the issues. In our view your
analysis is accurate and we share your concern. Some
of your suggestions coincide with proposals that we
have already made or with political measures that we
are currently PreParing.

Time is unfortunately too shon for me to answer in
denil the many suBgestions that were made this
morning. The subject is of great imponance and
funher discussion would really have been appropriate.

I

shall have

to

concentrate

on a few points. The

subject of raw material supplies is a classic example of

teamwork in which economic policy, foreign policy,
scientific policy and development policy have an identical interest and should all be equally involved.

This whole subject should be taken up by European
political cooperation or a future political union if only
because

of the

aspect referred

to this morning of

the

workers and

security of sea links and other security problems in the
broader sense of the term referred to in the
Colombo-Genscher proposal.

sion and Council of the European Community to take,
at long last, decisive steps forward towards a common,
long-term structural policy in the European

Unlike the United States and the Soviet Union,
Europe's interests are coloured primarily by the fact
that it has to impon 750/o of im raw material needs; I

by undenakings. On behalf of the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs, I
therefore wish to make a final appeal to the Commis-

Community.
One closing remark for the Bureau: the Committee on
Economic and Monetary Affairs which has primary

responsibiliry

for

considering questions

of

material supplies to the Community would like, if

raw
this

would add rhat we should show caution in interpreting
the interests of other participants.

In all probability less than one-third of all the world
supplies of mineral raw materials are to be found in
developing countries while two-thirds are situated in
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the Eastern bloc or in industrialized nadons. This
means thar the developing countries as imponers of
processed raw materials will be hir far more severely
by excessively high prices than they are able to benefit
in their capacity as exporrers of raw marerials
it
seems ro me rhar this aspect is nor always sufficiently
taken into accounr.

The problem is ar presenr of such topical and political
imponance simply because the operation of the world
markets in the secror of raw material supplies is being
impaired; rhis is because Anicle I of GATT, i.e. the
fundamental rule of non-discriminarory access for all
participants to world raw marerial supplies, is not at

present functioning as we should all like and as
Europe in ir capaci[y as a major processing area
would hope.
on

mineral raw marerials. This is as it should be because it
means thas our discussion has not been overshadowed,
as is so often the case, by energy supply and agricultural problems. Mineral raw marerials are imponanr
enough [o warranr great political interesr. The various
steel price supplements which have been repeatedly
mentioned today are one parricularly difficult aspect
of raw materials supplies.

My next point is the time horizon for dealing with this
problem. You musr not think here in years or legislative periods, but in decades or even generarions. I
mention this because, at the Conference on the Law of
the Sea which is now in progress, Chapter l l dealing
with deep sea mineral exrracrion, will govern European access for many future generations to the
resources of rhe seabed which are not even fully
known at presenr; access will be either facilimred or
excluded by the Conference. The most ropical problem
European

Community authorities.

To that

exrenr [here

is

a

considerable need for coordination. 'I7'e are therefore
bound to supporr rhe views of all rhose speakers who
regretted the passive arrirude of the Council of Ministers.

I

also agree wirh all the speakers who referred ro rhe
need for a solution based on cooperation rarher rhan
confronration. But even when investmenr is based on

cooperation the invesror needs a certain minimum
level of securiry and rhe lack of securiry for investments is one main reason why investment in the raw
material production secror has shown such a sharp fall

in many developing countries over rhe pasr ten years,
with all the regretrable economic consequences which
this brings in irs train.

The discussion roday has righdy concenrrared

of

diversification is considered ro be an optimum by the

raw marerial policy is now

I believe that I have said more about rhis subject with
these few remarks than if I had repeared in detail rhe
observarions made on various specific points. I assume
that the commitrees responsible will be returning ro
the subject again in more detail in the future.
President.

-

The debate is closed.

The vore will be taken at rhe next voring rime.

8. Euro p e an fo o twe ar indus

President.

8l) by Mrs

try

The nexr irem is rhe repon (Doc. l-640/
Carettoni Romagnoli, on behalf of rhe

Commitree on External Economic Relarions, on rhe
situation in rhe European footwear industry.

being

discussed in these negotiations in New York.

That was one reason why, a few weeks ago, the
Commission sought to make our raq/ marerial interests
clear in a special document.

I come now to the subdivision of rhe differenr phases
of supply, i.e. from prospecring through production
and marketing ro lhe processing stage. A monopolistic

situation arises when a counrry which has satellite
photographs of the world's raw material deposits fails
to make the informarion available to interested parr.ies.
Supply problems may also arise through rhe concentration of cenain processing srages even if rhe sources

I call the rappor[eur.

Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli,

rapporteur.

(17) Mr

Presidenr, firsdy, allow me ro prorest-against the
Bureau and the enlarged Bureau as well, because the
European Parliament must now examine a repon
which was drawn up approximately a year ago. I
believe rhat this son of thing lessens the weig[t of
Parliament's decisions. Indeed, the decisions we are
making apply to a situation which has undergone a
change. It is clear thar public opinion, which had been

awaiting parliamentary action

for

some rime, no

longer takes an interesr in what we may be able to do

are more diversified than the processing stages.

now.

A

This repon springs from a morion for a resolution

distinction has repearedly been drawn berween
Community measures and action by the Member
States. The fact that rhere is no Communiry srorage

does not mean thar there is no exchange of information between Member States on raw material stocks.
The fact that the Member Stares diversify rheir sources
of supply does not necessarily mean rhat this level of

presented some [ime ago. The rapporteur worked in
close conracr wirh the unions, with the authoriries in
the manufacturing indusry and with the Commission.
I believe ir is my duty as a member of Parliament to

thank all the people and all the institurions which
cooperated with rhe comperenr parliamentary
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committee. Furthermore, our work was in some ways
useful to the Commission when it drew up its own
documentation on this subject.

Our objective was to hold dght to our guiding principles: that is, the free circulation of goods on the one
hand, and on [he other our policy of remaining accessible rc the Third \7orld, and to relate these principles
with the needs of European industries and workers in
the present critical situation.
For this reason, the provisions which we suggest to [he
Commission are aimed at improving the apparatus of
production in order to increase its competitiveness.

I do not intend to explain

here what is already

contained in the report and the motion for a resolution, whose terms seem to me [o be sufficiendy clear.
Since cenain changes have taken place in the general'
condition of the footwear industry over this period of
time, I would like to ask the Commission to answer
some questions in its reply, so that Parliament can be
fully informed before it votes.

Firstly, I would like to be informed on rhe situation
which has developed in France due to the agreement
between marketing and production and its possible
adverse effects on free circulation. I would also like to
know if the expectations entenained with regard io
the agreement with Canada were fulfilled by any positive results. It appears to me personally that things did
not go so very well. I would therefore like to know if
it is true that, in Australia, the new system of tariff
quotas is more restrictive than the simple quota
system. This would make the situation worse than it
was when the report was drawn up. I believe that
Parliament also wishes to be informed on the course
and results of the consultations with Taiwan, China,
and Korea. Finally, I would like rc know if initiatives
were undertaken with regard to Japan, which is a
great source of difficulty to the European footwear
industry, or if measures have been projected rc deal
with the price fluctuations in skins and leather.
Having said this, Mr President, I will give my opinion
of the amendmenr that were presented as briefly as
possible, so as not to exceed the limits of the time
allotted to me. I do this also in order that those of my
colleagues who wish to speak may have a clear under-

standing of the rapporteur's position.

am against Mr'Velsh's amendment No 1 because I
think ihat the situation of the footwear industry

I

cannot be entrusted, without specific provisions, to the
sole control of the free market. Also, I cannot quite
perhaps Mr'!(elsh will explain it to me
understand
-.- what is -meant in the last pan of the amendment,
where there is a reference to the need to broaden'the
framework of the GAfi provisions.

In regard to Mr Louwe's amendment No 2, I believe
that it is for the Committee on Economic Affairs to

deal with this directive, together with the Committee
on External Economic Relations, since this is a matter
of credit poliry. This having been said, I admit that I
am not against the amendment a priori; its adoption

would not mar the general spirit of the resolution in
any way.

In regard to Mr Louwe's amendment No 3, I

believe

that its proponent is anticipating the event, since the
outline of general policy towards Spain can be
discerned only when the negotiations have been
concluded. It would be possible to add a recommenda-

tion to the effect that the difficulties of the footwear
industry should be borne in mind during the period of
ransition, but I wish Mr Louwes would think about it
a little, for it seems to me that even this would be
somewhat prema[ure.

No 5, for I feel that
am definitely against
"rn.ndrn.nt
the low-cost manufacture of footwear in developing
countries causes notable distonions in the market. For
this reason I am against this suppressive amendment,
and if necessary I will ask for a point by point vote.

I

I would tend to be in favour of amendment No 5,
which more or less repeats under the letter a) what is
expressed in amendment No 5. I wish to point out,
however, that the task of promotinB the forms of asso-

ciation and cooperation mentioned in point a) properly belongs rc the Office of the Commission which
deals with the rapprochement des entreprises. The same
can be said for point c): I agree on the establishing of
special rcchnological institutes, even though this is the

function of the European Confederation of Industry,
which has already carried out studies on the subject.

I

cannot, on the other hand, support amendment
No 7, which projects a son of national canel which
appears to me to be in clear opposition to Community
poliry. For this reason I do not believe that we can
insen into the [ext of the resolution 'the creation of
national associations and/or national bodies of
exponers'. I am in favour of Amendmens number 8,
however, even though the activiry which it intends to
promote should be carried out by the aforementioned
European Confederation.

Having said this, ladies and gentlemen, I do not
believe that a vote of the European Parliament,
coming so late in the day, can change the situation in
the footwear industry. It should be borne in mind,
however, that the footwear industry is an imponant
industry in my own country and in all the counries of
Europe, and that it is one of the industries that is able

to

exploit

a raw material produced within the

Community itself. Moreover, the workforce employed
in the principal sector and in the relared industries,
about half a million people, is skilled in a specialized
type of craftsmanship. For this reason, the entire
policy which we wish to revitalize in favour of crafts-
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manship

and small and medium-sized

tariff
industries
favourable

concerns the footwear indusry as well. A
vote by Parliamenr would be all the more useful and
desirable for rhis reason.

President.

-

I call the Socialisr Group.

Mr Rieger.

(DE)

Mr

Presidenr, ladies and

genrlemen, the report by rhe Committee on External
Economic Relations has clearly shown the reasons for

serious concern over [he situation of the footwear
industry in Europe. The speech by the rapponeur has
also highlighted the problems with which we are
having to contend in this branch of industry.

I wish to thank Mrs Carerroni Romagnoli on behalf of
the Socialist Group and to congrarulate her on her
report. She has submitted a thorough analysis of rhe
situation of the footwear indusry in Europe and

drawn precise conclusions. Aparr from the minor
amendments and addirions proposed by my group, we
support this morion for a resolurion and the accompanying explanarory sraremen[,

I

agreemenrs which rhe Community has concluded

with a number of third counrries. The commercial
result of this policy is the continuous loss of marker
outlets at the very time when we are facing a rising
pressure from imports. It is easy ro imagine the consequences of this situation for employment.

A funher considerarion is that the footwear indusrry is
often not esmblished in highly industrialized regions
and therefore there are few sources of alternarive
employment for the workforce. In rhe 1970s some
80 000 jobs were sacrificed ro resrrucruring measures.

In the Federal Republic, stocks are increasing sharply
while shon-time working is rising and is expecred to
rise funher. Unless the condirions of comperition
change, this bad siruarion, which appears panicularly
threatening against the background of rhe overall
unemployment figures in the Community will not
show a turn for the berrer.
Unfortunately efforts to remove tariff and non-tariff
barriers through negotiations in GATT have not yet
proved successful. The praisewonhy endeavours made
by the Commission, parricularly in relation ro Japan
and the USA, have also failed ro resrore balance to
trade relations.

should like nevenheless to make a few funher brief
remarks. The footwear industry in the European
Community is suffering above all from the present
unfavourable commercial policy conditions. The
extent of the difficulties can easily be assessed when
we consider the decisive role of exports for this branch
of industry.

The

The European Community is the world's most important manufacturer of foorwear. For many years,
annual exports of Community production stood at
abour 170/0. Moreover our degree of self-sufficiency in

At the

leather is about 800/0. From that angle too lhe
footwear industry makes an imponant contribution to
the Community economy.

In the late 1970s consumption began to flarren out
while impons rose sharply. The repon shows for
example that production fell by 70/o in 1980 as against
the same period in the previous year while exporr.s
dropped by 240/0. The Community was nor able ro
maintain its market position in most third counrries.
Since this rend has conrinued, the market share
attained by impons from third countries has now
risen from 18% in 1972 ro 30% in 1980. This is
explained by the fact thar the European Communiry
has left its market relatively open ro impons, and is
sdll doing so, while our exports are hampered by a
high wall of trade barriers.

Socialist Group emphatically suppons the
demands made in rhe motion for a resolution. In paruicular, we call upon the Council and Commission ro
use all the means a[ their disposal to safeguard access
for products of the European footwear indusrry to the
markets of third counrries and to conclude appropriate
agreements for rhis purpose.

same time we ask rhe Council and Commission
to make every effon in multilarcral negotiations, especially in GATT, rc clarify the situation and ro insisr on
the need for international rules ro be respected. Ve
consider this to be the only way of bringing the necessary assistance to an endangered branch of industry
and especially ro the persons who are dependent on
employment in this branch.
(Applause)

Presidcnt.
I call the Group of rhe European
- (Chrisrian-Democratic
People's Pany
Group).

Mr van Aerssen.
(DE) Mr Presidenr, ladies and
gentlemen, the Christian-Democratic
Group in rhe
European Parliament will suppon the draft repon and
resolution by Mrs Caretroni Romagnoli.

\fle

have

This repon by Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli examines a
series of protectionist measures mken by our trading

doubts on a number of points which we have set down
in motions for resolutions and amendments but we sdll
believe that Mrs Caretroni Romagnoli's document
deserves general supporr.

partners and makes parricular reference in rhis contexr
to Japan, Canada, the USA, Australia, New Zealand
and other countries. It also refers to the preferential

cases

In my opinion we shall have to deal increasingly wirh
of this and a similar kind in the near future. An
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increasing number of hard-pressed sectors of the
European economy, pans of our general economic
system, are turning to us for help and support in preserving employment, investments and export markets.
\7e should make our future strategy perfectly clear
once again. Certain colleagues in this House and large
interest groups are trying to persuade us [o resort. to

the instrument of protectionism and we are most
grateful to Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli for specifically
refraining from doing that in her report; we do not see
protectionism, sealing off our own markets against
third countries, as the height of wisdom. Quirc the
contrary: we see it as a drug which might alleviate the
immediate symptoms but would finish up by poisoning
us. The srrategy proposed by Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli is therefore the right one. She avoids the rap of
protectionism and draws attention to alternative remedies to the problems of the hard-pressed footwear
indusr/. Her repon therefore deserves our suPPort.

Many people do not realize that 380 000 persons,
including a particularly large number of women, are
employed in the European Community footwear
industry. !7e should remember this fact. Ve should
not merely pay lip-service to emancipation but also
concentrate on specific problems where we can do
something rc help working women. In this industry
many jobs are occupied by women.in regions which
are rn some cases underdeveloped. Mrs Carettoni
Romagnoli therefore quirc rightly points out that the
footwear indusry needs more than mere sectoral aid;
it must also be helped in specific regions where there
are no alternative forms of employment for the local
population.

There is a third, very important factor. The European
Community footwear industry has an extraordinarily
high capacity; if my memory serves me correctly, we
exported 200 million pairs of shoes in 1979 alone. ln
this sector too we are the world's leading exponer.
The small and medium-sized undenakings in this
branch form the backbone of the footwear industry
and Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli has put forward proposals in her repon for making structural improvements
to these small and medium-sized undenakings.

Mr President, we in the Christian-Democratic Group
believe that our strategy should concenlrate on four
aims. I am most grateful to Mr Rieger for taking up
this point and in principle advocating lhe same strategy.

The most irnportant need is for expon markets to
opened

be

in those cases where barriers still exist. The

countries concerned have been named, e.g. Japan,
Australia and also Canada. !7e should be grateful to
the Commission for telling us in its answer how far

I believe that we should concentrate on
obtaining cheaper impons of raw materials for our
footwear indusry. !7e still have to impon some 20 to
250/o of our raw material needs. Countries such as
Secondly,

Argentina and Brazil are trying by measures which are
nor compatible with GATT, to force prices up and are
thus creating increased costs for the footwear indusry
contributory factor in the present crisis. I rhere-forea appeal
to the Commission to act on raw material

impons and

present

for

to tell us what prospects there are at
helping

the

hard-pressed footwear

industry.

There is a rhird imponant point: we are expecring rhe
Commission and Council to support the restructuring
of the footwear industry and to take carefully planned
measures, in the context of the programmes and financial resources available to us, to increase the productiviry of this indusry. The Commission does have
instruments at im disposal to assist small and mediumsized undenakings. I should be interested to hear from
the Commissioner how he is proposing to solve the
problem of information since we often find that the
instruments are available but that many owners of
small or medium-sized businesses, in this case in the

footwear industry, do not know what possibilities
exist. This problem of information seems to me to be
an important issue which must be solved. If assistance
from the national governments is necessary for this
purpose we should like ro be told that clearly so that
we can make the necessary representations.

However srrongly we support free world trade and

open Community frontiers, we would agree to
temporary monitoring of footwear impons if that
could be used by the Commission as an instrument for
working towards a medium-term solution to the structural crisis. Ve appeal to you, Commissioner, as stated

once again in our amendment, to use GAfi as the
international forum for discussion of these problems
on Canada, Brazil, Australia and
- concenrrating
Argentina.
!7e should make every possible endeavour
not only to bring about the removal of expon barriers
but also to improve our impon conditions by strength-

ening raw material impons.

GATI is rhe

ideal

forum for this. !7e would welcome a statement by the
Commission that this topic will be placed on rhe
agenda of the next rounds of GATT negoriations.
Funhermore this topic must also be placed on rhe
agenda of the accession negoriarions wirh Spain.
According to our information the response has not so
far been panicularly sarisfactory. If Spain joins the
European Community, some countries
members of
- still greater
the present Community
will be facing
- secror. I believe that Spain
difficulties in the footwear
is entitled to learn fairly and in good rime from us in
negotiations how we propose to solve this problem.

negotiations with these countries have progressed and

whether the countries concerned are willing to lower
their expon barriers in this hard-pressed sector, thus
opening new export possibilities for us.

To sum up, Mr Presidenr: we supporr. Mrs Carettoni
Romagnoli's report. Ve are grateful to her for her
excellent study and hope that this four-poinr srraregy
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will be followed. Ve look to the

Commission and
Council of Ministers for appropriare acrion.

Vhat can rhe indusry

(Applause)

pean and American markets, which are open, would
make this poinr. The fall-off in Italian exporrs ro rhe
United Stares actually produced the opposite resulr. In
the home marker, where high fashion musr sell rhe
product, manufacrurers must work closely with distri-

President.

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

do? Irs broad straregic aim must
be to prove ro the Commission thar it can survive and
flourish when markets are open. Success in the Euro-

butors and retailers. Market planning and

design

Kellett-Bowmen.
Mr President, I roo would
- Caretroni
like to congrarulate Mrs
Romagnoli and rhe
Committee on External Economic Reladons on rhis

cooperat.ion between these two sec[ors of the industry
must improve.'We have a highly sophisticared channel
of disrriburion in mosr pans of the Community, and

has

we must, at the same time, use modern marketing

Mr

report. Not surprisingly, an Italian rapporteur

taken time [o srress the Italian situation. The United

Kingdom figures in Section 4 of the repon show a
very sorry situation, a desperare situation, in Britain.
This caused my group, the European Democraric
Group, to se[ up a working pany some 15 months
ago, and our research bears out the findings in the
report of rhe Commirtee on Exrernal Economic Relations.

The survival of the foorwear industry in Europe is
being threarened by major distortions in international
trade. European markets are open to imports from
cheap-labour or State-subsidized industries ar rhe
same time as [he markerc of the exporr.ing counrries
are closed to European foorwear manufacturers. The
indusry itself cannot challenge rhese tariffs and other
barriers: only the Commission has the political and
economic leverage needed to redress rhis market
distonion. The question is wherher the Commission
has the

techniques. 'We must encourage

all members of

the

industry to work rogerher towards their aims. The
diffusion of effon rhroughour the industry does nor
augur well for aty concened effons to persuade the
Commission to believe rheir point of view and ro work
on their behalf.

Once the industry has esmblished itself as sound,
progressive and potentially producrive and profitable,
the Commission can be persuaded to acr. Ir can insure
the inrernal marker for shoes. At the same rime, the
Commission should make sure that those counrries in
receipt of Communiry aid
whether through trade,
grants or development projects
aware tha[
- are madebase,
with a prosperous EEC manufacruring
there
would be less of a market for their own products and
there would also be less aid. Aid is a rwo-way srreer. A
more prosperous Community can be more generous
with aid and is a more open marker for foreign goods.

will.

Footwear does not have the srrategic or physical visibiliry of the steel or mo[or-car indusrries. The future
of the Community does not rest on footwear, as it
does on steel or cars. There is no outdated machinery
where replacement would make a difference to rhe
industry's productivity. There is no magic formula rhat
would rurn rhe indusry around and make it profirable
once more.

This is an indusrry which employs relatively low-paid
female labour. It is spread our in small unirs in far
regions of the Community. Manufacrurers have a
product which is a consumer necessity with pressure
for a low price. The industry musr consrrucr its case
with care and with new and relevant argumenrs.
Protectionism is not an argumenr which the Commis-

sion can accept. Indeed, the European Footwear
Federation, when we spoke to them, did not ask for
prorcction: they asked for free trade. That is why this
group has pu[ down an alrernative to paragraph 4 in
the motion for a resolution.

The first step is for the European footwear industry to
put its own comperirive house in order. Then rhe case
against unfair competirion becomes clear, and the

Commission

will be able to refute the

inevitable

complaint that the EEC is acring ro prop up inefficienr
industries.

Volunrary acrion on the pan of rhe less developed
countries will serve rhem well in the long run. Ir is up
to rhe Community ro make rhis point. Unity of
Community acdon will help. Present bilateral agreements between individual Community counrries and
external footwear manufacrurers exist to the detriment

of other Member Stares. The Communiry should use
its rading power ro negotiare sensible, voluntary deals
with Third Vorld counrries.

The barriers to European foorwear put up by vinually
every Third'Vorld country are flouting any kind of
equitable trade cycle rhat may be possible. The
Community has to take acrion where national governments cannor.. The great argumen[ from the national
governments is that rhese Third \7orld countries do
buy high technology from us
power planrs, steel

- acrion can override
mills. Only unified Communiry
such domesric considerarions.

The Commission should use irs resources ro moniror
officially the progress of industry. As has been seen in
the past, when the Commission does a job of monitoring, the unscrupulous partners in unfair trading are
faced with rhe facts and it becomes easier ro negoriare.
As with other European industries, the furure lies with
increased technology, with higher value-added production than in the past. Only by increasing rhe ievel
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Kil.tt-Bo*-of our products can we keep one step ahead of

the

developing counries. The bringing to bear of innovation and imagination to produce high-value products,
ro crearc new markets for these products and' to make
aggressive and successful marketing the keystone of
the industry, should not be beyond the capabiliry of
those involved.

are suffering under the
footwear and leather sector
- which has been unaceffecm of an economic policy
ceptably set up as a de jure system; politically, the
international context is too sensitive for Europe to

afford to play the sorcerer's apprentice with democracy. As Gogol once wrote:'It is not the mirror's fault
if you have a crooked face.' In other words we should
stan by setting our own house in order.

Mr President, I hope the European footwear industry
will take some comfon from this report. This House
understands its problems. If the Commission mkes the
steps we recommend, the industry can have confidence

in the Community and that confidence will be justified. If the Commission fails the industry, the cost of
supporting former footwear areas will be huge.

The Group of European Progressive Democrats asks
for concerted action and for joinr resolutions to be
adopted to impose penalties both within and outside
this Community on all developments vhich, through
calculated design or by taking the easy way out, are,
let me repeat, endangering not only our economic

Textiles were an example footwear should not follow.
An MFA for footwear areas should not be required.

activities but also our political existence.

Funher unemployment

(Applause)

in the shon term in

the

industry can be avoided if only the Commission will
get these markerc open. A prosperous footwear
industry will benefit the Community: a neglected one
a Eurowill be an unnecessary Community casualty

President.

-

I call the non-attached Members.

-

pean failure.

(17) Mr President, permit me, in
the first place, to claim for my group and for myself
the initiative for this
as indeed, the documents show

Mr Almirante.

(Applause)

resolution, which
I call the Group of European Progressive
President.
Democrats.(FR) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Paulhan.
gentlemen, it -has become a convention in this
Assembly rc highlight the most glaring aspecm of the
commercial poliry pursued by third countries in dealings with the Community. !7e invariably hear the same
criticisms but they are all too seldom taken into
account.
as the rapporteur has pointed out,
Europe is too open:our cus[oms duty is only 8Vo for
leather shoes; on the other hand many third counries
are setting up a growing arrty of ariff and non-tariff

On the one hand,

barriers.

- very important for
is objectively

economic and social planning in my country. This is
due to the fact that the serious crisis in the Italian
footwear industry is affecting three regions of central
Italy and may cause a funher deterioration in the
already critical unemployment situation.

I would like to address my warmest thanks to the
rapponeur, Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli, for having
dealt with this subject with so much feeling and so
much competence, broadening and improving our
initial motion for a resolution.
I wish to say that if we believe in Europe, it is precisely
because forms of honest cooperation exist in this
Parliament on a higher level than that of pqnisanship,

which cenainly does not happen in our national
parliaments and especially
I am sorry to say in
the Italian parliament.

The situation described in one report after another is
so similar that we feel bound to ask certain questions.
\(zhy is Europe obliged to stand idly by? Vhy does it

not react by, for

example, increasing

its

customs

barriers, taking an eye for an eye? After all the
footwear market is not a declining market. From a
figure of 2 000 million pairs in 1973 it will have risen
ro over 5 000 million in 1985.

But there is another, if not more serious at least
equally disturbing, factor because the blows are not
being dealt only by Asia and other third countries:
right here in Europe ltaly is failing to respect the rules
of normal competition.

This situation has two major
economic terms our industries

-

consequences. In

not merely in the

-

-

In regard to the substance of the problem, that is, the
crisis of the footwear industry in Europe and panicu-

larly in Italy,

I fully suppon the repon, with a few

reservations about point 3 only, where the rapponeur
draws a parallel between the principal exporting countries. Such a comparison between Italy and producing

countries

of Asia which are still in the

process of

development within a system which differs profoundly

from that of the European Community does not

appear to me to be valid. This is precisely the problem:
the anomalous penetration of low-cost fooswear from
third countries on the Community marke6, panicularly the Italian market. One has only to recall that in
the first nine monrhs of 1980 Italy imponed 33 million
pairs of shoes as compared to 12 million for the
corresponding period of 1979.
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Do we ask for prorectionist measures, contrary ro rhe
letter and the spirir of the Treaties of Rome? Cenainly
nor. !(i'e ask exactly the opposite, because prorectionism must be combarted wherever it appears, but
above all we must oppose the kind of reverse prorectionism must be combated wherever it appears, bur
by countries
in this case rhe Asian countries like
Taiwan and -South Korea
which pay very low
labour costs and are not yer -fully developed from the
viewpoint of social security. This enables rhem to
mount a devastating competirion which destroys
socially even more than economically
the working
- especially
conditions in Europe, and, in this area,
in
Italy.

Mr President, we are not defending rhe grear Statesupponed industry, nor yet the multinationals. 'We are
defending the healthy connective tissue made up of
craftsmen, and small and medium-sized undenakings,
which no one is defending either at the European level
or at the national level, in Iraly ar least.

It is in this spirit that we again address our thanks to
the excellent rapporteur and recommend that rhis
resolution be adopted.

in

regard

to the

acceptance and rejection

of

the

various amendments.

President.

-

I call Mr Papaefstrariou.

Mr Papaefstratiou.
(GR,) Mr President, we have
- ro Mrs Carettoni's
listened very carefully
introduction
and in principle we agree with her submission. The
subject is not ar all rivial and has wider implicarions,

of concern not only to the specific secror of rhe
footwear industry but also to a large sector comprising
the producers of similar products.

The report mentions quite correctly rhar unfonunately
the negotiations known as rhe Tokyo Round did not
reach a happy outcome, and rhus whereas within our
own Community efforts are being made ro abolish rhe

various quantitative limitations, cenain developed
countries are applying exacrly rhose limitarions and
creating very serious difficulties for producers within

the Community. Unfortunately rhere are several
examples of this, among which we may mention
Canada, Australia, New Zealand and perhaps Japan

as

well, the latter being a coun[ry which as we al[ know
derives particular benefit from her exports but which
President.

-

I call Mr Orlandi.

(17) Mr President, a very brief speech
Mr Orlandi.
only to give- an explanation of vote and to express
agreement with the repon and appreciacion to rhe
raPPoneur.

In the course of the debate ample reference was made

to protectionism or to its opposite, and some people
have said: we are not asking for prorecrionism. It
seems to me that no one in rhis Parliament has asked

does not seem to comprehend that she will have to
apply a similar system to impons, a system rhat will
allpw a fair udlization of products from other counrries.

Mr President, colleagues, we must protect the European footwear industry, which is undergoing hard
times leading to a funher disorganization of the
indusry and an extension of the crisis to a larger fraction of the economy.

most open to competition and thereby most vulnerable

The Commission had recently made important efforts
to improve access to certain other countries, but up to
now these have proved unsuccessful since they have
encountered, and are continuing to encoun[er ca[egorical refusals for any concessions of cenain facilities

to the machinations of other countries. And when we

by the countries in question.

for protectionist measures: The problem is thar we do
not want a one-way prorectionism which ends up by
damaging Europe, which is notoriously the conrinenr

speak

of countries closed to comperition, we are nor

referring only to the developing countries which have
been mentioned here: third counrries like India,
China, South Korea, Hong Kong, and Taiwan, which
attack by me4ns of their expons but close their
domestic markets to [he import of rhe same objecrs,
the same goods with which they seek to invade orher
countries. Ve are referring also to the closed poliry of
some highly indusrialized countries like the Unired
States, Canada, Australia, Japan, New Zealand, South
Africa, and to a cenain exren[ Spain as well.

Examining all the above and taking into account rhe
wide fluctuations in the prices of the raw material,
leather, which are often due ro profiteering and have a
negative influence on the situation as a whole, we
agree with the suggestion that there is an urgenr and
emphatic need for coordinated action by the Commission and the Council in all the directions menlioned,
to produce solutions to the above problems and at the
same time to safeguard employment at rhis time of a
more general crisis and unemployment in a sector basically comprising small or medium-sized firms thar,
besides, have few possibilities of convening ro other
activities.

Funhermore, statistics have been quoted here, and the
imponance of the footwear industry for the European
economy has been mentioned as well as the role of this
industry in creating jobs in other sectors. For this

As regards my own country, Greece,

reason, I share the observations and recommendarions
of the rapporteur and agree with rhe answers she gave

say in summary that the production in Greece is of the
order of about 25 million pairs per year, while the

I would like

to
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domestic consumption

l8 million

is of the order of

about

pairs.

must be done to assist this
sector is that there are exports a proportion of which,

A proof rhar something

about 430/0, are exported to countries in our
Community, wirh 570/o going to other countries. Of
these exports to other countries, a Proportion
amounting to about 410/o is absorbed by the United
Thus, it is clear that it would be possible for the
Greek footwear industry to be very producdve if it
were not for the problems encountered in other countries, as I mentioned earlier, such as Japan, Canada,
States.

Australia, etc.
Consequently, I would like to ask the Commission to
direct its best attentions towards taking measures as
soon as possible, aiming to protect this sector of

industry that involves mainly small and medium-sized
firms in all our countries, but that offers very good
potential for expons to the Third \7orld.

see the great footwear industry go the same way?
Protection is arrogant. It denies the consumer his
fundamental right to make the choice of goods which
represents best value of money for him. It is inflationary; it contracts world trade and I would remind
my Socialist friends that it discriminates directly
against developing countries because it effectively
neutralizes their one economic and competitive asset
which is the abiliry to provide cheap labour. Above all,
it invites retaliation against the Community's own
exporting and expanding industry. It is because we feel
so strongly about this that we have moved our amendmenr ro paragraph 4.which poinrs out that the correct
forum for solving problems of unfair trade and distortion of markets in the GATT.

It may be that the Commission has been less than vigorous in using the mechanisms of the GATT to solve
did not
this problem
- it may be that the Commission
do as good ajob as it might have done in the multilateral trade negotiations, but wherever our hearts may
be and wherever our emotions may [ie, that is no
reason

President.

-

Mr Velsh.

I call Mr \7elsh.

Mr

President,

I too would like to

- rapponeur on her repon and, if I may,
compliment the
I would also like to thank her personally for the

extremely accommodating way in which she has
prepared it and the way she has succeeded in representing the views of the committee as a whole. \(/e are
very grareful to Mrs Carertoni Romagnoli for both her
grace and her counesy.

She will not, I know, take it amiss, however, if I do
quarrel with one point in her resolution and I refer, of
course, to paragraph 4. Now I think that every speaker
so far has actually said that we are against protection.
Being against protection is like being against sin. Ve
are all against it. However, in paragraph 4, as it is
written, the Commission has asked to take unilateral
measures on a provisional basis before consulting its
trade partners in the GATT and that is a straightforward protectionist act. The Community in pronouncement after pronouncemenr has declared that it is
committed to the preservarion of the open trading
system. Indeed, the leaders of the free world, at the
OECD conference at Ottawa, made the same declaration. It is not for us here to go behind that. No sector,
however significant, and however grievous im plight
may be, can justify the destruction of the open trading
system as a whole which provides the Community with
its economic lifeblood and our best hope of maintaining and improving our living standards.

Protection has a debilitadng effect on the industry
itself. Tomorrow we shall be debadng another'fix' to
the textile industry in the form of the Multifibre
Arrangement. The textile industry has become so
dependent now on these protectrve barrien that it actually cannot survive without it. Do we really want to

for turning our back on the GATT

and

resoning to unilateral measures which can only in the
end destroy the system which keeps us going as free
nations. I hope very much that honourable Members
will suppon the amendment to paraBraph 4 and I
would ask the rapporteur at this late stage whether she
could not see her way to accepting it because I fundamentally believe that this represents the proper view of
rhe Parliamenr as a whole.

President.

-

I call Mr Paisley.

Mr President, the chill winds of depresMr Paisley.
sion which -have been affecting the footwear industry
right across Europe have been felt particularly sharply
in Nonhern Ireland. Through the 1970s, the industry
declined rapidly until, in January 1980, only 1229
people remained in its employment. Even that figure
has been almost halved in the subsequent two years so
that in January 1982 a mere handful of people, 570,

remained in employment in the footwear indusry in
Nonhern Ireland. Of these 670 many are on shon-time

work, so the picture in Nonhern Ireland on the
footwear manufacturing scene is one of compelling
gloom. 'What we have is a dying indusry which is
under relentless attack on its own market from floods

of foreign imports and which, at the same time, is
hampered on the expon markets by insurmountable
tariffs. It is this blaant inequality which exists between
Europe's impon policies on the one hand, and those of
the rest of the world on the other, which has devastated our industry.

For once, it is not [he current economic situation
which has caused the crisis. lforld footwear consumprion is increasing, but whereas the European industry
ought to be expanding, competitors from third countries are monopolizing the markets. I am glad that this
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repon has highlighted this facr and called for action

to remedy it, but unless

rhose calls are heeded, and

heeded quickly, then our entire footwear industry
disappear.

will

The Members of this House, Mr Presidenr, might
wonder why you look so conspicuously happy rhis
afternoon. !7ell, ir is no secret rhat the leader of your
pany, Sir, has become the Prime Minister of rhe Irish
Republic, an elevation I of course, as an Ulster
Loyalist, deplore.
President.
Thank you, Mr Paisley. I am very happy
to hear the-news and I regret that you are not as happy
as

I

am.

I call Mrs Nikolaou.
(GR) Mr President, I would like to
Mrs Nikolaou.
- a very small correction; the name
begin by making
Nikolaou is quite common in Greece, and it so happens
that two of the 24 Members from Greece have the

to 7 in 1978. In the same period, production
a marked orientation towards exporrs.
Today, 300/o of the products are exponed, the main
1969

assumed

export item being footwear for women and rhe main
destinations the EEC counrries (430lo) and the United
States (41%).

From 1976 onwards the industry has been beser by a
severe crisis, mainly due to a decline in expons. Characteristically, while the exports of shoes increased
from 2 million pairs in l97l to 7.5 million in 1976,
they fell to 5 million pairs in 1979.
Other characreristics of the crisis are the high proportion of idle production capacity, about 500/0, and the
stagnation in the level of employment. Basically, Mrs
Carettoni Romagnoli's report is right in emphasizing
the worsening situation of Europe's footwear industry,
and pinpointing the causes of this crisis and proposing
measures for the protection and development of the
sector. We too thank her for this. However, we would
like to point out that the report does not lay sufficient
emphasis in the imponance and the role of small-tomedium firms in this sector.

same name.

The amendments referred to earlier by Mrs Romagnoli were submitred nor, as was reponed, by Mr, but
by Mrs Nikolaou.

And now I shall come to the subject in hand.

Mr President, in the phase of

development in which
industry within the Community finds ircelf roday, it is
logical for interest to be centred on elec[ronics, motor
manufacture, and generally high-rcchnology areas. On
the other hand we should recognize that in the European Parliament we have relati.rely few opponunities
to discuss the problems of the traditional sectors,
which however are extremely imponant to Mediterranean countries like Greece. For this reason Mr President, we take note of today's opponunity with particular satisfaction.

As is generally accepted, production in the footwear
industry is characterized by steady savings in size,
which means that the production costs are not significantly dependent upon size. This also explains the fact
that although the industry is dominated by small-tomedium firms it can boast of high performance in the
field of exporting. This gives the European Parliament
the opponunity to proclaim explicitly its decision to

assist

the small or

medium-sized firms

in

the

Community.

As regards the savings in size that are undoubtedly
taking place in the domains of entrepreneurial activity,
such as the supply of raw materials and the sales, we
can take advantage of these by promoting cooperative

types

of

collaboration between

the small

and

medium-sized firms.

In connection with this point we should note thar in
The footwear sector in Greece is characterized by

a

predominance of small-to-medium firms. According to
the census of 1978,980/o ol rhe toral number of unirs
and 780/o of those employed in the sector are concentrated in firms employing up to 50 people. Ve must
emphasize that the sector as a whole employs about
23 000 people, most

of them women, and

contrast to what happens in the developed countries, in
Greece attempts to concentrate the producdon by
means of take-overs of the productive units have been
,shown to have very litle success. Moreover, as we
mentioned earlier, such attempts do not serve any
economic purpose.

represents

an important source of employment in the country. In
spite of the crisis that has beset the footwear industry
in recent years, it is one of the nLost dynamic branches

Greek industry and it has achieved imponant
organizational transformations that ensure a high level
of productivity and competitiveness.

of

Its production potential has increased to 25 to 30
million pairs per year with relatively modern equipment. The average size of the shops, counted in
numbers of employees, has increased from 3 people in

Consequently, we think it purposeful that Parliament's
resolution should explicitly call for rhe Commission to
reinforce the relative significance of small-to-medium
firms in the footwear secror.

To

improve the competitiveness of the industry,
beyond the measures proposed by the repon itself we
consider it essential to found special institutes for
leather technology in the main producer countries of
the Community. The basic aims of these institutes
would be to encourage the introduction of technolog-
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ical innovations into the methods for

processing

leather and for producing leather products, the design

of new products, the provision of technical

assistance

and information to interested firms, etc. This would
have to be combined with the creation of model production units in areas with a high level of concentration
of the industry, which would serve as living examples
for imitation by the already existing unir.

In

conclusion we would like

to point out that

problems touched upon in this repon

the

very impor-

broadening the
tant, particularly in the framework of ^re
Community towards the Medirerranean countries.

These problems do not concern only the footwear
industry, but also. cover a very substantial pan of the
processing activities in those countries, so that they
have a bearing on the employment situations of about
50% of those working in the processing sector.
'!7e

hope that the amendmenm we have proposed will
be acceptable; in our opinion amendments supplement
the repon at imponant points of the latter.

The Greek European parliamentarians of the Pasok
party will vote in favour of the repon by Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli.

policy to regain the domestic and Community market
in a spirit of the fullest possible competidvity; he has
added that France will not introduce import limitations in any sector.

The plan for the recovery of the footwear industry
includes purely voluntary undenakings. The Commission has not considered these arrangements to be in
conflict with the Treaty of Rome. The French
Minister for Industry has also poinrcd out that there
was no question of resoning to prorccdonism but only
of encouraging indusrialists to make an effon over a
limited period of time to redress a situation which has
rapidly dercriorated: impons from third countries
stand at 30% but the figure is 500/o for slippers, and

shoes with rcxtile and plastic uppers imponed
primarily from Taiwan, Korea and China. The appearance of China as an exporter of rcxtile footwear is a
new phenomenon on the trade scene which has dealt a
hard blow to Aquitaine, the region in south-western
France. You may perhaps have heard of the Basque
sandals or plimsolls which are made of string and
canvas. Twelve million pairs are sold in France each
year. But one year ago, in January 1981, orders were

found to have fallen by 50

to

70010.

Vhat

had

happened?

In
Prcsident.

-

I call Mrs Pery.

(FR) Mr President, Mrs Carettoni's
- out that rhe Community is the world's
report points
leading producer of footwear. This is therefore an
imponant sector of our economy especially as 800/o of
the raw material, the leather used for processing, is of
European origin. Nevenheless this industry is in
danger. For the past two years we have witnessed a

Mrc Pery.

sharp increase in imports from low-wage third coun-

tries at the very time when our trading panners, such
as Canada, the USA and Japan, have been inroducing
protectionist measures. Some Member States, such as
Iraly, France and the United Kingdom, are panicularly
hard hit. In the two latter countries 250/o of workers in
the footwear indusry are unemployed.

France there are 55 000 wage-earners in the
footwear industy. Our government is obliged to take
measures to redress a situation characterized by exces-

In

sive imbalance. In 1981, for example, French impons
of Spanish shoes increasedby 360/0. France has therefore recently set in motion a plan for the recovery of

this industry. In December 1981 French footwear

manufacturers and distributors signed, under the aegis
of the Ministry for Industry, an outline agreement
aimed at regaining a share of the French market over
the next 18 months. The term 'regaining' is used in
France simply to denote an improvement of producriviry in cenain sectors of industry and not an atrcmpt
to obtain any derogation from the free movement of

goods within the common market. As Mr Mauroy
has stated, France wishes to pursue a determined

1980 a Luxcmbourg company purchased four and a
half million Chinese plimsolls and resold two million
in France, two million in Italy and 500 000 in
Holland. These plimsolls can be bought for between 5

and 6.55 francs per pair whereas the French equivalent

at the
000 pairs of Chinese plimsolls were imponed into France. Two years later, in
1980 the figure had risen to two million and reached
three million in 1981. As a safeguard measure, the
French Government has decided to limit plimsoll
impons in 1982. Licences will enable the 1981 figure
costs between 10 and 12.5 francs. Just look

figures.

In

1978,

50

ro be reduced by 50%. Buc the indusrial interests are.
sdll worried, I therefore turn directly to the Commission now: these manufacturers are asking to be reclassified under the textile heading so that they can benefit
from application of the Multifibre Arrangement to
sensitive products. In Aquitaine where one industrial
worker out of ten is employed in the footwear sector,
18 600 jobs have been losr, equivalent to a loss of 100/o
in one year. Ve find here the same picture as in other
pans of Europe: 650/o of the workforce are women
employed in local factories established in small rural
towns with a population of 2 000 to 5 000: closure of
these factories is not offset by the creation of any
other jobs.

This is why the European footwear industry must be
defended. Negotiations must be opened to arrive at a
self-limintion agreement with some low-wage coun-

tries; those countries have already concluded

an

agreemenr of this kind with the United States. Further
negotiations should open new markets in Canada and

above all Japan. Opening of the Japanese market
would enable European exports to progress very

,
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rapidly. They could be multiplied tenfold. In brief we

protectionist measures such as impon quotas, high

must resolutely pursue

tariffs and so fonh.

a

more active commercial

policy.

President.

-

I call Mr

Mr Seeler.

Seeler.

(DE)

Mr

Presidenr, ladies and

gentlemen: Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli's repon and our

debate today have clearly revealed the continuing

deterioration

of rhe siruation of rhe

Europe an

footwear industry over the pasr few years. As several
speakers have already pointed ,lur, [he principal cause
of this lies in growing imports from newly industrialized countries which have created increasing compe-

tition on the domestic market of the European
Community. At the same rime it has become more
difficult for the European indusrry ro exporr, no[ leasr
because many countries which. used to buy shoes in
Europe have now erected a variety of trade barriers.

In

and here I agree with my
in the European
- rhe trend
footwear industry is comparable
ro rhar in the European textile industry. It is therefore nor surprising rhar
we are hearing repeated calls for a world footwear
agreement
as [hough rhe world texrile agreement
had really -helped rhe Europerrn rextile indusry. In
reality, or at least this is my belief, many problems of
many respecrs

colleague

Mr \7elsh-

the textile industry have merell, been covered up and
agreemenr. I rherefore warn
strongly against any arrempr ro solve the problems of
the European footwear indusry by analogy wirh those
of the textile indusrry.

'not solved by this

I accordingly warmly welcome the series of specific
proposals made by the rapporteur ro resrore [he
competitiveness of the European footwear industry
both on the domesric market and on expon marker.
Here there is a real opponunity for the European
Community to take carefully planned measures ro
eliminate the structural weaknesses of rhis branch of
industry, thus safeguarding exir;ting jobs and perhaps
even creating new employment
even in Nonhern
- has already
Ireland . . . but I see that Mr Paisley
left!
He only comes to talk abour Nonhern Ireland and
then disappears again.
(Applause)

Mrs Nikolaou's proposals have a similar tenor.

She

too wishes to help rhis indusry ro become comperitive
again using its own resources. I hope these suggesrions
will gain the suppon of the House.

I want now to appeal strongly ro rhe Commission ro
take rapid action on this vote by the European Parliament; in that way we shall be alble to demonstrate rhe

abiliry of the European economy to safeguard

and

funher develop this branch of industry by improving
its production and marketing srrucrures without

!(/e have heard that the EEC generares close on 250lo
of its domestic product by exponing goods and
'!fle therefore have a srrong inreresr in
services.
the
continued existence of free trade in rhe world and
must fight protectionism wherever it may appear. This
is essential if we are to funher develop our standard of
living and safeguard jobs in Europe.

But in the long run free trade cannot be a one-way
raffic. Ve cannot accept a situation in which countries which export large quantiries of shoes to rhe

Community close their own markets to varying
degrees against imports from the Community. Any
country which wishes to take pan in free world trade
and supply its products to the European market with'
the least possible encumbrance musr in turn be
prepared

to

open its own market

ro

European

exponers. There will of course have ro be exceprions
to this basic rule for cenain developing countries. But
many of the countries which supply shoes to us have
long since ceased to be developing nations.

In conclusion I would ask the Commission ro consider
whether the European Community should not adapt
its impon provisions and free trade practices ro rhose
of im rading partners. A country which makes access
to its own market difficult or even impossible for
shoes, cars, or other products from Europe should in
return be given little or no access for its products on
the European market; as I said a momenr ago free
trade is not a one-way vaffic. Free rrade must be based
on fair competition on both sides.

President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission.
(DE) Mr President, the repon and our debarc today
have once again drawn ar.renr,ion to the social imponance of this sector which provides jobs for more than
330 000 persons and also ro rhe economic imponance
of its high turnover. In 1980 shoes [o a value of

I 300 million ECU were exponed. 1980 was rhe
first year for a long time in which we registered a

deficit, i.e. there was a surplus of impons over exporrs,
the difference being in the region of Zo million ECU.
In previous years rhis indusrry had always earned
expon surpluses and the figures so far available for
l98l again point ro a slight surplus, i.e. they are once
again exponing more than we are imponing in value
terms.

Despite the deep concern which has been expressed in
this debate, I would like to poinr our thar rhis branch
of industry has every reason to be proud of its high
performance and deserves recognition since it must
also be noted that this performance has been achieved
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despirc the world economic crisis and the difficulties
ro which repeated reference has been made.

Attention has already been drawn to the need for us to
'$7'e
continue to take steps to keep our markets open.
must then be logical with ourselves and cannot fall
back on a protectionist poliry involving the closure of
our markets. I therefore have serious doubts about
paragraph 4 of the motion for a resolution. I cannot
therefore envisage an aBreement for the footwear
industry similar to the Multifibre Arrangement
quite apan from the fact that any attempt to conclude
such an agreement would fail because of the unwillingness of our trading partners to participate.

Obviously steps must be taken to prevent impermissible practices such as dumping; we are already taking
the necessary action and shall act even more energetically if the need arises.

\7e must exert

on the industrialized and
industrializing countries to open their marker to
pressure

'We have taken a series
exports from the Community.
of steps in this area and I shall answer your questions
briefly.

The United States imposed limitations on impons
temporarily until 30June 1981; they then lifted those
restrictions. The market has now been liberalized
again. In our consultations with Canada we managed
to obtain an exclusion of leather footwear from the
quotas. However we indicated that this was not sufficient and that we could not accept continuing quotas

A further aim of our efforts has been to protect [he
Community market against excessive impons from
low-price countries which have been causing us difficulties in rhis sector. These imports come mainly from
Korea, Taiwan and China. '!fle have called in every
case for moderation and understanding. Korea agreed
to reduce im expons in 1981 by 60/o below the 1980
figure. Ve expect Taiwan to do likewise for 1982 in
comparison with 1981.

Our negotiations with China have not yet achieved
satisfactory progress. Consultations are continuinB
and we have made it clear to China that we cannot
accept the scale of its expons especially in the case of
footwear, such

as

slippers, made from textile produc$.

I

come now to the question of secure access for the
Community to raw materials. In our relations with
Brazil, Argentina and Uruguay in particular we have
followed a policy designed to enable our industry to
obmin the necessary raw materials under stable conditions and above all without export restrictions by these
countries.

\fle raised the same subject in the first negotiations last
January in the India-EEC Joint Committee. Ve

have made progress in every instance and we hope that
in the case of India the situation for our industry will

improve-

One particularly imponant factor is of course the
effons which we in the Community can ourselves
make to help our industry to remain competitive. The
Commission has therefore acdvely encouraged all the

of this industry for renewal; it

has taken an

for non-leather shoes for the next three years; we have
said that unless our bilateral talks with Canada prove
successful, we may have to envisage measures under
Article 19 of GATT.

plans

The same applies to Australia where, despite our
representations, no satisfac[ory solution has as yet

The Commission has given panicular attention to the
specific concerns of the small and medium-sized
'!(i'e are examining these matters with
undenakings.
the social parrners in a joint committee of the footwear

been reached on access to [he Australian marker. The
Communiry has rherefore nodfied GATT of its decision to unbind a series of tariff headings if our access
to the Australian market is not facilitated.

Japan still poses the most difficult problem. The
special situation has already been described. In
December last year we once again asked for the

to be opened to leather shoes for a
period of five years, for an impon quota of 4 million
pairs of leather shoes to be opened during the financial
year 1982/83 and for funher tariff reductions and
quotas. In making these requests we bore in mind the
fact that according to Minister Tanaka, Japan should
not merely give declarations of inrcnt about opening
im market but actually take the necessary steps.

Japanese market

Ve

are still engaged in discussions with Japan and
shall take the matter up again next week in funher
talks with the Japanese Government delegation.

active pan in research programmes and is in constant

contact

with the industry to ascenain how

these

measures can be further suengthened.

industry.

A word now about the imponance of our

domestic
market. The rapponeur put a question to me about the
French measures. The purpose of those measures has
already been explained in the course of our debate.
'!fle were given an assurance by a French Government
delegation that the purpose of these measures was to

improve the situation of the industry through close
cooperation from the research phase through to the
production stage. \7e were again assured last Friday

by the French Prime Minister that the French
measures are ln no way intended to partition the
French market off from the other Community
markets. In this context Prime Minister Mauroy used
the term'reconqu6te du march€ communautaire'.

I think there

is no need for me to stress that if the
Commission finds that Community rules are being
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infringed

it will nor hesitate to rake the

I hope very much indeed rhar rhe
House tomorrow will give me rhe opponuniry to
decision taken.

necessary

measures.

reverse this.

President.

President

-

I

I call Mr Fonh on

a

if for tomorrow, Mr

Moorhouse.

can only accept your complaints
abour translation. \7e shall revise rhe texts and i hope
they will be corrected.

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

Presidcnt.

Thar

In the meantime

The debate is closed.

point of order.

Mr Forth.

Mr Presidenr, do I understand *rar you
of groups are seriously suggesring
that this House is going to debare seven oi eighi

and the chairmen

The vore will be nken ar rhe nexr voting rime.

subjects in the space of three hours? Are you telling-us

that we are going rc be able ro give due arrendoi ro
these matrers in rhat period of time? I can scarccly
believe this, and I am very disappoinrcd if thar,s so.
Are you nor able ro come ro us wirh a smaller list of
subjects for our fuller atrention?

9. Topical and urgent debate (announcement)
President.

Pursuant

ro Rule 42 (2) the list of

subjecrs for- the ropical and urgent debate to be held
from 10 a.m. [o I p.m. on Thursday has been drawn

President.

proposed as

uP.
Tbe President read

of Rule 4g

esnblished and

I call Mr Kallias.

(2)

of the Rules of Procedure objectionito rhis list, which
should be abled and jusdfied in writing by a political
group or ar leasr 2l Members, musr be submirred
before 3 p.m. romorrow. The vore on rhese objections

will

is

proposed. You can modify it

tomorrow.

tbe list of subjectsl

Pursuant to the second sub-paragraph

Mr Forth, rhe lisr

ir is

be held withouc debarc at 3 p.m. romorrow.2

Mr. Kellias.

-

(GR)

Mr

Presidenr, rhis morning

was given of a morion for a resoludon nbled by
inotice

]Mr Herman and orhers and relating rc renewed negohiadons on Cyprus. Please rcll me, please rell rhis
House, what has been done abour rhis resolurion.

Mr Moorhouse.
I wish rc raise a
- Mr Presidenr,
point of order concerning
rhe wording of the morion
for a resolution on rhe financing of a fixed link across
the Channel.

Mr Moorhouse, thar is for tomorrow. If
you have- sufficient signarures you can propose
President.

President.
Kallias, if you wanr [o change rhar, I
- Mr
again repeat,
you have to table a modon tomorrow
with sufficient signarures and an adequate jusdfication. Thar is what the Rules stipulate and I hope rtrar
everybody will read the Rules.

tomorrow to introduce the Channel Tunnel link as a
proposal.
70. Votesl

Mr Moorhousc.

you allow me, Sir, ro make
- Vould
a point concerning
the wording in rhe English resolution

distinct from the French and rhe Danish resolutions? Because if you would care, Sir, to turn to the
rcrms of the resolutions, the French version refers ro
'la d6cision imminente', whereas the English version
talk abour rhe 'fonhcoming decision' and the Danish
version is the equivalenr of imminent'. I would submit
to you, Sir, rhat rhere is a gross mistransladon in the
versions which you, Sir, and orhers were considering
which may have had a considerable bearing on rhe

;

2

as

S.. It{irrr.r.
Speaking dme: See Minutes.

Prcsident.
The nexr irem is the vorc on morions
a resolution on which the debare has been closed.

-

\(e

for

shall begin with the De Gucbt report (Doc. t-10g2/

81):

_Request

for

tbe parliamentary immunity of z

Member to be utaioed.

I shall now rake explanarions ofvores.

t

repon of
Th.
[he vore

proceedings records only *rose parts of
whtch gave nse ro speeches. For deails of the

voting rhe reader is referred to rhe Minures of the
sirting.

No
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I shall

be voting against

- Mr President,
this repon because it is against natural law. It seems to
Mr Enright.

me utterly absurd that we should be asking for
immunity for an offence which was committed before
a Member became a Member. It is just as if one was
saying that somebody who committed a murder when
he was sane and later became mad should be excused
for that murder on the Brounds of his later madness.
That is quite wrong, it is not acceptable, and we
should not be playing about with immunity in this
way. Therefore, I urge the House to vote against this

opponunity to consider this matter buc I am working
on the basis of the unanimous vote by the committee
on the resolution submitted. On that basis I can indi-

I to paragraph 3 does not
represent a change of substance. I can therefore agree
to it. Amendment No 8 on the other hand would bring
about a substantial change and I must therefore reject
it.
cate tha[ amendment No

()
Amendments Nos 9 and 2

report..

Paragraph 7

present position on parliamentary
Mr Megahy.
- The
immuniry is totally unsatisfactory and members of the
Legal Affairs Committee have got to try to Put themselves in the shoes of national parliaments in trying to
make some kind of decision. There are tremendous
disparities. Nevenheless, this Parliament is building up
some kind of case-law on this to which I am rctally
opposed and we will be voting against the De Gucht
repon which I think is a thoroughly bad decision. I
think first of all one has got to note that Mrs Castellina herself asked for this immunity to be waived in
order to continue her political battle in the couns in

(DE) Mr President,
Mr Sieglerschmidt, rapporteur.
my observation on amendment No I also applies to
amendment No 2: it falls within the scope of rhe reso-

a Member of this House that we should take political
sides and try to prevent her from continuing that fight
in the way that she herself chooses to do so.

we now read the words 'is of the opinion that the
possibiliry of a draft directive should be considered if'

Italy. I think it is a gross interference with the right of

Secondly, as Mr Enright has said, the matters referred
to took place long before there were direct elecrions at
all, and I think that it is very bad to be making retrospective .iudgements of this kind and throwing the

lution

as

-

submitted and I therefore accept it.

As regards amendment No 9 there is some doubt as to
whether a vote can even be taken on it because we
have just voted, if I may draw your attention [o the

exact wording, 'considers rules on the protection of
personal information within the European Community
rc be both possible and necessary'.
'!(i'hen
That clearly relates to a Community instrument.

e[c. the question arises as to whether a vote can be
taken on that text. It is for you to decide, Mr President, but if we do vote I am against.

(.)

cloak of parliamentary immunity around people for

Paragraph 9

conceivably be thought that the only way in which one

(DE) Mr President,
Mr Sieglersch-idt, rapporteur.
a minor linguistic amendment- has presumably been
made in the German text only on which I agree with

automatically acquire parliamentary immunity' Therefore, on those grounds I shall certainly be voting
against it and I hope other Members will do so as well.

the author of the amendment: the word 'gleichbedeutende' must be replaced by 'gleichwertige'. I have
ascertained that this corresponds to the text in the
other languages. '$7'e agree on this amendment and I

matters that were committed before they were
Members of this House. Indeed I think there might
well be a danger, that in cenain countries it could
could in fact escape punishment in the future is to
become a Member of the European Parliament and

(Parliament adopted

its

proposalfor a decision)

Amendment No 3

-

therefore support it.

It seems to me that it is correctly formuConsequently the German text must
lated in French.
be brought into line with the French.
President.

:* r"r. ., theSieglerschmidt
I'resident.
- \fle ,hril
report (Doc. 1-548/81): Protection of the rigbts of the
indioidual witb regard to data processing.

(.)
Paragraph 15

(.)
Paragraph 3

-

Amendments Nos 8 and

1

(DE) Mr President,
Mr Sieglersch-idt, rapporteur.
the Legal Affairs Committee obviously had no funher

-

Amendments Nos 11, 4 dnd 14

(DE) First, amendMr Sieglersch-idt, rapporteur.
ment No 4: I reject it although it is rather less radical
than amendment No 1l but it too does not correspond
to the clear wishes of the Legal Affairs Committee. If I
may just make one point, Mr President, this amend-
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ment would delete the obligadon

ro inform

the

individual concerned, a p.oposil which was supported
b1 the. European Demociars in the Legal 'Affairs
Commirree. Mr Tyrrell wishes to delere all this. I

obviously cannot agree.

(.)
Paragraph 16

-

Amendments Nos 13, 12 and

-

-

endorse rhe reasons given by Mr Megahy, I should
also like ro say rhar Communiry legisladon is not suitable in this case. Ir rends ro be compromise legislation.
It would be wishy-washy. \Vhat we need is national

legisladon as

well as bilareral legal agreemenrs

between Member Stares and count.ies oulside rhe
Community.

5

Mr Sieglerschmidt, rapporteur.
(DE) To stan with
- discretion
amendment No 5: I leave it to the
of parlia_
ment ro decide wherher ro use rhe rerm .expedient, or
'indispensable'; the difference is nor very subsrantial. I
personally believe rhar the wishes of the committee, in
line with the decisions already aken by parliament,
are best expressed by rhe word ,indispensable'. I musr
reject amendment No l2 because ir conflicm with the
tenor of rhe Legal Affairs Commirtee,s proposals; the
same applies of course to amendment No lJ.r
President.

Mr Seal.
Mr Presidenr, I shall also vote againsr this
reporr.. Vhilsr I am not against data protection, I rhink
it is importanr rhar we vote against rhis repon. \7hile I

I shall now take explanations of vote.

Mr Megahy.
Mr Presidenr, I shall be voring against
- tribure
this. I must pay
to rhe vasr amounr of work Mr
Sieglerschmidr has done on rhis repon and I share his
concern, but I depart from him on the central theme
which is rhat we need a Community directive and a
new Community instirution to police ir. Now, as I
understand from the vore, we have in fact wiped out
the new Communiry instirurion but we still have rhe
proposal for the Community directive. Of course, I
accept thar in roday's world of surveillance and
computer data banks each and every one of us is on
record somewhere. But we have to know who has the
records, whether they are accurare and who is allowed
to see them. There must be laws relating to the collection and distribution of personal information, and to
guarantee access [o check and to correc[ records and
files, and generally safeguard the righr of privacy. But
I cannot accepr [har a Community directive is a srep
forward apan from bringing rhe Community into rhis

My se.cond poinr is thar rhe reporr does not go far
enough. Every organizarion rhar keeps personil dar^
on a compurer should be legally obliged ro send a
printour of rhat informarion to [he person concerned,
as wirh a bank sraremenr. It should then be possible for
that person to appeal ro some local commiiree against
that information

if ir is incorrect. It is not good

enough ro say [har people should have access tJ rhis
information. That would make it possible only for
professional people or middle-class people ro find this
informarion. It is necessary for every person on whom
information is kept on a computer to know what rhat
informarion is, and to be able ro correct ir if it is incorrect. So I shall vote against this repon.

Mr Sieglerschmidt,

rapporteur.

(DE) Mr Presidenr,

we musr know rhe background-ro rhis vore: rhe whole
subjecr of the need for effecdve data protecrion in the
European Communiry runs up against national inreresr and cenain economic interests. I am perfectly
familiar wirh rhe letters which have been senr by
multinational undenakings ro all Members of parliament and I shall rherefore nor fall in with the wishes of
those who would like ro prevenl effecdve data protection in rhe European Communiry by voring againsr the
motion or absraining through irritarion ar rhe facr rhar
the vore has given rise to cenain limirarions. On the

contrary

I

shall vote

in

favour

of rhe morion and

appeal to my colleagues ro do likewise.
( Parliament

adopted the resolution)

affair which I think is a rather dubious use of
It would also distract arrenrion from rhe
other ma[rers which are men[ioned in rhe reporc,
Anicle 100.

namely, rhe rarification and signing of rhe Council of
Europe Convenrion and consequent legislation in each
of the Smres concerned. As the Commission has indicated, there will be great difficulry in terms of sraff

should the Communiry take this srep.
the view of the rapponeur. . .

I do not

accept

President.

Carossino
- Ve shall now vore on rhe
poliq.

report (Doc. 1-995/81): Common transport
( Parliament

adopted the resolution)

(Tbe President urged the speaker to conclude)

I

I

am voting against ir for rhe reasons given.

President.
!7e shall now vore on the Gabert report
(Doc. 1-982/81):
Thefuture of the railway net@orh
(. .

The rapponeur spoke IN FAVOUR of Amendmenm
Nos 6 and 7 and AGAINST Amendment No lO.

..)

Paragraph 2

-

Amendments Nos 2 and 3
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Mr Gabert,
opposed

(DE) Mr President, I

rapPorteur.

I
to both amendments.

am

believe that the

committee's wording is clearer.

(.

.)

Afier paragrapb

I

-

Amendment No 4

(DE) Mr President, I am
rdpporteur.
against this amendment because the committee has
already submitted a special report on this matter.

Mr Gabert,

(Parliament adopted the motion for a resolution)

,**
!7e shall now vote on rhe Moreau report
(Doc. 1-873/81):
European Community\ supplies of

President.

mineral and oegetable raw materiah.

(...)

-

Mrs Moreau,

Amendment No 10

raPporteur.

(FR) The committee has
I am opposed to

already rejected this amendment and
it. I

(..

)

President.

-

I shall now take explanations of vote.

(FR) Mr President, the report now
Baillot.
before us conuins a number of value judgments on
which proposals which we approve are based. It states

Mr

for

example that

the lack of knowledge of

is clearly

necessary

to attain

these

objectives.'!7e must no longer allow the multinationals

to rule the international markets and should

I

instead

The rapponeur spoke IN FAVOUR of amendmenrs
Nos 1,2, t,4,5,6,7,11,13,15 and 18 and AGAINST
amendments Nos 12 and

14.

materials. Ve must also adopt a constructive attitude
towards the producer countries, more specifically the
developing countries which must no longer be plundered; long-term agreements should be concluded
with them as the basis for fruitful and mutually beneficial cooperation. External purchases of raw materials
should no longer permit one country to exercise any
form of pressure on another. Ve must therefore move
forward towards balanced agreements with counterpart provisions for trade in raw materials, in panicular
tompensated agreements. Ve consider that this document has both posidve and negative aspects; we in the
Communist and Allied Group shall therefore abstain.

Committee on External Economic Relations and the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. There
is a very interesting opinion by Mr Schinzel which was
approved by the Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs. I think that we should consider this whole
problem in more detail to make progress and look into
the structural causes of this totally unjust international
division of labour which, through the most sophisticated forms of neo-colonialism, today places us in a
situation of plundering and imbalance between supply
and demand, i.e. between our needs and their needs.
Ve should therefore speak of cooperation rather than
inter-dependence because inter-dependence is an
objective fact while cooperation is a matter for political resolve. '!7e must also speak frankly about the
action of the multinational companies; we must say
where they are active, with what ultimate aims and for
what reasons they dominate cenain sectors and how
they transfer their capiml from one sector and country
ro another. I think this situation must be made more
transparent because our economy and the jobs of our
workers depend on itl we must show our political
determination and say whether or not we wish to
contribute to the establishment of the new world
economic order. For all these reasons we shall abstain.

the

resources existing in the Community and throughout
the world makes it necessary to draw uP the most
detailed possible survey. Similarly it points out that if
the Communiry is to be made less dependent on
outside supplies, everything possible must be done to
exploit all its own resources. However, a political

determination

seek to stabilize the price of mineral and vegetable raw

(FR) Mr President, I wan! to
Mrs Baduel-Glorioso.
make a few observations on behalf of the Italian
Communist Group to say tha[ we agree with some
pans of this repon; above all we consider the underlying initiative most interesting. For the first time we
havC noted a form of competition between the

(Parliament adopted tbe resolution)

Paragraph 6

9.3.82

(DE) Ladies and Bentlemen:
- abstain from the vote
on this
the Socialist Group will
report for the following reason: firstly, the improvements made at the committee stage were largely
Mrs Vieczorek-Zrri.

removed again when the vote came to be taken.
Through paragraph 15 a majority of Members of this

House decided only to give suppon to international
agreemen[s on raw material srccks if such provisions
appeared appropriate; in the past Parliament and the
Community had always supponed such agreemenw.
That is a strange attitude when measured against

cenain declarations by the international legal
community. It also represents a subsantial step back-
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Vieczorek-Zeul
wards which we can at besr artribute to a lack of arrention to the details of this marter.
Secondly, a majority of Members of this House were
unwilling to add to rhe six exisring recitals a seventh
paragraph referring to the siruation on rhe market for
raw materials; quire by chance this very recital which
was nor adopted referred ro the most imponant
problem of the marker for raw materials, namely the
role of the multinationals. This really does leave us
with the impression that there is a deliberare inrenrion
at work here.

Thirdly, this House

yes Mr von Bismarck, we
should send you to rhe- 'muld-laundry' as we heard in
our debate this morning, and I look forward to seeing
you there
rejected by a majority vore lhe requesr
- agreements
for extended
on rhe basis of equality wirh
a number of developing countries. Mrs Moreau's
report contains many good poinrs but these factors
make it impossible for us ro vore in favour. !7e shall
therefore abstain.
(Parliament adopted the resolution)

question were

to

supplement the text

of the

resolu-

tion.l

()
President.

-

I shall now take explanarions ofvorc.

Sir Fred Varner.
In deciding how ro vore on rhis
- struck
matter I have been
by the fact rhat both the
resolution and the debate have passed over one very
imponanr aspecr.'We have all looked for a more efficient and comperirive industry, bur rhe assumprion by
all speakers has been that it will be slimmed down and
will never rise to the same levels of employment as ir
knew five years ago. In other words we have discussed
this indusry as we have often in the past discussed the
steel industry, the textile industry, rhe shipbuilding
industry, erc. These industries have had programmes
made for rhem by the Commission and have had large
sums expended on rhem from both the Regional
Development Fund and the Social Fund in order ro
re-train and replace workers. It is on rhe assumption
that rhe Commissioner will be in rouch with his
colleagues responsible for those rwo funds and rhar the
Commission as a whole will entenain sympathetically
requests for proper programmes to take care of the
displaced workers that I am prepared ro vore for this
resolution.

!7e shall now consider the Carettoni
Romagnoli -report (Doc. 1-540/81): Footwear industry.
President.

(.)
A,fter tbe fourteenth indent

-

Arnendment No

Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli.

(17)

Mr

5

President, I

- it, because the same
request the author to withdraw
things are said in amendment No 5, which I accept,
President.
ment?

Has Mrs Nikolaou wirhdrawn her amend-

-

Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli.

defer to the vote of the Assembly.
(.

(17)

Mr

President, I

.)

Paragraph 6

-

Amendment No 3

(17) Mr President, I am
where it replaces my
own [ext. I would favour it only if the amendment in
Mrs Carettoni Romagnoli.

against amendment No

3

Mr Bonaccini.- (/,7) Mr Presidenr, the Imlians of
the Communisr and Allies Group will vote in favour of
the resolurion drawn up by Mrs Carertoni because we
believe that it achieves an adequate balance between
the need to deal wirh the nor always legitimate pressures exened on our internal European market and the
simultaneous need to keep our markets sufficiently
open. Above all we will vote for it because this resolution consrirures a summons [o the Commission, calling
upon it to apply a rrue Community strategy to the
problems of this sector
s[rategy capable of incor- a of
porating the requiremenm
cooperarion with the
developing counrries and the many possibilities of
innovation and improvement provided by this coopera.tion. Such a srrategy should be pursued throughour
the Communiry, which is very late in turning its attention to the problem.

Mr Msller.
(DK) I shall refrain from voting at the
- rhis proposal,
final vote on
which I otherwise view
very favourably. But there is under the auspices of the
European Communiries a joinr committee on which
the employees and employers in rhe foorwear industry
are equally represented. The views of that committee
have not been soughr on rhis marter, and for rhat
reason I shall absmin in rhe voring.

t

The rapporteur spoke IN FAVOUR of Amendmenm
Nos 2, 6 and 8 and AGAINST Amendments Nos 4 and 7.
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tfiitten exphnation of aote.

In order to facilitate the vote on the
Seitlinger -repon (Doc. 1-988/81) scheduled for
to.o.io*, I would inform Members that a lisr setting
President.

(FR) The repon by Mrs Carettoni
Romagnoli rightly stresses the need for Community
measures to prorcct the market of the Community
Member States against impons from third countries

Mr Frisch-ann.

(such as Taiwan, Japan and the Unircd Scates) when the
larter fail to respect the GATT agreements and if such
impons present a threat to industry and employment' In
this connection we would point out that the enlargement

out the order in which the amendments to this report
be taken is available from disribudon.

will

I call Mr

Fergusson.

of the Community to include Spain constiturcs a very
serious threat to this sector and,
thousands of jobs.

first and foremost, to

'S7'e

therefore reaffirm our opposition to this enlargement. There is a funher contributory factor to the crisis
and unemployment: the imbalance in intra-Community
trade. Ve see a need for national measures [o recover
the domestic market; this entails a policy to revitalize a
footwear industry in France through higher productivity,
professional training and investment to create new jobs.
Excessive imports which rearen employment and create
unjustified competition for national production must be
limited. If we are to put an end to the increase in unem-

ployment and reverse the present trend, we must
abandon the policy of excessive concentration on
expons which has caused too much damage and unemployment.

Finally, there is an essential prerequisirc for the success
of effons to create employment and develop the industrial footwear and leather sector, namely an increase in
purchasing power. The austerity advocated by the
Commission and the inadequate increase in incomes in
all our countries can only Prevent the successful attainment of these targets. But we must attain them!
( Parliament

adopted the

reso

Mr Fergusson. - Mr President, while welcoming
what you said about tomorrow, my latest informarion
is that all the amendments put forward to the
Seitlinger report have not in fact been circulated and
will not be ready until tomorrow morning at some
stage. This makes it very difficult for us, some of these
being our own, and it makes us very nervous abcut the

way things will proceed. I thought you ought to know.

President.

-

Mr Fergusson, I am told you are right:

w'e are on [he way to distributing the amendments
not ail will be available before tomorrow morning. But
the list is already there and that means you have a little
more certainty because I assume that the members of

-

the relevant committees know approximately what it is
about.l

(The sitting loas closed at 7.10 p.rn.)

lution)

Agenda for the next sitting: see Minutes.
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Mr

Fergusson; Mr
Mr Gendebien;
Mr De Goede; Mr Penders; Mr Fergusson;
Mr De Pasquale; Mrs Ewing; Mr Vandemeulebrouche; Mr Pesmazoglou; Mr Didd; Mr
Antoniozzi; Mr Tynell; Mr Ephremidis; Mr
Nyborg; Mr Romualdi; Mr Lomas; Mr GeroHaagerup; Mr de la Maline;

3.

Mr

Newton Dunn; Mr
106

Multifibre Arrangement (Docs 1-1038/81 and
1 -63 7/8 1 ) (continaation) :
Mr Cousti; Mr Alaoanos; Mrs Nieken; Mr
Deleau; Mr Petronio; Mr Moreau; Mr Frischmann; Mr Pesmazoglou; Mr De Keersmaeher

(Council)

Questions to tbe Council:

Question No 59, by Mr Lalor: Report of the
Three Vl'ise Men:

Mr
74

Mr Lalor; Mr

Tindemans (Council);

Tindemans

Multifibre Arrangement
questions
- Oral
with debate to the Council
by Mr \Vekh

M edi

Mr

te

rranean

fi

s

h

ing

zo ne s :

Tindemans; Mrs Ewing;

Mr

Tindemans

102

4.

Vl'elcome

105

Mr

5.

Topical and urgent debate (objections):

Mrs Clwyd; Mr Seal

105

Question No 62, by Mrs Castle: Regional
policy:

Votes

106

Seitlinger report (Doc. 1-988/81): Untfonn

Hutton: Majority oote on

rneasures

conceming Poland:

Mr

Mr Radoux; Mr Tindemans;
Patterson; Mr Tindemans; Mr Ephremidis; Mr Tindenans

Mr

Tindemans;

Tindemans; Mrs Castle;

Mr lVekh; Mr

Mr

Question No 64, by

Mr

121

Tindemans;

Tindetnans

122

tYurtz: Denuncia-

tion of the Community\ association

Mr Seitlinger; Mr Bocklet; Mr Antoniozzi;

ments anith Turhey:

Mr oon der Vring; Lord Douro; Mr DAnge-

Mr

Mr Bochlet; Mr Schieler; Mr Plashooitis; Lady Elles; Mr Plashooitis; Mr
Luster; Mr DAngelosante; Mr Seitlinger; Mr
Gerohostopoulos; Mr Schieler; Sir Henry
Plumb; Mr Habsburg; Mr Kyrkos; Mrs Veil
Mr Romualdi; Mr Balfe; Mr Moller; Mr

t2t

Questions No 61, by Mr Radoux: Voting
system in tbe Council, and No 76, by Mr

electoral procedure:

losante;

t2l

Question No50, by Mr Bucchini: Access to

(Doc. 1-1038/81) and Mr Cousti (Doc.
1 -537/8 1 ):
Mr tVekh; Mr De Keersmaeher (Coancil);
Mr lVekb; Mr De Keersmaeher; Mr lVekh;
Mr Seal; Mr Cbanterie

6.

ll3

Question Time (Doc. 1-1075/51) (continuation)

kostopoulos; Dame Shelagh Roberts; Mr Plaskoaitis; Mr Dakass; Mr Patterson; Mr Fiscbbacb; Mr Ryan; Mr Bournias; Mr Verroken;
Mr Moller; Mr Bochlet; Mr D'Angelosante;

Mr Megahy; Mr Seitlinger; Mr Forth

Mr

Prag;

Balfe; Mr Bonde; Mrs Boserup

Mr

Haagerup;

Mr

dgree-

Tindemans; Mr Chambeiron; Mr Tindemans; Mr Van Minnen; Mr Tindemans; Mr
Ephremidis; Mr Tindemans; Mr Spicer; Mr
Tindemans; Mr Galland; Mr Tindemans; Mr
Kyrhos;
findemans;
Vandemeule-

broache;

Mr
Mr

findemans

Mr
Mr

Tindemans;

Peters; Mr
123

Commanity:
Tindemans;

Wekh;

Mr

Mr

Mr

Mr Tindemans;
Mr Eisma; Mr

Boyes;

Tindemans;

Mr Tindemans; Mr Galknd; Mr Tindemans;
Mr Akoanos; Mr Tindemans; Mr Marshall;
Mr Tindemans; Mr Baillot; Mr Tindemans;
Mr Van Minnen; Mr Tindemans
Question No 58, by Miss Quin: Future of the

mans;

126

Mr

J.

D.

Taylor;

Mr

Qrestion No 69, by

Mr

Tindemans;

mans;

Mr

Mr

Seligman;

Tindemans; Mr
127

Miiller-Herman:

Question No 70,

liability,

Habsburg;

Mr

Mr

by M, tYekh:

mis le ading adoe rtis ing

128
Product

and doors tep

Mr Tindemans; Mr lV'ekh; Mr Tindemans;
Mr lVekh; Mr Ttndemans; Mr Spicer; Mr
128

IN THE CHAIR: MR

Questions No 88, by Mr Van Minne4 and
No 89, by Mrs Van den Heuttel: Peace-

'1f,/ieczoreh-Zeul;

133

provisional interpretation of Rute 7(3):

I

-

-

received the following letter signed by Mr Nyborg:
1982, the Committee on the
Rules of Procedure and Petitions examined once again,
in answer to your request of 8 March 1982, the question
of the interpretation of Rule 7(3) concerning the resignation of Members.

At its meeting of 9 March

-

Member-

The President of Parliament must satisfy
himself as to the validity of a letter of resignatiori b"fore informing Parliament thereof ;
Should objections be raiscd in the House on
the grounds that the resignation is thought
either to have been imposed on the Member or
ro be in contradiction with the provisions of
the Act of 20 September 1975 or the Rules of
Procedure of Parliament, the President shall
postpone the establishment of the vacanry and

shall request a written justification of the

7(3) of the Rules of Procedure
the resignation of Members. I have

Rule

p66a7nsnl5 receioed

.

135

The Committee on the Rules of ProcePresident.
has informed me of its inrcrpretadure and Petitions

ship of committees. see- minutes.

Mr Tindemau

Annex

Application of the Rules of Procedure

Approoal of minutes

l3l

131

fnans

II

concerning

Tinde-

Question No 87, by Mrs Euting: Emigration
of Jeusfrom USSR;
Mr Tindemans; Mrs Ewing; Mr Tindemans;

(The sitting ans opened at 9 a.m.)t

tion of

Mr

Mr Ephremidis; Mr Tindemans

At that meeting, the committee adopted the following

ESTGEN

Vce-President

7.

Tinde-

Question No 86, by Mr Gontikas: Violation
of buman rights and infringement of indi-

Mrs

Mr Tinde-

mans

Mr

Vandemeulebrouche;

heepingforce in Sinai:
Mr Tindemans; Mr Van Minnen; Mr Tindemans; Mrs Van den Heuoel; Mr Tindemans;

selling:

Tindemans; Mrs Van den Heuoel;

finde-

Mr Pcittering; Mr Tindemans; Mr Marshall;
Mr findemans; Mr Epbremidis; Mr Tinde-

Tinde-

Tindemans

Mr

129

mans;

Terms of Council presidency:

Mr

Mr

oidual rights in Albania:
Mr Tindemans; Mr Bournias;

Tindemans;

Ahoanos; Mr Tindemans

Van Minnen;

m4ns

s

Mr

Mr

Mr Spicer; Mr Tindemans; Mr Habsburg; Mr Tindemans; Mr Boyes; Mr Tinde-

European bipbuilding industry :

Tindemans; Miss Quin;

Tindemans;
mans;

Question No 67, by Mr Galland: Redaction
of Member States'budget deficiu:

Mr

Tindemans (Foreign Ministers); Mr
Mr Tindemans; Mr Kyrhos; Mr

Kyrkos;
125

Tirdemans

82

Questions to tbe Foreign Ministers:
Question No 85, by Mr Kyrhos: USA support
for tbe military rigime of Turhey:

Qaestion No 66, by Mr Boyes: Health and
social impact of unemployment utithin the

Mr
Mr
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objections raised;

III

-

During the following sitting, the President
shall inform Parliament of the substance of the
objection, and shall then request the House to
vote, without debate, on whether the objection

should be considcred.

In the event of

an

affirmadve vote, the objection shall be refirred
to the appropriate committce. A negative vorc
shall mean that Parliament has no objection to
the vacanry being established.

r0.3.
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President
Since the commimee had already decided ro examine in

greater depth the provisions of Rule 7(3), the above
interpreration is only a provisional one and is without
prejudice to any subsequent interpretations of the
committee on this quesrion.

This communication will be printed in full in the
minutes of today's proceedings. If the interpretation is
contested, Parliament will be asked to vote on it ar ren
o'clock at the beginning of tomorrow's sitting, in
accordance with Rule ll1(a) of the Rules of Proce-

Ladies and genrlemen, we have a very full agenda
today. If we cannot get through ir all, some items will
be carried over until tomorrow, which might mean
I am sorry to say rhar Mrs Maij-!(ieggen's report
on seals could be dealr wirh during the evening sirting.
I must ask you to play the game and to be careful nor
to go over your speaking time. I would ask you to
keep very carefully to rhe time which has been agreed.

I call Mr Alavanos.

dure.

(GR) Mr President, I regret causing
Mr Alavanos.
a delay in our proceedings, but we are not to blame

I call Mr Pannella.

for it.
(FR) Mr President, am I right in
Mr Pannella.
- is going to be some kind
thinking that there
of debate
at ten o'clock tomorrov/ morning if the House perhaps
does not agree with the opinion of the Committee on
the Rules of Procedure and Petitions?

No, Mr Pannella, there will be no
debate. You- will have an opportunity to consider rhe
President.

content of this communication at leisure
it is going
to appear in the minutes
and if it is -con'.ested we
- tomorow. If rejecred, ir
shall vorc on it at ten o'clock
will be referred back to the commitree.

Yesterday we got hold of a press repon which states
that an official delegation of the European ,Parliament
has set off for \Tashington to take part in an Afghanistan D^y declaration in the !7hite House on
10

March.

Annexed to this press repon was a resolution which
was adopted by the European Parliament but which
mentioned nothing about the visit of such a delegation
to the \7hite House. It states firstly that the European
Parliament has decided to proclaim Afghanistan Day
and secondly that it considers that this initiadve will be

supported

Mr

Pannella.

rePort.

President.

-

(FR)

-

I

see, jusr

like a committee

political evenr as the panicipation of a delegation from
the European Parliament in the anti-Soviet goings-on

inl7ashington...

Mr Patterson.
There is one funher point. Can we
have your assurance
that no resignations are actually
going to be placed before this Parliament until rhe vote
has taken place
if there is a vote on the recom- Committee
mendation by the
on the- Rules of Procedure and Petitions, because rhe tiine scale is gerring
very tight?
President.

Of

course,

Mr

Patterson, rhat goes

I call Mr Fergusson.

Mr

I

Fcrgusson.

wonder

if

you would be kind

- one thing clear at the moment. I
to make
know that yesterday, Mr President, we passed the

enough

minutes of the Thursday of the last pan-session.
Could you just tell us whether a vacancy has been
established now
or is it still on ice in respect of Mr
Cl6ment?

President.

Mr Alavanos, I would ask you not to

- subject of Afghanistan, because it is not
bring up the
on the agenda.

I

understand your question and

I

can give you

an

answer. The decision was taken by the Bureau. I shall
forward your question and you will receive an answer
from the Bureau. Let me remind you of Rule 25(2) of
the Rules of Procedure:
Any Member may ask questions related to the work of
the Bureau, the enlarged Bureau and the Quaestors.
Such questions shall be submitted to the President in
wrrdng and published in the Bulletin of Parliament
within thiny days of rabling, together with the answers
given.

Your request will therefore be complied with.

I call Mr Hord.

-

President.
talking about Mr Cl6ment? That
- Are you
it is Mr Fanton's vacancy that is on
matter is settled;
ice.

European

And so I would ask you, with regard to such a serious

I call Mr Patterson.

without saying.

by all the peoples of the

Community.

Mr Hord.
Mr President, I wish bring your
- situation of three groupstowho aretodue to
attention the
visit Parliament this week in consequence of the devaluation of the Belgian franc. The groups in question,
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Hord
who were assured that. pan of the fare to Strasbourg
would be refunded, have discovered that, although
Parliament intends to change the way in which the
fare is calculated on a kilometre basis to take account
of the devaluation of the Belgian franc, this will not be
sufficient to compensate fully for the devaluation
change. Can I have the assurance of the Presidency
that these three groups will not suffer any financial
loss over and above that which they were informed of
before they came to Strasbourg?

The Political Affairs Committee felt that in its motion
for a resolution it should distinguish between the electoral system as such and the question of active and
passive elecroral rights. Naturally, a second repon will
be submitted to you later, in which other problems will
be considered, such as those of incompatibiliry, the
eligibiliry of candidates, deposits, the number of signatures, and the major problem of electoral disputes and
the pan played in them by national parliaments, the

European Parliament and the European Court of
In other words, s/e are fully aware that this
document is not exhaustive; however, the Polidcal
Affairs Committee has opted deliberately for such a
formula so as to keep within time limits and not to
overload the repon; the fact is that after this House
has voted, the Council must also give ir agreement
and national parliaments must then ratify. If we wish
to be ready for the 1984 elections, the countdown has

Jusdce.
President.
That is also a question to the President.
- it in writing and you will receive an
Please submit
answer.

already staned.

2. Uniform electoral procedure
next item is the report (Doc. 1-988/
President.
- The
81), drawn up by Mr Seidinger on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee, on a draft uniform electoral

procedure for the election

of Members of the Euro-

pean Parliament.

I call the rapponeuri

The Polidcal Affairs Committee also wished to avoid
abstract doctrinal discussion on rhe advantages and
disadvantages of the various kinds of ballot: sraight

majority, proportional represen[ation end all the

variants between those two extremes -used in the
Member Srates, whether for the 1979 European elections or for national elections. In my bwn country,
France, v/e use a system of individual constituencies
with two ballots for the national elections which gives

and gentlemen,

a srrict majoriry election. For the 1979 European elections we used a national list, with integrated proportional representation. In other words, the two systems
can exist side by side in the same counrry. For this

procedure.

would use to set out his guidelines.

I should first like to stress that on this question this
House has the power to act granted to it by the
Council Decision of 20 September 1976, Article 7 of
which gives us the mandate to draw up such a

Thus, amongst the various criteria which the
Committee considered, there are two which I regard
as essential. The Committee made it plain that the

Mr Seitlinger,

rapporter4r.

(FR) Mr President, ladies

it is my -honour to submit to you on
behalf of the Political Affairs Committee a report
which considers the question of a uniform electoral

proposal.

:

First the subcommittee and later

t\b

Political Affairs

Committee have worked on this rpfon for two years,
through a grear many sessions fiuring which every
political group has contributed. I should rcll you that
those contributions were made with complete objecdvity and in a spirit of honest cooperation, and I
should like to take this opponunity of thanking my
colleagues, first those of the subcommittee and
secondly those of the full Political Affairs Committee
for their valuable help to me as rapporteur over [he
long period of this msk.
The first point I should make is that uniform electoral
law does not mean identical law. Uniform, of course,
means having a common denominator of all the
fundamental features of electoral law without necessarily being idendcal in every respect, so as to take
account of the diversity, the wealth and the individual
characteristics of each Member State.

reason, the Committee preferred a pragmatic
approach by seeking criteria which the rapporteur

future uniform electoral law should ensure that the
principal political parties should be represenrcd

which is of course a euphemism, a way of saying that
they rejected the concept of the straight majority, and
that the system should rather be proponional in character. However, for the second criterion, the

it considered essenrial rhar
there should be some link berween rhe electors and
their representatives, by which they meant, with panicular reference to those countries with 81 seats, that ir
would be better to opt for a mixed si,stem, that is a
system based on proponionalism with an element of
Committee added that

personalization.

Using these criteria as a basis, v/e set up two working
hypotheses which, naturally, borh met rhe conditions
of proportional representation in the allocation of
seats and added to it an element not of majority election but of personalization, so as to meet rhis criterion
of forging a link between the electors and their representatives. Initially, then, we set up a first alternarive
which was broadly analogous to the electoral law
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of representatives to the
Bundestag in the Federal Republic of Germany.
However, the Committee then rejected that working
hypothesis in favour of the second alternative, namely
the principle of regional lists for a minimum of 3 and
maximum of 15 seats, on the understanding rhar
Member Smtes had open every one of the possibilities
which mathematics provided within that range. Thus
in a country with 81 Members it is possible rc have 27
governing the election

three-seat constituencies, or 5 or 7 constituencies, and
any of rhe permutations possible between thoie rwo
figures. !7e also decided that there would of course be

one man one vote, that, particularly ro take into
account the Belgian situation, preferential voting is an
option, and that vote splitdng is prohibited.

Next, we included in the text that setting thresholds is
optional because there is already a technical thresh6ld
according to the number of seats available to a
Member State. In Luxembourg, for example, with 6
sear.s rhere is a technical rhreshold of t5.50l0. For
Denmark, with 15 seats rhere is a rechnical threshold
of 6o/0. In the 8l-sear countries, on rhe other hand,
unless a technical threshold is ser at 5010, the true
threshold is only 1.240/0. The nature of the problem
differs according to rhe number of seats a counrry has,
and that is why the political affairs commirree has lefr
the question open.

In Anicle 4 (2) we have provided for derogarions
taking account of ethnic and geographical factors, but
we have added
and
is critical
they musr
- inrhis
- that
akeady be founded
the constitution
of the State
concerned. The committee did not wish to name individual cases, as has been proposed in a number of
amendments, because rhis is not something which
should be fixed and immutable. Accession of new
countries may lead to new situations, but I believe that
such factors must have consrirurional recognirion and
we have, incidentally, added a footnore ro the effect
that this includes both written and unwritten consritutions
as is the case with the British
well as law
- Ifasthese condihaving- the shme effect as a consritution.
tions are not mer then the derogation cannor be
applied, and I believe that this formula will give every
guarantee that is needed.

Lastly, the Committee proposes that elections should

be held over a period of no more than rwo

days,

namely a Sunday and Monday.

Turning now [o the amendments, there are a few translation corrections, one of which, relaring to Article 4,
paragraph 2 involves all languages; rhree others relate
only to the German version. Lastly, as regards Amendment No 56 by Mr Schieler, I believe that this amendmen[ can be consolidated with Amendmenr No 18 by

Mr Tyrrell and Mr Price. I should add that I

am

prepared [o accep[ Amendments 28, 29, 30, 32, 33, 34
and 35, which are of a rechnical and legal nature
aimed at harmonizing this text with rhe Council's Act
of 20 September 1976.

Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, that summarizes
the report which it has been my honour to submit to
you on behalf of the Political Affairs Committee.
(Applause)

President.

Ladies and gentlemen,

I would

suggest

- that so as to organize our work in the
to the House
best possible way, and perhaps even ro accelerate it,
the list of speakers should be closed in 15 minutes. I
would point out thar there are already 31 names on
that lisr.

I call the Legal Affairs Committee.

Mr D'Angelosante, drafisrnan of an opinion.
(7) Mr President, ladies and genrlemen, as has
already been said, Parliament has an obligation ro
submit to the Council a drafr uniform procedure for
the election of Members of the European Parliamenr.

That obligation derives nor from the Acr of
bw from rhe Treaties themselves;
in the case of the EEC Treaty, from Anicle 138 (3).
20 September 1976

At its meering of

27 October 1981 the Legal Affairs
Committee approved the draft opinion and I am
bound to its conclusions, conclusions which are called

for in the sixth indent of the preamble to the morion
before us. The Legal Affairs Commirtee reaches the
following conclusions, and I quote:

I not turn to the question of the active and passive
right to vote. The active right was one on which there
were differences of opinion. The Committee eventually decided upon two principles: firstly, by a
majority vote, to include in the text that the nationals
of Member States resident in a country other than
their country of citizenship must have the right to vote
in the country of their residence. Secondly, that those
who have been resident for less than five years and
who are thus obliged to vote in the country of their
own nationality must be granted every facility to vote
in the country of their oligin. As regards the passive
right rc vorc, the committee has not made any conditions regarding residence.

the concept of an 'eleclion by direct universal suffrage in
accordance with aluniform procedure in all Member
States' calls for the introducrion in the Community, of
an electoral system based on universally applied principles.

The uniform electoral procedure should therefore

be

free of drfferegces that might adversely affect the respi"esentativeness of the European Parliament.

For its own part, the Political Affairs Commitree

has

maintained that 'uniform' does not mean 'identical'
and that the uniform procedure can be brought about
in a number of stages. And if such notions are difficult
to maintain from the point of view of strict inrcrpreta-
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rion it can nevertheless be said that implementing them
to a limited extent may be necessary politically.
None the less, Anicle a Q) of the draft electoral procedure allows a general and unconditional derogation
inasmuch as it sets out conditions of unlimited and
unverifiable scope. Furthermore, allowing individual
States the sovereign right to deviate from the principles

rules out, for practical purposes, any possibility of a
uniform electoral procedure for this House, since the
electoral procedure actually used will depend on the
particular derogations selected by individual Member
States. All the evidence is that this derogation will
allow those Member States who wish it
and in some
not the
to implement
cases rhat wish is a cenaihty
proponional system provided -for in the draft we have
before us but the system of single Member majority

are relatively limited in scope compared with what is
now being proposed; with one or two exceptions
such as the
which are now no longer relevant
to pool
Italian minority groups which were allowed
their lists, which is generally accepted nowadays
with those ixceptions it would be preferable rc remain
with those derogations than to apply the principles set
out in Anicle a (2). It would also be preferable from
the point of view of avoiding ridicule. The fact is that
an assembly charged with innovatory enthusiasm
would show imelf to be incapable of keeping not only
to its obligations but also to its rights and privileges.
(Applause

President.

from the krt)

I call the Socialist Group.

-

elections.

Mr
Under such circumstances there is little comfort to be
derived from the knowledge that 'uniform' does not
mean 'identical'. There has to be an explanation of
how it is possible to have contrasting electoral systems
in different States under a uniform procedure. In our

Schielcr.

(DE)

Mr

President, ladies and

genrlemen, there is much public criticism of the fact
that the directly-elected European Parliament has too
little power, and in particular that is has no right to
initiate legislation off im own bat. However, there

is

one area in which the European Parliament does have

view this violates the principle of uniformity: the
proportional system which, it is claimed, has been
chosen, is not actually implemented and yet a
mechanism is put forward which contains a certain
element of legal obligation. !7hat is then enacted is a
parody of a law which can be respected to the extent
that each individual wishes: it is so flexible, ladies and

a right of

gentlemen, that uniformity, no matter how you define

Thar is rhe only case in which a right of initiative on
rhe pan of the European Parliament in enshrined in

it, is meaningless.

initiadve

of

some considerable political

significance. According to the provisions of the Trea-

ries

of

Rome, as quoted

by the rapponeur,

'the

assembly shall draw up proposals for elections by
direct universal suffrage in accordance with a uniform
procedure in all the Member States'.

\(hile it is true that any electoral legislapassed by the European Parliament still has two

the Treaties.

The effect of the proposal before us is that the situation will remain exactly as it is today. Every Member
State may implement proportional representation or
majority voting at its own discretion; it will be able to
choose or reject preference voting; it will be able to
select a threshold or not; just as can be done today
under the ten electoral laws which govern election of
Members of this House.

That will be a serious blow to the credibility of this
House, which would no longer be recognizable as a
Parliament, being unable @ carry out the duties
entrusted to it by the Treaty and failing to apply the
majority principle which is a feature of this Parliament
and of any other independent assembly wonhy of that
name.

Pages l2 and following of the explanatory statement
are an attempt to justify the derogations with which
we are concerned on the basis of the derogations
conrained in the Act of 20 September 1976 and in individual national legislation.
Ladies and genrlemen, to refer to national procedures
as an explanation of uniform procedure is incomprehensible; the fact remains that none of the derogations
mentioned represents a direct attack on the electoral
system in the strict sense and, taken as a whole, they

tion

very difficult obsucles [o overcome, in rhar it requires
a decision on lhe pan of the Council and subsequenr
ratification by rhe parliaments of the Member Srares,
the fact remains that a decision taken by the European
Parliament on a uniform electoral procedure is of
major imponance in terms of this House's legislative
functions.

It therefore follows that it would be an unpardonable
sin of omission

not to say a major disgrace for this
we- were to fail to take rhe opponuniry
- the obligarion placed on us by the rerms of
and accept
the Treaty. It is not only a question of a Parliamenr's
natural right ro decide on where it should meer, bul
also of irc right to decide according to what legal provisions the Members of this House should be elecred
in the ten Member States.
House

if

Given thar rhe Treary enables
and indeed requires
the European Parliament to -formulare proposals for
-general elections according to a uniform procedure in
all the Member Sutes, it follows rhat this House must
have a vital interest in seeing thar these provisions are
put into effect.
There can be no doubr that rhe dury imposed here on
the European Parliamenr is fraught wirh considerable
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difficulties. National electoral traditions are too deeply

rooted

in

many

of the Member

States

of

the

Community for it to be reasonable to expect a uniform
procedure to be created more or less from scratch.

kt

us take a look, then, at the main characteristics of

any such uniform procedure.

discussions in the Legal Affairs
Committee and its subordinate working panies, a
large majority of the committee took the view that the

Afrcr difficult

to a ProPortional
system to ensure that the major political groupings
were represented in the European Parliament.
seats must be distributed according

In the interests of

optimum balance, any system.we eve-ntually decide on
must guarantee a maximum level of uniformity, and
should help towards creating close and direct relations
between the voters and their elected rePresentatives.
Moreover, the electoral system should be as simple

The Political Affairs Committee proceeded on the
assumption that direct relations between the voters
and their elected representatives should be fostered,
and with a view to achieving this aim, the electoral
system should incorporate certain asepects of election

and clear as possible to make ir comprehensible to the
m an- in - the - s treet.

by personaliry, in that the candidates would be elected
in muld-Member constituencies with between three
and fifteen candidates.

It must also guarantee representation for the major
political groupings in the European Parliament, and
we take ihe view, in a European spirit, that a[[ the
people of the Member States of the Community whose
place of residence is within the Communiry should
enjoy both active and passive voting rights.

Finally
and I make this point with certain reservations - the electoral system eventually chosen should
- possible be linked to the tried and trusted
wherever
procedures well-known to the people of the various
Member States. It is here, though, that we come up
against a problem which makes the task of this House
look something like a mathematician's efforts to
square a circle. Most of the ten Member States have so
far been using a proportional representation system
whereas the United Kingdom has
in various forms
traditionally used the majority voting system.
The rapponeur has already explained the wide variety
of considerations borne in mind by the Political Affairs
Committee and im subordinate working panies with a
view to finding a reasonable compromise between

these two diametrically opposed electoral systems
which would stand a chance of receiving the suppon
of a majority of this House.

shall refrain from going into all the details of the
committee's deliberations as the raPPorteur has

I

You could call this kind of electoral system incorporating personal features a regional list system, but the
very fact that we have incorporated personal features
is a guarantee that the candidates will have to present
rhemselves for election in multi-Member constituences
with a resultant direct link to tlie voters rather than
appearing more or less anonymously on a list.

I

should like to give notice on behalf of the Socialist
Group that we shall be supponing this draft legislation. !7e believe that it incorporates sufficient
uniformity to give equal weight to each vote cast and
is thus a guaran[ee of fair representation in the European Parliament. On the other hand, it incorporates a
variety of opponunities for adapting to national
conventions and thus retaining a degree of flexibility.

That is true, for instance, of the proposal already
referred to by the rapponeur to the effect that 'the
Member States may make provision for preferential
voting within a list', a faciliry which has already been
used in certain Member States and which guarantees
the voter a wide scope for democratic choice. It
applies also ro the proposal for the introduction of a
threshold designed to ensure that the available seats
are not split among myriad political groupings. This
faciliry was used in the first direct elections by France
and the Federal Republic of Germany.

already covered that ground.

The first thing we should be clear in our own minds
about is that the concept of a 'uniform electoral procedure' does not necessarily mean that all the electoral
provisions need be absolutely identical in the ten
Member Sntes. The imponant thing is that there
should be no shortcomings in the major aspects of any
such electoral procedure which would have an effect
on the composition of the European Parliament. Mr
D'Angelosante righdy pointed out on behalf of the
Legal Affairs Committee that it seemed impossible to
sanction any electoral provisions which favoured the

As I said earlier, the introduction of a uniform electoral procedure does not necessarily mean that all the
legal questions to do with the election can be solved
identically. For instance, the draft legislation proposed
by the Polidcal Affairs Committee does not include
any ruling on the minimum age for the active and
passive right to vote. This would have been perfectly
feasible as regards active voting rights, as the minimum

for exercising the active right rc vote is now
years in practically all the Member States. Logically, however, we would then require a ruling on the
minimum age for the right to stand for election, someage
18

interests of one Member State or another or even of
one national pany or another and which, by anificially

thing which is much more difficult to lay down in
European electoral legislation. The fact is that the

affecting this House's representativity, tended to

minimum age for a potential candidate in the Member
States of the European Community varies between

weaken and damage the European Parliament.
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18years in Denmark and the Federal Republic of
Germany and 25 years in Italy and the Netherlands.

The fact that the not unimponant question of the
minimum voting age is not covered by this draft legislation shows clearly that what we have here is merely a
preliminary, i.e. incomplete, standardizarion of electoral legislation provisions for the second direct elections to the European Parliament. Of course, other
provisions will have to be standardized, at some later
stage, to include not only the voting age but also the
admission of panies and electoral groupings or the
increasingly urgent question of the reimbursement of
campaign costs for the panies involved in rhe elecdon.

One highly imponant provision which received the
supporr of a majority of rhe Polirical Affairs
Committee is set out in Anicle 5. Paragraph I says that
'the Member Stares shall grant their citizens the right
to vole irrespective of their place of residence, provided that this place of residence is situated in a
Member State of the European Community'. It was an
intolerable shortcoming of the first direct elections to

the European Parliament that a large number of
Community citizens were unable to vote because their
place of residence at the time of the election was not in
their country of origin. That is something which must
not be allowed to happen again, and we therefore very

directed

at

reversing the outcome

of the

Political

Affairs Committee's deliberations. As I said before,
our decision on this draft legislation is a quesrion of
pre-eminent political imponance for the European
Parliament.

It is in fact a demonstracion of rhis

House's self-respect. \7e realize rhat our drafr still has
to clear the Council and national parliament hurdles,

but

it

must nor be allowed ro come

to grief ar the

hands of the European Parliament itself.
(Applause)

The aim of the draft we have before us today is ro lay
down balanced provisions so as to enable as broad a
spectrum as possible of personalides to be involved in
the construction of Europe. The aim is to open the
door to the kind of Members who have a genuine
political desire to work towards that end, and ro
ensure that, in the second legislative period of the

directly elected European Parliament, we have a
House which is ready and willing ro rake decisions
and prepared to make progress in rhe inrerests of
Europe. A uniform electoral procedure is an imponant
step on the road to the crearion of a specifically European consciousness and a significant milestone on rhe
road towards European Union.
(Applause)

much welcome this move as a first step towards the
creation of a future European nationality.

Another imponant step forward is taken with
Anicle 5(2) of the repon, which was
as the rapporteur mentioned
adopted by a -majority of the
- initiative of the Socialist Group.
committee on the
According to this provision, 'the Member States shall
grant the nationals of the Member States the right to
vote providing they have been resident in the country
for at least five years'. It must be made clear, however,
that each person is allowed only one vote, and I
should therefore like to ask you to give your suppon
to the clarifying Amendment number 56 tabled by
myself on behalf of the Socialist Group.

President.
I call the Group of the European
- (Christian-Democratic Group).
People's Pany

Mr

Bocklet.

(DE)

Mr

For that reason,

it is impossible to prescribe a pafli-

cular electoral procedure without bearing in mind the
existing pany structure and the special characteristics

of the political room for
It would indeed be a major step forward in Europe if
we were thus to guarantee that a Community citizen
who has lived for some length of dme in a country
other than his country of origin has the chance to
panicipate in the election in his country of residence
rather than his country of origin. I would add that a
majority of Socialist Group does not think it reasonable for this alternative right to vote to be granted
after only two years' residence. On the other hand, we
think it essential for the proposal put forward by us
and incorporated in the draft as Anicle 5(2) ro be
included in the repon on the grounds that the opportunity to vote in the country of residence constitutes a
definite step forward in Europe.

No fewer than 95 amendmenrs have been tabled, thus
demonstrating the amount of interest there is in this
subject. However, some of the amendments are clearly

President, ladies and

gentlemen, any- decision on an electoral system goes
beyond the mere technicalities of the election of
Members and in fact constitu[es a decision of principle
on the political system of which the elections are pan.

manoeuvre available

to

us.

The question of which criteria should be applied to
such an electoral system is panicularly valid in the case

of a

political Community whose decision-making

structure is still in its infanry.

The answer to this question of the right form of electoral legislatiori constitutes essentially an answer to the

of the status of the European Parliament
within the institutional structure of the European
question

Community. In more specific terms, what this amounts
to from our point of view is what is the task of the
European Parliament and what should it be doing in
the interests of the people of Europe. Mirabeau said in
his famous speech in 1789 that parliament should be a
map in miniature of the people. His concern
as the
heir to the promgonists of Rationalism and the- Enlighwas [o ensure that the various '65121s5'
tenment
equating -to today's panies or political movements -

-
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were represented in parliament in proportion to their
in acknowledgstanding in society. And let me add

- that the idea of
colleagues
comparing a parliament with a map was nothing new
ment

thus enable personal links to be retained to a large
extent on a regional basis.

of our Bridsh

at the time of the French Revolution. In fact, it first
saw the light of day in the writings of Edmund Burke
and James !flilson in the second half of the 18th

because of specifically British circumit -had no electoral repercussions in Britain
stances
itself. As- far as we Christian Democrats are concerned,
the essential element in the quest for a uniform elec-

century, but

toral procedure is to ensure lhat the European Parliament genuinely represenr all rhe people of the
Community, because the fact is that, without represenation, people canno[ become a part of the polirical
opinion and decision-making process and thus cannot
become integrated into the political life of the
Community. That seems to us to be all the more
imponant given that the European Communiry is still
only feeling its way rowards integration in the form of
political union. For [hat reason, ir is imponant that as

many Europeans as possible with differing

views

should meet together in the European Parliament,
which means in effect that the European Parliament
must reflect a politically miniaturized map of Europe,
as Mirabeau said. That is the basic justification for our
demand for the establishment of proportional representation in elections in the European Parliament.

There is another reason, though. In a Europe in which

the concept of national equaliry is of

paramount

imponance, we cannot simply accept the principle that
votes cast be given the same quantitative weight. !7e
must commit ourselves to ensuring rhat each vote is
also bestowed with more or less the same success
value, and that is precisely the essential advantage of

proponional representation over majority voting,
the fact that vinually no votes are 'lost'.

i.e.

It

is, of course, true that one of the disadvantages of
rhe list sysrcm which is always used in conjunction
with proponional representation is a tendency for
votes for specific persons to be given something of a
back seat, and this is a phenomenon which is bound to
be of concern to a Christian-Democratic party, one of
whose tenets is the principle of personaliry. Given the
impracticability of a combination of constituency and
list voting on the lines of the elections to the Italian
as a
Senate or to the German Bundestag of 1949

result of the insuperable problem of

-

excessive

we have therefore come out in favour of
- the proportional representation system,
regionalizing
using multi-member constituencies with the possibility
mandates

of a 'preferential' list sysrcm. The advantage of this
combination is that the kind of regional cohesion
which is characteristic of the majority voting system

Moreover, this electoral procedure for the first time
elevates the regions of Europe to the level of represen-

tation of the people of Europe in the European Parliament, which means [hat the Member States represented in the Council will be confronted with the full
range and variety of the regions of Europe
the
other face of Europe is represented by the European
Parliament. As such, this procedure will greatly assist
the process of integration, and for this reason, we are
unable to support, the amendment which seeks to reinstate national lists in favour of this regional solution.

In the run-up to today's

debate, we have sometimes
heard the fear expressed that the proposed uniform
electoral procedure would not in fact be a uniform
procedure at all because cenain details would be left
up to the Member States. The fact is, though, that
uniform is not synonymous with identical, but is aimed
simply at guaranteeing roughly the same success value
to all the vo[es cast. It therefore makes sense to leave
all those deuils which do not have to be decided on at
European level to the judgment of the Member States
ro unable a certain degree of account to be taken of the
different political traditions in the various Member
States. Vhat we have here, then, is a European framework with national development potential, which
none [he less complies with the uniformity criterion in
the sense of a roughly similar success value for each
vote cast.

Anicle 4(2) is no exception to this rule, as it merely
sets out to cover certain special cases and is now
formulated such as to allow neither the extension a/
infinitum of the list of special cases nor the resignation
of an entire Member Sate. I believe this point has
been recognized by the British Members, otherwise
they would not have tabled an amendment seeking to
add hisrcrical factors to the existing special geographical or ethnic factors.

Let us be quite clear about this: the relative majority
voting system can in no circumstances be introduced
or retained in a Member State is a special factor by
virtue of Anicle 4(2).
Nor do w) think much of the idea of lisdng the special
cases in Anicle 4(2). For one thing, the list in the
proposed amendment is incomplete, and for another,
it would create precisely the grounds for complaint for
others which we have set out to avoid in the existing
text. Finally, no consideration whatsoever is given to
the new Member States resulting from the southerly
enlargement of the Community.

can be retained to some degree even within a propor-

tional representation system on the grounds that
multi-Member constituencies which are flexible
enough rc be adapted to regional circumstances are in
themselves a regional basis for the compilation of lists

and the election and political work

of Members and

As the present draft produced by the Political Affairs
Committee is on the whole in line with my Group's
own ideas, we have confined ourselves to mbling just a

few amendments which are mainly of a technical
nature and which serve the aim of harmonizing the
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Acr of 20 Seprember 1976 with the present draft legislation and of clarifying a number of points in the
present draft. Only on one point are we requesting an
amendment to the existing draft, i.e. Article 5(2) and
(4). Our aim in so doing is to ensure that every citizen
of the Community can take pan in the elections to the
European Parliamant in his own country, either physically in the country itself or by postal voting or by
depositing his vote in one of his country's consular
offices.

Even the most European of sentiments cannot ignore
the fact that the right to vote is linked to rights of citizenship in one of the Member States, and that the
number of Members per Member State is laid down in
the Treaties. If people were to be granted the right to
vote after completing five years' residence in another
Member State, a major change would take place in the
representation structure of that Member State, a fact
which is brought out with dramatic clarity in the case
of Luxembourg.
Let me say in conclusion that we agree that this draft
is not the last word on lhe question of voting rights,
but will have to be supplemenrcd and filled out on
cenain poinr at a later time.
and we
The decision we are called on to take today
should like to thank our colleague Mr Jean-Seitlinger
most sincerly for the preparatory work he has put in
constitutes an acid rcst for the ability of the Euro-pean Parliament in the legislative field. It is up to us
today to rise to the occasion.

Unfonunately, it is the opinion of this group that the
system proposed today does not meet these admirable

criteria. '!7e have accordingly tabled Amendment

No 45. This amendment. seeks ro establish, as our

common electoral sysrcm, rhe addirional-Member
system. Under this system, there would be a mixture of
Members elected directly in single-Member constituencies and those elected from regional or national
lists to top up the numbers of each political pany. This
system is used in the Federal Republic of Germany. It

is a compromise between the system used in the
French national elections and the French European
elections. It is, in our opinion, sufficiently flexible to
be acceptable in all Member States. It does conform to
those criteria of Mr Seitlinger which I have already
mentioned and would guarantee the representation in
this House

of the main political forces in

each

Member State.

Mr

President, we oppose the system proposed in the
Seitlinger report, because it destroys the direct relationship between a voter and his personal respresentative here in Strasbourg. \fle also oppose it because it is
open to too much abuse
same abuses which we
- the
have seen already in the last
2t/z years with our presen[
different systems. For example, the possibiliry for
leaders of national political panies ro stand for rhe
European Parliament and never take their seat, or

rarelyattend,...
(Applause)
. . . The possibiliry for Members from the same party
to be changed around ad infinitum without reference

to the electorare. These abuses do not further democPresident.

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

Lord Douro.

Mr President,

European Parliament

the Treaties require the

to devise a uniform electoral
procedure for the elections to this House. The drafters
of the Treaty must have realized what an immensely
complicated and daunting responsibiliry that places on
us. In the Political Affairs Commitrce and a subcommittee therof, we have worked for the last 2t/z years to
produce a system which would, we believe, be acceptable in all Member Srates. That work began wel[, and
we were fonunate in having Mr Seidinger as the
rapporteur. In one of his first documents, he defined
the criteria for a uniform system. These included the

racy in the European Community nor in this House.

This group, Mr President, has firmly supponed the
principle of a uniform electoral system. Ve have
sought to be constructive at every stage of the work of
the subcommittee, as those who served on rhat
subcommittee will know. The system which we are
proposing today is recognized as one of the main
systems of proponional representation, and it was one
of the first proposals of the rapponeur.

In

proposing the additional-Member system, many

following:

members of this group are conscious that it might well
involve them losing their sears. This is a measure of rhe
steps we have been prepared to take in order to seek
compromise and consensus. !7e do nor feel that other

a) there must be maximum uniformity;

sacrifices.

b) room must be allowed for national peculiarities;

It is my opinion, Mr President, that it is most unlikely
that the Council will be able to accept unanimously the
Seitlinger proposal unless it is amended. (I am very
glad to see that the President-in-Office of the Council
is present here today to listen rc this debate, and in a
sense my following remarks are addressed rc him.) Ve
have therefore tabled a funher amendment, amongst
others, to invite the Council to refer this matter back

c) the elctoral system should resemble the models tried
in each Member Stare and trusted by their cirizens and
should not neglect the values at the core of polidcal

life; and

d) the electoral

system should help to create direct
contact between voters and their representatives.

groups have been prepared

rc make such personal
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to Parliament in case they are unable ro agree. The
Treaties only give to Parliamen[ one opporrunity to
initiate legisladon. Thar opponuniry we a.e t"i.ing
today. Once we have voted this afrernoon, the initiative will be over. There will be nothing funher that
Parliament can do if the Council is unable, or refuses,
to agree and to enacr rhe proposal. Ve rherefore
believe ir is in rhe best interesrs of those who wish ro
see a uniform sysrem rhar rhe Council should refer rhis
back to us rarher than do norhing.
There is a funher danger in whar we are doing. Many
of us gave a commitment to do our best to enzu.e thar
in 1984 all citizens of the Community, resident in the

Community, could vore
Because

system

in

European

elecrions.

of rhe controversy surrounding the electoral

it is most unlikely, unless the Seitlinger

proposal is amended, that ir will be pur into effecr by
1984. It is therefore imporrant to persuade the governments of the Member States to legislare separaiely on
this point, or ro enacr parr 2 ol the Seitlingir proposal

on its own. This is rhe substance of Lady Elles,
Amendmenr No 44, which I commend to the House.
Mr

President, we much regrer that we are unable to
agree with the proposal conrained in Mr Seirlinger's

resolution. Everyone should undersrand that -this
group has nor been and is not being obsrrucrive. In a
continued spirit of compromise we urge rhis House to
support rhe amendments rabled in the names of my
honourable friend Mr Fergusson and myself on behaif
of our group, so rhar we may hare a unifo.m elecroral
system for this House as soon as possible.

President.

-

I call rhe Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Piquet.
(FR) Mr President, we are roday carrying out the mandate
conferred upon us by rhe September 1976 Acr, and rhis projecr on which we havC been
working must of course follow rhe normal path: firsr
the Council of Minisrers, where every Member State
will express its own views, and then the appropriare
constitutional path leading to adoption by the narional
parliaments. I would add, though, rhar as we all realize
there is a wide difference of opinion amongsr the Ten
on this problem and we musr rherefore be realistic
about it. I would also add rhar if rhe election merhod
has ir own significance ir is not that
some of our
- isasbringing
colleagues are maintaining
which
our'
work into disrepute. That, in-our view, srems from our
own inabiliry to solve the real problems facing our
Community.
Having said that, we supporr rhe proposal in the main

although there are a number of poinrs such as the
system of political alliances which we cannor supporr,
remembering the scandalous polirical effects they have
had in our own counrry. Ve agree that the proposal
before us should be based upon proporrional representation, [hat is to say on [he system which allows rhe

elector ro express his choice in rhe mosr democraric
manner possible. You will abeady be aware that in
France the new majority has declared imelf in favour
of proponional representation in all elections. In other
words we are supporrers of proportional respresentation at national level just as we are at the European
level for rhe election of this Assembly. However,
precisely because we wish ro see such a democraric
step forward, we are fully aware of the different
history and reality of orher counrries, and we realize
that those differences prevenr all ten Member Srares
from keeping in step all rhe time.

In our own country, therefore, there can be no question of going backwards: proportional representation
already exists within a sysrem of a single narional
constituency. That is why we are proposing thar each
country should progress at irs own pace rowards a
democratic elecroral sysrem wirhin the Ten and
- thisa
I stress
decide for imelf. For us democracy implies
respect -for diversiry and for narional characteristics.
That is the reason behind rhe two amendments which
we have tabled, which aim at insrituring grearer electoral democracy rhrough proporrional represenrarion,
whilst at the same rime leaving to each Member Srate

,lr. responsibility for implementing the principle
depending on its own siruarion. It is of course, Mr
President, upon [he success or failure of our amendments that our own vores will ulrimately depend.
President.

-

I call the Liberal and Democraric Group.

Mr Haagerup.
(DK)
President, how ofren do
- that Mr
we hear complainr
this Parliament has roo lirtle
influence and rhar it spends its rime on roo many
trifling details which are way above the heads of the
people of Europe. Today we are concerned wirh a
question which affects all Communiry voters and
which is the responsibiliry and rask of rhis Parliamenr.
As regards harmonization, I hope and believe that we
shall today adopt a proposal for a uniform electoral
procedure for the 1984 European elections. The
Treaty requires us to do so, rhe Council has asked us
to do so and now, afrcr 2t/z years' work, which has by

no

means been easy bur which

is now at

last

completed, it has become possible.

As it will be appreciated, the Liberal and Democratic
Group, perhaps more than any other group, welcomes
that result. Here is an elecroral sysrem based on democratic principles which gives all our citizens rhe vore,
irrespective of where they live in the Communiry, and
here is an electoral sysrem based on proporr,ional
representarion which will rhus correctly and fairly
reflect the wishes of the electorate in the coming
European elections. The imponance which we Liberals
have attached ro the adoption of such an electoral
system may be seen not only from our many pron-
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ouncements and manifestos over the years, but also
from the fact that my group has, since the task was
broached in Parliament in 1979, made our most prominent member and Parliament's most experienced
European, Jean Rey, available for that work and, with

Parliament's consent, made him Chairman of the
sub-committee concerned with the future law on elections. Our thanks are due to that great European also
for that spade-work he put in during his first year as a
member of this House, before deciding to retire on
grounds of age, but not as everyone knows, of old age.

I

should also like

Seitlinger,

for

to thank our

spokesman, Mr
the sterling work he has done and I

extend my thanks not only on behalf of my own
group, but also in my capaciry as Chairman of the
special sub-committee which until recently had the
difficult task of attempting to draw all the threads
together and which is once more supponing Mr
Seitlinger in his attempt to find a proposal which will
carry a large majority in this House rcday. Mr Presidenr today is a milestone in the history of both the
Parliament and the EEC. At a time when unfonunately there is all too little to rejoice about in the way
things are going in the EEC, we are delighted ro note
that a significant majority of almost all groups and
panies and of almost all Member States are making it
clear that they would like a more uniform electoral

system in the 1984 European elections and in future
elections. I say 'almost all' since, as we all know, the
British electoral system for the European elections is a
real stumbling block in this matter and I shall therefore deliver the rest of my speech in English and
address myself especially and more directly to my
English friends and colleagues.

President.

-

constitutes a special problem is, of course, something
which is by no means overlooked by me or by -y
group. I can assure Mr Fergusson and his colleague
that this is the case.

May I remind him and this House, Mr President, that
the panies fighting jointly on the Liberal and Democraric platform in June 1979 polled almost l2 million
votes and secured 39 seats. The panies now making up
the European Democrats polled less than 7 million
votes and got 63 sears. Now, Mr President, no doubr
democracy is inevitably a rough and ready affair, but
no form of democracy can justify so great a dismrtion
of the will of the people.

Mr President, this is not just a question of injustice to
the British electorate; it is a matter of imponance for
the whole Community if one Member State, and especially one of the larger ones, has an electoral system
which makes it possible for a parry polling half the
vores to get three-quaners of the seats for that State
and a pany polling over 12 0/o to get none at all. This
means thar the whole balance of the European Parliament. is uPser.

I remind all Members
Now, it is quirc possible,
- and
that
in a future election a relaof Parliament of this
- to anti-European socialism
tively small shift of votes
and I am not in any way accusing the group I am
-addressing now of being anti-European in Britain
- unfair left
could produce an unrepresentative and
majority in this Chamber, if the present system is
maintained in the United Kingdom. I think, Mr President, that this is wonh recalling.

I call Mr Fergusson.
But of all the arguments

Fergusson.

and I did listen carefully to

- sx/,
what Lord Douro had to
I

want to ask Mr Haagerup
- simply
whether he is aware
that the Brirish group, as he calls

Mr

Now the fact, Mr President, that we are here faced
with a situation where the British position as such

it, is in fact in favour of a uniform system and has
consistently held this view.

Mr Haagerup.- (DK) As I have just said, I shall give
the rest of my speech in English.
(The speaher continued in English)

And I must say that I am slightly disappointed by the
inrcrruption of my friend, Mr Fergusson, because I
think he ignores the fact that I listened most attentively to what his colleague, Lord Douro, said as the
first speaker for the European Democritic Group.

I am absolutely aware of the position the Euroand I repeat the European
pean Democratic Group
has taken in this Parliament.
Democratic Group

Yes,

-

marshalled against
the proponional system as envisaged by a large majority

-

of this Parliament, there is one that I think is more
serious than others, and that is the one which concerns
the personal link between the voter and his representa-

in rhis Parliament. I think a parliament that
unavoidably meerc hundreds of miles away from the
great majority of its voters, and is in fact in continental
isolarion from Great Britain, makes it very difficult for
any Member to have close personal links with his or
her voters. This is not a problem peculiar to Britain; it
is a problem for all of us. It is so difficult, Mr President, rhar an opinion poll conducted 18 months after
the first European elections by the British Consumers
Association's magazine lVbich found that only 5 0/o of
British voters knew who their Member of the European Parliamen[ was. That, Mr President, in spite of
the facr, as I am only roo happy to tesdfy, that the
Bridsh Members here work hard and are conspicuous
by their attendance.
rives

Now why is it being alleged, Mr President, that

a

proponional system adopted here by this Parliament,
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Haagerup

and hopefully by the Council, would be contagious

and would infect,

ir is

claimed, the House of

Commons? I see no reason for that. Ve are not trying
to impose a specific sysrem on British narional elecuons.

I have a personal preference, but
rhat's neither here nor there because I'm not a vorer in
Great Britain. I think I should be allowed to remind
Now, of course,

this House, Mr President, that during the time

we

have had opinion polls on proportional representation

in British elections, support for such a system has
never fallen below 60 0/o and the suppon for the
existing system has never reached 30 %. In fact the
latest poll, published on 20 February in the Gaardian,
showed 65 0/o in favour of proponional represenrarion

and only 18 0/o against. Now I am far from thinking
that politicians should only pay attention to opinion
polls, but in the face of such repeated and clear-cut
evidence it would nol be correct to say that proportional representation is unwelcome to the British
people, and I am happy to note that Lord Douro made
no such claim in his speech.

Mr President, I shall now conclude. It is our duty
make propothat is the dury of this Parliament
- to
sals in this matter. It is the duty of the Council and of
the parliaments of Member States rc dispose. If we
speak clearly today and if the Council and national
parliaments have the interest. of the Communiry and
the values of parliamentary democracy at heart, [hen
this repon and this resolution will mke their place
among the hismric constitutional advances of the
people of Europe.

My second observation is thar I can see no conflict in
the fact that there exists in a single country an electoral law of one particular type for the national parliament and a different law for the European election.
Vithin a country one is concerned with finding a
majority to govern in such a way that the government
representing that majority is in a posirion ro tovern:

the majority requirement is therefore imperative.
\Tithin this assembly, on rhe other hand, we are

concerned with bringing rcgether the various currents
of European opinion so as to gain a wide-ranging view
of European problems.

In consequence it is perfectly acceptable and normal,
and in no way inconsistent, that in a single country
there should be a majoriry law for the management of
the State and a proportional law in the. same country
for European elections. There is no inconsisrency in
that. And that is my second observation.

My third is concerned with the objective which we are
pursuing today, namely ro arrive, if possible, at a
uniform system. \7hy should we be doing so?

Firstly, because we must respect the
Secondly, because quite clearly any diversity

President.

I call the Group of the European

Progressive-Democrarc.

of

elec-

toral law will diminish the already diminished legitimacy of this Assembly. !7e must also see, though, that

beyond the reduced legidmacy which srcms from
differing electoral laws there lies a litde funher down
the same road something very much more serious
which will very quickly become an obstacle if we wish
to make progress towards legidmacy, and that is rhe
ratio of seats to electors. If we wish ro be an assembly

which
(Applause)

Treaties.

is

moving rowards legitimary, we

musr,

evidently, raise the question of the number of sears per
counry and this will be the next stage of our debare.
One man, one vote is a democratic truth, and if we
wish to advance towards true democracy we must,
quite apan from our concerns of roday, take sreps in
that direction. This must not be forgorren.

\7hat kind of uniform law? As an assembly we
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
Mr de la Maline.
Ben[lemen, I have four very quick commenm to make
on the debate which we are holding here today.

question

of

upon whether the objective is a constituent assembly, a

government majority or quite siraply a Bovernment
one will quite normally tend towards a proponional
sysrcm for a constituent assembly or a majoriry system
if one is seeking a working majority and a government. There is, therefore, no absolute truth but a
series of laws which must be adopted according to the
objective which is being sought. That is my first observation.

censure, essentially

a

consultative

assembly. Our Assembly is here ro express currents

of

thought on panicular Community problems as rhey
cross Europe.

My first is that any electoral law must be drawn up
with a view to the function it is to sewe. Depending

are,

with the exception of a few budgetary marters and the

It

seems

quite normal shat as a Consult-

ative Assembly with an obligadon ro represenr various
shades of opinion we should rcnd towards proportional represenrarion. That is what rhe rapponeur is
proposing to us and I think thar it is indeed the direction we should be raking. The rapponeur proposes a
proponional electoral law within a framework . . .

President.
Mr de la Maldne, will you please be so
good as to- conclude. You have already exceeded the
four minutes which were allowed to you.
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Mr de la Maline.

(FR)

I am grateful

to you, Mr

- that out to me, and with your
President, for pointing
warning in mind I shall be concluding.

The rapporteur is proposing a local law. Though we
are not, on the face of it, against the proposal, we are
not in favour of it either. Ve are not here as the
elected Members 'for', but as the Members elected
'by', that is to say that we are here as the representatives not of local interests but of regional interests. Ve
are not middlemen, and we are not representatives of
Iocal interest. In consequence, we consider that the
argument for personal representation and local representation is not conclusive. It is for that reason thar we
tend to favour a general proportional system and that,
Mr President, you will be pleased to know, is my
conclusion.

President.
I call the Group for the Technical Coor- Defence
dination and
of Independent Groups and
Members.

Mr

Gendebien.

-

(FR)

Mr

President, ladies and

Bentlemen, it is my wish that one day there may be a
united federation of European peoples which will form
a single vast electoral constituency covering the entire
territory of the Community, that one day every candidate may quite naturally count on the vote of every

European citizen, no matter what his nationality or
where he lives. The Parliament so produced, the Parliament of the people of Europe would of course be
balanced by a chamber of European peoples, in other
words a regionally-based senate in which, following
the example of the senate in the United States of
America, each region designated an equal number of
representatives in such a way that neither weight of
numbers nor pany politics exercised undue influence.

'Vhat

rcday seems like revolution will seem tomorrow
like no more than reform. Pur anorher way, roday's
utopianism is tomorrow's realism. [f you doubt me,
ladies and Bentlemen, I would simply ask you what,
otherwise, could our predecessors who believed in the
impossible have succeeded in building in 1945.

I know that the times

are hard

have they ever, in

- dream is therefore
fact, been otherwise?
and my
that, if we are to make progress despire everything, the

1984 elecdon should be founded on a few major principles: perhaps a little less ambitious rhan those I have
just put to you.

The European elecroral system of the future

his own country no matter where his

10.3. 82

residence.

Cenainly, in the future an individual must be allowed
to stand in any.country..And the right to vote must be
given to any citizen aged 16 or over from any Member
State, without any particular requirements as to length
of residence.

The second basic principle is that rhe system musr be
simple and, the proposed proponional list system has

our approval in this respect since it is understandable
and therefore likely to encourage the elector ro vore.

Thirdly and lastly, it is essential that such an elecroral
system is democratig a shining example of democracy,
and recognizable as such by the elector. And here I
must unhesitatingly oppose the proposal put to us by
the Political Affairs Commirtee, th)t of the electoral
threshold which has been in force in France and in
Germany since 1979, under which a list is ignored in
the allocation of seats if it fails to reach a preser
percentage of votes. Such a practice is inadmissible in
principle and dangerous in practice. By what principle,

I ask, by what basic right can one rhrow our in
advance a given number of votes? The very principles
of universal suffrage are at stake. From the pracrical
point of view where can the limit be ser? If it is 30lo or
it not be 100/o tomorrow? This
it is absurd as
well. Imagine a country in which a dozen lists all
achieved fewer than 50/o of. votes casr but berween
50/o

now, why should

practice couns political prohibition, but

them achieved 450/o the other 550/o would between rhem
elect every single member. The rapponeur has been
bold enough to say thar 4-90/o is an unrepresenrarive
minority. That is very serious. Yes, it is a minority but
unrepresenutive
what can he mean by rhar? \flith
5 . 50/0, 60/o or 70/o of the vores are rhe German liberals
representative or not? Looking at things in rhar way I
can say that I am much more jusdfiably represenrarive
here than Mr Bangemann, since my list obtained 200/o
of the votes in rhe 1979 elections !

I

must therefore plead with Parliament to reject this
concept of an electoral threshold. There are afteady de
facto wchnical rhresholds: they are enough. \7hy add
to them a blow against democrary? Europe sees itself
as the model of political libeny and yet here in Strasbourg, in France, the home of human rights and universal suffrage, we are proposing to raise barriers
against minorities who are no less than us a part of the
substance of Europe. If a majority approves the principle of an electoral threshold then it will be raken as
an admission by the traditional panies that they are
afraid of the unknown and the new. People will say
that those parties are admitting that they have done
nothing to further Europe's progress during the last
20 years, and that they are afraid of a challenge.

musr,

evidently, first of all be Europeaz. The proposal before
us is a step forward since any individual may stand in

Mr President, what is also involved in this question of
an electoral threshold is the necessary diversity of
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thought in European society: rhar diversiry is an indicator of our vitality and of our individuality.
,

IN THE CHAIR: MR POUL MOLLER
Vice-President

And, what is more, paragraph 3 refers only to
combining the lists submitted in rhe various constituencies, and not to combined lists for several consrituencies. The main objection [o rhis roned-down
cons[i[uency sysrem is that if, for insrance, fifteen
members are elected per constituency, the threshold is
in fact 70/o of the votes casr, compared with a rhreshold of 300/o for rhree-member consr.iruencies. In
other words, what we have here is not proportional
rePresentation.

If this system had been in operation in

President.

-

I call the non-attached Members.

(NL) Mr Presidenr, we welcome
Mr De Goede.
the European Parliament's
initiadve on rhe electoral
procedure to be adopted for rhe 1984 elections, if only
for the fact that we found it very difficult to give our
support to the way in which the 1979 election was
carried out, for [wo reasons. Firsdy, the system used in
the United Kingdom meant that the Conservatives
won 60 of the 81 seats, far more than was proporrionally their due, the result of which is that the balance of
power in this House is weighted too heavily to the
right. Secondly, there was roo much bungling, with
the election being held on different days and with days
of waiting for the final results.
Is the Seitlinger report really a major improvement?

'\fle

think not, and I should like to explain why. To my

of establishing a uniform electoral
procedure was to give the elections a genuinely Euromind, the idea

pean character. However, in the draft as it stands,
what we have are still essentially national elections.
The draft we have before us really does not do much
more than round off the sharpest edges of the British
constituency system, while at the same time the other
Member States are required, by way of compromise,
to make substantial concessions on proportional repre-

Ve shall only have truly European elections
proper European parties to be
founded, and there is no indication of that in this
proposal. Dutch citizens are still able to vote only for
sentation.

once

it is possible for

Dutch candidates.

I am very much mistaken, Article 2 prescribes a
kind of toned-down constituency system, although rhe
text of paragraphs 2 and 3 is highly misleading. ParaUnless

graph

2 refers to constituencies,

meanI

in fact is electoral

whereas what is

1979, the probable result would have been that we should have had
not four, but only two Dutch panies in the European
Parliment. According to Article 3, the d'Hondt sysrem
is to be used for the allocation of the remaining seats,
and here I mke issue wirh paragraph 2, which states
that 'in the case of preferential voting, the seats shall

be allocated on the basis of the number of votes
secured by each of the candidates on the lisr
concerned'. I wonder why paragraph 2 does not
include the rider that rhe Member Stares may decide
that the list order can be altered in certain cases as a
result of preferential voting.

As regards Article 4, I wonder what is the point of
leaving it up to the Member States ro introduce a
threshold when, after all, fifteen representatives can be

elected from a single consdtuency, which gives an
effective rhreshold of 7o/0. And rhere is still the question, as I mentioned just now, of wherher the rhreshold is a fair one. 'I7e think not. The cut-off point in
elections in the Federal Republic of Germany, for instance, is 50/0, and the second paragraph of Article 4 is
just as vague. The fact is that rhe Member States can

of special geographical factors in
dividing their territory up into constiruencies, as provided for in Anicle 2(2). Nor do I find it any easier to
[ake account

imagine what is meant by taking account of ethnic
factors. Does it mean that, for instance, Scots should
cast their votes only for Scottish candidates? Finally,
Mr President, Anicle 5 is just as illogical in thar rhe
Member States are required to 'granr their cirizens the
right to vote irrespective of their place of residence'.
Given rhe provisions of paragraph 1, ir is difficulr rc
see why there was any need for paragraph 2, which
states tha['the Member Smtes shall grant the narionals
of other Member States rhe right ro vote provided they
have been resident in rhe counrry for at least five
years'. In other words, some people will be able ro
vote twice.

districts, which is quite

different from what we in the Netherlands understand
by 'constituencies'. As a result of our system of lists
and the amalgamation of uniform lism in different
constituencies, what we have in fact is a single
coherent electoral area. However, Anicle 2 states that
rhere must be different candidates in the various
constituencies and that 'a minimum of three and a
maximum of fifteen representatives shall be elected'.

Finally, we have Article 7, which is the only pan of the

proposal

for which I can raise any

enthusiasm.

According to this anicle, the elections are to be held in
the Member States on, say, a Monday, so that the
resulrc of the election can be made known immediately
afterwards, unlike the situation in 1979, when the
ballot boxes had rc remain sealed for a number of
days, with all the attendant risks.
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conclusion, Mr President, I realize that our
p'oposal is expecting a lot of our British colleagues in
ti e Community. However, I believe it is something we
must do. The United Kingdom is the only Member
Starc of the European Community where the principle
ol proponional representation is not used in European
eh:ctions, and even in the UK, there are cases where
PII is used
instance,
Northern Ireland. If I
- forto end on ainsomewhat
m:ry be allowed
critical note,
pe'haps it is wonh giving some thought to what is
going on in pany polidcs in the United Kingdom and
what repercussions that will have on the British electoral system. Perhaps our Bridsh colleagues do not

In

I call Mr Penders.

(NL) Mr President, is the Seitlinger
Mr Penders.
proposal the -ideal European electoral procedure? Of
course, it is not, because otherwise we would have
genuinely European lists covering a single European
constituency. So long as a citizen of Ireland cannot
vote for an ltalian candidate, there can be no question
of genuinely European elections.
But we must be realisdc. Given the current state of
integration
people would even say disintegra- some
tion
such
an enormous step forward would be
reminiscent
of kamikaze tactics. None the less, the
Political Affairs Committee and Mr Seitlinger in
panicular have succeeded in drawing up a uniform
electoral procedure. The reason why this is such an
imponant move is that we are chereby complying with
the terms of Anicle 7 of the Act of 20 September 1976.
It will thus rid us of the criticism heard from governments, parliaments and the public at large rc the effect
that we, the European Parliament, are not puttint our
own house in order. Ve must not give the Member
States' governments and parliamens the opponunity
and the excuse to dodge the electoral legislation issue
and then put the blame on the European Parliament.

realize how progressive, modern and forward-thinking
they would be in supponing the Seitlinger report.

Prelident.

-

I call Mr Fergusson.

Mr Fergusson. Mr President, as the Political Affairs
Conrmittee was- concluding its work on this matter, I
gav€ notice that I would not leave the Parliament
ignorant of the circumstances in which it reached its
opin on. I hope that those who are unfamiliar with this
unhappy fragment of Parliament's history will listen
and take warning. The subcommittee on electoral

first met under our respected
Mr Jean Rey, eventually ended irc effons
last ()ctober when the Political Affairs Committee

proccdure, which
collerrgue

Mr

Seitlinger concentrated on two very imponant
right ro vote. I
should also like to take this opportunity of thanking
Mr Bocklet for all the work he has put in with a view

prop(r set up yet another working pany charged with
bring ng the business to a conclusion, with definitive

to clarifying the situation.

Meml,er system. At that point, an extraordinary
change came over the progress of this repon. The

issues, i.e. the voting system and the

what system should we choose? Of course, we must
be reasonable in all this. Ve cannot simply expecr our
respective national sysrcms to be adopted by the other
nine Member States. For insmnce, we in the Netherlands are firmly committed to the principle of proportional representation, but we have shown ourselves
ready and willing to accept cenain slight elemenm of a
constituency system. The German sysrcm would seem
to have definite attractions
basically a system of
So

- with a constituency
proporcional representation,
system for the allocation of sear. However, I have
come to the conclusion that the German sysrcm would

not work in the Netherlands, where you would have
12 or 13 electoral districts, but many times that
number of panies contesting the election

and that

is, after all, the incorrigible Durch way. -As a resulr,
you would have practically no one elected on rhe
constituency system, with everything being left up rc
the list, and the upshot would be a chaotic siruation
which would totally confuse rhe vorers. The system
currently in use in the Netherland
propor- strict
tional represenrarion and subsequenr
allocation of
sear by reference to electoral districts divided, for
instance, by the major rivers

to us.

-

is perfecdy acceptable

reconrmendations based

both on

constituency

members and those supplied from party lism, an added

worki rg pany, joined by colleagues from Germany,
and n,rtably one of the Liberal persuasion

Parliament

will note that there is no German Liberal- present who
would be here except for his presence on the list

that w >rking pany, in defiance of the Polidcal Affairs
Committee's agreement, decided to consider and
eventu,rlly brought forward an exclusive list system for
the cornmittee's approval. That is now before you. It
will be noted that this development closely coincided
with the mounting excitement of the presidendal election canpaign. Quite suddenly, a large majority was
found in the committee for a sysrem which, two
months previously,

it

had specifically rejected

and

which, ,ts the number of amendments now before you
perhaps indicates, it has failed properly to consider.
kt it be absolutely clear that the current proposals
were nct reached in that committee in any spirit of
comprornise whatever, thac they closely reflect she
specific electoral requirements of a particular set of
Member; in this Parliament, and cannot be said to be
brought :efore this House uninfluenced by extraneous
political,:onsiderations.

My

grotrp's own amendments, as you are aware,
attempt r.o restore the position which the Political
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Affairs Committee had freely reached last autumn. Mr
Haagerup in his speech did nor seem to have realized
that the European Democratic Group has in fact
accepted a PR system. There are [wo other systems
proposed today by members of his group. This seems
to me a tragic end to the European Parliament's first
arrempt to exercise its sole right rc initiate legislation. It
is tragic because, although Parliament may technically
have fulfilled its obligations, we all know that there is
nor rhe ghost of a chance that this system will be
accepted by all Member States in the Council or, for
that matter, by all rhe national parliaments.

which is hallowed by the Treaties. !7e are called
upon not to express our opinions or our hopes, but to

draft a law which, if it is to be a law, must have the
necessary characteristics of precision, of clarity and of
coherence. Our responsibility is all the greater since
we are faced with that most delicate of questions, the
electoral rules which shape the quality and the very
nature of this House itself.

The uniform electoral procedure, should we finally
adopt it, must indeed serve to consolidate the institutional stabiliry of the European Parliament, to give the
House greater legitimacy within the Community and
greater representative strength as regards both the

I speak not only for Britain. My group was working
for a proponional system which at least had some

people and the governments of the Ten. That is why in

of getting through the Council. So when we
come to a vote, let there be no doubt of the choice

arrive at a satisfac[ory
conclusion.

chance

really facing the Members here.

Is there

anyone here

in the Legal Affairs

Committee who will explain?

Finally, may

I

draw your allention

to the Liberal

leader's Amendment No 13, to Anicle 2(2) aimed at
removing the upper limit to the constituency list of
members. This gives the whole game away. By

rhrowing out the last traces of uniformity, he is
removing any need for France, for instance, to change
her chosen system of a single national list by
improving his chances of getdng his way. Some people
never learn.

The rapponeur has done his job honestly, but the
committee's operations have latterly been devious,
spurious and disgraceful. These proposals do not
reflect the considered opinion of the subcommittee, do
not meet the requirements of the Treaty, have not had
the essential opinion of rhe Legal Affairs Commirr.ee,
will not be accepted by the Council, represent a base
political arrangement between cenain sections of this
Parliament and ought ro be rejecred
(Applaase

from the European Demouatic Group)

Presidcnt.

-

and here, too

we did our utmost to

Alas, the solution reached by the Political Affairs

The cynicism of which I have spoken still continues.
Look at Anicle 4. Beyond the proposition of a list
system, there is no uniformity in the present proposals,
either as to the size of constituencies, the make-up bf
lists, the method of voting or the manner of resolving
subsequenr disputes. Everyone in the Legal Affairs
Committee knows that these new proposals do not
conform to the Treaty. \fle have not even had the
Legal Affairs Committee's opinions on them. !7hy

nor?

committee

I call Mr De Pasquale.

(17)
Mr De Pasqude.
President, rhe task we
- is aMr
have before us today
dury to legislate directly

Committee is anything but satisfactory and it cannot be

accepted: if it is left as
obliged to vote against it.

it

stands then we shall be

During the first direct elections which took place as a
resulr of the Acr of 20 September 1976 eight countries,
and subsequently a ninth, adopted a proponional
system in more or less due form, and one
- the
United Kingdom
adopted the majority system.
- about uniform European elecConsequently, to bring
toral system the problem which remained to be solved
and still remains
is in essence very simple: either
-extend
- proponional
the system of
representation to
include the Unircd Kingdom, or extend the sraight
majority system to include the other nine countries.
Any attempt to mix the two systems has been shown to
be impractical. The

Political Affairs Committee reached

a decision of principle favouring proportional representation and we fully support that decision: if a
parliament is to be the reflection of the country it
represen[s, the only method which bears critical exam-

ination is that of proportional representation, which
provides for a balance between the number of votes
cast and those who are finally elected. The same is the
case a fortiori for a parliament representing several
nations, like our own, which has neither to form nor
to support a government but which has the duty to
represent and bring together in a unique democratic
assembly every tendency and view represented in the
vast and multifarious political theatre of Vestern
Europe.

The fact remains that, having made the right choice,
the Political Affairs Committee has compromised it by

including the second paragraph of Anicle 4, under
which Member States may derogate from the principle
of proponional representation for reasons no better
described than 'special geographic or ethnic factors'.
Such

a broad

based,

widi

ranging and permanent

derogation destroys the uniformity of the system and
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De Pasquale
allows one or any Member State to do as it sees fit, in
the last analysis giving us the possibiliry of ren electoral systems each of rhem different from rhe orher
nine. If we wish to be serious, therefore, we musr
delete the second paragraph of Anicle 4. However, the
objection is being made thar rhe present political siruation does not allow such an explicir choice to be made,
and that we should move slowly, as was rhe case in
1976.Yle can understand these objections; we believe

in gradual change too. Bur the change musr be
forward, not backwards, and that is why we are
proposing thar rhere should be a rime limit ro rhe
derogations, and that they should be allowed once and
once only, in the 1984 election.

'!fle would like to raise
analogous argumenrs, Mr
President, as regards the right of every European
citizen to vote and to be elecred in rhe countries in
which they reside and to whose development they
have contributed and continue to conrribute their
physical and intellectual effons. !7ith that in mind, the
rule provided in Article 5 (2) does not go far enough:

it is an absurdity

politically, morally and legally, to
allow an elector rhe right ro vore but to deny him the
right to stand for election. The acrive and the passive
side of voting cannot, under a democracy, be separated and for that reason we believe rhat rhe right to
election should be granred to [hose who have resided
for not less than five years in a Member Srate orher
than that of their origin.
Ladies and Bentlemen, we have reduced our observations to a minimum and glossed over a great many
other shoncomings which are all too evident in the
proposals and which musr be put righr. 'We have
preferred to resrricr ourselves ro what is essential and
to state clearly that we are only prepared ro change

our opposition ro rhe proposals if rhey are amended

as

we have suggesred.

President.

-

I call Mrs Ewing.

Mr
if we fail ro achieve a
- thisPresident,
uniform system,
will be quite clear proof to the
man in the streer of our inabiliry ro compromise. It will
Mrs Ewing.

be an admission of defeat and strengthen the impres-

sion that each State can quire cheerfully ignore rhe
rules if it pleases
the man in the streer is going ro
- Stares
say: 'If the Member
don't respecr rhe rules, why
should we have any respecr for the institution?'

On the question of proponional representation ir will
not be any surprise that I, as the only member of my
pany our of 81 Brirish Members, favour proponional
representation, as does my pany. Mr Haagerup put it
in a nutshell when he Bave the example of the Liberals,
perhaps
most disgraceful example in Europe,
-but I could the
give many other examples of the absurdi-

ties that the first-past-the-post system regularly produces, such as minority governments with no mandate.

An<rther absurdity arose in my peny when, with
3l0rb of the poll in Scotland, we had far fewer seats
tharr the Conservatives who won 250/o of the poll.
Thil; can no longer be seriously regarded as fair.
There is a UK precedent in the case of Nonhern
Ireland, so it is really very hard to see why the UK
canrot relax its stance. Mr de la Maldne made the
poin! that, for the moment, it could be tried out in the
Eurcpean system. I am in favour of it, of course, in all
systems, but it could be tried ro see how ir goes. I am
in favour, therefore, of proponional represenrarion.

I

norv turn to Article 4. My country, Scotland, is of
I think, from the constitutional aspect. I
supp('rt the amendments that have added the words
'hisrcrical and constitutional' to the existing words
'geographical and ethnic'. This House will remember
that I have explained before that we have our own
systenr of law, our own domestic civil service for most
purpoies of administration in Scotland and that, ethnically, we represent the bastion of an ancient culture.
There are two ancient literary, sophisdcared and
philosophical languages in Scorland, and those who
wish t,r iron out narional individualities can only be
regard:d as philistines. Europe will only be rhe poorer
unless a system is found by which people like me,
representing my political current, end up here. I think
it was Mr Schieler who said that ir should be impossible, ty changing the rules, to deprive a genuine

intert'st,

represerrtative
represelltation.

of a political current of the right of
I believe that it would weaken Europe

if every political current were not represented here.

Mr

Seitringer argues rhar we must trust our Member
|low while I make my support of Mr Seitlinger
quite clerr, I must say that its behaviour towards ScotStates.

land giv:s me no reason to trust my own Member
State. In the three referenda held prior to rhe Scottish
referendrrm we always had rhe firsr-past-the-post rule.
But wherr it came ro rhe Scottish referendum Britain
changed ;he rules. Rule Britannia, Britannia waives the
rules. Th,rt is what happened ro the aspirarions of the
people of Scotland. \7e won the referendum but lost it
because drey changed the rules. You may say 'rubbish'
it a :act. Mrs Thatcher herself says one vore will
-do, asis di<l
Harold \Tilson and Callaghan, excepr on
the one question of the aspirations of rhe people of
Scotland. In the great constitutional referendum on

whether or not to stay in the Common Market one
vote will c o
when it comes to rhe aspira- burofnot
tions of th,: people
Scotland. Since my pany has no
reason to trust the Member Stare to which it belongs,
we look [,) the European sysrem, and suppon Mr
Seitlinger, r.o make sure thar my currenr political trend
remains represented here at the next election.
President.

--

I call Mr Vandemeulebroucke.

Mr Vandemeulebroucke.

(NL) Mr Presidenr,

rhere

can be no c'oubt that the- Seitlinger repon takes us

a
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good deal closer to a more democratic and simpler
electoral procedure. The subsdtution of the principle
of proponional representarion for that of majoriry
voting is a major srep forward. As a regionalist and
federalist, however, I regard rhis as a compromise
repon which can cerrainly lay no claim to definirive
status. After all, any such definitive decision musr
answer the question of what electoral procedure offers

the most democraric Buarantees, for all rhe regions as
well as all the people. A definitive sysrem must also
leave sufficienr larirude for new ideas and for the political expression of rhose ideas in a parliamentary institution like this. Ler us nor forger thar society is not a
static entity, but is always in a stare of flux. These are
essential and crucial factors which we feel do not
feature sufficienrly in rhe report, with the result rhar
the draft legisladon we are being asked ro suppon here
tolerates a number of what we regard as inrolerable
elements, such as rhe objectionable use of thresholds,
which will thus conrinue ro be used in a number of
Member States. How much longer can we rolerate a
situation in which, for instance, five million voters
throughout Europe have cast rheir votes for rhe ecol-

ogical movement, lis6, only

to find that they are

denied all representation in this House? The sysrem of

rhresholds adds

ro rhe

by

privileges enjoyed

the
receive
Community subsidies on a lavish scale and which can
always rest assured thar rhey will get their deposirs
so-caf

led major parries, which

already

back. The retention of rhresholds makes even less
sense when you consider that rhe proporr.ional representation system already incorporates an automatic
threshold.

Another extremely important principle on which any
general European electoral system musr be based is rhe
revalorization of the ethnic and regional factors which
have so long fallen vicrim to the all-powerful levelling

propensities of the nation State with a rendency to
overcentralization. The introduction of the constituency system at least gives a democratic sponing
chance to the regions ro be represenred specifically as
regions. However, it is irresponsible rhat the Member
States themselves should be empowered to decide
whether or not to recognize rhis distinction. And,
what is more, the Member Srates are empowered to
draw the boundaries of the electoral consriruencies in
such a way that the so-called cultural and linguistic
minorities are once again anificially split up. The

exemption provisions which rightly apply

ro

such
places as Greenland and Berlin musr be applied consis[ently so that Frisians, German-speaking Belgians,
Bretons and Alsatians are represented in the European

Parliament along with Corsicans, Occitanians, Galicians, \flelshmen, Scors, South Tyrolians, and so on.
So long as this is not the case, any electoral procedure

is bound to be a negarion of the federalist principle
that a community musr be recognized as such. Federalism is the monal enemy of streamlined uniformiry.
Federalism goes hand in hand with genuine respecr for
differences, and for that reason, this draft can be no more

than a transitional document. The definitive

sysrem

must be a bicameral one whereby rhe firsr chamber is
proportionately representarive of the Community as a
whole and the second chamber is based on equal
representation for the various regions. That is whar I
mean by genuine federalism.

Mr

Presidenr, thar may still be a utopian outlook
today, but the lesson of history is rhat uropian visions
are in fact becoming reality all the dme. In facr,
history is a series of utopian visions come [rue. It is in
that spirit that I have tabled a number of amendments
to this repon and I would ask this House ro give them
lts suPPon.

President.

-

I call Mr Pesmazoglou.

(GR)
Mr Pesmazoglou.
President, ladies and
- beforeMr
gentlemen, the subject
us today is of very great
polidcal significance to our peoples and to rhe European Community. I consider ir my dury that I, roo,

Mr Seitlinger for his very rhorough
report. I also consider it my duty to refer to the major
achievement of Jean Rey and to his dedication ro rhe
vital subject of the development of rhe European
Community.
should thank

I

feel it goes without saying that the adoption of a
uniform electoral system for electing the Members of
the European Parliament is necessary for reasons not
only of democracy but also of the political standing of
our Parliament. I also think that the differences which
exist in the various counrries can be dealr with. Ve
must therefore come to an agreement on [he principles
on which such a uniform electoral sysrem must. be
based, and on the basis of these principles we musr
endeavour to devise as soon as possible a uniform
system for the whole of Europe.
These principles cannot be any other those of simple
proponionality, since this is the system which ensures
that the will of the people of Europe is reflected in the

fairest and most representative way, while taking
account of the special circumstances obtaining in the
various countries as a result of the national problems
confronting them.

I find that Mr Seitlinger's morion before us has two
serious weaknesses, in Anicle 2 and Anicle 4 respectively. In Anicle 2, the laying down of a maximum
number of representatives for each constituency is not
justified. The aim should be to lay down the largest
possible number of candidates per constiruency, and if
possible the principle of a uniform lisr for each counrry.
This system has very grear advantages, and it will be in
any case a serious weakness if in each country there
are consti[uencies with different numbers of candidarcs. This would lead ro a grave distonion of rhe
election result. In Anicle 4, we are srongly opposed ro
the possibiliry of introducing a threshold below which
a list obtains no sears, since we would like it rc be
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possible for a Member to be elected irrespective of the
political grouping to which he belongs. As many other
Members have stressed, this is not justifiable on democratic grounds, I think that this possibility provided for
in Article 4phould be delercd.

That is a first step towards defining what is meant by
that is
citizen of Europe even though, in our view
- it is
since
to say in our view as Italian Socialists
probably Italy that supplies the greatest pan of the
mobile labour force within the Community, the condition ol five years' residence reduces the effect of such

I

a propcsal and, in particular, conflicts with the target
of a European social area in which labour is free to
circulare. Ve have tabled two amendments as regards

should like, Mr President, to refer very briefly to
another subject: the unity of the electoral system is of
fundamental imponance. But it is also necessary to

to European
elections. This means that alI the panies represented in
the European Parliament must have an equal oPPortunity to present their views to the people whom they
adopt a uniform practice with regard

represent. This means that both on questions of
internal/national interest and of course on questions
of European interest all the panies represented at the
moment in the European Parliament will be able to
have access ro the mass media in their countries. This
is panicularly imponant when political forces are
repr€sented in the European Parliament but not in a
national parliament, as is the case at present in Greece
of the panicular electoral law in force there'

as a result

I

think that this principle is fair, helps to make our

election more democratic and represenmtive and also
ensures the maximum possible publicity for the major
European questions and their influence on our
national life. As a result of such a procedure it will
gradually be possible for national developments to be
influenced by European life, the European Parliament
and European political developments, and I think that

such

a

prospect

is

fundamentally imponant for

this: the firsr to reduce that limit from five [o tv/o
years, and the second to implement the passive electoral right, that is to say the right also to stand as a
candidare in the country of one's residence.

Funhermore, this innovation in Mr Seitlinger's repon
forms part of a greater process which is being called
for in every Member Smte, which is the process of
strengrhening integration within the Community, by
allowirrg workers and citizens resident in other

Comnunity countries rc enjoy electoral rights for
local r lections. In all truth I cannot. understand what
the obiections can be to acknowledging such a liberty
and such a srengthening of democracy.

Our own attitude is therefore one of cautious criticism; ve shall be artempting to have included in the
which, as it stands, is no
motiorr for a resolution

the amendments
more rhan a statement of-principle
rc which I have referred, which will- in practice make a
first s:ep down the road indicated in the mandate
given r.s us under the Treaties.

developmerit, progress and peace in Europe.

Presidmt.
President:

Mr Didd.

-

-

I call Mr Antoniozzi.

I call Mr Didd.

Mr lotoniozzi.

(17) Mr President, our Parliament

has

been given the mandate to define an electoral system
based on direct universal suffrage, and that is a fact of
enormous political and social significance for the
European Community.
The fact is that a uniform electoral

procedure
strengthens the identity of our Parliament and Suarantees the same measures of representativeness rc every
member, which can only strengthen the position of the

Community institutions. Ve must add, though, that
this uniform electoral procedure will not, alas, be
achieved, even if we restate the principles on which it
is based.

Although the Seitlinger repon may be regarded, as it is
by the Socialist Group, as a first step in the right direction, Parliament cannot be said to have fulfilled its
obligations under the Treades. On the other hand, we
must take note of the new proposal contained in the
repon, and trust that the Council will take note of it
too: it is of great political significance in that it gives
every European citizen the right to vote in the country
in which he is resident.

(IT) Mr President, ladies

and

gentleman, in a debarc
of such fundamental signific,
s
this
only
a few minutes are available for us to
ance
exprers a number of thoughm of critical polidcal
significance. As a result we must be all the more incisive.

Broadly speaking, I am in favour of Mr Sietlinger's
motion for a resolution and his repon. I have mbled
amenrlments on a number of anicles which I believe
desen e Parliament's at[ention. In its present form the
Europ,ean Parliament derives from its election by
direct universal suffrage a particular strength and
polid<,al validity, and must constantly restate our
ability to acr as the political driving force of the
Comrrunity. A common electoral law can be a significant rleans of relaunching the European ideal through
proce;ses which allow us to come a little closer to the
objeo ive of a political union.

To those members who have reservations as regards
the choice of one panicular electoral system rather
than z.nother I would say rhat it is by reducing cenain
panicularly as
aspecls of our own chauvinism
- will be built.
regarrls home elections
that Europe
And t should not be forgotten
that within cenain
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Member Srates there are differing electoral laws
ranging from proportional represenmdon to majority
ballot for the election of differenr democratic organizations.

I

myself said in my own counrry as a Member of the

I had reservations about
proponional represenution in local elecrions, and rhat
my own preference for local institutions was a
majoriry ballot, although at the same rime I preferred
the proponional systems for elections to the lower
House for which elecrions I also proposed the ballot
paper which is used in Imly today. The greater the
geographical area and the political imponance of rhe
Italian parliament that

body being elected, rhe grearer mus[ be the element of
proponionalism in rhe electoral sysrem, panicularly in
the case of supranational insritutions where no shadow
of doubt musr hang over rhe legitimare basis of its
representativeness, the strict reflection of the wishes of
the people and the proper legal basis for a political

reasons which should lead us

to

supporr, this resolu-

tion.

It is my hope that thac will happen, otherwise we
ourselves shall have rc doubt the existence of a future
for Europe, a future for which we are responsible and
which has been entrusted to us not only by

rhe

Governments and Parliaments who papsed rhe Act and

ratified it, but by almost

300

million European citi-

zens.

President.

-

I call Mr Tyrrell.

identity through electoral consistency.

Mr Tyrrell.
Mr President, we in our group accepr
- criticisms of our system
Mr Haagerup's
and he knows
that we accept them, and that is why we have
embraced in our amendments the additional member
system, a type of proponionality, which was ar one
stage the favourite runner in rhe Political Affairs
Committee. Vhat Mr Haagerup did not say in his

For thiny years rhe European Parliament in ir

attack on the United Kingdom sysrem of election was
why he prefers the system now advanced by rhe Polit-

mandate offering

a

rea,l guaran[ee

of

European

previous incarnations has overlooked providing itself

with a common electoral law, despite the terms of the
Treaties: Anicle 2l (3) of the ECSC Treary;
Anicle 138 (3) of the EEC Treaty and Article 108 (3)
of the EAEC Treaty. There was a difference even so:
previously Parliament was responsible only ro [he
national parliamenm which delegated Members;
nowadays we are responsible to the voters of Europe.
The authority for rhe presenl sysrem comes direcrly
from the Act of rhe Council of Ministers dated

raified by the narional parliaments. Ladies and gentlemen, rhis House frequenrly
enough points an accusing finger at rhe Council, criticizing it for a lack of will and of concern ro make
faster progress down the European road. This is rhe
occasion on which we can show thar we have it in us
to ca'rry out the duties entrusted to us and that we
have the abiliry to demonsrare realisdcally the political will which we would like to see in the orher institutions and which we so frequendy call for on the pan
of the Council.
20 September 1976,

I would be a serious marrer indeed if we proved incapable not only of passing rhe elecroral law bur of doing
so in a decisive way so as to give proof of the nature
and the extent of rhe political will at our command.
Thar is the underlying political imponance of today's
debate which quite transcends all individual aspecrs of
the debate, no matter how significan[ [hey may seem.
Today, too, is a good opponunity, an opponuniry not

to be missed, of facing the Council with im own

It was the Council, which approved in
it is
now up to the Council to carry on the task and move
forward with this and other institutional developments. Our former colleague, Mr Tindemans, who is
now President-in-Office of the Council, has given us
responsibilities.

1976 the Act which gives us elected responsibility;

great cause for hope. Those are the essentially political

ical Affairs Committee
the regional lisr sysrem
- to
the additional member -system, and that is rhe crucial
question.

Now Mr D'Angelosanre, speaking this morning

as

rapporteur on behalf of the Legal Affairs Committee,
expressed the view in strong language that rhe sysrem

that is now being put before the House is not

a

uniform electoral system. If one looks at the opinion
of the Legal Affairs Committee, which is ser our on
page 45

of the English translation of Section B of Mr

Seitlinger's explanatory memorandum, one sees in
paragraph 44 these words: ''Without prejudice to rhe
observations made in paragraph 42 above, (which is
the pan that Mr D'Angelosante quored rhis morning)
the Legal Affairs Committee accordingly endorses the
principles set out in the draft Seitlinger reporr, rev. fV,
part A', that is, the additional member sysrem, so what
the Legal Affairs Committee was saying was that the
additional member sysrem is a uniform electoral
system.

Now we have something which many of us think
and which the Legal Affairs Commitree's rapporreur
thinks
not a uniform system. Mr Fergusson went
- ais number
through
of the matrers which make the
system proposed in the present draft before us not

uniform. One only has

ro look ar the

crucial

Anicle 2(3).
Member States shall decide this,
- Member Srates
Anicle 4
shall decide rhis,
Anicle 4(l)Member Stares shall decide this, and
Anicle 4(2), -which says, in effecr, Member States can
decide wharcver they jolly well like.

Now what is this? Ve who have worked for this
Parliament and believe in this Parliamenr musr regard
it as a very sad day, a day almosr ro make one weep,
that Parliament should approach rhis, its only essential
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task under the Treaties in iniriaring legislarion, in such
a sloppy manner. To those speakers who said rhar this
was just a start, let me remind rhem, as Lord Douro
said, that we do not get a second chance. Once we
have delivered this documenr ro rhe Council of Ministers, then Parliamenr has losr its opportuniry ro pur
forward a system which is uniform within the meaning
of the Treaties and realistic and would work in practice.

Now why has this come abour? Let me look at
Anicle 5. Thar is rhe anicle which incorporares rhe
imponant principle, wirh which we all agree, rhat the
uniform system should granr nationals of any Member
State the right to vote in rhe European Parliament
elections. It is an anicle which is drafred in an appallingly sloppy manner. It draws no distinction between
citizens and narionals, but nationals of course is a term

apart in Community law. It draws a distinction
between country and Member Srare. Vhat does
country mean? Does ir include rhe French dependencies? Does it include Gibraltar, rhe Channel Islands,
the Isle of Man and Greenland? \7hat does ir mean? Ir

grants the right to vore !o children, to lunatics, to
bankrupts, to others who would be disqualified in
their national elecrions from voting.

These matters one has atrempted to pur right in
Amendment No 18, and the rapponeur
and I am
not criticizing him for a moment
is in -rhe unhappy
- to have another
position of havirtg to say thar we need
look at this. There are 95 amendmenrs here. Of course
we need to have another look at rhem. I earnestly
hope that that is what Parliamenr will do.

President.

-

I call Mr Ephremidis.

(GR) Mr President, the subject
Ephremidis.
- polidcal one and is thus of the
before us is a highly
urmost importance. A multinational body which
comprises so many contradictions and where so many
different views are expressed according to the counrries and ideological positions which are represented is
being called upon to adopt the motion for a resolution
before us, which means that direct or indirect pressure

Mr

States of the
Community to devise and introduce a uniform electoral system, and electoral law, which, in our opinion
and I think also in the opinion of all those present in
this House, constitutes an institutional law approximately equivalent to the constitutions which govern
the lives of every nation. It is not possible, in our view,
that a multinational body should decide on such a
matrer. 'We consider that this right and this compet-

will be exened on the Member

ence belong exclusively to national bodies and comes
under the sovereignty of the people and thus under
national sovereignty, and we do not accept pressure or

of any kind. And our

opposition is not
lessened by the fact that the Treaties provide for something of the son, namely that the Parliament can take
restriction

such a r;tep, since we were and still are against our
country's entry into the Common Market and we are
strugglir,g for its withdrawal, and consequently we are
not interested in commitments under the Treaty.

\7hat w: would consider acceptable, however, would
be for Parliament to address itself to the national
bodies and issue a guideline in the form of a wish, so
that the narional bodies decide, with the sovereign
right wl ich is theirs, on the introduction of an electoral syrrtem which is more or less uniform for the
whole Community.

I should like, however, to

make two specific remarks,

Pres dent. Article 2(1) states that representatives
are to b(: elected by proponional representation, but it

Mr

is not specified what kind of proportional represen[ation is nreant. And I would refer to lhe experience of

my own country, where under the name of proportional rtpresentation such sharp practices have taken
place that the votes of the people are completely
exploiterl by falsifying and distoning them, a matter to

which lzlr Pesmazoglou also referred earlier, and I
agree with him on this poinr. If you adopt such a
system, it is absolurcly essential that you stipulate at
least thar it will be based on simple proportionaliry and
that no scope is left for falsification.

My secrnd commen[

concerns

Anicle5(l), which

provides for voting rights for citizens of a country who

live in

rL country other than their home country. I
should lke to say two things on this point. This paragraph sripulates in a Member gtate of the European
Commur.ity And whar will happen to those citizens of
a particular country who do not live there but live in
another country which does not belong to the EEC?
Vill the'r be deprived of this right? Since we recognize
such a r ght and grant ir, these people must also have
it, and t ris plays a special role for our country and, I
think, fc,r Imly and very soon possibly for the Spaniards an I Ponuguese who live in many countries of
Europe.r,hich are not Member States of the EEC.

My thirl remark is that this right will have to be
granted and that emigrants must. be allowed to vote
for canrlidates from their own countries and not
candidates from the countries in which for various
reasons they are obliged to reside, live and work.
President.

-

Mr Nyb,rrg.

I call Mr Nyborg.

(DK) Mr President, I should like first

of all ro place-on record that I am all in favour of having
a commr)n electoral system for elections to the European Pa'liament. Ve ought perhaps to have thought
of settlirg this question in the old Parliament for the

first dir,:ct election, since we are now in a truly

remarkalrle situation where we sit here together in this

Parliament, some

of us elected with relatively

few

votes anrl others with several million votes. That some-
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times gives us a strange sensarion. '!7e know also rhat

there are certain minor movemenm which despite
receiving in the region of a million vores, did nor
manage to get any Members into the European Parliament, and this and other factors are prompring people
to demand some kind of adjustmenr, so rhar we
manage to get at least a fairly uniform electoral
system.

I consider that, on the whole, Mr Seitlinger's document has been well drawn up and constitutes a firsr
step towards an even[ual common electoral system. I
have, however, tabled two amendments and should
like to explain why.

I have ubled an amendment dispensing wirh rhe upper
limit in Anicle 2(2). Anicle 2 provides thar the various
Member States should be divided up inro consriruen-

cies in order to give a minimum
maximum of fifteen represenratives

of three and a
in each consri-

tuency. I cannot see any plausible reason for serring
the upper limit at fifteen, since if a counrry wishes
as does Denmark, for instance
to regard the whole
country as one constituency, -why should ir not be
allowed to do so? There is abslolurely no need rc splir
it up into smaller regions, since this will in many cases
produce distortions which are very difficulr ro iron
out. If, on [he other hand, we say that all the Members
from a given country represent all regions wirhin that
country, then the entire electorate can keep an eye on
all the Members, tell them that they are no[ doing
their job and that they oughr to be doing rhis, thar or
rhe other. I therefore hope that Amendment No 57

will

be approved.

Finally, I have mbled Amendmenr No 58 on
Anicle 3(l), suggesting a depanure from the d'Hondt
distribudon method in favour of a simple proporr.ional
system.

Vith

these few words, Mr President, I should like rc
recommend that Mr Seitlinger's repor[ be approved
and of course, in particular, that my rwo amendments

Vhich,

as has already been pointed out, means to all
intenrc and purposes that each State can act as it sees
fit. How far can this go?

The question must also be asked whether or not
Anicle 2(1), which defines the system of proponional
representation as the general sandard, applies to
as indeed it should if we are to guarantee
everyone
that the European
Parliament is truly the direct and
full expression of the will of the people of Europe and
of every political grouping it contains.
Considering the foregoing, I cannot but remind you,
ladies and gentlemen, of the threat implicit in setting
any threshold and any anificial disqualification. Ve
must speak out firmly against Anicle 4, the first paragraph of which provides for such a threshold, leading
it as an option open to individual countries: that temptarion must be removed: this Article must be rejected.

I

now turn to what appears to us to be the new and
remarkable element in in this proposal, namely
allowing the right to vote to citizens resident in other
Member States, as provided for in Anicle 5. Plainly,
we must draw your attention to the moral and political
significance of such a proposal which, as has been said,

is of greal importance both in

consolidating
Community integration and from the point of view of
the social objectives at which that integration is aimed;
the Community social space here.
These are fine and solemn words but, in our view,
rarher hollow: they are neither social nor political.
Recognizing the right of the European citizen to vo[e,
no matter where he resides, is a great step forward,
when one considers not only the right to vote but the
right to be elected which here is defended, strengthened and made possible, in contrast with the situation
we had in the last election for this Parliament. There is
a difference, though, between voting or being included
in a list in one's own country and voting for the lisrc
for panies. or candidates of the country in which one
resides.

be adopted.
President.

Mr

-

I call Mr Romualdi.

Romualdi.

(17)

Mr

President, ladies and

- have been told, this draft for
gentlemen, as we
- of
is the result
which we must thank Mr Seitlinger
has
been
attemPt
two years' work, during which every
made to produce a law which is uniform, if only in
Part.
reasons
view
Alas, we have
- failed, for the
- in our
which are summed up in Anicle 4(2) in which it says:

In order to mke of special geographical or ethnic factors
recognized by the written or unwritrcn Constitutions of
a Sate concerned, measures deviating from the principles set out in Anicles 2 and 3 may be adopted by the
Member Smrcs.

As things stand at present, until we have the single
European list proposed by Mr Gendebien, any
pan-European, integrationist enthusiasm is premature.

As things stand at present, those resident abroad
would generally be asked to vote for panies and
candidates they know nothing of and which know
nothing of them.
Five years is a long time, but it is not enough to allow
hundreds and hundreds of thousands of men and their
families to integrate fully: not enough to understand
and to be understood in the complex reality of problems which are a feature of their living abroad. It is
one thing to vote for the local government of the area
in which one lives and which affects one's day to day
existencel it is quite another thing to make a political
choice as imponant as this. \flhat is involved here is
not so much a question of integration as a threat of
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uprooting, of abandoning one's own origins, of an
attack not only on one's own narional identity bur on
one's own human and culrural idendty, which is not a
matter of five years but a slow process lasting for
generarions. That is why we
not only we
- and we
will be arguing in Italy
successfully,
hope that our emigrant workers (for it is to a large extent
workers
our migrant
who are involved) should have
rhe right to vote in their own country, and why they
have always had the right to vote for their pany and
their people and rc be elected.

A uniform electoral system then, and equal rights for
all, but we must recognize realiry and respect individuals and individual historical and cultural traditions,
which must remain ar the foundation of any integration process unless we wish to see such a process
become one of faceless assimilation or become an act
of inadmissible moral or political violence.

President.

Lomas.

-

be entirely surprising

the Socialist Group. It hm been agreed that I should
be able to put forward a minority point of view on
behalf of the Bridsh Labour Pany Members.

The Treaties say quite clearly that the Assembly shall
be required to make proposals for a uniform election
system, and this report Boes on to make it clear that
that does not necessarily mean that all systems have to
be exactly alike. It does not mean total uniformity. Ve
would argue that we already have a uniform electoral
system throughout the Community, in the sense that
every coun[ry has free democratic elections in which
all of its people can take pan, with cenain exceptions
about living abroad, and that really is all that should
matter to this Parliament.
Even if this were not completely fulfilling the Treaties.
I would say: so what? Countries are breaking the
Treaties constantly; all the major policies of the EEC

are in disarray; so why this passion now to have
uniformity on what, quite
il relatively

-frankly,

". proceminor, unimportant matter of uniform election
dures

and vodng by proponional representation

It

for

the

really is not the case.
Speaking quirc frankly, we resenl the attempts ro
Europerrn Parliament.

impose upon a country a sys[em which is quite clearly
not acc(:ptable to the majority of its people; and I want
to rcll you that if this report is adopred today there is
not a srowball's chance in hell of its going through the
British Parliament. I would remind you thap in 1977
the British Labour Government, in a remarkable fit of
CommrLnity spirit, actually put forward proposals for
proponional representation for the 1979 direct elections. \Zhy, I really cannot imagine; it must have been
a mom('ntary lapse of mind; but they did so, and these
proposz.ls were emphatically rejected by the British
Parlianent, and I have no reason to believe rhar rhe
same would not apply again if this proposal were put
rc the I,ridsh Parliament.

I call Mr Lomas.

-

Mr President, I do not suppose it will
if I advise Parliament that I shall
not be putting forward the majority point of view in

Mr

I can tell you, I cannot see the electors ih
my constituency in the East End of London eagerly
rushing to the polls, chaning with each other about
how marvellous it is now to be on the d'Hondt rystem
ment. IZell,

?

These proposals are, quite frankly, alien rc rhe British

system of elections. They totally fail to take into
account the historical developments in our counrry,
the traditions of our country. I would be the first to
break with traditions if I rhoughr this was going to
benefit the ordinary people, but nobody, surely, can
argue that this is so. I have heard commenrs made
earlier in this debate that somehow or orher, if we
introduce this system of proponional represenration,
people will be more enthusiastic abour going to the
polls and taking pan in this great European experi-

Mr Pre sident, we really do prefer in our country the
one:Mr:mber constituency system. There is direct
accoun:abiliry; we are answerable [o our constituents;
we are at a place where they can come to us and say:
Look, 've want you rc do this or we do not want. you
to do that. 'We are accountable. Of course, some
people who are opposed to that and want proportional
representation would very nicely be able to get out of
those cbligations, and doubtless one or two Members
I arn sure they are in the minority would not
-mind t rat situation.
Vhat I am saying -to this Parliament. iii that we believe that is the best system. Ve
believe it would be the best system for every country in
the Cc mmunity, but we would not presume to tell
other <:ountries that they ought to have this or that

metho<l of electing their representatives. Consequentll', we resent their coming to us and telling us
that we should have this of that method of representing the people.

Mr Prt,sident, let me refer very briefly to the proposals
made rrith regard ro voting and sunding for election,
becaus: the amendments which I have tabled seek ro
remov(: not only rhe recommendations for the proportional representation sysrem but also these regarding
voting and standing for election. I really do not believe
it is a g,roper thing that, people who have, quite voluntarily rmd willingly, decided they no longer wanr to
live in Britain but prefer to live and work and pur
down loots in, say Brussels or Athens or anywhere else
for that matter still have the right to influence which

represt'ntatives shall represenr the people of our
countrf. I cannot believe that rhis is a fair proposirion.
And it is even worse, Mr President, when it goes on to
say thz.r these same people should be able to stand for

election, so thar you could actually have someone
permanendy living in Brussels and represenring people

in the East End of London. Thar cannot be fair or
democratic.
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Finally, Mr President, we have anorher concern.'Ve
believe that this would be the thin end of rhe wedge
towards proponional representation in our national
elections, and I rhink anyone who does nor recognize

that is being naive in the extreme. There may, of
course, be people who would prefer ro have proportional represenrarion in our national elections, but we
do not; and
say rhis in rhe kindesr way
- I haveoftocounrries
there are a number
in Europe who have
recently gone through elecrions by proponional repre-

senta[ion and have ended up

in what can only

be

described as chaos. There are other countries where a
political party can only govern with the kind approval

of other parties who are fundamenrally and totally
opposed to the policies which thar majoriry pany
wishes to pursue. So

I

say finally,

Mr President, let us

stop trying to impose sysrems upon countries when
they do not wanr them! Let us all elecr our members in
the way we think best for our people and in keeping
with rhe rraditions of our counrries. The only
uniformity necessary
and I repear this, Mr Presiis the one we dent
already have, and that is rhat we
elect -our Members in a free, democratic manner.

President.

Mr

-

necessary next step is already being undertaken
through the proposed draft Act on rhe adoprion of a
uniform electoral system in all the Member Srares, and
the object of this step is the integrarion of the work of
reinforcing our Parliament's standing.
Furthermore, this acdon is provided for under Anicle
138 of the Treaty of Rome and rhe relevant anicles of
the other treaties, as well as under Anicle 7(1) of the
Act of Seprcmber 1976, and I must admit that I fail to
grasp how this House could possibly refuse to fulfil
this obligation, which has been expressly conferred
upon it.

Mr President, the time left to me does not allow me to
go into any more demil, and so I shall confine myself
to statinB that I basically a1ree with and shall therefore
vote for a resolution and the draft Act, the product of
painstaking work by the Political Affairs Committee
and its rapporteur, Mr Seitlinger, even if I have some
reservations on certain provisions or omissions. My
colleagues and I have atrempred ro remedy one of
these omissions by our Amendment No 35, which
seeks to abolish the dual mandate. The following
views and facm led us to draw up rhis amendmenr.

I call Mr Gerokosropoulos.

Gerokostopoulos.

-

Firstly, the reasons for which the dual mandare was
(GR)

Mr

introduced in 1976 cannor be considered as permanenr

ladies
- the morionPresidenr,
and gentlemen, I consider
for a resolurion

today.

before us to be of the utmost polidcal importance,
which I should like rc srress by taking a brief look
back into the past. The Act signed on 20 September
1976 and the elections in June 1979, by which the
Members of rhe European Parliamenr were elected by

Secondly, experience has shown that the institurion of
the dual mandate has many serious disadvantages.

direct universal suffrage, marked an importanr srage in
the development of the insritution provided for by the
Treaties, namely the Assembly of the represenrarives
of the Member Srares of the Communiry. These two
events constiruted, in my opinion, rhe firsr sreps in rhe
transition from an economic community of a rather
technocratic kind and somewhar alien to popular

to a

genuine political union of European
peoples. Funhermore rhis was also the aim of rhose
who provided the inspiration for European Union,
which is formulated in rhe preamble to the Treaty of

feeling

Thirdly, the Members who are subject ro rhis sysrem,
ladies and gentlemen, have to bear an enormous
burden of work, which preven$ rhem from carrying
out their dudes responsibly.,

Fourthly, it encourages the use of anri-parliamenrary
methods, and here I would point our that the 'rourniquet' method has given rise to much debare in this
House.

Fifthly, the existence of the dual mandare in no way
helps to facilitarc the relations berween the European
Parliament and the parliamenrc of the Member States.

Rome.

The elections in June 1979 were righrly hailed as an
event of the utmost imponance which opened up the
way for a real increase in the sranding influence and
powers of Parliament. It is only with this political and
moral reinforcement that this House will be able ro
make a considerable contriburion ro rhe insriturional

balance and effectively influence rhe course of

on the fundamental condition,
however, that it always remains the genuine interpreter and torchbearer of the European spirit of inteCommunity affairs,

Funhermore, this was and is natural if it is taken inro
account that the Members who have the dual mandate
are a small minority, approximately 780/0, of all the
434 seats in this House.
'S7'e

can achieve the desired and essential link, Mr
President, by laying down the institutional rules and
applying the methods and systems which Parliament
adopted by irc vote of 9 July 1981, when the excellent
proposal by the rapporteur of the Political Affairs
Committee, Mr Diligent, was adoprcd.

grauon.

The election of the Members of the European Parliament by universal suffrage was the firsr phase. The

President.

-

I call Dame Shelagh Robens.

Dame Shelagh Roberts.

Mr President, I recognize

the obligation on this Parliament to move towards

a

uniform electoral procedure, whatever that may mean'
But although I have sat through practically the whole
of this debate. I have not heard any speaker refer to
rhe fact that it should take place in the context of
direct election s rc a directlyelected parliament.
is my view that a direcdy-elected parliament must be

a parliament which is elected by the people of the
Community and is accountable to the people of the
Community. Now I see very little difference between
the system proposed in the Seitlinger report and the
old system of a nominated parliament. I mean, one
could achieve the Seitlinger situation by having a
mixture of some Members nominated from their
national parliaments, topped up by some Members
nominated by their pany machines in proponion to
the results in their national elections. I do not think
rhat thar would be democratic, I don't think it could
claim to be a directly-elected parliament, but it would
at least have the merit that it would save the public

82

that in my constituency some of those who voted
Liberal, having failed to get their man in, might prefer

to be represented in this Parliament by me than by

a

Scotsman from the Highlands and Islands of Scorland.

is ju;t possible that I would be more in touch with
and m<,re receptive to their point of view.

It

In our country we like the
It
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system

of

constituencies

and representing the whole of your constituency after

you have been elected. I don't share Mr Haagerup's
views that our system is the way to make one remote
from this Parliament and the Community. On the
contra

y, I think that che system that he supporrs

would result in this Parliament becoming very remore.

It would have Members with

accountability only ro

their prny machines. I consider rhat to be a sham and
a farce , and I shall vote both against my own group's
amendments and the report.

President.

-

I call Mr Plaskovitis.

expense of a separate election.

'!7har we have here

Mr Plrskovitis.

in

these proposals is a system
under which the Members of this Parliament would be
voted by the people of the Community, but their election would be determined by their place in the party
machine and they would be accountable, therefore, to

the pany machine and not to the people of

would-be aspirants to membership of this Parliament
whose names were removed from their panies' lists
because they showed just a little bit too independent a

Ve

saw other instances of very well-

known names going on the list to attract votesl but
they were people who had no intention of taking their
seats

and are expressed within it.

the

Community. \7e have seen abuses in this Parliament of
.!7e
rhat sysrem.
have seen how the party machine has
demanded the resignarion of Members of this Parliament so thar they can be replaced. '!7'e have seen
Members arrive in this Parliament who did not even
conrest rhe 1979 elections. Observers at the time of the
1979 elections will know that there were some

frame of mind.

(GR,) The setting up of a common
electolal system -for the election of the Members of the
Europ:an Parliament in all the Member States is
definirely of panicular importance both for Parliament
imelf rtnd for the political forces which constitute it

in this Parliament. I suggest, Mr President, that

Borh the special conditions of political and social life
and the various nations' long experience of the way in
which their representatives are elected to the national
parliarnents are funher factors which must be taken
into c,>nsideration.'We are therefore fully aware of the
probk ms which the author of the repon before us and
the Political Affairs Committee, which worked on it,
had tc, face. But we are bound to point out that greater
flexibrlity should have been permitted for the adoption
of spr:cial regulations by the national legislation of
each ,>f the Member States, and also that there are a
few unclear points and omissions in the provisions of
the resolution.

whar is being offered in this report is just a conspiracy
to deprive the electorate of their right to choose the
Member to present them and to speak for them in this

The llreek Socialist Members agree with two

Parliament.

possitrle to ensure the democratic representation

Vhilst I

share the criticisms of my group on the
Seitlinger proposals, I have to say now that I do not
support the majority view in my group which is set out
in the amendments for an additional member system. I
do not see, in the context of direct elections, how you
can have two categories of Members in this Parliament: one composed of directly elected and the other
of these who have been demonstrably not directly
elected but rejected by the electorate, and that is not,
ro my way of thinking, direct elections.

I would say this, quite frankly, although it may seem a
little immodest, that there is just the bare possibility

basic

poinur in the resolution before us, namely the adoption

of a

proponional electoral system which makes it

of

all

the pclidcal forces in the European Parliament, and
we a so agree with the proposed drawing up of an
electc'ral list of the candidates from all the political
grouJrings in each country on the basis of a single
pany list. On the other hand, we do not disagree that
at the same time it should be permitted for any
Member State to draw up an electoral list on the basis
of the voters' preference if it should want such a
systern and if it can introduce it under its national
legislation.

'!fle lrave a serious reservation on the commitmenrc
imposed by Anicle 2(2) of the draft, whereby each
counrry is to be divided into special constituencies
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with between 3 and l5 represenlarives. \fle consider
that for small counrries in particular, such as Greece,
or more generaily for counrries in which rhere are no
specific historical, erhnological or social reasons for
differentiating the political expression of one region
from another, it will have to be permitted for the
whole country to form a single constituency as long,
of course, as rhe number of representatives who are
elected does not exceed 25. In this spirir we have
nbled an amendment ro this effect and we feel that
there is no reason why it should not be accepted so
that it is left up ro rhe inrernal legislarion of each
country to solve rhis problem, as is proposed, and we
feel this is a democratic and consrrucrive solution. A
second point, Mr President, rc which we should like
to refer is the right of nationals of a country who exercise their voting rights in another Member Srare of the
Community to be able ro vore on the basis of rhe lisr of
candidates of the country of residence. Ve atrach
pafiicular importance [o rhis, since ir concerns quite a
few thousand Greek migrants in the EEC countries,
and we would ask the House ro adopt rhe relevanr
amendment which we have rabled ro Article 6. !U7e
should also like some clarification as to the meanrng of
Anicle 3, which in our view is rotally unclear since,
while the first paragraph srares that rhe sears shall be

to rhe votes obtained by each
at narional level, rhe second paragraph

allocated according

grouping

confuses the issue by referring to rhe division of seats
on the basis of the number of votes secured in the
constituencies. In our view, this will give rise to doubrs
and considerable difficulties in the implementation of
the system by the national legislarions of rhe Member
Srates.

European Parliament purely as a resulr of rhe system
use at that time.

in

Another aim is to esmblish more uniformity and
equality in the various Member States as regards the
right to vote and rhe righr to stand for elecrion. Of
course, it would have been a good thing if the political
groupings represented in this House had been able ro
find more common ground, but the very introducrion
these principles is in itself a srep forward along rhe
road to a betrer and more democratic disrribution of

of

seats

in the European Parliament.

Funher improvements can and must be made at some
later time. As a represenrarive of a linguistic minoriry,
I can only welcome what Anicle 4 has ro say abour rhe
representation of such minoriries in furure European
Parliamenrs. That is

truly an expression of a demo-

cratic, and indeed, a European anirude.

For as long as this subject has been discussed in the
various committees, I have always strived to have such

a provision incorporared in the draft legislation. Of
course, what we have here is a possibility

somerhing

- States; it
which is left to the discretion of rhe Member
is not a Buarantee.
Unfortunately a massive attack was launched on
precisely this provision in commitree by rhe Italian
Communisrs in an attempt to ger it thrown out. I am
pleased ro say rhar the atrack failed rhanks to rhe
wisdom of the other members of rhe committee. The
Italian Communists' behaviour was rotally incomprehensible, not to say anri-minority. Ir was all rhe more
incomprehensible given that one Member of rhat party

Vith

comes

President.

confronted wirh minority problems day in, day our.
The Italian Communists have now ubled an amendment in plenary session, again wirh aim of getring this
provision thrown our. Ir really looks as thought they
had conspired against minoriries
no! altogether
- meted our to
surprising rn view of the rrearmenr
minorities in Easrern Europe.

these reservations, Mr President, and in the hope
that Parliament will adopt amendmenrs which we have
mbled and which we consider essenrial, the Greek
Members of PASOK will vote for the morion for a
resolution before us.

-

I call Mr Dalsass.

(DE) Mr President, the subjecc of this
- of the mos[ importanr the European
debate is one

Mr

Dalsass.

Parliament has so far been called on to deal with. \7e
have not only a right, but also a specifically formulated
duty, ro work out a uniform electoral procedure for
use in the direct elecrions to the European Parliament
in 1984. The formulation of this procedure is a matter
of outstanding political importance.

from my own country, where we

are

However, I have confidence in rhis House's democratic values and I look forward with confidence to
the fonhcoming vore. It would meet with general
bewilderm.rt if there were ro be no possibiliry
and

let me repeat that it is a possibiliry, and not a certainty
minorities to be represented in a future Euro-peanforParliament.
I would therefore address an appeal
to all right-thinking democrars ro ensure that a
genuinely European decision is taken on this issue.

Let me say right away that I welcome this proposal
and will be giving it my support, provided no major
amendments are made to it in the course of the vore.
The aim of this new electoral procedure is to guarantee a more even and fairer disuibution of seats

IN THE CHAIR:MR VANDE\TIELE

among the various political groupings, in contrast to
what happened at the last election, when certain
srong pglitical groupings were excluded from the

Vice-President

President.

-

I call Mr Patrerson.

No

Mr President, there may be one or
Mr Patterson.
two Members -present who, like me, remember the
debate in the previous Parliament on the Patijn report
that was the report on which was based the first

-direct election which created this Parliament

and

which brought us all here. I have to say, Mr President,
that this debase makes a very sorry contrast, and the
reason is clear. It reflects the suspect way in which
these proposals were made, which Mr Fergusson
outlined, and in particular [he unwillingness to
compromise and reach a system acceptable to all sides
of the House.

This repon claims that the system it outlines is
uniform and proponional. In fact it is neither. For
example, in the explanatory statement you will find a
number of basic principles,.and in defence of proporit states that the system should 'ensure that
equal weight attaches to each vote'- Now this is sheer
hypocrisy. No matter what voting system you bring in,
it remains a fact that, to take an example, the vote of a
Liberal in Luxembourg is wonh 13.5 times as much as
that of a member of the CDU in Germany. Or nearer
home, the vote of someone voting for Fianna Fdil in

donality

Ireland is wonh 3.5 times as much as that of a
Conservative voting in the UK. So the idea that this
system is proportional and produces fairness is a gross

distonion and is untrue. There has in fact been

a

deplorable lack of courage on the part of the Political

Affairs Committee in devising a truly Community
system. Now I, like my group, have always favoured

the additional member system as being the only one
likely rc command the support of all member governments. This was re.iected in the Political Affairs
Committee, and why? Because essentiafly there were
too few seats allocated to each Member State to avoid
the problems like overhang. Now Mr Bocklet said this
was insurmountable. I do not agree. Vhat should have
been done is that the additional member system should
have been operated at Community level.
have amendments which seek to do just this. The
House will be divided two-thirds, one-third. Two
thirds will be elected in single member seats in the

I

Member States and one-third would be used at
Community level to top up so that the final result was
propor[ional. Now this system is vuly communautaire
and Mr Gendebien should applaud it. It will get away
from the national quota system which ensures that
whatever we do, the system is not uniform; and it will

of

true

Now, Mr President, Mr Seitlinger said that he

had

have the effect

of

stimulating the creation

European parties.
spent two years on this repon. Unfortunately there is
norhing that says that the time spent on a report correlates with the quality of the end product. I say that Mr
Seitlinger's report should be withdrawn and that the
Polidcal Affairs Committee should be told to go away

and do better. That would be the true Community
solution.
(Applause)
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Presiderrt.

Mr

-

I call Mr Fischbach.

(FR)

Fischbach.

Mr

President, ladies and

gentlemen, there is no more pressing need in our quest

for the true, democratic legitimization of the European Parliament than ensuring that every political
tendency working for or even against the cause of
Europern integration should be properly represenrcd.
The proposal before us for the next direct elections of
a propr)nional system with an additional element of
individual representation proposed by our honourable
friend VIr Seitlinger, on behalf of the Polidcal Affairs
Comm ttee, can quite properly claim the distinction of
being rhe best possible solution to the problem as it
was po;ed.

The sirme cannot, however, be said for Anicle 5,
which relares to voting righm, panicularly to
Anicle 5(2) under which Member States must give the
right to vote to nationals of other Community
Member States who have resided in their country for
five years or more.

In the present s[ate of European integration it is difficult rc defend such a proposal, be it objectively or, if I
may so speak, subjectively as from the point of view of
the particular Member State to which I belong.

It

is n,rt the case that in every Member State the righm

of the individual panicularly the right to vote, have as
their r:onstitutional corollary those civic duties which
fall to citizens of that country, not to men[ion his dury
to take sole responsibility for his choice as an elector?
I very much doubt that such a guaranrce could apply

in thc

case

of

electors who are nationals

of

other

Member States, panicularly in the case of migrant
work,:rs, the compulsory five years' residence period
being totally inadequate as a measure of a migrant's
aptitude to reside in the host country for the rest of his
life or', at least, for a good pan of his working life.
To that argument developed from a too broadly-based
residt'nce requirement and which in the last analysis
can be reduced to an unwillingness to integrate on the
pan rf the emigrant elec[or, I would add a second,

politi;al argument against the provisions

of

Anic e 5(2) which is no less compelling. That argument is based on the number of members to be elected
rc this Parliament by each Member State under the
Acr cf 20 September 1976.\f we accepr paragraph 2 as
it has been submitted to us submitted, we must
remember, by a very small majority
on the Political
Affarrs Committee
in the case of a Member State
- of emigration towards another
which has a high rate
Menrber State, Parliament will be giving that country
the rreans to intervene to a Breater or lesser extent in
the t'lection of Members of the European Parliament
with rut there being any change in the number of
Menrbers representing that country.
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Mr

President, ladies and gentlemen, under rhose

circumstances the effecm of Anicle 5(2) on my counr,ry
would be unacceptable. Migrant workers, principally
from other countries which are already or are about to

become Community Member Statcs represent one
third of the working populadon of thc Grand Duchy
of Luxembourg, which means in practicc that, if para-

graph 2 is adopted, non-residents, who are nor
nationals of Luxembourg will have a third of the influence in the choice of Luxembourg's Members of this
House.

You will understand, ladies and tentlemcn, that under
these circumstances if Anicle 5(2) is adopted the
proposals will have no chance of being accepted by my
Governinent or ratified by the Luxembourg Parliament.

Vith that in mind,

and irrespective of all subjective
I think you will agree, ladies

arguments and criteria,

and gentlemen, [hat

it

would be a mismke not to

replacc the present wording of Anicle 5(2) with that of
the amendment tabled on behalf of our Group by Mrs
Cassanmagnago Cerretti.

the voter remains in control to the end rather than the
suggesrcd list system in which the pany machine
controls the voter. But I am disposed to go along with

the European proposal with a view to tctting a
common binding system which will command universal respect.

Paniculrrly unrc.cpnblc ir thc ptoponl thrt citizcns
residing in a Mcmbcr Stac other then thc one of their
binh will not bc parihittcd to t6tc thac unlcss thcy rre
rcsiding there fot rt ler& fiit yeers. Somc Mcmber
Satcs heve movd hcrveh md ernh to tct Europcrn
institutions on thcir roil. Thc Eurdpen Prrlirment, for
insunce, is obliged by rceson of the ivaricc rnd pride
of three Mcmber Strtes to be a trevelling circus in
three working pleces, rnd the stme counrries are
pcnurbed in case their domestic polidcal coziness
should be upset by the votes of European citizens from

othcr Member Starcs who are obligcd to work in
European institutions ewry from their country of
origin. Countries which enjoy the finencial end pres-

tige bencfit of having the European Parliament,
Commission, Council, Coun rnd other Community

institutions rdthin thcir bondcn rhould be the lrst to
n rhcir plftn o{ rtddencc to
f,uropcrns rho qcri Eito,pqrn inditufiotr.

dcny full voring rig|ru
Prcsident.

-

I call Mr Ryan.

$o far rs lrchird is oofifcrtrid, dic-rb$tiiunGnt thlr

vill be r novcl onc. I
rinccrely hopc thet votiil dn rhe $lbbeth vill nor
itnpeir the efficacy of thc pnyrrs of tht hithful for rhe
divinb assistancc vhich Europc, md Europcrn prrliamenteriens in prniculrr, brdly need.

vodng ukes plecc on e Srlndry

Mr Ryan.

Mr Presidenr, democracy

is being eroded

in Europe -through carelessness and misunderstrnding.
Falsely fearing that a strong European Parliemenr
would diminish the imponance of national parliaments, Membcr States are reluctanr to confer effective
powers on this Parliament. But this stupid stance overlooks the fact that a diminution of national democratic
control has taken place already by the accession of
each State to the Trea[y of Romc. However, that lost
democratic control at national level has not made for a
democratically elected European Parliament but rather
for a surrender of sovereignry ro appoinrcd bureaucrats and self-centred ministers who are accountable
rc nobody.

This situation must be changed, and

I

submit that

a

prior condition to the change is that we should adopr a
common voting system for this Parliamenr. Democrary will not survive in Europe unless ir is allowed to
flourish in this Parliament. If the European Parliament
is to be something more than a charade, there must be
a universally accepted common system of election

without any modifications

to

pander

ro

national

prejudices.

The draft electoral procedure upon which we

are

voting today is a compromise, indeed, I would say a
shabby compromise, for it visualizes leaving to
Member States power to vary the voting system in at
least four imponant ways, a power the exercise of
which could falsify results and produce undemocratic
majorities in the Parliament. I would myself prefer the
Irish system of proponional representation in which

(Apphxse)

Presidcat.

-

I call Mr Bournias.

(GR) Mr President, I am among
Mr Bournies.
- in thc Political
those who voted
Affairs Committee for
the draft proposal for a uniform electoral law for rhe
Community, although it is not uniform, as many
Members have stressed, because of the dissenting posi-

tion of the United Kingdom. However, since it has
many positive points, I shall vote for it, as will all the
Members from the Greek New Democrary Party.

My reason for speaking in this debarc is to defend a
class of Greek citizens who, although entered in the
electoral registers and permanently resident in Greece,
never actually vote. I mean Greek sailors. For years,
Mr President, since I was first elected a Member of
Parliament in 1946, I have heard that the problem of
the vote for sailors in Greece would be solved. Every
pany and every government promises to do so without
anything coming of it. In the meantime two constitutions have been adopted, the 1952 Constitution and
rhe 1975 Constitution, and many electoral laws have
been passed, there have been debates and anicles have
been written during prc-clection periods, and the
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,till without the vote. So we must
result is rhat they
think about these"..thousands of citizens who on the
seas and oceans offer a great deal to our counry and
who must not be deprived of their voting righr. And
so I asked to speak in order to move an amendment to

I feel will provide a solution and
I and other Greek Members have tabled with a
view to making it compulsory for the countries to
since it is against the law not
introduce legislation
Anicle 2(5), which
which

so that sailors who are at sea on the day of
to do so
the election are able to vote. That is the reason, and I
trust that my amendment will be adopted by the
House.

nities. 'Ihe Flemish community, the one to which I
belong, comprises 600/o of the total population, and
we do not wish to .raise any suspicion that we are
trying, by way of a national proponional representation system, to put pressure on the other community.
Our electoral and constitutional legislation guarantees
the other community an equal number of representatives. That explains why all the panies regard it as an
unrealistic idea for the number of seats available to be
spread generally over the national territory. As a
result, Anicle a(2) is really the key issue from our
point of view, without which we could not give the
proposal our support.

I should like to point out - and I do not
am alone in saying this
- that Anicle 5 is an
improvised and schizophrenic one. If we really want to
do something to help the people who have lived for a
cenain length of time in a different country, and if we
want ro give them the right to vote, we cannot undersnnd why they should at the same time be denied rhe
right to stand for election. !7hat is the point in making
a distinction between votint and standing for election?
Ve entirely agree that all Europeans should be given
the right [o vote no matter where they live; but what
Anicle 5 has to say is that the Member States should
ensure that their citizens who have been resident for
less than five years in a different country have the
right to vo[e even outside their native country. In
other words, an election is to be organized for these
people, and not for the others. !7hat that boils down
to is that we shall have two categories of people
two categories of Greeks abroad, two caregories -of
Italians abroad, and so on. To our way of thinking, this
anicle is just not on. '!7e also feel that, as regards the
right rc stand for election, account must be taken

Finally,
President.

-

I call Mr Verroken.

(NL) Mr President, ladies and
Verroken.
fact that I think I am the last
despite
the
tentlemen,
speaker in this debate, I should like none the less to
congratulate Mr Seitlinger on his repon. Having said
that, though, I feel obliged to add a word of regret

Mr

that we have, to my mind, paid insufficient heed to the

criticism raised by the Members from the United
Kingdom. I share their view that you can take a list
system too far and finish up with Members of the
European Parliament who have been nominated by the
pany bosses rather than elected by the voters.

I should also like to make the point that we have been
searching for a uniform electoral procedure for
30 years now. The Act of 1976 rcok us a small step
funher, because the fact is that we have now had a
direcdy-elected European Parliament since 1979. \7e
are now attempting to take another small step funher,
which can
taking into consideration all the exemp-

up by saying that
tions and excep[ions
- betosummed
we are now being asked
organize the elections on
the basis of constituencies. That will be the only new
element throughout Europe, because the proportional
representation system is in use everywhere in Europe
apaft from in the United Kingdom. So in anticipation
of the fact that the United Kingdom will not agree to
what we have decided today, what we are proposing is
that norhing new should be attempted on this issue.
As far as my own country is concerned
and I
- in this
suspect that I shall be the only person here

House to say anphing positive about Article 4(2)
I
would ask Parliament to bear in mind that, if the -said
anicle did not exist, Belgium would be forced to veto
the proposed legisladon. Let us not overlook the fact
that the seats in the European Parliament have been
allocated not by reference ro populations, but
according to block arrangement
for instance, 8 I for
France, 81 for Italy and 81 for -the United Kingdom;
nor let us forget that these figures are nor open ro
modification. At the moment, no one is proposing an
arrangement transcending national frontiers.
However, we have a similar kind of problem in
Belgium, where there are in fact two distinct commu-

think

I

of the block

distribution

of

seats:

81

Italians,

81 Frenchmen, 81 Members from the United Kingdom
and 24 from my own country. Belgium has ceded its

right to one sea! to Denmark so thar Greenland will
have a seat of its own, but the new system places
Belgium in the impossible position of granting separate
representation to the same number of Germanspeakers in Belgium as there are people in Greenland.

Despite all these problems, which

will have to

be

solved sooner or later, I should like to conclude, Mr
President, by expressing the hope that we shall take a
step in the right direction today, and that the offspring
of today's decision will not turn out out to be stillborn.

President.

-

Mr Moller.

I call Mr Moller.

(DA) Mr President, I understand from

this debate -that the Legal Affairs Committee has not
had an opponunity to give its opinion on substantive
changes made since the Legal Committee discussed the
matter. '!7e have thus rcday been debating a basic

on which only the Polidcal Affairs
Committee has reponed. But we have not heard the
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Legal Affairs Committee's views on the final report
from the Political Affairs Committee. I rherefore

eration, and which we have been examining this
morning.

pr-opose that, in accordance with Anicle 85, the Legal

Affairs Commirtee be given an opponuniry to express
an opinion on rhe marrer before we come ro a final
decision.

President.

Ladies and gentlemen, Anicle

85

provides that any Member may at any rime propose
that a matter be referred back to commirree. I shall
therefore call one speaker in favour and one against,

I

reject outright

Mr Moller's claim thar my

speech

made in this chamber as rhe represenrarive of rhe Legal
Affairs Commitree is worthless. I was speaking on
behalf of the committee, and if he is in disagreement
with me, that is his own affair. For all that, the Legal
Affairs Committee has done its duty.

President.

-

and finally the rapporteur.

I call Mr Megahy.

I call Mr Bocklet.

Mr Megahy.
Presidenr, I was very impressed by
- Mr
the arguments
advanced by Mr Moller, and as a
member of the Commitree on Legal Affairs I think we

(DE) Mr Presidenr, I am surprised
that anyone should
mble such a motion at rhe end of

should fully supporr his position.

Mr Bocklet.

this debate, after all opinions have been heard, all
argumenrc aired, and even rhe represenrative
Legal Affairs Commirtee has given his opinion.

of

(Applause)

[he
President.

I might add that the representative of rhe Legal Affairs
Committee in rhe working group which drew up this
draft, was himself presenr
Not all rhe time, ir is
true, but at least from rime-[o rime
and rherefore

Mr

-

I call the rapporteur.

Seitlinger, rdpportertr.

Mr

President,

I

am

believe rhat there is absolutely no reason ro

- who has pur rhe record
grateful to Mr D'Angelosanre,
'We
suaight so clearly.
have, of course, been working
in close cooperation with the Legal Affairs Commirtee
for several months. All I need add is that decisions
were reached on the basic options in the meedng of

postpone taking a decision on rhe electoral sysrem,
and I would ask you nor ro approve the motion.

2 December 1981, and that the subsequenr meerings

- opinion
had the opportunity of expressing his

at

any

time.

I therefore

the Polidcal Affairs

Committee

in

London on

have been concerned only with the legal form, the
dressing, of the text.

President.

-

I call the Legal Affairs Committee.

\flhat that means is that for the last three months the
members the Political Affairs Commitree have been

fully aware of our work, and so have those of

Mr D'Angelosantc, drafisman of an opinion.
- U7) |
think I should pur rhe record straight, Mr President,
on a point of fact in whar Mr Moller was saying: the
situarion was nor exacrly as he described it. The Legal
Affairs Commirree followed very closely the workin'gs
of the Political Affairs Commitree and iis

sub-committee which drew up rhe repon we have
before us. In my capacity as drafstman of an opinion
on. behalf the
.Legal Affairs Commitree, I received a
wntten lnvttatlon [o every meetinB, and I atrended
practically every one of them. I can also tell Mr Msller

that our committee returned ro rhe problem

as

recently as a fonnight ago, on rhe occasion of rhe last
Legal Affairs Commitree meering in Brussels, when the
question of the follow-up ro lhe draft uniform procedure
it is approved
was raised. Although no
- iftaken
vote was
on lhe- proposal of our chairman,
Mrs Veil
the- general lines I have expressed here

- approved, namely rhar the proposals
today were
to us did nor consrirute a uniform procedure. All of which means rhar we have considered

the

Legal Affairs Committee. I cannor therefore see any
reason for referring the question back to the Legal
Affairs Committee again. I oppose the referral.
(Parliament rejected the request)

President.

-

I call Mr Forth.

Mr Forth.

Could we have thar vore checked, Mr
President? It- was very close. An electronic vote, please.

President.
Ladies and gentlemen, I think ir would
be better if- we avoided any discussion. Ve shall use
the voting cards.
(Parliament again rejected the request)

submitted

every aspec[ of the proposals submirred for our consid-

The debarc is closed. The motion for a resolution will
be put to the vote at the next voring rime.
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controls on thc ovcrall level of impora,

t, Dl *lt ifi|n Atw4atrn t

pcrcenugc quotas to adjust the flow of impons
to the Community markct's absorption capac-

ittrh ir rhc joint dcbrtc on tso
Prcri&ct
- 11rgto rcri
OnlQuorrions
thc Coqncil:

itr,

Orel Qu9*ion

negotiation of a gradual reduction in impons
from thc Third Vortd,

Economic Rclations:

higher customs dutics on cenain

rith d.bltr (Doc. l-1018/81) by Mr
Vclsh oa bchelf of thp Commiwcc on Ertcrnrl

sensitive

products,

Subjcct: Rencval o[ the Muhifibrc Arrangcmcnt
financing the restructuring of the texdle indus-

Hrving r?gtrd to thc Parliemcnt's rcpon and rcsoludon on the rcnewal of the Multifibrc Arrange-

trics

ment;l having regard to the Parliament's emergency
rcsolution of Novcmber lgtl on the samc subjcct;2
noting that thc Cquncil hes informcd Perliament of
thc currcnt stete of nc3otiations in accordrnce with
thc Luns-Vestcncrp proccdure :

textile products,

l.

Docs the Council considcr that in general
terms Parliament's guidelines esublished by
the above-mentioned resolutions have been
fulfillcd as a rcsult of the current round of

by

means

of a

rcmporary

Community own resources

-

tax

-

on all imponed

crcation of a trigger price mechanism based on
the American procedure for steel products,
a labelling requirement for all imponed producrs?

I call Mr \flelsh.

negotiations?

2.

Docs the Council believc that the EEC textilc
and clothing industries would enjoy a greater

of protcction under the terms of
XIX of GATT than under thc

degrec
Anicle

proposed protocol of cxrcnsion to the MFA?

3.

How does the Council assess the effect of a
denouncement of the MFA on the
Community's overall rade policy and relations
with developed and developing panners?

4. In the light of the above does the Council

believe that the results of the 1 1 February
meeting accurately reflect the Community's
priorities

?

Oral Qucstion with debatc (Doc. l-637/81) by Mr
Coust6 on behalf of the Group of European
Progressive Democrats

:

Subject: Difficulties in the textile industry and
renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement
Over thc 7 years in which thc Multifibre Arrangcmcnt has bccn in forcc, thc European Extile and

clothing indusries havc shed more

than

700 000 jobs.

Vith

a vicw to ending thc heavy sacrifices which
for the restructuring of
world trade
a dcvelopment which has bccn
ecccpted somewhet
passively by the Europeen
can the Council stace whether, during
ruthoritics
dircussions- on thc ncgotiadng mandatc for thc
thesc industries have mrde

rcncwel of the Multifibrc Arrangcment, the
following points were qonsidercd and, if so, with
what rcsult:

thc crcation of rhe climatc of confidencc
nec.ssrry to allow European textilc firms to

continue with thcir
Programmes,

OJC l0t of 4May 1981,p.29.
Ol C 327 of l,t December 1981, p.62.

modcrnization

you, Mr President, for your
Mr Vclsh.
- I thank
consideration and also those honourable colleagues
who are actually listening to me.
The oral question for debate which I have the honour
[o present, on behalf of the Committee on External
Economic Relations is an imponant one on two
grounds, It is important first of all in practical terms,
because rhis is an issue that is current and it is an issue
on which Parliament should, and must, participate in a
dialogue with the Council. It is important on constitutional grounds because, by a unique set of circumstances, we in Parliament have the opponunity to

deliver an opinion

on an act of the Council

in

concluding an international treaty, and in doing so we
are assening our rights rc hold the Council democratically responsible for an exercise of power for which it
is responsible ro no Assembly other than this. For this
reason alone, Mr President, this is an imponant
moment in the Parliament's history. The motion to
wind up the debarc, which I shall move at the end of
my remarks, will be an imponant and significant
preccdent, and I am sure that the President-in-Office
of the Council will understand what I mean.

As

regards

the

practicalities, the Council, on
a protocol of extension to the

25 February, signed

Multifibrc Arrangement, which permits bilateral negotiations to begin with the Community's various partner
countries. This decision by thc Council, which I
welcome, was unfonunately delayed, because the
Council itself was unable to agree on the terms of iw
acceptence of the protocol. At a Luns-Vesterterp
procedure held in this Parliament during the last pansession, the President-in-Office of the Council was
closely questioned by members of the competent
committees. It became clear that there were two issues
stopping the Council from reaching an agreement.
One was the globalization ot three separate regimes,
and the other was the issue of burden-sharing among
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the various Member States of the low-cost imports
permitted by the Arrangement. On both these issues,

Mr

Davignon, speaking

for the Commission,

gave

your representatives two categorical assurances. The
first one was [ha[ under no circumstances would the
Commission agree to a mixing of global ceilings from
regimes spemming from three independent legal bases.
The second was that there would be no derogation
from this principle in the form of special arrangements
made for individual Member Sates to take more

impons from one category of suppliers than from
another. Members of the committees who were
present will no doubt bear gut what I say.

Our question to the Council is therefore this. !7hat
rcok place at the meeting on 25 February? How was
agreement on the protocol of extension reached?
\7ere the two assurances given to the Parliament by
she Commission honoured? And can [he Council
assure us that in every sense those two principles
separate globalization and universal burden-sharing
are met by its memorandum agreement?

-

Our next question concerns the future. The Parliament has frequently expressed the view that continuation of the Multifibre Arrangement must be contingent
on acceptable bilateral agreements. Is it the case,
however, that the Council has an alternative strategy
ro be employed if those bilateral agreements are not
satisfactory? Does the Council consider that resort to

Article 19 of GATT would provide an adequate
degree of protection for the Community's textile

indusry and, if it

does so consider, what views does

have on the compensation that would have

to

it

be

offered to other supplying countries if we resorted to
If it has not got an answer to these questions, Mr President, the Council owes it to us now to
explain, first of all, what it regards as satisfactory bilateral agreements in the terms of its own memorandum
and, secondly, what im alternative strateBy is in the
event of irc finding irelf in a position of denouncing

Anicle 19?

the Multifibre Arrangement as a whole.

Those are the two questions we put to the Council
roday. They are a continuation of the dialogue that we
have been conducting ever since November of last
year, and we also look forward to the President-inOffice explaining to us how he feels the Council has
responded to the guidelines issued by Parliament in its
several resolutions of March 1980 and November
1980. I hope, Mr President, if dme permits, you will

allow me the right to reply at the end of this debate
after the Council has given its view.

I call the Council.

President.

-

Mr De

Keersmaeker, President-in-Ofice

of

the

Council.- (NL) Mr President, I should like to give a
joint reply to Mr Velsh's and Mr Coust6's questions.
Of course, it is unfortunate that Mr Coust6 could not

speak immediately, but

I

presume he

will be doing

so

later. First of all, I should like to recall that in July
1981 the Council laid down basic guidelines for the

muldlateral multifibre negotiations. These were
for the European
Community and were aimed firsdy at boosting the
inrcnded as negotiating principles

Community textile and clothing industries by bringing
about changes in the market situation, thus enabling
them to regain their competitiveness. Secondly, we

had to ensure that Community producers could
continue their effons to adapt by means of import

controls on more sensitive products. Finally, we had to
of consumption trends in the textile
sector of the Community itself in assessing how far the
Community market ought to be accessible to imports
from countries offering products at low prices.

take account

Since 1981 the Council has laid down more denrled
guidelines as a consistent and important extension of
the initial ones, so enabling the Community to take an
active part in the decisive final phase of the multifibre
negotiations. The Council also made participation in
the new Multifibre Arrangement conditional on the
conclusion of satisfactory bilateral agreements to
replace those expiring on I January 1983 and to
enable the Community to achieve its economic objectives in the textile sector. The outcome of the multifibre negotiations has provided the Community with
the basis it hoped for. I shall now mention just a few of
the main points in the negotiating guidelines which the
new Multifibre Arrangement may well resolve.

of all, the Community succeeded in having
certain provisions adopted which obviate the danger of
a sudden sharp increase in imports of very sensitive
First

products where quotas are not fully used, which is
fairly often the case. The Communiry then succeeded
in providing for a different arrangement with the three
'dominant' exporting countries, Hong Kong, South
Korea and Macao. Taiwan, the founh main exponing
country, is covered by a separate arrangement and
does not come into consideration in this context.

In real terms, this means that the Community can hold
bilateral negotiations with these three countries ro
reduce a number of their impon quotas, with a
possible degree of compensation in the outward
processing sector. Moreover [he new arrangement
stipulates that, under certain circumstances growth

of less than 60/o may be applied to impons. The
outcome of the Geneva negotiations therefore fulfils
rhe Community's main objectives. However, as you
will be aware, the Multifibre Arrangement only constitutes a genaral framework, and the Community will
ultimately have to try to achieve its economic objectives in the textile sector by bilateral agreements. This
is why the Council's guidelines made acceptance of the
Arrangement conditional on concluding these bilateral
rates

aSreements.

On this last point,

I

can now rcll you that on

25

February the Council reached a number of decision on
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global ceilings for sensitive products in Group I. These
decisions will be a crucial element in future bilateral

negotiations and are intended to restrict the
Community's total impons from all countries
supplying low-price goods. In view of the outcome of
the Geneva negotiations and the decisions on global
ceilings, the Council has decided to accept the
protocol of extension of the Multifibre Arrangement,

it if no satisfactory bilateral

but to denounce

ments have been concluded by the end

agreeyear.

of the

The Council has thus established a definite link
between the Multifibre Arrangement and the bilateral
aBreements. Vith regard to the Council's decision
about denouncing the protocol, I must point out that
we cannot at present predict our partners' reaction
should we denounce the Multifibre Arrangement. The
Community is assuming, however, thar ir will be able
to conclude satisfactory bilareral agreemenrs in the
course of the year.

A

series of bilateral agreemenrs based on the Mulrifibre Arrangement provides a better and more lasting
framework both for the Communiry and for the third
countries, which would be willing and able to establish
firm expon quotas in the negotiations.

Should no new bilarcral agreements be satisfactorily
concluded, the Community's trade relations with third
countries in the textile sector will come under GATT
regulations. However, we can only discuss any difficulties relating to this aspecr if the problem of the
failure to conclude the expected bilateral agreements
actually arises.

Mr De Keersmaeker, President-in-Ofice of tbe
(NL) Mr President, I thought I had
Council.
answered- the questions as they stood. But the
speaker's own comments on these questions require

funher consideration, and as

I

am

to

make other

replies at the end of the debate, I shall deal with them
at the same time.

President.

-

Mr'Velsh.
hope you

Mr'!flelsh,

is

that a fair answer?

is acceptable, Mr President. Bur I
- That
will
nore rhar rhe Council had not in fact

read the quesrion.

President.

Mr

-

Seal.

I call rhe Socialist Group.

Mr President, I would entirely endorse
a rare occasion in this

- of Mr Velsh
the remarks

- the Council has nor at
may say
in that
all answered the questions that have been put down
for it, and I think rhat in irself is deplorable. I hope rhe
Council takes note of this and makes a better attempt
to provide some satisfactory anss/ers ar the end of rhis
House,

if I

debate.

In spite of Mr Velsh's earlier remarks, I feel that rhis
debarc is one month too late. Last pan-session would
have meant that this Parliament mighr have influenced
I say mighr
the Council of Ministers before this

-protocol of extension
was in fact finally signed. In
President.

-

I call Mr Velsh.

On a point of order under Rule 42, Mr
President. !7ould
the Council answer No 3 and No 4
of my questions? The President-in-Office has not
answered either of those questions, nor has he referred
to them in his statement. He will find rhem on the
paper in front of him.

Mr Velsh.

No 3 reads: How

does the Council assess the effecr

of

a denouncement of the MFA on the Communiry's
overall trade policy and relations wirh developed and
developing panners?

No 4 reads: In the light of rhe above, does rhe Council
believe that the results

of the I I

February meeting

accurately reflect the Communiry's priorities?

Neither of those questions,

Mr

President, has been

answered.

spite of my views on rhe Communiry and rhe European Parliament, if we are going ro be consulred,
either by the Commission or the Council, rhen we
must ensure that we have a right ro reply in sufficient
time to influence the final decision of either the
Council or the Commission.
'!(i'hatever

rhe Council may say, I do not accept thar
anything has been achieved so far. As far as I am
concerned, the extension of rhe Muldfibre Arrangement does norhing at all for rhe British wool texrile
industry, which is centred in my constituency in Bradford. It does nothing at all for the whole of the British
textile indusrry, and it does norhing ar all for rhe
Community textile industry. The Communiry textile

industry, if these quotas and ceilings are adhered to,
will continue ro decline as a major manufacturing
sector and employer. The Communiry, in my opinion,
has not succeeded. In spite of what the Council representative says, once again they have demonstrated
their inability ro acr
and I am assuming rhar they
want [o acr
for-the European textile industry.
Indeed, rhey -have lefr the imponant negoriarions ro
bilateral agreemenrs which have yet to be negoria[ed,
and at the same rime they have made these negotia-

Mr President-in-Office, perhaps you
President.
would like -time to consider your replies to these two

tions all the more difficult because of rhe ridiculous

detailed questions?

global ceilings thar they hav,: already set.
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Now Mr Velsh asked rhe Commission whether rhey
had an alternarive srraregy if the bilateral agreemenrs
were not satisfacrorily concluded by the end of the
year.'!7e have heard from the Council that if they are
not, they rhreaten to withdraw alrogether from rhe
MFA. Now ro me this is a roorhless rhreat. It has backfired because, in my opinion, we need rhe MFA more
than rhe counrries which trade wirh us. Towards the
end of the year we are going to be forced ro rake soft
options in order ro prevenr our being forced to wirhdraw from the MFA.

This aside, in my opinion, in the opinion of the
Socialist Group and in rhe opinion of rhe textile
industry and rhe trade unions, this whole protocol

is

far too vague. Once again, it is a rypical Community
attempt at compromise; and whilst the Council and
the Commission and rhe Community compromise,
thousands and rhousands

of

texrile workers

are

continuing to lose their jobs.

to be negotiated. The Commission and the Council are
going to have to negotiate bilateral agreemenrs, bur
this must be done according ro a stricr timerable. The
bilarcral agreements with dominanr suppliers musr be
concluded first, and we musr also ensure that rhe
growth rates for preferential countries are sufficienr ro
ensure a smooth growth of textile exporr.s for rhese
countries.

Mr President, I conclude, on behalf of the Socialist
Group, by saying that, given the vague wording of the
provisions of this Protocol, it will require a tough
approach by the Commission and the Council ro negotiate levels acceptable ro the Communiry's textile
industry. This is a quality, unfonunately, rhat has nor
be.en demonstrated by these bodies in past negoriatlons.

President.
I call the Group of the European
- (Christian-Democratic
People's Pany
Group).

The base levels of this protocol are, in our opinion,

absolutely incorrect. It is obvious to anyone who
thinks abour it thar they should be based on actual
impon figures; but instead rhey are based upon

(luotas. So we have new quoras based upon old quotas,
and rhey have no relation to the actual quantiries
rshich are being imponed into the EEC. How can the
Council or rhe Commission guaranree thar we stick [o

an overall growrh rarc of around one percent

000 jobs

in the rexrile indusrry in the

Presidenr, it is of course
impossible for me to give rhorough consideration to all
the problems of the Muldfibre Arrangement in rhe few

minutes which have been allocated ro me, and so I
shall make just a few remarks and add a supplementary quesrion.

a

g;rowth rare rhat has been agreed by rhis Parliamenr
when they do not know the quanriries rhat are actually
being imported at this rime inro the EEC? Indeed, for
cenain products I can rell them rhar rhere will be an
increase of not one percenr bur five to six hundred
percenr, and this is going to cosr us ar leasr another
30

Mr Chanterie.- (NL) Mr

United

llingdom alone.
'I'here is also a problem, in spite of whar rhe Council
s,rys, in the products caregorized as sensitive. They
have only concluded the A produos, and in fact the
composition of the rest of the sensirive product Broups
has not yer been finalized.
L.r addition, we have no details of the proposed antisurge mechanism. The Council and rhe Commission
must see that rhe anti-surge mechanism is toughened
up
only that it is toughened up, bur that it
- andonnot
operares
the basis of the known rrade levels of tggO
and not on rhe 1982 quota levels.

Neither are rhere any details of any recession clause,
which it was suggesred thar rhey look at. There is,
however, a reference to 'equitable and qualified
compensation to rhe exponing panicipants'. This
reference, unfonunarely, makes rhe implementation of
a recession clause very limircd indeed.

The ratification of rhis prorocol does no more rhan
open up a Pandora's box because of the complex problems which are related ro the bilateral agreements yet

On behalf of the EPP Group, I think I can safely say
that the European Community has succeeded in
achieving its main objecrives in the Geneva nego[iations on the new Multifibre Arrangement, in spire of

the fact that the Community is in a rarher difficult
position. The fact is thar rhe Community takes 400/o of
the developing countries' text.ile exporrs. 'Wherher or
not the new Multifibre Arrangemenr for 1982-86
will actually be signed and implemented depends on

the Community's bilateral negotiations during rhe
coming months wirh 28 developing counrries and 7
Mediterranean countries. I think we should quire
rightly now be considering the implicarions for our
textile indusrry of the possible failure of rhese negotiations and the withdrawal of the Community from the
Multifibre Arrangement. As the Member for a Flemish
textile region, I should like to stress rhe great sacrifices
our lextile industry has made in past years, particularly
in terms of employment.
Tremendous efforts are also being made, however, to
modernize, increase productiviry and mainrain competitiveness, and small and medium-sized enterprises
have been panicularly successful here. So it is now,
and I cannot stress this point too strongly, a matrer of
aking the necessary steps ro guaranree rhe furure of
our textile industry by enabling ir ro develop further
and to offer secure employment.

Textile and clothing industries in the Third Vorld are
by and large set up by multinational concerns which
have been encouraged to move there by rhe advan-
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[ages they gain

from the working

conditions.

Low-wage countries, they are called, and with good

reason. It is cenainly not the large numbers of
workers, but mainly the multinationals themselves,
which benefit from the increasing expons from these
countries. Therefore, Mr President, I should like to
ask what the outcome has been of any steps which,
may have been taken to have a so-called 'social clause'
included in the Multifibre Arrangement when it was
drawn up, i.e. a stipulation that the benefirc of the
Multifibre Arrangement should only be extended to

countries exponing to the Community if they undertake to abide by the minimum standards for conditions
of work laid down by the International Labour
Organization. A clause to this effect, Mr President
would lead primarily to a real improvement in the situation of textile workers in the Third Vorld, and also
to less distonion in international competition.
(Tbe sitting uas suspended at 1 p.m. and resumed at 3
P.m.)l

(Parliament rejected the motions by Mr Forth and Mr
Glinne and adopted the motions by Mr Herman and Mr
Christopber lackson)

I callMs Clwyd.
Ms Clwyd.
Mr President, on a point of order. You
vote on that last urgency resolution.
took an electronic

I thought that the vote on South Africa

was very close

indeed and that we should have had an electronic vote
on [hat too. Can your tellers confirm what that vote
was without the electronic vote?

President.

Ms Clwyd,

I think

that the occupant of

the Chair,-assisted by his staff, has a fair judgment
whether a vote is clear or not, and the vote on South
Africa was absolutely clear. There is no doubt about it.
Otherwise I would have proceeded to an electronic
vote. So I think that your remark, apart from the fact
that it has come too late, is superfluous.

I call Mr

Seal.

4. Welcome

would be
Seal.
- In spite of that, Mr President, it
nice if a[ leas[ we had figures occasionally, and one
way of gerinB figures easily is to use this very expensive equipment that we have had installed and use the
electronic vote instead of relying on an arbitrary decision by some of the people at the front.

I welcome in the official gallery a delePresident.
- the Finance Committee of the Bundestag,
gation from
led by Mrs Mattheus-Maier. I am delighrcd at this first
step in bringing together the European Parliament and

President.
Seal, if your group had asked for a
- IMr
would have proceeded to an electronic
roll-call vote
vote, but that did not happen. So what you should do
is instruct your group chairman next time to thar

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT
President

the national parliamenr by way of their specialized

Mr

effect.

committees.

6. Votesr

(Applause)

President.

5. Topical and urgent debate (objections)
President.
Pursuant to Rule 48 (2), second subpara- Rules of Procedure, I have received the
graph, of the
following objections, tabled and jusdfied in writing, to
the list of subjects for the topical and urgent debate

[omorrow, 1l March

1982.

(Tbe President read out tbe list ofobjectionsf

The next item is the vote on

Parliament.

(.)
Article 2, paragraph 2
Amendments Nos I 3, I 1, 5 7, 6,
12,59 dfld It

debate.

Mr Seitlinget, rdpporteur.
(FR) Mindful
- I am againsr.
committee's repeated decisions,

(...)

(...)

The vote on these objections will take place without

2
-,

Rrq"*1br an early aote:

see

Minutes.

List of objectioas: see Minutcs.

the

(Doc. I-958/81): Unt"form electoral
Seitlinger report
procedure for the election of Members of the European

of

the

The repon of proceedings gives only those pans of the
vote which gave rise to speeches. For a detailed account
of the voting, see Minutes.
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-

Amendment No 47

amendment put forward forms a whole and cannor be

broken up.

Mr Scitlingcr,

rd?porteur.

(FR) As this amendmenr
I shall leave ir

was not considered by the- committee,
up ro rhe House to decide.

(...)

I call Lord Douro.

-

Mr President, I would urge you

r.o

abide by your -original ruling. There is much precedent

5

in this House thar when an amendment seeking to
replace a whole paragraph is carried, all orher amendments fall. That is clearly the case here, and I would
urge you to stick to your original ruling.

A,fier the adoption of Amendment No 49

Bocklet.

(DE)

I

would poinr out that

an

- been rabled to Article 5 (2), originally
amendment has

introduced, but no longer supponed, by Mrs Cassanmatnago Cerretri, but supporred by others who also
signed the motion, namely Mr Estgen and myself. The

vote has not invalidated rhe last senrence of the
amendment and I therefore reques[ that the lasr
sentence of Amendment No 31 be put to the vore.

President.
Mr Bocklet, I do not think thar would be
- I cannot
possible, for
pur pan of an amendmenr ro rhe

vote. Once rhe rext of paragraphs 2 rc 4 has been
replaced, I cannot accep[ part of an amendmenr as a
nev'amendment.

(DE) I would agree if ir were a marrer
Mr Bocklet.
of different conrenr
and wording. The first senrence of
the proposed amendmen[, which Mr Estgen and I are
now supporting, is identical with the second senrence
of Mr Fergusson's proposal; only the third sentence is
different. I therefore ask for rhe marter to be put to
che

Prcsidcnt.

Lord Douro.

Article

Mr

No l-282/107

vote.

But the problem is that I would then
require the- prior authorization of this House to put
only a part of Amendment No 3l to the vote. The
sentence which you are supporting is an integral pan
of Amendment No Jl. I cannot simply decide to
that is just not possible.
extract it
President.

-

I call Mr Antoniozzi.

President.

That is why

I

propose

to do what I

- it was disputed. I think that we should
proposed, but
stick to my original proposals because otherwise we
would have a lot of complicarions.
I call Mr D'Angelosanre.

(17) Mr President, I should
D'Angelosantc.
like to draw your atrenrion
ro rhe facr rhat, in spite of
its ticle, the amendment which we have .;ust approved,
or rather which the majority of us have just approved
Amendment No 49
in effect amends only para-graph
- should
I of Anicle 5. You
now bear in mind
that this amendment implicirly overrides paragraphs 2,
3 and 4. This does nor ieem right rc -e, in"i-rch as

Mr

Ardcles

2, 3 and 4

inrroduce legislation which

is

complercly new as regards Article I and completely
innovatory as regards existing Communiry law.

Paragraph I lays down the manner in which a Member
State permits its own cirizens to vote in whichever pan
of the world they may be, whereas the orher paragraphs deal with the obligarion for Member Srates ro
gran[ voting righr, wherher acrive or passive, rc citi-

zens

of other Community

countries residing

in

the

Member States concerned by the legislation.

I do not believe, Mr President, rhat it is the purpose of
the Regulation rhat Article 5 should have rhis 'overriding' effect, which you attribure to the majoriry vore
on Amendment No 49. I therefore think thar you
should have the amendments to paragraphs 2,3 and 4
of this article voted on again.

(17) Mr President, Amendment
,Mr Antoniozzi.
- my signature, which I withdraw
.No 31 also bears
because thc wording of the amendment does not
,:orrespond to the text I had in mind.

Presidcnt.

-

Mr Bocklet.

President.

-

(DE) Mr President, I urge you

- requesr, which if granred would
not to accede ro this
set a precedent for endless complications. Separate
amendmenm may be introduced,

if required, but

(DE) Mr President,

I should like to

- easier and wirhdraw the amendmenr,
make your task
since it is not really essen[ial.

I call Mr von der Vring.

Mr von dcr Vring.

I call Mr Bocklet.

each

President,

Mr Bocklet, I must

you some flowers.
I call Mr

Schieler.

remember

to

send

(DE) You just mentioned that
Mr Schieler.
- 56 would be null and void once
Amendment No
Amendment No 49 was adopted. I should like to
check again whether the second sentence of Amendment No 55, which deals with quite another ma[ter,
has been settled by the adoption of Amendment
No 49.
And so we come back to square one:

President.
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Member Starc

of the Communiry may vote on the
of candidates of their country of

basis of the list
origin.'

That is the text. For Lady Elles' benefit, I would
explain that this means that each citizen of a Member
State who is resident either temporarily or permanently in another Member State has the right [o vote
for the candidates in his own country on the basis of

when a proposal
for an amendment is adopted, the

the list of candidates in his own country.

whole text is replaced and all other proposals

That is the meaning of the amendment.

are

invalid.

(...)
Mr

President.

My amendment No 83 has
- fGR) at least to go by the French
of the amendment is
that the meaning

Plaskovitis.

been so badly translated

version

totally distoned.

Paragraph 2 of this amendment reads as follows:
The cirizens of a Member State who exercise their right
to vote in another Member State of the Community may
vore on the basis of the list of candidates of their native
country.

If the interpreters

are giving the correc[ translation, I
think you yourself will appreciate just how wrong the
French translation in the text I have in front of me is.

That is what I wanted to draw to the Members' atten-

-

I call Mr Luster.

(DE) I should like to raise a point of
Mr Luster.
order in accordance with Rules 82 and 83 of the Rules
of Procedure, not on this panicular point but on the
general applicadon of the Rules of Procedure.
You mentioned during our discussions that you put
the broader text to the vote since it bore the heading
'Anicle so-and-so is to be replaced by the following
new text'.
ask you to reflect, Mr President, whether the
heading: 'the text is to be replaced by thg following

I would

in

fact substantially affect the
new text' does
subsequent text, or whether the heading merely makes
it appear to be a complete amendment.

tion.

It is sdll possible for another text with a less grandiose
title to produce amendmencs in the truer sense of the

President.
Your Greek text is thus authoritative. It
has been translated
into the other languages, so that
no one can be in any doubt as to its meaning.

word.

I call Lady Elles.

in future votes.

Mr

President, the same applies in
I may, through you, to ask
Mr Plaskovitis to make it clear, for the purposes of
clear translation into English, that in his paragraph 2
the right of a citizen [o vote is an alternate right and
nor a joint right, i.e. he can vote in the State where he
is residing and on the basis fo the list of his native

Lady Elles.

English, but I- would like if

country.

M"y I solve your problem by asking Mr
Plaskovitis- to read very slowly paragraph 2 of his
amendment in Greek, so that it can be translated by
our interpreters now into the diffeient languages.
President.

Mr

Plaskovitis.

President.

-

(GR,)

I will repeat the text, Mr

Paragraph 2 of Anicle 6: 'The citizens of a Member
State who exercise their right to vote in another

I

am making this point not in connection with any

special case, bu[ in order

to avoid misunderstandings

Mr Luster, I understand your points, but
President.
- do
not solve the problem.
feel that they
I call Mr D'Angelosante.

(17) Mr President, perhaps I
D'Angelosante.
- but, considering your deciam a bit late in speaking
sion on the Fergusson amendment and mindful of
what Mr Luster said
it was probably about the same
- say so I should like to point
thing even if he did not
- been interpreted by
out that Rule 5a(1)(b) has already
the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions. The commitree's interpretation was that an
amendment is inadmissible if, while seeming to amend
a text, i[ acutally deletes it entirely. In this instance the
amendment by Mr Fergusson and others does not seek
to delete the whole text but a large pan of it, even
rhough this is not stated.

Mr
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D'Angelosante

Mr President, ler me draw your arr.ention ro the inrerpretation which is given in iralics after Rule 54, espe-

cially the second nore. I myself was involved in
discussing the inrerpretation of Rule 5a(1)(b), and I
should like to poinr out that your interpretation is
inadmissible. You may well say that I am bringing up
this issue of admissibiliry ar rarher late a srage
and
I would grant you that
but in rhis instance the- inter-

- before could, with your
pretation which you gave
permission, be revised or ar least reconsidered. Ve
could therefore have another discussion and another
vote on the amendments ro Article 5, paragraph 2, and

Mr

Mr

Schieler.
(DE)
Presidenr, ladies and
Bentlemen, the vast majoriry of the Socialist Group has
approved this acr and will also vote in favour of rhe
motion, although the result produced by these vores

-

will contain a flaw. It has been decided in

plenary

session rhat EEC cirizens who have made rheir home

for over five years in another coun[ry are to acquire
the right to srand for elecrion in that counrryl unfortunarely, however, ir has not decided ro grant. the right
to vole under rhe same circumsrances. In spite of this
flaw, we shall vore for the act.

up to the end of the article.

President.
Mr D'Angelosanre, I do not feel I can
agree wirh -what you have said. In rhe first place the
Bocklet amendmenr has been withdrawn. I have estab-

lished that facr. Secondly, it cannor be said rhar the
Fergusson amendment came into the category you
have just referred ro, [hat of an amendment tanramount. to a motion for rejecrion. You yourself said ir
\vas a partial rejection, which thus replaced rhe rext. I
think you are going a bit far wirh your interpreration
of the Rules of Procedure.

(.)
Article 6

Amendments Nos I 7, tO, t 1 and 32.

-

Mr Seitlinger,

(FR) As rapporteur, I am
- 17, 51
Nos
and 32. As for
Amendment No 50 by Mr Fergusson, it was not
considered by the committee. I leave ir up ro the
rdpporteur.

againsr Amendments

Sir Henry Plumb.
Mr Presrdenr, I fear we cannor,
- rhis
as a group, supporr
report. The proper result of

our effons and Parliament's efforts on rhis repor[
should have been rhe approval of a proposal which
could have had a chance of being adopted by the
Council. This is not rhe siruation in which we find
ourselves. Many of the speakers
if one lisrened ro
them in the debate rhis morning- seem ro assume
that this group expecred all rhe-Member Stares to
employ the electoral system used within the Unired
Kingdom. That, Mr Presidenr, is simply nor the case.
My group acceprs the principle of a uniform electoral
system. It accepts the need for compromise towards
this end and it has accepted the need to introduce
proponionaliry inro the constituency sysrem to which
we are accustomed. This was not easy, and not all our
Members felt able ro move as far as that. Nevertheless,
as a group we feel that if rhere has been a failure to
compromise it has not been for want of flexibiliry on
the part of my group.
(Applause)

'We remain,

F{ouse to decide.t

Mr President, willing to work with our
ro rry ro find a system acceptable to all
nationalities. In our view rhe reporr as amended has
nothing to commend it. The proposals contained
within it are nor uniform, they are not comprehensive
colleagues

(...,)
Article 8

Amendments Nos 37 and 3)

-

Mr Gerokostopoulos.

-

(GR) Mr President, I should

like you to consider Amendment No 37 withdrawn as
it serves no funher purpose nov/ that No 36 has been
rejected.

and they are neither balanced nor fair. These proposals provide let-ours for some and not for others.'
Above all rhey run rhe risk of throwing away Parliament's only legal righr of iniriative. I urge che House
therefore Mr Presidenr, nor ro suppoft the report in its
entirety.

()
Mr

President.

t

-

Explanations of vote may now be given.

The rapponeur was also:

-

for Amendments Nos 2, 28, 29,30, 33, 34, 35 and

Habsburg.
(DE) !/ise old Emperor Franzas
head
of
an
empire populated by different
Joseph,
peoples, once said: 'I shall know rhar I have governed
well when all my peoples are equally dissarisfied.'
There could scarcely be a berter description of a
reasonable compromise, since we cannot speak of true
equilibrium when one side is much too happy and the
other much too sad.

36;
againstAmendments Nos 4,5,7,8,9,10,11, 14, 15,
16, 19,20, 21,22,23, 24,25,36,
38, 40, 41, 44,
45, 46, 48, 49,52, 53,54, 55, 59, 62,63,64,55,
66,
'7,
67, 68,70,7 1,72,73,7 4,75,77,78,79, 80, 82, 83,
86, 87, 88, 91, 91, 94 and 95.

I

it clear rhat I supponed rhe vote
in France since General
De Gaulle's time and in England. I believe that it gives
the voters real influence and acrs as a check on rhe
have always made

for a candidate

as praciced
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Habsburg

kind of feudalism which comes from

professional

pany politicians and their organization. The results of
for candidates is as a rule also better in terms of

"odng
qualiiy. But

if, in spite of that, I

vorc for

the

Seitlinger/Bocklet motion, I do so only because we
have the inescapable duty to adopt a common European electoral system and because the text in question
provides us with the best common denominator. It is
not an ideal solution and will therefore probably have
ro be altered in the furure, but we do at least acknow-

ledge

with gratitude the real service which Mr
Mr Bocklet have, with admirable pa-

Seitlinger and

in any way uniform, and also the panicular fact that,
on the basis of the unamended Anicle 4, the Member
States rerain the opportunity to make a mockery of
any of the guiding principles in this document, we

shall be abstaining in the vote on it. Ve have mken this
decision even though we recognize the effon put in by
the rapponeur and the committee. Ve hope that the
Councii will pay more attention lo the ideas rather
than the actual content of this document and allow the
Member States to draft in a more uniform fashion the
individual national laws which will govern the election
of the second European Parliament.

tience, rendered to Europe.
(Applause)

(GR) Mr President, the Communist
- (Inrcrior) suppons the principle of the
Pany of Greece
proposed Act, but I am sorry that the House has
rejected the amendments which stipulated clearly that
small countries such as Greece should form one electoral region, as well as other amendments proposing
that there should be no lower limit for the election of a
Member. Both these principles formed the basis of rhe

Mr Kyrkos,

Greek electoral Iaw, which met with universal

that is something very rare in Greece,
- and
and the
who
follow events there will know
- would
wonderful results this would have produced
have enabled us to point to this Parliament as a fine
approval
as those

example.

The rejection of these amendments and the flexibility
which leaves the door open for the majority system to
slip in, thereby destroying the uniry of the proposed
Act, leave me no choice but to vote against.

Mr Presidenr, I and a number of my
Mr Balfc.
colleagues will be voting against this resolution, and if
I could quote the words of our own leader, Ernest
Glinne, before he was got at: 'Given the diversiry of
the existing electoral systems within the Community,
the Socialist Group is of the opinion that it would be
unwise to try and adopt a uniform electoral system for
the second elections by direct universal suffrage. \7e
therefore propose that efforts to introduce a direct
electoral ,y*.- for 1984 be abandoned, especially as
there is reason to doubt whether such a system, even if
it were adoprcd by the Parliament, would be approved

by the Council of Ministers and ratified by the
national parliamenr'. Those words were in Document PE 73.743/Annex, submitted by the Socialist
Group. In this debate we have seen that people are
prepared to completely ignore the traditions of the
Member States. It has always been the contention of
my pany that people are sen[ herc on the basis of the
electoral systems within their countries. Vhen this
Community maneges to sort out a few of the other
fundamental abuses of human rights we might be
prepared to start looking at harmonizing the electoral
systems of the Community; but not until then.

(FR) Mr President, the vote that is going
Mrs Vcil.
- is undoubtedly one of the most important
to take place
in rhis legislature, since it is a vote on a mandate which
has been explicidy entrusted to us by the Treaties. I
shall not be voting for the motion for a resolution. The
fact is that our mandate was precise:we had to submit
a uniform text. It was up to us to decide on either a
genuinely uniform rcxt or a set of general principles
which most people could agree on. Ve have not done
this. In fact, what is proposed is an exlremely complicated text which is actually not at all uniform since
most of the paragraphs in Anicle 2 begin with the
words The Member States sball lay doutn . . .

(DA) Mr President, I naturally deeply
reBret that it was not possible to reach a compromise
in the Political Affairs Committee, so that the Bridsh
Members could also have voted for the motion. It was

Mr Msllcr.

imponant to reach such a compromise, and I think
that the Britsh went as far as they could to associate
themselves with the additional member system to
obtain a compromise based on the principle of propordonal representation. But if I am asked to vote either
for or against the motion, I shall have to vote for it,
since

I

represent a country and an electorate which is

And another thing: we were unable to agree on one
vital point, a uniform age regarding eligibility, and this
is something which involves young people a lot. These
are the reasons why I shall not be voting in favour of

and a very
in favour of proportional representation
highly developed form of proponional representation
at that. I should also like to make it known that I shall
vote for the Seitlinger Repon, although I regret that
the compromise which would have made all plain

the text.

sailing at the Council decision stage was not reached.

(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, given -the fact that this motion for a resolu-

Mr President, it. isn't very often that I
Mr Enright.
- of belief with both Anhur Scargill
proclaim a unity

tion does not lay down electoral procedures which are

and Austin Mitchell, but we in fact are one in believing

Mr

Romualdi.
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that the British elecroral sysrem should be reformed,
and I am very firmly in favour of rhar.

Having said thar, I am exrraordinarily unhappy at the
way this ragbag of proposals has been put rogether. If
we are not ro make ourselves a laughing-stock with the
Council, I think we would be very silly to pur rhese
proposals forward. I shall therefore most reluctantly
vote againsr rhe resolution. Because if there is one
thing that is worse rhan a single member consriruency,

it is a capinl dominared

electoral system, be it
I-ondon, Paris, Arhens or wherever. I cannor vote for a

system which would move in rhar direction as opposed

to the single rransferable vore system which was pur
forward.

I

am very unhappy indeed for another reason, and that
is that, if I am successful in opposing this, we will lose

Anicle 5 which gives ro those who live abroad what
should be their just and inalienable righr ro vore

the Ten
and in rhis respect the new governmenr
- been
which has
in power in France for nearly a year

now has shown its desire ro work rowards a more
democratic system of representation
we can do rhis
- rwist
only if we accepr the facr thar we canno[
our of
shape the acrual state of affairs which stems from the

diversity and rhe special fearures

of our respecrive

countnes.

Ve

said thar our vote would depend on whar
happened to the amendmenrs we tabled. I know rhere
were nor many bur they do represent a matter of absolute principle for us. Our amendments were rejected,
and other amendmenrs were iniened which make this
new electoral procedure rather inconsistent because
someone could be elected without being able to vore.
The retention of the combined lisr and rhis other
inconsistenry mean thar we shall be abstaining when ir
comes to voting on the text.

panicularly in European elections.

I think it is a scandal that rhey do not all have the vote
at this momenr, and I think that we should bring
forward a separate proposal upon rhis marrer.

Mr

D'Angelosante.
(17) Mr Presidenr, rhe Italian
Members of the Communisr
and Allies Group have
already vored against the proposed acr and we shall
also be voting againsr the morion for a resolurion. Our

position was outlined and clearly explained
Mr C.

Mr President, I am firmly in favour
of proponional -representation for European elections,
but this report takes no account of rhe strong feeling
of principle in my country that it is fundamental to
Jackson.

maximize the links berween Members and their consrituencies and that this is best done in single member
constituencies. A modification of the German sysrem

would have provided a single member proportional
sfstem compatible with our European requirements.

'l'et this was rejected, as also was Amendment No 55
in which, as a last minute effon at compromise, I
proposed widening the choice from rhe Seitlinger
proposals to include the addirional member sysrem.
Such a lack of sensitivity in the result makes it impossible for me to vote for this report, which in my view
would have been better returned ro committee and

reconsidered and which now srands vinually no
chance of adopdon by the Council.

uniform electoral procedure decided on by the Political Affairs Committee. He said we were glad that rhe
draft was based on the idea of proportional representation, which to our mind is the most democratic
means of ensuring that this Assembly reflects the pluralist nature of our countries, but at lhe same time we
cannot accep[ the conditions for combining lism, as we
have unhappy memories of this practice in France
because of the outrageous abuses which resulted from
the system in the past.

electoral sysrcm that

that

it

was obvious

to

is

everyone rhat this was a
compromise which I shall term, if I may, one of rhe
most shameful imaginable. In fact, if you ask me, this
is not a compromise but an almost perfect elecroral
law, which however contains an anicle which says rhat
each State may adopt different measures if it wants,
and in other words it can do just whar ir likes. A
section of the Conservative group acceprs this as a
compromise and this clearly suggesrs rhat if rhis document goes through
musr nor happen because
- iswhich
otherwise Parliament
going ro be a laughing-stock
if it then gets through rhe Council of Ministers
-andand
the national parliamenrs, the resulr will be thar
each State can make up irs own elecroral law and
everything will be back at square one.

Mr

President,

I

musr confess rhere was some doubr

about rhis interpretation, bur when Mr Seitlinger
suggested our amendment be rejected
the one

(FR) 'fhis morning my colleatue,
Mr Chambeiron.
Ir{r Piquet, outlined what the French Members of the
Communist and Allies Group think about the draft

In our opinion, if we really want to move towards

rhis

morning during Mr De Pasquale's speech. The fact

an

will indicate a step forward for

- from rhe
abour excluding proportional represenrarion
possibiliry of derogarion
and when the House in
- way thar ir rejecred Mr
fact rejecred it, in the same
Bangemann's amendmenr specifying whar rhe derogation referred to, it became clear rhar this was the worst
possible compromise, and if any pan of it is positive it
is the second part. The House has voted in an unaccepmble way. It has kept rhe vorcrs in their passive role
and failed to give rhem an active role, and it makes me
think of that poor queen who offered cake to her
starving people. It is no laughing matrer because you,
Mr President, ought ro have prevented it!

Mr

Megahy.

-

Mr

President, a common electoral

sysrcm should in some way reflect the state of political
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development

in the

Community.

I

shall be voting

against these proposals because I feel that the present
state of political development in the EEC is opposed to
a system which tries to impose some uniformity on and
interfere with the righm of nation States to determine

systems. The proponents of
proponionality do not have enough confidence in the
European ideal to see that this would apply to all the
Member States. It is absurd that many of the smaller
Member States are totally overrepresented in this
Parliament. Now, I suppon the rights of the small

their own electoral

nation Stares, but they can't have their cake and eat it.
If they want proportionality, if they want this House
to reflect the state of development of European integration, then they should be prepared to surrender
those privileges in return for a proponional system. To
judge by the voting that took place earlier, anyone
who thinks thar 261 Members in favour out of the 430
with 76 voting against und 27 abstentions
here
represent
a tidal wave of enthusiasm is kidding
himself. It will be thrown out by the Council of Ministers an).way.

Mr President, Members will not be
that I don't share the unhealthy
to
know
surprised
Mr

Forth.

obsession with proponionaliry that has been shown by
many colleagues this afternoon. I believe that any
polidcal or governmental system should, ideally,

demonstrate good and stable government, which does
not seem to be the case in those systems on the continent of Europe which use proportional representation.
I also believe that governmenrs should show fair representation. I don't believe that lists provide this, nor do
systems which allow for casual resignations. Neither
do I believe that a system which allows the replacement of someone who has resigned by someone else
for whom a vote has never been cast shows fairness. I
do not agree that we need slavishly to try to mirror
arithmedcally the votes cast within a legislature. That
is not a principal requirement of government or political systems.

'!flhen the Community and one of its institutions fails
to recognize the real and legitimate differences in
culture and history amongst im Member States, it is
treading on very dangerous ground, which is why I
fear what we are trying to do this afternoon. For these
reasons, I shall be

Mr

R. Jackson.

votint

Mr

against the report.

I

could have voted for proportional representation
and so could many of my Conservative colleagues
if we had been given an acceptable option, i.e. the
addidonal-member system, containing a constituency
element. But Parliament has voted for a uniform
to
system which is unacceptable to most Members
from- one
an overwhelming majority of Members
Member Smte. This is not wise legislation, particularly
in a unitary
matter.
Even
since this is a constitutional
State, and panicularly in a federal State, constitutional
legislation can be said to require what the Americans
call a 'concurrent majority' in which all concerned can
agree. And this has not been obtained in this case
which is why I say that this is unwise legislation. !fle -in

this Parliament cannot impose a system on

the

Community, but what we can hope to do is to influence and to persuade, through the Council. Unfortunately,.we have refused to take thar opponunity on this
occaslon.

(GR) Mr President, in the course of
Mr Alavanos.
this morning's- debate, my colleague Mr Efremidis
gave the views of the Communist Parry of Greece on
the uniform electoral system. !fle believe that this
morion for a resolution is totally at variance with the
principles of the sovereignty of the people and
national independence, with the defence of which the
Greek people has entrusted us. Despite some isolated,
more or less positive elements in the repon compared
wirh the electoral laws in the Member States, it is
unacceptable for the number of constituencies in
Greece or the voting system in Greece to be laid down
in Strasbourg or Brussels.

Our opposition was confirmed during the voting on
the amendments when Parliament rejected nearly all
the amendments aimed at protecting the peculiarities
and responsibilities of each country.

In our view, the Seitlinger report is linked to the
moves to strengthen the powers of the European
Parliament at the expense of the national parliaments
and with the attempts to abolish the unanimity rule in
the Council.

President, this is an historic

looking around the Chamber
although
and listening to the way in which people are talking in
the aisles, one would not believe it. Today is the
unique occasion on which the direcdy-elected Parliament can exercise a right to initiate legislation, and we
have made a mess of it. Vhy do I say that? My statemenr is a personal one which I feel obliged to make
because, during the European election campaign, on
every platform on which I spoke I said that I was in
favour of a proportional system for European elec-

occasion

I am going to vote today against Parliament's proposals for a uniform electoral system, and I
notice that nearly all rhe 81 British Members will do
so, quite apan from any others who might vote against
it.

tions. But

This is yet another reason why we shall be voting
against the proposals.

Mr President, I want to see a uniform
Mr Price.
based on proportional representation
electoral system
as soon as possible. I think that members of other
political groups may have underestimated the difficulties experienced by some members of the European
Democratic Group in accepting a system of propor-
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tional represenration. As a resulr, Parliament has not
accepted the conrinuance of thar orher familiar
element in the British sysrem, rhe single member
constituency. That will make ir more difficult ro obtain
the unanimous agreemenr ro a uniform sysrem which
most

of us wanr.

Nevenheless,

I

have vored

for

the

draft act and I favour rhis resolurion because I believe
that the regional lisr system could be a good system for
Europe as a whole. I believe rhat rhe British people will
also find the system easily undersrandable, if rhey
accept it, and that it could provide them wirh an effectrive sysrem of represenrarion. In parricular, rhe draft

act permits consr.iruencies of only three or four

members which is very similar to our existing sysrem
of local governmenr. I hope thar rhe Unircd Kingdom
will be prepared ro make this further move in the
interests of Europe as a whole which, of course,
includes the Brirish people.

Mr

Prag.

Mr

President, this vote

rnomen! for- me. For many years

I

tion, such as we have in Grear Britain. The addirional
rr,ember system used in the Bundestag in Germany,
which was the system advocated in the first version of
ttre Seitlinger repon which came before rhe Polirical
Affairs Commirtee, used rhat combination. Since I was
elected, I have come more and more [o appreciate rhe
drrect link with the consr.iruency provided by our
British sysrem. Colleagues from this Parliamenr who
h:rve visited our consrir.uencies and seen how we repres€'nt [hose constiruencies directly have recognized the
value of that link. There is norhing more salutary for
democracy than to be subjected direcdy ro [he views
and criticism of one's consriluenrs, the vorers of an
area, and to be responsible for that area in this Parliament. There is no way of keeping the represenrarives of
the people accessible ro rheir vorers, who daily exercise
their right to make their views known ro their representarives, if rhere are between I .5 and 2 million
voters, rhe minimum number of voters we are facing.
If there are 7 or 8 million vorers, there is no conceivatrle way in which rhar link can be mainrained.
V'hatever Mr Price may have said about our knowing
the system in our local government, we have a few
thousand electors so rhere is really no comparison. I
remain, as I have been for many years, a firm and

but

I

of proportional

Treary obligadon on every counrry ro change its
system. I have for long been in favour of proponional
representation. I am willing ro bow ro the majoriry
wisdom in Parliament. The most imponanr poinr is
that we have spenr over rwo years on rhis report and I

greatly doubt whether raking ir back to commirree
would produce any grearer consensus nexr rime. I do
not want ro see rhe Parliament follow rhe Council inro
paralysis and inabiliry to make any decisions. The
Parliament musr ger rhings moving. Ve alone can
make European uniry come nearer and we musr pass
this repon and get it out to rhe Council. For thar
reason I shall vote in favour.

will be a sad

have been in favour

of proportional representarion, provided it could be
combined with a direct form of popular representa-

committed supporr.er

ferable vore, bu[ due ro the inequities and our curious
allocation of speaking rime, this system was never
a.ctually discussed in the debate. I got as far as being
the next speaker on rhe television screen, but was then
cut off. There does seem ro be something wrorrg with
the sysrem. Nevenheless, I recognize rhar rheri is a

Mr Balfe.

Presidenr, always desirous of helping
- Mrtime,
save your
I have counted the number of
people in rhe Chamber and ascertained that rhere is a
quorum, so I wirhdraw rhe poinr of order I put ro you.

to

lY'ritten explanations of ootes

Mr

Bonde.

The People's Movemenr considers

-(DA) of Danish elecroral laws is
that rhe formulation

a

narional matter which does not concern other powers,
and we canno[ therefore supporr the Seitlinger repon.

Mrs Boscnrp.
(DA) The Socialist People's Parry has
- on voters in other countnes special
no desire to force
elecroral rules which are foreign to the individual countries' democratic traditrons. We do not wanr ro be pany
to ah action which may lead to dissention and discord
berween counuies. The elecroral rules are changed if a
majority of a counrry's cidzens favour the changes, and
not because this self-imponant assembly comes up with a
proposal. The Socialist People's Pany is working ro
funher democrarrc rights, bur we cannot regard this
proposal as funhering such rights
quite the reverse,
srnce it is a proposal ro force citizens- in some EEC countries to accept an alecroral sysrem with which they are
not familiar and which rhey have not asked for.

I shall therefore vote against the motion.
(Parliament approoed the proposed dct and adopted tbe
resolution)

representation,

cannot and shall nor vore for rhis unfortunare
7.

repon and the messy sysrem it advocates.

Multifi bre Arrangenent

(continuation )

pessimism

Mr Newton D ,nn.
Mr President, I do nor share the
of my colleagues
ar all. I shall vote for the

President.
The nexr item is the continuation of rhe
- on the two oral questions
joint debate
on rhe Multi-

repon and not in accord with my group.

fibre Arrangement.

(Appkuse)

If there

are no objections,

closed.

The rystem rhat we have in rhis repon is not ideal. The
ideal system, which I proposed, was rhe single rans-

I call Mr Coust6.

I declare the list of

speakers
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Mr

Coust6.

(FR) Mr President, on behalf of my
a resolution not only on

group I nbled a motion for

ihe iene*al of the Multifibre Arrangement but also
on the strengthening of the Community policy on
trade iq textiles and clothing. lndeed, our group has
by written and oral quescontinually stressed
tions by all our members, and particularly by Ren6

Paulhan and by Mr Deleau who spoke on
as Mr Xavier Deniau had also
19 November

stressed, the imponance which we attach to the prob-lems

of the dxtile industry, i.e. the problems of

employment in regions where there are no opponunities for other industries, in view of the general crisis

we are going through. However, as you know, on
25 February ihe Council of Ministers on textiles indicated that the renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement
represented a balance which was beneficial both to the

Community textile industry and to the Third !florld
countries which trade with the Community. Finally'
we should add that one of our basic reservations is that
the situation cannot be properly assessed until bilateral
agreements have been concluded'

In truth, Mr President, we are in a paradoxical situation. Indeed, the textile rading policy of the
Community has not succeeded in avoiding that
paradox which has characterized it since the first

Muldfibre Arrangement

namely that

the

Community's measures are regarded as protectionist

by the developing countries represented in Geneva,
whereas in fact, with penetration rates for textile and
clothing products rising from 210/o in 1973 to 440/o in
1980, the Community is the most open market in the
world. The figures for the Unircd States or for Japan,
which is even more protectionist, are nowhere near
this level. This means that, with Community producrion falling srcadily, consumPtion staBnating and
exports rising very slowly because of the general crisis,
thi share of consumption rePresented by imports from
outside the Community is growing all the time'

In other words, in the last few years, despite all

the

trading policy instruments available to the Community
but which it does not always use to the full, the pressure of low-price impons has not been contained. In
this respect, the Council decisions of 25 February'
which will enable the Commission to begin renegotiation of the bilateral agreements, do not reassure us at
all as to the possibility of improving the implementarion of the Community textile trading policy'
Firsdy, because the overall internal ceilings have not
really been defined as maximum annual quantities for

the impon into the Community of the eight most
cotton yarn' cotton fabrics,
sensitive products

sweaters' trousers, blouses
synthetic fabrics, T-shins,
included under outward
quantities
and shins. And the
processing traffic, rePresenting targets which can be
adapted by the Council in the course of the year, add
rc the difficulty.

10.3.82

Next, because the antisurge mechanism - lntiis defined in a very ambigu-

gonflement in French

our orry which makes it difficult to apply' Indeed, the
what
should only be a quantitaCouncil has defined
tive management mechanism, making it possible to
avoid a sudden and considerable increase in imports
and
based on the annual unused ponions of quotas
To
its
application?
in
linked
mechanism
this
to what is
the discovery of dumping Practices or exPort subsidies
on the pan of the supplier country, and this raises a
not one of managecompletely different problem
ment but one of commercial [aw' It would obviously
have been preferable rc establish 1983 quotas on the
basis of actual impons in the past year, i.e. actual trade
flows, so as to avoid giving the supplier countries
opponunities for expon of such large quantities that in
order to achieve them they overdevelop their production capacity.
'inThis has been the case hitherto' since all
force were calculated on the basis of
quLtas
the
a boom year very favourable to exPoning
1976
and coupled with a pre-established theocountries
- growth rate for subsequent years, which
retical annual
is always set too high in a period of economic crisis.

I would like rc deal rapidly with six special problems.
The first is the exceeding of quotas in 1980' The official figures available for the first nine months of 1981
already show many cases in which 1981 impon quotas
i.e. in several Member
were exceeded regionally
- panicularly for the eight
States of our Community
most sensitive categories of products which I have just
mentioned. Moreover, the 'ex container' measures in
1981 deserve to be stressed. Indeed, the Commission
introduced under this heading 89 new regional quanti-

rarive restrictions and 12 Community quantitative
restrictions, which is very little in view of the fact that
more than I 000 cases in which the 'ex container' level
was exceeded were reponed under Ardcle 11 of the
standard bilarcral agreement. Thirdly, and finally, the
1980 figures for the texdle/clothing trade balance of
the Community show that in very many cases the

deficit in the Community's textile trade cannot

be

invoked to support our trade in industrial products
with a high added value, since the latter are themselves
in deficit.

Let me give you a few figures, Madam President,
which are very impressive. The deficit with South
Korea is more than 600 million ECU (1980 deficiQ,
i.e. including
whereas the deficit for all products
exceeds I 000 miltion. Vith
indusrial products

- is 457 million ECU and the
China, the textile deficit
is
231
million. !(ith Taiwan, the textile
deficit
overall
deficit is 169 mitlion and the overall deficit for industrial products is over I 290 million. Vith Brazil, the

rcxtile deficit is 273 million ECU and the overall
deficit for industrial products I 728 million. Finally,
with Thailand there is a textile deficit of 152 million
and an overall deficit for industrial products of 586
million.
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'fhese figures have never been published or
announced, and they deserve rhe atrcntion not only of
our colleagues but obviously of all textile workers.

-[hen there is the influence
of reciprociry and the
prohibitive cusroms duties imposed by cenain third
countries on Community texrile expons enrering their
markers. I do nor *"ni to lisr all of these ,er| high
duties, but for clorhing we have 100% for Taiwan and
105% for Brazil. And these are rhe official rares, so
the real rates are higher. On men's and yourhs' wear,
Venezuela levies a duty of 1440/o; on ourer garmenrs,

of 350/0. Venezuela has a dury of
on synthetic textile fibre yarns, Taiwan imposes
c,ne of 1070/o on wool and fine hair fabrics, and Korea
imposes one of 600/o on the same items. These are
things of which people are unaware, which are impressive and which give a complerely different picture of
the realiry of rcxtile trade between rhe Community
and the rest of the world.
Mexico has one
1000/o

That is why we are very critical and take rhe view rhar
the outcome of this negotiation remains, in the final
analysis, characterized by a cenain ambiguiry as ro [he
principles of the common commercial policy in the
textile and clothing sector. That is also why we have
nbled a motion for a resolution in which we deplore
the attitude of the Commission and rhe Council,
although I know that rhe Commission, for its pan, has
really done everything it could, at the instigation of
Mr Haferkamp, whom I am happy ro see here, and
Mr Davignon. '!7e rherefore remain very concerned.

'!flhy?

Because we do not know when the flood of
imponed texrile producm will srop, and because we
want [o keep a rexrile indusrry which meets rhe needs

of Europeans and also expons irs products. [n a word,
do we want to maintain in Communiry Europe not
merely a rcxtile indusrry, bur also workers rarher rhan
unemployed? In a nurshell, have we a policy of foresight, and I might also say of indusrrial, human and
social success? That is the question we musr uldmately
ask in the wake of the decisions of 25 February.

Moreover, the price clause for the agreemenrs with the
Sate-trading countries cannot be enforced. There is a
f,amous example
rhat of impons of dresses from
Romania in 1980- at a price
listen carefully, for
there is no mistake, these are present-day
francs
of
100 francs

IN THE CHAIR: IADY

on [he French market, brought in- and

ELLES

delivered to the customers.
Vice-President

Ir{y last point concerns fraud as to origin, which is
absolutely staggering. A cenificate of origin is
rr:quired for the import inro the Community of sensitive and very sensirive rextile products, i.e. groups 2
and I respectively, originating from countries with
bilateral agreemenrs. Now, it may happen thar businessmen in a third counrry supplying goods at low-cosr
price, which has reached irc quota for a panicular
product, come [o an agreement wirh businessmen in
another low-price supplier counrry, through which
they send the goods intended for the Communiry.
These producrs rhen fraudulendy receive, in rhe interrrrediarc country which has not reached its quota, a
cenificate stating that they originared in that counrry.
Frauds of this kind take place on a considerable scale,
p:rnicularly in South East Asian countries where rhere
is vinually multilareral managemenr of rhe texdle
quotas, although rhey are allocared to counrries
individually.

I

would like to ask borh the Commission and the
and I welcome Mr Haferkamp
wherher

President.

-

Mr Alavanos.

I call the Communist and Allies Group.

(GR) Madam President, the problem

- rhe textile industry is undoubtedly a
of the crisis in
very serious marter for rhe Community since, as Mr
Coust6's question also mentions, 700 000 workers in
this sector have lost rheir jobs in the lasr seven years.
There is, however, one rhing we do not understand:

the European Parliamenr is today calling for rhe
protection of Iarge '!7est European firms against
impons inro the Community, some of which come
from developing countries for which rhe rcxrile
industry is one of the main props of the narional
economy. How then can rhe Communiry ignore the
right of a Member State such as Greece ro prorecr irs
own production from the negative results of accession? The Council cenainly took the Greek case inro
consideration lasr week, but as usual rhis amounted ro
nothing more than a pious hope.

Council

- flows in
the Commission
knows about rhese fraudulenr
time. In order to detecr and remedy rhem, has ir establir;hed effective cooperation with its delegations and
the authorities in the countries concerned? Or does ir
discover these frauds accidentally, owing to the lack of
organization and adequare means
i.e. when we

Members of Parliament learn of redundancies
in a
German, British or French firm and suddenly discover
what I could describe as the key ro rhe mysrery?

The textile industry is one of the tradidonal and mosr
dynamic industrial secrors in Greece. Greece is the
only Member State in the Communiry which produces

cotton in substantial quanriries. But from 1979
onwards, panicularly in view of rhe fonhcoming

to the EEC, the Greek texrile industry
a serious crisis. On l January 1981 all rhe

accession

entered

protective measures which had been enacred ro srrengthen the domestic industry were abolished. From 1983
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onwards firms from all over the Community will also
be able to panicipate in competitions for public supply
contracts, and this will create new and considerable
obstacles to lhe sale of Greek textile products even on
the Greek domestic market. Over a period of two
years, according to the Greek Textile \Torkers' Federation, 5 000 workers in this sector were made redundant. Group dismissals are a dally occurrence' The
ratio of Greek imports to exports rose from 1:2 in
1980 to 2:3 in 1981, the first year aker accession.

The French Government, in violation even of
Community law, imposes quotas on Greek exports,
and once more we call for the removal of this discrimination. Madam President, the number one problem
for Greek textile workers is to guarantee the right to
work, and this depends on the implementation of a
national policy for the modernization of this industrial
sector. The commitments enrered into as a result of
accession to the EEC constitute a serious obstacle to
the achievement of this aim. The Greek Communist
Pany does not have the right to pass over this matter
in silence for the sake of a vindication of Community
some of which may be
protectionist measures

directed towards

end, but which are of
a positive

doubtful practical significance in the case of Greece.

President.

-

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

(DA) Madam President, the
Mrs Tove Nielsen.
from the Council is not
today
we
received
answer
satisfactory, and I think that in fact the President-inOffice must himself know how unsatisfactory it is. For
he knows with what earnestness we have time after
time discussed the problems facing the clothing and
textile industry. He knows full well that Parliament is
very concerned to see that the European textile and
clothing industry is able to make the necessary adjustments in this continuing period of transition.

\7e solemnly discuss the many unemployed we

have

and wonder what we can do to find jobs for them. The
number of unemployed is increasing every day and we
must recognize LhaL very many jobs have been lost in
precisely this field in recent years. !7'e cannot stand by
and racitly condone that.

Ve

are not talking here about protectionism.

Ve

are

working towards free trade, but in the present
economlc crlsls we are obliged to make sure that our
own industry is able to make the adjustments, to have
time to adjust, to safeguard jobs and to create jobs.
But I should also like rc add here that we do not want
to maintain jobs anificially in sectors where we know

they must also have some assurance that conditions are
not going to change completely. Thus we in the
Liberal Group are concerned that the many nlks held

to date on a new Multifibre Arrangement managed
i.e. we did not
only to settle the general points

manage to synchronize the general and bilateral agreements. It seems [o me that the problems were simply

postponed and that we must now wait for the bilateral
agreements before we know whether we really have
got a Multifibre Arrangement. I do not find it at all

satisfacrory to hear the President-in-Office today
saying that, if we do not Bet Multifibre Arrangement
No 3, we can manage with the GATT rules.

Ve cannot now do without

a Multifibre Arrangement
and the President-in-Office should therefore ensure
that there is solidarity and unity in the Council. For

when all is said and done that is why we have not got

funher than we
President.

Democrats.-

Mr

Deleau.

have.

I call the Group of European Progressive

(FR) Madam President, ladies and

- the Multifibre Arrangement has been
genrlemen, since
extended, the question which concerns us most today
is whether the measures taken recently will enable the
Community in the next four or five years to control
the volume of ir low-price textile imports, i.e. to
sabilize the annual growth rate of imports according
to trends in consumption, so as to reduce their degree
of penetration of the Community market. That is in
our view the key question we are faced with today.
The answer to this question, we believe, is not to be
found in the legal texts of the GATT or of

the

Council.

Firstly, because the Multifibre Arrangement simply
defines a framework of rights which allow the
Community to make use, when dealing with the textile
trade, of cenain mechanisms approved by the GATT
should its market be disrupted, without breaking international law.

Next, because the Council decision of 25 February
1982 merely sets out an overall compromise solution
basically the defion the principles of textile policy
- the distribution
nition of the overall internal ceilings,
of the ceilings within the Member States, the regulation of outward processing traffic and the reduction of
the quotas for the so-called 'dominant' supplier countries.

there is no future.

The reply to the question 'Vhat are the chances of
success of the third Arrangement?' depends above all

There are also cenain countries, like Denmark, which
have shown the will to undenake the necessary structural changes. This is what we need in order to create
competitive business but in order to be competitive

on [he Community's capaciry and will to secure recognition by its panners, in the renegotiation of the bilateral textile agreements, of the means and instruments
available to it, and to utilize them in the management
of these agreemen$. Ls in 1974, when the first MFA
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was signed, and as in 1978, when rhe second Arrangemen[ was agreed upon, rhe conditions for a viable
textile trading policy exist, and the means of putting it
into effect also exisr. But hitherto it has been the poiirical will [o save the textile industry ar all its producrion

stages which

in my view has been

lacking. This

explains the complere failure of the firsr MFA and rhe
semi-failure of the second MFA. \7e believe rhat the
success of the pluriannual measures ro moniror and
smbilize impon flows of cost-price rexrile products
into the Community depends on a necessary srrengrhening of the mechanisms of textile policy and their
application.

This means, in essence, rhat we should be very careful
to ensure thar the overall inrernal ceilings and the
quotas established are nor exceeded. It also means
that, for rhe products nor subject to quantirarive
restrictions, we should rake measures relating ro wirh-

drawals from rhe Community basket and effecdfe
regional measures. Finally, it means derecting frauds
and diversions of quoras and raking swifr action to
rectify them.
Those, very briefly, are rhe requirements which we

think the Community textile trading policy should
meet if it really wishes to give the rcxrile industry rhe
temporary respite which it needs, according to the
spirit and the lerter of the Multifibre Arrangemenr, ro
read just to rhe new marker conditions. Finally, we
would also srress rhe necessarily remporary and inade-

quate narure of any prorection sysrem if it is nor
backed up by a common textile industry srraregy,
which we fervently hope ro see and which, through a
deep and lasting readaprarion of rhe industry, may
provide a solution ro rhe Community's rextile crisis.
President.

-

I call the non-attached Members.

include

rhe

growing role of rhe developing counrries in world
textile industrialization, the consolidation of the texrile
multinationals, financed by prosperous countries, rhe
textile offensive of the Easr European countries, and
finally, as if all that were nor enough, the renewed
Chinese acriviry in their sector.

The result of all this, as Mr Coust6 poinrs out in his
oral question, is thar nearly 800 000 jobs have been
lost in the Community textile industry over the lasr ten
years. The prospecr for the nexr ren years is rhat abour
120 000 jobs will be at risk eyery year. This oppor-

tunity for a debate on rhe Mulrifibre Arrangement

'!7e are
therefore caught in a vice, where we are being
crushed by rich countries such as the United Srates
and economically backward countries such as Turkey,
and yet we allow rhem rhe concession of zero dury
rates for too many products.
Hence the need for thorough regulation of international trade, and hence also rhe need for national and
European public authorities to guarantee ro our rexrile
industry rhe best possible factors. of production in

terms of cost. Indeed, in rhe texrile trade we do not
have reciprociry of rreatmenr from all rhe countries
with which we deal
whether indusrrialized or
- are forced ro nore rha[ [he
developing
so rhar we
- EEC ztis-,i-ois third countries has been
position of the
seriously weakened. In fact, rhe penerration rare for
textiles has risen from 30 to 430/o in five years, bur this
has not been offset by exporrs, as we said in rhe
previous debate.

In these circumstances, while awaiting real freedom of
trade and real reciprociry of treatmenr, there is no
doubt that the Multifibre Arrangemenr musr conrinue
to play irs regulatory role, if only acring as a buffer.
Any proposal for a radical denunciation of the Muldfibre Arrangement rherefore seems ro us very
dangerous. Nor do we even think that Article 19 of
the GATT is able to provide the rextile indusrry with
greater protec[ion than does the Mulrifibre Arrangement. That Arrangemenr, by derogation from rhe
GATT, righdy acknowledges the need for a gradual
development of textile imports to prevenr marker

In short, there are two aims
on rhe one hand, to
- countries rowards a
avoid pushing the developing
dangerous concentrarion of rheir industrialization on
the textile sector alone, and on the other [o prevenr a
funher worsening of rhe balance of payments deficir
and of unemploymenr in rhe EEC. The recenr renewal
of the Multifibre Arrangement provides a basis for
achieving these rvo aims, but we agree with Mr
Coust6 on the need ro insist rhar an overall, nor-ro-be
exceeded maximum be set and monitored for each of
the sensitive producrs; these maxima musr rhen be
increased annually only on the basis of any increase in
consumption, so as to stabilize penetration rates, or
decreased if there is a negative growth rare; and
finally, we must regulare outward processing traffic.

is

therefore timely and meers an urgent need.

It may

subsidies, ro undoubted forms of dumping and ro
unfair methods of calcularing cosrs. It is also the result
of very low labour, finance and raw marerials costs.

disruption.

Mr Petronio.
(17)
President, the European
- rodayMadam
textile industry
finds imelf in very worrying
circumstances. These circumsrances

before. However, we are dealing with an anomalous
'competitiveness', since the greater competitiveness of
the other countries is due to open or hidden exporr

therefore be said thar the growing pressure of
impons clearly shows rhar Europe is roday facing a
competitive challenge such as it has never known

In our view these measures would make ir possible ro
create the climate of confidence needed by European
textile companies ro enable them ro conrinue their
admirable efforts at modernization, innovation and
restructuring.

President.

Mr

-

I call Mr Moreau.
(FR) Madam President, ladies and

Moreau.

- colleagues' two oral questions give us
gentlemen, our
rhe opponunity to debate on-ce again the difficult
of the situation of the rextile and clothing
indusry in the Community countries

problem

Indeed, beyond the Multifibre Arrangement, we are
concerned with the situation of this industry in our
'!7e know all the figures, and some of the
countries.
speakers have mentioned them. I shall therefore allow
myself to dwell on cenain aspects of the problem.
Firstly, the loss of jobs in these industries is continuing, causing innumerable and damaging difficulties in
various regions of the Community. Indeed, it is something which affects not merely one sector' but whole
regions. Impons continue to rise faster than internal
consumption in the Community, and such a situation
cannot be allowed to continue. The permeability of the
market to products from some countries with low
labour costs has not been reduced, and there is also
the policy of the Unircd States and their aggressiveness
in various sectors. Finally, I think we must never overlook the strategy developed in this field by the transnational undenakings.
such a debate as this, one is always tempted to
adopt simplicist. formulae and advocate a kind of

In

relurn to protectionism. \7e all know that such a solution is impracticable and in any case inadequate to
deal with the problem. In fact, the textile and clothing
question and the question of the MFA shed light on
the problems to which the Community categorically
must react by making reforms and firm and consistent
responses if it wants to continue to exist and control

our external trade. Renewal of the

Muldfibre

Arrangement is one more element in the process of

developing
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an external trade policy for

the

Community, based on the realities of today's world,
which must lead us to establish increasingly differentiated relationships with the countries and economic
groupings of the world.
these considerations, as I said earlier,
remains in my view the question of our relations with
the United States. It is not a question of turning them
into a scape goat designed to hide our weaknesses and
our inability to draw up a suitable trading strategy. But
it is imponant that we should tackle more rapidly and

Relations with the developing countries are also an
essential factor. Every time we approach this question,
we hesiate between two approaches: to impose strict
quotas or to open our market without discrimination.
In fact, we are faced with varied conditions, and in my
view we should, while remaining faithful to our basic
policy on these relations in the context of the Lom6
Convention, develop policies directly related to the
real capaciry of the various developing countries.

The renewal of the Multifibre Arrangement, in

its

present form, pending the bilateral agreements, allows

the Community to correct the present trend somewhat, albeit imperfectly. But I regret that today's
debate could not have been held earlier, for it would
have enabled us as a Parliament to have greater influence on the discussions and policies of the Commission.

In present circumstances and in the limited framework
laid down, we agree with various options selected.
They include the following: stabilizarion of impon
possibilities for sensitive products from low-cost countries; the anti-surge mechanism which makes it
possible to forestall any sudden and damaging increase

sensitive products, a grow[h of
imports compadble with the Browth in consumption;
and finally, a division of the opponunities for outward
processing traffic similar to the distribution of direct
impons. \fle also agree with linking definitive adherence to the Multifibre Arrangement to the results of
bilarcral negotiations, and we know that the results are

in the import of

not foreseeable and that in the end the Multifibre
Arrangement may not be signed. But this agreement
in our view, and I would like to conclude with this
- can show its true worth only to the extent that the
-Community
the Commission and the Council

shows itself- capable

of

effectively defending the

textile industry and promoting it by developing a strategy based on the growth of this sector, thus making it
possible to protecr both the jobs and regions and
enabling the Community to maintain its position in
this field.

President.

-

I call Mr Frischmann.

At the centre of

in depth the policy which the Community intends to
adopt towards this country and its firms.

There is a second imponant point, which must, I think,
be approached in a realistic manner. It relates to the
activities and strategy of transnational firms. As long
as we allow things to go on in this field as they are
doing at present, the difficuldes of the textile and
clothing industry will increase in our countries.

p;s6hmann.
(FR) Madam President, everyone
- knows that it was after long and
in this Parliament
difficult negotiations that agreement was reached
among the Ten in Brussels in December 1981 on the
renewal of the Muldfibre Arrangement. How could it
have been otherwise, given the serious crisis affecdng
the textile industry in the Community?
1r1r

France alone, in the six years from 1974 to 1980
this industry lost 160 000.iobs. Hundreds of efficient

In

factories were closed down, and whole regions turned
into depressed areas. Our trade balance exchanged its
surplus for a deficit, and this deficit is increasing from
year to year. In the same period, impons more than
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tripled, so rhar now one textile product our of rwo
consumed in our country comes from abroad.

This situadon was by no means inevirable. Ir is essentially due ro the policy of austeriry pursued by
previous governmenrs, r,o rhe redeploymenr of the
large capitalisr groupings, and particularly ro the
agreements among European monopoly interests. For

it does not make sense ro blame ir on labour cosrs,
when we know that female workers in the rextile and
clothing industry are among the worst paid and the
most ruthlessly exploited. It is the austeriry imposed on
ordinary families by rhe fall in purchasing power
which has narrowed outlets and led to an increase in
more commonplace arricles ar rhe expense of qualiry.
It is also interesring ro nore in rhis conrexr, and wirh
regard to impons inro France, thar, even if 700/o of
these imports come from EEC counrries, ir is the
monopolies which channel rhe products from Asian or
in order to

resell them on rhe
European market. There is no shortage of examples of
such groups grabbing Smte aid in order to redeploy
themselves abroad or reinvesr in more profitable lines.
Maghreb countries

Some have acquired nororiety, such as \flillot
Brothers, recently convicted in France.

It

is not by chance rhar, following the signarure in
of an agreemen[ among the main producers of

1978

involving a 200/o
- an agreemenr
reduction in producrion
capacity
- Rh6ne-Poulenc
has quite simply sropped manufacture
of synrhetic
yarns in France and now produces acetate in the
Federal Republic of Germany with the machihes from
synrhedc yarns

the factory in P6age de Roussillon which it closed
down. But a majority of French people decided on
10 May 1981 to put an end or rhis policy of national

self-destruction, ausrerity and abandonmenr
- wea
source of poverty and unemploymenr. That is why
think that the French Minister for Industry was righr
to adopt a firm attitude rowards our partners in rhe
negotiations. '!7e suppon the measures taken by our
Bovernment to stem the loss of jobs, which is taking
place at the frighrening rare of

I

0OO

per monrh.

Yes, there is an urgent need ro reverse rhe trend in
this sector which is so vital for our economy, and to
that end it is essential to prorect the national markets
against excessive impons and frauds, and ro pror.ect
the Community market ircelf. In saying that we are
mking into account not only the inreresrs of France
and of the workers in this industry, but also rhose of
the other countries of the European Communiry and
of the developing countries. Some of them, parricularly the ACP countries, have an adverse textile rrade
balance with the Community. '!7e therefore propose
that trade with those countries be boosted.

popular consumption, the modernizarion of our rexrile
industry and the grov/rh of rechnological innovation in
the field of textile machinery, but also on rhe conrrol
of impons and the fight againsr fraud. !7'e should
iemember thar a rerurn to the 1978 level of imports
would enable France to resrore 22 000 jobs. \7e should
also remember that to improve productivity in this
indusry would involve improving working condirions,
eliminating the exhausting tempo of work which still
prevails, and lowering the retirement age.

it seems to me, is a challenge which the
Community should make it its business ro meerl

That,

President.

Mr

-

I call Mr Pesmazoglou.

Pesmazoglou.

(GR)

Mr

President, rhe ques-

tions put by Mr 'lfelsh
and Mr Coust6 were very
useful in that they presenr an opporrunity for a
rapprocbemen berween the Parliament and the
Council of Ministers on a very difficult issue, in
respect of which the tasks which the Commission has
been asked Lo carry out are really complicared; rhus I
am glad to see Mr Haferkamp here, who has also to

be kept informed of the rapprochement on rhe principles and guidelines for rhese difficulr negoriarions. I
think it is essenrial ro conrinue rhe negotiations and
the arrangemenrs on multifibre products, because
resorting to the GATT procedures would be much
more inflexible and would create particularly serious

problems

for the countries which export [o

Community. However,

I would like to stress rhat

rhe
the

guidelines for these negotiarions should also take into
account the need to strengthen Community preference
amongst the Ten, while at the same rime encouraging
and strengthening rhe inregration of the rexrile
indusry. This means that it is contradictory ro creare
exemptions and preferences for producrs manufac-

tured in non-Communiry counrries under the inward
processing arrangements, as well as

for cotton-pro-

ducing countries, while a cotton-producing country
exists within the European Communiry which has a
particular interest in these products. The other point I
would like to make is that, of the proposals and questions put by Mr Coust6, two are of particular importance. One concerns the approval of a labelling
requirement for texti[e products with a view ro
checking their provenance, and rhe other, which is
more difficult, concerns study of rhe extenr to which
the creation of a rigger price mechanism could consritute an additional element of prorection in rhe conrext

of the Multifibre Arrangement. Mr President, I will

most

conclude by observing thar there is also a more general
problem which must be nckled. It concerns the fact
that the Ten at present impon 390/o of all rextiles,
while the corresponding impon figures for America

imponant that the future MFA, and panicularly the
bilateral agreements, , should nor frusrrare France's
at[empt [o reconquer im own inrernal market. This
attempt depends above all on the restimulation of

and Japan are 230/o and 150/o respectively. The
Community thus accounts for a much greater proportion of impons from countries covered by the Multifibre Arrangemenr. This also applies to finished

In conclusion, I would say rhar we think it
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clothes. I should add that Community per capita
expenditure on textile impons is USD 4'5, the
corresponding figures for America and Japan being

USD I .2 and 3.4 respectively. The Community

.!7e
must also bear in mind that as
Unircd Smtes.
failure to conclude agreements with the European
Community would primarily mean losing a cenain

has

proponion of the market, this would hardly be in our

suffered severe damage. The workforce has contracted

partners' interest. Secondly, we could anticipate fierce
comperition between them, which would be to no

by 22.50/o as opposed to only 10% in the United
States of America. There are thus grounds for encouraging America to impon more products from the
developing countries. Besides, we must tackle compe-

tition from the Unircd States of America as wel[.
However, this worild involve a more general restructuring of the textile and clothing industries, a matter
which of course falls outside the terms of the Multifibre Arrangement, although it highlights the complex
and imponant character of these negotiations.

Mr De Keersmaeker, President'in-Offce of the
(NL) Madam President, I should first
Council.
- those Members who have panicipated in
like rc thank
the debate and who have asked for funher information on a matter of some considerable importance'

Mr Velsh has urgently requested that certain aspects
of his question be considered. He claimed that I made
no answer whatsoever to either his third question or
his founh. The founh is not panicularly relevant at
this point, but I did indeed give a brief answer to question three. However, since it concerns a very imporlant aspec!, and as speeches by numerous other people
would seem to indicate interest in this, I should like to
deal with the matter in greater detail. The point in
question concerns the success of the bilateral negotiations, and whether people are right to be doubtful and
sceptical. This would seem to be a rather extreme atti-

tude, since our partners have indicated that they
appreciate the difficult situarion in which the European Community finds itself.

Afrcr all, the dominant countries have agreed to
reduce their quotas, and the other negotiators in
Geneva were prepared to recognize that an overall
growth rate of 60lo was no longer acceptable to the
European Community. The Commission's mandate
was to find a settlement, Vhat would be the implications if these bilateral negotiations were to fail?

As you also know, the Community is to withdraw
from MFA 3 if no bilateral agreements are reached.
This decisions has been taken, and it is perfectly clear
that trade cannot be liberalized under those circumstances. However, the Council has naturally not
discussed the situation which would then arise since it
is as yet merely hypothetical. From the point of view
of international law, we should fall back on the GATT
regulations, and particularly Anicle 19. Mr Petronio
was quick to add that this would lead to a very serious
situarion, but I doubt this, unless it inevinbly resulted
in compensatory payments and a state of non-discrimi-

nation which would get us into difficulties with the

one's advantage.

Mr \ilelsh also asked whether the outcome of the mlks
I must point out that they in
is in line with the
fact took place on 25- February
Community's priorities of maintaining or protecting
held on I I February

the future prospects of the rcxdle industry and

ir posiIt will

tion with regard to the developing countries.

escape no one's notice that there are conflicting interests even on this level.

Many others, including Mrs Nielsen, have claimed
that the resulrc arrived at by the Council are unsatisfactory. She has also claimed that my reply is unsatisfac-

tory. My reply is merely an explanation of the
Council's decisions. It is up to the Council to find a
compromise between these rather conflicting elements.

I

must point out that it is as yet dangerous to impugn
anyone's motives on [his matter. If the bilateral agreements are not achieved, then nothing covered by

MFA3 will be implemented;

if,

however, they are

achieved, the real result remains to be seen. So let us
leave the responsibility of aking this decision to the

Council.
Questions have been put up by many other Members,

I was interested to hear the
criticisms made by my colleague, Mr Chanterie, when
he discussed the problems we are facing in our
country. The difficulties facing our textile industry
cannot be resolved by means of the further problems
involved in trade agreements. Structural changes are
needed in the industry irself. Ve have formulated a
Madam President, and

textile plan which must be incorporated into the
framework of the provisions being drawn up by the
European Community on lhis subject. The question
has been asked why the provisions do not contain a
social clause referring to the standards laid down by
the International Labour Organization. There is a
general reference to the 'economic and social development' of the developing countries, and although no
specific standards are mentioned, the meaning behind
the words is clear.

I hope that this has answered the
most important questions. !7e must all continue to keep
in touch with these problems, and for the moment wait
and see what results the bilateral agreements actually
Madam President,

produce.

President.
The debate will continue as the first itern
- tomorrow afternoon.
on the agenda
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8. Question Time

President.
- The next irem is the second part of
Quesdon Time.

Ve begin with the questions to the Council.
As the authors are not presenr, Questions Nos 57 and
58 will be answered in writing.r

Question No 59, by Mr Lalor (H-678l81):
To what extent would the Council accept the view rhat
the guidelines esublished by the repon of the 'Three
'Wise Men' have proved to be a tomlly rnadequate
response to the need for improved transparency, coherence and efficiency of the Community instirutions?

Mr Tindemans, President-in-Offce of the Council.
(NZ,) The Council disagrees entirely with the view
referred to by the honourable Member concerning
the repon of the Three Vise Men. At its meeting on I
and 2 December 1980, the European Council reached
cenain conclusions on the report on rhe European

institutions which the Committee of Three \7ise Men
had submiwed to it. The Council has ensured rhar
those conclusions which concern the Council have

1-2821121

Mr Tindemans, President-in-Offce of tbe Council.
(NL) The Council has not yet taken a decision on the
conditions of access to fishing zones which are to
replace those laid down in Anicles 100 and 101 of the
Act of Accession from I January 1983.

However, it has before it a Commission proposal to
the effect that all the Member States should be authorized rc reserve fishing righm within 12 miles of their
coast for vessels which have traditionally fished that
area, on the understanding that other vessels will be
allowed to continue their activities in such a way as [o
avoid any backward step from the existing situation.

The Council will resume examination of the question
of access to fishing zones and the other questions
outstanding in connection with the common fisheries
policy as soon as possible.
Could I ask the President-in-Office of
Mrc Ewing.
to explain what he means by vessels which
the Council have traditionally fished, since the crux of the interpretation of this phrase must be the period over which
they have fished before it could be called traditional?

May

I

take

it

that we are not ulking about

some

desultory period here? !7ould the President-in-Office
like rc put a figure on this?

been implemented.

I

am afraid that I cannot quite accept
what the President-in-Office
says by way of explanation and I would like to ask for more informadon. If
the citizens of the European Community are to have a
sense of identity with EEC decision-making, what
procedure does the Council intend to implement to
ensure that when the Council fixes, say, the farm
prices, the farmers of Europe will be able to ascenain
whether the decision has been mken on the basis of
their genuinely legitimate demands, or on some vague
technocratic compromise on the UK budgenry

Mr Lalor.

problem?

(NL) I can only answer that the
members,of the -Council are ministers, i.e. politicians
and that they must react in accordance with the reactions they observe in a panicular section of the population.

Mr Tindcmaw.

President.

-

Question No 60, by

has been replaced by

Mr Bucchini who

Mr Frischmann (H-591l81):

At present, Corsican fishermen have exclusive access to
the six-mile zone off rhe two Corsican depanments.
'With a view to protecting the inrcrests of the fishermen
and the Corsican economy, will the Council maintain
their exclusive access to this zone and prohibit access ro
vessels from the other Member States?

'

S.. nrr**.

(NZ)
Mr Tindemans.
I have inherited
- and Obviously
I will do my best to find a
the fisheries problem
solution to it. As regard your supplementary question,
I can only say that the Council is currently looking
into this problem.
Presidcnt.
Since they deal with the same subject, I
- No
call Question
61, by Mr Radoux (H-705l81):
Under several presidencies of the Council of Foreign
Ministers of the European Communities, I have asked
whether effons would be made to respect the Treaty.
These were written or oral questions. I only received
dilatory replies or promises which produced no results. I
would be grarcful if the Presidency would indicate its
views on this matter.

and Question No 75, by Mr Hutton (H-805/81):
In view of the Council's decisions on a study of possible
trade measures against the USSR and on an analysis of
such measures taken by the US Government, taken on
26 January 1982 by qualified majority pursuant to
Anicle 113 of the EEC Treaty, will the President-inOffice explain his policy in regard to voting in Council
according to the stipulations of the Treaties; and will he
undenake to seek decisions in Council on every possible
occasion by majority voting?

Mr Tindemans, President-in-Ofice of the Council.
(FR) The Presidenry-in-Office of the Council, like
previous Presidencies, intends to act in accordance
with the Treaties. However, it should be noted that
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the provisions of the Treaties which provide that

a

tion of the principle of unanimity, at least on ma[ters

decision can be taken by a simple or qualified majority
do not preclude members of the Council from continu-

basically affecdng the essential interesrc of the counries involved. I should like to have this clarification,
since it is a matter of extreme imponance, and I
should like the reply rc be as clear-cut as possible.

ing their effons to align their viewpoints before

the

Council takes a decision.

(FR) should like rc ask the President
Mr Radoux.
- as theIperson
who drew up the report
of the Council
on European Union presented 1976 whether he
intends, before 30 June and in the light of the various
resolutions adopted by Parliament in July 1981, to see
to it that measures are taken which are likely to

promote the smoother running of the Community
institutions and, in this spirit, that the Member States
as a whole benefit from bilateral ministerial meetings,
an increase in which can only be interpreted as a
contribution towards increased efficiency of the
Community institutions.

(FR) As I have already said, I will
Mr Tindemans,
- to see
do whatever I can
to it that the Treaties, as
adopted by our respective parliamenm, are applied.
However, I must obviously also take accounr of rhe
difficulties facing the various Member Srates and of
any agreements which might have been concluded
with

a

view to permitting normal activiries.

President.

8l):

Vill
(FR) I can assure the honourable
- do what
I can to ensure that the
Member that I will
Treaty, as we adopted it, is applied wherever possible.

Mr Tindemans.

Vith an eye to finding

solutions to the problems
raised, I think all contacts are useful from the point of
view of arriving at a satisfactory aBreement.
!7hen the President-in-Office was
Mr Patterson.
I heard him being a great deal
one of our colleagues,
more fonhright on this issue than he has been now.
Could I ask him to develop his views on this matter?
\flould he, for example, accept rhe suggestion that the
Council should systematically indicate at the beginning of its meetings
or it should be indicated

which items are susceptible
to majority voting

-

and

which are not, so that at least some progress could be
made? He himself knows the answers, because he
wrote many of them.

Mr

(FR) \flhen

the Council mee6, I
the- Anicle of r[e Treary applicable to

Tindemans.

always quote
the question under discussion. Consequently, I always
indicate whether it is rc be decided unanimously, by a
qualified majority or by a simple majority.

I

would add, for Mr Radoux's benefit, rhat bilateral

I have just explained, all
contacts may be useful from the point of view of

contacts do mke place but, as

reaching agreemenr within the Council.

(GR) The Presidenr-in-Office has
Mr Efremidis.
given us to understand
in his replies that effons are
being made to do away wirh the unanimiry principle,
which finds ia basis in the fundamenral provisions of
the Treaty.
May I ask whether this means rhat rhere will be rotal
disregard for what was achieved by rhe 1965 Luxembourg agreement, which initiated rhe practical applica-

-

Question No 62, by Mrs Castle (H-718l

the Council

in

deciding the location

of

the

Community Trade Mark Office give overriding prioriry
to the needs of regional policy?

Mr Tindemaas, President-in-Offce of the Council.
(NL) The Commission of the European Communities, in submitting the proposal for a Council Regularion which provides for the setting-up of a Community
Trade Mark Office, expressly reserved the right to
make a proposal as to the location of the Office at a
later dare. In these circumsrances, and in view of the
fact that the European Parliament has not yet given its

opinion on the proposal for a Regulation, it is not
possible to state at present on which criteria the
Council will base ir decision on the location of the
Office.

Mrs Castle.
I hope that answer means that the door
is still open -for regional policy to be enforced in this

field. Is the President-in-Office aware that I am
in favour of this Community Trade Mark

strongly

Office coming to Britain? But would he not agree that,
in view of the Council's declared belief in a policy of
encouraging development in our hard-hit regions, it
would be quite wrong to pur rhis in the capital ciry
when a regional centre is available on an equally satisfactory basis? Is he aware, for instance, of the special
claims of Manchester
a great centre of industry and
commerce, an international
gateway of communications with long expenise in rhe trade-mark field over
textiles, with a lot of horcl and office accommodation
much cheaper than London and also with a high
unemployment problem? So

Council

will

he please fight in the

of Ministers for giving prioriry to

regional

policy when deciding this office location?

(NL) It goes without saying that
Mr Tindemans.
the Council will -nke account of the opinion issued by
the European Parliament on this question.
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Mr'!Velsh.
M.y I press the President-in-Office a
little funher?- Vould he confirm that there is no bar to
a Member State submitting the names of more than

one city to the Council for consideration for rhis
imponant office and that the Council will take an
independent and objecdve decision on the merits of

1-2821123

How then does he intend to do this after the slatement
made by Mr Thorn which has been reponed in the
press and in which he apparently assured the Turkish
generals thar financial aid to Turkey would continue,
even though this Parliament had adopted a resolution
which specifically called for financial sanctions?

the case submitted for the city of Manchester?

(NL) I shall endeavour to

Mr Tindemans.

see

to it

that the Council-comes to as objective and fair a decision as possible. Obviously, I repeat, we will mke
account of the opinion issued by the European Parliament.

President.

-

Question No 63

will not be called

Mr

(NZ) The Ministers of the Ten
Tindemans.
- importance to a rapid return to
attach the greatest
parliamentary democracy in Turkey and to respecr for
human rights in that country. In this connection they
have instructed the Presidency, in the context of political cooperation, to visit Turkey to apprise the Turkish
authorities of their concern at [he turn the situation is
taking in that country.

because of Items 6 andT on the agenda.

Question No 54, by Mr Vunz, who has been replaced
by Mr Chambeiron (H-727 /81):

In view of the serious violation of human rights in
Turkey which contradict the assurance given by the

Mr Van Minnen.

(NL) Can the President-in-Office

of the Council perhaps
inform us in this connection of
[he current siruation regarding rhe 75 million EUA
earmarked for the special fund for aid to Turkey
that is to say, are these 75 million EUA still effectively

representatives of the junca of their desire for a return to
democracy,-does the Council not think that the time has
come to denounce the Community's association agree-

blocked?

menm with Turkey?

(NL) I must refer the honourable
Mr Tindemans.
- statemenl in this Parliament on
Member [o my
2l January in which I gave details of the measures

Mr Tindemans, President-in-Ofice of the Council.
(FR) The Council would remind the honourable
Member of the statement which the President of the

which have been adopted wirh respecr to Turkey.

Council made before the European Parliament at its
meeting on 21 January 1982.

(GR) I am obliged to put a supple- to the President-in-Office,
mentary question
because
in his reply he stated that the Council attaches great
imponance to the re-establishment of democrary in
Turkey. Nobody would disagree with rhat, and it is
something to which we all attach imponance. The
problem, however
is what I should like to
- and this is as follows:
raise in my supplement^ry
the President-in-Office gave no justification
for this systematic
avoidance, this systematic delay in taking those
Mr Ephremidis.

The Community authorities have not discussed the
denunciation of the Community's association agreements with Turkey.

The Ministers of the Ten attach the greatest imponance to a rapid return to parliamentary democracy in
Turkey and to respect for human rights jn that
country. In this connection they have instructed the
Presidency to visit Turkey, inter ali4 to apprise the
Turkish authorities of their concern at the [urn the
situation is taking in that country and to express their
firm hope that progress will be made as soon as
possible towards rapid restoration of democracy and
respect for human righrc.

measures which really would help to establish democ-

racy

in that

counrry. The resulr

of rhe Council's

repeared pos[ponements is that the situation in Turkey
has worsened, with scores of people being condemned
to death, with executions and arrests. May I also ask

- to the President-in-Office of
supplementary question
the Council, since it is obvious that the question was
more topical when it was being asked than it is now
rhar ir is being answered.

the President-in-Office: do we not have sufficient
reason to take measures against that country in the
fact that, for eight years now, it has been occupying
half the territory of the Republic of Cyprus, which is
an independent member country of the United
Nations? Vhat are you waiting for, what more do you
wan[, Mr President-in-Office, before you take the
final, decisive measures which will rectify this situa-

The President-in-Office of the Council has just given

tion? Are you waiting for things to get worse? Do you
want that councry to be the cause of a conflagrarion in

Mr

Chambeiron.

(FR)

I

should like

to put a

us the subject-matter for this supplementary question
in that he has told us [har he has been instructed by the
ten Member States, to visit Turkey and protest against
the violations of human righm in that country.

that pan of the world? Vhat is the reason for this
particularly
generosity
from you yourself,
- so willing coming
when you were
to go to Madrid and turn
the talks chere into an anti-Polish campaign?

No l-282/124
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(FR) I should like to read to you
Mr Tindemans.
the section of my statement of 21 January dealing with
the measures nken by the Community or the Ten with
regard to Turkey:
In December the Ten suspended approval of the project
for financing electric cables planned as pan of the exceptional aid of 75 million ECU decided on in 1980. And in
November the Ten decided, for the time being, not to
conclude the 4th Financial Protocol negotiated and
signed in 1981.
Those are the concrete measures! A few days ago I was
able to meet my Turkish partner to whom I gave a clear

of the opinion of the Ten concerning the
measures adopted in Turkey. I informed him of the
conditions which Turkey must fulfil if it wishes to
account

Mr Galland.

(FR)

I should like to know whether

- in favour of renouncing Community
the Council is
association agreements with a panicular country if a
problem of violation of human rights arises in that
country, and, if so, how many association agreements
would be affected.

(FR) Answers which I can give you
Mr Tindemans.
- of political cooperation must be
within the context
you know the
approved by the Ten. This is obvious
rules. I would say to Mr Galland that the Association

Agreement between the Community and Turkey,
which was signed in 1963, does not contain a renunciation clause.

condnue its association with the Community. You will

know that on New Year's Day General

Evren

announced that this year he would organize a referendum and that direct elections would be held next year.
In any case, we intervened in the inrcrests of human
righs. As far as the arrests of the trade unionists are
concerned, we reacted at Community level and called
for explanations. The Community will base its attitude
on the policy which Turkey pursues.

I would

also add in my capaciry as Belgian Minister,
that, in my answer on behalf of the Ten in the context
of political cooperation, I said that the Presidency was
instructed to apprise the Turkish authorities of their

concern a[ the turn the situation is taking in that
country. This concern is what I have just described, i.e.

the return to parliamentary democracy and respect of
human righm in that country. In my statement of
2l January I also said that we should defend human

rights wherever they are violated or jeopardized,
regardless of whether this is in the north, south, east
or west.

(GR) I do not know how much satisMr Kyrkos.
faction will be felt by the Turkish democrats who have
been condemned to death or who are being tortured,
or by the Cypriots who are the victims of the Turkish
inrervention, from the satisfaction the President-inOffice may get from his meeting with Mr Evren.
I would just like to

say

that the question is perhaps not

what imponance the Community attaches to this.
Perhaps, Mr President, we should be asking ourselves
how much imponance the military government in
Turkey itself attaches to this rapid return to democracy. All the Greek Members in this House who were
once the victims of the junta dictarcrship have the
unfortuna[e privilege of knowing how much a dictatorship benefits from such shows of kindness, and on
the basis of our experience, Mr President-in-Office,
we call upon you not to encourage the procrastination

of the milimry dictatorship by continually giving it

a

new deadline, while more effective measures are available.

Mr Spicer.
Could the President-in-Office make it
quite clear -that in his own mind, as a result of the
meetings that he's had with President Evren and other
leading Turkish personalities, he is clear that it is the
intention of the present Turkish Government to return

to democracy as soon as possible, unlike some other
regimes that we've seen in the past few years in
Europe?
Secondly, he mentioned a rdpid return to democracy.
Vould he not agree with me that if that return is too
rapid we might well see a reversion to [he situation

that applied in Turkey before 12 September 1980,
which by no manner of means can be called democraq for any person in that poor country as it was
then

?

(NL) I have not yet met General
Mr Tindemans.
- probably
Evren, but I will
do so on 19 March.

Obviously, therefore, I cannot at this stage, give you
any information concerning the points we discussed.
Secondly, the very topic of our discussion will be the
question of if and when the re[urn to democracy and
the respect of human right can take place rapidly.

(NZ) I hope that Parliament has
Mr Tindemans.
complete confidence in the democratic-mindedness of
the Council President. For the rest, I would naturally
be glad to answer any questions Parliament might have
on my talks in Turkey afrcr I return.

Mr

(NL) Vhilst sincerely
Vandemeulebroucke.
appreciating the President-in-Office's efforts with a
view to a restoration of democracy in Turkey, I should
nevertheless also like to ask him whether he is

prepared rc bring up the specific problem of the
Kurdish minority in Turkey, as this minority is really
the victim of a double repression. Is the President of
the Council prepared to bring this matter up explicitly
with the Turkish authorities?

(NZ) This problem was not
Mr Tindemans.
mentioned in the -terms of the mission with which I
have been instructed. I cannot, therefore, comment on

it on behalf of the Council.

However, the Belgian
Minister obviously might bring this matter up in a
discussion with the Turkish authorities.
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(DE) Mr Presidenr of rhe Council, you
Mr Peters.
- thar rhe
have stated
Association Agreement with
Turkey does not contain a renunciation clause, and
you have assiduously avoided rhe question of a
possible revision of the Agreemenr. Does rhis mean
that the Association will be conrinued even if Turkish
authorities persist in violating human righr, if the
Turkish Government announces that it will cenainly
hold new elections, bur will under no circumstances

accept the previous party sysrem and if it locks up
trade union leaders so thar rhey cannot reasonably
continue protecting the interesrs of union members?

Should we not consider the possibility of revising rhis
Agreement?

Mr Tindemans.

(NL) '!7e

are not continuing on the
basis of this Association
Agreement at the moment.

Secondly, this Agreement does not contain any provisions concerning how it might possibly be discontinued. And thirdly, the Communiry bodies have so far
not discussed the renouncing of the Association
Agreement between the Communiry and Turkey.

No
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whereas Commissioner Richard yesrerday said he did

not have sufficient evidence ro agree with me.
Secondly, as a consequence of what he says, he is
obviously aware that the consequence for rhe norrhern
region
in the UK with rhe highest
- that is the isregion
unemployment
that large numbers are dying
- my calculation, based on rhe
unnecessarily, and
evidence that Mr Tindemans and I both agree with, is
that 3 000 people will die because of the rare of unemployment. \7ilt the Council therefore put pressure on
those governments who are keeping unemployment
unnecessarily and deliberately high, owing to rheir
blind allegiance to unproven, unscientific monetary
theory, which leads to policies giving a Breater priority
to solving inflation than to creating jobs, and as a
consequence, it appears, deliberately murdering the
people that I represent?

(NL) The Council is fully aware of
Mr Tindemans.
- aspects
the ragic human
of unemploymenr. The
Council and its Presidency will therefore leave no

As its author is not present, Quesrion
No 55 will -be answered in writing.r

stone unturned in its effons to combar unemployment.
I might add that the Belgian Presidency would also
like to convoke a 'Jumbo Council' ro discuss, amont
other things, youth unemployment wirh a view ro
drawing up concrere proposals in this area. This was

Question No 56, by Mr Boyes (H-76a/81):

buted in January.

President.

aheady mentioned

Over

10

million are now unemployed within

in the

action programme distri-

the

Community, more than 3 million within the UK alone,
and the numbers are rising. Evidence exisrs to demonstrate a link between rising unemployment and an
increase in incidents of suicide, mental illness and death.
Is the Council aware of this evidence and, if so, what is
it doing about it?

Mr Velsh.

The President-in-Office will no doubr

- the incidence of road accidenm is rising
be aware that
very fast. Does he consider thar rhis also is a consequence of unemployment; and if he does not, would he
explain how

it

can be possible that suicides are

a

consequence of unemployment because they are rising

and yet road accidents are not? \7ould he further join

Mr Tindemans, President-in-Offce of the Council.
(NL) The Council considers that unemployment and
panicularly unemployment among the young, which
has now reached intolerable proportions, is the most
alarming social problem of the present time and is
undoubtedly also at the source of the disorders
referred rc by the honourable Member.

The Community as a whole and its Member States are
commirted to the fight against unemployment. The
statements before the European Parliament made by
myself, as President-in-Office of the Council, on the
programme of action for the first half of 1982 bear
witness ro this commitment which should be assessed
within the context of the various policies being carried
out at Community level.

Mr Boyes.
I would like rc thank Mr Tindemans for
- because
that answer,
he says that he agrees with me,
See

Annex

with me in congrarulating rhe British Governmenr,
which through its budget yesterday made real progress
in solving the problems of the unemployed in Brirain
in reals terms . . .
(Mixed reactions)
. . . in conformity with the economic srraregy approved
by the Community as a whole?

(NL) I think I made myself clear.
Mr Tindemans.
There is nothing-that the Council wishes more than to
put an end to unemployment. Ve are not psychologisr, but we perhaps nevertheless understand what
makes people dck, and we are convinced that this is a
serious human problem. I repeat, during our Presidency, we will do all in our power to ensure that the
Community as such combats unemployment.
(NL)
Mr Eisma.
the lighr of the figures just
- Boyes, In
quoted by Mr
does the President-in-Office of

No
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Eisma

the Council join me in thinking that our policy should
be directed more towards preparing people for less or

France is in a panicular situation: in 1980 rt was the only
country ro have a negligible budget balance. Since then
iu deficir has been increasing quite rapidly, but the draft
1982 budget deficit remains below the Community
average as a share of GDP. If the balance of paymenm

no work? It will be a very difficult matter to bring
about a change in today's mentality which is still
unrealistically believes in full employment. However,
it not be far more realistic in the view of the
President of the Council if rhe 10 million persons
unemployed at present and the many millions who will
be unemployed in the future were to regard unemployment as less of a disgrace, and will the Council
direct its policy along these lines?

and inflation were in a similarly relatively favourable
condition, this policy would be without serious risks.

would

Since this is not the case, as the realignment has under-

lined, the governmen[ must control very carefully the
extent of its budget policy change. Moreover, rhe
realignment now permits expofts to take over some of

the demand stimulus initially envisaged for the

1982

budget.

(NZ) Unemployment has innumer- and I cannot go into the entire
able negative aspects
problem in detail on behalf of the Council at this dme.
The Jumbo Council, if it is held, will undoubtedly
look into a great many of these aspects and make
concrete proposals. I cannot say any more than [ha[
today on behalf of the Council.

Mr Tindemans.

President.
(H-a20/81):

Question No 67,

by Mr

Galland

According rc the Commission's fifth economic policy
programme, action to overcome the crisis in Europe
must give priority to the fight against inflacion. One of
rhe primary msks must therefore be to reduce the budget
deficits of the Member Sutes. France, for one, has a fast
increasing budget-deficit. Has the Council any plans for
encouraging the Member States to arrest the dangerous
escalation of these deficits?

Mr Tindemans, President-in-Offce of the Council.
(FR) In the Annual Economic Repon for l98l/82,
adopted on 14 December 1981 and subsequently
published in the Official Journal of the European
Communities, the Council recognized the major
imponance of budgetary policy in the current
economic and monetary situation and laid down
guidelines for the budgetary policies to be followed by
the Member States.

As far as rhe fifth medium-term economic policy
programme is concerned, I would remind you that the
European Parliament delivered its opinion only last
month and that the Council has yet to take a decision
on the programme in question.

(FR) Does not the President of the
Mr Galland.
Council think -that my question is of vital relevance to
the future of the Community in that if these budget
deficits in cenain Member States become excessive

and lead

to inflationary mechanisms with rates of

infladon which vary by a factor of four or even five in
rhe different countries in the Community, would it be
possible, with such varying rates of inflation to safeguard a common agricultural policy?

I

should like to add that while all the Member Sutes
must exercise budgetary restraint, they nevenheless
have different margins of manoeuvre since, as we all
know, there are appreciable differences between the
situations in the various countries as regards public
finances, as the honourable Member has just pointed
out. Those countries with extremely high budgetary
deficits should reduce both their estimates and rheir
actual expenditure. Cenain countries have already
taken this course of action and others should do it this

year. As regards the countries whose budgetary deficits are remaining below the Community average, they
should be very careful about the changes they inrcnd
ro make in rheir budgetary policy.

(GR) I should like to ask the PresiMr Alavanos.
dent-in-Office- a question on the same subject, but
with panicular reference to Greece. Greece, too, has a
highest in the Community
high rate of inflation
- the presented the day before
and the budget
at 250/o

- by the Papandreou government contains
yesterday
deficits which are large when compared to those in
other countries. The President-in-Office himself read
out the pan of the repon referring to and criticizing
the policy of the French Government, and I should
like rc ask whether the attitude towards the Greek
Government is the same and whether this means that
the EEC intends rc try and force the Greek Government to keep within the margin of manoeuvre laid
down by the Council or the Commission for its financial policy?

(FR) Economic policy with respect
- be discussed
by the Council next
Greece is ro
Monday, when the Council will state im view on the

Mr Tindemans.

to

subjecr.

!7ould the President-in-Office of the
that it is significant that France
Council not agree
faces the prospect of a rising budget deficit and rising

Mr Marshall.

inflation whilst the United Kingdom faces the prospect

of declining infladon and a declining budget deficit?
Vould he not agree that this indicates that monetary
restraint is the only hope for the economies of the
Community and the only way, of curing both infladon

Mr Tindemans.

(FR) I should like, if I may, to read
- the Annual
you an ex[ract from
Economic Repon for
l98l/82 to which I have just referred.

and

unemployment?

(Appkuse)

I
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(/cR,) !7hen adopting the budgMr Tindemans.
- the Community,
etary guidelines for
the Council rook
account of Parliament's opinion.

(FR) The President-in-Office of the
Mr Baillot.
Council should, I think, re-read the passage here just
quoted, since it would appear that the British Member
has not understood. As I understand it
and this is
why I would like him to read out this -passage once
again
- Mr Tindemans has explained that it would
appear, on the contrary, that the budgetary deficit in
France was lower than that in other countries if
considered as a proportion of the gross national
product. I should therefore like Mr Tindemans to read
this passage once more so that our British colleague
will be able to know what he is talking about.

Mr President-in-Office, you are being
President.
- something that you have already said.
asked to explain
If you wish to take the floor, of course, the floor is
yours.
(FR) I could repeat the famous
Tindemans.
- servant of this House'. Thus, if
phrase 'I am the
Parliament so desires I am prepared to read the text I
have just quoted once again. On the other hand, this

Miss Quin.

No l-282/127

This is a rather disappointing reply. In

view of the- previous more helpful reply which the
Council gave to Mr Boyes on the question of unem-

ployment, I wonder if the President-in-Office of the
Council would not agree with me that now is the time
to put forward more positive proposals for the shipbuilding industry in order to safeguard and promote
employment in this sector, and what initiatives does he

with regard to encouraging European
shipowners to place orders in European shipyards? If
he contrasts the situarion with Japan he will see that
envisage

Japanese shipowners have not placed a single order
outside Japan for over 20 years.

(NZ)
have just said, there are
Mr Tindemans.
- beforeAsusI and
hence it is sdll the
no new proposals
fifth Directive of April 1981 which is currently in
force. The members of this Parliament are familiar
with the basic philosophy of the Treaty. It is for the
Commission to make proposals and the Council to

If the Council receives a proposal on
it will not fail to devote rhe necessary
attention to it after consulting the European Parliadecide on them.

shipbuilding,
ment.

Mr

rcxt will be included in the repon of proceedings,
which means that all the Members of this Parliament
will

be able to consult it.

Mr Van Minnen.

(NL) Might I

ask the President of

the Council whether he regards a budgetary deficit of
250 OOO million Belgian francs in rhe country he
also represents as a reasonable and acceptable margin
in this connection?

Mr

Tindcmans.

(NZ) This is a question for

Belgian Governmenr.

I can only

the
say rhat details of the

Community budgenry policy can be found in various
texrs. I assume that the Belgian Government will do all
it can to avoid coming into conflict with the Commission on this point.

Is ir true rhar Japan captured,750/o

building workers in Ulster, a region with 200lo unemployment, that the Council will develop a maritime
policy to defend prospecrs of employmenr in our
Community shipyards? And do I understand from the
last reply that the Council will do absolutely norhing
and will not even consider the problems of our shipbuilding industry unless first of all they receive a
proposal from the Commission?

Mr Tindemans.

-

(NL) The fifth Directive of April

1981 is valid until December of this year and thus sdll

applies. Secondly, the Community as such is not a
member of the OECD and it is rherefore the Member

Question No 68, by Miss Quin (H-716l

States who might bring up this problem at OECD
meetings. Thirdly, the basic philosophy of rhe Treary

Vhat new initiative is the Council consrdering to help
promote a long-term healthy future for the European
shipbuilding industry?

proposals on which the Council decides, as we will do
very swifdy if we receive new proposals after, I repeat,
consulting Parliament.

President.

8l):

Mr J. D. Taylor.

- merchant ships last year? Is it rrue
of world orders for
that shipowners in Japan cannor fly rhe Japanese flag
unless the ship has been built in Japan? Vhat effons
has the Council made through the OECD to protecr
European shipbuilding interests against prorecrive
measures in Japan, and how can I assure 7 000 ship-

-

of

Rome is,

Mr Alavanos.

I

repeat, that the Commission makes

(GR)

Mr Tindemars, President-in-Offce of tbe Council.
(NL) The Council, which has already adopted the fifth

shipbuilding industry,

Directive on aid to shipbuilding in April 1981, has not
so far received any fresh proposal from the Commission in this sector.

attention

of the

Since we are talking about the

I

should again like to draw the
President-in-Office to a specific

problem"concerning the Greek shipbuilding industry. I

am referring rc the shipyards on the island of Siros

No
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Alavanos

which, after closing down a few years ago, were
agreement concluded by the
previous government on repairs to ships of the Soviet
reopened after

an

merchant fleet.

In rhis context it is well known that there has been
continuing oven and covert pressure by the United
States with a view to freezing this agreement, which
has given work to hundreds of people on the island of
Siros.

May I ask the President-in-Office, or rather may I call
upon him to confirm that the Council is not only not
involved in this pressure, but that it also regards trade
with the Socialist counries with favour, particularly
when it provides the Greek shipbuilding industry
- in
this case on the island of Siros
with opponunities
for development.

I should like to hear the views
Office on this matter.

of the

Mr Tindemans.

(FR) Those who opposed rhe idea

- term of the Presidency did so for
of increasing the
several practical reasons. One of rhe main ones was
thar the Council would nor have enough time to
deploy its strategies and rhe risks of disconrinuiry
would be multiplied in that a Presidency of a year
would slow down the principle of rotation to an intol-

erable degree

in rhe enlarged

Communiry. Each

Member State would only have its turn in the Presidency every 12 years. This is the main reason why
it was not felt advisable to change the siruarion.

Mr Seligman.
Is there any way in which rhe larger
countries could- be given a longer period in rhe Presidency and the smaller countries a lesser period?

Mr Tindemans.
equal in this respect.

(NL) All the Member Stares are

President-in(Applause)

(NL) As far as I know the Council
Mr Tindemans.
had not yet discussed
this question. Secondly, the

Presidcnt.

8l):

-

Question No 70, by Mr \7elsh (H-741/

Council cannot comment on this matter here in Parliament as long as no specific proposal has been made. If
it is felt that proposals should be drawn up on rhis

Does the Council consider the three drafr directives
concerning product liability, misleading advenising and
doorsrcp selling to be essential for the achievement of

subject,

the common market?

it is the

Commission

who should

be

approached.

President.
No 69, by Mr Muller- Question
Hermann who
has been replaced by Mr Habsburg
(H-73s/81):
a view to increasing ir efficiency, is the Council
considering the possibility of changing the term of the
Presidenry from six months to one year?

Vith

Mr Tindemans, President-in-Offce of tbe Council.
(NL) Tl,e question of the length of the Presidencyin-Office of the Council was considered most recently
during the discussion of rhe Repon of the Three !flise
Men.

During that discussion the Member States' representatives took the view that, for political and practical
reasons, it was preferable not to amend Anicle 2 of the
Treaty establishing a Single Council and a Single

Mr Tindemans, President-in-Offce of the Council.
(NL) The amended proposals for Council Directives
concerning product liability, misleading advertising
and doorstep selling are still under examinarion by rhe
Permanent Representatives Committee and have nor
yet been discussed by the Council itself.

Mr Velsh.
\7ith the utmosr respecr rhe Presi- that is not the answer to ro
dent-in-Office,
my question.
\flould he please answer the quesdon that I put and
then I will ask him a supplemenury.

Mr Tindemans.

(NI) I think I stated quite clearly

that the Council- has noc yet adopted any posirion.
Consequently, we cannot answer this question on
behalf of the Council. The honourable Member also

realizes, I am sure, rhar the problems he has raised are
very complex.

Commission of the European Communities.

Mr \7elsh.

Mr Habsburg.

(DE) May I

ask the President of the

- the practical reasons for continuing
Council what are
the present arrangement whereby the term of the Presidency is only six months in spite of the fact that it has
become apparent in both the legisladve and executive
organs how important a cenain degree of permanence
is for the exercise of such an office?

In that case, can I take it thar

rhe

Council does- not regard these three draft directives as
being essential to the completion of the common
market?

Mr Tindemans.
(NL) I cannot accepr rhis interpretation. The fact -that the Council has not yet adopted
any position with regard ro an exrremely difficult
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question, which, incidently, is difficult ar narional level
too, does nor mean that it has no grear interest in the

problem. This marter remains first and foremost the
responsibility of the Member States.

Mr Spicer.
rhe President-in-Office not help
- Could
us a little more
on rhis? To my knowledge the doorstep selling directive has been going the rounds for the
last five years;

it

was rejecred

in rhe House of

Commons and an insrruction was given to our minister
not to vote in favour of ir. The basis of that rejecrion
was that it had nothing wharsoever to do with rhe aims
and objectives of rhe European Community. Could we
not tet rid of some of these things and see rhem out of

the way complercly rather than wasr.e rhe time of rhe
Council for years inro the future?

(NL) Might I remind you once
Mr Tindemans.
more that I am speaking
on behalf of the Council and
until the Council has adopted a posir.ion on rhis question, it is impossible for me to give an answer. I would
either be stepping outside the terms of my competenry
as President of the Council or I would give an answer
which was not relevant.

of European Polirical Cooperarion. The policy of rhe
Ten continues to be rhe condemnation of violations of
human rights however and wherever such violadons
take place. There are several areas where rhe human
rights policy of rhe Ten and of the Unircd Srates run
parallel and where there is close cooperation, both at
national level and in international organizadons.

Mr Kyrkos.

(GR)

I did not undersmnd a thing,

- inrerprering was full of gaps; I unforsince the Greek
tuanarcly do nor undersand rhe Presidenr-in-Office's
language, nor does he undersrand mine.

If it is possible, I should be grateful if he would repeat
the answer so [hat I can undersmnd whar she inerpreter is saying. It was in fact nor translared at all, and
I do not wanr ro do him an in.justice.
President.
!flould the President-in-Office be good
enough in -these circumstances [o repear rather slowly
his reply because of the difficulries of intcrpreadon?

(NL) May I also say rhar I regrer
- Greek
cannot speak
as I would otherwise be
glad to do so. The Unircd Stares' human righ6 policy
has not been discussed within rhe context of Europcan
Political Cooperation. The poliry of the Ten conrinues
to be the condemnation of violarions of human rights
however and wherever such violations take place.
Mr Tindemans.

Mrs Van den Heuvel.
(NL) Perhaps I mighr ask the
President-in-Office whether
he will srare in principle
that the consumer policy is in fact one of the essenrial
componenr of Community policy as this is, I rhink, a
question of consumer protection.
(NZ,) I rhink can safely say rhar
Mr Tindemans.
- consumer are Ione
the interesm of the
of the Council's
main concerns.
President.
Ve rurn now ro rhe questions addressed
- Minisrers.
to the Foreign

There are several areas where rhe human rights policy
of the Ten and of rhe United Starcs run parallel and
where there is close cooperation, both at nadonal level
and in international organizations.

(GR) \7ith rhe best will in rhe world, I
Mr Kyrkos.
to say -rhar the answer is disappointing. Anyone

have

would think thar American policy was above all criri-

The Unircd States Mrnister of National Defence, Mr

At

Veinberger, during his visrt to Ankara, and rhe Head of
the State Depanment, Mr Haig, in an inrcrview wirh the
press in Brussels, praised the military government in
Turkey, which has been openly condemned by the Euro-

one

pean Parliament

for abolishing the freedom of

I

cism.

Question No 85, by Mr Kyrkos (H-721/81):

the

Turkish people.

In view of these sraremenm and in view of the American
Government's warm supporr for murderous regimes,
such as those of El Salvador and Guaremala, do rhe
Foreign Minisrers consider that the peoples of rhe
Community can have any fairh in American declaradons
concerning the prorecdon of human righs? If so, what
position do the Foreign Minisrers intend to adopt so as
to disdnguish Community policy from American hypocrisy?

Mr

that

Tindemans.
(NL) The United Srares' human
rights poliry has -not been discussed within the conrexr

present, human rights have become topic number
rhe problem of peace
and
- even ovenaking
- such
this aggravation
of the situation leads to measures

as the imposition

of

sancrions, which

is

causing

complex problems ar leas[ for Europe, since Europe is
not prepared to comply with American policy to this
extent.
Has the Council no criticism to make of United States
policy on Turkey, on El Salvador, on all the crisis
areas? Has the Council no criticism co make of the
generous support American policy is giving to Turkey,

of the fact that Mr Haig has developed into a defendcr
of the Turkish military rulers, and of the fact that
American policy is oversrrengthening the militzry
government rc rhe detrimenr of Greece and is
changing the balance in the Aegean? Has ir norhing ro
say about the fact that America is behind the Turkish
occupation in Cyprus?
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as represenrcd by
Anyone would think that Europe
has reached the-stage where it is a
the Council
subordinate of American policy and is not allowed to
express a view on matters of world-wide imponance
which are dealt with by American policy.

I think the President-in-Office is too nice to Mr Haig,
whereas Mr Haig is not at all nice to his European
counterparE. Anyone who has read the inrcrnational
press knows this.

I

should therefore,

if

possible,

like to hear your

comments.

(NZ) The questions we are now
Tindemans.
heading of European Political
under
come
discussing
Cooperation. I repeat, the United States' human righrs
policy has not been discussed in this context.

Mr

(NL) The United Sutes' human
Mr Yan Minnen.
rights poliry may-be taboo for political cooperation,
but unless I am very much mistaken, human righr
poliry has in facr been discussed in connection with
Turkey. And why, funhermore, why when the Minisrers had their nice little get together in policial cooPeration on 20 February did they refuse to give their
support to the Danish and Durch initiative aimed at
bringing Turkey before the Commission for Human
Righm?

European Political Cooperation where unanimity is
required if a position is to be adopted. I can only tell
you that the Ministers of the Ten attach the greatest
imponance to a swift return to parliamentary democracy in Turkey and the respect of human rights in that
country. In this connection, they have instructed the
Presidenry to apprise che Turkish authorities of their
concern.

Spicer.

I

wonder

if

the President-in-Office

would agree -with me that we in Europe have so much
to be grateful for rc our American friends and allies
over the last 40 years, and would he and the other
Foreign Ministers find time to discuss and question the
motives of those people who at this time are seeking to
drive a wedge between the European Communiry and
the European countries and our American allies?

(NL) This question has not been
in the context of European
Political Cooperation either. However, as Belgian
minister, I can inform you that during the most recent

Mr

particularly as we wish to live in
people of Europe
freedom for many decades with the help of the Uniced
if cenain elements, who have quite different
States
- interests, criticize the Americans here and,
political
funhermore, under pretexts which have nothing whatsoever to do with American policy?
(Appkuse)

(NL) I repeat, this is a question of
Mr Tindemans.
political cooperation which, I think, is mainly aimed at
arriving at joint positive positions in world politics. \7e
akeady have a very clearly defined two-way information and consultation procedure concerning matters of
common inrcrest, as Parliament is well aware. Proof of
this is provided, for example, whenever, at the beginning of a new Presidency, rhe President-in-Office of
the Ten meerc his American counrcrpan. I am talking
here about consultation and information between the
United States and the Community, or the Ten in the
conrcxt of political cooperation. I might add that the
American Secretary of State and Minister of Foreign

Affairs, during my recent visit

to

expressed his satisfaction at this sys[em

'Washington,

of two-way

information and consultation and the procedure
involved.

Mr

(NL) I repeat, if I am to answer
Mr Tindemans.
the question at this time it must fall within the scope of

Mr

(DE) Does the Council not agree
MrHabsburg.
counter to the interests of the
it
runs
toully
that

Tindcmans.

considered by the Ten

visim my Prime Minister and myself paid to the Unircd
States, we discussed the problems indicated by the
previous speaker with the American authorities.

The President-in-Office musc be aware
Boyes.
that when a- journalist, Mr John Palmer of Tbe Guardiat4 recently asked Secretary of State Haig if there
y/as not a contradiction, and if he was not being hypocritical, in his comments on Poland since at the same
time he was offering suppon for the regime in Turkey,
President must be aware
Mr Haig reacted
- as the
because of the television coverage and edircrials in
in a way that could only be described as
newspapers
the President like to comment on
irrational. \7ould
the contradictions in Mr Haig's outburst against Mr
John Palmer?

(NZ) Making attacks on Secretary
Mr Tindemans.
of State Haig in- the European Parliament is not the
intended purpose of political cooperation. It is aimed
rather at arriving at common European positions.
(Appkuse)

Mr

Vandemeulebroucke.

(NL) The President-in-

- a somewhat new element
Office has in fact introduced
by informing us that it is customary for each new Presidency to visit the United States. May I ask, therefore,
whether, in addition to the United States, there are
other countries which are visired on this basis?

(NL) I do not think I said that an
incoming President-in-Office
always visits the United
Mr Tindemans.
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States. I merely said that the exchange of informarion
and consultation between rhe President-in-Office and
the United States is apparenrly a formula which gives
satisfaction on both sides of the Arlandc. Thus I was
talking about information and consulrarion. Ir is rrue
that the President-in-Office was also invited on rhis
occasion and, as Mr Vandemeulebroucke knows,
received invimtions from other countries too, such as

Japan and several orhers.
Prcsident.
No 86, by Mr Gondkas who
- Question
has been replaced
by Mr Bournias (H-793/Bl):t

and Roman Catholics have been forbiden ro pracrise
their religion in Albania. Vhat can be done about it?
Albania is not a member of the Council of Europe, nor
is it a signatory of rhe Helsinki Final Acr. However,
Albania is a member of the United Nations. The
procedure of the Unircd Nations is as follows: only
when flagrant violations of human righrc are reponed
can a confidendal invesdgation be initiated by rhe
United Nations Commission on Human Righm under
Procedure 1503. Repons of rhis kind have nor been
made for the very reason rhar it is impossible to carry
out an investigation in that counrry. This is why ir is so
difficult to initiate a procedure of rhis kind at,this dme.

Four hundred thousand Greek Onhodox Chrisdans

with a long rradition of Greek Christian culrure
being

'

are

bruully forced to live wirhout God or religion in

Albania. The enrire priesthood has been dissolved and
the churches have been shu[ or convened into recreation
cenkes. For a number of years rhe faithful have rhus
been-deprived of church services, communion, baptism
and funeral rites and the great Christian feasts have not
been celebrared in church. Ar the same time, thousands
are being exiled or imprisoned by the regime because of
their religion or because they are Greeks.

!flhat

measures do rhe Foreign Ministers intend

to take

with a view to safeguarding rhe individual rights of
Greeks who conrinue to remain in Albania?

Mr

Tindemans, President-in-Ofi,ce

Ministers.

of the Foreign

(NL) As the honourable Member will

be

aware, the- Ten have repeatedly condemned violation

Mr Ephrcmidis.
(GR) I should like rc pur rhe
following supplementary
quesrion to rhe Presidentin-Office:

Does he realize that, over rhe last 30 years, no
Greek Governmenr, including the present democraric
Socialist government, has raised the subject referred to
in Mr Bournias' quesrion?
Secondly, does he nor feel that the purpose of this
question may well be somerhing other than the permissible right to defend human righm wherever they are
being violated. To be specific, the purpose may well be
to involve the EEC in the Balkan region, where there
is currently a spirit of cooperation with a view ro

of

human rights wherever this has taken place.
However, rhe violarions of individual freedoms in

making the Balkan peninsula a nuclear-free zone,
thereby contriburing ro more general disarmament. I
would ask rhe President-in-Office if he is aware of

Albania have nor been discussed by the Ten.

these aspects.

Mr Bournias.
(GR) These measures againsr rhe
- Chrisrians
church and against
whose churches have
been closed and who are nol even allowed to baptize
their children or perform rheir religious rires
are so
horrifying that I would ask your colleagues- to look
into the ma[ter. Since you said in January, and again
this evening, that you would defend human righrc
everywhere and at any rime, whether in the nonh or
the south, I should now like ro hear you own views.
The measures being taken against Greek Christians in
Albania are horrifying, despite the fact thar, in recenr
years, the Greek Governmenr has esrablished diplomatic relations with that counrry in an effon ro promore
ditente and coexistence in rhe Balkans. Despite this,
the situation has become worse, and a few days ago
there was a large demonstration in Athens at which
leading churchmen, scientists, members of parliament
and others led thousands of people in condemning
these measures. The Community must adopt a stance

Mr Tindemans.
(NL) The policy of the Greek
- quesrion
Government on rhis
has not been discussed
by the Council and, as you know, rhe siruation in the
Member Srates has nor so far been studied by the
Council either.

on this matter.

Mr

Mr Tindemans.
(NZ,) It is a well-known fact that
- of Moslems,
the religious leaders
Onhodox Christians

President.
81):

-

Question No 87, by Mrs Ewing (H-748l

Are the Fbreign Minisrcrs aware of the drasdc drop in

in 1979 the
number leaving being 51 303, in l98O being 21 471 and
in l98l being 9 447, and thar rhere are 400 000 applicathe emigration of Jews from the USSR,

tions to leave oustanding, and is the Council iunher

aware thar Jews studying rheir religion and rhe Hebrew
language are being subjected to increasing degrees of
harassment and will the Foreign Ministers use rheir good
offices with the Soviet aurhorities on rhis matter?

Tindemans, President-in-Office of tbe Foreign
Ministers.
(NL) The Ten regard human rights as an
essential aspect
of internarional relations, as can be
seen from various provisions contained in the Helsinki

Final Act amont other thing. Both at the Madrid

I

Former oral question without debate (OQ-78/81),
converted into a question for Question Time.

Conference and elsewhere rhe Ten have repeatedly
condemned the violations of human righr in the
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Soviet Union, including the attitude

numbers, indicate to them that their policy is
condemned by everyone in this House from whatever
political party and that until they treat the Jewish
community in Russia in a tolerable way everyone in

rights.

the \flest will regard the Helsinki Agreement as merely

of rhe Soviets to
Jews in that country. The Ten will continue to press
for application of the Final Act of Helsinki in its
entirety, including the articles relating to human

a sham?

Vhile I thank the President-in-Office
Mrs Ewing.
- and appreciate all that has been done,
for his answer
could I draw his atten[ion to the fact that in the last
five months of tggt the gates were virtually closed
entirely, which is a new and urgent situation, as he will
agree, since the 400 000 waiting people represent
4OO OOO human tragedies? !flould he now reiterate his
concern to the Soviet Government on this question?

(NZ) As a young member of the
Tindcmans.
- several years ago I was the first to
Belgian Parliament
bring up this question. This was at the time when Paul
Henri Spaak was our Foreign Minister. This is a question about which I feel a great deal of concern and I
can assure you tha[ I will take every oPPortunity to
plead this cause.

Mr Piittering.- (DE)'!(i'e were very pleased to hear
the answer you gave, Mr Tindemans. 'We realize the
extent of your strong personal commitment to quesrions of human righm. However, do you not also feel
that the Council of Ministers should do more about
in

connection with Jews in the Soviet Union, which have
and I say this as a
attained horrifying proportions
- of Germans who
member of the post-war generation
knows from his own history what suffering has been
and does he not also feel that
inflicted on the Jews
- should uke a firmer stand
the Council of Ministers
ois-i-ois the Soviet Union in connection with violadons of human rights?

(NZ,) I can assure the European
Parliament once -more that the Council and its PresiTindemans.

dent

will do their utmost with a view to

achieving

acceptable solutions to that very problem. I should like
to add, if I may, that it is indeed frequently, but nevertheless not exclusively, the Jewish population which is

concerned.

under Soviet legislation, anyone completing his studies
in the Soviet Union is obliged to work for at least five
years in a region laid down by the authorities? This is
the only obligation in return for the free education

and training offered to them in that

country.

Secondly, is he aware that, under the Unircd Nations'
1966 International Convention on the Civil and Political Rights of Man, a Member State which has signed
and ratified this convention has the right to Prevent
any citizen leaving the country if he is employed on
State work which requires basic or special discretion?
Thirdly, is the President-in-Office aware that the drop
in Jewish emigration in the last few years is the result

of the situation

obmining

in that country and

its

adventurist policy, which put off emigrants?

Mr Ephremidis, I must ask you another
President.
time to put a question and not make a statement.
'!(ould the President-in-Office be good enough to
comment on this statement? I can hardly ask him to
answer the question, as it was not a question'

(Applause)

Mr

(GR) The replies by the PresiEphremidis.
dent-in-Office oblige me to Put a supplementary question with a view to making it easier for him to deal
with the situation in future. Firstly, is he aware that,

Mr

Mr

the question of infringement of human rights

(NI) I shall be only too glad to
Tindemans.
make the feelings of this Parliament known to the Ten
at our Political Cooperation meetings and I can assure
you that I will continue, as Belgian Minister, to act in
ih. *"y the honourable Member has just indicarcdMr

It

often happens that people of German
to emigrate but are refused
might say that there has always been a

extraclion also apply

permission. I
link between the problem of emigration and the rela'S7est
indeed, it might even
tions between East and
be said that emigration figures are a thermometer for

East-'West relations and it will probably only be
possible to find a genuine solution to the problem

when these relations have substantially approved.

(NL) I would refer to the Final Act
Mr Tindemans.
with this very question. It is, I
deals
which
Helsinki
of
think, panicularly appropriate for me to invoke this
Final Act as I myself had the privilege of signing it in
1975 on behalf

of my country.

Since they deal with the same subject, I
President.
- No 88, by Mr Van Minnen (H-778/81):
call Question
Did the Foreign Mtnisters, in their deliberattons on joint
panicipation by Community countries and Uruguay in
the peace-keeping force in Sinai, take account of the
demands made tn the Final Act of the 5th European
Latin America Inrerparliamentary ConCommuntty
ference, which condemned the regime in Uruguay
and called on the Member States

of the Community 'to

bring every form of direct democratic pressure to bear

Can the President-in-Office of the
Council, when- he talks next to his Russian opposite

Mr

Marshall.

upon the governmen$ of countrtes where fundamental
freedoms and the most elementary human rights are
violated'?
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President

Question

No 89, by Mrs Van den Heuvel (H-779/

81):

Do the Foreign Mrnisters not share Vrce-President
Haferkamp's view that 'the observance of rhe princrples
of democracy' is 'a determining factor' for brlateral rilations between the Community and Latin America (OJ
No C ll5l81), or do rhey consider thar Community
countries hke the Netherlands are contriburing ro rhe
observance of democracy through joint particrparion
with rhe undemocratic State of Uruguay in a peacekeeping force in Srnai?

declaration issued by rhe Federal Republic, Belgium,
Denmark, Greece, Ireland and Luxembourg rogerher
with the four orher counrries on 23 November 1981. If
you will excuse me, I will read from the French
version which I have before me:
The Ten consider thar the decision of France, Imly, the
Netherlands and the United Kingdom ro pafticipare in

Question No 90, by Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul (H-780l
81):
Are the Foreign Mrnrsters aware of rhe damaging effect
on Europe's repurarlon among the democraric countries

of Latin Amenca of the loint particrpatron

Mr Tindemans.
(Nl) There is nor a Communir.y
contribution in -this operarion and I should like ro
stress rhis most emphatically. I should also like ro read,
for Mr Van Minnen's benefit, the precise words of the

by

Communrty countries and Uruguay in the peace-keeprng
force in Sinai, and s/as any thought given to rhe longrcrm effects which thrs panrcipatron could have on
economic and trade cooperation wrth democratic countries in Latin Amenca?

the multinational force in Sinai meer thC

wish

frequently expressed by the members of the Community
to facilrtate any progress in the drrection of a comprehensive peace settlemenr rn rhe Middle East on rhe basis
of the mutual acceprance of the nght to existence and
security of all Srates rn rhe area and rhe need for the
Palestinian people to exercise fully its right to self determination.

I should like ro add rhar, as I have just said, this is in
no way means [hat rhe Ten approve the regime in any
panicular country.

Mr Tindemans, President-in-Office of the Foreign Ministers.
(NL) I should like, if I may, to answer rhese

three- quesrions jointly. It was nor rhe European
Community which took the iniriative of sercing up a
peace-keeping force in Sinai. The request to rake part
in the mulrinational peace-keeping force was issued by

the Governments of Egypt, Israel and the Unired
States. The Governmenrs of the four Community
Member Smres which are raking pan in this multinational peace-keeping force in Sinai published, on
23 November 1981, identical sraremen[s in which it
was clearly stated that the sole aim of the peace-

Mrs Van den Heuvel.
(NL) May I point our ro rhe
- rhe Dutch
President-in-Office that
Governmenr has
made its participarion in rhe Sinai peace-keeping force
dependent on [he agreement of rhe European panners.
Does he not like think, rherefore, rhar, in the light of

his concern for human rights which he has so
frequently stressed here rhis evening, he has fallen
shon in his duties by nor including rhe quesrion of rhe

panicipation
November

of

198 I

Uruguay

in rhe discussions

of

?

keeping force was ro mainrain peace in Sinai afier rhe
Israeli withdrawal and that it had no orher funcrion.

The.fact thar rhe Republic of Uruguay is partrcipating
in the same multinarional peace-keeping force as
certain Member States of rhe Community can in no
y/ay be interprered as recognition of the regime in thar
country by the Ten. The imponance which the Ten to
the respect of human rights is, I think, well known.

Mr Van Minnen.
(NL) I should nevenheless like ro
point out, Mr Tindemanq,
[har however much he
twists rhings around, this is a quesrion of a
Community contribution in Sinai and this is how our
panicipation is both presenred and interpreted in that
area. The question, rhen, is not what the Ten say
about human rights in general, but rarher of wherher it
is not mere hypocrisy ro wanr to apply pressure with a
and

view to bringing abour a rerurn ro democracy

human rights in U.,.rgury. Do rhe Minisrers and yourself, Mr Tindemans, realize rhat rhis involvemenr of
the.Uruguayan regime in Sinai will cause more people
to be tortured and murdered in Uruguay itself and
that we in the Community will, as ir were, have given
the Uruguayan regime carte blancbe? I hope you will
give this question some serious rhought.

Mr Tindemans.
(NL)
request ro panicipare in
- forceThe
the peace-keeping
in Sinai was made by the
three countries I referred ro a few momenrs ago. The
Communiry as such has nothing ro do with rhis. Thus,

the problem has nor been dealt wirh by

the

Community, nor has ir been discussed or approved as
such by the Ten in rhe context of polirical cooperation.

Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul.
(DE) Might I ask the President-in-Office who actually
invited rhe Uruguayan
armed forces to take pan and whar view he akes of
this invitation? !7har view does the President-inOffice take, funhermore, of the facr rhat refugees
from Uruguay living in the Member States of rhe
European Community have repeatedly turned to borh
Members of Parliament and rhe governments and
urgently advised them against such panicipation of
individual Member Stares?
Even

if the President-in-Office

does nor feel he can

make a policy statement on this quesrion, would he at
least tell us what he personally thinks ?
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(NL) As I have already said, it

was

- the United Stares who issued the
Egypt, Israel and
invinrion to panicipate in the muldnational force in
Sinai. In addidon to the four European countries
which, as we know, are participating, and the United
Sates, the following countries are also involved:

Norway, the Fiji Islands, Uruguay, Colombia,
Australia and New Zealand. I might also add that
while it is difficult enough within the United Nations
rc find suitable troops who are not involved in the
conflict and are acceptable to the parties who are
involved, it was even more difficult in the case of the
Sinai peace-keeping force to try to involve acceptable
Third Vorld countries in the peace-keeping force.

Question Time is closed.r
I have to inform the House that the motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Langes and others on the rescue
ship Cap Anamoar and finding a home for refugees in
Prcsident.

-

the countries of the European Community (Doc.

l-1049181) has obtained 220 signatures and will therefore be forwarded to the institutions named by the
authors pursuant to Rule 49(5).2

(The sitting
I
2

closed

at

7.05 P-m.)

See Annex.

Motions for resolutions entered in the-regkter (Rule 49 of
Agenda of the next sitting: see
the Rulei of Procedure)
Minutes.

-
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ANNEX
Questions which could not be answered

I.

duing Question Time, with aritten

dnsu)ers

Questions to the Commission

Question No 1, by Mrs Pruoot (H-566/81)

Subject: Right to set up as an acupuncrure specialist in the EEC countries
Can the Commission give details of the training required of persons wishing to ser up as acupuncrure
specialists in the Community Member States and can it tell Parliamenr whether the directives relating
to the mutual recognicion of diplomas apply to acupuncture?

Answer

L According to the Commission's information, in a number of Member Smtes acupuncture as a
form of medical Eeatment may not be practised except by docrors. Legal provisions ro rhis effecr
apply in Belgium, France, Italy, Luxembourg and the Netherlands, although there are cenain exceptions in some of these coi.rntries.

No Member State offers specialist medical training leading to a formal qualification in acupuncture.
In other Member States acupuncture may also be practised by specialists other than doctors;in most
no special professional qualification is required. In the Federal Republic of Germany, however,
acupuncturiss not qualified as doctors are subject to the provisions relating to non-medical practi-

cases

2.

TheCouncil directivesof 16June19751 concerningrhemurual recognitionofdiplomas,cenifiof formal qualifications in medicine also apply to doctors pracrisinB cerrain
activities in the field of acupuncture. However, there is no Council direcrive concerning the recognition of evidence of formal qualifications for acupuncturists not qualified as doctors.
cates and other evidence

Questton No 13, by Mr Fernandez (H-739/S 1)

Subject: Complaints by American steel producers
American impora of steel from the Communiry reponedly fell by 160/o between 1979 and 198 I . The
Commission maintains that the complaints by American steel producers are unfounded.
Can the Commission give more demiled figures on trade in srcel between the United States and rhe
Community and undenake that it will firmly and resolutely defend Europe's sreel industry during rhe
netodadons with the American authorides in order to retaln imponant marker and hence safeguard
large numbers of jobs in an industry which is so crucial to the economies of all Member States?

Ansuer

The Commission will continue to dispurc the United States' steel industry's claim thar steel impons
from the Member Sates have materially damaged their indusrry. An examinarion of rhe figures on
absolute quandties and the market share of impons from the Community between 1977 end l98l
shows beyound any doubt that the claim is unjustified.

The anti-dumping dury and countervailing duty actions brought by the American industry relate
predominantly rc ECSC producm.

'
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In absolurc terms, the total impons into the United States of ECSC products from the Community rn
l98l followed the rrend of the previous years, with the Community's share of the American market
showing a steady decline. Deliveries of ECSC products from the Community fell from a total of
6.3 million ner tonnes in 1977 and 6.7 million net tonnes rn 1978 to 4'4 million net tonnes rn 1981.
Thc only sector in which impons from the EEC were higher than normal in 1981 was steel tubes.
This was because of a J|o/o rise in demand, far outstripping the production capacity of the American
industry and in fact obliging the latter to buy extensively from foreign producers rn 1981 in order to
meet the demand.

In relative rerms, none of the EEC Member States increased im share of the American market in ECSC
products berween 1977 and 1981. On the contrary, during this period the Community lost an impor-

tant share of rhe market both ro the American industry and to other foreign suppliers. The
Communiry producers'share of American consumption of ECSC products declined from 6'8% in
1977 and 1978 ro 5.40/o in 1981. The Community's share of total American impons of ECSC products also declined, from 4Q.20/o in 1977 and 1978 to i6.10/o in 1981. The American industry also
claims rhat the increase in impons from the EEC Member States dunng 1981 was damaging.
However, as a result of the recession in the United States, deliveries by American steelworks fell by
5.35 million ner ronnes between the peak period of the second quarter of 198 I and the founh quarter
of tg8t. At the same time, impons from the Community increased by O.a7 mrllion net tonnes. The
increase in impons from the EEC during the latter months of l98l was therefore only a very minor
contriburcry factor to the problems at present facing the Amertcan rndustry.

The Commission will continue to follow the investigations closely to ensure that they are conducted
fairly and in accordance with rhe Unired States' international obligations. If this is not the case, the
Commission will not hesitate to take the appropriate measures (cf. the satement by Vice-President
Davignon at the sitting held on 18.2. 1982).

Qaestion No 16, by Mrs Feuillet (H-539/81)l

Subject: Abortions

In paragraph 39 of the resolution on the position of women in the European Community which it
adopted in February

I

981, the European Parliament called on th'e Commission:

'to set up a programme to reduce the number of abonions, in panicular by:

-

early provision of adequate informatton for young people;
a broad and suitable range

of reliable means of contraception;

full recognition of the needs of single parents and special provisions for parents of large families;
appropriate provisions for day nurseries.'

progress has been made wrth thrs programme, which could play a major role in reducing the
number of abonions?

Vhat

Ansuter

The Commission has broadly taken account, while preparing the new Community action programme
on the promorion of equal opponuniries for women (1982-85), of the points made in the Resolution of rhe European Parliament of February l98l which fall withrn its scope. It is essendally a question of the aspec$ concerning the equal treatment for men and women with regard to employment in
the broad sense. As far as the problems connected with abonion in panicular are concerned, which
are nor included in rhe aspecr mentioned and which have given rise to violent controversy even in the
European Parliament, the Commission has not considered it opponune to include them at the present
rime among its priorities at a Communiry level. Nevenheless cenain points in paragraph 39 of the
above-mentioned Resolution have been retained in the context of cenain actions of the Commission
action Programme.

Formcr oral question wrthout debate (0-31 /81), convened into a quesuon for Question Time.
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aspects concerning better sharing of family responsrbility,
-ukenThe
into consideration in the context of actions 7 and 15.

No l-282/137

including kindergartens which are

The improvement of the smtus of single parents as regards social security which will be raken
into account in action 4.

Question No

1

7, by

Mrs Serioener (H-463/81 )

Subject: Community legislation in rhe field of chemical products

In accordance with the sixth amendment to the Council directive of 27 June 1967 , the procedures for
testint and notifying new chemical products should be the same in all Member States of the European
Community as from l8 September 1981.
Can the Commission rndicate which countries have taken the necessary measures to ensure that the
above-mentioned directive is implemented at the appropriate time and to what extenr Anicle 169 of
the Treaty of Rome can be invoked against those Member States which do not comply wirh the EEC
directive

?

Answer

Three Member States have submitted details of their legislation: Germany, Denmark and France. The
Commission is examining these laws (and their related supplementing Orders) to see whether they
conform with the sixth amendment to Directive 67 /548/EEC.

In three Member States (United Kingdom, Italy and the Netherlands) work is under way to incorporate this directive into national law. Until the relevant laws have been passed
they are already at
an advanced stage of preparation
these Member Srates will conrinue to apply the sixth amendment
in administrative procedures. Italy- is expected to communicate details of its national legislation in the
near future.
New legislation is being prepared in Ireland, Greece, Luxembourg and Belgium. National laws are
expected to be passed in all these countries in the near future, with the exception of Belgium.
The Commission believes that the political will to implement the sixth amendment exists, but in
certain Member States there are still technical and legal difficulties to overcome.

The Commission will invoke Anicle 169 against those Member States which do not yet comply satisfactorily with the provisions of the sixth amendmenr.

If

the directive is applied in some countries but not in others, two imponant objectives will not be
met: firstly, uade in chemical products will be seriously hampered, and secondly, there will be no
means of ensuring adequate environmenal protection. The Commission therefore calls on rhe
responsible bodies

in the aforementioned Member

States, and in panrcular the Belgian Governmenr,

to incorporate the sixth amendment to the direoive oI 27 June 1967 into narional law without funher
delay.

Sub

jec,:prisonsen,ence,;::::1'::r:::;r::(H-803/81)1

Under German legislation, prisoners who are to be deponed on completion of their sentence, i.e.
against whom an enforceable deponation order has been issued, are not entitled to any relaxation of
prison regulations, e.g. open prisons, leave of absence, day passes, erc. As the majority of these

I

Fomer oral question without debatc (0-90181), convened into

a questron for Question Time
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prisoners are unable to communicate, or can only do so with difficulty, when in German prisons, the
senrence is reduced to one of mere derention. Rehabiliation or reintegration, which are imponant
objectives in the German penal system, are thereby made impossible. The vital factor, however, is the
reintegration of these prisoners into rheir own society, as they are not permitted to remain in the
Federal Republic of Germany.

1

Does the Commission support the idea that a prisoner convicrcd in another Communiry Smte
should be allowed to serve his sentence in his native country?

2. If so, does it share the view that serving prisoners should therefore be endtled to the privileges
granrcd in that country, provided they prove themselves eligible for these?

3.

Can rhe Commission provide figures showing the number of prisoners from Communiry countries serving sentences in countries of which they are not nationals and who are to be deponed at
the end of the sentence?

4. Vould

rhe Commission then agree that rhe European Community could serve the public

interest through a proposal allowing prisoners to serve their sentences in their own country?

Anstoer

Thc problems raised by the honourable Member concern prison regimes, an ere^ in which

the

Community insdtutions have no competence.
However,
sentences

I would point out by way of information that the problems faced by prisoners serving
in a country other than their nadve country are at present being examined by a

special

committee of rhe Council of Europe. This committee seems to be thinking along the same lines as the
honourable Member.

Question No

28, by

Mr Miiller-Hermann (H-736/81)

Subject: Intra-Communiry barriers

Vhat action

does the Commission intend to take to ensure that the French Government refrains from
measurcs aimed at creating new intra-Community barners as a means of solving problems on its
domestic market?

Ansuer

The initial press repons and statemenu from the French Ministry of Industry on the plans for the
promotion of various branches of industry and the funds set aside for this purpose led to fears that the
planned measures could restrict access to the French market by rhe other Member Sutes. They
seemed intended to counter the natural development towards specialization
European domestic market.

of industry within the

The Commission therefore immediarely contacced the French Government in order ro express irs
doubts about rhe admissibility of the measures. During the discussions the French Government stated
that it had no intention of mking any measures which would violate the principle of the free movement of goods within the Community. The French Government has since communicarcd to the
Commission sectoral plans for the machine tool, rcxtile, leather, toy and furniture industries.
The admissibiliry of these plans is at present being examined. The Commission has informed rhe
French Government thar it will investigate in the usual way all complains concerning administrative
practices, State incentives or business arrangemenr designed to impede trade with France.
The Commission has also reminded the French Government of the obligadon to notify it of aid
measures before they are introduced and in the form prescribed by the Treary, so rhar their effects
may be properly assessed, if necessary after hearing the other Member States.
The Commission is aware of the structural weakness in a number of branches of industry in the
Communiry. fu it stated in communications to the Council of l+ and 23 Ooober l98l on the strengthening of the domestic market and the industrial strategy of the Communiry, ir believes that cenain
ptoblems connected with the modernization of means of production, rhe encouragement of innova-
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don and the srengthening of industry's compedtive

ca:pacity can only be solved by developing a
Communtiy strategy. Independent national iniatives and violations of the Treaty would simply lead to
in-fighting, the loss of any effectiveness which the measures might have had and a decisive weakening
of the industrial potential and competitive capacity of the Community as a whole.

Question No

29, by

Mr De Ferranti (H-7t3/81)

Subject: Belgian wiring rules

In view of the advanages for consumers of common safety standards for electrical equipment, what

will the Commission do abour the Belgian Royal Decree of 30 March 1981 establishing wiring rules
which are in contradiction with Directive 73/23/EEC ('Low Voltage Directive'), and have any
Member States or inrerested paftner requested che application of Anicle 9 of this Directive or will the
Commission itself act, according to the general rules in rhe Treary?

Ansuer

The Commission ukes rhe view that the Belgian wiring rulqs for eletrical equipment to which the
honourable Member refersr are in contradiction with the 'Low Voltage Directive',2 where they lay
down cenain technical standards for electrical equipment covered by that directive. The Commission
has rherefore recenrly decided to institute proceedings against Belgium under Article 169 of the EEC
Treary for failure to fulfil an obligation under the Treaty. The letter giving the Belgian Govcrnment
rhe opponunity to submit its observations is at present in preparation.

Apan from Belgium, which normally meets im obligation to provrde information, there are other
Member States which have so far failed to provide the Commission with systematic information on
the prohibitions of the marketing of electrical equipment applying in their terrirory. In its communicarion of l5 December 1981r on the application of the low voltage directive, also forwarded to the
European Parliament for information, the Commission reminded the Member Smtes of this obligadon to provide information under Anicle 9 of the directive.

In cenain cases rhe Commission has also been alened by representatives of the trade, to individual
or obstacles ro rhe free trade in electrical equipment on safety grounds. It carefully considers

bans

each case for compadbility with the relevant Community rules.

Question No 30, by

Mr oon tVogau (H-754/81 )

Subject: French furniture
Can the Commission confirm thac the French Government recently doubled, on a rcmporary basis, a
tax on furniture sold in France with a view to using the excepted revenue of FF 90 million to recapture rhe domestic marker? Is it true, moreover, that the French furniture trade has declared its readi-

ness

ro

cooperate with French manufacturers

in replacing one third of current impons with

domesdc producm? Does the Commission consider these measures compatible with Anicle 92
EEC Treaty?

of the

Ansaner

The French Government informed the Commission of the measures it had taken to assist the furniture
industry on 23 February. The Commission is at present examining these measures.

I
2
]

Royal dccree of lTMarch 1981 making the general regulation of electncal installations compulsory for
Moniteur Belge of
domestic installations and cenain elecuical cncrgy transport and distribution lines
2e. +. test (R.G.I.E.).
Councrl Dircctive 73/23/EEC of 19 February 1973 on the harmonization of the laws of Membcr Satcs
rclating to electrical equipment dcsigned for use within cen:in volugc limrts, OJ No I 77 of 26.3. 1973.
Doc. SEC(81) 1878 final.
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It is true it has been decided to levy a parafiscal charge on the sale of furniture. The revenue urill be
passed on to the 'Comit6 de d6veloppement des industries frangaises de l'ameublement' (Committee
for the development of the French furniture industry).
The Commission maintains its opinion, as endorsed by the Coun of Justice, that Smte aids to panicular sectors of industry should not be financed by charges levied on products from other Member
States.

Initial enquiries indicate that this parafrscal charge will be levied only on furniture manufactured in
France.

The French Government has denied repons that it has ordered manufacturers and dealers to cut back
on their impons voluntarily in order to Lmit the penetration of the French market by impons from
other Member States. On the basis of the complaints received the Commission has instituted preliminary proceedings against the undenakings and groups of undenakings involved.

Question No 32, by Dame Shelagh Roberts (H-759/81)

Subject: Oil pollution

Is the Commission aware that between 15 December l98l and 31 December 1981 a considerable
number of dead seabirds were washed up on the south and east coasts of the Unired Kingdom? All
were suffering from oil pollution. This pollution was caused by various types of fuel oil flushed from
the thanks of merchant vessels and occurs regularly during rhe Chrisrmas period each year.
Does the Commission intend to include in its environmental action programme, 1982-86, measures to
dercct and prevent this pollution, including for example aerial reconnaissance and the introduction of
powers to enable all Community pon authorities to prosecute ships of any nation accused of pollutron
on entering their pons?

Answer

The Commission understands that towards the end of 1981 about 7OO birds were affecred by oil
pollution off the coasm of Nonh Yorkshire and East Anglia, and most died. The Commission is
aware that accidents of this kind occur regularly during the Christmas period each year; rhey are
probably caused by routine operations in whrch vessels pump rheir bilges.

In iu draft environmental action programme for the European Communities (1982-86) the
Commission points out that if the campaign against oil pollution is to be effective, the policy of prevention must be speeded up, and that in this respect it attaches the greatest impormnce to the entry
into force of the international conventions sponsored by rhe International Maritime Consultative
Organization (IMCO) and the International Labour Organization (ILO).
As is known, the Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution (MARPOL Convention) should
come into force in 1983, thanks mainly to the coordinared effons of the Community insritutions, rhe
Member States and the other countries of western Europe.
This convention stringendy regulates the discharge of hydrocarbons by vessels. It lays down penalties
under the law for infringements within the terrrtorial warers of a Srate.

In im above-mentioned draft programme the Commission also expresses irc desire to encourage the
extension of international environmental law.
To this end it will make every effon to have the relevant provisions of the draft Convention on the
Law of the Sea accepted. They would empower a litroral Srate to institute proceedings against vessels
infringing the relevant international convenrions in that country's exclusive economic zone.

As the honourable Member sugges6, the legal remedies available ro the Member Stares musr
supplemented by suitable rechnical capabilities.

Acrial reconnaissance capability

is

panicularly useful.

be
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The Commission would welcome rhe procurement of aircraft by the Member States under their plans
to monitor marine pollution caused by rhe accidental discharge of oil. The Commission itself is considering whether it can help in the implementation of such plans.

Question No 33, by Mr Prag (H-784/81)

Subject: Community disaster relief unit

'Vhat

action has the Commrssion mken in respect of Parliament's Resolurion of 18 December 1980
(paragraph 1l) urgently requesting'the creation on a permanent basis of a Community disaster relief
unit to intervene urgently in the event of disasrers, at the request of the governments concerned, and
including specialized technical unim from the armed forces of the member countries'; what discussions have mken place with other international bodies and what have been rhe results?

Answer

As the Commission has already said in its answer ro'!?'ritten Question No 1913/80, it does not
believe rhar a Community civilian disaster relief unit consrstrng of specialized technical unir from the
armed forces of the Member countries is vitally necessary for the saving of human life, at the present
surc of development of the Community. It therefore has no plans to examine the feasibility of
creating such a unit.

On the other hand, in its endeavours in implemenmtion of the principle laid down by the Council of
Ministers of Health in November 1978, it is continuing to hold consultations with national expertr, in
order to reinforce the Member States' medical capabilities rn emergencies. Five meetings of expens
have already taken place, and a repon wrll shonly be published containing an inventory of the facilities and special equipment available in the Member States for mutual medical support.

Question No 34, by Mr Hutton (H-785/81)

Subject: Pan-time farming
steps is rhe Commission raking to esrablish an up-to-dare picture
have gainful activities outsrde their farms?

Vhat

of the extent to which farmers

Answer

On rhe basis of the farm srrucures survey of 1975 the Commission can already esmblish that some
27 0/o of all farmers in rhe Community of Nine have another gainful activity outside of agriculture.
However, on the basis of rhis survey, it is not possible to determine the imponance of this other
activiry. It is hoped that the relevanr information on this regard will be fonhcoming once the results

of

a similar survey

undenakenin 1979/80 are available.

Question No

35, by

Mr Dalziel (H-785/81)

Subject: Nursery education
Is the Commission aware of rhe grear imponance of and need for the provision of adequate nursery
education and what is the Commission doing to encourage or support the wider availability of
nursery education facilities in the Member States?
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Ansuer

In the framevork of the Community's activity in the educational field based on the Resolurion of the
Council and Minisrcrs of Education of 9 February 1976,1 the Commission undenook with the aid
of an expen a study of the principal issues concerning preschool education in Member Srates of the
Community. This study formcd the basis of a seminar on this cheme which was organized at Sdvres in
May 1979 in cooperation with the French Ministry of Education. The srudy repon together with the
other principal papers of the seminar have been published by the' Commission in six languages.2
Bearing in mind however both the apparenr legal limiutions to Community activiry in this area and
the considerable amount of the work already undenaken by rhe Council of Europe and OECD, rhe
Education Committee in 1980 took the view that the Community should nor undenake a programme
of work inrcnded to comprehend all the key issues in the field of preschool educadon, but should
concenkate its effons on two prioriry themes, that is the special needs of young disabled children and
of young migrants. In the light of this approach the Commission presented papers on these two
themes to the Twelfth Session of the Standing Conference of Ministers of Education meeting in
Lisbon in June 1981, the principal theme of which was preschool and early primary education.

fu far as young

migrant children are concerned, the Commission prepared a paper on the special
problems of these children which is still under discussion in the Education Commitrce. This paper has
also been submitted rc the Advisory Commitree on Free Movement of Vorkers.l
As far as concerns young disabled children, the Commission intends to include prevention as one of
rhe priority themes for intensive treatment in the course of its work programme to promote the social
integration of disabled people over the next five years. This activity will enable the Commission rc
repon and present poliry guidelines on all problems affecting the early childhood of disabled children, including the educational contribution to a coordinated set of services delivered ar the local
level.

These initiarives bear witness ro rhe Commission's recognirion of the inrinsic imponance of preschool (nursery) education, while also recognizing the need to work within a framework of
Community competence.

Question No 36, by Mrs oon Alemann (H-789/81)

Subject: January repon of the Gcrman Bundesbank

In its monthly report for January 1982, the German Bundesbank sutes that in 1981 the European
Communiry cost each person in employment in the FRG DM 540.
The impression received from telephone inquiries ro various Commission depanmenrs was that the
Commission had issued no comment on this matter and had no intenrion of doing so.

Vould the Commission

state its views on this repon and,

if appropriate, strongly refure the

assenions

made?

Ansloer
I

.

The Commission does not normally take a position on the contents of external publicarions.

2. The figure quoted by the honourable Member seems to be derived from the rctal own resources
paid by the Federal German Republic in 1981 to the Community budget divided by the numbcr of
persons in employment.

+

OJ No C !8/5 ol 19.2. 75, sce pspccially para IV 21.
Commission's Education Studids Scrics No 12: heschool eduution in the European Comntnity.
Notc to thc Eduqdon Committce (XII/888/80).
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Question No 37, by Mr Vandemeulebrouche (H-795/81 )

Subject: Conrradicrory Commission decisions relating to the Belgian steel concern, Sidmar
Sidmar was rhe first Community steel firm to inscall new continuous annealing plant. The resultant
increase in capacity was expressly provrded for in the Hanzinelle srcel agreements between the
Belgian Governmenr and rhe European Commission signed by Mr Davignon for the Commission on
8 February 1981. The agreements contain no provision for a reduction in capacity. However,
notwithsranding the Hanzinelle agreemenm, the Commission decided in early February 1982 to limit
Belgian State aid rc Sidmar and to aurhorize such aid only on condition that the Ghent steel firm
closed down a 520 000 ton continuous annealing plant.
has the Commission unilaterally broken the express agreements of 8 February 1981 and why,.in
the space of 1l monrhs, has it mken two rotally contradictory decisions which seriously endanger the
economic viability and competitiveness of this Flemish concern?

Vhy

Answer

The Hanzinelle agreemenrs menrioned by the Honourable Member were signed before the introduction of the Community rules for aid to the steel industry.r
These rules require that any undenaking receiving public aid must be able to justify this aid, in panicular by reducing production capacity.

In this conrext, it is wonh noting rhat there was no mention of public aid in the Hanzinelle

agree-

1980, Anicleg3 (2) in respect of planned aids in suppon ofvarious Belgian steel
rhe Commission had already stressed the need for the Belgian steel industry to reduce
production capacity in order to justify the aids in question.

In invoking, in

p.og."..Jr,

Subsequently, the new aids code has made authorization of any aid to rhe steel industry conditional
,pon ri'r. reiuction of capacity, eirher by the undertaking in question or by a group of undenakings.
In addition, the intensity of aid musr be compatible with the extent of the restructuring effon'

The Commission felt ir was possible ro aurhorize cenain aids for the Sidmar continuous annealing
plant in the light of the net reduction in annealing capacity proposed by the Belgian Government.
Ho*e.rer, these aids were limited rc what was justified by the restructuring effon.

Question No

38, by

Mr Eyraud (H-799/81)

Subject: Milk refunds

In view of the contrac concluded between the USSR and New Zealand for the supply of

30 000

ronnes of butter and 20 000 tonnes of whole milk powder each year for four years, which will in fact
allow rhe US to dispose of its milk stocks, why has the Commission proposed reducing appropriations
for milk refunds when it knew that the sale of the US stocks would lower prices?

Anszoer

The concern expressed by rhe Honourable Member, Mr Eyraud, about the conuact concluded
between the USSR and Ne*, Zerlend for butter and whole milk powder and ir effects on world
market prices may be allayed by the following information:
since the conclusion of rhe contract between New Zealand and the USA on 5 August 1981, more

than half of rhe conrracted amount of butter has been delivered rc the New Zealand Dairy
Board, yet there has been no reduction in rhe world market selling prices of butter, butteroil and
other dairy products;

I

Decision 257/})/ECSC,OJL29/5 of

5

2. l98o; Decisron 2320/81/ECSC, OJ L 228 of 13. 8. 1981.
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the appropriations actually used for refunds rn 1981 amount

|
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to a provisional figure

of

728 m ECU. For 1982 the Commrssion had requested an appropriation oI 2 219 m ECU, a 28%
increase on the amount actually spent in 1981. This amoun[ has been reduced by Parliamenr to
2 208 m ECU (including a reserve of I l0 m ECU in Chapter 100).

+

**
Question No 40, by Mr Alaoanos (H-801/89)

Subject: Beet cultivation and sugar production in Greece

Prior to Greece's accession to the EEC, beet-growing was one of the most dynamic sectors of Greek
agriculture and beet was one of the most successful earners of foreign currency.
In view of the fact that the beet producers' associations at their meeting in Veroia made a reasonable
request for the expansion and modernization of beet-growing and for the establishmenr of a sixrh
Greek sugar refinery, and since there have been inrcresting proposals this year concerning Yugoslavian and Bulgarian impons from Greece
which will be impossible to implement owing to the
present EEC restrictions on Greek beet production
and trade barriers with the Socialist countries
why is the Commission insisting on these restrictions on beet-growing?

Ansuer
Greece succeeded during accession negotiations in obtaining a sugar productron quota of 319 000
tonnes, and this was well in excess of the previous five years average production of 280 000 t. Ir is rhis
and not the Commission which limits production benefiring from Community guarantees.

x.

Question No 41, by Mr Collins (H-807/81)

Subject: Lead in petrol

\fhen will the Commission bring forward

proposals to eliminate lead from petrol completely and
what barriers does it see standing in the way of Member States who want to achieve this ban now?

Answer

The Community is taking action in several fields to limit environmenul pollutron by lead.
In respect of petrol, please refer

o the Directioe

on the lead content of petrol

128 /

611/EEC), OJ L 197

of 22.1.1978, drawn up in responsc ro rhe German legislation on lead in petrol.
Under this directive:

From 1 January 1981 the maximum permitted lead content of petrol placed upon the
Community internal market is 0.a0g Pb/|. Nevenheless, a Member State may require, in
respect of petrol placed upon its market, that the maximum permitted lead content be less rhan
0. a0 g/1. However, it shall nor establish limits lower than 0 . l5 g/1.
Some Member States have availed themselves of this opponunity, namely, Germany, Denmark and
the United Kingdom. Other action by the Community with regard to lead pollution includes:
a directive on biological screening of population for lead,
a directive on the
a proposal

qualiry of water for human consumption (15 July 1980),

for a direcdve on air quality standards for lead,

and two other proposals for directives, one on the prorection of workers against harmful exposure to metallic lead and its ionic compounds of work, and one on upper limia for lead and
cadmium in ceramic products.
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In general terms, the Community can therefore be said to be meering its responsibility to combar lead
pollution. The Commission therefore believes that further action to .educe ihe lead content of petrol
requires careful consideration. A comprehensive invesrigatron is under way into the public health,
€nergy, industrial and environmental aspecr of a reduction in motor vehicle exhausti. A group of
expens from the Member States, industry, and the Commission rs examining rhe marrer fromlll tirese
aspects with the aim of putting forward a series of proposals on medium and long-rerm argets by
30June 1983.

If

a Member State nevenheless wishes to require a petrol placed upon its national market to be leadfree, it will have to request the Commission to amend the Direciive accordingly. The Commission
would then initiate discussions with the other Member States on this request. Ho*eue., no Member
State has yet made a requesr of this nature.

Quesnon No 42, by Mr Fergusson (H-8

10/8

1

)

Subject: Commission issuing information abour resolutions adopted by Parliament
'!7hat

srcps does the Commission take, as a matter of course, ro ensure that Commission offices in
countries oumide the Community are fully and promptly informed of the resolurions drrectly

concerning those counrries adopred by the European Parliament?

Answer

In

genera[, where debates

of the European Parliament which have been placed on rhe agenda in

advance are involved, the Community's offices are directly informed by the spokesman. This information also includes the resolutions adopted and votes taken during these sirtings. This service is carried
out by celex, several telex messates being sent each day when Parliament is sitting.

\Zith regard to urgent debates which are not placed on the agenda in advance, where it is more difficult m transmit information, the Commission has set up a warning system so that offices for which a
pafticular resolution is of special interest may be informed as speedily

Question No 45, by

Mr

as possible

by their desk officer.

Christopber Jackson (H-91 7/81 )

Subject: Quality of bathing water directive

This directive lays down standards of water pollution to be observed by 1985 in respect of beaches
used by a certain number of people.

Can Member States of their own accord grant, in respect of a cenain beach, a derogarion from the
'quality of bathing water' provisions laid down in this direccive; and what powers does the Commission have [o ensure compliance with the standards laid down?

Answer

Member States must desrgnate bathing areas in accordance with rhe defrnition conmined in Anicle I

of Directive 7 6/

160 /EEC.

Anicle a(3) states that in exceptional circumstances Member States may granr derogations rn respecr
of the ten-year time limit laid down in Anicle a(1). The Commission musr be notified of the justifications for such derogations not later than six years following the notification of the directive. The
derogations must be based on plans for the management of water in the area concerned. The justifications will be examined by the Commission and the latter will, where necessary, make appropriate
proposals to the Council.
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Derogadons from the directive are permissible in the case of cenain parameters, if there are exceptionai-wcarher or geographical conditions and if the bathing water undergoes natural enrichment in
cenain substances abo"e rhe fixed limits. If a Member State grants such a derogation it must
immediately notify the Commission of this, sraring the reasons for and periods anticiparcd. In no case
do such deiogations rclease a Member State from the requirements essential for public health protection.
Apan from the derogations laid down.in the directive, the Member Sates may not grant any derogation from its provisions on their own initiative.
As far as compliance with the standards laid down is concerned, the Commission will exercise the
powers provided for in Anicle 169 of the EEC Treaty.

Question No 46, by Mr Habsburg (H-821/81)

Subject: Abolition of identiry check at the internal borders of the European Community

In a resoludon adopred almosr unanimously, the European Parliament called on the Commission to
submit a reporr on ihe projected abolition of identity checks at the internal borders of the European
Communiry. Vhat progress has been made in drawing up this report, and when will it be submitted to
the European Parliament?

Ansuer

The abolirion of idenrity checks at rhe internal borders of the Communiry is the central feature of a
passporr union of all Member States, as agreed on by the Heeds of State and Government at the
'197i
Paris Summir. Following rhis summit the Commission submitrcd to the Council on 3 July 1975 a
rcporr serting out in more derail the problems-involved in creadng a passport union and dealing in
panicular with rhe question of rhe abolition of identiry checks. This report aPP€ared under the title
iTo*ards Europe an iitizenship' as Supplemenr No 7 to the 197 5 Bulletin of the European Communities.

After extremely difficult and protracted negodations the first stage on the road towards a PassPoft
union was suicessfully compietcd on 29 June 1981 with the decision by the Member Satcs to
introduce a uniform European Community passPort.

The next phase involves the inrroduction of practical measures to abolish identity checks at the
inrcrnal boide.s of the Communiry and to approximate the visa policies applied by the Member Sutes
to third counrries. In this connection rhe Commission submitted initial proposals to the Council last
aurumn and has begun consultadons with the Member Sates. At the same time as it is working on
-"bolirion
of frontier formalities in uansfrontier inra-Communiry trade, the
proposals for the
bo..ission is also preparing a drafr Council resolution on the simplification- of .identity chccks at th.e
intcrnal frontiers ofihi Co-huniry. This resolution will serve as a basis for funher measures towards
the creation of a genuine passpon union.

It

is therefore clear that the Commission has campaigned unceasingly and vigorously for practical

measures to simplify intra-Communiry travel as pan of the idea of European citizenship.

Since, as sarcd, the Commission intends to propose funher measures, and since it intends to do so
before the 1982 summer recess, it does not consider it necessary at present to submit an addidonal
report on the problem of identity checks.

However, the Commission unanimously shares Parliament's opinion that it is rime the free movement
measures first drawn up by the Commission in 1975 implemenrcd. It would therefore welcome a detailed discussion of these problems by Parliament as soon as
the draft resolution on rhe abolidon of identity checks is available. This could help our approaches to
rhe Council considerably.

of citizens was achieved and the list of
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Question No 47, by

Mr

Van

'

No l-282/

Miert (H-827/81)

Subject: Additional regional aid for the Vesthoek region

In the light of the detailed information contained in the Flemish regional authorities' counrerproposals concerning Belgian development regions,

will the Commission stare whether or not it considers

that the social and economic condirions obtaining in the sub-region of Vesthoek are such as ro
warrant a six-month exrcnsion (until 30 June 1982) of additional regional aid for that area and
whether it is endeavouring to reduce or increasc regional disparides?

Answer

Under the i..., of the procedure provided for in Anicle 93 (2) of the EEC Treaty, iniriated on 16
December l98l with regard to a projecr for cxtending the additional regional aid in the Vesthoek
and Ardennen-Condroz-Gaume regions, the Belgian Government has been urged, in a letter dared 24
December 1981 (reference SG (81) D/17092), to make its views known. These have so far not been
received by the Commission.

In fact, the Commission had already initiated the procedure provided for in Anicle 93 (2) of the EEC
Treary on ll November l98l with regard to the intendon to redefine the Belgian development areas
and with regard to various aid measures of a regional narure ser our in rhe Act of 30 December 1970.
The Belgian Govcrnment was urged in a letter dated 19 November 1981 (reference SG (81)
D/15004), to make its views known, and these were presented in definitive form in aletter dated 22
Fcbruary 1982. The information provided in this letter, and to which the honourable Member has
referred, is not sufficient to enable the Commission to decide whether an extension of the addirional
regional aid of a shon-term economic nature in the Vesthoek region is justified.

Question No 48, by Mrs Bachan (H-830/81)

Subject: El Salvador
17 . 9. 198 I and forwarded to the Commission stated that it
'suppons all effons to facilitate negodations between the Junta and the Governmenr on che one hand
and the opposidon FDR on the other'. \7ould the Commission please give details of any action ir has
takcn to facilitate such negotiations?

A resolution passed by the Parliamcnt on

Ansuter

The Commission is also in favour of a political solution by means of negotiations between all democratic groups in the country, with the aim of achieving a democratic and pluralist form of Bovernment. As far as practical action is concerned, the Commission has hitheno concentrated on proposing
or adopdng humanitarian measures for the relief of the destitute population; these measures are put
into effect by non-governmental organizations. A statement summarizing these measures was
submitted to the Eurcipean Parliament on 26 February 1982.

Question No 49, by

Mr Cabont (H-833/81)

Subject: Elections in El Salvador
On Sunday 28 March, 'elections' are to be hcld in El Salvador, 'elections' from which the majority of
thc people and their representadve political organizations will be excluded. In view of the fact that
these 'elections' are no[ democradc and will not solve the divisions within the counry or legitimize
thc governmcnt, will the Commission state what steps it is taking to bring pressure rc bear on the
United States of America to realize the futility of these planned elections?
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Ansaner

The Commission very much regrets that the impending elections in El Salvador will be held without
the panicipation of imponant groups of the population and will be marked by continuing violence.
The Commission does nor however take rhe view that an approach to the United States is likety to
remedy this unfonunate situation.

Qaestion No

51, by

Mr

Pearce

(H-835/81)

Subject: Aid rc Namibian refugees

Vill

the Commission indicate what assurances it has received, and from whom, that aid announced at
the beginning of February ro Namibian refugees will be used for peaceful and humanitarian purposes,
and not direcrcd to military purposes; and what steps it will take in the future to see that these assurances are honoured?

Answer

As far as the emergenry aid and food aid decided recently is concerned, great care was taken to
ensure rhar the producm provided would reach only the civilian refugee population in the nonh of
Angola.

In this respect the consonium of European NGO'S implem'enting this aid ensured very close control
of distribution by arranging for a representative to be installed in Angola to supervise the distribution
of the Community's aid up to and including receipt by individual refugees in the camps.
As one of the terms of the agreement governing the allocation of this aid, the consonium will provide
regular reports up rc final distribution of the products supplied, plus a final report including an independent audit of the operation ar camp level. Such repons will provide the means to see that all assurances given are honoured.

+

x.*

Question No

56, by

Mrs Lizin (H-844/81 )

Subject: Chooz nuclear power sution
1982 the Commission of the European Communities revised im recommendation
concerning the application of Anicle 37 of the Euratom Treaty. The new procedure now in force
provides for two preliminary information and safety analysis stages for the construction of nuclear

On 3 February
reactors.

l.

A list of general data concerning the site, installation, waste and ir radiological effect, a list of
accidents examined in the preliminary safety repon and an evaluation of the radiological effects
of specific accidents must be provided before building permission is granted.

2.

A highly detailed and much more comprehensive list of general information is to be submitted, if
possible one year before any waste is produced.

The Commission is now in a position to seek information from the Member States during the preliminary sage, i.e. before building permission is granted for any nuclear reactor. Does it intend to apply
this stricrcr new procedure:
in the case of Belgium, with regard to the proposed sircs on the lower Meuse,

in the case of France, with regard to the Chooz project?
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Ansuer

The Commission will ask the Member States to implement the new recommendacion on rhe application of Anicle 37 of the Euratom Treaty as quickly as possible after ir publication in the dffcial
Joumal of tbe European Communities.

The recommendation provides for the fotlowing two information suges in respect of both nuclear
power sations and reprocessing planm:

1.

The communicadon of provisional'general data'(including a provisional evaluatiorr of the
radiological effects of specific accidenm), which is required before building permission by the
national authorities is granred.

2.

The communication of highly detailed 'general data',

if

possible one year, bur

ar least

six

monrhs, before rhe commissioning of the p.lant.
Since this recommendation is addressed to all Member States, ir naturally also applies to Belgian and
French projecs on rhe banks of the Meuse.

ll.

Questions to the Council

Question No 57, by Miss De Valera (H-576/81)

Subject: EEC research aid into the cause of cot deaths

Under the heading 'health problems' in the proposals recently forwarded to rhe Councrl by che
Commission on a second programme of medical researth on which a Council decision is due, will the
Council state if it would agree to aid vital research in Ireland and indeed the Communrty into the
cause of 'cot deaths'which presenrly claim three lives a week?
Answer

The new proposal for a research programme in the field of medicine and public healrh includes a
section entitled'Pre-, peri- and postnatal care'covering research activities in the area mentioned by
the honourable Member. If the programme is adopced by the Council following the opinion whicir
the European Parliament has been invited to deliver, its implementation as a coniened iction project

will be the Commission's responsibility.

Quettton No

58, by

Mr Daoem (H-677/81)

Subject: Special aid measures for young farmersr

Vill

the Council give due reasons as to why the proposal for a Council Directive dating back to 1974
on a special aid measure for young farmers who have been farming for less rhan five years and are
implementing a development plan has not yer been introduced

?

Answer

The measure to which the honourable Member refers was adopted by the Council on 30 June 1981 in
the context of the amendments made to Directive 72/159/EEC.

t

COM 74/2001

-

final.
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Question No 65, by Mrs

Lizin (H-763/81)

Subject: Chooz nuclear power station
Is it true rhat in talls with the French Government the President of the Council, Mr Tindemans, and
the President of the Council of Energy Ministers, Mr Knoops, discussed the construction of French
nuclear posrer stations at Chooz, an aiea p.actically completely surrounded by Belgium, without.any
..fer.n.e ar all to the need to complete the European consulmtion procedure for such installations
near frontiers?

Answer

It

is not for the Council to answer quesdons about talks on bilateral problems between the Govern-

ments of the Member States.

would add, however, that at its meeting on 2TOctober 1981 the Council of Energy Ministers
at its nexr meeting its exlamination of the propo_sal for a reguladon concerning the
to
"onrinue
"g..ed
in"troduction of a Community consuiiation procedure in respect of power stations likely to affect the
territory of another Membei State. The Prisidenry wilt do atl it can to see that the discussions are

I

completed as soon

as possible.

Question No 73, by Mrs oon Alemann (H-790/8 1)

Subject: Objectivcs of the Belgian Presidency concerning transpon policy
Does rhc Council believe that, as Mr Tindemans explained in his programme of action for the first
six months of lggz,the implementation of the Council Resolution of 26 March 1981 will be sufficient
to achieve thc goal of establishing a common ranspon policy?

Answer

I would firstly tike to remind you rhar, when examining the Commission communication on the
devclopmentof th."ornrnonrransporrpolicyon l5October 1975,the Council sutedthatthebest
approach in connection vrith this poliry would be to takc a series of practical measures rather than to
follow an overall conception which was already completely predetermined'
Following this approach, in lune 1977, after a general discussion on the common transpon poliry, theCouncil asked tlri Commission to drasr up a work programme for 1978 onwards, conuining a list of
priority measures for the various fields of transpon policy'

On 20 December 1977 rhe Council took note of a Commission communication on priorities for the
Council's protramme of activities until the end of 1980.
Taking advantage of the experience gained in implementing this programme, on 16 March 1981 the
Council adopted the resolution to which the honourable Mcmber refers, incorporating a priority
programme for its work from 1981 to 1983.
The Belgian Presidenry's programme of action shows that it has chosen cenain matters from the
priority programme without, however, excluding others, such as the proposal for a directive on the
wcights and dimcnsions of industrial vehicles.
Member considcrs
The Presidency's programme does not seek
- to comPlcte
- as the honoureblc
work on establishing i.ormon transpoft policy. It is, howevcr, an effon to rcacdvarc that policy.
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Question No 75, by Mr Seligman (H-Z/B/Bt )

Subject: Soviet gas supplies to Member States
Has the Communty's dependence on Soviet gas supplies, as a proportion of total gas supplies to the
Community, reached a politically unacceptable level?

Answer

At its meeting on l6 March the Council will examine a Commission communication on

measures [o

strengthen the security of rhe Community's natural gas supplies.

Question No 80, hy Miss Broohes (H-814/81)

Subject: Revitalization of rural areas

Vhat

to take to halt depopulation and revitalize rural areas such
north of Vales, and will it urgently consider the introduction of all necessary aids, panicularly
for the construction of small factories and other generators of employmenr in rural areas, and for
young farmers?
measures does the Council propose

as the

Answer

The Council has adopted several

measures designed to curb depopularion in cenain regions,
encourage young farmers and make rural areas, including those to which the honourable Member
refers, more viable.

In the field of agricultural stnrctures policy, DirectiveT5/268/EEC on mountain and hill farming and
farming in cenain less-favoured areas and Directive 72/159/EEC on rhe modernization of farmJ may
be mentioned. The latter Directive was amended by the Council in June l98l in order to relax the
conditions of access to development plans with the object in panicular of encouraging investmenr in
rural areas threarcned by depopulation. It also lays down new provisions and special aids for young
farmers urho have not reached rhe age of 40 years.

The Regulation establishing a European Regional Fund provides for aid for direct invesrment in
economically sound industrial craft and service activities benefiting from State regional aid schemes.

The Council bodies are currently examining a Commission proposal for rhe review of the European
Regional Fund. The draft Regulation contains provisions on the exploiration of the local development
porcntial of the regions.

Question No

82, by

Mr Habsburg (H-822/81)

Subjcct: Dumping by the Soviet Union

On thc markets for gold, diamonds and, in particular, wood, all the signs indicate that these
commoditics are being supplied by the USSR on rerms which could be described as dumping. Information available suggests that a similar danger exists in other areas, where such dumping is likely
funher to attravate the world economic crisis and the resuldng unemployment.
Docs the Council take the view that the danger of dumping by the USSR is a real one, and is it
preparcd to initiate measures ro ensure that the danger is met sufficiently early?

No l-282l152
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Ansuter

Under Community rules it is up to Community undenakings or producer associations which consider
themselves harmed or threatened by'dumping' or subsidies granted by a third country to make a
complainr to the Commission or ro a Member State which will pass it on to the Commission. The
Commission then decides, according to criteria and procedures laid down in the basic anti-dumping
Regulation, wherher or nor r.o introduce a provisional anti-dumping duty. The Council enrcrs the
pictgre only ar a later stage when a decision has to be mken, on the basis of a Commission proposal,
io extend the provisional anti-dumping duty or to make it definitive.
The Council takes the viev that these rules and their applicatron offer adequate protection against the
porenrial dumping risks posed by expons from the USSR of from any other third counrry.

Question No

83, by

Mr

Van

Mrcrt (H-826/81 )

Subject: Presidency of the Council
Can the Council smre which Member State presided over the Council of Ministers of Finance on
2l February 1982 and on the strength of what provision in Community law?
Answer

The meeting of rhe Minisrcrs of Finance on 21 February 1982_was.not a Colncil meeting, but.a
consulntion"meering as provided for in Anicle 7 of the Council Decision of 18 February 1974 onthe
arninment of a higf, deiree of convergence of rhe economic pohcies of the Member States of the
European Economic Community.

Question No 84, by Mr Marck (H-829/81 )

Subject: Failure co adjust the green rate of the Belgian franc
Belgran franc as requested by the Belgian
Government when it devalued the franc? Are there precedenm for the Council's attitude' for instance
in the case of rhe devaluarions carried out in the past by the French Government? Vhat can be done
ro recrify this discrimination against Belgian agriculture and honiculture?

Vhy did the Council not adjust the green rate of the

Ansaner

At the meeting of the Ministers of Finance and the governors of the central banks of the Member
Sutes of rhe E rope"n Communiry on 21 February 1982, ar which the decision was uken to adjust

*iihin the European Monetary System, it was also agreed that, norwithstanding any
provisions ro rhe conrrary, the Member States which belonged to the Elvls on whose behalf monetary
compensarory amounm would be introduced or amended as a result of these realignmenrs would not
amendmen[ (and the Commission would make no such proposals) of the current comPen,.qu.rt
"ny
before completron of the current agricultural price review, bearing in mind that the
,r,L.y ,rnoun,s
negotiations on this issue should normally be completed by 1 April.
the central rate

Regarding the point made about precedents to the contrary, it is indeed true that, when the central
.ati of rhi French franc was adjuired on 5 October 1981, and in response to a request received from
rhe French Government and after approval of an appropriate regulation by the Council, the green
rare of the French franc was devalued shonly afterwards, with the result that the negative monetary
compensarory amounrc which would normally have ensued were eliminated. However, it should be
borne in mind rhar the period in which the annual negotiations on agricultural prices and related
mcasures take place, and in the course of which cenain changes in the existing monetary comPensalory amounr are usually made, was still quite far distant at the time.
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Questions to the Foreign Ministers

Question No 91, by Lord Bethell (H-787/81)

Subjec: Letters by European Parliament Members on matters of political cooperation
Is rhe Presidenr-in-Office aware chat letters written to him by European Parliament Members on
matters of political cooperacion are not receiving replies and will he rnstruct his staff to make sure
that such letters do receive replies, if necessary after consultation between the lO Foreign Ministers?

Answer

The President answers letters containing questions from Members of the European Parliament

addressed to him under the European political cooperatron procedure as rapidly and as fully as
possible. However, it inevirably takes time to gather the opinions of all 10 Member States, and
consequently it sometimes takes longer than one would wish to reply to a specific question.

I can judge, quesrions which do nor require a reply before the European Parliament are
Benerally answered quite quickly.

As far as

Question No 92, by Mr Schnid (H-792/81)

Subject: Exchange ofviews held by the President of the Council from l6 to 21 February in the USA
'Vhar

was the outcome of the exchange of views on the Middle East problem and the development of
rhe new medium-range missiles in Europe?

Answer

During his talks in Vashingrcn, rhe Presidenr-in-Office had an exchange of views with the American
administration on currenr problems. On the question of the Middle East, he reiterated the wel[known views of the Ten.
As regards the deployment of rhe new medium-range mrssiles in Europe, I should like to point out to
rhe honourable Member that defence problems are not discussed in the context of European political
cooperarion and that this question was therefore not discussed by the Communiry and the United
States.

Question No 96, by Mr Habsburg (H-823/81 )

Subject: Zimbabwe

In view of the dangerous situation rhat has developed in Zimbabwe, a country for which we

are

responsible by vinue not only of rhe Lancasrcr House Agreement but also of the Lom6 Convention,
doihe Foreign Ministers ag.ie rhat President Mugabe has violated both the letcer and thespirit of the
Agreement by the action hi has taken against Joshua Nkomo and his pany, the arrest of opposition
-i.bers of parliament, and the torture of Mr Stutaford, also a member of parliament? Are the
Foreign Miniircrs prepared to make representations to the Government of Zimbabwe concerning this
matter, making ir clear rhat failure by the latter to respect its commitments will leave the Community
with no alternative but to review existing agreements?
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Ansa.ter

Neither the Lancaster House Agreement nor the Lomd Convention give the tovernmenm of the Ten
any special responsibility ois-d-ais the independent state of Zimbabwe.
The Ten have so far not discussed recent events in Zimbabwe.

Question No

98, by

Mr

Van Miert (H-825/81)

Subject: EI Salvador
Can the President-in-Office of the Conference of Foreign Ministers starc exacrly what position he
adopted on the subject of El Salvador in his talks in Vashington with the United Srates President and
Secretary of Starc, and on whose behalf?

Ansaner

As regards the discussions which the President-in-Office of the Ten had in Vashington, he was, as
far as El Salvador is concerned, not mandated to speak or adopt a position on behalf of the orher
Member Smtes of the European Communiry,

Question No 99, by Mr Caborn (H-832/81)

Subject: Elections in El Salvador
In view of the fact that El Salvador is under a state of manial law, that rhere is no electoral roll in El
Salvador, that there is no up-to-date census and that only rhe mosr righr wing political organizations
will take pan in the fonhcoming elections, will the Foreign Ministers (a) refuse to recognize the legitimary of these elections, (b) bring pressure to bear on the United States of America ro realize the
futiliry of these elections and (c) bring pressure rc bear on the UK Government so that they do not
send observers to rhe elections, thus giving them a legitimate satus?

Answer

The exchantes of views and information berween rhe l0 Foreign Ministers meeting in political cooperation on the conditions in which the elections on 28 March in El Salvador a.e to Le hlld are continuing. The panners are not yet in a position to draw a unanimous conclusion on this matter.
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- the Commission
of

and
motions for resolations by Mr Fanti and
others (Doc. 1-1107/81) and Mr Bonaccini
and others (Doc. 1-1 104/81):
Mr Ortoli (Commission); Mr Bonaccini; Mr
Piquet; Mr Moreau; Mr Giaoazzi; Mrs
Gaiotti de Biase; Mr Puntis; Mr De Gucht;
Mr Paulhan; Mr Pesmazoglou; Mr Herman;

6.

Mr

others:

Mr de Courcy Ling

Vce-President

5.

9.

Membersbip of Parliament :

Mr

-

Mr Bagh; Mr Papapietro; Mr Kyrhos;
Alaoanos; Mr Andriessen (Commission)

Agenda:

Mr Forth; Mr Jobnson; Mr Kirk; Mr

a

resolution (Doc.
Motion for
1-1088/81) by Mr Papapietro and others:

Films

Richard (Commission)

196

Votes

210

.

Motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-S/82) by Mr
Wekh and others: Muhifibre Anangement:

Maij-\Veggen report (Doc. 1-984/81):
176

Community trade in seal products:
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17.

Mrs Veil; Mr Prag; Mrs Pruoot; Mr Habsburg; Mr Eisma; Mr Howell; Mr Cottrell;
Mr Marshall; Mr Hord; Mr Seligman; Mr
Seeler; Mr Moreland; Mr Kirh; Mr Tynell;

Mrs Van Hemeldonch
.
Gaioui de Biase report (Doc. 1-845/81):

Mr

2lt

sion)
18.

14. Radio and teleoision
1-1013/St) by Mr Hahn:

Vehhoff
Report

-

19.

Alcoholism
Report (Doc. 1-1012/81) by
Mrs Squarcialupi:

Minnen

215

Administratioe expenditure of Parliament for
the financial year 1981
Report (Doc.

1-1069/81) by Mr Konrad Scbiin:
Mr Konrad Schtin; Mr Pice; Mr Leonardi
Combe; Mr Mertens; Mr Turner;
Nyborg; Mr Andriessen (Commission) .

in the milh of nursing
Oral question uith debate (Doc.
- to the Commission by Mrs
1-1037/81)
Seibel-Emmerling and otbers and Mr
Muntingh and others:
Mrs Seibel-Emmerling; Mr Narjes (CommisHarmfil

substances

sion); Mrs Maij-Vhggen; Mrs

Emmerling
222

Report (Doc. 1-981/

Mr

231

motbers

Estgen; Mr Natali (Commission); Mr
Narjes (Commission); Mr Penders; Mr Van

-

228

Eisma

Mr

Trade in poultrymedt
81) by Mr Combe:

Narjes (Commis-

Lenz-Comette; Mr Prooan; Mr Eisma; Mr
Sherlock; Mr Narjes (Commission); Mr

(Doc.

Van Minnen; Mr Schutenche;
Mr Broh; Mr Papapietro; Mr Beyer de Ryhe;

16.

Mr

Mrs Squarcialupi; Mrs Krouutel-Vlan; Mrs

214

Mr Hahn; Mr

15.

Report (Doc.

Daca; Mrs Krouanel-Vhm; Mr

Nyborg; Mr Petronio;

Megahy; Mrs Gaiotti de Biase; Mr

Alaoanos; Mr Petersen; Mrs

Campaign against smohing
1-10t3/81) by Mr Del Daca:-

Mr Del

Community education programne :
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Seibel-

236

20. Production and marketing of citrus fruit
Report (Doc. 1-1058/81) by Mr Gatto:

-

Mr Gatto; Mr Giummana; Mr Kyrhos; Mr
Almirante; Mr Kaloyannis; Mr Martin; Mr

Mr
225

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

Alaztanos;

239

Douro, and so it is only an error in rhe English text. It

will
President

Mr Narjes (Commission)

be rectified.

(Parliament adopted the minutes of proceedings)l

(Tbe sitting utas opened at 10 a.m.)
2. Agenda

l. Approoal ofminutes
President.

President. The

minures

of

proceedings of

yesterday's sitting have been distributed. Are there any
comments?

I call Mr Parrerson.

Mr Patterson.

It is very
point, but we might
- On apage 7small
well get it right.
of the English version of
the minutes, there is an Amendment No 45 which
appears to be by Mr Parrerson and Lord Douro. This
is not the case. It was tabled by Mr Fergusson and
Lord Douro. Ler us jusr ger ir righr for rhe sake of rhe
printed version.
as

President.

I

see from my French rcxr rhar Amend-

- is tabled by
ment No 46

Mr

Fergusson and Lord

Several Members have asked me

to put

- their request for the agenda of today's
to the House

sitting to be modified so that the Maij-Veggen report
on Community trade in seal producr can be considered this afternoon. This is a tricky matter. If we bring

forward the Maij-l7eggen reporr, this means that at
least one of the two reporrs by the Commirree on
Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon
will have to be put back to the evening sirting. In rhe
circumstances, and in order to sarisfy all the requesr I
have received, I think it would be a good idea if the
House decided whether this afternoon's order of business should be as

follows:

3 p.m.:

continuation of the joint debate on the oral questiont
on tbe Muhifibre Anangement
Dootments receioed
lution: see minutes.

-

Vlitbdraanl of a motion for a reso-
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Presidcnt

-

Maij-Weggen report on Community trade

in

seal

producu

and I therefore urge Parliament to reject the proposal
put forward by the President.

Gaioui de Biase report on a Community education
Pfogrdmne
remainder uncbanged.

I call Mr Fonh.

Vell, before I speak against, Mr PresiMr Forth.
- like you to tell me under which rule this
dent, I would
has been done, because I will remind you of Rule 55
which says: Once adopted, the agenda shall not be
amended, except in application of Rules 57 and 84
to 88. I would like to know on what basis the agenda
is being changed at this stage.

President.
I am in the hands of rhe Assembly. I am
- possibility
opening the
of changing the agenda; I am
not changing it. It is up to you to change it or not.
That is one thing. Funhermore, I have ro rcll you rhat
I said on Monday thar I would prefer ro try and deal
with rhe repor[ on seals at a reasonable rime on
Thursday. In other words, I tried on Monday to
ensure that rhe debate on rhe report on seals should be
concluded before 6 p.m. this afternoon. However, an
unusual course of events meanl that I was not able to
do this and the resulr is rhat we now in fact find
ourselves in the situation which I hoped last Monday
to avoid. I therefore think I should leave the choice to
the Assembly.

President.
Mr Forth, it can be done, as you will see
if you read-carefully Rule 56(2). This rule states:
Once adopted, the agenda shall not be amended, except
in application of Rules 57 and84 to 88 or on a proposal
from the President.

This is the basis. I would not like a debate on tire order
in which items are taken. I have one speaker for and
one speaker against.

I call Mr Johnson.

Mr President, I think you have shown
Johnson.
exrraordinary- wisdom and imagination, if I may say
so, in responding to the wide feeling of the public and
placing this debate at a time when people who have
including, I hope, our friends
come a long way
are- able to be here. I certainly believe
from Canada
- right thing to do, and indeed you
it is exactly the
,hinrcd'on Monday, when you made a statement, that
you would do your best and I am grateful to you for
trying. I very much hope the House will approve this
suggested change and, of course, I am very grateful to
Mrs Gaiotti de Biase and Mr Beumer for agreeing to
make that change in the order of the agenda, which I
think shows a great deal of statesmanship on their side
Mr

too.

President.

-

I call Mr Kirk.

(DA) Mr President, I should like rc point
Mr Kirk.
[ha[ this question was brought up
out to Parliament

I propose that, in principle, the debate on

seals should

be held this afternoon.

(Parliament adopted the proposal and tbe agenda uas
amended accordingly)

I call Mr Sherlock to speak on

a

point of order.

Mr

As this group's spokesman on the
Sherlock.
Committee on- the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, I trust, Mr President, in view of
your action, that the House and you will show equal
sympathy where we have the lives of human beings
and their health at stake . . .
(Applause)
...

and not relegate those matters, which

could,

to five
minutes to twelve on a Thursday night, where, for

perhaps, be almost as important as seal pups,
example, Mrs Scrivener's report . .

President.

-

I think this

is

.

not a point of order.

It is a point of order. . . .Vhere Mrs
Scrivener's report was pushed out at the end of the
day's business.
Mr Shedock.

(Applause)

President.

-

I call Mr Balfe.

Mr President, I

last Monday when we were debating the agenda. The

Mr

proposal that the repon on seal hunting should be
Lrought forward was rejected on that occasion and I
therefore feel that it is unreasonable that this question
should be brought up again rcday. It cannot surely be
felt that certain repons should have grearcr priority in
the Parliament than others because of public opinion.
The other reports are also the work of serious people

sympathy, but in the end decided not to suPPort.

Balfe.

received a massage of

- this morning on voting yesrcrday in
congratulation
favour of Amendment No 40. I wish to record that I
actually voted against it, and I wonder whether that
could be made clear in the record of the sitting. I
know very well I voted against it because it was the
single transferable vote, with which I have some

No
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3. Membership

Fergusson.
I see, Mr President. Am I right in
saying that the objecdon must be raised in person like
this, not in writing?

Mr

of Parliament

Prcsident.
Mr Fanton has informed me in writing
of his resignation.
In accordance with Anicle 12(2),
subparagraph 2, of the Acr concerning the election of
the representatives of the Assembly by direct universal
suffrage, the House is required to establish vacancy
and to inform the Member Starc concerned. ^

President.

Mr

President.

helpful interim report. on this matter so fast
- in time,
indeed, for this particular resignadon. Under
the
circumstances I think it is up to me now to register my
objection ro rhe continuation of the systematic abuse

Mr

of our

Yes.

Fergusson.

Mr President, I am very
that
- Committee
was able to produce its
the Legal Affairs
glad

Fcrgusson.

-

writing?

I call Mr Fergusson.

Mr

10.3.82

Prcsidcnt.

last month as the Cl6ment affair, and
- known
so be known in April, we have his own word for it, as
the Coust6 affair
continues to bring this institution
into disrepute. I object
to the establishment of a new
vac^ncy caused by the resignation of Mr Fanton, on
the grounds that he was subject to improper pressure
or, altenatively, that his resignadon is in conflict with
our Rules.

affair

Now there is nothing personal, may I say, Mr President, about this, least of all against the Gaullist

-

-

of the decision of the Committee on the

Rules of

Procedure and Petitions?

Mr

Fergusson.

-

In writing, Mr President?

President.
I shall read you rhe rext: If you
- Yes,
contest
and
that is what you are doing
a resigna- decided by
tion of a- Member on the basis of whar was
the Committee on the Rules of Procedure and Petitions, the President has to adjourn rhe decision.

You have so contested. Therefore I have ro adjourn
the decision. You must then set out in writing the
reasons behind your contestarion and we shall vote on
it tomorrow. Since you have contested the resignation

I

cannot accept ir,. I have to postpone the matter. I
to receive your conrcshrion in writing.
Tomorrow we shall take a decision.

have

so.

Mr dc Courcy Liog.

Mr President, may I make a

separarc but related point? Many of us in this House
are concerned, not with the question of an individual
resignation but with the pressure which is put on

Members leading up to resignation which may be a
violadon of the 1976 Act. Mr President, I believe that
you and the House will be relieved to hear that we can
expect from Mr Chirac in the near future a public
declaration on this ma[ter. He gave us private notice
of his intention of making a public statement when he
visited London recenrly.

4. Monetary

Presidcnt.

-

poliq

The next irem is the joint debate on rhe:

statemen[

President.
could you put that in
- MrthatFergusson,
writing, because
is what you have to do by vinue

I shall do

I call de Courcy Ling.

Members, whose good humour and good sense are a
byword in this institution. Ve need their talenr. Ve
value the friendship and understanding we have culd-

vated with them
yes, and with other Members of
this House whom- we have lost through the ease with
which the [urnover is in fact possible. Vhere, we ask,
are [he names we thought we once knew . . .

But the justification must be put in

Yes, that's right.

Fergusson.

present, diverse electoral arrantemenr

through the tourniquet. Yesterday's resolution on
thesc matters went no way to recdfy it. The Fanton

-

-

by Mr Onoli,

Vice-President

of

rhe

Commission;

motion for a resolution (Doc. I - I 10718 1), tabled by
Mr Fanti and others on behalf of the Communist
and Allies Group, on rhe level of inrerest rates in
the Communiry;

motion for a resoludon (Doc. l-1104/81) by Mr
Bonaccini and others on the adjustment of rhe
central rates of the European monerary sysrcm.

I call the Commission.

Mr Ortoli,

Vce-President of tbe Commission.
I am glad of this opponunity -to
address Parliament after the recent monetary realignment and before the Council of Ministers of Economic
Affairs and Finance resumes discussion on Monday of
the developmenr of the European Monetary System
and its prospecrc. I am also pleased that the two
modons for resolutions take a fresh look at a group of
themes which, I think, constitute the basis of the

(FR) Mr President,

action we must take.
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The debarc
as we have noted on a number of occa- major
is of
imponance for all of us, since ir
sions
- not only the development
concerns
of European
economic inregration but also the establishment of a
stable monetary framework to form a sound basis for
our response ro the economic crisis, and finally rhe
opponunity we have ro rake advantage of our collec-

tive strength to defend our position and

inreresm

ois-ri-ztis our major partners in international monetary

terms of gross domestic produci.

It

cult situation, and the last figure
country whose external trade

is therefore a

I

diffi-

menrioned, for

a

in goods and services

- domesric product, is
represenrc 500/o of the gross
-enough rc justify
raising the question of readjustment.
I

would like to add rhar the special polirical circum-

s[ances and the facr rhar Belgium was in the run-up ro
an election made it impossible for the Belgian Govern-

ment to take pan in the October monerary realign-

affairs.

I am all the more pleased, as I said, since the fonhcoming Council of Finance Minisiers will resume
discussion of this subjecr wirh a view ro the European
Council, and since I hope that account. will be taken of
the ideas which I am about to present to you on behalf
of the Commission
ideas which arise from the series

- had both here and in rhe
debates we have
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs.
of

But before taking up the substanrive questions relating
to the development of the European Monetary System
and our international monerary relations, I would like
to mention the recent monetary realignment, which

incidentally provided the basis for rhe morion for
resolution nbled by Mr Bonaccini and others.

a

I would like to remind you that the realignment, the adjustments to the cenral rates, [o rhe
Firstly,

exchange rates, are an integral pan of the European
Monetary System. They are not the only means of
action in this system, they are not rhe only way of
lessening tensions or defusing difficult situations, but
they are an integral pan of the system.

There are other mechanisms which we must conrinue
to use in order to ensure the development of internal
policies in such a way as to avoid excessive tensions,
and there are other techniques, one of which was
mentioned by Mr Bonaccini
of interventions
- that
within the margins
which, like
that of interventions
at the limits of the currency
band, can be used to forestall such difficulties.
But bearing in mind the present stage of convergence
it is inevimble that at some times these parities
fixed
but adjusable
need rc be adjusted and this -must be
done when the basic conditions require ir.

ment.

In other

words, for enrirely understandable

reasons there was
Belgian franc.

no downward adjustment of the

'!(i'e are
therefore dealing with an adjustrnent which
was in pan a deferred adjustment, but Mr Bonaccini
asks me what lessons can be drawn from rhis experience. I would like to go over them again, although we
have spoken of them on a number of occasions.

Of course, adjusrment is an inevitable pracrice, bur we
must keep an eye on two facrors which I rhink essendal for the success of our system. \7e say rhat we want
to create a zone of monerary stabiliry. Thar means that
we must both avoid excessive recourse to realignments
and, basically, avoid establishing de facto
while
- ensure
claiming to be involved in a mechanism ro
stability
so-called sliding or stepped parities. Ve
must therefore
avoid readiness ro make small. adjustments for whatever reason. This is the very opposirc of
the spirit of the monetary sys[em we have set up, but
while avoiding sliding parities we musr also avoid what
I would call a historic leap
i.e. tensions becoming so
strong and accumulating -in such conditions in an
economy which does not make monetary adjusrments
that at a given moment we would have to change the
central rates by a very significanr percenmge
something which would not entirely accord with -the spirit
of our system, which seeks, on the contrary, as flexible
a mo&rlation as possible of rhe operating conditions
for exchange rates. I rherefore think that the first
lesson to be drawn is that we must avoid any laxiry
and avoid accumulation of tensions to the point where
we end up with sliding parities or with what I have
called a historic leap
a Breatleap.

-

My second observation is this: we assumed that, at the
time of realignment, accompanying measures would
be taken

In the panicular

case

of the most recent realignment,

and panicularly with regard to Belgium, the intervention procedures, including the intramarginal intervention procedures, would almost cenainly have been
insufficient to solve the problem.

essendally internal adjustmenr measures
consistent -wirh the new exchange rate. Indeed, when a
country carries out a realignment because of a situation which is perceived as no longer corresponding

with economic reality, it is to restore a competition
situation inrcnded to stop impons resulting from the

simple fact that the exchange rate was unrealistic, or,

It

on the other hand, to prevent technically

gross domestic product, i.e. very much higher than the

exporrs nor taking place because the exchange rate no
longer really reflects the competitiveness of the
economy.

Community average; it should also be borne in mind
that the balance of payments deficit is higher than 6Vo,
whereas the Community average is lower than 20lo in

This clearly means that measures taken within the
country must have the aim of mainaining this level of

is no secret [hat the Belgian economic situation is
difficult, and that the country hps a very sizeable
budget deficit
significantly higher than l0% of the

-

possible
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competiriveness

and avoiding the erosion of

the

benefits of devaluation. This is the second lesson to be
drawn.

The third lesson to be drawn is rhat, because of our
interdependence, about 10% of our gross domestic
product is accounted for by trade among the Member
a much higher percentage
States of the Community
in the case of Belgium. -ln addition, because of our

joint monetary commitment we must ensure that
devaluations or revaluations, when they take place,

take account not only of the aspirations of a country
and irc ideas about how best to handle the operation,
but also of common interests. Personally, I am therefore pleased that we had a long discussion at the last
Council of Ministers of Economic Affairs and Finance.
This meant that we were capable of seeking together a

point of balance which would allow us to express as

well as possible the interests of the countries which
Belgium, Luxembourg and Denmark
- other countries with similar problems
and those of
-who would obviously wish the exchange rates thus
established to accord with the common interest. For
my pafi, I think this is one of the main contributions
of the system, in a troubled world where we do not
succeed in solving exchange rate problems satisfactorily. \7ith our system, we can still try to find the real
points of balance corresponding to a particular
have devalued

economic situation.

the ECU within the system; we can make better use of
the procedures for intervention within the margins,
and in this context I can tell Mr Bonaccini and his
colleagues that this is the viewpoint I myself shall
defend. There is some room for improvement of the
system in this respect, but let us not exaggerate this

first element at all. I think that the srengthening of
the mechanism is an imponant factor and that, while
we have improvements to make, we must not disregard
the fact that the system has worked.well.
The second point

may say so

a more forward-looking one, if I
I noted in Mr Bonaccini's

which

- which, as you know, I entirely agree,
motion, and with
is the idea of encouraging the use of the ECU as a
financiaI instrument. !(ie can thus see emerging a
European mone[ary image which is more public than
the mere interplay of mutual interventions or, ro be
more precise, mutual commitments between central
banks through the mechanisms which they use for
intervention.
I think that is one of the points on which we should

set

ourselves three aims: firstly, we must in a way confirm
the status of the ECU; next, we must remove the legal
obstacles to its use
this is one of rhe questions
which the Commission raises and which I shall go into
on Monday; finally, we musr. acknowledge rhat our
common aim is that the ECU should gradually, in line

-

with the market and without undue pretensions,
The last lesson to be drawn is this: we had rc draw the
appropriate conclusions from the fact that this realign-

ment took place at the very time when we were
preparing to discuss farm prices, and of course we had
to prevent.
and this explains the position taken on

monetary compensarory
amounts and the fact that
they were not adjusted
this affecting in an unexway agricultural negopected, difficult and dangerous
tiations which were already, traditionally, difficult
enough.

become a realiry on our European markets first of all
and this will perhaps crea[e a problem of movement

-of capital on external

markets at a cenain stage. I
therefore stress the idea of promoting the ECU, and
the r6le of the ECU, no longer merely among central
banks but externally, in the financial world. This is a

point which

I

shall uphold very vigorously on

Monday.

The third point

concerns

the consolidation of

I cannot deal with this point in a few
but I believe that the practice of conver-

convergence.

I said, I do not think that, given the position of the
Belgian franc, a better use of intervention within the
margins would have been the right solution. Bu[, as
Mr Bonaccini and others stress, and as Mr Fanti, Mr
Piquet and others stress in their motion for a resolution, there is a more imponant problem, on which I
shall briefly dwell to inform you of the position I shall
take up on behalf of the Commission at the Council of

minutes,

Ministers.

monetary policy according to one of the aims, namely
the exchange rate.

As

and I do not stress this point, which is of
a rather technical
nature
the idea that the system
- well. Of course, we know
has essentially worked very
that the divergence of policies has made things more
difficult, but the system itself has operarcd very well
and has shown that these methods were in general
First of all

satisfactory.

That does not mean that improvements cannot be
made, and I think the time has come to discuss rhem,
and panicularly the function of the development of

gences, even more than the regulation of convergence,

must be intensified, panicularly in terms of coordination of internal monetary policies. In monetary poliry
we already have one very important practice: we coor-

of exchange rarcs very thoroughly
through the European Monetary System; our figure of
dinarc the aim

2.25 abeady constitutes practical coordinarion of

I

think that in the other two fields relared ro the

volume of currency issued

the quantirarive aspect,

the targets, the monerary aggregares
and the coordina-

tion of interest rate policies
there is scope for
further action, and for my part- I shall defend, as do

rhe two motions for resolutions which I have looked
at, the idea that organizing does not necessarily mean
decreeing and regulating, but that organization must
be consolidated. What is more, this goes beyond the
monetary field.
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I think the words 'economic policies, were used in Mr
Bonaccini's morion for a resolution, and I wish ro take
them up. This means that when each of our States
defines i$ economic policy, we mus[ be able to discuss
whether it is consisrent with the oprimum common
growrh objecrive and with the optimum common
balance objective, and rhar in rhe couise of the vear we
shall have to hold more responsible discussioni on the
effective implementarion of the policies, on rhe way in
which they contribute ro rhe common aims, on any
dispariries which may arise, on rheir jusrificaiior, ,nd
on [he real siruation, instead of holding an economic
debate only once a year in such an inrerdependent
Communiry as ours. [t must be a continuing debate
and musr therefore be much berrer organized.
The last point wirh which

I

appear before rhe Council and say that the Commis_
sion's obvious concern is shared by parliament, and
that rhe many debates
albeit somerimes very short

which have raken -place on monerary quesdons
-show_nor
only a concern for stability buc also'a

achieve an interesr rate situation more in keeping
wirh,rhe prospecrs for economic growrh, a desireihai
we should benefit ro the full from the venrure we have
undenaken with the ECU, panicularly rhrough its r6le

in the money markets, and finally the -need for

convergence, which has been mentioned here many
times
rhe last one only recenrly. I shall take up
these -very poinrs, fully assured, I believe, of the
suppon of Parliament.
(Applause)

shall deal

menrioned
- and
both by Mr Bonaccini and by Messrs Fanri
piquer
concerns the relationship wirh exrernal .u...nii.s.

-On rhis poinr I

can be fairly brief, for we

very high shon-rcrm interesr rares can lead m a
swirching of 'real' savings commitments
if I may so

towards very short-term inuestments,
and
thJrdly, in- a more general way, because the volatility
phrase it

of

interest rares is a probiem which the wholl
economy has to cope wirh in a period of anxiery such
through.

I think it would be unreasonable not to realize that the
problem is not only inrernational, but clearly also a
national one in each of our counrries. The level of
infladon is one of rhe explanarions for high inrerest
rares. '!7har might call budgemry demanJ, drawing
.I
on the available savings stock, is also an explanation of
the tensions over inreresr rares, bur like you I believe
that a broader regularizarion of inrerest rate mechanisms, panicularly those affecting the dominanr monerary power
the USA
is a very important factor.

-

President.

have

discussed ir here quire often. I am myself convinced
that the r6le of inrerest rares is clearly very imponant,
if nor decisive, in economic developments, piimarily
because it affects one of our main objecdves
rh;
- rhe
boosting of investment
nexr because it affects
availability of funds, ro-rhe exrenr rhat, for example,

as that we are going

desire

to

-

For my part I hope that we may say clearly and calmly
that these matrers concern us also and that we thereforg wj.s! rhe dialogue
what I would call an ,organized' dialogue
really to take into account this sJr of
- regard
problems, wirh
ro both exchange rates and
lnterest rarcs.

Mr

-

I call Mr Bonaccini.

Bonaccini.

(17)

Mr

President, ladies and

- little to add ro what has already
gentlemen, I have
been said, nor only because I have not much rime in
which_ to speak, but also because I had the impression
that Commissioner Onoli essentially shared our view
intended to raise in rhis

of the quesrions rhat we
House as general problems.

It is not a quesrion of following a ritual, simply
because we are faced wirh yer
a fifth ani
- because
substantial
devaluation, and"noih..
nor only
we
have just received
a reporr
Mr purvis, reporr
which was approved almosr- unanimously, but also
bccause a meering of the European iouncil will
shonly take place and an occasion-like rhat
I
- onhave
noted whar Commissioner Onoli had to say
this
matter
makes it incumbenr on us to assen the will
of Parliament
fully and forcibly.
If the Member of rhe Commission here present will
permit me, I should like ro make the humble observation thar while realigning pariries is certainly part of
the Europea-n Monetary System as it was originally
conceived, rhere is no doubr that such realignmenrs
have no parr in an overall srraregy inrended-to deal
with the structural problems of the economies of the
countries concerned, as was stated in the Commission's communiqui of 22February.
These are two completely different quesrions, and ro

rely.

That, then, is rhe Commission's position, and
that I have explained ir within the illotred dme.

I trust

I would like to conclude by saying

I

that, while

have

necessarily been very brief here, I shall explain this
position in the same way and in grearer detail on
Monday ar rhe Council of Ministirs of Economic
Affairs and Finance, and rhat I am pleased rhat this
debate has taken place, for I hope rhat after rhe votes
on the rwo morions for resolurions I shall be able to

on solving srrucrural

problems

by

monetary

realignments alone would be as hopelesi an undertaking as trying ro pur our a conflagiadon wirh a few
buckets of water. Ve need to improve rhe mechanism

governing the lower flucruarion margin and orher
EMS mechanisms, jusr as we need to uke due note of
the threat of competitive devaluations.

I

musr say rhat,

in

spite

of the

Commissioner's

soothing words and persuasive powers, the readjustments of the exchange rares of the Luxembourg franc
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which in this latter case were
and the Danish crown
are not convincing, nor
of very modest proponions
were we told what initial operations were carried out.

we could consider adopting a concerted ardtude which
would lead to a lowering of interest rates in the ten

I

bfween France, the Federal Republic of Germany and

to conclude with a political comment'
because we are in agreement with the remarks that
have already been made as regards the rest of the
should like

question. There is a serious risk that a rePetition of
these events could decisively damage the image of
Europe and the Process of European integration.
Everyone has seen how much space the international
presi devoted to these events. !7hat I want to say is
that this is our main concern.

Clouds are gathering over Europe and over the
process of European integration, and I do not think
ihat it can have escaped the notice of any Member of
this House that some of these clouds augur, or may

augur, storms from which only the shattered wreck of
the European ship of state may emerge. Our desire is
to see that this danger is complercly eliminated from
the Community's horizons.
For this reason, we lay Particular emphasis, on the'eve
of the European Council meeting, on the need for the
Commission to adopt an absolutely firm atdtude and
for Parliament to speak with the broadest possible
majority, so that it can contribute in this vital area to
bridging the rapidly widening rift between the peoples
of Errop., who are little aware of che reason why
these things are happening or of our Powers of deci-

of the Common Market. Moreover, an
agreement has been reached at the highest level

countries

Italy.

My question is therefore this: is it

possible.

to

go

funhir? I myself think that the Council should take

a

political decision along these lines. I admit that such a
iecision could lead speculative capital rc seek more
profitable returns on the other side of the Atlantic'
i-{o*.r.r, I think we are capable of finding technical
and political means to prevent this flight of speculative
capiial. Are the Ten really unable to adopt a firm attitud. on these international monetary questions, Panicularly in relation to the United States? I would also
add that firmness does not rule out either the necessary negotiation or the necessary cooperation' Could
we not also propose that countries which are not
members of thl Community, and which might wish to
do so, should associate themselves with the lowering
of interest rates which we could bring about? In
conclusion, although it is up to each Member State to
define its own poliry options in all fields, I sdll think
that European cooperation in this field is an additional
dimension, which is indeed essential for the success of
a constructive policy. That is why, like Mr Onoli, I
hope that the Council will take decisions tomorrow in
this spirit.

sion.

(Applause)

is, vital therefore, that the citizens of Europe should
feel they are imponant protagonists in this process and
and keeping
that we should succeed in setdng

President.

It

the drive towards the construction and integration of
Europe.
(Applause

Mr
from the Communist and Allies Group)

-

I call the Socialist Group.

Moreau.

(FR)

I am- pleased

Mr

President, ladies and

that we are able to have this
Ieb"te in Parliament after the decision to readjust the
gentlemen,

Belgian and Danish currencies.
President.

-

I call Mr Piquet.

(FR) I lisrcned to Mr Onoli's remarks
Mr Piquet.
- I think that nobody in our Parliament
wiht interest.
disputes that the high exchange rate-for the dollar, and
.rr.n rno.. so, the inte.est rates in force in the United

States, are having a direct effect on the economies of
the Community countries. Everyone acknowledges
that this situation is damaging to the countries which
wish in practice to follow a policy of economic revival
and a policy of investment to create jobs. Although

each count.y must try to find within itself the ways
and means io help it to overcome the effects of the
crisis, it remains [rue that this international dimension
of the problems is a very imponant factor. France, for
its part, has the will to follow a poliry of revival and
job-creadng investment. But neither France, nor any

other of the Ten, can accePt the consequences of

American policy without reacting. That is why I think

difficult to follow Mr Onoli, in that he has
anticipatid some of our questions, but we are sufficiently familiar with the matters now raised by {e
Commission to ensure that this debate enables Parlia-

ft

is always

ment to state its views.
'!(i'e recently held a debate on the report by

It

Mr Purvis.

is clear that Parliament has already had an opPortunity to make its viewpoint known. However, I think
it is issential that every time a decision is taken on this
subject, we should be involved in it. And I would like
to exPress retret at the fact that, even though we are
being informed of develoPments today, we still have
not been associarcd with the taking of the decision. I
am very well aware that these matters are very delicate, but it seems to me that on quesdons of this kind
it would be desirable for us to have debates both in the
Committee on Economic and Monetary Affairs and,
in an appropriate form, in Parliament.
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I am well aware rhat the presenr obstacles to srrengthening rhe EMS and strengthening monetary polii'y
a.t Community level are not, strictly speaking, institutional obstacles but rhat our difficulties arise from the
delicate situation of our economies. However, in our
view, ir is nonerheless still rrue thar there does not
appear rc be in the Council enough political will to
consolidare the system and take the first sreps for the
transition to rhe second smge. Of course things are not
easy, particularly in view of the monetary policy of the
Unircd States and the difficulties of the international
monemry sysr.em, but ir is essenrial rhat the Council of
Ministers take rhe necessary decisions in the next few
weeks ro create in Europe a sysrem capable of cushioning the shocks caused by the preseni disorder. !7e
all know rhat this monerary srability is

absolutely

essential borh for our internal trade and
development of our own inrernal market.

May

for thl

I

remind you that, for us, the various poinm I
have just made must be taken inro account, and I
know that you, Mr Onoli, are very sensitive ro them,
since you menrioned them yourself a shon dme ago. I
simply wish ro srress the fact that, in our view, whir is
essential is not so much to move on to an institutional
stage but ro create the conditions for rhe stability and
cohesion of the system
basic conditions'for a
- the
European Monerary Sysrem
ro ensure stabiliry in our
region. I would also like to remind you rhar the creation of the EMS will not in itself be enough ro creare
the necessary economic and monerary union which we
desire.

It

musr go hand in hand with economic policies

and a strategy aiming ar re-convergence. 'We hop.
you,menrioned ir, bur I would like ro stress this point
that rhe ECU may be gradually introduced on the
-capital markets as a financial instrument. But we do
not think rhe time has yet come for the ECU to be a
parallel currency. In conclusion, I would like to stress

the need to take derermined aoion to obtain

a

concened lowering of interest rates.

the

"na
Community's monerary policy. Ir goes without
saying
that our Group will vorc for the two morions for resolutions.

President.
European People's pany
- I call rhe
(Christian-Democratic
Group).

Mr Giavazzi.
(17) Mr Presidenr, I roo should like
to offer my congrarulations
to Commissioner Ortoli
for the statement he has just made, which was, as
always, meticulous and inspired. And I rhink ir is righr
because monetary mar[ers once

that it should be so,

again occupy the attention of public opinion and of
in
exchange rares and rheir effects on the restimulation of
investmenr, which is essential to combar the present
economic difficulties of the Community and the world

this Parliament: high interesr rates, changes

- that has
the Belgian franc is concerned
rhe biggest
occurred since the setting-up of- rhe EMS, has created
additional worries. This mo is logical, and so

it

is

obvious rhar rhe matter should be discussed in detail,

both because rhe EMS is coming up to its third
binhday and because a year will sotn,-unfonunately,
have elapsed since the darc which was supposed io
mark the rransition to the second stage of ihe EMS
not only withour any of the fundamenral measures
that were agreed on having been adopted, bur wirhout
even any of rhe minor but imponan[ measures promised both to improve the functioning of rhe system and
to guide the system
gradually
- albeit
- rowards
European monerary union
having been adopted
either.

Only today, Mr Onoli

referred

-e.ncourage

and I welcome his doing so
ro
rhe ECU: this is something

ro rhe desirability
and rhe need

grearer use

of

that we approve; we hope, however, that

it will bi

done in the manner and with the efficienry needed to
constitute a genuine srcp forward for the whole monetary system.

Opinions differ on rhe recenr realignmenr in the EMS,
On rhe one hand, the fact
that an agreemenr was reached on the scale of the
devaluations is considered a proof of the srength of
rhe system; on rhe other hand, some people obje-t that
the fact rhat this measure had to be adopted under the
pressure of an urgent requesr from one of the Member
States once again demonstrates thar the economic and
as we have also heard here.

financial situarion can only be controlled by

the

Community with great difficulty. But the real problem
is nor in choosing berween these two discordant views,
which both contain some elemenrs of trurh in spirc of
their discordanry. The real problem is to be found in

the fact thar, because

Those, very briefly, Mr Presidenr, are our thoughts on

the currenr development of rhe EMS

at large. The recent modificadon of the cenral parities

of two currencies in rhe European Monetary Syrt..,
which is the fifth such modificarion and
as'far as

it

has nor succeeded

in devel-

oping as planned and has only complered its first smge
an imponant and positive srage as we all recogniie

- the EMS runs a serious risk of losing irs
-momentum, as w'as pointed out very early on by this
Parliament, and of falling shon of thar funher, more
imponanr goal of providing the decisive stimulus to
proceed towards a more comprehensive and more
incisive Community poliry, which was originally im
most imponant feature.

This risk is all the more serious now, ar a time when
the need for a consistent and genuinely common
Furopean policy is more acure rhan ever, especially for
internal-purposes and also, bur perhaps more importantly, for external purposes, panicularly in view of
the deterioration in trading relationships between the
United States and rhe EEC, about which president

Thorn spoke in considerable detail during his last

appearance in this chamber at the last pan-session. But

this situation musr nor be remedied wirh recriminations, which are always in some way panial, nor by a
last-minute rush for protection, much less by meanj of

No
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bilateral agreements between individual states which,

even though they might be temporarily

necessary,

cenainly do not help to strenghten the Community

as

a whole. No, the situation must rather be resolved
with a consistent Community economic poliry and by
breathing new life into the common monetary policy,

panicularly with regard

to the world

ourcide the

Community. Here once again, as far as the dollar in
particular is concerned, Mr Onoli has pledged the
Commission to follow this policy, as proposed to the
Council.

I

find it very appropriate and timely
that Parliampnt should have addressed itself to these
matters rcday; the House has been assured by Mr
that these
taken note of this
Ortoli
- and I have
problems wilt be submitted to the Council as matters

In conclusion,

of utmost urgency and with the greatest possible insistence at irs fonhcoming meetings, which are Particularly imponant ones in this resPect. I believe that,
looked it from this angle, the real problems, the

monetary problems, are inevitably pan and parcel of

that geneial policy of giving new life to,

and

reforming, the structures of the Community which we
discussed at length during our last pan-session and
which we shall also discuss during the coming pansession. This inevinble nexus between economic and
mone[ary problems is the real hean of the matter,
which musi be dealt with in all its ramifications, both
in a longer-term and future perspective - here I am
referring to the numerous resolutions on these matters
which Je have adoprcd on as a result of our discuseven more so, at a time which is as
sions
- and,
serious, as crucial and as worrying as the Present' At

the next meeting of the Council of Ministers the
Commission's po*.. to make proposals and the
Council's po*ei to deliberate must work together lo
advance tliese matters, which are of vital imponance
for the future of EuroPe.
(Applause)

President.
order.

-

that of the baby seals should have been brought before
this Assembly with greater rapidity'

I call Mrs Gaiotti de Biase on a point of

(17) Mr President, I have
Mrs Gaiotti de Biase.
- like to know if it is true
and I should
been told

- the debate on the amendment to the
that during
my
for
thanks
agenda I was honoured with a word of
willingness to amend the agenda.

I should like to point out that whoever said that was

either lying or had not been correctly informed. No
one ever informed me of the existence of a proposed
amendmen[ to the agenda. I had no idea that it would
be submitted and so I was not present in the chamber,
and I can only deplore such methods.

People say that there is not much politics in this
Parliament. I think that so noble and just a cause as

!7e take note
President.
Gaiotti de Biase.

of your remarks, Mrs

I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr President, I do admire Mr BonacPurvis.
cini's persistence in keeping the question of the EMS
and monetary integration before us, month in, -month

Mr

I

should also like to thank Mr Ortoli for the
seriousness with which he responds to these initiatives

out.

I think it is becoming increasingly
in this House, and perhaps outsid.e, that the

by the Parliament;

"tcepted
move to monetary integration is the essential element

in the future construction of the

European

Community, in all its aspects.
'$(i'e

can agree with Mr Onoli that the EMS provides
stability with flexibility, but there is a risk, that this
flexibiiity will become preponderant. !7e recognize the
Belgian'and Danish problems and also that they did
noipanicipate in the October realignments, but the
rno.. f..qu.nt the changes the less credible will
become the EMS as it stands at the moment. It, is
precarious. It must therefore go forward. or risk
tollapse, or perhaps lust a slide into general irrelev.n".. If it does collapse it will be all the harder to sun
again. It will be a drastic step backwards politically, as
mluch as monetarily or economically. This month the
EMS is to be discussed by the Council. A year late, but
better late than never. '!7'e must hope that concrete
srcps will be taken to implement Phase Two. This
.equires an act of political will and commitment to the

Euiopean Community. It may require considerable
daring and forcefulness from Mr Onoli and the
Commission, but if such progress is to be made, all the
Member States must be involved, including one of the
the pound
Community's most imponant currencies
sterling. Not only will membership of the EMS be
good for Britain, it is part of Britain's obligation to the
Eu.op."n Community and to its Partners in the European Community.

It is no use complaining about the effect on our economies of American economic and monetary policies if
we ourselves cannot summon up the requisite political

will, the requisite Community solidarity and

the

requisite common sense to take the EMS forward rc
im second, more stable, phase. There is however, one
promising aspect emerging almost unnoticed in the
wings, and that is the development of the ECU. Gradually, acceptance of the ECU is gaining ground.
Several international banks and the European Investment Bank have shown commitment, often in the face
of some technical difficulty, to use and popularize the
ECU. I agree with Mr Onoli that we must remove the
legal obstacles and make it easier to use the ECU, but

I

hope he

will be more forceful and daring

imaginative in his approach to this matter.

and
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Some -people, politicians mostly, rarher than the
bankers or economists, have quesrioned wherher our
concentration on rhe ECU is nor futurisric, unrealistic,
utopian. I don't agree. Everything points ro rhe need

for an

alternative to the US dollar, for Europe to
provide this alternative, in its own interests and the
interests of the world. The pressure for rhis is not just
monetary theory but also commercial, economic and
political. There is something we can do to make rhis
more readily attainable. There must be a borrower and
lender of last resort. There needs to be a greater avail-

abiliry of a practicable currency for day-rc-day uansactions with some assurance of its stability and credibiliry. All this points to some sort of European monetary or European currency authority. Far from threatening rhe sovereignty and independence of Europe
and the Member States in the monerary field, it will be
the only sure way of enhancing that sovereignty and
independence, of our being able to determine our own
futures ourselves, and of our being able to influence
directly world economic developments. There is

to provide that new
impetus we so badly need to stan again the process of
nothing that could do more

building Europe. Perhaps we needed a respite to
consolidate, to sort our the imperfections thar the
Community's previous hectic development had caused,

to consider the implications of the massive pressures
resulting from the oil price shocks of rhe 1970's. But
we can't dither for much longer. '$fle can'r pour out
self-pity ad nauseam.'S7e can't blame everyone else,
Americans, Arabs, for all our troubles, because ir is up
to us now to show the necessary determination, to
pick up the ball that is fairly and squarely ar our own
feet.

This group will, therefore, supporr most of Mr Bonaccini's resolution as it seems to us to be positive, to
accept our responsibiliries and show the way ahead.
The Fanti resolution, it seems ro us, falls into rhe rap
of blaming others. Sure, we must be firm, but firmness
is only credible if it emanates from our own strength,
from our own commitment, from shouldering our own
responsibilities, from real Community solidarity. The
time is running out. There must be progress wirh rhe
EMS this spring, this very monrh. There must be a real
effon to provide the necessary framework in which
the ECU can develop and play its full pan in Europe's
development.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call rhe Liberal and Democraric Group.

(NL) Mr President, the EMS is one
Mr De Gucht.
- Parliament's favourite sons, but also
of the European
.We
one of its problem children.
have had a chance to
discuss the matter on a number of occasions: not so
long ago on the basis of the Purvis report, ancl now
with reference [o the Bonaccini and Fanti resolutions,
which are parliamentary reactions to the devaluation

of the Belgian and Luxembourg franc and the Danish

krone on the one hand and the very high dollar
exchange rate on rhe other. Ir would seem reasonable,
then, not to go over the ground covered by rhe general
debate, but rarher to evaluate what has happened in
the light of the general philosophy of European
Monetary Union and grearer worldwide monerary
stability.

The Bonaccini resolurion rightly emphasizes a number
of dangers facing rhe EMS as a result of the recenr
adjustment of the central rates
them
- chief among
being rhe possibility that an accelerating
series of
competing devaluarions might ensue and thar doubt
will thus be cast on rhe credibility of the EMS. The
EMS is in itself a highly imperfect ser-up
in facr, no

- has been
more than a first srep along a road which
mapped our, bur for which there is apparenrly very
little in the way of polidcal enrhusiasm. lTithin the

current structure of European monetary cooperation,
changes in the exchange rares are inevitable, given rhat
we cannot,
and should
ignore the fundamental lack- of balance between the narional economies. Express provision is made in this context for
adjustments to the exchange rare, which rhus follow a
set procedure. In fact, too little credit has been given
to Belgium for rhe fact rhar the whole operarion was
carried oul at European level. In the case of previous
devaluations within the EMS, consulrarion was by telephone only and rhe smaller countries were ofrcn
presented with a fait accompli. In rhis case, however,
devaluarion was decided on in a course of joint
consultations. The eighr-hour meeting of the Ministers
of Finance was preceded by lengthy discussions wirhin
the Monetary Commirtee. You can of course say thar
Belgium had no oprion bur ro adopr rhat course if it
wanted to achieve such a major adjustmenr. in rhe
pariry of its currency, but rhe way in which it was
conducted remains a good'example of how rhings
should be done in the furure.
As regards the Belgian artirude to Luxembourg,

I

have

the following commenrs ro make. Belgium and
Luxembourg have a mone[ary union and it therefore

follows thar an exchange of information and consul[ation must precede any requesr for devaluation. !7irh
the benefit of hindsight, ir is of course possible to
argue that Luxembourg was forced to go along with
devaluation or leave the monetary union altogether,
but that was nor a genuine alternative. The BelgianLuxembourg Economic Union is proof positive rhat
monemry union is barely tenable in the absence of
quire extensive economic integration. For economic
reasons, Belgium had no option but to devalue. In fact,
devaluation was essen[ial for Belgium but not for
Luxembourg, because Luxembourg is in a healthier
position. But Luxembourg, as the junior panner, had
no alternative.
Progress in the field of economic convergence is absolutely essential if we are to improve monetary stability
on a step-by-step basis. The main thing is that we
should refrain from condemning a system for whose
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imperfections we are ourselves responsible and where
it is up to us to come up with the political will needed
to make the necessary changes. The adjustment to the
central rates was linked with extensive European

consulmtion on the economic state of Belgium, and
remedies for that situation constitute a part of the

projected global solution for the Belgian disease.
Belgium has put forward a detailed plan for economic
recovery, something that was cenainly urgently
needed after years

of

bocialist mismanagement and

wishful thinking, made possible by a barely recognisable and, in any case, admitted slackness qn the part of
the Christian Democrats. The economic recovery plan
steers a course between a number of highly unstable
economic, social and political extremes. It is very
difficult to do other than link the necessary savings to
a cut in domestic demand. If we are to avoid getting

into a deflationary spiral, this cut-back in domestic
demand must be balanced-out by more expons, and
that is undoubtedly the whole point of devaluation.
Does it really constitu[e 'snge-managing' to gain an
advantageous positions for expons? I think not. The
fact is that devaluation is a response m a basic imbalance. You can heardly claim that Belgian devaluation
was speculative in nature in view of the fact that, last

to spend
310 thousand million francs on supponing the Belgian

Democratic Group is against MCAs, but we have to
admit that they are sometimes inevitable. It would
have been better to have adjusted the various green
rates to coincide with the actual values of the nadonal
currencies, but some countries were against such a
move. In particular, France may find the ball back in
im own coun if it in turn devalues straight away, as
seems highly likely with the poliry the French Government is pursuing at present. As pan of the procedure
for fixing agricultural prices for the coming season,
MCAs must be got rid of by way of either the proportional or integral realignment of the green rates.

Finally, Mr Fanti's motion for a resolution gives the
impression that we are seeking a scapegoat for own
problems. Of course, it can hardly be denied that the
Unised States is steering anything but a clear course
ahead. Flucuations of the order of 330/o in the dollar
rate in a single year do not accord with the basic
economic facts, but are part and parcel of a deliberate
poliry. The Americans are merely indulging in sanctimonious cant when they claim to be the Breat prota-

gonists

of free competition. Here

again they

are

steering anything but a straight course, although they
are good at covering their tracks. The Americans are

year alone, the central bank was forced

anxiously protecting their domestic and foreign

currency.

patches and their position on the world market and are
prepared to. use whatever means they think fit. Ve too

musr examlne our own conscience and not take the

of 8'5% should be
seen as an indication of the solidarity of the other
Member States in their determination to support
Belgium in its very difficult endeavours to restore
order. The Belgian Government is treading a very
In my opinion, the

devaluation

economically, socially and politinarrow tightrope
but there -is no doubting the amount. of effort
cally
being- put in. The thoroughgoing budgetary reform,
the unfonunate increase in social welfare contributions, the global and subsequently selective price
freeze, the adjustments co the indexing system, the
injection of new life into business, and devaluation are
all pan of a coherenr plan for economic recovery
which will, in the final analysis, be in the interests of
Europe too.

easy way out of blaming others for our own problems.
If we wish to achieve more monetary unity in Europe,

we must find the polidcal will to pursue a convergent
economic policy, of which lower interest rarcs are
bound to form pan. And if we wish to pursue a more
coherent economic and monetary policy ois-,i-ois the
United Ssates and Japan, we must make more progress
along the road towards European integration. There is
still plenty of room for optimism as regards monetary
and economic poliry. The main point at issue is the
international division of labour, and there is plenty of
room for manoeuvre for a prosperous and thriving
Europe.

Mr President, this kind of thing is possible, but we
to find the political will rc divest

urgently need
The situation is different with regard to the Danish
krone, which has got into the habit of jumping onto
the bandwagon whenever an adjustment takes place
and I am
within the EMS. I should like to say
speaking here too on behalf of the Danish members of
we must
the Liberal and Democratic Group
- that
condemn the lax attitude of the Danish Government,
which is rying to pass its domestic problems on to its
partners and refuses to put its own house in order.
Once again, the Danish Government has applied for
devaluation wirhout putting forward even a single
proposal for economic reform. That is not what the
EMS is allabout.

Another element involved in the recent adjustment of
the central rates is the introduction of new moneary
compensatory amounts. In principle, the Liberal and

ourselves of our nationalist tendencies and to pursue a

genuinely European strategy, both inside and outside
rhe Community. That may be a platitude, but the fact
remains that that is what is it all about.
Prcsident.
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.-

(FR)
Mr Paulhan.
ladies and
- [o copeMrwithPresident,
gentlemen, in order
the serious monetary
situation which concerns us mday, the Group of European Progressive Democrats has always thought rhat

Europe needed effective instrumenr capable of
creating additional links between the Member States.
The Community loans procedure described by Mr

r0.3.
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Onoli is one of these Community links, and

we

entirely approve of it.

In our view the European Monetary System contains
serious gaps, shown up by the present situation

the

- of
non-participation of the Unircd Kingdom and
Greece. As long as the EMS does not include all the
Member States of the Community, it seems to me very
difficult to ask all of them to accept the creation of a
Community authority to manage the ECU, which
would mean their giving up a part of their monetary
sovereignty, whereas two of the Member Sntes would
retain theirs intact. That would seem to me to be very
dangerous. The worrying quesrion of the rise in
interest rates must, be stressed here. If we wish to make
progress, we must arrive at an agreement and achieve
more intensive and more effective consultation on
interest rates between Community Europe on the one
hand and the Unircd States and Japan on the other,
with a view to seeking an understanding with those
two countnes.

My second remark is this: in order to guarantee that
an agreement will be reached in negotiations wich the
United States on the question of exchange rates and
interest rates, could Mr Onoli indicate the fundamental guiding principles for such negotiations? This
could lead rc a specific result of major political
importance, rc which our debate this morning and our
Parliament will have made an effective contribution.

President.

Mr

-

I call Mr Herman.

Herman.

(FR)

Mr

President, ladies and

- rc judge the most recent adjusrgen[lemen, in order
ments in the EMS, one must bear in mind that the
convergence of economic policies is far from being
guaranteed and that the inflation rate in some countries is three or even four times the rate in others. One
must also imagine what the situation would be like
wirhout the EMS and remember the pre-war devaluations, in which currencies were devalued by 30 or
400/0.

It would be extremely dangerous to practise a kind of
'monetary socialism' which would probably ultimarcly
lead to depreciation of the currencies in the EMS in
relation to the dollar.

It is therefore by seeking a Community solution, a
joint position on interest rates, and a f.airly close link
between the dollar and yen zones and ourselves, that
we may perhaps be able to perfect the EMS and work
out realistic solutions. This is an essential precondition
for survival of the Community.
President.

-

I call rhe Non-attached Members.

Mr President, I think this
great political value. The
convergence of the viewpoints which have been
presented and the fact that we can give our full
support to the principles set out by the Commission
Mr

Pesmazoglou.

morning's debate- is

(FR,)

of

Vice-President, Mr Onoli, are of major imponance,
especially in view of the fact that in a few days' time
the Council of Ministers of Finance will be meeting
and that negotiations must be begun with the United
States and Japan, probably with a view to setting up a
new system for monetary stability.

I wish to make two remarks. The first, as Mr Bonaccini noted, concerns structural problems and seeks to
ensure the panicipadon of all the Community currencies in the European Monetary System. Ve believe
that stabilization agreements, firm on principles but
flexible on methods, seeking to esmblish a transition
period with a view to stabilizing all the European
currencies within the European Monetary System,
constitute an approach of major imponance. I would
like to hear the views of Mr Onoli on this possibiliry
and this approach.

absence of a supranational monetary authority
imelf unthinkable without substantial progress
-towards political unification it is vain to hope that
the EMS will not require periodic
adjustments. Mr
Bonaccini, you are signalling your approval to he, and
I am glad of it, but I do not entirely agree with the
reasons adduced for your proposal. As Mr Ortoli

In the

explained very well, there are situations which have to
be corrected, and it is essential not to wait undl the
tension is too strong, in order to avoid ending up with
what have been called 'leaps' in devaluation; but the
other extreme must also be avoided, namely the
'stepped' devaluation of the Danish type which we are
now witnessing.

I therefore fully

agree with your aim
to encourage
- EMS
monetary integration and strengthen the
but I
do not agree with your assessment of the latest-adjustment. That is why we shall vote for your resolution,
because

of

its,

content but not because of the reasons

adduced.

Vith

regard to Mr Fanti's motion on interest rates, I
would like us to have a more objecdve view of this
matter. It takes a pointlessly aggressive attitude

towards the Unircd States. '!?'e bear as much responsibitity as they do for the rise in interest ,.tes. Mo..over, interest rates rose in Europe before they rose in
the United States. It should also be borne in mind that,
in relation to inflation rates, today's interest rates are
not as high as all that. Thirdly and finally, even if the
United Starcs lower interest rarcs, it will not necessarily mean a lowering of interest rates in Europe if
the national deficits con[inue at their present level.
Therefore, whereas we agree on the idea of having as
much consultation as possible to coordinate interest
and exchange rate movemenr at the international
level, we have reservations about the aggressive or
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Herman
antagonistic attitude underlying this motion. For that
reason we shall vote for it only if it is amended.

On the content, I would like to support fully
Commission's proposals, and panicularly

the
the

Monday, when we shall consult on Community loans
and the facilities offered by the new instrument. Given
Parliament and Council
rhat all of us
- Commission,
to make a visible investment effon
think it essential

-under the Community aegis, it

would be highly

let us say, next week

regrettable if we could not

following three:
Firstly, the proposal to promote the use of the ECU. I
think there are thinSs to be done which have not yet

finally approve a project which was proposed in
October 1980 and which deals precisely with investment and the possibilities for development of the

been done. This aim can be achieved by better coordi-

ECU.

nation among the central banks, but also by better
coordination among governments.

The second point is of course the attitude towards
third-country currencies, panicularly the dollar. I
know that cenain central banks, panicularly the
Bundesbank, today have special motives and attitudes

which we do not always share, because the deutschmark has become a reserve currency. But one reason
for its becoming a reserve currency is that the ECU
has not become one. It is clear that if our German
friends do not want the deutschmark to become a
reserve currency, they have every reason to encourage
the use of the ECU, which could become a reserve
currency and thereby relieve the national banks of this
worry.

Finally, the third attitude to be encouraged is of
course consultation on monetary and credit policies.
Ve still have a long way to go in this field:we need to
determine the rate of development of money supply,
try to harmonize the various interest rates in accordance with the terms, and make more use of the 'Ortoli
facilities' and the Community's borrowing facilities. If
we support the Commission in this field, and if the
Council is prepared to follow the Commission's lead,
we shall achieve our aims.

The joint debate is closed. The vote will
President.
now take place.
'\7e
1-

1

begin with the Fanti motion for a resolution (Doc.
): Leoel of interest rdtes in the Community.

107/81

(Parliament adopted the resolution)
tt'
,,

President.

-

,,

\7e shall now consider the Bonaccini

motion for a resolution (Doc. 1 - 1 1 04/81 ): Adjustment
the central rates of the European nonetdry systen.

of

(Parliament adopted the resolution)

5. Position

ofpolitical parties in Uruguay

The next item is the motion for a resolu-

President.

tion (Doc.- l-1086/81/rev. II), tabled by Mr Barbi on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany

President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Ortoli,
(FR) Mr

Vice-President of the Commission.
President, of course I cannot answer all the

questions put, in the context of such a shon debate.
But I think we have adoprcd a good practice, that of
periodically discussing monetary problems not only in
committee but here in plenary sitting as well. I am very
willing to continue this dialogue, and to go inrc detail.

My second remark is that, as I told you, we have taken
up in the various committees and we are taking up
with the Council
as I shall confirm on Monday
- entirely
positions which are
in accord with what has
been said here. Personally, I am very pleased about
this.

Thirdly, I

am very aware of what has been said about
the ECU, its use and panicularly the development of
Community loans. May I express the wish, Mr President, thar there will be no contradiction between what

has been said today and what

will take place on

(Christian-Democratic Group),

on the position of

political panies in Uruguay.

I call Mrs Cassanmagnago Cerretti.

Mrs

Cassanmagnago Cerretti.

(17) Mr President,

- a year has passed
ladies and gentlemen, more than
since this Parliament approved the excellent Van den
Heuvel report on Uruguay and the serious and continuing violations of human rights in that country,
which was at one time a model of democracy in the
southern pan of the American subcontinent but which
from 1973 onwards has become one of the countries
with the highest percentage of political prisoners per
inhabitant

!

The results of the referendum on the constitution were
a serious slap in the face for the militaqy regime and
have obliged it to pledge itself to a return to democratic institutions.

The method adoprcd in this case by the reginlel;
through the bill on the ssatus of the political parti'es,
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cannot be distinguished in any way from rhe rradi-

and 'Colorado' parties have played in the history of

tional methods of all dicntorships and im purpose is to
maintain the familiar oligarchy in power.

the Uruguayan Republic, or detract from the responsibilities for good and for evil which they have had in
the political life of that country. No one underestimates their contribution, along wirh rhat of the other
political panies
which have been obliged to go
underground or -into exile
in rejecdng, by 700 000
- the military attemprcd
votes, of the constirution which
to impose upon them in November 1980. The 10 000
signatures rule and the thinly-veiled threats concealed

How can one really speak of a democracy which
respects fundamental righrc and freedoms

if the forces

that make up the principal political movements, such
as Christian Democracy (active for 50 years in that
country) and Socialism (active for 70 years), are
removed from the scene on the pretext of their international connections and links?

How is it still possible to speak of-a 'democratic'
system, when this very system provides for a series of
discriminatory measures against broad sections of the
Uruguayan population lformer members of political
parties that have been dissolved or banned, trade
unionists and studenm)?
As I did when we adopted the Van den Heuvel report,
I now call upon the ten Member States to undenake
concerted action with regard to Uruguay, both at the
level of trade and at the diplomatic level; we can no

longer content ourselves with verbal protests and
general motions; we must exert real pressures on the
military regime, which, unfonunately, has shown that
this is-6e only language it understands.
From this point of view, I trust. that the Foreign Ministers of the rcn Member States, meeting in pursuance of
Community political cooperation, will review the situation and decide by mutual consent on specific and
immediate action, and rhat rhe Committee on Political

Affairs will keep an eye on the follow-up

to

this

crucial issue.

behind it will cenainly not succeed in preventing the
inexorable progress towards democracy which is the
will of all the people of Uruguay.
'!0e

trust that this Parliament, the Community Institu-

tions and the diplomatic representatives and governments of the Member States will be able
and I fully
agree with Mrs Cassanmagnago here - to do some- with people
thing to show more than verbal solidarity
who are suffering under a tyrannical regime.
(Applause)

call the Group for the Technical CoorPresident.
- I Defence
dination and
of Independent Groups and
Members.

Mr Castellina.

(,l,7)

Mr

President,

I

welcome, but

- this resolution, because only a few
only up to a point,
weeks ago, during this very same plenary session, I
asked a question. The answer I obtained was not very
satisfactory at all, and I think that, as we are alking
about Uruguay now, some account should also have
been taken of this aspect of the matter.

President.

-

I call the Socialisr Group.

(17) Mr President, the Socialist Group
Mr Lezzi.
- sympathy
has the greatesr
with the morion mbled by
Mr Barbi on behalf of the European People's Pany.

I, who

have the honour to speak on behalf of the
Socialist Group, had occasion to raise the same
problem, at rhe sitting of 15 January 1981
which
Mrs Cassanmagnago reminded us of just- now
denouncing the discriminatory measures aken by the
Uruguayan Armed Forces Movement to exclude from
political life all political parties, whether Liberal,
Christian Democrat, Socialist, or Social Democrat,
that maintain regular communication with one another
and cooperate internationally with panies and political
groups thar share their ideals and political aims.

In my question, I asked what the Commission thought
of the fact that the Uruguayan armed forces had been

included

in a

move which was

in itself already

extremely deplorable, namely the sending of United
Nations troops to Sinai. On that occasion I also produced copies of newspapers published by the Uruguayan regime, which made much of this panicipadon
by Uruguay in the Sinai peace keeping force alongside
European troops, almost as if this was tantamount to
recognition by the European states of their regime as
the legitimate government of the country.

\flell now, if we want to be consistent in condemning
the Fascist regime in Uruguay, then we should be
thoroughly consistent and adopt a resolution stating
that it is utterly inconceivable that the soldiers of a
fascisr regime should operare side by side with troops
from democratic countries. One final very brief reflec-

This is the reason for the imponance of the amendment which has been nbled almost as a testimony to
this agreement between Christian Democrats and
Socialisrc in the European Parliament by Mr Glinne
and Mrs Van den Heuvel. Naturally, Mr Barbi's
motion for a resolution and the Socialist amendment
do not in any way diminish the role which the 'Blanco'

tion: I hope it was a technical omission that the Barbi
resolution mentioned every kind of pany except the
Communist Pany. Vhat are we to do with the UruBuayan Communist Pany? Are we going to keep it in
political quarantine, or are the Christian Democrats
prepared to say that the Uruguayan Communist Party
also has the right to be declared a legitimate pany?
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Secondly, I think it necessary, in view of the small
glimmers of hope which have appeared in the last few
weeks in the situation in Latin America, forcefully to

I call the Commission.

-

Mr Haferkamp,

Vice-President of the Commission.
Community poliry goes, Mr President,
the Commission shares Parliament's critical stance. A

(DE) As far
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as

trade agreement with Uruguay has existed for about
ten years but this agreemenr has been frozen since the
outset and the Communiry has no conracr with the

country.

support nou/ the position which the Revolutionary
Democratic Front recently reaffirmed in a letter
addressed to President Reagan, in which it called for
the opening of general negotiations between the
governing junta and the Revolutionary Democratic
Front in order to find a political solution to the
conflict.

President.
The debate is
The motion
- now be put ro closed.
resolution will
rhe vote.
( Parliament

ado p

te

d the

re s o

for

a

lution )

The Socialist Group have presented at this pan-session
a motion for a resolution, the text of which is therefore more up-to-date than ours since it refers to these
initial steps. !fle are therefore prepared rc withdraw
our motion and suppon the Socialist motion, provided
that im text is respected, i.e. that the Socialist Group,
together with us, rejects those amendments to its reso-

lution which have been tabled and which would

6. Situation in El Sahtador

President.

motions

The next item is the joinr debate on two

for

resolutions

on the situation in

El

Salvador:
motion for a resolution (Doc. 1-1087/81/rev. II) by

Mr

change the whole character of the argument. Indeed,
to accept, even ambiguously, the 28 March elections
rigged elections organized by the Duane junta
- isthecenainly
of no help to these negotiations, which

-we should instead encourage through a responsible
and wide-ranging political initiative.

Fanci and orhers;

motion for a resoludon (Doc. 1-1098/81/rev.) by
Mrs Van den Heuvel and others on behalf of rhe
Socialist Group.

IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\7IELE

I call Mr Fanti.
Vice-President

Mr Fanti.

(17) Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,

- presented this motion for a resolution
we had already
on the problems of El Salvador in the last pan-session,
[o draw the attention of the European Parliament once
more !o the serious situation whiJh increasingly threatens that country
the serious violations of human
- political and military repression
righm, the ruthless
carried out by the junta, the dangers threatening the
whole country and above all the international risks
involved in that situation.
By means of this motion for a resolution, we wish to
bring the matter to the attention of the democratic

political forces represenrcd in the European Parliamen[, to induce them ro take up once more lhe rhemes

dealt with in the Final Act of the Fifth European
Community
Latin American Interparliamenrary
Conference, which
took place in Bogoti
confer- a or
ence which condemned any supplies of arms
military equipment to El Salvador and l-roped even ar rha[
early suge for a polidcal solution to the problem. In
this context I would like to say, in parenrhesis, that I
would have liked Mr Rumor to have been present here
today, since he is the President of the Interparliamentary Committee for Latin America and I think it necessary that he and his assistants should meet ro study
what initiatives ought to be taken ro mee[ rhe commirments solemnly entered into at BogorA.

Presideat.

-

I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.

(NL) Mr President, rhis
House has every reason -rc be discussing rhe situation
in El Salvador here again mday. Almosr every day, rhe
people of Europe are srirred by repons of repression
and mass murder, and a repon issued recently by
Amnesty International has once again a shocking tale
to tell. But the impression one gains, Mr President, is
Mrs Van den Heuvel.

that public opinion is becoming immune to

the

appalling facts. It would appear that people are closing
their minds to what is going on because it is all simply
too terrible. In my own case, for instance, however
sympatheric I may be to rhe acrion thar has been going
on over the last few days with regard ro the slaughter
of seal pups, it does appear ro be a disturbing fact that
people are more capable of appreciating the suffering
caused to seals than the resulm of even more brutal
methods applied to human beings.
(Appkuse)

It is alarming when you realize how you yourself are
beginning to become numb ro this kind of news. And
as I have
here before, Mr President
rhat is
-precisely whatsaid
- human
the oppressors and violarors of
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righm are hoping to achieve throughout the world. So

long as public opinion is silent, they are free to
persevere with their violent practices undisturbed.
That is something we must not allow to happen, and
for that reason, y/e must applaud the wholeheaned
way in which organizations like Amnesty International
set about their work. Let us also record our respect for
the Committee for Human Rights in a country like El
Salvador which, despite the attendant risks and the
fact that various of their members have already been
murdered, perseveres with im msk of denouncing viol-

of

human rights. One encouraging fact, Mr
President, is that more and more political elemenm are

ations

condemning what

is going on in El Salvador

in

increasingly clear terms, and that attempts are being
made to help towards the achievement of a negotiated
political settlement. For instance, a group of European

Liberals came out in favour of such a settlement
recently, and the Dutch Parliament voted by a very
large majority to adopt a resolution urging commen-

cement of negotiations. It is also encouraging to note
that the United Nations have, on the basis of a Dutch
I am just a little proud of that fact, Mr
proposal
- and
adoprcd a resolution calling for a negoPresident
riarcd political settlement.

There is a increasing amount of concern even in the
United States, where so far the impression has been
given all too often that there is litde opposition to the
policy being pursued by the Reagan administration. A
number of senators and congressmen have taken part

in

to El

Salvador and are
adopdng an increasingly critical artirude to American
military aid. They are beginning to wonder more and
more whether a system of violence and repression
should receive support from a democratic country like
the Unircd States. And people over there are realizing

fact-finding missions

more and more that what was seen as the panacea of
elections is really nothing more than an unfortunate
attempt to legitimize the existing regime. Even in the
Unircd States, there is growing acceptance of the view
expressed by the federation of Salvadorian attorneys,
among others, that elections are impossible unless the
including martial law and the
emertency legisladon
is
imposition of a state- of siege or emergency
repealed. For that reason, the federation has refused to
panicipate in the preparations being made for the elections. My group takes the view that it is particularly
deplorable that the governments of our Member States
should intend to give these show elections a semblance

of legitimacy by sending observers.

Mr President, the answers given at yesterday's Question Time by the President-in-Office of the Council on
cases of this kind were not exac[ly encouraging as
regards the possibiliry of the Community taking an
active part. !7e fervendy hope that the motion for a
we
resolution we have presented to this House
- and be
may perhaps
would urge the House to adopt it
able to give a fresh stimulus to the Commission and
the Council, and especially the Foreign Ministers
meeting

in political cooperation, to act. '!7e

reject

those amendments which seek to tone down the text
of the resolution.

Finally, Mr President,

I

have one more comment to
in this House
yesterday wirh regard to the United States' attitude to
Turkey and Cenral and South America, the point was

make. Vhen criticism was voiced

to be grateful to the USA for
Europe in the Second Vorld
Var. It is perhaps a good thing that I should have the
made rhat we ought

everything

it did for

opponunity to starc once aBain quite clearly and categorically that the Socialist Group has no interest whatsoever in bringing the American people into disrepute.
All we are doing is passing objective judgment on the
policy pursued by the Reagan administration, and we
feel that we -have a right to subject that policy to critical appraisal precisely because we resPect the American people and their tradition of democracy. In our
view, the policy being pursued by the American President is making a, political settlement impossible. Ifle
hope that the resolution before this House will play a
pan in a development which is in keeping with the
democratic radition of the American people.
(Applause)

Prcsidcnt.

-

I call the Socialist Group.

(DE) Ladies and gentlemen,
Mrs Vieczorek-Z,cul.
the reputation of our -Parliament is closely bound up
with the fact that so far we have usally steadfastly
avoided letting ourselves be guided, when dealing with
questions of human rights and democracy in the
majority decisions of this House, by actical, diplomatic and official considerations and considerations of
day-to-day politics. Quite recently we discussed the
situation in Poland and adopted a position on the
question as a parliament.
as a moral authority in Europe is
being called upon. At this moment the hopes of very
many people in Latin America, in Central America and
in the rest of the world are pinned on us. Let us not

Now our reputation

nke refuge today behind the decisions taken yesterday
at the United Nations, or by the majority in the

United States House of Representatives. I am saying
this panicularly for the benefit on the Dutch Christian-Democratic members, who have tabled an amendment to delete the point expressing criticism of the
elections: the fact that the elections planned for the
end of this month in El Salvador are drawing nearer
and chat Chrisdan Democrac are members of the
goverment in the country should not lead us to adopt
a purely tactical attitude. I call upon you to wiihdraw
this amendment. Ve, as a Parliament, should not
express critical views, as we did on the situation in
Uruguay, only when. no ganjgs with affiliations to our
own are ln any way rnvolved in the government of the
country in question. I should like rc call upon you to
adopt a more consistent attitude.
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an attitude is not

anti-American. On rhe
should like to point out that there are

the holding of free elecrions, how can rhis regime
prevenI the milirary and the exrreme righr-wing

already three new motions before the American House

parties, such as the Partido de Conciliaci6n Nacional,
from further rigging rhe elecrions?

Such

contrary,

I

of Representatives and Senate in favour of a peaceful
solution to the problems of El Salvador and against
funher intervention by the United States Govermenr
in Central America. I, as a citizen of the Federal
Republic of Germany, am especially well placed ro say
this:we young Germans are aware that the USA liberated our country and others from Fascism. Ve expect
higher moral standards of such a country. But we

cannor reconcile the atdtude which the Unised Stares
Government has adopted in Central America and El
Salvador with these high moral expecrarions. '!7'e

cannot reconcile this attitude wirh rhe facr, for
examble, that the USA from rime to time sends
terrorist commandos over the border inro Nicaragua.
The twojust do not go together.

If

I am saying this for rhe benefit of rhe other
in this House
rhere was ever a vore of

and

groups

conscience, then this is -it, and nor a vore thar should

be guided by ostensible pany considerarions

They are not free elections because, as far as

rhe

United Srates is concerned, rhese planned elections are
meant precisely td constirute [he alternative ro a negotiated political serrlemenr.

I

should like to remind you, ladies and genrlemen of
the Christian-Democraric Group, of how you vored as

Christian Democrats today and yesrcrday on rhe
Guatemala question
thar is, you will once again be
speaking of rigged -elections.The elections thar are
about to take place in El Salvador are nor free elections. I therefore call upon you

r.o

vote with us in favour

of the mosr imponanr point in this text, namely rhe
critical assessmen[ of these elections, and to make
plain that we in rhis Parliamenr do not make our political and moral judgments according ro rwo different
yardsticks.

and

mistaken consideration for orhers.

(Applause)

Ladies and gentlemen, according to rhe estimares of
Amnesty International at least 12 000 persons have
been murdered in El Salvador in recenr years
- each
year 0.30/o of the populadon of El Salvador
are
murdered, the majoriry of rhem by the regime's own
soldiers. For my country, for the Federal Republic,
that would be the equivalent each year of rhe murder
of all the inhabitanrc of a rown of taO 000 persons,
and the same for the Unircd Kingdom. For France that
would be the equivalenr of the murder of 155 000
persons, for Greece rhe murder of a town of lO OOO

I call the Group of the European
President.
- (Christian-Democratic Group).
People's Party
Mr

Vergeer.

(NL)

Mr

Presidenr, ladies and

- not be assumed thar, because the
gentlemen, it should
EPP Group yesterday cooperated in making today's
debate possible, we therefore welcome rhe proposal
from the Socialists now under discussion. I will refrain
for the

moment from giving any opinion

on

rhe

inhabitants. For the Netherlands rhar would be equiva-

motion for a resolution mbled by Mr Fanti and others,
as I understand that it will very probably be with-

lent to

drawn.

40 000 deaths and

for Italy

150 000 persons

murdered per year.

Ladies and gentlemen, many

of the questions

rhat
come before this House are turned by some Members
into questions of conscience. This is a quesrion of
conscience, and if we can recognize the true nature of
the situation we musr also recognize rhar ir cannor be
cured by calling for rhe holding of phony elections,
but only by our insisting on a mediated political solution, in order to really strike at the root. cause of the
crimes, the cruelties and the conflicts in El Salvador.

If such a vexed situation arose in your counrries, you
too would say: we must do more lhan we have
mentioned so far, and the situation cannot be remedied with rigged elections of wharever kind. Ve must
ask ourselves whether the so-called elections planned
for March
which,
are by no means so
- place moreover,
cenain to rake
constitute a contribution to a
- do no such thing, ladies and
long-term solution. They
gentlemen, because rhey leave the causes of the violence in El Salvador untouched and unaltered. Even
the Duane regime will be surprised. Quire apan from
the total absence of the general conditions needed for

Mr President, I should like to remind Parliamenr that
we held an exhausrive debare last September on rhe
political situation in El Salvador
polirical debate
- a Group and
on a joint resolution by the Socialisr
rhe
Christian-Democratic Group and on a facr-finding
mission to Cenrral America by a joinr delegarion from
both of these groups. Last September's morion for a
resolurion won the supporr of an overwhelming
majority of Members, with rhe consequence thar rhe
views expressed are quire specific. I would ask rhe
Socialist Group to reread ir very rhoroughly, and then
perhaps they could let me know where rhe essenrial
differences lie, not in the recirals, bur in the proposals
contained in the morion for a resolurion and submitted
[o us once again today. Parliamenr's decision, backed
by the large majority, did nor go unnoticed in the rest
of the world, and panicularly not in Cenrral America,
where it was very well received. Ir is well known that
over the last few months rhere have been a number of
moves to ger a dialogue underway.

Mr President, it is news ro no one
and rhat is why I
think that this resolurion is really-rather poinrless

-
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that elections are to be held on 28 March. Last
September too, my Socialist colleagues who,,had been
in El Salvador were aware that elections were to be
organized in 1982. So what was the point in ubling
this resolution with urgent debate? Every proposal in
this motion for a resolurion
- I am not talking about
is fully covered by the resolution which
the recitals
Parliament -adopted last September. Nothing new has
emerged. Of course, my group too is aware that, for
example, the President of Mexico recently declared
that he was prepared to mediate in the conflict, and he
is not the only one to have done so. Any claims that

America's policy has ruled out the possibility of a
political solution are much too naive and we cannot
agree with them.
'!?'e

have, as you

will be aware, nbled an amendment

effect. Criticisms of America's policy and
expressions of concern are all well and good. But the
terms used in the proposed text would ogly promote
anti-American feeling. My group, Mr President,

to this

would find this both polidcally rash and unacceptable,
panicularly at a time when Mr Genscher is proposing
an essential intensive and on-going dialogue between
Europe and the United States, when France's Socialist
President is flying out to visit his American counterpart to try to prevent a funher deterioration of relations, and when the American Congress is reconsidering its position with regard to Central America.

I should like to

make myself clear about the elections
on 28 March. The EPP Group considers it wholly desirable that elections should be held in El Salvador with
the free and guaranteed panicipation of as many of the

country's political forces as possible. Elections are
essential if El Salvador is to make real progress
towards national peace and the establishment of
democratic intstitutions which are truly representative
of the people. I should also like to mention the attitude
adopted recently by the Church in El Salvador, as
expressed by Monsignor Rivera Damas, the Archbishop of El Salvador, when he very clearly encouraged the people to take part in these elections. Of
course, the fonhcoming elections will not and cannot
provide a solution to all the country's problems, but
they are still an imponant step. \fle shail try to get as
complete a picture as possible on the spot, so that that
at least is clear. Mr President, there is also a procedural objection rc a debate on this resolution. I must
out point to Parliament that the Political Affairs
Committee is at present examining two motions for
resolutions on El Salvador. I should like to make it
perfectly clear that my group is gradually becoming
sick and tired of the fact that our excellent procedures
are being increasingly thwaned by the tabling of
urgent resolutions.

Mr President, I understand that my time is up. It will,
I hope, be perfectly clear to you that the proposed text
of the motion for a resolution by Mrs Van den Heuvel

and others, in its present form, is unacceprable to the
vast majority of the Members of my group.

I should like to express my srrongesr supporr for the
amendments tabled by a number of members of my
8rouP.
(Applause)
President.

Mr

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

President, I regret that I must
- Mr that Mrs 'S7ieczorek-Zeul
with everphing

Simmonds.

disagree

said with only one exception, and that is that, because

I am an honourable tentleman, I cannot deny that
Mrs'$Tieczorek-Zeul spoke as a young German.
No one in this House, Mr President, can fail to be
alarmed by the problems of El Sarvador. But I believe
that the proposers of the motions rcday are misguided
or prejudiced, or both, in seeking to ascribe all the
blame for the troubles there to the Americans whose
aid to El Salvador is widely publicized. There is no
mention in either resolution of the massive amount of
arms, aid and manpower that has entered E[ Salvador
secretly from the Soviet Union and from its satellites
like Cuba.
(Applause)

Therefore it is hardly surprising that our Communist
Members have sought to condemn the fonhcoming

elecrions

in El Salvador as

undemocratic.

Communist-controlled countries know all about free
and democratic elections, especially when there is only
one name on the ballot paper.
be guided, Mr President, not prejudiced, in
this matter by the opinions of a majority of the countries and peoples closest to El Salvador who believe

I prefer to

that whilst the March elections will not solve all the
of El Salvador, they should still be held.
That majoriry opinion includes the democracies of
Venezuela, Honduras, Costa Rica, Panama and
Ecuador and likewise the churches of E[ Salvador,
problems

including the Roman Catholic Church which suffered

the assassinadon of Archbishop Romero. They all
support the elections and have urged the populadon in
El Salvador to vote. It is interesting that Mrs !7ieczorek-Zeul has urged the Christian-Democrats today
to look to their consciences and to vote for the motion

It is also interesting that the
Holy Father has also appealed to his flock and asked
and against elections.

them to support the elections.

I must admit that I am sorry that in the list of people at
the end of her resolution to whom the resolution
should be sent, Mrs Van den Heuvel has not
rnentioned the Soviet Union, because I believe that it
would be well sent there.
(,4pplause)
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Mr President, it would be negarive and destructive
and, most important, a rcrrible precedent for this
Parliament to condemn the elections jusr because the
Soviets, the guerillas and the Socialist International do
nol vant the elections to be held.

That is why I believe the House must amend or reject
the motion to ensure thar the basic democratic process
of election, however fragile, is at leasr given a chance.
(Applause)

Prcsident.

-

I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Ephremidis.
conscience and

(GR) Mr President, for

-for reasons of political

reasons

been done.

of

inregriry and

humanity we are definitely in favour of rhe adoption

of the resolution

before us, narurally withour any
amendment to make it any easier for the tovernment
in El Salvador to get away with its underhand election
fraud. Because it is only by adopting such a resolution
rhat it is possible for this Parliament ro contribure to
the effon, to the process which has begun, rc find a
peaceful political solution to the ragedy of rhe people
of El Salvador. It is also possible to prevenr open mili-

tary intervention by American imperialism and rhe
dangers which threaten peace, not only in Central
America but also more widely.

\(ith regard to these views, Mr President, we also call
on rhose troups which seemed to be againsr rhe

motion to stand in horror before the masscres of the
downtrodden people of El Salvador and to free themselves at last from the fetters of American imperialisr
scheming. Let them take this opportuniry of obraining
a fig leaf rc hide their nakedness, because the sham
armour which they are wearing like knights in defence
of human rights, freedoms, democracy and the selfdetermination of nations does not convince anyone.
(Applause)

President.
I call the Group for rhe Technical Coor- Defence
dination and
of Independent Groups and
Members.

Mrs Castellin^.
Mr Presidenr, I cannor refrain
- U'.1)
from poindng out,
ar a time when we are preparing to
vote on a resolution on El Salvador, the very serious
responsibility which the forces in the right of this
Parliament have taken upon themselves

the respon-

- attitude to
having contributed by their
keeping the tragedy of El Salvador in being. Moreover, the speeches made this morning only confirm
sibiliry

of

negotiations berween rhe rwo sides
disso- explicitly poliry
ciating ircelf from rhe Reagan administrarion's
of suppon for the fascist regime in El Salvador, and
condemning the appalling crimes commirted in that
country by the armed forces and rhe police
perhaps
we would not find ourselves in the situation- we are in
today, for one should realize that the El Salvador
regime survives through international compliciry and
silence. And yet every proposal to this end put forward
by the left has been systemarically blocked, or watered
down to such an exrenr rhar it has become ineffective.
At all events, nothing has been done to stimulate inrernational political initiative day by day, as should have

this.

If an institution like the European Parliament had
taken a practical iniriative in good time to encourage

But it must be said rhat on El Salvador a special
responsibility must be borne by the European People's
Pany
Christian-Democradc panies of Europe,
- the
who have
refused ro withdraw rheir racit suppon for
Napoleon Duarte, a Christian Democrat who,
frankly besmirches she undoubtedly democratic inspir-

ation and tradidon

of the Christian-De

mocraric

parties . . .

(Intemrption by Mr Barbi)
..

.

Are you pleased to have such a symbol?

I

rhoughr

you were better rhan Napoleon Duanel If, insread,
you want rc tell me tha[ you are like Napoleon
Duane, I think we should draw the appropriate
conclusions . . .

And unfonunately, it is also this tacit support which
has enabled Duane and his regime ro survive, rhereby
perpetuadng rhe tragedy of El Salvador. But ir is even

more serious

to go on

prercnding that nothing

is

happening, when no one can pretend any longer thar
they do not know what is happening in El Salvador,
when the democratic people of the United States has

raised a great protesr against rhe policy of irs own
government
which
accused of supponing
- military stands
Duane and his
colleagues
and when horrifying documents, photographs and-journalists' reporrs
have been made public. Vell, today it is no longer
possible to refuse to admit the illegality of rhe farcical
elections which will be held in a couple of weeks' rime.
Yes, Mr Vergeer, these elections are not an unex-

pected event, but a very serious
elections
without a shred of legaliry, wirhour any form of guarantee, carried out in rhe midst of massacres. And
cherefore to keep quiet about these elections
- as
some of the amendmenr propose
or ro use adjec- them, means ro
dves like 'inadequate' to describe
make oneself joinrly responsible for rheir criminal illegaliry and rc deprive this Parliament of any democradc dignity. Do we really need any more proof of
their illegality? And we can say this, Mr Simmonds,
because we are not being blackmailed by the United
States of America, as are some States of Central
America, induced by this means ro condone these
even$. Let us demonstrate our independence and our
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freedom!

I believe that, on this question of the elections, there is frankly no room for any compromise.

death warrant. And perhaps I might particularly
remind Mr Vergeer that, when he returned to Schiphol, he claimed that elections were pointless a[ that

(Applause)

particular time, and that they could only be held as the
final phase in a series of moves towards democracy.
That was what he said then, and I would beg him to be
consistent on this point at least today.

President.

-

I call the non-attached Members.

(NL) Mr President, the media and
the public show- more interest in seal culling rhan in
the atrocities of the civil war in El Salvador. Parliament is right ro devote irs attention to rhe two
Mr De Goede.

nations, but unfonunately opinions are obviously
more divided over El Salvador than over seals
there
are even, and regrettably, two motions for resolutions
on the subject.

Mr

President,

we

wholeheanedly condemn the

appalling massacres in El Salvador. The present escalation of violence is now increasing the danger that the
conflict will reach an international scale. America's
support for the junta is attracting increasing support
for the Revolutionary Democratic Front from the

Eastern Bloc and from Cuba. Vhere will it all end?
applaud the offers of mediation made by Mexico
and others, and we regret that President Reagan is
proving so obstructive on this. The suspension of all
foreign interference, the restoration of democratic
freedom, respect for human rights and the launching
of thoroughgoing social reforms are all prerequisites
for a lasting solution. The RDF recently declared in a
letter to President Reagan that it was prepared to
begin general negotiations with the junta in order to
reach a political solution.

Ve

President Reagan's refusal might well lead to a second

Vietnam. The European Parliament should now
rightly make a clear statement on this matter, and that
is why suppon is needed for both resolutions. Europe
can use the framework of European political cooperation to put pressure on the Unircd States; a European
Parliament resolution passed with a large majority is
absolutely essential for this, and we should be sure to
take advantage of the opportunity to do so today.
President.

-

I call Mrs Van den Heuvel.

(NL) Mr President, Mr
Mrs Van den Heuvel.
- new facts. He himself has
Vergeer asked to be given
already provided us with quite a number: Mexico's
offer to mediate, and the emphatic reaffirmation by
the FDR-FMLN of its willingness to negotiate. I
should like to draw his attention to the overriding
imponance of funher new facts which once again have
cost hundreds of lives in El Salvador: the unremitting
escalation of violence prompted among other things,
by American interference in the area.
Just one shon comment about the elections. During
the joint group delegation's visit to El Salvador in
June, the Chrisdan-Democrat Members also continually asked questions about the elections. They, too,
realized that any opposition movement taking part in
the elections would automatically be signing its own

President.

-

I call Mr Kyrkos.

(GR) Mr President, I would ask my
Conservative -colleagues the following question: what
which are cenain to
do they prefer
- the elections,
aggrava[e the situation and lead to thousands more
being killed, or the policy of nqgotiations and of trying
to find a political solution, which is being proposed by
the Revolutionary Democratic Front and international
personalities, such as the President of Mexico? This is
the question ro which they will have to reply by their
vote.

Mr Kyrkos.

of the House are annoyed when we
criticize the United States. Of course we are not
asking for retaliation against the United States for its
intervention and its backing of a murderous regime.
'I7e want to welcome and encourage the mobilization
of American public opinion, which is turning against
the policy of intervention, and we are calling for a
Some Members

policy which does not seek to create unproductive
enmity towards the United Smtes but a policy which
can strongly influence the present situation so that
funher inrerference in the internal affairs of other

countries

is avoided and lTashington is

prevented

from srrengthening militaristic and despotic

regimes

everywhere to the detriment of people's struggle for
peace and for their social and political liberation.
Prcsident.

-

I call Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul.

(DE) I can inform Mr Fanti
Mrs Vieczorek-Zeul.
be voting against the
that my group will naturally
amendments.

Mr Vergeer, you know yourself that rigged elections
were organized in 1972 to the detriment of the Christian Democrats and that no international observer was
able to prevent it happening. Do you really wish to
take part in such a charade as the representative of
your group?
You, Mr Simmonds, are grossly oversimplifying things
if you interpret domestic difficulties in a country only
as evidence of subversive action by the other superpower. This is exactly the argument the Russians, for
example, are using in Poland. Let me remind you of
what the former American ambassador in El Salvador,
namely that all resiscance moveMr \7hite, said
menm in Central- America had begun as movemenm
opposed to Marxism. It was the United States that
contributed to the radicalization of these movements
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by its behaviour, that is to say, by its constanr blocking
of reforms. I think that says everything!

President.

(Applause)

I call Mr Haagerup.

Mr

Mr President, I should nor have
asked for permission
to speak if you had not given it
Langes.

(DE)

to both Mrs Van den Heuvel and Mrs 'lfieczorek-

Zeul. As a member of rhe delegadon of Socialisrc and
Christian Democrars to El Salvador, I should like ro
reply to what has been said here.
President.
You cannor speak now. Your name is nor
on the list. -I call rhe Commission.

Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of the Commission.
(DE) Mr President, on behalf of the Commission- I
should simply like ro make one commenr on an aspecr
of the matter which has scarcely been menrioned in
this highly politicized debare but which we all know
has been panicularly close ro rhe hean of this House,
for which we, as a Community, can also in fact do
something, not rhrough words but rhrough deeds. I
am talking of the need to provide aid to alleviate rhe
want and suffering of the persons caughr up in these
conflicts, somerhing that was also mentioned in the
resolutions.

During rhe lasr

12

months the Communiry acring

Your statemenr is noted, Mr Fanri. Your
motion for-a resolution is thus withdrawn.

Mr

Haagerup.

@A)

Mr

President, since

I

had

tabled some amendments
to the Fanti motion on
behalf of my group, I now withdraw rhem of course. I
would like to poinr our rhar I go along with all the
Christian-Democratic amendments, which musr be
accepted if we are gciing to vote in favour of the
Socialist motion for a resolution.
President.
Ve
now consider the Van den
- for shall
Heuoel motion
a resolution (Doc. 1-1098/81/reo.):
Situation in El Saloador.
(Parliament adopted tbe resolution)

7. Situation in Cambodia

The nexr irem is the motion for a resolu-

President.

tion (Doc.- l-1106/81), tabled by Mr Habsburg and
others and by Mr de la Maldne on behalf of the Group
of European Progressive Democrars, on the situarion
in Cambodia.

I call Mr Habsburg.

through non-governmental organizations, in parricular

the Internarional Red Cross and the UN High
Commissioner for Refugees, has made almosr
l0 million EUA available. Of these, more
.5 million wenr direcrly to rhe popularion of El
Salvador and approximately 2.5 million to refugees
rhan

7

from El Salvador, panicularly

in

Nicaragua and

Honduras.

Our belief is rhat this vital aid must naturally

be

Mr Habsbur1.
Mr Presidenr, rhe Khmer
- @E)
people have suffered
considerably more rhan o[her
nations over rhe last ren years. The loss of life that
occurred as the consequence of the Vietnam war vas
larcr followed by the inhuman excesses of the Khmer
Rouge regime and finally by rhe occupar.ion of rhe
country by the Vietnamese, coupled wirh serious internecine conflicrs.

continued.

This sequence of evenr resulred in countless dearhs,
(Applause)

hundreds

of

rhousands

of

refugees, disease, famine

and the devastation of a unique culrural heringe. It
can be said wirhout fear of contradiction that roday
the Khmer people are one of the endangered races of
President.
The joint debate is closed. The vote will
now take place.

'!7e

begin with the Fanti motion for a resolution (Doc.
II): Situation in El Saloador.

mankind. Cambodia is one of the grear human trage-

of the 20th century. For a long time Europe
had ties wirh this counrry; we, rherefore, have no right
to forget Cambodia.
dies

1-1087/81/reo.

This was impressed upon us here in rhe European
I call Mr Fanti.

Mr Fanti.

(17) Mr President, after the statement by
Mrs'lTieczorek-Zeul
on behalf of the Socialist Group,
I wish to announce that we are withdrawing our
motion and supponing the motion for a resolution by
the Socialist Group.

Parliament, during our lasr pan-session, by Son Sam,

the leader of the National Liberadon Front of the
Khmer people. That is the reason for the morion for a
resolution before rhis House today, the urgenry of
which is a direct result of the tremendous daily loss of
life and the misery in Cambodia and rhe Community,s
responsibiliry. The morion calls for an end to foreign

intervention in Cambodia and genuinely free elections.
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It also calls for better disribution of Community aid
to ensure that it reaches the entire popularion, for
which purpose the motion also calls for the
dispatching

of a

monitoring delegation,

since

complaints have frequently been made that rhe areas

occupied by the Vietnamese are being unfairly
favoured with aid. Finally we call on the Commirtee

precise information on rhe way in which we help rhe

refugees or the people sdll in Cambodia. This will
make possible, firstly, better distribution and allocation of our aid, and secondly, encouragement for a
multipanite body representing the resistance movements, which could possibly negotiate with the Heng
Samrin government and help to re-establish peace in

on Political Affairs to prepare a comprehensive repon
and, to this end, to send a delegation to investigate on
the spot. This latter request is all the more justified in
view of the fact that in the near future a similar delegation will be dispatched to investigate the siruarion of
the Afghan refuBees.

this region.

Nothing can take the place of this form of direct

Mr Haferkamp, Vice-President of tbe Commission.
(DE) | should like ro make the following remarks -on
the political aspect of this question: on several occa-

information. Since Europe's humanitarian obligarions
towards the severely ried Khmer people are being
called upon, I urge the House to approve this motion
for a resolution.

(Applause)

/

President.
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.-

Mr Deniau.
(FR) Mr Presidenr, I would like rc
support the -motion in rerms very similar to rhose
which Mr Habsburg has just used. 'S/e are familiar
with this tragedy, bur it is still going on, and we would
like to improve [he European Parliament's position on
this matter.

Ar the momen[ there is, on rhe one hand, a de facto
government

the Heng Samrin governmenr

- a government
on the other,

rhat

and,

of rhe Khmers

- when in power we
whose behaviour
remember only too well. These rwo are in conflicr, and
we provide them
said equally
urirh
- I almost
European Community
aid for distribution- ro rhe
afflicted population. This is nor in keeping wirh
Rouges

reality, since in fact Cambodian refugees, panicularly
in Thailand but also in other South-East Asian countries, for the most parr support nor rhe Khmers
Rouges but more moderate movemenm, such as those

of Prince Sihanouk or Mr Son Sann, or quite simply
refuse to deal with rhe Khmers Rouges because of rhe
latter's extortionate activities. In these circumsrances,
our aid must be disributed ro all rhe afflicted population of Cambodia, whether inside or ourside its frontiers, in a more discerning way which takes accounr of
real conditions.

I would also remind you thar Cambodia's neighbours,
meetint in ASEAN, expressly called for all the
Cambodian resistance movemenm to join forces and
for the Khmers Rouges not ro be allowed a kind of
monopoly of representarion which they do nor
deserve. In these circumstances, Mr Presidenr, I think
it necessary to draw up a new report on the conditions
under which Community aid is distriburcd, and to
send a new mission ro Cambodia to obrain more

President.

-

I call the Commission.

sions in the pasr rhe Council and the Member States

have supponed the demands set our in the United
Nations resolution for the withdrawal of Vietnamese
troops from Cambodia and rhe holding of free elections as the basic preconditions for any lasring political
solution. 'We have also voiced rhis wish repeatedly in
the form of joinr declarations with the represenra[ives
of the ASEAN countries, in particular ar the meering
of Community and ASEAN ministers in Ocrober 198 1 .

Ve

shall continue to press for a continuation of the

effons initiared ar rhe various Cambodia conferences
to Bet the panies to the conflict ro come rogerher
around the negotiating table. In this respecr we fully
and rcally supporr rhe ASEAN countries' efforts. As

for aid to the

people affecred by this conflict, rhe

Community has made considerable funds available
during the last three years. Altogether, financial aid
for the people of Cambodia and for the Cambodian
refugees in Thailand runs to more than 80 million
unim of account. The financial aid granted during the
last three years for the relief of Cambodian refugees in
the other pans of Sourh-East Asia
Malaysia, Indonesia, etc.
runs ro more rhan -20 million units of
- shall, naturally, be conrinuing rhis aid in
account. Ve
the future.

As the House is aware, this aid is distributed rhrough
international organizations, in particular the Inrernational Red Cross and the UN High Commission for
Refugees. In this connection we have been called upon
to carry out our own checks on the spot, ro which I
must reply quite frankly that I have some doubrs as to
whether Commission officials would be able to do rhe
job any better than the organizations I have just
mentioned
in which we have so far always had the
grea[est confidence
and with which we have been
collaborating very closely for many years. Nevertheless, I am prepared to sugBest that we discuss these
matters at the earliest opponunity with the organizations in question and submit a report to Parliamenr on

the results we obtain from these discussions
concerning the disribution of emergency aid and
guarantees that this aid really does reach the people
is inrcnded for.

it

No

President.

Mr

based on the principle, now accepted in nearly all the
more advanced legal sys[ems of the Member States of

I call Mr Deniau.

-

(FR) Just a second to reply m the
Commission. \fle asked for a parliamentary delegation
to be sent and not just a pany of Commission officials.
Deniau.

( Parliament
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adopted the

reso

France, Greece, Germany
the Community
- that
film-makers are -not merely technicians but authors of
the work in question. The work is therefore of a
specifically cultural na[ure, and every State has the
right rc pursue its own cultural policy.

lution)
Moreover, this principle was accepted by the Commission of the EEC itself in a note of August 1979. ln

other words, we are dealing with an untypical

8. Films

The next item is the motion for a resolution (Doc.-1-1088/81) by Mr Papapietro and others on

President.

national financial aids

to

fi lm-makers.

I call Mr Bogh.

Mr Bogh.

The third reason is that there is a need for individual
States to provide incentives for the creation of national

(DA) I

like, at this point, to put

should
question in the light of Rule 62 of our Rules of Proce-

a

dure which states that documenr forming the basis
for Parliament's debates shall be printed and disributed to Members. The basis for this debate is a document which was sent to five or six governments. I have
been trying rc get hold of this document for five weeks

but the Commission is keeping hold of it.

The
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon has also been trying to get hold of the
document through irc secretariat but this has proved
impossible. I should be grateful, therefore, for a clear
answer to the following questions: where is this document and is it a legitimate practice for documents to be
wirhheld from Members of this Parliament?
President.
I should like to point out to the honour- that we are debating only the resolution
able Member
tabled by Mr Papapietro.

I call Mr Papapietro.

Mr

Papapietro.

industry, whose cultural creativity aspect is necessarily
linked with its national nature.'S7e therefore think that
in principle the application to this sector of the Treaty
provisions invoked by the Commission is somewhat
forced, for those who drew these provisions were
cenainly not thinking of the film indusry!

(17)

Mr

President, ladies and

which has been issued by the
gentlemen, the warning
EEC to the governments of three Member States on
national aids to film-makers does not, in our view,
have a sound basis in the Treaties. There are three
reasons for this.

The first reason is one of fact. In one of the film
such discrimithat of Inly
industries concerned

- working in the
of those
nation based on the nationaliry
sector does not in fact exist. On the contrary, in Italy

is a bill before parliament to give EEC
companies and citizens exactly the same treatment as
Italian companies and citizens.
there

production structures, not leas[ in order to counrcr [he

very high volume of imponed cinema and television
products from third countries such as the United
States and Japan.

Ve

need only consider a few figures which have been
given for Italy. In that country, the invasion of American films and television programmes has reached the
figure of 2 800 films and television series, representing
a foreign currency ouday for Italy equivalent to more
rhan Lir 60 ooo million in the first few months of 198 1,
compared with only Lit 35 000 million for the whole
of 1980. Ve have before us the excellent repon on

of the film industry drawn up by Mrs
Pruvot on behalf of the Committee on Youth, Culture,

promotion

Education, Information and Spon. This document
provides us with data on the invasion of Europe by

American

films

information which

is

really

disturbing.

'!7e are dealing with a monopoly of production and
distribution: we need only think of Gaumont! There
are also films which were made entirely with people
and resources belonging to a country outside the
example the film 'Flash Gordon'
Community
- forregarded
as European films simply
but which are
because they were mixed in laboratories in London.

Now, we wanr the principle of the creative nature of
this industry to be affirmed, and suppon to be given to
the creative efforts of smaller companies, which are at
a disadvantage and which sometimes produce works

of higher

cultural value, for while the industry

is

unrypical, so is the market. The qualiry of the product
does not always Buarantee a market. Often the reverse
a product of high artistic value has a more
is true

- market.
restricted

'Ve therefore call upon the Commission to rethink

its

The second reason is one of principle. The exception
made in the case of directors and writers, who are

policy on the matter and to settle the question with the
governmenls concerned on the basis of recognition of

required to belong rc the Italian cultural sphere,

these principles and of the need to overcome the

is

diffi-
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culties which the present siruation of monopoly and
invasion of our market by foreign producrs creates for
the work of European film-makers.

the doctor, lawyer, priest, poet and man of learning
into its hired labourers and had substituted for countless honourable liberties the solitary unscrupulous
libeny of commerce.

President.

-

I call the Communist and AIlies Group.

(GR) Mr President, I wish to express
Mr Kyrkos.
suppon for the excellent repon
my wholehearted
presented by our Imlian colleague Mr Papapietro and
should like to say that we approve of the nadonal
financial aid provided by the governmenm of
Germany, Denmark and Italy to encourage and
protect their national cultural values.

I should like to raise a more wide-ranging

issue: now,

when the Community is faced with an economic
crisis, when the usefulness of the Community is imelf
being called in question, the solidarity of the peoples
of Europe will be funher eroded if specific actions or
omissions lend weight ro the impression that the
chief consideration, the main criterion which guides
the policies of the Community, is the defence of
commerce and the subordination of all other values ro
those of the market place. Clearly, this would desroy
the unifying bond of Community endeavour which we
see as the defence of human and national values in the
framework of a wider international Community.

'!(/e believe, ladies and genrleman, that rhe matter
under discussion raises a question of wider signifi-

Ve believe that rhe descisions which we shall
take should ward off the threat of rnonopoly control
of our cultures and stimulate national aid to cultural
activities in Community countries, whether large or
cance.

small.

I

should like to state here that the Society of Greek
Film Directors fully and unreservedly supports the
rcnor of the resolution. \7hat the Greek film-makers
do not say is that Greece has a national film industry
of high quality and considerable potential which for
decades has been starved of opponunities for growth
because of rhe influence of the commercial film sector

and the policy

of cultural

subjection followed by

previous governments. In conclusion I wish to stress
that, in fact, there are no schemes specifically designed

for the protection of national cultural activities or
intellectual or orher creative artists nor do they benefit
from any expedients or delaying tactics.

President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr
Mr Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
President, let me stress that the point made -by the
honourable Member to the Commission does not
concern the admissibiliry of aid for the film industry,
Such aid sysrems are accepted in all the Member States
of the Community and by the Commission ircelf. That
point does not concern us, and it is therefore utterly
wrong to suggest, as happened just now, that the
Commission was ou[ to do away with national aid to
the film industry. In fact, the opposite is true; as
regards the aid aspect, the Commission's policy has
always been to respect the specific cultural aspect of
the film.

The real subject of disagreement, Mr President,
President.

-

I call Mr Alavanos.

(GR)
Mr Alavanos.
like first of all, Mr
- a pointI should
President, to raise
of order. You said that the
time allotted to the Communist Group had been used
up while Mr Papapietro was presenting his repon. If
the rapporteur ran over his time, I think that should be
taken from the time allosted to the rapporteurs and
not from the Communist Group.

Mr President, in the opinion of the Greek Communist
Pany it is inadmissible that the Commission should
call for withdrawal of the suppon provided by national
governments for the film industry. !7e see this as a
move dictated by the interests of multinational film
companies, which are thus seeking to wipe out the film
industry in individual countries and so leave the way
open for such examples of multinational sub-culsure as

'Emanuelle' or 'Jaws'. !7hat the Commission has to
say about the freedom of competition reminds us of
Karl Marx's statement in the Communist Manifesto,
to the effect that the bourgeois class had deprived all
respectable occupations of their prestige, had turned

is

whether national aid measures of this kind, claiming co
be of a cultural nature, should be allowed to feature
elements which are diametrically opposed rc the spirit
and the letter of the Treary. Should that be the case
and ir is rhe case where discrimination is on a national
basis
the Commission has a duty to try to improve
such elements, and that is precisely what the Commission is engaged in doing at the moment in a number of
Member States. As I said, that it is the Commission's

duty, and we cannot comply with the honourable
Members' wishes on this one aspect on which we have

voiced criticism of the activities of cenain Member
States simply by vinue of the cultural argument. As
regards the cultural aspects of the film, the Commission takes the following view on the aid issue. If there
is any question of discrimination by nationality, which
in the Commission's view
is the case in some

-places, the Commission

-

is bound to raise an objection,

and Parliament cannot possibly expect the Commission to react otherwise.
Prcsident.

-

( Parliament

The debate is closed.
adopted the

reso

lution)

No

9. Drought

in Sicily

The next item is the motion for a resoluPresident.
don (Doc.-1-1101/81) by Mr De Pasquale and others
on the drought in Sicily.

I call Mr De Pasquale.

of which, I would say, are related to climatic
conditions, whereas others arise from an undeniable
disorder in the water supply structures. It was panly
because of this, Mr De Pasquale, that in the past the
Regional Fund financed in Sicily, as in other regions,
works for the supply of drinking water and water for
industrial use. I would like to remind you that, as
recently as December 1981, the Commission decided
some

ro granr aid of

Mr De Pasquale.

(17) Mr President, I simply wish

to urge Parliament- to adopt this resolution, which was
tabled by Italian Members of all political groups and
which aims to obtain active aid from the Commission
to combat the very serious consequences of the
drought which has afflicted Sicily this year.

President.

-

Mr Natali,

I call the Commission
Vice-President

of the Commission.

President, the problem to which Mr De
Pasquale has drawn attention is extremely imponant,
and the Commission is panicularly sensitive to it. I
would like to tell Mr De Pasquale that the Commission has asked the Italian Permanent Representation in
Brussels for detailed information on the nature and
scale of the problem to which he has just referred. It
has also asked for information on the losses caused by
the disaster to the inhabitants of Sicily. \flhen we have
this information, the Commission will be able to assess
whether to allocate emergency aid for the victims.
(17)

Mr
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However, I would like to tell Mr De Pasquale
he is
- of it
well aware of this, but I would like to remind him
that the emergency aid covered by Anicle 690 of
-the budget
has a purely humanitarian purpose
- that
of giving individuals a token of Community solidarity
in the event of natural disasters, when rhe scale and
seriousness of those disasters and their effects on rhe
inhabitanr of the area are acknowledged to be exceptional. V'ith regard ro the specific requesr conrained in
Mr De Pasquale's motion for a resolution, we intend
to investigate the desirability of carrying out a study of
the overall water-supply situation in Sicily, subjecr of
course to consultation with the Italian authorities. By
Italian authorities
by vinue of my background I am
also familiar with-the Italian administrative srruoure
the national and regional authoriries which
- I mean
you,
Mr De Pasquale, know well.
As to Community aid in rhese secrors, I would like to
remind you that Regulations Nos 1760 and 1362
envisage, for Sicily in panicular, Community aid to
improve rural infrastrucrures including
and I think
this is imponant
borh rhe supply of -running water

162

000 million lire for

the

construction in Sicily of five irrigation/drinking water
systems which constitute the first phase (1980-82) of
a ten-year pro8ramme, the later phases of which have
yet to be examined.
President.

The debate is closed.

-

( Parliament

adopted tbe resolution)

Ladies and gentlemen, in view of rhe rime rhe last two
items for urgent. debare cannor be dealt wirh.

(The sitting was suspended at 1 p.m. and resumed at
3

p.*-)

IN THE CHAIR: MR

ESTGEN

Vice-President

10.

Multifibre Arrangement (continuation)

President.
The next irem is the continuation of rhe
debate on-the two oral questions on rhe Multifibre
Arrangement.

I call Mr Cohen.

(NL) Mr President, before I get on to
rhe subject proper, there is one preliminary point I
should like rc make. The debate on the Multifibre
Mr Cohen.

Arrangement has been spread over three days, staning
on the day before yesterday. Mr Velsh spoke to his
oral question and the Council then replied because Mr
Coust6 was not able to be present at that moment. The
following day, 'l7ednesday, we continued the debate,
and Mr Coust6 made his contribution then. Now we
are having to resume the debarc because something
else was on the agenda in the meantime.

and the creation- of collective networks. \fle shall
certainly be contacting rhe government and the
regional authorities with a view to srudying ways of

So now the debate is in im third day, and that on a
subject which is of great imponance not only to the

inrcnsifying the use of these Community instruments
in the areas worst affected by rhe drought. As Mr De
Pasquale knows, this drought has a series of causes,

course, it is patently absurd to spread a debate like this
over three days. I trust, Mr President, that you will
bring this point up for discussion in che Bureau,

Community, but also to a lot of other countries. Of
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it is of course impossible to discuss.a subject
like this, which is so imponant to the Community and
to many developing countries, over a period of three
days with all manner of interruptions in between. I
wish to protest most vehemently against this state of
affairs, and let me repeat that I trust the Bureau will be
because

discussing the matter.

Moving on to the point at hand,

Mr

President, I

mined, investment decisions have been forthcoming
too slowly, management has been found wanting and
too much attention has been paid ro producrion rather

than market considerations. The protectionism we
intend to introdr..rce has in fact been in exisrence in the
textile industry for almost 20 years now. As we know,
this Multifibre Arrangement has been concluded for
another four and a half years. It is up to us to make
good use of that period to make a srart with restruc-

I

it that this view is shared by the
I also trust that rhe bilateral agreemenrc will be broughr to a satisfacrory
conclusion and that restructuring will enable rhe

believe that no one in this House nor outside has come

turing, and

out against the Multifibre Arrangement. That is a sad
state of affairs, because the fact is that the Multifibre
Arrangement is, in the final analysis, dictarcd by

Commission and rhe Council.

protectionist sentiments. Unfortunately, protectionism
is essential at the present time; after all, we all realize
what a state the Community's textile industry is in,
characterized by tens of thousands of people unemployed and firms closing and going bankrupt. Given

multifibre arrangemenr to be committed to the history
books at some later time.

and
that situation, it is of course understandable
- be
even justifiable
that the Community should
seeking ways of countering the serious threat to the
future of our textile indusry. There is, unfortunately,

no alternative to the Multifibre Arrangement, for

a

number of reasons, given that protectionism is an inevitable fact of life at the present time. If there had been
no Multifibre Arrangement, if the Community had not

adopted such an arrangement, we would probably

have been forced

to adopt even more srringent

measures and apply Anicle 19 of GATT.

\fle

have managed to avoid doing that so far, although
the Community has expressly stated that, if the negotiations on the bilateral agreements entered into on the
basis of the Multifibre Arrangement do not lead to a
satisfactory conclusion, the Community as such can
revoke its signature to the Arrangement and apply
Anicle 19 of GATT. I am sure we all hope that such a
srep will not be necess ary, and that the negotiations on
the bilateral agreements will come up with a solution
enabling us to ssand by the Multifibre Arrangement.

As I said before, the Muldfibre Arrangement is protecrionist in nature, and protectionism is unavoidable in
the present circumstances. However, that does not
mean that we should seek salvation in protectionism
as
alone. To be sure, one of the Community's aims
the representative of the Council reiterated here - in
- to
the negotiations on the Muldfibre Arrangement was

seek

to

make

it

essier

for our textile industry

to

restructure by inuoducing import restrictions. In other
words, impon restrictions are not seen as an end in
themselves so much as a means to an end. Vhat we
really want
and that is the only basis on which we
- Multifibre Arrangement is restruccan accept the

-

turing of our textile industry. That will require a transitional period, and for that transitional period we can
accept the Multifibre Arrangement.

Not to put too fine a point on it, I think we all know
that the problems facing the textile industry are not
the result simply of a growth in impons. The financial
position of the firms in the industry has been under-

take

President.
Mr Cohen, you know very well that the
constraints- of our proceedings do not allow us to
satisfy everyone all the time. But you are right and I
shall forward your comments to the Bureau.

I call Mr Enright.

Mr Enright.

apart from that, Mr President,
- anQuite
have you had
apology from the Commission and

the Council for not being here during a matrcr for
which they are totally responsible, in terms of unemployment within the Community and starvation in the
developihg countries? They did not even bother to
turn up. Is there an apology?
President.
- Unhappily,
no explanation.

Mr Enright, I can offer you

I call Mr Van Rompuy.

Mr Van

Rompuy.

(NL)

Mr

President,

I

was

pleased that thc Community
maintained a relatively
firm stance at the recent Multifibre Arrangement negotiations and thar we received more watenight guarantees this time with regard to a more effective control
on impons from developing countries. It was, afrcr all,
and you do not need to
a highly abnormal situation
whereby, in the
be a prorecrionist ro admir- that
- imports into the
period between 1973 and 1980,
Community from the low-wage countries increased by
1100/0, compared with 31 .50/o in the United States and
no change at all in Japan. It is a welcome development

that account is now being taken of the drastically
reduced rate of growth in textile and clothing
consumption in the Community and that the import
quotas for cenain sensitive products from the four
main exporting countries are being cut back.
However, I regret that no place has been found for the
social clause, as a result of which there is too little
guarantee of social progress in the developing countries. It is, to my mind, socially unacceptable that, in a

country like Hong Kong, the working week should
still be in excess of 50 hours and the daily rate of pay
less than $ 2.
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The Muldfibre Arrangement is no more than an outline
agreement, and the imponant thing now is to convert
that into bilateral agreements, and I was pleased to
hear Mr de Keersmaeker take the same line. \7e musr
adhere stricdy to the promised reduction in the rate of
growth to, for instance, an average of zero for the
main exponing countries, with even a negative rate of
growth for sensitive products from the dominant
exponing countries. As a result, we must have no
qualms about applying the mechanisms provided for in
the agreement for stemming a sudden and unbalanced
increase in impons into the Community.

Finally, I should like to express a certain sense of
dissadsfaction in my own country with regard to the
rigid attitude adopted by the Commission on the
Belgian textile plan. Sciendfic studies indicate that half
of all rhe jobs in the Belgian rcxtile industry have been
eliminated by an abnormal level of impons from the
developing countries. Vhat the Belgian aid measures
amount to is a despera[e attempt to save the companies

which have got into rouble as a result of these
impons. It is therefore incomprehensible and unac-

ceptable that the Commission should be resisting the
financial concessions made by the government with a
view to increasing productive capacity at macro and

microeconomic level. The Commission's attitude
militates against the healthy acdvities of firms and
effectively outlaws expansion on the pan of dynamic

it turns ro its own account rhe possibilities offered by Third Vorld counrries by uking
advantage of the low wages and cheap raw materials.
By pursuing such a policy ir condemns hundreds of
sectors, since

thousands of workers in Europe to unemployrlent, but
it also goes against the workers in rhe underdeveloped
countries, and we ought to get this clear in our minds.

Ve think

that the Communiry will have to adopt

a

political direction to aid the domestic indusries of
Third Vorld countries bur also ro prorecr the rcxtile
industry in the Community, by pursuing rhe following
objectives: firstly, to promore bilareral agreemenc
with those Third \7orld countries which are trying to
support their own narional textile industries; secondly,
to press for the United States and Japan ro increase
their impons from third countriesl and thirdly, ro rid
the internal Community market of trade barriers such
as [hose recently imposed by the French Government.

Mr

President, in drawing up its trade poliry, rhe
Community will have to take accounr of the fact that
some Member States are producers of raw materials
and their industries are based direcdy on processing
them. So there will have to be a re-examinarion of the
clause which provides for grearcr aid to rhe corron-

producing countries of the Third Vorld, so thar rhe
interests of Community corton producers are not
ignored but prorected.

companies. The Commission is thus condemning firms

to

stagnation and is inrcrfering with the effects of
productivity-boosting investment. And not only that
it is being made difficult for firms to turn their
-attention
to new and more future-orientated products.

Lastly, measures will have to be taken ro avoid the
extension to third countries, beyond the internal
Community market, of the manufacture of ready-to-

All this seems to be pan of a model for economic
suicide and is panicularly disastrous for our most.

wear clothing by outward processing. Such a development will be sure to hit thousands more workers in the
ready-to-wear clorhing sector unless the necessary

dynamic industries dealing with such things as carpets,

measures are taken.

furniture upholsrcry and wall coverings. Let me
conclude by saying that the Community's policy is ,
evidently a two-faced one, bearing in mind the
subsundal aid given by the German Lrinder to their
own textile and clothing manufacturers.

Prcsident.

-

I call Mr Kyrkos.

'-

approach is needed.

It

is well known that European, American and
Japanese big business is abandoning traditional sectors
such as textiles and going

for

-

I call Mrs Nikolaou.

(GR,) Mr President, it is well
known how very-imponant the texrile indusry is for
Greece from the point of view of employment, of its
contribution to our tross narional product and of our

Mrs Nikolaou.

foreign currency earnings.

(GR) Mr President, the problem to
which the questions by Mr \7elsh and Mr Coust6 refer
is extremely serious and in some aspects problematic.
Can we, for example, who suppon the development of
the Third Vorld, call for protective measures which
would hinder this development? Can we, on the other
hand, be indifferent to the loss of hundreds of thousands of jobs in the textile sector as a result of the
crisis which threatens panicularly the less-developed
countries of the Community? It is clear that a different

Mr Kyrkos.

President.

advanced technology

Today the Greek texrile industry is going through a
crisis which is mainly due ro the drop in expons to
Community countries, which are the main exporr
market for Greek products.

Our expon

performance during our first year of
Community membership was disappointing, panicularly in cenain carcgories of textile producrs and
clothing. This is due both ro rhe resuictions imposed
on us by Member States and to the increased competition from the low-cost countries in the Community.
Ve have also had to contend with increased competidon following our accession on our domestic maiket,
since Greece is obliged under the Treaty of Accession
to open irc market to low-cost counrries as pan of rhe
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Nikolaou
preferential agreemenr concluded with them. On the
other hand, EEC trade policy in the textile sector was
designed to cater for the interests of countries which
do not produce raw materials. As a result, Greece's
position is a special one since it is the only cottonproducing country in the Community with the exception of the small quantities produced by Italy.

it

as regrettable that the Commission is not
Mr Cohen pointed out, we
ourselves have not been particularly successful in
organizing our agenda, and I think we have to extend
a certain amount of latitude to our fellow institutions.

regard

represented. However, as

'$(i'e

and I hope he will withsay rc him
is this, that we have a resolution that
draw his point
- 5 o'clock if that debate is concluded,
will be tabled at
which has important constitutional implications for the
relationship between the Parliament and the Council,
panicularly as regards the radfication of treaties. I
think that if we miss this opportunity to vote on that
resolution, we shall have missed an opportunity to
assert our authority. However regrettable the circumstances may be, I think we have to have a regard for
our own priorities.

measures be adoprcd in the bilateral agreements so
that the improved treatment of the cotton-producing

President.

The comparative advantages enjoyed by Greece in this
needed
sector and the need for structural changes
because we are now operating in the wider area which

is the common market

together with the crisis

- the sector, mean that
which is currently affecting
measures must be uken to reinforce the protection of
the domestic and Communiry market.

are therefore in favour of the renewal of the
Multifibre Arrangement. But we would ask that

developing countries does not damage Greece's interests and above all does not affect the degree of protection of its cotton products.

The bilateral agreements will also have to include

a

to deal with the problem of sudden and
considerable increases of impons to Greece, which
mechanism

\7hat I would

-

In that case, Mr President, and provMr Enright.
ided that Mr-\flelsh is prepared to sign a motion that
we may put down about the Council and Commission
since he has expressed general agreement, I withdraw
my point of order.

hitheno has had very few impons from third countries
of the high degree of protection afforded to

because

im domestic market. Thus even if we have a small
percentage share of the quotas, impons from third

I call Mr Enright.

President.

-

I have noted that, Mr Enright.

countries might seriously penurb the domestic market.

I call Mr Vernimmen.

Lastly, great stress will have to be laid on the
geographical re-orientation of quotas with a view to
supponing the less-developed countries and not those
countries which represent multinational interesrc, as is
indeed the spirit of the Multifibre Arrangement.

gentlemen, I shall refrain from reiterating what I said
on 19 November 1981. I should just like to confirm
what Mr Coust6 said to the effect that there is no

Mr

Vernimmen.

climate

The Commission will have to be asked what possibilities it sees of mking account in the bilateral agreements of the special features of the Greek textile
industry and of dealing sadsfactorily with the pressing
problems confronting it rcday.

President.

-

I call Mr Enright on

a

point of order.

Mr Enright.
Mr President, pursuant to Rule 87, in
view of the -absence of Council and Commission, I
would propose [hat we adjourn this debate until the
April pan-session, when they may have the courtesy to
attend and listen to what is being Said. I require the
suppon of nine other Members.

President.

-

I call Mr Velsh.

Mr President, I have a great deal of
Mr Velsh.
- the honourable gentleman's point. I
sympathy with

-

(NL) Mr President, ladies

and

of confidence in indusry, and cenainly not

among the tens of thousands of workers who, after all
the vague information we have received, are bound to
have grave doubts about their future. That being so, it
seems to me perfectly reasonable that we should
the following from
request
and, indeed, demand

- of all, we need
the European
Community. First
prorcction for our own jobs in an industry in which
tens of thousands of women are sdll employed and
where, as a result of misguided policy, their jobs are
likely to be at risk within the foreseeable future. It is
all very well to approve a resolution on unemploy-

ment, but we ourselves would then become a party to
that unemployment.
Secondly, we must make a clear distinction between
the genuine developing countries on the one hand, for

which we cannot do enough, and those counries
which are using European rcchnology and capinl and
which are interested only in low labour costs. I should
like co draw your attention here to a resolution passed
by the European trade unions urging the adoption of
minimum social standards in this latter group of countries.
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My third and final point concerns something we can
do ourselves. Imports in the Member States must be
orientated not to general distribution, but rather to

President.

those companies which are themselves producers and
which can thus safeguard their own production levels.
That is one of the results of a round-table conference
we had on the clothing industry in Belgium and which
has already borne fruit.

Mr Van Aerssen, Mr

I

-

The joint debate is closed.

have received from Mr Velsh, Sir Fred Catherwood,
Seeler and Mr Rieger a motion

for a

resoludon

with request for an early vore,

pursuant to rule a2(5) of the Rules of Procedure, to
wind up the debate on rhe oral questions (Docs.
l-1038/81 and l-637/81) on the Multifibre Arrangement.

President.

-

Mr \(elsh.

(Parliament agreed to the request)

I call Mr'!7elsh.

ll.

Mr President, I know thar people are

anxious to discuss
seals and there is one particular Seal
in this

Chamber whom

I would

be very happy to

discuss, so I will be as quick as possible.

It

has been an interesting and useful debate.'!7e have
established, I think, three things: the first is that the

Council did reach an internal compromise, but neither
the President-in-Office nor anybody else was able to
explain to us exactly what that compromise was. The
second thing is that denouncement of the MFA is not
a realistic pbssibility because there is no alternative
strategy other than Anicle 19, and we have established
that that would actually provide the industry with a
lower degree of protection than that which it enjoys

And therefore, by inference, everything
depends on the bilateral agreements. My committee, I
already.

will closely monitor the progress of these
bilateral negotiations. \7e shall expect regular reports
from the Commission on each significant one and we
shall make regular reports to the Parliament. \fle shall
then at the end of the process draw our own conclusions as to what constitures an acceptable bilateral
arrangement and therefore whether, in our view, the
MFA can continue or not..
am sure,

That is for the future, and perhaps I could finish with
one personal comment. I have not heard a single
speaker in this long debate once menrion the quesrion
of consumers.'!7e have heard everybody professing to
talk about the unemployed, bur nobody has even
asked himself whether a continuarion of rhis parricular
arrangement is not going to increase the expenses the

unemployed have to pay for a very basic commodiry
indeed. It is believed rhat the continuation of the MFA
will actually increase the prices of basic clorhing by

around 7-100/0, and how many of you, honourable
ladies and gentlemen representing the people of
Europe, have bothered rc think about that? I hope
very much that if Parliament is going to make a
sensible contribution to rhis debate, it will nor allow
itself to become the mouthpiece of its narional textile
lobbies. I think ir is high rime rhar the voice of the
consumer was heard in this Assembly and as long as I
am rapporteur for the committee I shall do my best ro
ensure that Parliamenr preserves a proper balance of
interests, because I say to you, Mr President, that we
have not heard it in this debate.

Community trade in seal products

The nexr item is rhe second repon (Doc.
l-984/81),- drawn up by'Mrs Maij-lfeggen on behalf

President.

of the Committee on the Environment, Public Health
and Consumer Protection, on Community trade in
seal products and

in panicular in products

deriving

from the whitecoat pups of harp and hooded

seals

(pagophilus groenlandicus and cystophora cristata).

I call the rapporteur.
rapportenr.
(NL) On a number
- the Commission
occasions over recent years,
and
the European Parliament have come out in favour of

Mrs Maij-tl/e Bge..

of

affording protection to animals threatened wirh
extinction and subjecred to cruel treatment, with
varying degrees of success. Our major successes

include the ban on imports of whale products and rhe
European contribution to the Vashington Convention. I think rhe Commission's officials are due a large
vote of thanks for these achievements.

It

is imponant to view the repon and the mo[ion for a
resolution on seals that we are discussing now in the
light of this list of ongoing activities. More than a year

ago, the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Consumer Protecrion discussed Mr
Johnson's motion for a resolution and dealt in denil
with the situation of

seals

in the nonhern hemisphere,

with panicular reference to the Atlanric and adjacenr
waters. !7'e have endeavoured, with the help of independent experts, to ascenain the siruarion with regard
to hunting, trade, protective measures and the chances
of survival of the eight species of seal which live in
these areas. You will see from rhe study, a summary of
which is reproduced in the explanatory sr.aremenr, [ha[
one of these species, the monk seal, is vinually extinct,
that six species are facing threats of a greater or lesser
degree to their continued survival and rhat only one of
the eight species, rhe ringed seal, is completely safe.

As you can see from these few derails, there is an
urgent need for rhoroughgoing international and
independent control of hunting and trade in all these
endangered species. The protecrive measures currenrly
in force, often organized on a local, narional and bilateral basis, are inadequare, panicularly in view of the
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fact that ir is difficult rc distinguish berween the skins
of those species which are most under threat and those
which are in rather less danger. 'We are rherefore
asking the Commission ro have all the species affected
included in rhe \(/ashington Convention. This
Convention, which bans or ar least controls rrade in
the producrs of endangered species, is the best inrernational protecrion for animals whose survival is threatened or which are likely ro be under threar in rhe near
future. One species for which rhe commitree is
requesting special atrention is the monk seal, which
lives in the Medircrranean and which is sometimes
sighted off the coast of Ntrnhern Africa. This species,
whose numbers are expecred to have fallen ro about
650 by the end of rhis cenrury, will become exrincr
unless something is done to prevenr rhat happening.
'$7e
are therefore calling on rhe Commission
- and
this is the second poinr
to enrer inro consultarions
with Italy and Greece-with a view ro establishing
reserves and rhus affording oprimum protection ro
these animals. Experience with the common seal in the
Durch Vaddenzee has shown that it is possible to give

seriously depleted popularions

a fresh chance of

Ve therefore address an urgenr appeal ro the
Commission to rake the necessary action and ro save

survival.

from extinction a species for which we Europeans

have a special responsibiliry.

A third

aspect which it is wonh emphasizing is not so
much the threat to the species as rhe hunting merhods
used, an aspect which has been given by far rhe most
publicity. Certain of these merhods of hunting seals,
and especially newborn harp and hooded seal pups,
are so cruel and so degrading for both human being
and animal that there has been a public ourcry against
the practice in pracdcally all counrries of the l7estern
world. Let me stress here rhar we are not complaining
about the hundng pracrices of the traditional hunring
peoples of the nonh; what we have in mind is the
mass, industrialized hunt which goes on for between 4
and 5 weeks in each year in Newfoundland, around
Jan Mayen and in the Vhite Sea. This hunt is so inhumane and causes so much disgust that a number of

countries have introduced national impon

bans,
including the United States, the Netherlands, Italy and
now Sweden, where legislarion has recenrly been
passed. However, it is wonh noring thar, despite the

years of protests against the culling of newborn seal
pups, the countries concerned have still not managed

to guarantee a disciplined form of hunting. On

the

contrary, when in 1979 cases of extreme brutality on a
large scale were once again reported, especially from
Newfoundland
confirmed by the
- and, incidentally,
Canadian Government
a regulation was passed in
Canada whereby all spectators
and journalisrs were
banned from the hunting grounds so that no more
photographs and films could be taken. In other words,
it is not the seals which are being protected, but rhe
hunters.

Mr

President, the Committee feels that 20 years is
quite enough, and we therefore believe that we should

follow the example of the United States and other
countries and announce an import ban on all producrs
of seal pups well before the 1983 cull ger underway.

I should like ro make relares to the
distincrion berween rhe rradirional hunring pracrices of
the people who live in the far norrh and indusrialscale hunting. The commirree feels rhat we musr
respect the traditional practices of the Eskimo populations, given that the livelihoods of these people in
Greenland and Canada depend enrirely on hunting. I
should therefore like ro call on the Commission to
enter into consulations with represenrarives of the
Eskimo population and give them rhe chance to give
voice to their concerns in Brussels. Allow me ro point
ou[ thar the Eskimos have always adopted a very
responsible attitude to seal hunting and have never
indulged in inhunrane pracrices.
The founh poinr

Finally, there is one lasr point I should like to make
with regard to official Canadian opposition. Canadian
delegations have informed us thar they were nor in a
position to consider the substance of this report. I
should like to point out rhar the Committee drew up

the repon with rhe assisrance of independent experrs
and that, when the Canadians published a documenr
containing criticism of a number of malters, we rook
the trouble to withdraw rhe repon from the January
agenda ro give

it

a fresh appraisal.

All

rhis was done in

consultation with our Canadian opposite numbers and
resulted in a second, revised version of the repons. I
should also like to point our rhat many of the objections raised in the Canadian documenr are groundless,
and I can tell you that there is a good deal of indignation among the international scientific communiry
with regard to the subjective way in which the Canadians make use of scientific data. I would draw your
attention here to an article which will be appearing in
rhe New Scientistin the next few days.

Mr

to

President,

I

am sure rhat 20 years is enough rime

have protested against an inhumane form of

hunting which is degrading ro both human being and

animal alike. The European Communiry is panly
responsible for these hunting methods since 750/o ol
the products of these seals are sold on the Community
market. It is now up to us ro put an end to rhis practice
by imposing an import ban. Millions of people

throughout Europe supporr us on this issue and I
would therefore call on all the Members of this House
to support the motion for a resolution.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call the Socialist Group.

14r Q6llins.
Mr President, I want to address rhis
Assembly in -the name of the Socialist Group because
first of all, I think that we have had a grear deal of
ac[ion on similar matrers over the last 2r/z years of this
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Parliament, but also, I may say, because I think that
we in the Socialist Group have a special insight into
the problems of the seal. Alone among all the groups
of this Parliament we actually have one on the Bureau
of the group, and as this debate concerns principally
the harp and the hooded seal (pagophilus groenlandicus and cystophora cristata) we must also

consider the problems

of

Pagophilus bradfordicus

people whose livelihood depends to a very large extent
on seals and on seal produc6, and we must protect

their future and their livelihoods.

Mr

President, may

tures from Canada itself, from the Unircd States, from
all over Europe. So we are concerned with a demonstration of public opinion which is not just European
in scope but worldwide. This is a demonstration of
public reaction across the world to the commercial
slaughter of seal pups in conditions that we consider
make control difficult and perhaps impossible . . .

There have been allegations of immense cruelty. Ve
have been told in the committee and we have been told
in the evidence we have received that as many as 100/o
of these pups may well still be alive when they are
skinned, and there can be few more horrifice possibiliries rhan rhar. There have been allegations of some of
the species concerned being endangered and indeed
some people have argued that seals themselves are
endangered; both the harp seal and the hooded seal
but also, nearer home, the monk seal of the Mediter-

ranean. The report, for which Mrs Maij-Veggen

is

a great deal of admiration, has also focused
attention on the plight of the Mediterranean monk
due

seal.

There is no question in our mind that there is a need
for action. The European Community has a particu-

larly imponant role to play since the

European

Community has immense power in the market place of

the world. Therefore, it is possible to use the
Community and its power to exert an influence on

questions related to a humane care for animals. And so
there is a need, as far as we are concerned, as far as
the committee is concerned and also as far as the
Socialist Group is concerned, for a ban on seal products in the European Community. \fle have to have a
total ban because there are certain problems of idend-

fication, as Mrs Maij-lTeggen has said.

Of course, we recognize that there is a need to protect
indigenous populations. !7e recognize that there are
people here who have come half way across the world,

Mr President, to listen to this debate. That itself, mind
you, is a mark of the way in which the European
Communiry is seen ourcide the Community, and I
hope that these visits will be norcd by those who
perhaps have different views on the future and destiny
of the European Communiry itself. None the less, the
point is that there is a need to recognize that there are

I think
this

debate.

First of all, can

opinion. There have been petitions, there have been
letters sent in great and unprecedented quantity to
Members of the Parliament, right across Europe, and
these probably amount to well over 5 million signa-

make two points which

in the outflow of public sentiment surrounding

conffaeuroparicus.

This debate has been brought into focus by public

I

are terribly imponant and which, I thi'nk, have got lost

I

make the point that this repon from

Mrs Maij-\(/eggen is essentially a statement of principle. It is a statement that there is a problem, and
there are several issues within that problem that need
the attention of the Parliament and of the European
Community itself. Unfonunately, the debate has been
confused by the fact that some people seem to have
given rhe impression that if the vote is successful, the
rade will stop. Mr President, would that that were the
case, but the European Parliament, sadly, does not
have that kind of power. Ve therefore have to
emphasize that before vre can have the legislative
power to make this work, we need to have a proposal
from the Commission. That is what we are demanding
here today, that the Commission bring forward such a
proposal.
(Applause)

I want to make one other imponant statement. '!/hen
and I
the Commission brings forward im proposal
- will
say'when' and not 'if'- I hope that that proposal
be the result of a great deal of consulcation and discussion in the Commission
done speedily of course
also that when it comes into Parliament our next snte-

-

-

ment in this will represent the fully consulted views of
the Committee on External Economic Relations and
the Committee on Agriculture. I think it is imponant
that we are seen to tackle this very serious problem
with the seriousness that is needed.

Finally, Mr President, I should like to say this: over
5 million people have submitted signatures on this
problem. I think that we have to reflect, as a Parliament and indeed as citizens of !flestern Europe, that
that 5 million is very nearly half the number of people
who are unemployed in the European Communiry just
now. 'S7'e have to recognize that when the NorthSouth dialogue was debated in this Parliament, we did
not get 5 million letters. I do not think we got any
letters
or very few anyway. '!7hen we debated
poverty, when we debased hunger, when we debated
torture and the misery of many people across the
world, the letters did not appear. Thar, I am afraid, is
a reflection on the values that our society sometimes
has.

(Applause)

Also, from the Socialist Group's poinr of view, I think
we have to express just a little degree of doubt about
the values of those who will weep rcars for seals in
Canada, or seals in the Medircrranean, or seals
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anywhere else, and yet

will quite heartlessly condone

employed

on a large scale, have been verified and

the policies of those who continue rhe cacalogue of
torture, misery and poverry and indeed death of

documenrcd.

people in just as disranr and just as deprived pans of rhe

Europe is making decisions rhat reflect basic civilized
values and there is no reason why these decisions and

world.
(Appkuse

fron the Socialist Group)

President.
I call the Group of the European
- (Chrisrian
People's Pany
Democratic Group).

Mr Ghergo.

(17) Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, Mrs Maij-Veggen's report is so clear that
there is absolutely no need to add anything to it: the
arguments on which it is based and the aims it sers are
backed up by the very force of rhe facts wirh which im
case is documenrcd.

Those who are opposed to rhe morion for a resolution
have challenged some of the figures and historical
facm provided in it.

the resulting commirment should only concern the
major themes of hisrcry, and, what is more, we only
need ro consider the artention and the interest this
topic has aroused in public opinion and in expert
scientific circles rhroughour the world to see the tiuth
of that.

There is no doubr that pressing human needs make rhe
culling of some animals inevirable. There are so many
valid reasons, foremost among them being the question of seals as a source of food, and it is reasonable
that the by-producm of rhese animals should be used
for different purposes from their original ones.

But in the case of seals, leaving aside the reasonable
'needs' of the local populations who are obliged to
hunt the seals for lack of any alternative employment,
it is not obvious that others
and in this insrance we
Europeans

As far as the figures are concerned, it is not difficuls to
see rhat those circd in rhe Maij-\Teggen Report are
the most moderate of all those circd in the vasr number
of official accounts and repons rhat are available.

However, thought rhe problem is certainly one of
quantity, it is also, and I might even say especially, one
of quality.

It is a problem of quantity because if we can accepr
that in the last few years, in given areas and in the case
of cenain species a definite increase in the population has
been recorded, it must net/enheless be pointed our rhat

these increases have taken place against rhe background of an extremely critical situation, after decades
of constantly falling smcks, and we have no valid
evidence for arguing that these increases constitute a
definite reversal of the trend.
Then, there are other areas where a decline has been
recorded for the same species or for different species
up to the extreme example of the monk seal, a narive
of the Medircrranean area, which is almost completely
extinct, stocks havirig been reduced to a few hundred
animals. In Sardinia, in panicular, for many years now
no monk seal has been sighted, which gives grounds
for fearing that the animal may be almost extinct.
But even if we can take the view thar the general situation is one of broad equilibrium as regards toral
numbers of seals, though still an unstable equilibrium
because it is based not on natural selection but rather
on an anificial containment of the growth in numbers
by the extermination of a cenain number of animals,
there is still, as I said before, the problem of quality.
The inhuman methods adopted to hunt the baby seals,
even though it cannot be said that rhey have yet been

-

- that .iustifies a massive
have any 'need'

seal hunr on an indusrial scale that effecdvely constitutes a threar to the very survival of the species.

This 'need' is even less obvious in the case of baby
seals, the by-products of which are used exclusively to
satisfy the fashion indusrry's need for luxurious raw
materials. The problem is in its origin a commercial
one and a commercial solution should be adopted to
deal with it. The proposal rhar the market for these
products should be suppressed would therefore appear
to be right and consistent. Ulrimarcly, a lack of
demand will be a more efficienr way of curbing baby
seal hunting rhan official limits and regulations which,
apafl from the facr rhat rhey offer no concrere guarantees, would nor in any case solve the basic problem,
which is essentially a problem of civilized anirudes.
Here I am referring to the undoubrcdly detailed regulations designed to 'humanize' rhe culling of the seals,
which have been adoprcd by various countries but
regarding the effective implementation of which one

may have very serious reservarions.
Somewhere, someone said rhar [here was no question

of culling the pups, inasmuch

as the hunters only
hunted adult animals. This is nor rue, because the
baby seals retain their charicreristic white coat for
only about three weeks after binh.
The legisladon ser our in rhis resolution to protect rhe
last surviving examples of the monk seal living in
Geece, Italy and France is panicularly wonhy of
attention.

Apan from protection, which also includes indemnifying fishermen whose livelihoods are threatened, the

repon also contemplates the creation of special
reserves in Greece, Italy and in France so that the
survival of the species may be guaranteed.
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Mrs Maij-\fleggen's repon is a

considered and

balanced one which does nor yield in any way to the
cheap sentimentality that this topic may arouse. '!7hat
matters is the facts: the facts set out in the report are
well-documented and the proposed measures, which,

moreover, take due account of the needs of the indigenous populations, are properly related to these facrc.
The question of the polludon of the seas is also given
due consideration, which is just as serious i problem

for the various species of seal as being hunted, and the
rapporteur cal[s for a strengthening of the regulations
designed to protect the marine environment.

President.

-

I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Chambeiror..
time,

(FR) Mr President, this

is the

first

I think, that- we have seen such a reaction to

a

question concerning our living heritage. But since all
forms of life are bound up together, I should like to
hope that the millions of young people who are moved
by rhe slaughter of baby seals will on future occasions
be just as active in opposing all forms of aggression
which we see in life, taking up the cause above all of
our human brothers and sisters whose faces and bodies
are all too often disfigured by war, torture, hunger
and disease.

For these reasons, on behalf of my Group, I give full
support to Mrs Mai.l-!(eggen's mo[ion for a resolution and would like to give Mrs Maij-\(/eggen our
sincerest thanks and congratulations for the serious,
meticulous and thorough work she has carried out, to

As regards the baby seals, the Communist and Allies
Group shares the feelings expressed in petitions and
'!7'e
believe
letters calling for a halt to this slaughter.

which the balanced and responsible repon accompanying the motion for a resolution bears ample testi-

measures, as other countries have done, ro ban impons
of skins and products derived from seal pups. In fact,
there appears to be a very serious risk of extinction if

mony.
President.

-

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mrs Scrivener.

(FR)

Mr

rhat

ir is essenrial for the Community to

take

we go by the figures provided by the rapporteur,
which show that whilst there were l0 million whitecoated seals at the beginning of the century, there are
now only approximately 3 million.

President, ladies and

- vote in favour of the report on
gentlemen, we shall
Community trade in producrs deriving from seal pups
for the following reasons:

In the first

place because the hunt has become
commercial hunt using cruel methods and is not
matter of subsistence.

a
a

Although we understand the economic reasons which
the indigenous population might adduce, we do not
consider that anything can justify wiping out a species.
\7e believe that it is in the interests of humanity as a
whole to protect all species against irreversible human
aggression. In this matter every country bears the
responsibiliry of preserving the balance of nature
which is entrusted to successive Bovernmenr.

In the second place because certain endangered species
must be protected.

Ve therefore

Vith public opinion so aroused over a period of

of the

several years on what has been called 'the baby seal
slaughter', we might well wonder why less barbaric
hunting methods were not developed sooner at a time

Commission to adopt regulations, as olher countries
have done, to ban imports into the Community of
skins and products from harp seal pups and hooded

when new techniques could no doubt have

seal pups.

support. the motion for a resolution in its
entirety and would stress in particular the imponance

been

applicadon

of point I

thereof, asking

the

found, but also

and this is perhaps the underlying
why- the expenditure involved was not
reason
- wonhwhile. !7e do not believe that this
considered
report can be regarded as an emotive document and to
those who argue against it on the grounds that humans
ought to come before baby seals, we would reply that
caring about one thing does not by any means prevent

one from being concerned about other

mawers.

Experience shows moreover that the reverse is true
and that the generous of spirit do not simply confine
their attentions to cer[ain areas. Finally it would be
difficult ro accuse the repon of failing to take account
of the economic interests of the indigenous population
of the polar regions
a fair point since they have a
real problem of survival
because in paragraph 7 the
- limited and controlled
rapporteur proposes that
hunting and trading should be authorized. There you
have, Mr President, ladies and gentlemen, the few
specific points we wanted to make.

President.

-

I call Mr Johnson.

Mr Johnson.
Mr President, I rerurned last
Thursday from- Canada, more precisely from the
Magdalene Islands in the Gulf of St Lawrence. I counr
myself privileged to have been able ro witness on rhe
ice floes the arrival of rhousands of harp seals which,
together with the seals in rhe front ice off the coasr of

Newfoundland, make up the Nonh-Vest Atlantic
herd.

Mr

President, rhese seals have travelled thousands of
miles from the Arctic to reach their breeding grounds.
\7hile I was there the pupping had begun and the
females were congregating on the whelping patches
with their white-coated pups beside them. I have travelled in many differenr pans of the world, but I would
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say that the arrival and migration of the harp seal to its
breeding grounds off the Canadian coast is a na[ural
spectacle whose magnificence rivals that of the movement of vast herds of wildebeest across [he plains of
the Seringeti in Africa.

It is argued thar rhe seal hunt is justified on five basic
grounds: that the seals are an abundanr resource
I
have heard it said rhar they are ro be harvested in-rhe
same way as seaweed is to be harvesred
rhe
- thar
method of killing is humane; thar the seals
would
damage fisheries if they were not harvesred or culled;
that the seal hunt makes an imporrant conrriburion to
the economy of rhe area and, finally, that it has the
support of the Canadian people.

I

should like briefly to take each argument in turn.
Scientific evidence suggests that the Nonh-!7est

Atlantic harp seal population was reduced in size in
1959 to 1970
by perhaps
the post-war years
- out that
50-660/o.I would point
IUCN- (International
Union for the Conservation of Nature), whose
members include some 58 governments and over 100
non-governmental organizations, now regards'endangered' as a term defined as, and I quote,'the contin-

uous operation or likely operation of deleterious
factors which, if unchecked, may lead to a steady
decline in stock'. Dr Sidney Holt, the chairman of the
Marine Mammal Committee of IUCN, stated on
3 March this year that under new IUCN criteria the

harp seal is indeed an endangered species. And
management policies ought ro reflect this situation.
This is true of the harp seal. It is true afortiori of rhe
hooded seal. In any case, even if you do accept the
argument for a cull, which I do not, you do not cull
the newborn, you kill the breeding female, if you
really have to, at the stan of her fenile life. That way
you get five deaths for the price of one.

Turning now to method. Bad weather delayed the
stan of the hunt. I did not personally witness the
method and the killing. I rely, in this context, on
comments made by others like DrJordan, the British

RSPCA, Mr Justice Allison of the Federal Court of
Canada. I did go out into the ice floes, and I find it
very hard to imagine rhat this can be a wholly humane
method of killing when you consider the sheer number
of deaths involved, the speed with which the sealers
work, hundreds of clubbings a day and the conditions
which obtain.
As to the impact on fisheries, here again I would like
to refer to the recen[ statemen[ by Dr Sidney Holt,
chairman of the IUCN Marine Mammals Committee.
'There is no doubt' he says, 'that fisheries affect
marine mammals. There is great doubl whether marine
mammals subsuntially affect fish populations.' Despite
much research, there is no clear evidence that any
whale, dolphin or seal species has had such an effect,
though many have been accused and it is now fashionable to make scapegoats of them in situations where

there has been failure to properly regulate fishing and
fish srccks have dwindled or collapsed in consequence.
As far as economics is concerned, undoubtedly considerable amounts of money are made by a few people
involved in the seal hunt, for example, the large
shipowners and pelr processors. If you take the latest
statistics in Canada
and these are the only figures I
730/o of. the -6 thousand people involved in the
have
seal hunt grossed, in 1976, less than 500 dollars. \flhen
I was there in the Magdalene Islands, it was pointed
out to us by the sealers that this might amount now, in
a good year, to 100/o of their income, and I think that
is perhaps an optimistic stalement.

On political support
even if this seal hunt does have
the suppon of all the -political parties in Canada, which

I frankly doubt (I cenainly gor a letter from Tom
MacMillan, the MP for Prince Edward Island

whom I also talked to
which indicares thar it does
not have his suppon), I- doubt if it has the suppon of
the people of Canada, judging by the volume of
correspondence I have received, and also which
Mrs Maij-Veggen has received, some of which you
see up

in the foyer roday.

Mr President, both the original resolution which I put
in 1980 and the current resolution from the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and

down

Consumer Protection, which is before the House, call
upon the Commission to propose a ban on the impon
into the EEC of products coming from young harp
and hooded seals. Also, by the way, there is an amendment from me asking for a ban on products coming
from seals whose stocks were depleted, threatened or
endangered. The European Parliament will be voting on
that resolution today. If it is passed, as I hope it will be

by an overwhelming ma.jority, it will be up to

the

Commission to prepare the necessary draft proposal. I
hope the Commission is listening very seriously today.
Few issues, as we have heard, have aroused such public
interest.

I warn the Commission that if it fails to act in response
to a resolution of this Parliament, it will actually suffer
as painfully before the power of public opinion in
Europe as those baby seals are now suffering on the
ice. The Canadian Government, and I say this with
great respect, has shown ircelf to be totally intransigent
on this issue for decades. It is now up to us to act and
to act in time to avoid next year's seal harvesl, even if

it

is too late to avoid this year's. So we expect a
It will then

concrete proposal from the Commission.
be up to the Council [o vote it through.

Among EEC countries, the Netherlands already has

a

ban. Italy has a ban. France has voluntary restrictions

on traders. Britain still impons 40 thousand skins a
year. Britain is still a major entrepdt centre. So is
Germany. Ve will expect both countries, I think, to
give real consideration now to supPorting this EEC
initiative and moving beyond their present policies
towards EEC-wide restrictions.
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Members of Parliament, Mr President, are often
accused of ravelling around from country to country,
passing enough motions, if you like, to paper a ballroom, never doing anything which really interesr the
people of Europe and never doing anphing concrete.
Vell, here is an initiative which has been passed with
only one ditsendng vote in the Committee on the
Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection. I do congratulate Johanna Maij-Veggen, I

the chairman of the Environment
Committee. Let us now pass it in this House with an
overwhelming majority.
congratulate

(Appkuse)

President.

-

I call Mr Muntingh.

Mr Muntingh.- (NL) Mr President, in June

1844,

the last surviving Great Auk was clubbed to dearh on a
small rocky island off the coast of Iceland. The Great
Auk was a very common seabird which was at home on
all kinds of islands off rhe coasr of Greenland, New
Foundland and Iceland, and was even found in British
and Scandinavian waters. In other words, it used to
inhabit precisely the same areas as the seals which are
nowadays being clubbed to death in just the same way
as the last Great Auk. Things have nor changed much
since 1844.

There are plenty more links between the fare of the
Great Auk and what is happening ro the seals roday.

'No one knew for

sure where rhe auks lived
- they
could be found alright, but nothing was known of their
activities throughout the year. Nothing was known of
their place in the ecosystem, and in fact, very little was
known at all about the status of the auks. The same is
still true of seals. Ve do not knov how many there are
of them; of course, the Canadians and the Norwegians
are bound to come up with a different estimate from
'We
do not
those whose interest. is in nature protection.
know precisely what their place is in the ecosystem,
and we cannot say for sure what effect seals have on
the other animals in the food chain. Nor do we know
for sure where seals spend the ma.jor pan of the year.

Should any disastrous accident occur, what would be
the effect on the flora,and fauna in the area? No one
knows for sure, bu! we may reasonably assume that
the effects would be catastrophic and that, Mr Presi-

for saying that we should
conserye as large a population as possible of endangered species so that, should an accident occur
- and
statistics show that an accident will occur one day
the species in question will still have a chance -of
survival.
dent, is one argument

Then, Mr President, we have the guestion of fishing.
The human race is quirc capable of fishing entire seas
are instances of that everycompletely empty
- there
where. It is therefore
not right to say thar it is human
beings who are regulating fish srccks and not the seals,
as is usually claimed. Finally, Mr Presrdent, there is
the ethical and moral aspect of killing seals. Here
again, there is precious little agreement and no clear
evidence to Bo on. The Canadians and Norwegians
claim that their hunting methods are the most humane.
The conservationists, on the other hand, say that the
methods used are appallingly brutal. Then there are
so I have heard
the Russians, who,
- kitl their
sealpups by hypodermic syringe. However litde agreemenr there may be on this point, one thing is sure in

any case, and that is that, before the eyes of its
morher, the pup has its brains clubbed in, and is
skinned and left to bleed before being dragged away.
And that, Mr President, is, in my view, a barbaric
form of trea[ment.

So, taking all these things rogether, and bearing in
mind that there have been plenry of instances in the
past
and there are plenty more where they came
from - of man's ability to exterminate very common

-

species, and given that there is no clear information on

the biological phenomenon of the seal, that there is a
very good chance of seals being adversely affected by
pollution and that terrible disasters may be expected in
the future as a result of accidents in the Arctic v/a[ers,
that man is probably capable of regulating seal populacions by his fishing methods and that what is going on
ar the moment is a morally and ethically unacceptable
form of slaughter, I think we can conclude that the
measures being proposed to this House at the moment

are reasonable, and I and my Group feel that they
should be adopted by this House.

And rhere is another side ro this whole affair. The
human race has managed over the years to pollute the
oceans to quite a substantial degree. Traces of heavy
metals and polychlorinated diphenyls have been found
in seals from the Arctic to the very far north and at the
southernmost poinrc of the globe. \flho can say what
the long-term effects of this pollution are likely to be?
Then we have the fact that everyone is frantically busy
at the moment drilling for gas and oil in the Arctic
with a view to safeguarding our energy supplies. One
of the projects being discussed in this conrext is the
arcdc pilot project, with the aim of transporting gas in
huge ice-breaking tankers from rhe coasr of Melville
Island via the coast of Greenland to Canada.

Mr President, although I said that I entirely
what has been proposed, the fact is that

agree with
do have

I

cenain reservations as to the way in which the whole
thing is being approached. In particular, there is one
aspect which I find very embarrassing and which even
seems [o contain some element of hypocrisy, and that

is the fact that we here in Europe are

concerning

ourselves with rhe fate of seals on the other side of the

in other words, with animals which can be
- in hundreds of thousands, not to say millions,
counted
and ofwhich you could therefore say [hat they are not
under direct threat in the short-term
in the longterm may be, but not in the shon-term- whereas we

ocean

-
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here in Europe have the species of seal which is more
endangered than any other species in the world. I am
ieferring to the Mediterranean monk seal, and the fate
of that species is, to my mind, a very serious matter.
The fact is, Mr President, that we are paying plenry of

attention to the splinter in rhe eye of the Canadians
and Norwegians, but overlooking the beam in our
own. !fle are simply oblivious to the fact rhar our own
Mediterranean monk seal is becoming extinct before
our very eyes.

The same goes, of course, for the seals which live in
the international l7addenzee region, the numbers of
which amount now to only a few thousand. Mr President, the monk seal, which was described by Homer,
sung of by Pliny and described anatomically by Aristotle, occupies an immensely imponant position at the
moment on our list of priorities. However righr it may
be
I agree that it is righr - to close our
- and
borders
ro seal pelm, it does seem a little
paternalistic
to lay down the law in one case and at the same rime
allow our own seal populadon to become exrinct.

Mr President, I have written a letter to a Member of
the Commission on the subject of the monk seal,
asking him to take steps to protect the species. As yet,
I have received no reply, and I hope that the Member
of the Commission will soon be in a position to do
so.

a sffonger line and take a look at what is happening in
our own pan of the world.

President.

Mr President, that is sometliing I felt I had to get off
I am pleased with the
resolution as it stands, but I believe that we must take
my chest. Let me repeat that

I call Mr Papaefstratiou.

Mr

(GR) Mr President, I am
Papaefstratiou.
naturally in favour of-rhe motion for a resolution, and
I congratulate our colleague, Mrs Maij-Veggen on
her detailed and well-documented report which, far
from exaggerating in its call for the protection and
rescue of seals, tries to take full account of the interesm of those who are involved in this affair, i.e. rhe
Canadian Government and the fishermen.

For many years, ladies and gentlemen, animals and
fish themselves took care of the balance of nature and
the protection of the environment, which is being so
badly ravaged in our times
in order to
- principally
feed the human race. It is time
for mankind to take
steps to protect in panicular those animals, those
mammals and those fish which are in danger of being
wiped out and of vanishing for ever. Nor is this simply
a show of tenderness or of academic interest
it is in

mankind's own interest to protect the environment
and the nature in which he lives.

I would,
side

Finally, Mr President, I must say that I am quite sure
that it will be a good thing if we close our borders to
impons of seal pelts from the other side of the world,
but I feel I must add that, morally, we can only nke
such a step if we make sure that our own seals are
afforded similarly effective protection. I should also
like to point out to public opinion that when, at the
end of last year, Greek conservationists raised the
alarm because Greek fishermen were threatening to
kill off 50 of rhe lasr remaining monk seals, accounting
for between 5 and 10% of the total world population,
that was something enrirely different from the total
percentage of harp and hooded seals which are being
slaughtered elsewhere. \flhen that appeal.came from
the Greek conservationists, there was no response
whatsoever, despite the fact that we issued press
releases on the subject. !7hat happened rc the fullpage advenisemenrs then? Vhat about all the rclevision programmes? And what happened to all the
letters? No response at all. Mr President, all I wish to
say is this. It is, in my opinion marvellous that the
public should be up in arms at what is happening on
the other side of the world. But I would appeal to
public opinion, and to the people of Europe, to spare a
thought for the fact that what is happening in Canada
is happening here too. Let us do something to protect
the monk seal. Time is rapidly running out, and officially, the species is all but extinct.

-

however, point out the following. The other
i.e. the Canadian Government, and the fish-

- involved have expressed certain arguments
ermen
to the effect that,- if there were to be an absolute and
stringent ban on seal-hunting, it is highly likely that
we would see the disappearance of cenain species of
fish on which the seals feed. I do not profess to be an
expert on this subject, and I am not in a position to
reply, but I have the impression that this argument by
the Canadian Government could be countered if we
recommended that hunting by private fishermen and
seal hunters with economic interests be prohibited,
leaving it to the relevant national bodies alone to take
measures if there is a danger that the species of fish
eaten by the seal may vanish. In this way, the countries
involved could take responsible and unselfish

measures.

Mr President, we can cenainly

accept the motion, and
can survive

I am sure that the European Community
without the skins of

whether they be young seals
to be talking only
about baby seals. In this context I should like to
congratulate the hundreds of thousands of citizens of
Canada and other countries who have shown such a
lively and sympathetic interest. However, I wish these
dear friends of ours, who have flooded us with letters
and other evidence of their involvement, would take a
similar interest in the violations of human rights taking
place all over the world and in the missing Cypriots,
approximately 2 000 of whom disappeared after the
illegal Turkish invasion and whose families do not
know whether they are alive or dead
to
- innot
many
mention all those missing in Argentina and

or old

seals,

seals, because people seem
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other counrries, Communist

or

otherwise, where

terrible things really are happening to innocent people.

The Community will survive without seal skins,
Mr President, but it will not survive if the European
Parliament and the Community do not become more
closely involved in protecting mankind, panicularly
the weak and the persecuted in our continent and
everywhere in the world
President.

-

!

I call Mr Moreland.

nub of this debate
- Mr President, the
and the motivation behind public concern on this issue
is primarily the method of culling the harp seal off the

Mr Moreland.

Canadian east coast. Judgment on its humanity

is

essentially subjective. I have a suspicion that I am
rather unusual in this House in that I have actually
seen the cull which is not a pleasant sight, although I
am prepared to concede that it is a relatively quick
form of killing. Nevenheless, it is rather like
Pandora's box. Mr Muntingh raised an imponant
point, namely, if we are to condemn the Canadians on
this issue we must condemn other issues where there is
a rime-lag between the knowledge that the animal is
being hunted to be killed and the actual killing. Apan

from seals within the Community, one could

also

mention fox-hunting or stag-hunting . . .

Mr Berkhouwer.

-

Fox-hunting where?

. . . Fox-hunting, Sir, in the United Kingdom, as much

I hope that this Parliament would
not condone Community preference in cruelty. I said
rhat the nub of this debarc is the method of killing the
pup seal, although the resolution goes beyond this
point. I would have preferred to see an emphasis on
urging the Canadians to improve their methods of
culling. It seems dangerous to me to suggest a ban on
impons which, in this case, is actually our ultimate
weapon against the Canadians. Do we really want to
throw away our ultimate weapon at this stage? Funhermore, paragraph 3 of the resolution goes on to
include all the earless seals in Annex II of the Vashington Convention on endangered species. My
colleague, Mr Johnson, may refer to expens' views on
populations. On this issue, as on other issues, one wifl
find a variety of experts on every side. It seems strange
that no reference has been made to the report
prepared for the Commission on this panicular issue
as anyvhere else!

by the Nature Conservancy Council, which

was

published last year. That repon indicated that the
hooded seal should come under Annex II but gave no
support to extension to other species. In this context,
paragraph 3 of the resolurion is quite dangerous. The

problem wirh the resolution is rhar it takes as its
starting point the method of culling seals as being
horrible
a point on which many people hold

- sincere views wirh which I symparhize
genuine and
but that it then goes on to stare things that should
really not be linked to that view.

I welcome the statements on the Mediterranean monk
seal. Indeed, I don't think the resolution goes far
enough here, and I hope the Parliament will support
the extra clause that I propose. I am also disappointed
that there is not more emphasis on the grey seal, particularly as there is a repon for the Commission by the
International Council for the Exploitation of the Sea,
published last year. I might add that that particular
report was requested of the Commission by whom?
from the European Parliament. So I hope that Parliament will consider less the emotional than the factual
side of this issue.

This does, of course, affect the livelihood of a number
of people. Mr Collins referred to many people who
have paid the fare to come over here. Let's make it
clear: the Canadians, the fishermen in those areas who
ae actually affected, could not afford the fares. Let us
be honest. I regard this motion as a dangerous precedent for Parliament. \fle should be very cautious in
passing it without the amendmenm that. have been
abled by me and by a number of my colleagues.

President.

-

I call Mrs Squarcialupi.

(17) Mr President, in a world
Mrs Squarcialupi.
- exploitation and the pursuit of
dominated by violence,
maximum profit it is interesting and even imponant
that a parliament such as ours should discuss the fate
of small, defenceless animals and the way in which
these animals are being killed. It is an industrialized
form of hunting, as has already been pointed out, and
not a hunt that is necessary for survival.

But there is no doubt that this report has a deeper
meaning; it reflects a will to defend the fruits of nature
and reassens the need to put an end to the indiscriminate exploitation of nature itself and the resources it
offers to Man.

On an occasion like this, however, we need to look at
things in a wider perspective and almost all the
speakers have attempted to do that. Ve must, it is
true, take the side of rhese small defenceless seals and
oppose the massacring of them, but we must also take
the side of those week and defenceless human beings
to whom we Europeans send noxious pesticides and
excess milk powder, even though we are aware that in
certain climatic and hygienic conditions they may be
dangerous and even fatal; to whom we send producm
that we no longer want ourselves precisely because
they are harmful, that is to say, all those products thar
may give employment.
(Tbe President ashed the speaher to conclude)
. . . Mr President, I gave an approximate indication of
how long my speech would last, but as a group I think
we have a lot more time. I was saying that we send
noxious pesticides, milk powder, in shon all those
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products that are harmful ro us and which we arrempr
to rid ourselves of by selling them ro others. And
whilst we are doing rhat we permit rhe sale even of
noxious products, merely in order ro exhaust supplies.
Perhaps somebody could accuse us of moralizing
rather than sticking to polirics, and might also add rhat
'business is business'. But our choices, as a parliament,
must be quirc plain; we musr. take the side of the individual
in this case, those three million individuals
- expressed
who have
their opposition to violence and
their suppon for baby seals; bur ar rhe same time we
must be credible, that is ro say, we musr see rhat business
cenainly
is business, but thar business is not
done- at someone- else's cost, whether they are human
beings or animals.

President.

-

(NL)

Mr

President, Mr

Muntingh was right. Of course, we musr consider the
Greek seals as well. The Canadians are a long way
away. Mr Collins, who is unfonunarely no longer
here, was right too.
'S7'e

are talking here about seals. Vhen we were
world hunger, and bearing in mind that

discussing
thousands

of people die of starvation every day, we
received not a single letter from Europe. That just
goes to show how irrational politics can be. However,
it does no[ detract from the facr that there is a considerable groundswell of European public opinion, which
we should not ignore and should, in fact, uke note of
with some satisfaction. Our Brirish fox-hunter, Mr
Moreland, y/as on [he scene, rogerher with a compatriot of his, June Southwonh. Together, they wrore an
anicle for rhe Daily Mail conraining the description:
'. . . brutal and bloodsoaked, it was as close to hell as I
have ever been'.

President, another thing I feel we must bear in
mind is that we have heard nothing of rhe oox populi
in Canada. The fact is that there is a very subsrantial
aox populi in Canada against seal culling. Mr Presi-

Mr

dent, let me repea[, the European Parliament has
never, in its entire existence, received such a reaction
from European public opinion. \Thether or not this is
rational, we can do nothing about it. As I said before,
politics is largely irrational on issues like this.

Mr President, speaking personally, I have received so
much correspondence that I can hardly ger inro my
office any more. The most touching letters I received
were from schoolchildren who expressed rheir hope
that this kind of thing would no longer be necessary
when they were grown up. I should like to conclude,
Mr President, with a variant on Nelson's famous
signal at Trafalgar: the European Parliament expecrs
the Commission to do its duty.

Mr

-

I call Mr Bombard.

Bombard.

gentlemen, rhinking

(FR) Mr President, ladies and
of the speakers who have gone

before D€, in parricular Mr Berkhouwer, Mr
Muntingh, Mr Chambeiron and our friend Mr
Collins, I should like to menrion the exrraordinary
groundswell of opinion for the protection of the baby
seals. And it would be all too easy ro make great play
of this sentiment by menrioning rhe amazing reacdon
three million letters
proresring against this
-slaughter
which is totally- unacceprable both in its
methods and ir aim. Such a line would be in accordance with the wishes of the people and would thus be a

very easy course.

But we are in facr concerned wirh defending a species
which serves no purpose. Ir is poinrless to kill baby
seals. In realiry, even if there is some justification for

I call Mr Berkhouwer.

Mr Berkhouwer.

President.

seal hunting by those population groups for whom seal
hundng is a tradition
provided of course tlat disappearing species are protected, and I am thinking here
of the monk seal, which has nor, as Mr Ghergo said,

-

entirely disappeared; fonunarely, there are still abour
50 in the Greek Mediterranean and we hope that it

will be possible to inrroduce rhem shortly in

some

French Mediterranean islands
the only reason for
the slaughtering of baby seals is- the fur, which will be
used for luxury coars and luxury goods. And, quite
honestly, it is no longer fashionable. This does no[,
however prevenl rhe hunters from conrinuing to kill
these animals under condirions which are shaming ro
humanity and make us blush. I shall therefore defend
here, as the three million lerrers asked us to do, rhe
lives of the baby seals and I denounce above all the
way in which all seals are killed
pups and adults
- merhod
alike
a panicularly cruel and bloody
which

-

is degrading ro humanity.

I have used up nearly all my time I should
just like, as a newcomer to this House, to say one or tc/o
things I probably ought not ro
as is my wonr.

Although

-

I

was surprised to hear Mr Berkhouwer saying jusr
novr that it had not been possible to find the signarures
required to get an emergency debare on the prevenrion
of world hunger only rhree days ago. I should just like
to point out that we are fighting wirh three million
people behind us, and I hope that we shall have these
three million people behind us when we are concerned

with saving, in the name of the environment and
ecology, an equally inreresting species
gered human child.

-

the endan-

(Applause)

President.

-

I call Mr Beyer de Ryke.

Mr Beyer De Ryke.
(FR) Mr President, ladies and
- be polidcally
gentlemen, it would
irresponsible to
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ignore such a wave of emotion as that inspired by the
slaughter of the baby seals, but it would also be
and this in my view, is even
humanly irresponsible
more imponant.

Those striving to ban the hunt have certainly
conducted a well-organized, coordinated and highly

financed campaign and

I would add rhat I

fully

support the comments just made by Alain Bombard in
hoping that 'Objective survival 82' for 5 million
I hope so
humans will gather an equal momentum
too and wish it heanily.
But when one receives letters from people in all walks

of life and of all ages who have taken the trouble to
write in this high speed age in which people scarcely
write letters any more, then we must pay attention to
the collective conscience which such a movement
reflects.

If

such indignation springs from the conscience, the
cruelty of the hunt is the cause. And suddenly, having
said the word 'hunt' it somehow strikes me as inappropriate. Hunting and hunters have their ethics and these
are known to forbid the killing of young animals. It
will no doubt be said that the hunters take to the
ice-pack for economic reasons, and some of them no
doubt do, but might their number not also include
some Sunday hunters? Might rhere not also be those
who practice a son of pagan 'Rite of Spring' which
has nothing to do with Stravinsky or Bejan?

It is said that these ghoulish acts among the icebergs,
these funeral pavans on the ice-pack, are a source of
income for Canadians, who are obliged to spend an
equal amount if not more in an unsuccessful attempt
damage done to the country's world
image. Might there not also be some political motive
behind the obstinacy of the Canadian Government? Is
it not more concerned with preserving political equilibrium in the Confederation rather than the ecological
balance? The secession of Newfoundland, even
though pointless, would increase tension within the
community. I think we should help Canadians to face
this fact; I am not trying to bully them but I should
like rc help them to find other solutions. The idea put
forward by the Franz'!7eber Foundation for drawing

to repair the

up and financing a plan for retraining baby-seal

hunters by setting up in particular workshops for the
production of fur-fabric seals seems interesting; even if
this is not the ideal solution, it is at least a practical
gesture and may form the basis for a solution.
The organization of cruises, tourism based on hunting
but this time on baby seal photograph hunting
-might also be possible. Let us, in a numhell, be imaginative rather than cruel and let that dictate our behaviour and our voting.
(Appkuse)
President.

-

I call Mr Kirk.

(DA) Mr President, in the repon under
Mr Kirk.
discussion-here today, we call on the Commission td
impose

a ban on the import of

sealskin

to

the

Community. However, I should like rc put forward a
number of viewpoints which the Commission might
.also take into account in its deliberations since there
are many omissions in the repon, which I do not
think by any means covers all the aspects of the
problem facing us. I srongly hope, therefore, that the
Commission will take note of some of the figures I
should like to quote.

It is a fact that the seal hunting which we

are

discussing is something which has existed for several
hundred years and it is also a fact that seal hunting is
carried out under the control of the competent authorities, i.e. the Canadian Government. Funhermore, it
is a fact that quotas have been fixed with a view to
avoiding wiping out the seal population. These are all
known facts and it must therefore be admitted that the
authorities involved are attempting to avoid harm

being done to the seal population. In addition, it is a
the harp
fact that the current world seal population
- numbers
seal, the monk seal and the hooded seal
some 4.3 million and this number is increasing. The
seal population in Barents Sea alone has increased by
70/o per annum in recent years and the population in

the Nonh-\(/est Atlantic increases by 2 to 30/o every
single year. Thus, we are not talking about hunting
endangered species.

Another fact, which

I

should like to bring to your

attention is that we humans are in fact in competition
with seals for the fish resources. Every seal consumes
one and a half tonnes of fish per year, and with a
population of +. 3 million, which is increasing, rhis
means that the seal population accounts for 6.5
million tonnes of fish every year in the North Atlantic

and Barents Sea. This is more fish than

the

Community has. Thus, in a world where people are
hungry for fish protein, we have a populadon which
removes 6.5 million tonnes of fish from the sea every
year. If we follow the recommendations of this report
and this results in a ban on seal hunting in Canada, the
seal population will grow to 10 million in the space of
a very few years, which would then account for 15
million tonnes of fish per year.I should therefore like

to put the following question to Parliament and the
Commission. Is this a responsible course of action
from rhe point of view of conservation poliry? Is it a
responsible act on our pan, in the light of the situation, to simply decide to put such a burden on the fish
stocks while there is hunger in the world and we have
a political task to guaranrce food supplies for the
developing countries?

Finally, it also struck me that 18 months ago when we
discussed another report, also by Mrs Maij-Veggen,
recommending the Member States to make abonion
freely available, it was the same majority as we can see
here mday which was in favour of this, i.e. in favour
of killing unborn children. Now they are objecting to
what is going on on the Canadian ice.
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President.

I

call Mrs Maij-\Teggen ro make

personal statement.

a

No

therefore dwell upon here
measures,

in

ment.

on internal Community

- regards Greece
panicular as

protection of monk

Mrs Maij-\fleggen.
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I should
like to point our to- the honourable Member that I
have never tabled a morion for a resolurion on abordon. I do not know what he is referring [o as no resolution has been mbled on rhar subject in rhis Parlia-

1-2821195

for

rhe

seals.

Before I deal further with rhis quesrion, I should like
at this point ro urge the Canadian Government and all
competent aurhorities in Canada to take the necessary
steps to put an end as quickly as possible ro rhe brutal
hunting of young seals.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Narjes, Member of the Commission.
(DE)
- interestThe
Commission has heard wirh rhe grearesr
the
excellent repon and Mrs Maij-\fleggen' s inrroductory
speech on Community rrade in seal products. Mrs
Maij-!(eggen deserves rhe special thanks of the
Commission and I should also like ro rhank people for
the many contributions to this discussion.
Ve

are concerned here wirh a complex subjecr and the
information on its various aspects is rherefore' not
always complete and to some extent is even contradictory. I should like to refer to Mr Kirk's commenrc

showing that the annual amounr of fish consumed by a
seal is according to our informarion 1Vz ronnes and
nol61/2 tonnes; this is jusr an example of rhe divergenr
and even sometimes tendentious information.

Mrs Maij-\Teggen has neverrheless managed ro give a
broad and thorough overview of the main questions
which the European Parliament has, as everyone

The question is also one of rhe human counrenance of
the world in which we wish to live. There are still no
established sciendfic principles for the preservation of
seal species.

Scientists are rather divided. The work of an objective
body already in existence should therefore be intensified in order to produce reliable dara on rhe rotal seal
population, migrarion, derails of behaviour, the birth
rate and of course also rhe death rare of seals plus
other basic data and further disagreement on merhod-

ology and data acquisition should be avoided. The
scientific commirree of rhe Nonh-Vest Arlantic fishing
organization which has both European and Canadian
members is just such an objective body and it is
already investigating harp and hooded seal population
levels. It would be desirable if Europeans and Canadians jointly adopted the necessary measures to speed
up this scientific work.

In this connecrion it

might be menrioned rhat

as

nature and the environment.

regards paragraphs I and 2 of the resolurion thar the
estima[es acknowledged for the harp seal population
of the Nonh-'I7'esrern Atlantic do not
at any rate
for the time being
indicare thar -this species is
endangered in the general
sense of she word
i.e.
- rhe
threatened with extinction. There is srill however
question of whether the presenr hunting system will
allow stocks to increase ar rhe rarger rares in the long
term or whether it will in fact further reduce them. \7e
do not share the conviction of Mr Kirk here who is
already working on rhe basis of. a 20/o annual increase
in the seal population, although we are inrerested in
exchanging information.

I

There is even greater uncenainty over the current

hunting practice. There are several questions bound up

figures for hooded seal reproduction levels. Uncertainty about the conservation of endangered species
and press opposition to rhe type of killing of young
animals I have already condemned have led to rrade
restrictions and import bans. The Unircd Srates, as

knows, been considering in depth in commirtee since
Mr Johnson' s resolution in 1980. The Commission is
fully.aware of the significance of rhis new Parliamentary initiative on narure conservation.
In view of the growing opposition from major population groups, and in panicular of youth groups againsr
young seals only a
the slaughter of seals
- especially
few days or even hours
after their binh and indeed
this repon has
often in front of the mother seal
political impon over and above-considerations of

should like therefore to state quite clearly that no
one, not even the Commission, can ignore the
condemnation by rhe European press of this brutal

with this vociferous prorest on a European scale

against the killing of young seals
- e.g. on the posias regards seal population and seal species, on rhe
trade consequences of the measures required, on the
distinction between the commercial hunting of young
seals on the one hand and the seal hunt within the
context of the subsistence economy of the indigenous
population groups in Greenland and Canada on the
other. And finally there is the question
arising

tion

direcdy from a suggestion made by Mr Muntingh,
whose letter I have already answered and shall not

already mentioned, has such a ban under the Marine
Mammals Protection Act. New Zealand also has a
similar regulation and the Swedish Parliamenr has also
recen[ly asked irs Governmenr to take similar
measures.

\Tithin the European Communiry the

measures range

within the Member Scates from an import ban on baby
sealskins in Italy and voluntary resrrictions wirhin rhe
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fur trade in France to the labelling order in the United
Kingdom and trade restrictions for all seal products
in the Netherlands. These examples from the Member
States show that these actions do prejudice the free

movement

here from the Canadian Nonh-'\flest Territories in
order to guarantee, in agreement with them, that the
raditionally accepted use of the seal stocks will not be
hindered by Community measures.

of goods within the

Community.
Community actions for the uniform application of the
free movement of goods and above ail to present a
united front to the outside world are therefore essential.

As regards external measures the Commission will
now examine all possible trade restrictions for products derived from endangered seal species or young
seals.

The Commission is prepared to go as far as is practicable from the point of view of commercial policy. It
will in panicular make use of all possible courses of
action under the EEC/Canada cooperation agreement,
but will have to take account of the GATT provisions
and not least to check what protective measures and
reprisals Canada or other suppliers would be jusdfied
in taking should unilateral impon barriers be imposed.
The Commission will thus also examine the possibiliry
of the banning of European deepsea fishing vessels
from Canadian fishing grounds in the eastern Atlantic.

As regards the Mediterranean monk seal mentioned in
paragraph 5, it is clear that this is one of the most
endangered species.of mammal in Europe and that our
measures are coming almost too late. \7e associate
ourselves fully with what has been said on this matter
by various speakers. Conservation measures are clearly
not sufficient and we shall have to rely on the creation
of seal reserves and strict application of the protective
measures prescribed by law.

The Commission is ready to play an active pan in
[hat is we have already
elaborating such measures
made contact with the Greek authorities following Mr
Muntingh's suggesrion. Thus we heard first of all that
the Greek Government had plans for two monk seal
reserves
one in nonhern Sporaden and the other on
rhe nonh- coast of Samos. Additional areas in Greece
are currently being examined. A pro8ramme was
implemented in collaboration with the International
Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural
Resources

(IUCN) and the \florld Vildlife Fund in

order to make the local population more aware of
Both the spirit and the letter of the cooperation aBree-

ment with Canada and

of GATT clearly

forbid

one-sided measures by one partner. Our first step must
and will therefore be to request that negotiations begin
immediately. This is not merely shelving the issue, but
a necessary consequence of the agreed procedure.

In connecrion with paragraph 3 of the motion for a
resolution, I am able to inform you that the Commission was, when the proposals from the Member States

were being coordinated, preparing for the fourth
meeting of the conference of parties to the Vashington agreement on in[ernational trade in endangered
species, wild animals and plants, to be held in March
1983. Thus the Commission will have an opportunity
of keeping an eye on the figures for all rypes of seal or
at least of implementing Annex II of the agreement
which provides that world rrade in seal products are to
be brought under control and excessive exploitation of
such species prevented.

these problems. Funhermore, seal stocks rn those areas
were investigated. The Commission has already promised the relevant authorities every possible suppon for
the continuation and intensification of the monk seal

conservation programme.

Finally, as regards paragraph 8 of the motion for a
resolution, I can assure this House that the Commission will continue with irc present policy in the field of
conservation of the entire marine environment and
rake any steps necessary. I hope that this debate has
constituted a turning point in world seal conservation
policy.
(Applause)

President.

-

The debate is closed.

The motion for a resolution will be put to the vote at
the next voting time.

In this connection and in accordance with paragraph 4
of the resolution, the Commission will not only
examine but

will also advocate possible Community

measures for seals in conjunction with the draft directive on the implementation of this agreement in the

12. Community education programme

Community.

I might, at this point,

mention again what we are
obliged to Mrs Maij-lTeggen for stressing
that the
- not be
indigenous population of the polar area must
hindered in their traditional seal hunt. The Commission has already begun, on the basis of those suggestions, to make contact with the population groups of
Greenland and now also with a delegation represented

The next item is the repon (Doc. 1-845/
President.
81), drawn-up by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase on behalf of the
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon, on a Community programme in the
field of education.

The debate will also include the following oral ques-

tion (Doc. l-1099/81) to the Commission by Mr
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Schwencke on behalf of the Committee on Youth,
Culture, Education, Information and Spon:
Subject: Recognition of diplomas and cenificates

The Commission is obliged pursuant to the preamble of
the EEC Treaty, to 'lay the foundations of an ever closer
union among the peoples of Europe' and 'to ensure the
economic and social progress' of the Member States of
the Community'by common action'. Under Anicle 57 of
the EEC Treaty it must present proposals to the Council,

'which

shall,

.

. acting unanimously during the first

stage and by a qualrfied majority thereafter, issue direc-

tives for the mutual recognition of diplomas, cenificates
and other evidence of formal qualifications.'

Unfonunately, rhe Commission has not taken adequate
steps to fulfil this obligation in spite of the European

Parliament's numerous enjoinders

(Doc.

43/74).

Twenty-five years after the EEC Treaty was signed there
is little mutual recognition of diplomas and degrees on
the pan of the Member States and neither freedom of
establishment nor freedom to provide servrces (Articles 48 and 49 of the EEC Treary) has been implemented
fully.

l. Vhat proposals has the Commission put forward
for directives on rhe mutual recognition of
diplomas, cenificates and other evidence of formal
qualifications and what factors or which Member
Smtes' governments were responsrble for their
failure?

2.

Vhat

stage.

'Managing' rhe transformation which we are called
upon to carry our requires from us, the polidcal classes
of the \7est, a converging plurality of approaches if we
are to avoid being swept away by it.

It would be difficult for anyone ro deny in rhe absrracr
that, amongst these many approaches, the approach
based upon educarion policy is destined ro become,
more and more, one of the cardinal instrumenr for
'managing' the transformarions. Ir would be just as
difficult to deny, after so much analysis and research,
both official and unofficial, inrernational and narional,
that the very strucr.ure of rhe educational sysrems we
have inherited from the ninereenth cenrury has been
called inro quesrion by the growing imponance of lifelong education, by sandwich courses, by critical exam-

ination of the learning process, by rhe need for an
educational sysrem rhar will rake accounr of the
growing imponance of professional, social and
geographical mobility and of the difficulties inherent
in the transition ro adult life.

directives (pursuant to Article 57 of the EEC

Treaty) are in force in the Community and have
they had any appreciable effect in helping people to
'take up and pursue activities as self-employed
persons', pafticularly in the case of the 'medical and

allied and pharmaceutical professions' (Anicle
(3))

inflection to the very processes of acrive social inregration, can arise neither from pragmadc adjusrmenm of
the way we 'govern', nor from the automatic effects of
the economic system
moreover, seems
- which,
completely out of conrrol
nor from the recurrenr
- restricred to the national
illusion of political revolution

57

?

3. Vhat

does the Commission inrcnd to do, and
within what timescale, to futfit its Treaty commitment in this field including non-academic qualifications?

I call the rapporteur.

Mrs Gaiotti de Biase, rapporteur.

(17) Mr Presi-

- that education
dent, ladies and genrlemen, ir seems
policy is not a topic that provokes a 'mass mobilization', or that merits ar leasr as much time as the topic
of baby seals.,Let us hope thar the lack of response ro
the crisis of young people does nor result in a new
1958 for Europe, a new, bitter and dangerous gap
between the generations, perhaps less easily 'manageable' than the previous one.

Inside this house and outside

it

reminders

of

unem-

ployment among young people and women, of
regional disequilibria and European backwardness, of

of the growing link berween the polidcal
role of Europe, the renewal of rhe movement rowards
economic integrarion, and cultural policy has now
dawned even at rhe Council of Ministers, in the form
of the Genscher-Colombo Document. As a sign of the
goodwill
still vague and ill defined
rhat
- though
- react
represents, Parliament. must
this Document
with a body of proposals and initiarives designed co
put the Council of Ministers in a situation where it is
obliged to respond with concrete actions ro rhe many
expressions of goodwill.
Awareness

It seems
and I should like rc mke advanmge of rhis
occasion,- even if rhe topic is not strictly relared to
whar we are mlking about
that the coming meering
- on
of the European Council has
its agenda rhe signing
of an agreement to set up a cultural foundation.
Parliament, however, should not permit the setting up
of a foundation which is dependenr for funding on the
Community budget with anicles of associarion that are
completely inter-governmental, in other words a foundation that does not resemble an institurion of the
Community intended to promore a common cultural
policy, but which almost looks like an insrumenr
designed to keep this policy our of the Community.

I have the honour of submitting to
Parliament today and which was approved by rhe

the situation of migrant workers and rhe social crisis
on our continent arcvery frequent occurrences.

The repon which

Vith

dissendng vote is being submitted at the right momenr

future, the power to 'govern' modern society, which

to open a dialogue with the Council and to make a
contribution, even an institutional contriburion, to our

requires innovations, flexibility, responsibility, a new

debate.

each day that goes by we are more aware thar
the answer to the challenges of the present and of rhe

Committee on Youth and Culture with only one
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This repon, and the motion for a resolution that goes
with it, Mr President, have been called ambitious and
Utopian by some people. In fact, however, anyone

powers, in accordance with the Commission's docu-

who has read the repon knows that, as far as its
concrete proposals are concerned, it confines itself
almost completely rc repeating faithfully what had
already been said in the Council of Minisrers' resolution of 1976, repearing one or two funher headings
which have already been broached by the Commission's proposals and the Council's decisions on new
technologies sandwich courses, the effects of demo-

(Applause)

graphic changes etc.

ment

of

1975.

President.

-

I call Mr Schwencke.

(DE) Mr President, I am not
Mr Schwencke.
speaking on behalf of the Socialist Group but in order
to present an oral question by the Committee on
Youth and Culture. I should like this to be made clear.

Emphasis is given with panicular attention and panicular force to those headings in the resolution
concerning the problem of the transition from school
which, in our opinion, is of central
to working life

-linguistic education, the education of
imponance
immigrants' -children, equality, and opportunities for

IN THE CHAIR: MR

KLEPSCH

women etc.
Vice-President

It is hard to see how a vote by this Parliament which
confines itself to calling upon the Council to carry out
it decided to do six years ago could be called
ambitious and excessive. Howeve(, if this repon is

what

ambitious, it is arnbitious at a different level: in its
claim to deal fundamentally, once and for all, with the
reasons for the delays and hesitations, the recurrent

uncenainties

and the equivocations which

President.
Mr Schwencke, there is an agreement.
- political groups to the effect that when
between the
oral questions are put the speaking time taken up by
the question is subtracted from the total speaking time
allotted to the group in question.

have

accompanied the Community education programme,
to base it on that legal and political foundation which
was already evident in rhe 1976 resolutions, so as to
protect it once and for all; from the restrictive challenges and interpretations which have threatened it so
far ...

(DE) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Schwencke.
- not like to begin my explanation
gentlemen, I should
of rhe reasons for this oral question without thanking
my colleague Mrs Gaiotti de Biase for her extremely
imponant report on education policy.

(Tbe President urged the speaker to conclade)

Mr President, not a day goes by in the Europe of the
Ten wirhout the freedom of movement guaranteed to

Thank you, Mr President, you and the baby seals.

I must say that I did think that a report of this kind did
at least deserve ten minutes of Parliament's time. I
shall attempt to confine myself to the five extra
minutes that have been granted me.

Parliament must rigorously build the foundations of
this policy and make its own contribution to turning it
into a consistent whole.

\flhich foundation?
No-one is attempting to take education policy away
from national responsibilities. Awareness of the diversity of our scholastic traditions and their positive
hisrcrico-polidcal value goes hand-in-hand with
reasoned criticism of centralistic models. lfhat we are
asking, fundamentally, is that educational policy
should be based on the model of political cooperation
as an institutional model, and not as a form of cooper-

to the changeable goodwill of the
Member States but as an organized form of cooperadon subsidiary to the exercise of the appropriate
ation entrusted

our citizens being infringed, in that somewhere,
someone is in fact not being allowed to pursue his
occupation without hindrance. That is a European
scandal, to pu[ it mildly. Today, on the eve, as it were,
Rome
Treaties, we are only just beginning to guarantee the
right of establishment and the right to provide services
which are enshrined in these Treaties.

of the 25th anniversary of the signing of the

This non-compliance with the requirements of rhe
Treaties has been reflected ricently in the questions
that have been asked in this House by orher Members:
complaints, questions and petitions on the recognition,
or actual iron-recognition, of university degrees and
non-academic diplomas. The range of examples goes

from the non-recognition of a veterinary surgeon's
professional qualificadons in Belgium to the difficulry
experienced by a self-employed hairdresser in serting
up in another Member State. In orher words: we are
so far from the desired aim that not even a teacher of
problem children or a social worker meets with officiil

acknowledgement in respect of his work with his
fellow countrymen in another Member Sure where
they are working.
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The Treaties are quite unambiguous on this point.
They oblige the Commission and the Council ro
prepare and enact appropriare directives. In the oral
question which I have to presen[ here on behalf of rhe

Committee on Youth and Culture I quote, as an
introduction to the three quesrions, rhe preamble to
the Treaty, which expressly obliges rhe Council

'to lay the foundatrons of an

ever closer union among
rhe peoples of Europe'and'to ensure the economtc and
social progress of their countries by common action'.

President.
- I call the Group of she European
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr Hahn.

(DE)

Mr

Presidenr, ladies

and

gentlemen, the Group of rhe European People's Pany
thanks Mrs Gaiotti de Biase for her full and comprehensive report. It sets out a lot of original and laudable
ideas, but it is also distinguished by profound knowledge of the matter at hand. The twofold aim of rhis

repon is wholeheanedly supponed by the Group of
the European People's Pany.

How much unhappiness have young persons who are
staning out in their first lobs been caused by the
non-enactment

of

In

appropriare direcdves!

this

respect both the Council and the Commission deserve
serious rebuke. The EEC Treary states specifically
in Anicle 57, paragraph
that directives for the

mutual recognition

Iof diplomas,
examination

-

cenifi-

cates and other evidence of formal qualifications must

be issued. In other words, the question of mutual
recognition clearly covers not only academic qualifications but also certificates awarded to persons who
have completed courses of professional training,
so-called normal professional qualifications.

The Institutions of the European Communiry are
reminded in this repon of the need for a common
education programme. This situation has arisen
because of insufficient commitment, ircelf the resulr of

a misunderstanding of the imponance of education
policy for the European Community, but also of an
excessively narrou/ interpretation of the Treades of
Rome. There is also, however, a failure [o put the
declared intentions of the Council and Commission
into practice, and here I am referring to the remarks

Mr

Schwencke has just made on behalf of the
Committee for Youth and Culture, which I emphasize
once more.

The purpose of this oral question is to call upon the
Council and the Commission to acknowledge this sin
of omission which they have committed in panicular
young people,
it once more
- against
-andtoatemphasize
last rc fulfil better the tasks which the Treaties
impose upon them.

The Commission, which will answer this

question

today, as the Council will certainly do next month, has

demonstrably

failed altogether to give

some

momentum to this question of mutual recognition. I
see no reason for, and in panicular no sense in,
passing the buck to yet another officia[ body, either rc
the Council or even to Parliament. The Commission's
grave shortcomings are evident, since otherwise the
outlook for young people in the universities in Europe
would not be so black.

There is amplp proof that the European Parliament
itself has always been a motive force in this field of
education policy. I am thinking, amongst other things,
of the urgent report by Mr Hougardy, which was
drafted as long ago as 1974 and was approved by
Parliament with a [arge majority. In this repon the
Council and the Commission are called upon finally to
comply with the requirements of Article 57 of the
Treaties. In the last eight years little, all too little, has
been done. I should have been happy if an urgent oral
question by the directly elected European Parliament
had not proved necessary. But I believe that it is
entirely in keeping with the spirit of the excellent
report. prepared for us by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase to draw
attention here today to this lacuna in the Commission's education policy.

Of course, this view of the matter also involves the
European Parliament which, panicularly during the
discussion of the 1981 budget, significantly reduced
the appropriations for the education sector, thereby
bringing imponant activities which were already under
way to a halt.
The second aim achieved by the repon is the compilation of a list of all the possible and vital activities
carried out by the European Community in the field of
education. In so doing, the report respects the basic
principle of European culture, namely that the individuality of national cultures and cultural trends must
remain inviolate. European culture
to quote the oft

repearcd formula
consists of unity
and that is the way-it should remain.

in multiplicity,

But even if we take account of this, there remain many
problems and tasks which must be solved by us jointly.
I should like to touch on only one or two of the essential questions, since it is not possible to deal with all
the details in this debate. The European Community
must abandon its one-sided concentration on economics and agriculture and give to the field of culture
and, in particular, education the imponance which it
unquestionably merits in any modern society, and

especially

in

Europe. Otherwise the European

Community is condemned to decay, since the people
of Europe will not be able rc identify with such a
Community. A Community that confines irc attention
to economics and agriculture is an incomplete structure which is only held together by self-interest. It will
only survive as long as the members consider that they
stand to gain from it. The spiritual and emotional
bond, however, is absent from such a Community.
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A

sense of identificadon is only possible where people
feel that they are united by bonds of common blood or
common destiny and can, ultimately, identify with the
values of a common culture. This latter is the crucial
element for Europe.'We have a common history deter-

mined by our vast common cultural history, from
which the modern world has grown.
But even if we proceed on the basis of a narrow interpretation of the Treaties of Rome, we are forced to
admit that a modern competitive economy depends
upon the achievement of the research and education
sector. If we in Europe fall behind in the intellectual
race and become uncreative, we will not be able to
withstand the competition from the USA, Japan and
other countries.
Europe's greatest capital asset is its educated citizens.

These include both scientists and manufacturing
workers. And every one of us knows that the produc-

tive modern agriculture of Europe is

equally
dependent on the farmers, who bring to farming the
necessary inteilectual and educational requirements. I

therefore call upon you to support Mrs Gaiotti
Biase's motion for a resolution.

de

I want to draw attention briefly to four points. First of
clearly a major problem
all, youth unemployment
No one could possibly
through the entire Community.
deny that youth unemployment must have a connection with a failure in our educational systems. Vhat is
wrong with our education and raining systems that so
few young people can find jobs straight away? The
report talks about a new conception of the relationship
'training
and work. I
between education, vocational
understand that the Commission has great ideas on
this matter, and I look forward to hearing Commissioner Richard outline some of them today.

The second point: the equivalence of qualifications,
rhe subject of the oral question. Some time ago I was

for the Committee on Youth, Culture,
Education, Information and Sport on the subject of
architectural qualifications, and I discovered to my
horror that this Parliament pronounced on that draft
directive as long ago as 1968, since when nothing, or
practically nothing, has happened. I really do urge the
Commission to drive much more strongly, as Mr
Schwencke said, for making the European Community
work in this panicular sector.
rapporteur

Thirdly, language teaching. I

have pointed out several

rimes that since Britain joined the

President.

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr President, the speech we have
Mr Patterson.
just heard from-Mr Hahn illusrates a paradox which I
find it extremely difficult to explain ro my constituents. Education is clearly the foundation of our
society and our civilization, and yet it is only at the

very fringes of the Community. 'We do have an education committee, and I believe the Education Ministers
meet; but when they do meet, it is not within the
framework of the Council. Their meetings are purely

informal.
consequences. (I see the
Commissioner shaking his head, so I stand corrected;
perhaps he will explain.) It does have fruitful consequences: for example, cooperation between the
Member States in the way of swopping good practices.
And, I can add, cooperation and swopping good practices at the level of local education as well.

This can have fruitful

I could pay tribute to the Commission here,
for they do an enormous amount of good work with

European

Community, the standard of language teaching in our
schools appears to have fallen steadily. Ve have fewer
assistants in our schools than we did beforehand, and
this is deplorable. There were Commission proposals

language teaching, and I wonder what has
happened to them. Indeed, I wonder what has
happened to all those so-called blocked dossiers which
arose from rhe 1976 programme. Has the Commission

on

forgotten about them?

I now end with three more questions. First of all, what
has happened with the blocked dossier on the study of
Europe and the European Community in schools?
Vhat has happened to the Kreyssig Fund, something
which this Parliament has voted for on numerous
occasions? Finally, what is with Eurydice? !fle are rcld

that Eurydice is the great project for data on educadon
available to all education authorities, and yet every
lime we try and find out how to get hold of this data,
we are told it is not fully operative. Vhen will it be

fully operative, Mr Richard?

Perhaps

extremely limited resources. For example, the students
handbook which the Commission publishes is of great

to students who wish to follow courses in different
Community countries. The tragic thing is that it is so
very little known, and something more could be done
by way of publicity.
use

President.

-

I call rhe Liberal and Democratic Group.

Mrs Pruvot.

(FR)

Mr

President, ladies and

gentlemen, the -Liberal Group would first of all like to
thank Mrs Gaiotti di Biase for this excellent repon
which she has presented rcday on behalf of the

Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, InformaBut even rhe swopping of good practices is really not
enough. Mrs Gaiotti's report draws attention to the
fact that there is a firm basis in the Treaties for a
Community educational policy.

tion and Spon.
In my opinion, this report has a significance which far
outstrips the limited cultural and educational aspects
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of exisring Community policies. I have already stated
on several occasions in rhis House that although there
is no provision in rhe Treary for the organizarion of a
Communiry educarion policy, no one roday would
dispute the need for Community action in rhis area.
The attainmenr of rhe European Union will depend
largely on rhe interest and awareness shown by the
Community's 50 million or so young persons in future
years. The development of such a policy will require
close collaborarion berween the different Communiry
institutions. In my opinion, the success of the
Community education programme is vital, not only to
the creation of equal job opportuniries for young
people on the European labour market, but also ro the
of a first generarion of truly European citi-

;:."1:,."

To this end, we are nor calling for the education policies of the Member States to be subjecred ro a series of

Community directives, which could be regarded as a
threat to the autonomy of narional culrural idenrities,
but rather for closer and more active coordination of
education policies ar Community level and for the
implementation of new Community measures in this

sector,

in

particular as regards rhe rcaching of

languages, mutuaI recognition of diplomas, exchanges
between students from different Member Srares, etc.
in
words, all the projecrs currenrly being
-studiedother
by rhe Commission's departments. In this
respect, although we may wish to reaffirm our belief in
the validiry of the priorities set our in the educarion

the quibbling interpretations of rhe Treaty df Rome is
not a Community matrer, but a purely narional affair.

It

should be pointed our rhar rhe further we move

away from our legal basis, rhe more vague and imprecise the statemenrc ger. I cannor go along with others
in congratulating the rapporteur since, as far as I can
see, it is probably the most nebulous and disjointed

attempt

to

wangle the Community's way inro the

education sector [hat we have so far seen.

Pre-school educarion and the education of children,
adults and older persons are being lumped rogerher
under the heading of continuing education, education
aimed at developing rhe character is being mixed up
with vocational training and so many jusrifications are
given for all this over-zealous acrivity that one smells a
rat. One minute rhere is ulk of rhe technological reorganization of society and the next minure the free
movement of workers. Then there is unemploymenr,
the errors of youth, including drug abuse, and, last bur
not least, a plea for Community propaganda in the
schools, which is probably whar rhis is really all about.
The realization thar it is a good idea ro give an assurance that narional peculiarities will be respected
having learnt from previous unsuccessful arrempr -ar
taking the education sector by storm
does not make
the situation any clearer. However,-in spite of rhese
assurances, the net result would be Communiry srandardization at rhe expense of the righr of the individuaI Member Srares to self-dererminarion.

programme adopted by the Council of Minisrers, as
does Mrs Gaiotti de Biase in her resolurion, I also
believe that this House, while voting in favour of the
motion, should pu[ on record its immense dissarisfaction at the Council's inability to follow up rhe vasr
majority of the positions and resolutions which it has
adopted in the field of education.

There is one proposal in all this verbiage, i.e. for the
establishment of an Advisory Commirtee for Education,
but this is not gone into. For rhe resr, ir is European

\(ie shall be voting in favour of Amendments Nos I
and 2 nbled by Mr Estgen, which in our opinion help
rc clarify certain points in the text. Ve are as/are rha[

smuggle Community influence

the subject covers a very broad field, which no doubt
explains the length of the text. To conclude, Iadies and
gentlemen, I should like to express a wish which, I
hope, is yours [oo: that today's debate, and the motion
which we adopt, will encourage our countries' representatives on the Education Council to provide a much
needed boost
education.

for Community acrion in the field of

ideological bluster, acrimony and irritation at the
Council which is thinking twice before commitring
imelf to infringing the Treaties.

It

should,

I

rhink, be realized, rhat these arremprs ro

on

educarion in

through the back door, known as vocational training,
is a lost cause. It is impossible and ir should be realized that there is by now such public awareness of
these tricks that one governmenl ar leasr would nor
survive the attempts to smuggle Communiry objectives
into the education secror. I am thinking, of course, of
the Danish Government.
President.

-

I call the Socialist Group.

Groups and

(NL) Mr President, I always feel
Mrs Viehoff.
- ro Mr Bogh
tempted to react
bur I will restrain myself
once more, since if I stan there is no knowing where
all this will end.

(DA) Mr President, it is very odd that
Parliament,- which cannot manage to get through its
more legitimarc business, should again be mking time
to discuss the education sector which, in spite of all

I should like to begin, in connection with rhis reporr,
by reading out something from a brochure by the
Commission on the European Community in educa-

President.

I call the Group for the Technical Coor-

- Defence
dination and

of Independent

Members.

Mr Bogh.

tion:
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The developing European Community ts not .yust about
the free movement of goods between the nine member
countries. The obiectives of the Community as stated in
the founding Treaties are to bring together the peoples
of Europe and to improve their living and working
conditions. Even though the Treaties make few explicit
references to education these twin objectives elevate it to
a central position in the process of constructing Europe.
Bringing together the peoples of Europe implies a
greater understandrng of the way of life and language of
neighbouring countries and also requires the extension
of exchange programmes, particularly for young people.
The European Treaties give every Community citizen
the right to live and work in the country of his or her

choice.

To make this right effective, a number of

linguistic and administrative obsacles need to

be

removed. Schools receiving the children of migrant
workers must also be able to give them a more suitable
education. Improving living and working condittons
depends on education. Education enables a whole range

of

socially or personally handicapped grouPs to garn
to a less unequal and more satisfying social life;

access

Education is inseparable from employment and vocational retraining policies which have been highlighted

for Community action by the founding Treaties. The
history of Community cooperation in the educational

field suned in 1971 with the meeting of Education
Minisrcrs from Community countries. In Paris, in 1972,'
the Nine's leaders gave rhe fundamental go-ahead by
underlining the necessrty to develop rhe Community's
social and human aspects. In 1974, the European
Commission put forward its first proposals. The Education Ministers of the Nine, agreeing on the need to preserve the originality of educational traditions and policies in each country, srressed the value of developing
cooperation in a cenain number of prrority

3:::::".

These included the education of migrant workers and
a
their families and we have seen what came of it

directive which hardly a single Member State has
implemented. The other sectors included:

the education of migrant workers and their families,
establishrng closer relations between the various educational systems, particularly in higher educatron, as well
as the development of an information and statistical

. faciliry at the Community level, the

improvement of
foreign language teaching and encouraging the mobility
of pupils, students and researchers, particularly by
removing adminrstrative and social obstacles to free
movement and by the mutual recognition of diplomas.

Mr Schwencke

has just mentioned this last poinr and

over two million from the education budget for 1981.
The negative consequences of this are that the planned
extension of education programmes for migrant
workers and their children and cooperation in the field
of higher education cannot be put into practice. On
rop of this, the activities approved in principle by the
Council of Education Ministers in 1980, i.e. admission
policy and mobility in higher education, foreign
language teaching, equal opportunities for girls in
education and the preparation of girls for working life
have been postponed, and since this item has not been
reinstated in the budget for 1982, this postponement is
likely to go on for some time longer. And as you
know, postponement can lead to cancellation, which,
we fear, is most likely.

Mrs Gaiotti de Biase's repon should not really have
been necessary,. but this was unfortunately,not the
case, since it points out many shoncomings which sdll
exist.

Mr President, I should like finally to draw your attention to another passage, this time from a document
from the Economic and Social Committee, which
stares rhat it will be impossible to achieve the economic
and social objectives of the Community unless
economic and social policies are accompanied by an
appropriate education policy aimed not only at strenBthening the Member Stares from the ecomomic point
of view but also at enriching and intensifying the lives
of the individual citizen. The future prosperiry of the
Community, its standard of living and qualiry of life

depend on an imaginative and effective education
policy.

Mr President, the Commission and, in panicular, the
Council, should take this to heart and get away from
the attitude, which is still held by a majority, that the
Community is only an economic Community. !7e are
afraid that this attitude might turn out to be fatal for
the future of the Community. The Community
consists of millions of people and they expect to see
something
not only fine words and publications but
- Let us hope that Mrs Gaiotti's report
real action.
might give the impetus for acrion of this kind. My
Group intends to vote in favour of this report.
President.

nothing has so far come of this either. The document
conunues:

Mr

on this the Nine adopted the first programme of
educational cooperation rn February 1975 which was
complemented in December of the same year 6y specrfic
intiatives dealing with rhe transirion from school to work
a problem which is becoming increasingly imponant
-given the present economic crisis and growing unemployment amongst young people. The implementron of
Based

this programme is taking place at rhe present momenr.

This is all well and good, but what happens in practice? As

Mr Hahn

has already said, the

Council deletes

-

I call rhe

non-atrached Members.

Eisma.
(NL) D'66 gives rhis report irs wholeheaned backing.
Unfortunarely, however, oprimism it
reflects is not entirely in keeping with rhe harsh realities of the situation. For example, the political problems which must be overcome before a start. can even
be made on mosr of the wishes listed in paragraph 2l
are passed over rarher lightly and paragraph 12
deplores the fact that the Education Ministers meer so
rarely and suggesrs thar Educarion Councils should be
held more frequently. However, meerings were twice
cancelled in 1979 and 1980 because cenain Member
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States refused [o come to decisions in the Council. For
example, certain Member Smtes will nor hear of any
influence whatsoever on the pan of Brussels in the

field of language teaching. Ir is rrue that the Council
as my colleagues have already mentioned, adopted

-a resolution

on the changeover ro vocational training
but it failed to reach any decisions in its meerings in
1980 and 1981. In fact, the Council has nor managed
to produce anything since 1976 because of certain
members refusing to agree. Thus, we have no
Community education policy and in suggesting that

of paragraph 21. The same is true in the

case

of

rhe

utopian visions reflected in paragraph 24 regarding the
comprehensive system of continuing education, alrernation of work and study and flexible training at

Community level.

To sum up, Mr President, the ideals set out in

the

repon are excellent and we shall be glad to give them
our support, in the hope that all rhe Member Stares

will play their pan in putting them into practice

so that
our pessimism will be shown to have been unfounded.

one might come into being, the repon reflects an
unfonunately unbounded optimism. However, whar

we do have is cooperation in cerrain areas and
exchange of ideas, and this must naturally be strengthened and extended.

Mr President, the reason for this lack of a policy is
that certain Member States do not regard the
Commission as comperenr in rhe field of educarion.
This does not apply in the case of vocational training
since the competency of the Commission is recognized
by all the Member States in this area, since it is considered as coming under social policy. I find it remark-

able that this report barely mentions the activities of
the Council of Europe in the field of education as the
meetings of the Education Ministers in the context of
the Council of Europe are not, I think, any less important than the meetings within the context of the
Community. Indeed, in this very field of continuing
education, and training of the aesthetic awareness etc.,
the Council of Europe has done a great deal. \fle in
the Community of the Ten should not either let the
work of the 2l members of the Council of Europe pass
us by or duplicate it. These activities could at least
have been mentioned in rhe resolution of explanatory
statement.

'!7e also regard the 17th indent of the preamble, for
example, as extremely optimisdc. Incidentally, I made
it the 17th indent but when are we going to get around

to

numbering these indents

each

or giving them a letter

?

Unfonunately, we also regard the view that the Treaties provide the legal basis and the necessary political
framework as misleading because of its optimism. In
the Dutch version, the last phrase of paragraph 17
speaks of greater equivalence between the 'curricula
oitae'. The word 'oitae'may well be an error of translation, but I cannot see the Member Srares harmonizing the curricula of comparable educational establishments at rhis stage.

In the Netherlands, the government is having the greatest difficulty in doing this at national level and the
universities are not even competent in this respect.

'!7e also, therefore, unfortunately take a pessimistic
view of the possibilities of carrying out, for example,
the proposals contained in the second and third indent

President.

-

I call Mr Pedini.

Mr Pedini.

(17)

Mr

President, ladies

and

Bentlemen, we must give rhanks ro Mrs Gaiotti de
Biase, who has elevated the cultural level of this issue.

The harmonization of educational programmes is a
commitment that has occupied the attention of our
Parliament since the moment ir became an elecred
Parliament. The justification for rhis commirmenr is ro
be found in the Treaties and, en passant, permit me to
inform Mr Bogh that I do not believe that the Danish
people, when they elected ro join the Communiry, did
so because they wanted entry to a vast super-market; I
think they wanted to become pan of a community thar

expecm from DenmArk rhat important contribution
that Nordic culture can give to European culture.

I must pay tribute to Commissioner Richard and to the
Commission for having adminisrcred what little has
been achieved in the pasr, even during rhe 'year of
economiis', that is, rhe year when the budget was cur.
But once again we are grareful ro rhis Parliament,
which made appropriate funds available this year,
albeit to a very limited extent and has agreed ro give
the commitment on education a priority posirion in
our budget. Vhat is more, Mr President, it is clear
that it is not possible ro guaranree the development of
the Community, ia ability ro deal wirh the problem of
innovat.ion, the new international economic order and
the entry of new technologies into the market if we do
not also prepare the citizens of Europe to rranslate
these innovations of our age into their equivalents in
terms of civilized values.
Addressing myself now, in the shon space of rime that
I have been granted, [o the Commission, and in panicular to Mr Richard, I should like to ask him whether,
amongst the various things specified by Mrs Gaiotti de
Biase, he feels he can accept that pan that concerns
the battle against unemployment among young people.
And this is why I think that the useful experiments

which the Commission is carrying out in the field of
pilot programmes on the transition from school to
working life are of fundamental imponance and must
be strengthened.

In the same way I would like to ask you, Mr Richard,
to give the appropriarc publicity in every university to
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the good results that are being obtained by the experi-

ments carried out by various universities in the ten
Member States of the Community in the field of
common university curricula. This is an imponant
experiment, and it is also a contribution to a topic
which many people have brought up here: the mutual
recognition of diplomas and degrees, which cannot be
a purely formal matter but must be the result of a close
rapprocbemen between rcaching practices in the
various Member States.

I look forward,

perhaps, to the setting up
European educational institutes.

Jf funhe.

Mr President, let us remember that one of the principles is to ensure the economic and social progress of
the people of Europe.

I look for the abolition of obstacles to the free movement of people and to the mutual recognition of
diplomas, certificates and other evidence of formal
qualifications.

I give credit to Mrs Gaiotti de Biase for having drawn
together the threads of this long debate, that has occu-

pied the attention of our committee: the report highlights the things that are of national responsibiliry and
the things that are the responsibility of the Community
and the findings of the report should henceforth be
considered basic Community philosophy, which
should no longer be questioned.

Turning again to Mr Richard, I should like to ask him
whether, amongst the initiatives that are of personal
those same young
imponance to young people
people who might not be satisfied, if they could see the
miserly amount of time we give to discussion of these
he does not think it
topics in our agenda today
- into, at the least,
possible to launch experiments

mutual exchanges

of information in the field of

Community service, something that concerns all the
young people of the Member States of the Community
by now. If it is true that they are destined to become
citizens of Europe it would be a good idea to launch
some experiments in this area involving rhe Forum de
la Jeunesse and other services.

Ve

are just on the point, as Mrs Gaiotti de Biase

and we hope, it will happen, under the
reminded us
of inaueffect of the -Genscher-Colombo proposals
gurating the European Cultural Foundation.- This is an
imponant fact. It would be a good idea if Parliament
expressed an opinion on the purpose of this foundation. But I should like to say, Mr Richard, that what
we shall be concerned with is not so much the commitmenr ro set up Community institutions in the fields of
culture and education, which are cenainly very imporrant, but the need to provide a stimulus to existing
schools and existing institutions to get them to function with a European outlook and in a European
dimension.

So I hope rhat this foundation will become a secular
arm which you, Mr Richard, can use ro infuse a European consciousness throughout the educational system
of our countries.
President.

-

I call Miss Brookes.

Miss Brookes.
Mr President, ladies and gentlemen,
I look forward -to the establishment of European cooperation in the field of education as a contribution
towards the development of the Community.

There may be reservations about some of the proposals in this repon. \7e may not all approve of a
uniform system of secondary education or of a
standard record card. \7e know that inadequate
rraining policies may give rise to serious bottlenecks
and an imbalance in mobility. This has already been
seen in rhe field of new technology. But provisions
guaranteeing freedom of movement are meaningless if
rhe citizens of the Community find themselves unable,
as the result of fundamental differences between their

to adapt easily to the
social and work environments of other Community
countries. The Community's own cohesion, it has been
argued, may depend on the possibility of genuine
cultural and educational cooperation and the recognition of common objectives through education. Only
respective educational systems,

one in two hundred Community studenrc in higher
education study in a Member State other than their
own! It would, of course, like to see more students

taking advantages of courses on offer. I think we
should strive to make it possible for students to
transfer, without loss of acquired rights, from a higher
education course in one Member State to a similar

another, and I think it should be made
for students [o pursue post-graduate studies
for people to take up employment or to stan selfemployment in one Member State with qualifications

course

in

possible

acquired in another Member State.

Mr President, I reluctantly bow to the chair. I

have

not quite finished, but I will bow to your order.

President.

-

I call Mrs Boserup.

(DA) Mr President, the worn-out
Mrs Boserup.
- of a joint
education programme has
old hobby horse
been brought out again, so once more I have to
protest. This is not a gu[ reaction from a pany which is
opposed to our membership of the Community, but
rather, which is more imponant, an indication of the
legal limits of Danish membership. A common education system in the European Communiry would be in
conflict wirh our constitution, and rhis is something of
which we take a serious view. The educadon sector

must remain outside the harmonization machinery of
the Community and the authors of this resolution
know this perfectly well. They have been unable to
find a legal basis and have had to make do with gener-

tt.
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alities about convergence and the bombasdc verbiage
of the preamble, which has nothing to do with a legal
basis.

to cooperation
which is natural and necessary, in
- educational
the cultural and
field
which
- indeed
prevents other counrries from putring
into practice
decisions which have already been adopted in the

The fact is that one cannot one day beat us about the
head with the Treaties and rell us [har we musr srick to

Council of Education Ministers.

them and the next day say quite blithely thar the Trea-

Those Danes who deliberately impede this cooperaor rather refuse to undertion have not undersrood

ties are, after all, not a fixed legal tool, but are in a
constant state of development. It beats me, however,
how printed pages can be in a constant state of
development. That is rubbishl If you want education
included in Community cooperation, you must draw
up an appropriate Annex to the Treaty. Make no
mistake about that! My pany intends to do whatever it
can to avoid this happening in Denmark at any rate.

For the rest,

I

am nor in favour

of rhe small-scale
If the Foreign

artempts which have been made either.

Ministers find a way of meeting, they are perfectly
welcome to do so. I wonder, however, what on earth
the Commission is doing there, since there is no basis
whatsoever in the Treaty for this.

Time and time again, this Assembly tries, by means of
the budget, to draw education into its ambit. This is
lust for power and in conflicr with the Treaties to
boor.

However, there is one point on which I can agree with
Mrs Gaiotti de Biase. In her explanatory statement she
says that expressions such as 'harmonization' and
'convergence' should be avoided since they are likely
rc offend some people in the Member States. This is
perfectly true. Ve in Denmark, for example, attach
great imponance to the joint responsibility of parents
and teachers for the education of children and we do
no[ want this decentralized structure to be regarded as
a sort of technical barrier to trade.
There is no reason to expect me to vote in favour of
this here and I am sure no one [hought that I would.
Vhat I wanted to say was that this is a serious matter
and there is no point in attempting to use salami tactics
to smuggle in a bit at a time. It may well be that our
education system in Denmark is a bad one, but nevertheless we can read, and the people of Denmark have
read the Treaty and they know whar is legal and what
is not.

President.

- not an isolated concept.
that culture is
stand
Culture is an integral pan of all we are working on
and cannot be cut off from the rest and wrapped in
cotton wool. History has always shown that culture is
constantly under outside influences and that it will
always develop. Anyone who tries to deny this is quire
simply denying the facts. Obviously, one is at libeny to
do this if one lives in a fantasy world. However, those
of us who realize that no country can get by on irs
own and that we are all interdependent, ser grear s[ore

by the enriching influence of the range of differenr
cultures and traditions in Europe, and I should like to
stress that we also have great respect for the various
cultures and traditions, including naturally, rhe
different languages, which form an important pan o{
our culture.

I should also like, therefore, to put down the rumours
which have been pur about to rhe effect rhat education
in the Member States is ro be harmonized and standardized. This was never the intention
and during my

- rook part in
time as Education Minister I myself
Council meetings, so I know very well whar I am
mlking about. The intention is that we should

exchange viewpoints and experiences, thar we should
learn from each otlier so chat we will be able ro take

over what we wish ro apply in our own respective
countries

and we decide this for ourselves.

Ve

are

certainly under
no obligation to do anything which

would be detrimental to our education systems, but it is
quite likely, from a purely objective point of view, that
the Danes could also learn somerhing, that we too
could get some ideas. I do nor think rhat we in
Denmark are the only ones ro have found the philosopher's stone. Sensible cooperarion is a process of give
and take and one of the conditions which must be
fulfilled if the people of Europe are to be able to move
freely over the borders and settle and work in another
Member State, as provided for in the Trearies, is that
we should recognize each other's educarion.

-

I call Mrs Nielsen.

(DK) Mr President, I should like to
Mrs Nielsen.
draw Parliament's
attention ro the fact that I am
speaking for many Danish citizens when I say that I
deeply deplore the fact that Denmark
that is to say,
- an extremely
has got itself into
official Denmark

unfonunate situation
as regards education policy
within the context of community cooperation. It is a
culturally and spiritually impoverished nation which is
afraid of intercourse with other nations and is opposed

I will not waste

any time commenting on what

Mr Bogh had to say, except to say that it was self-

explanatory. It was an example
cultural parochialism.

of

inrcllectual and

I wanted to make these poinr so rhar Parliamenr
would at any rate know thar there are many people in
Denmark who regard cooperarion in the field of
education policy as an exrremely necessary and
perfectly natural thing, and we rake rhis view because
of the respect we have for the various differenr
cultures and rraditions.
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I call the Group of European Progressive

(FR) Mr President, I believe this is rhe
Mr Israil.
- have chaired the Assembly, and I should
first time you
like, on behalf of both myself and my Group, to wish
you every success.

Mr

Presidenr, Mrs Gaiotti De Biase's repon contains

elemenr for which we have a great deal of sympathy.
She has chosen what seems to us a sensible direction
and has attempted to show that when the European
Community concerns itself with education it goes a
little funher than the other European organizations
working in this field. As ten countries which have
decided to share a common future, it is very imponant
for us to coordinate our effons much more closely.
There is of course the Treaty of Rome, which makes
no mention of this subject, but we all know that
whatever the Treaty of Rome does not prohibit must
be regarded as fair game if we really wish to cre^re a
united Europe.

Mrs Gaiotti has avoided a number of extremely important traps. She has shown that the Council of Europe
could continue to act in its own way, but that we
could go funher. She has avoided giving the impression that we are seeking to esmblish a new European
moral order. She has also shown that education at
European level should not be considered as a substitute for civic education, which obviously remains the
responsibiliry of the Member States.

Mr

President, the report is also of interest ro us,
perhaps, because of what we feel is an imponant omission: there is no mention of the teaching of human
rights. Ve think this subject should be an essential
element of Mrs Gaiotti's report. !fle shall of course

vote in favour of the repon, but we are at present
preparing a motion for a resolution, of which I have
the honour to be the rapporteur, concerning the

teaching

of human rights in the

European

Community, and we believe this will perfectly complement the excellenr work of Mrs Gaioti.
President.

-

I call Mr Pesmazoglou.

Mr Pesmazoglou.
(GR) Mr Presidenr, the subjecr
before us this evening
is very imponant for our
Community from an eLonomic point of view but above
all from a political and culrural point of view. I should
like to congratulate most warmly Mrs Gaiotti de Biase
and the committee on behalf of which she drew up the
report, on this imponanr piece of work. It opens new
ways and a new direction for rhe acriviry and effecriveness of the Communiry, and we musr be very thorough
and positive in dealing with these proposals. I do nor
agree, Mr President, with the objections raised by
certain ladies and genrlemen in che House who feel
that a Community education poliry may be damaging
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to the cultural traditions of our peoples. Cultural tradition, as is stressed in the report by Mrs Gaiotti de
Biase, is an esmblished facr. 'We must respect and
protect it, but the exchange of experience on educa-

tional activities in our countries is something which
enhance our educational policy and will help

will

generally to raise the level of political and economic
activity in the Community. Having said this, Mr President, I think that three rhings are panicularly important. The first concerns in facr the serring up perhaps
not of an institution but of a single commirtee responsible for educational policy. The specific rask of such a
committee would be to protect cultural assets, and

funhermore something very specific for which ir will
have to be responsible is the [ransfer of culrural tradition to the children of migrant workers who avail
themselves of the freedom of esrablishmenr wirhin the
Community. Young children will have ro be able,

when they go ro schools and universities in other
countries, to continue being taught rhe popular rraditions of'their own people and to retain their familiarity

with them. The second poinr, which I feel is also
imponant, is the need to ensure rhar rhe level of
education in all the counrries is progressively raised.
This means that the European Regional Fund must
finance and suppon educational institutrons, especially
in those countries where the amoun! spenl on education is very low as a result of their economic weakness.
The third point is the need to ensure equality of conditions in the way young people are received and the
costs they have to bear when narionals of one country
go to another counrry to be educared.
These three points are, in my view, necessary complements to the general guidelines put forward by the
repon by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase, on which I should like
to congratulate her once again.

President.

-

I call Mr Estgen.

(FR) Mr President, I know that I
Mr Estgen.
only a few-minutes in which to speak, and I

have
shall

endeavour to observe the time limim as strictly from
here as I did when I was in the Chair.

I

should like to begin by mentioning the exemplary
qualities in Mrs Gaiotti's report, and in panicular her
ideas on the functions fulfilled by the school education
systr:m in general. I share her ideas, of course, but I

would warn against underestimating the most

basic

fornr of education, the education received for better or
forvorse, within the family. This educadon can never
be r:placed nor entirely correcred.

I subscribe ro the Community harmonization measures
advocated in the repon, in panicular as regards the

of diplomas, access to and
harrnonization of different training systems, especially
in the area of vocational training, and the teaching of
mutual recognition
new technologies.
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However, I must warn against any idea of introducing
uniform European educarion sysrem. A pan of
Europe's richness resides in the diversity of its education systems, adapted as rhey are to regional require-

a

ments.

I

would also stress that, although everything may
with education, education cannor be held
responsible for all personal shoncomings, and I reject
begin

the idea that the educarion sysrems are to blame for all
today's problems
the crisis among young persons,

their distrust of institurions,
their lack of interest in
polidcs. The causes lie rather in the demolition and
disintegration of the essenrial values of our JudeoChristian civilization. I have therefore tabled two
amendments pointing out that the problem is not one
of a general crisis in our educarion sysr.ems bur simply

of adapting the

systems

to take accounr of the prob-

lems facing young persons today: unemployment, the
changing roles of rhe sexes, erc.

Let us not forger that the frontiers of rhe

exacr

sciences are not just a single counrry bur the entire

planet, und that their application extends ro

rhe

known and even unknown limits of space. Technology
has the same content in all countries, and this is also
true of the rules determining private and public
finances. However, even in those fields in which the
content of education is determined by the language,

the national culture and traditions, the merhod of
study and teaching and rhe rules for research are
supranational. Finally, let us not forger r.hat, alongside
the national cultural resources of each counrry, there
is also the common European heritage.

Apan from the wealth of specific propor;als, the excellent report by Mrs Gaiorti de Biase also contains
general guidelines which will rake ,cn a specific
content when we come to take further dr:cisions.

I

to highlight and

should like

stress certain points

which are of particular value.

To conclude, Mr Presidenr, I musr tell you rhar I am
against the mania for continually modifying educational structures by means of constant, uncoordinated
and often premarure reforms. \7hat really ma[rer are
the contents of rhe syllabus and rhe quality of the
teaching staff. The greatesr enemies of education are
inconsistency, improvisation and insmbiliry. In a way,
it is acting the demagogue to keep insisting unilarerally
on the need to guarantee equal opponunities for all
through education. It is an illusion. Quite simply, we
must eliminate all social and sexual discrimination
while continuing to encourage talent, since grey
matter will be all that is lefr to Europe once it has
disposed of all its other raw materials. For these
reasons I fully support Amendmenr No 8 tabled by

I am referring in panicular ro rhe efforrs ro achieve
equality of educational opponunities and of careers
for all young people, ro the usefulness of learning
foreign languages, to the modern need for continuous
education with alternating periods of professional
employmenl and study, ro the major problem of rhe
education of the children of migrant workers, to the
recognition of diplomas, to the need to tackle unemployment among young people with neq.srrategies for

basic and vocational training,

to the link

between

democracy and a high level of education and culture,

and the deeper mutual knowledge be[ween our
peoples which

will do so much to promore the political

unity of Europe.

Mr Galland.

I feel I must say with regard to the
fifteenth recial of the preamble: I do nrrt believe thar
there is a crisis affecting yourh. Ir is simply thar a great
many young people are rnspired by the psychology of

There is one thing

I would like to end by putting the following question
to the Commission: is it true that rhe creation of the
European Foundation mentioned in the Tindemans
report is imminent, and can the Commission rell us
how this Foundation will be financed?
President.

-

I call Mr Kallias.

challenging established values. I make this disrincdon
because of the great sensitivity of young people. My
own attitude towards the young generarion is rhat I do
not criticize them but try to help them both through
the content of what I say and the way in which I
approach them.

(GR) Mr President, education provides
Mr Kallias.
us with general and specialized knowledge, the skills
for life, intellectual pursuits and the ability to appreciate the works of art. At the same time, however,
education also enables us to contribute to the creation
of a climate of European unity and of deeper mu[ual
understanding between the peoples of Europe, quirc
apart from the contribution to economic development.

Mr President,

noble idealism as of highly positive realism.

IN THE CHAIR: MR DANKERT

Essentially, there is no contradiction between suprana-

tional cooperation on education und recognition of
the responsibiliry of the Member States in those
sectors of education which are based on the national
culture of each country and on the fund of popular
traditions.

ladies and gentlemen, turning our arren-

tion to education at wider Community level as well as
at the national level is an expression not so much of

President
President.

-

I call Mr Bournias.

(GR) !7here are the young people in
Mr Bournias.
our countries-going, and how are we to stop their
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Bournias

and the destruction of their spiritual and
educabodily health other than through education
excesses

tion which is up to date in its social, cultural and moral
aspects? As is quite rightly pointed out in the detailed
and valuable repon by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase, the very
cohesion of the Community may depend on the Possibility of basic cooperation on education. As Heracles
says in one of Euripides' plays: 'Life without education is nothing.' I am not a specialist on educational
matters, but allow me to express my belief that, ever
since the countries in the zone of European culsuls
started moving away from the
including my own
secondary
and
education,
humanistic
classics, from
education staned giving grammar school pupils only a
very small raste of the classical texts, mankind has been
moving away from the principles which inspired it. It is
perhaps hoping for too much to expect that the
Community programme on education, which is the
subject of the motion for a resolution, will stop the rot
and take education back to its origins. Should this be
achieved, however, it will be of enormous benefit to
education and society, Mr President, and this should
be the aim of the new educational programmes
- all
that is needed is a modern educationalist and philosopher on the lines of Pestalozzi.

policy in connection, also, with the question of production, given the closer and closer link between
scienc,: and the productive process. In addition, the
increa;ing divergences which the repon speaks of, as a
conse(luence of the inevitable changes in the educational systems of the individual Member States, will be
the cause, in the end, not only of a 'Dialogue of the
deaf' e mongst the various educational systems, but will

also prevent the setting up of a cultural system of
world and continental dimensions, such as is required
today by the level of culture and science. And this
divorce between what is happening to culture on the
one hitnd and the educational systems and structures,
on th€ other, is doing irreparable damage; the events
of May 1968 in Europe were caused, amongst other

things by this divorce.

In rhe third place, I should like to remind you of the
need to see that the right to study is fully respected,
not or ly as a right in itself, but also as an aspect of the
right ro work. Anyone who denies the need for a
common policy on education must inevitably question
these cssential foundations of Community policy.
This ir why we fully support Mrs Gaiotti's report.

I shall make only three brief comments, Mr President.
President.

The first concerns the,resources which will be needed
for the implementation of the measures proposed in
the repon. These must be given priority and be made

available

in full in both the Community and the

national budgets.

Secondly, apil,rt from education, these measures
should be extended to include the fight against three
dangers
drugs, tobacco and politics, all of which

-

have no place in schools.

My third remark, Mr

President, is that innocent
schoolchildren throughout the Community should be
protected against scenes of horror, terror and violence
on television. All these are essential measures, and I

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Fichard, Member of tbe Commission.
| am
grateful to you and indeed to the House for amending
the Rules of Procedure somewhat so that I can, in
fact, reply to this debate immediately upon the ending
of rhe debate and not, perhaps, in two hours' time. I
am a so very conscious of the fact that I do not
propose to speak about seals.
May t try and deal with the points that have been
made directly in the debate as quickly as I can. Mr
Patterson raised

a number of

interesting ones. He

hope that we will not limit ourselves to education
alone, but will fulfil these social obligadons rowards

asked about the -operation of Eurydice. It has
completed irc first full year of operation. There is no
problt'm in securing access to it, provided that the
questions raised relate to the first set of priorities and

young people.

the fields of coverage of Eurydice.

Mr

Mr

President.

-

I call Mr Papapietro.

Mr

(17) Mr President, ladies and
Papapietro.
- of the
gentlemen, the tyranny
dme-limit obliges me to
make only three rapid remarks.

The first is a word of sincere appreciation for Mrs
Gaiotti's articulate and well-documented resolution.
As regards the principles on which it is based, this is
one of the most imponant documents that we have
discussed in this House. The imponance of a common
education policy resm on the development of science
and rcchnology, which obliges us to adopt such a

Eisma raised a question on [he Council of Europe.
was very pleased to hear a mention of rhis work. I
would like to stress the imponant cooperation akeady
aking; place between the Commission and rhe Council

I

of Europe, OECD and UNESCO. Regular meerings
are, in fact, being held with the secretariat of the
Coun,:il of Europe. As a result of rhat there is no
duplication of acdvity but a growing number of cooperativr: projects.

Now, Mr President, various people raised specific
say I find it difficult to deal with all the

poinr. I must

points which have been raised since there has been a
comprehensive debate. Let me just conclude by
makirg one specific point to Mr Estgen. He asked
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abour the European Foundation. The decision to
establish this Foundarion will,

entirely measure up ro rhe effons which we have
expended. !7e wiil, however, nor lessen our activiries
in favour of free movemenr of persons, which consti-'

I

believe, be mken rhis
Ministers. Discussions are

month by the Council of
still in progress within the Council on rhe merhod of
securing basic financial provision from the Communiry
budger as well as over the relative size of rhar budget
for the first rhree years of operarion.

tutrs one of the basic aims of the Communiry. But as I
said at the ourset in answer to Mr Schwencke, I could
not accepr on behalf of rhe Commission thar rhe criticisms which he has levelled in his oral quesrion, and

Mr President, I am also conscious of the fact rhar I

direcrcd.

am, in effecr, trying ro do two rhings at once:firsr, to
reply to the speech by Mr Schwencke and second, ro
take up the very imponanr reporr presenred by Mrs
Gaiotti de Biase. Ler me start off with Mr Schwencke.
I have to say to him, and I hope it will be perfecdy
clear, that the Commission does not share hrs view
that we have not acted speedily enough to facilitare
the free movemenr of professional persons wirhin the

to the mutual
of diplomas, cenificares and o[her

Community, panicularly with regard

recognition

indeed

in his speech, are .justified or

indeed well

Could I now rurn to rhe main debate on rhe repon of
Mrs Gaiotti de Biase? This has been, I think, an

imponant debate. It is the first time that Parliamenc
has had the opportunity for a full-scale debare on she
role of education in our society and on rhe educational
dimension of Communiry policies. The debate has
shown rhat in this Parliament and right across rhe
polidcal specrrum there is an exceprionally high degree
of undersranding, sensirivity and commirment so-rhe

of

in

evidence. Could I give Mr Schwencke a brief accounr
of the proposals presenred by the Commission and the
results achieved so far for rhe different liberal professions or secrors of acdvity?

developmenr

Vith

Educarion is nor an easily definable area. It relates to
the whole process of development of individud artitudes, capacities and behaviour. Any new policy initiative in a democraric society, any one, presupposes a
learning process by all those who are ro supporr or
panicipate in rhat poliry. And this debate is of rnore
urgent and rcpical significance because of the role of
education and training and rhe imponance rhar thar
has now taken on in rhe current economic and social

regard ro rhe first of rhe three quesrions he
posed: the Council is ar presenr dealing with no less
than five proposals from the Commission for directives
relating to [he recognition of diplomas, cenificares
and ocher evidence of formal qualification. Those

to architects, engineers, hairdressers,
transport. assisranrs and pharmacisrs. And rhey were
submiwed ro the Council in 1967, 1969, l97l and.

proposals relate

197 5.

'Vith regard [o rhe second
question that he raised,
which related panicularly ro the medical and
paramedical professions, tangible resuls in our view
have already been achieved. The Council has adopted
directives as follows: in 1975 for docrors, in 1977 for
nurses in general care, in 1978 for denrists and vererinary surgeons and in 1980 for midwives. And with rhe
exception of restrictions due to nationaliry and domicile, which have already been lifted since the end of
the transitional period in applicadon of Anicles 52 and
59 of the Treaty, these directives have facilimted rhe
free movement of the professional persons concerned.

Vith

regard [o rhe lasr quesrion posed, it is wrong to
assume that no progress has been achieved to faciliarc

mobility within rhe Community

of

professional
persons for whom the Member Srares do nor require
an academic qualificarion. In effecr, a dozen directives
of the Council covering, wirhour doubr, 800/o of
indusrial, commercial and craft activities akeady
ensure recognition by the Member Stares of rhe expe-

rience in vocarional rraining required by the persons
concerned wirhin the Communiry.

I would like to underline finally ro Mr Schwencke that
the Commission does not regard the present situation
as being entirely satisfacrory. Obviously nor. Bur I
have to confirm rhar the results obtained do not

educarional cooperarion

she

Communiry. I would like to congrarulate Mrs Gaioui
de Biase and her committee orr having had the imagination ro raise these issues in this form today.

situation.

The Community's most imponant natural resource, as
many people have said from rime ro rime, is indeed its
people, and as we ralk about such rhings as indusrial
restructuring or innovarion, regional development or
job creation, in the end we rely upon our people" the
working popularion and rhe new generations of people
leaving school, ro take rhe initiadve and provide rhe
necessary innovative skills for economic development.
The Community needs ro recognize irself as a learning

society and one indeed which is in a conrinuous
of learning. Educarion therefore has a vital
contribution ro make in stimulating creadviry and
process

adaptabiliry.

In parallel, ir also has a role ro play in the achievement
opponunities in society, whether we are
talking about the design of curricula or examinarion
systems, the allocation of resources for training and
continuing education, or rhe provision of guidance or
counselling facilities. For practically every aspect of
our education and training sysrems does influence the
reladonship between the stronger and the weaker

of equal

members of our sociery.

I

think that at the momenr educasion and raining
to rhe joinr
challenges of both social justice and crearivity.
systems are being called upon ro face up
Responses vary.
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make one fundamental Point, Particularly to
some of the Danish Members who have spoken in this
debate. The very diversity of education and raining
systems in the Community produces a wealth of expertise and experience which we should be proud of and
which we tan all benefit from, and I think that this
applies equally to many other areas of policy. But
peih*ps in no other area have we in the Commission

Mav

I

io consistently demonstrated our

fundamental
commi[ment, which I now rePeat, to resPect and build
on the separate experiences of Member States. There
are some in this debate who, perhaps, seem to ignore
this and to deny that Community action in the area of
education has been built up on the basis of cooPeration, respecting the autonomy of Member States. The
resolution could in fact make this point a little more

specifically. !7hen it comes to cooperation at Council
livel, the Assembly should, perhaps, understand that
the 1976 resolutions setting uP the action programmes
provided an open framework for cooperation- In my
vie*, they represent a realistic political basis for pro-

moting iloser relations between our educational
,yrt.r*, and I think that is a prerequisite to the
development of joint action at Community level.

\7e really must look a little under the surface, Mr
President, not just at the Council resolurions but also
at the many poinm of contact that are developing
amongst teachers, adminacross national frontiers
istrators, researchers and others involved in the educational process at local and at regional level. If you uke
higher education, for example, study visits, the interun-iversity joint study programme, the activides of
Eurydice, the work on mutual recognition of academic
all these form one coherent whole which
diplomas
- many thousands of people' They break
now involves
down the barriers between Community systems of

higher education and enable studenm and staff to

-o.. freely across national frontiers. Of course
not been aLl plain sailing. One Member State had
difficulties with the resolution and, indeed, still has. It
has not been possible, therefore, to move to a form of
rnou.

it

has

commitment

on equal treatment as regards, for

example, access to higher education. But this in no
way diminishes the imponance of what has been
achieved and what will go on developing, panicularly
through the joint study programme, which, I hope,
will receive a funher impetus as a result of the ministerial meeting to be held in May.

Mr President, may I make two funher points, as I am
conscious that the Assembly is anxious to vote. As
regards priorities for the future, I should very much
like to welcome Mrs Gaiotti's choice of themes. As
regards new technology, this is a clear example of a
theme where the issues of education and training are
of special significance, yet need to be developed as
integral elements of a range of social and economic
initiatives. Ve know that from an education point of
view new technology provides both the means of
action and a challenge to social and vocational skills.
On the basis of the response of the Standing Employ-

ment. Committee

to its last

memorandum, the

Comr.rission is now well advanced in finalizing a
specifrc action programme in which education and
training initiatives will play a leading pan.

I want to s^y a word about young people.
have akeady had occasion to explain to this

Secordly,

As

I

Assenrbly,
importance

the Commission attaches the highest
to the implications of youth unemPloy-

ment for Community policy in several areas. I have
spoken in the past of the achievement of a social guarantee providing all young people with a combined set
of educational, training and work experience oPPorrunities during the period after the end of compulsory
scho<,ling and before they come on to the labour
market. Our proposals for action in this sphere will be
ready by the summer and will, I hope, be submitted to
the C ouncil of Ministers towards the end of this year.

As far as youth exchanges are concerned, their
development, going beyond the young worker's
scherne, which has a long history, and the more recent

initiadves
priorrty.

of the Commission in this area, is also

a

Let rre in conclusion say how especially important the
role ,rf Parliament is for the Commission in identifying
the priorities for future lines of education-cooPeration
in the Communiry. The rich possibilities for cooperarion in the educational field, without interfering one
scraJ, with the competence or indeed the diversity o.f
natii,nal experience, need to be linked closely with all
our effons to promote better mutual understanding
and communication between the peoples of Europe.
This should be one of the many foundations rather
than just an afterthought to the construction of the
European Community.

For these reasons, the Commission welcomes

this

repon and the thrust of this imponant resolution.
(Applause)

Prcsident.
reso ution

time

The debate is closed. The motion for

a

-will be put to the vote at the next voting

I

13. Votes2

The next item is the vote on the motions
President.
- on which the debate has been closed.
for r esolutions

I
2

Membership of committees.'see minutes.

The repori of proceedings gives only those pans of the
vote which gave rise to speeches. For a detailed account
of the voting, see minutes.
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President

\(ze shall begin wirh the motion

for a resolution by

Mr lVekh and others (Doc. 1-8/82): Multifibre Arrangefient.
( Parliament

adopted the resolution)

. . . just, I hope, a normally humane citizen of the
European Communiry. I have studied carefully the
overwhelming mass of dam with which we have been
bombarded on [he size of seal herds, species, the
dangers of rrade agreemenr and fishing agreemen$
being abrogared, bur, in the end, I have drawn my

conclusion on rhree simple points.

Prcsident.
!fle shall now consider the Maij-\V'eggen
- 1-984/81):
report (Doc.
Cornmunity trade in seal products.r

(.

)

Explanations of vote may now be giveq.

Mrs Veil.
(FR) Mr Presidenr, I do not think I am
wrong in saying
rhat this is the firsr time in two and a
half years that so many men and women and children

inside and outside Europe have got rogerher ro

support one of our motions for resolutions. This facr
probably annoys some of us but orhers are delighted,

either because rhey are pleased ar rhe inreresr shown in
the baby seals' cause and at the fact rhat in these difficult times people are sdll capable of contriburinB, even
financially, to rhe survival of endangered species, or
e.lse because rhey are pleased a[ rhis opporiunity for
the European Parliament's voice ro be heard.
Speaking personally, I shall be voting for this motion
as I think it is a useful and desirable rhing to think
about protecring nature and conserving speiies and I
also feel that in rhis respect we are in a panicularly
good posirion ro do so. But I would like to say I am
even more concerned about protecting another species
which is even more endangered. I mean rhe human
species.

(Applause)

I want to say a word to all the many people who wrote
to us, and who seem to have considerable resources. I
want to say to them: '!/e have given our supporr ro
your resolution, and now it is your turn to suppon us
in our struggle to combat hunger in the world.

First, if seals need ro be culled in order ro conserve
fish, you don't do ir by killing seal pups a few days
9ld; you do it, as MrJohnson says, by culling young
fenile females in a humane manner. Second, no.mal
decent human beings are revolted by the idea of seal
pups being clubbed to dearh for commercial gain while
their mothers look on helplessly. Third
and this to
me is the most barbaric aspect of all - rhere is the

method of slaughrer. It is revolting and- repulsive, it is
degrading and dehumanizing. Yer, we in the European
Communiry make this brumlity profitable ro irs perpetrators by importing 700/o of the skins. !fle should have
no part in it, and rhat is why I shall vote for this repon
and for a rotal ban on the import of seal into rhe
Community.

Mrs Pruvot.
(FR) Mr Presidenr, I should like ro
follow Mrs Simone
Veil's example in urging all rhose

who have devoted rhemselves to this cauie f"or months
to mobilize rhemselves now
since the baby seals'
lives will, I rhink, be saved - so that every
iossible
- human beings who
effon is made to save rhe many
die
every day all over rhe world.

Mr Habsburg.
Mr President, afrer marure
- @E)
reflection I am unable
ro make up my mind to vote in
favour of this morion, though I am'just as unable to
decide to reject ir. A member of this House who lacks
personal knowledge of a marter
that must
- and
without any doubr be the case of more
than 900/o of
those presenr here today
only decide an issue
where rhe- jobs and tlre living smndards of large
numbers of people, no[ leasr European fishermen and
cheir families musr be weighed against rhe viewpoinrs
of animal conservationism if he can look at both sides
of the question in an objecrive light.

Objectivity, however, is what is lacking here. !7e have
heard speech againsr speech, srar.isric igainst srarisric.

(Applause)

Only an objecrive examinarion of the issue

by

genuinely respected scientisrs could have clarified ii.

Mr Prag.

Presidenr, I am neither an ecofreak,
- Mr
nor an animal
freak, just, I hope, an averagely. .
.

(Laughter and applause)

I

The rappofteurwas:
in favour of Amendments Nos 4, l l, 16, l8 and 19;
againstAmendments Nos 3, 5, 6, 7, 8,9, lO, lZ, 11,
14 and 17.

But clarity is lacking, not leasr in the report we are

called upon ro approve now. If w-e want a genuinely
harmonious and lasting solution ro rhis proLlem, we
can still make good this patent deficiency even now. Ir
is also regrettable rhat only roo often those who shed
tears for newborn baby seals are rhe very people who
have spoken in suppon of the aboning of human
babies

!

(Cries)
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They ought at least to have shown the same symPathy
for tiny, defenceless human beings as they do today

for animals

!

(Cries)

It is doubtful whether there is really any point in
bringing about a fishery war with our Canadian
friends by making a big fuss here today, and thereby
damaging; the interests of our long suffering fisher
folk, before we have exhausted all the opponunities
open to us to gain acceptance for our humanitarian
wishes, which I approve, through negotiations and in a
manner which is acceptable to both sides.

(NL) Mr President, I intend to give a
Mr Eisma.
explanation of vote than the one
somewhat different

just given by Mr Habsburg, which I think was very
peculiar. !7e realize that the question of seals is just
the tip of the iceberg as regards the maltreatment of
animals. !fle join in the prorest against this cruel
method of hunting and are also in favour of a ban on
impons into the European Community.'!fle therefore
inrend to vote in favour of the resolution and would
like to congratulate the rapponeur and other persons
directly involved, such as MrJohnson, for their initiative. However, as Mr Mundngh has already argued,
this should not be the end of European action for the
protection of animals.

Ve

have been very much impressed by the many

It is to
be hoped that the people of Europe will retain their
interest if this action is followed up with similar operations concerning other species which are maltreated
and threatened with extinction nearer to home. The
adoption of this resolution will not in itself provide a
final soludon to the problem of seal hunting and we
hope, therefore, that the Commission will soon come
up with proposals for an import ban on sealskin and
that the Council will take a decision. Vith this end in
view, we intend to vote in favour of the resolution.
letters which we have received on this subject.

ermer will endure, I have come down on the side of
bannirg impons. I have done so after a great deal of
trouble and energy, taking in all the facm at my
dispor,al, in order to come to the right conclusion. I
hope rhat people here will understand the searching I
have gone through to come to this decision and will
join nre in voting for this motion.
(Appl,use)

Mr President, I shall vote with enthuMr Cottrell.
siasm for a -ban on seal products coming into the
Comrnunity, but I cannot let my enthusiasm pass
withc,ut comment. The debate is important in one
other respect at least, namely, the new-found affecdon
whose
on the part of some members of this House
previ,rus enthusiasm for the Community has -not espefor being photographed sitting on
cially been noted

- at the top of the suirs. Ve
top rrf the petitions
welcome the conversion to our cause. In the case of
Mr Barry

Seal, of course,
self-J,reservation.

(Lau,ibter)

Mr President, it is impossible to
Mr .Vlarshall.
coml)ete with such a final line, but there is no doubt

that this issue has captured the imagination of the
people of Europe in a way nothing has done since
direct elections. In my own small constrtuency I have
received petitions with over one thousand signatures,
w,:ll as many hundreds of letters. There is no doubt
that rhe people of Europe find the cruelty involved in
as

the annual seal-cull quite intolerable. There is

Mr President, I think I am the only
Member present who has been to witness the hunt this
year. On Monday this week, I was on the ice oumide
Nova Scotia in the Gulf of St Lawrence. I went as an
impanial observer. I was given every oPPortuniry by
thi Canadian authorities and I congratulate them for
the facilities they provided. I met all the hunters

concerned and saw, at first hand, the slaughter. This is
not a hunt; under no circumstances can the activities

that take place on the ice be called a hunt.

an

artic e today in the Daily Mail, which is a moderate
and normally unemotional paper. This article says:
''!flh,:n you hear these four-day old pups cry like
humin beings as they wriggle defencelessly on the ice

in those beautiful fur coats, a terrible sick anger
wrer ches your guts when a muscular sealer brings a
heavy club down between those trusting brown eyes.'
It

Mr Howell.

it was not entirely an act of

g,res

on to refer to 'those welling eyes from

a

mother whose baby had just been slaughtered in front
of h:r'. No-one in this chamber can surely suppofl a
contrnuation of this obscene activity. As far as jobs are
con<erned, some activities are so repugnant to decent
peoJ,le that they should not be allowed to continue. In
my r-iew, the annual seal-cull is one of those abhorrent
acti\ ities.
(APl'huse)

It is an

industry involving ships, aircraft, helicopters.

In no way is there any skill atrached to the hunting of
this animal.
Having tried my best to ascenain all the available facts
and recognizing the difficuldes that the local fish-

Mr Hord. Mr President, I am one of those who has
yet ro be convinced
that the way forward is not to cull
the adult female seals. Ve have already heard sufficient about this being an industry and not a hunt. But I
want [o exhon the Commission and the Council to

purlue the message proclaimed here on behalf of
millrons of people

-

possibly the largest manifestation
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of public opinion which the European Parliament has
received. All rhe good work that has been done here
will come to noughr if we do nor have the support of
the Commission and rhe Council.

Instead, we are now in a position of saying 'all or
nothing', and I do not rhink the Commission has much
of a chance of following up rhe resolucion Parliament
wants to approve. Thar is why I shall be voting againsr.
Witten explznations of

Mr

Seligman.
rhe emorional sinceriry of all
- I respect
those who wrore
ro me in my consrir.uency. The
method of slaughter is quite unacceptable and i therefore accepr 990k of rhis report. Bur paragraph I is roo
extreme. The amendmen[ ro give the Canadian
Governmenr the chance to find a more humane way of

Tyrrell.

Never in my years as a MEP have I recerved
so many- messages on one lssue as I have urging me to
vote for a European Communiry ban on imporrs of rhe
skins of hooded and harp seals. Letters, of which I have
had over five hundred, have come not only from my
constituenm in Romford, Ilford, Barking and Newham,
but from much funher afield.

slaughtering these animals was defeared by this House,
and thar is not fair to our allies. So I shall vote against
the 19Rort because a complere ban would damag-e the
livelihood of quire a lor of people.

Few of us can fail to be distressed at repons of seal
hunting each year, in panicular because of word of the
apparently inhumane methods of slaughrer used. Nevertheless, I lend my supporr to the ban only after consideration of the repercussions such an act would have on the
many rhousands whose livelihoods depend to a Erea;ter
or lesser extent on trade in seal skins.

Mr Seeler.
(DE) Mr Presidenr, I shall vote for this
- I approve
report because
of its aims. Concern for

But the hooded and harp seals are endangered species.
As the caretakers of our environment, we have a duty
towards future generatrons to arrest not only the exrermination of rhese seals but also that of other endangered

living creatures, for more humanity in the deeper sense
of the word is, in my opinion, also a part of our European cultural heritage, ro which this Parliamenr musr
feel itself commitred. I also expect, however, rhar all
the aspects covered by rhis reporr, in particular rhe
interesrs of rhe European fishing industry, will be
carefully raken into accounr during the necessary
negotiarions.

My Hamburg colleague, Mr Blumenfeld,

has aurhorized me ro make this statemenr expressly in his name

as

well as in my own.

oote

species.

That is why on balance I shall be voting for a ban.

Mrs Van Hemeldonck.
(NL) As a socialist, I am
- of violence againsr human
naturally against any form
beings or animals. As a member of rhe Committee on

the Environment, moreover,

of all moves to prorecr

I

am narurally in favour

endangered fauna and flora

everywhere in the world.

Mr Moreland.

I shall nor be talking
- Mr President,
about my consriruency.
I only wanred to rise on this
occasion because I shall be voting againsr rhe reporr..
But I do not wish to be misunderstood in voting
against. I go along with a number of other speakers,
such as Mrs Vei[, and the symparhies rhey put
forward.

I

cenainly applaud the speech

by

rhe

Commission on [his subjecr this afrernoon, which I
thought was one of the most responsible speeches I
have heard on this subject. I hope rhat Parliament will

back the Commission on rhe acrions rhar

ir

is

proposing to rake.

(DA)
Mr Kirk.
Presidenr. I too will be voting
- report,Mr
against the
not because I am against more
humane methods of seal hunring being introduced on
the Canadian ice, but because I believe this report is an
expression of an all-or-nothing policy.
Together with other Members of my group, I rabled a
number of amendmenr which concerned one way of

having these more humane merhods introduced.
However, these amendmenm were rejected, and I
think that if we had instead vored in favour of our
Amendment No 9 ro Article 1 of rhe repon, rhere
might have been a way of puning pressure on the
Canadian authoriries.

I

shall nevenheless be absraining in rhe vote on rhis
motion for a resolution in protest againsr two things:
First of all against the scandalous and expensive way in

which both supporrers and opponents have used the
media for publicity.
Then I wish to proresr againsr rhis Parliamenr's relucrance to do anything about physical and economic vio-

lence and cruelty againsr human beings. Only
yesterday, a reques[ for an urgenr debate on hunger in
the world was turned down. Subjecrs such as unemployment, job securiry and occupational medicine are
consistently neglecred.

In view of the eleven million unemployed in the EEC,

the 5 000 people per year in my counrry who are
victims of serious accidenrs ar work, and the nearly
90 000 people who die of some occuparional illness or
other, I shall be absraining.
( Parliatnent

adopted the resolution)
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progrdmne.

as a new paraPresident.
- It will be entered
graph 25(a), since Mr Galland and the House agree
and subject to the agreement of the rapporteur.

I callMr Megahy.

()

\[e
now consider the Gaiotti de
- (Doc.shall
1-845/81): Community education
Biase report
President.

in
to the question
- Mr President, reply
''!7ould you kill a seal' , is it in order for a Commission
staff member to give the answer 'No, but I would kill

Explanations of vote may now be given.

Mr Megahy.
B. Seal'?

outside the scope of the Treaty of Rome, as Mrs
Bosenrp has quite rightly poinrcd out. Secondly, the
so-cal ed Common Educational Policy is nothing but
an excension to the educational sector of western
European integrarion, to which our partv is opposed.
Thirdly, there can be no doubt that it conflicts with
the national and sovereign right of the member coun-

(Laugbter)

President.

\7e shall now proceed to the vote.

-

Mr Alavanos. - (GR) Firstly, Mr President, the
propor;al for a Community educational programme is

I call the rapponeur.

tries to determine their policy on education, which is a

Mrs Gaiotti de Biase, rapporteur.
dent,

I

wish to inform

(17)

Mr

Presi-

the House-that in the docu-

ment, in the tenth indent of the preamble in fact, there
is an error. There is a reference there to the motion for
a resolution ubled by Mrs Gaiotti de Biase and Mr
Barbi. The minutes of the committee meeting indicate

that this reference should be deleted as the Present
molion for a resolution does not consider the motion
referred to.

5th indent of the preamble

-

(.)
I

critical imponance

for their

existence'

repon again shows, the need to avoid
anorhr:r 1968 flies in the face of the views held by
studerts and young people on social changes in their
countlies and in the whole of western Europe' Fifthly,
our c()untry has bitter experience of interventions by
suprarrational bodies such as the International Bank
and the EEC. For all these reasons, and despite certain
isolate d, positive elements such as the reciprocal
as this

Amendnents Nos 1 and 4

(17) Mr PresiMrs Gaiotti de Biase, rapporteur.
dent, I am in favour of Amendment No 1 and of No 4,
even though the Imlian version of the latter is difficult
to understand as a result, I suppose, of the translation.

Paragraph

of

Founhly,

recognition of diplomas, the Communist Party of
Greece will be voting against the repon.

(...)
1

sector

Amendment No 6

-

Mrs Gaiotti de Biase, rdPporteur.

(FR) I do not feel

I can speak for the committee in -giving my opinion' It
is not a matter of education policy but of general
Community policy. I shall let the House decide.

(.)
Paragraph 21

-

Amendment No 8

(FR) I cannot
Mrs Gaiotti de Biase, rdPPorteur.
accept it in this place because it makes no sense in this
anicle. I could accept it after Amendment No 25 if Mr

(DA) Mr President, my reason for
Mr Petersen.
voting against -Mrs Gaiotti de Biase's repon is thar, in
the v ew of the Danish Social Democrats, general

of the Treaty of
Rome. Making this a Community matter would
constitute giving up an aspect of sovereignty to the

educacion falls ourcide the scope

Comrrunity which we have not given up and cannot
give up in view of the political situation as it stands in
Denrrark. The Danish Government, which is a Social
Demccratic Government, cannot. therefore vote in
favou- of a Community programme in the field of
educacion in the Council of Ministers. The Committee
on Youth, Culture, Education erc. should realize this
so thrt if a programme is to be drawn up for limited
activiries within this sector, this can only be done on
an intergovernmental basis. If intergovernmenthl
cooperation is possible between the ten Community
countries in the field of foreign policy, i. e. in rhe form
Errropean Political Cooperation,
which we
- abour it
Danish Social Democrarc are very pleased
woulc also be possible in a limited area within the -field
of edrrcation policy, instead of using education policy
for purposes of constitutional policy. I must therefore
vote against the repon.

of

Galland is agreeable.r
The rapponeur was also:
in favour of Amendments Nos 2, 5 and 7;

-

against Amendment

No

3.

Mrs r/iehoff.

(NL) Mr President, rhere is

some-

thing I must rectify.
In my presenration I said that the
whole of rny group would be voting in favour. After
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Viehoff

Mr Penersen's

speech you

is not the case;

I

will have realized thar this
therefore call for a roll-call vote, so
that we can esublish how much importance Parliament actually attaches ro rhis marter.
(Parliament adopted the resolution)

14.

Radio and tele,zrision

President.
The next item is the repon (Doc.
1-1013/81),- drawn up by Mr Hahn on behalf of the
Committee on Youth, Culture, Education, Information and Spon, on radio and television broadcasting in
the Community.

I call the rapporteur.

(DE) Mr President, ladies
Mr Hahn, fapporteur.
- for the motion for a resoand gentlemen, the stimulus
lution promoting a European television broadcasting
system came from the spectacular developments in
satellite technology. !(hereas other continents already
transmit a large proponion of television programmes
by satellite, this year will mark rhe firsr trial satellite
television broadcast in Europe. Satellite transmissions
cover an area extending far beyond national frontiers.

To take accounr of these developments, the 1977
Vorld Administrative Radio Conference in Geneva
promised each country a five-channel satellite in geostationary orbit 36 000 km above the equator. At the
same time, however, it made the technically absurd
proviso that national satellite transmissions should be
limited to the relevant national frontiers. At all evenm
the new technology will bring about a fundamental

change

in the

European media system, with each

country being able to receive a large number of
programmes from other countries. No wonder the
media experts are looking so closely into the technical
possibilities and their applicarions. In addition to plans
for commercial use, there is also the idea of a European television channel. This idea has been taken up
with special interest by the European Broadcasting
Union, which in.198 I alone devored four international
conferences to [he question of a European television
channel and which intends to begin trial broadcasts of
a European channel via the OTS satellite in May of
this year.

It was therefore the media experts who made us aware
that satellite television offers an opportunity which, in

the interests of European unification, we cannot
afford to miss. \(hen we speak today of a crisis in
European unity, the crisis has less to do with economic
and social problems than with the decline of a European identity among the public.

Do the citizens of Europe want European unification?

This is a question we must ask ourselves! European

unification will only be achieved if Europeans wanr ir.
However, they can only want it if rhey are adequately
informed, since political .judgments are based on
media reporting. The cirizens of Europe are poorly
informed about Europe
this criricism is
- narurally,
not levelled at rhe journalisrs
accredired here, who
have enough problems with their narional media.

of the European Parliament goes
mainly unrepofted to the public. Only when we have
broken down the wall of silence and the public become
aware of Europe through the media will European
Even the work

unification be achieved, for in our modern democratic
society what does nor appear in the media does nor
exist. Vhat is at stake here is the future of European
unity, so rhe European Community musr play its full
pan in the reorganizarion of the media.

As a result of the inrensive negotiarions which

I,

as

rapponeur, have conducred in the one and a half years
since the introduction of the motion for a resolurion,
there has been a major change in thinking. Insread of

the independent European relevision

broadcasring

originally envisaged, we now advocate a European
television channel operaring to the design of the European Broadcasting Union and rhe narional television
broadcasting companies, rransmitring the same picrure
to all the Member Srares of rhe European Community
simulnneously (in addirion ro rhe narional broadcasts)

via one or more satellires, but using rhe

respective

national languages.
However, before the European Parliament can rake a
final decision many difficult problems need to be clarified. The Commission has therefore been asked to
submit a detailed reporr on the media ro rhe European
Parliament within six monrhs.

The Governmen[s of the Member States and

the

Commission should be closely involved in the discussions and preparations for a European television
channel. They should agree now as a matter of principle to make the fifth channels of rheir furure satellites available for the European channel. The transmission of such a channel in the Member States naturally
raises problems, which need to be resolved ar Iluropean level. The most important, in my view, concern

the protection of young people, the protection of
authors' rights and advenising. For this reason, rhe
Commission has been asked to submit to the European
Parliament draft outline rules on European radio and
television broadcasting.. In addition, since many
Member States are at presenr preparing legisladon
concerning the media, while at the same time their
media will inevitably be penetrating into other national
territories, such outline rules will be essential to avoid
media conflicts berween the Member States. At this
point I should briefly answer a few questions: what I am
proposing in my repon is not an official channel, to be
controlled and transmitted by the Commission or the
European Parliament, but rather an independent
editorial unit, which can best be achieved within the
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framework of the existing European Broadcasting
Union by cooperation between the relevant television

broadcasting companies and the European
will be a need for a
Staturc defining the role and the terms of reference of
this independent editorial unit, although the central
editorial department must remain free to direct the
Community. Naturally there

channel as i[ wants within its terms of reference. There
can be no question of simply transmitting programmes
about the European Community or reports from the
European Parliament. The European television
channel should be a comprehensive channel, incorporating all the elements of the existing national channels,
but p[acing them in a European context.

There is one final question which needs answering. Is

an initiative by the European Parliament and

the

castinli giants really wan! !o do trade with u5'and if we
go a sLngle step funher, our Economic and Monetary
ComnLittee will become the competent committee as
far as this question is concerned. And what we in the
Comnrunity have never managed to achieve is hanging
our h,:ads above the Community! I am referring, of
cours(, to a literally supranational broadcasting
systeIIr.

Mr President, it can be seen from the Opinion of

the

Poliri<al Affairs Committee that we have no wish to
ban commerce or advenising. That would be unreal-

istic ,rnd a very different question than that of
launching a satellite. You will see from our report that

to do is to maintain a reasonable
balanr e, which is essential in a good newspaper as well
as in 1;ood broadcasting. It will also be seen from our

what we want

European Community for the creation of a European
television channel really necessary if the European
Broadcasting Union and other media institutions are
already planning such channels? If it was simply a
question of occasional Eurovision broadcasts, to be
shown on narional channels only if the national television broadcas[ing companies so desired, there would
be no need for our initiative.

opinic n that we wish to avoid commerce having an
influe rce over the information services and this, I
think, will be a central issue over the next few years. If
we fa I to maintain rhe independence of information,
we will very soon be faced with a situation similar to
that n America and I am sure even the most
pro-American of us would not want such a thing for
themselves and their children, even if it is counterbalanced by the other iciea of cenain enrcrprising cable

However, if we are alking about a common, regularly
transmitted European television channel, to be broadcast alongside existing national channels, then it is
necessary to obtain the approval of the States in which

television companies

the channel will be received.

Even the decision

to make a

channel available via
satellite is a political decision. The politicians must not
control the channel, but they must eliminate the political and legal obstacles to the achievement of a Euro'Without
pean television channel.
their help the European television channel can never become a reality.

in the Netherlands to bring
Russi:tn TV programmes into our homes too
progr:rmmes which would obviously be enormously
popul rr with the viewers.

The Political Affairs Committee therefore joins
Mr Hahn in asking the European Commission
althor gh, as you know, it is still something of -an
enigma which of the Commissioners is in fact responsible -- nevenheless, we are asking the Commission to
submir a report on the media as soon as possible. !/e

also call on the Commission to consider the broadcasting media not simply as merchandise but as an
aspect of our common cultural property and it would
also be very nice if the Commission would at the same

time look seriously into the question of how

IN THE CHAIR: MR

ESTGEN

Vice-President

President.

-

I call the Political Affairs Committee.

Mr Van Minnen,

dra,frsman

of an

opinion.

(NL) The question of radio and television in the
Community is obviously, with all due respect to the
rapporteur, above all a political question, i.e. a question of broadcasting policy or broadcasting market
policy. The Community market users trade in brands
of 'media' as if this was the same as trade in brands of
soap. Total television as total merchandise.
'I7'ise men are increasingly pointing out to us rhat
commerce is bearing right down on us, that the broad-

the

mone'/ which is so obviously available for satellite TV
and, iet us nor forger, r"t.ilit. radio, can be used as
efficiently as possible for the system as envisaged by
rhe C,>mmuniry. Ir is vital from this point of view rhat
the N,ember States as a Community should come to

some agreement with a view to seeing what joint
approrches should be adopted since if we fail to do

this, :here is on the one hand the threat of

the
commercial broadcasting jungle and on the other hand
the threat of a system of censorship which is already

again being considered in certain quarters, for
examlrle, in the Netherlands. This would mean that
the authorities could prevent certain programmes
which is just as disturbing
reaching the consumer
- after another.
the id:a of one soap opera

Mr

President, we

in Europe have something to

as

lose.

Vhat you in fact tend to get from so-called free-enterprise television is pseudo-information via a sort of
electr,rnic abloid. Programmes via satellite

will

be
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Thar resolution called for the drafting of a European
convention on the media; all these years larer there is
not the faintest sign of any progress in this direction.
The opposition comes from a certain political direction and from economic pressure groups, and I assume
that the two are very often identical. Today it is clear

ground in dealing with them so as to avoid the whole
thing becoming trivialized.

that the spectacular advances of the media industry are
forcing us to acr with undue haste.

The experimental stage of satellirc television

The latest recommendarion of rhe Par[iamenrary
Assembly of rhe Council of Europe on cable and satel-

extremely expensive, we know that, but to try and take
refuge in the belief that none of this will actually
'Ve can reasonably
happen, would be self-deception.

to see satellites in the next few years and
however far rhey may sent above the earth we shall

expect

nevertheless have

to

keep our feet firmly

on

has

akeady begun and the practical stage may start at any
time now. Mr Hahn makes a number of practical

which the Political Affairs
with a number of amendments
Commitree supports
and refinements, which I also strongly recommend to

recommendations,

you. However, we should not jump out of the frying
pan into the fire by trying to introduce Community
broadcasts. '!7e, as a Community, should provide the

best possible facilities

to

enable independent and

competent. teams to make European programmes.

Vhat we need is attractive programmes, i.e. as few
pictures as possible from our European Parliament and
programmes which are not so shon-winded and
rushed as we are obliged to be here. In brief,
programmes which turn the threat of the new satellites
into a benefit for the listeners and viewers, and this is
something we may well achieve if we keep on our toes.

President.

-

I call the Socialisr Group.

(DE) Mr President, ladies and
Mr Schwencke.
gentlemen, the Socialist
Group rhanks Mr Hahn for
his important report.
Together with the opinions of Mr Van Minnen of the
Political Affairs Commirtee and Mr Sieglerschmidt of
the Legal Affairs Committee we now have for the first
time in Parliament a comprehensive paper on media
poliry. Although we Socialists would have liked co see
a more polirical approach in places, and would have
liked some of the recommendations to be more
unequivocal, nevertheless we regard the report as the
first vital step along a road which must surely lead to a
European convention on the media.

That so little progress has been made in rhis marrer is
not the fault of the parliamentarians. Both rhe pirliamentarians in our respective countries and international bodies such as UNESCO, the CSCE and in
particular the Council of Europe have made numerous
statements and specific proposals on quesrrons of
media policy.

in 1974 the Parliamenmry Assembly of
the Council of Europe adopted a resolution prepared
by myself on 'The role and managemen[ of telecommunications in a democratic society'.
For example,

lite television in Europe
the Stoffelen repon of
September 1981
also takes
up rhe quesrion of a
- convenlion. But a convention does
common European
not simply fall out of a clear blue sky. It involves
careful preparation of the dates and facts and long
political arguments over the contents. I have the
impression that the European Parliament recognizes
this problem and will take up the challenge.
Mr Hahn's report is an important first step. I have not

yet gained the same impression from the Commission.
The fact that we need to ask rhe Commission so lare in
the day to produce a report on the media speaks for
the lack of real interest shown by the Commission and
the Council in this matter.
The request for a report on the media is a key element
in the list of demands. 'We are not asking the Commission merely to prepare facts and dates; what we wan[
are proposals on the legal and political framework for
a European media channel. Mr President, Iadies and
gentlemen, I must confess that I am not only excited
about this report, but also a little sceptical. I am
expecting and hoping that more will come of it than
has so far been suggested.
achieve? It will enable us to
define the political and legal structures for a European
media channel. Politically speaking
and I think here
that the Socialism' expectations go -much funher than
those of any other Group in this House:

Vhat will the report

1. Ve do not simply

want an addidonal channel, we

want a European channel based on diversity of
opinion, a channel not designed for commerce
and the media industry but for the citizens of
Europe.

2. \7e

believe that such a channel can and must be
controlled by a public institution rather than an
institution financed solely by advenising, and
therefore dependent.

Finally, I feel that the Commission's purely commercial approach deserves sharp criticism. If we are not
careful, I fear that this scheme could go the same way
as films and books, and that
as Mr Van Minnen has
already pointed out
the media
could end up being
- product rather than a cultural
treated as a commercial
asset. It is essential that we reflect the diversiry of
European opinion and that we develop a structure, in
terms of both contents and policy, which will ensure
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Schwencke

rhat the channel serves the citizens of Europe rather
than the interests of ouriders, such as the Americans.

the European
President.
- I call the Group of
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).

Mr Brok.
I

gentlemen,

'!7e

need to seize
repon will also help us in this matter.
the opponuniry offered by the Hahn report, and we
hope that rather than dragging its feet the Commission
will sense the urgency of the situadon and submit a
report on the media as soon as possible so that we can
quickly achieve the posidve results we all want.

(DE) Mr President, ladies and
should like to begin by thanking

Professor Hahn, firstly for his repon, secondly for the
initiatives he has undenaken in this area in the past
one and a half years, and thirdly for recognizing that

IN THE CHAIR: MR VANDE\flIELE

technological developments provide a great opportunity for Europe if we use them in the interests of

Vice-President

Europe.
President.

Satellirc television

is coming, and the question

is

whether we will be in on it or whether it will be left to
others. I think it is imponan[ thal we, as Europeans,
should have our own media. One of the reasons why it
is so difficult to propagate European ideas, it seems to
me, is that we do not have our own autonomous European media, and so all European news in the media is

presented from

a purely national point of view. A

European channel could introduce a new dimension to
European unificadon.

In this connection, however, I would also like to state
that I oppose Mr Van Minnen's proposals in so far as
the Community would be excluded from the decisions
and consultations of the national television companies
and would end up playing a passive role. I believe that
the European Community should be actively involved
in seeking to make full use of the developments in
technology, which offer new possibilities in the field of
transfrontier information. All the Member States have
signed the CSCE Final Act, which provides for the
free flow of information across frontiers. Ve in the
European Communities should at least stand by our
signatures and make use of the possibilities for the
transfrontier dissemination of information, panicularly as the television companies are akeady far ahead
of the politicians in many respects and are due to srart
trial broadcasts this year.

It is often said that we are exposed to the risk of total
rclevision, and Mr Van Minnen was correcr in drawing
attenrion to rhis risk. However, if we tackle rhis question constructively we can ensure that television of the
future will be used responsibly and rhar rhe risks, for
example, the risks to young persons, can be avoided.

The European television channel will cenainly be a
public channel, but the private television srations will
also have to be accommodated. There can clearly be
no total ban on advenising, but here roo rhere musr be
cenain limits
block advenising or something along
similar lines.-On the basis of the proposals in the
Commission's report on the media, which we have
called for as a matter of urgenry, we musr at leasr
produce sensible outline rules on broadcasting and so
clarify the position in rhese areas. The awaited Hutron

-

I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Papapietro.- (17) Mr President, on behalf of the
Italian Communisrs I should like to say that we
approve of this motion for a resolution. I do, however,
feel that we need to draw a finer distinction between
the problems of the Parliament's and the Community's
information services, on the one hand, and, on the
other hand, the more general problem of information
raised by the technological development which lies at
the root of Mr Hahn's report and which it is our task
to comment upon. The technological development in
quesrion can radically change the mass media. It raises

the question of the relationship bemeen power and
information, which contains within imelf the seeds of
threats to the freedom of information, leading to real
restrictions on it. In this debate, therefore, we must
reaffirm the principles of freedom and our determinawithin the limits of our powers
tion
[o make sure
that -the media never become monopolized
by only a
few interest groups.

Abundant documentation on this problem already
exists for the Parliament and Commission; the motion
for a resolution tabled by Mr Pedini in 1980, the
motion for a resolution tabled by Mr Schall, the
present document, and the European Commission's
programme, recently put before one of Parliament's
committees by Mr Natali. There is a wealth of material
here, but we feel that all the elements do not quite
mesh. \ow, this debate could have been an oppor-

tunity for the meshing of ideas, but this is not
while the Chamber in which it
happening, because

- presen[, and the protagonists
is held changes
those
the same people.
of the debate, remain

I should like to voice a statement of protest
made to us
and possibly ro others as well
by
journalists of-the European Press Association of -Strasbourg and members of the international press corps in
Brussels. They have complained to us about some of
the statemenm made in Mr Hahn's repon and over
which
I feel they might be somewhat misraken.
- if it is- going to be claimed that journalism
However,
do not have a vision of Europe and that they therefore
Finally,
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produce rarher negative information about ir, ir musr
also be acknowledged that we in Europe do not yet
have a European vision, permeating our culture, our
mutual awareness and the media too.

President.

-

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

(FR)
Mr Beyer de Ryke.
President, ladies and
- report isMrbased
gentlemen, the Hahn
on an admirable
principle: to provide more and better information on
European affairs. This is an idea

to which we

can

suscribe, and it is the reason why we shall be voting in
favour of the motion, while stressing the need for the
Commission to make an in-depth study of the subject
and to stan up a dialogue with Parliament.

One specific proposal emerges from the Hahn report,
namely the proposal to reserve the fifth channel for
the transmission of a European channel by agreement
with the European Broadcasting Union, the adminisrrative body promoting cooperation and coordination
between the national broadcasting companies.

I must

please forgive me for saying so,
- and
that
I cannot quite see how the project
will work- in practice; although of course this is
cenainly no reason for shooting it down.
confess

'Vhen,

on the other hand, we fail to make news, we
should not be surprised at being ignored and should
not attack those who ignore us.

However, we can and we should suppon Professor
Hahn's desire to provide more and better information
without imposing it. It will be enriching for all Europeans ro know more about Europe. I said 'without
imposing it' and I know from my conversations with
Professor Hahn that this is indeed his intention, but I
also know how much cenain journalists fear that the
European institutions simply wish to create their own
channel in order to influence opinion. This would
amount. to distonion rather than information, and I
would like to say here and now, as a parliamentarian
and a journalist, that it would neither be acceptable
nor accepted.

Once again, I have no fears that Professor Hahn,
whom I regard as a man of integrity and good intentions, would yield to this temptation.

For this reason we shall support his motion, while
inviting the Commission and the Council to give
funher thought rc this complex and difficult subject. I
shall perhaps ask the Professor to organize a round
table featuring not only the controllers of information

professor

but the real professionals, the journalists in the field.

All the same, certain observations can and must be

I shall conclude by quoting J. L. Servan-Schreiber,
who said of the media that they reflect a barely
distorted image of the society of which they are the
mirror. Society is never the mirror of relevision. Television does not therefore make society. Television will

made, based on the practical experience of those who

work or have worked in the field. The report states
that journalists do not 'think European', their
reporting role being defined too strictly in national or
regional terms; hence, according to the report, the

be European on the day when Europe truly exists.

predominance of negative reporting.
President.

I sincerely

believe that the problem has been badly pur.

Certain journalists are an1ry at the terms used, it
seems to me with good reason. Certain journalists feel
that they are being accused of doing nothing for
Europe.

Ve

must understand one another! In effect,

-

I call Mr Estgen.

Mr Estgen.

(FR)

Mr

President, ladies

and

gentlemen, we know that we have reached two crucial
stages in the development of television technology:
orbital television satellites and cable transmission.

two technological revolutions will facilitate
more than ever the free circulation of information, an
indispensable corollary of the freedom of thought and
speech which is the bedrock of any democratic system:
this principle of freedom of communication must be

backing Europe means identifying with a political
ideal, and it is not the journalists' job to sing the
praises of this ideal. Their job is to relate, to describe
and to inform. The technical complexity of the problems makes it difficult, often impossible, to transmit
information in rhe condensed form required for television news programmes, with their strict time limits. In
the very
and there is no denying this
addition
- relatively
nature of- the European Parliamenr, and its
restricted powers, contrive to reduce the time devoted

These

to ir.

national frontiers, may cause problems

The European Parliament and Europe will

Member Srates, but should not surprise us Europeans.
\7e should welcome it as a means of Community

coverage

if

they create news. This is probably

get
an

paramount, whatever fears there might

be

about

cenain advenising abuses or other forms of abuse.
Overspill, i.e. the encroaching of satellite transmissions
onto neighbouring territories, the transgressing of

communication

apposite day to say so, for I would be very surprised if
our vote on seal pups does not make the front pages

same images

tomorrow.

languages.

par

in

some

excellence, particularly since

modern techniques will enable all Europeans ro see [he

at lhe

same time,

but in their own
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It is easy to see that

these new technological possibilities can become a major factor in the policy of European unification, which cannot be achieved wirhour
first creating a common European identity.

Until the European institutions acquire their
means of communication they

will remain

own

ar rhe mercy

of the different Member States and pressure groups,
with their self-interest and political subjectivity. This

In his report, Mr Hahn has outlined a line of conduct
and has not advocated the setting-up of-a new stnrcture from scratch, in his attempts to give some form of
legal framework to cooperation which will enable a
vital principle to be safeguarded, namely, an absolurc
guarantee that the professionals who will be responsible for making the programmes must be independent.
European television companies will have to be asked

panicularly applies to the European Parliament, whose
work is often ignored or deliberately caricatured. I am
therefore very grateful to Mr Hahn for his initiarive

to help prepare programmes, since they have the production capaciry to do so. A central professional body,
which should be both sreamlined and flexible, would
be responsible for the overall msk of transmitting

and his report.

programmes

for the European channel. Community
to panicipate in laying
down the general criteria and principles which
representatives would have

President.

-

Mr Natali,

I call the Commission.

Vice-President

of tbe

Commission.

(17) Mr President, the debarc we have held and Mr
Hahn's repon have both emphasized the need to
nckle this problem.
It has emerged that even without rhe sarellircs
we would hope for European
cooperarion in the television sector. The fact that television sarcllites are soon
to become a realiry gives the situation roday an additional dimension of urgency and danger. !7'e needn't
kid ourselves
the lack of a European channel does
not mean that- our place will no[ be laken by orhers.
On the contrary, the transnational coverage offered by
satellites will be used by others, nor jusr the existing
television networks bur also multinational grorpr *i,h
commercial interesm, who are only too well aware of
what is at stake.

programmes ought to follow and to check periodically
that these principles are being applied and, indeed,
that they are sdll valid when they are actually applied.
Of course, Mr Van Minnen, news programmes ought
to be given special attention. Naturally, this is a sector
where professional independence must be safeguarded
against any influence
- national or otherwise as a
matter of fundamental and acute imponance. -

In his repon, Mr Hahn asks the Commission

In this context, we interpret'the media' as being only
radio and television, and not including the press.
'Vhat is more,
the six-month rime-limit is too shon for
us to provide an exhaustive and proper response to all
the questions raised in paragraph 8 of the motion for a
resolution. Ve will nevertheless do our best, because
at the present time, ladies and gentlemen, both the
national television networks and the European Broad-

'!7'e

must not adopt a purely defensive attitude, therefore, by trying to keep a tight grip over everphing in
order to stem our losses (not just in economic terms
but also culturally and politically), but must come to
grips with realiry with a willingness and a vigorous
intention to carry out the action that is required. This
is the necessary basis for the idea of setting up a European television channel. At this point, I should like to
say to Mr Schwencke that I heard his sceptical judgment of our intentions. Personally, I think it would be
better to pass such judgment after the event and not
before. The Commission is quite prepared to give all
the suppon it can to this idea.

casting Union are keeping

\flhen we ulk about a European channel, by that we
do not mean one which talks about Europe or which
places the emphasis on the Community institutions.

piece

'We

to

present a report on the mass media within six months.
I should like to make just two points.

mean a channel which has been conceived and set

up to promote Europe's cultural unity, which is the
very basis of the Communiry idea. This channel should

therefore be very wide-ranging, providing information, instruction and entertainment. '!7e can concur
wholeheanedly with Mr Hahn's report, and I should
like to express our appreciation of the work he has
carried out, including his speech today.

a

close watch

on

the

progress of.the European Parliament's initiative.

For a number'of years, the Commission depanments
abuniiant collection of archive films at
the disposal of Eurovision and the European television
networks and have offered ample technical assistance,
in terms of both staff and resources, for the presentation of news and for the production of programmes
hav.e placed an

about the Community.

In saying this, I think thar I

have more or less answered paragraph 8 of the motion

for

a resolution.

I should like to pass on since it. concerns us a
- I think is of extreme
of information which

interest. The European Broadcasting Union is already
transforming its intentions inro a firsr attempt at
carrying out a series of pilot transmissions via the OTS
satellite, supervised by a group of five television
companies in the United Kingdom, Italy, Austria, the
Netherlands and Germany. The Commission was
informed about this initiative right from rhe stan and
is following its progress with keen interest. \7e do of
course also need practical experiments, and these will
be carried out over a five-week period during the year.
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Any problems inherent in televising in this new way
should thus be highlighrcd. There is a whole series of
other problems: problems of inrernational law
borh
public and private,
problems of finance, problems
- etc. These problems are all
of political cooperarion,
highly complex and we will of course have to work
hard at them. Even in the recent pasr, ir has been
shown that errors can be rraced back to decisions
made when insufficient accounr was taken of the
effect of technical developments on rhe furure. Even if
there were no initiative on rhe parr of the Community,
it is highly likely thar these problems would arise. So
ke might as well tackle them. I need circ only the
complexity of the regulations governing an author's

rights, conflicts over advenising, and the clash of
different national cultures
which my
Mr
- ro shortly. colleague,
Narjes, will no doubt refer
These are all
pan of our real world today and even more, our world
of the future, a world which is being transformed into
an electronic global village, as it has been called.

Ve

relate

to the

approximation

of

laws and economic

marters. It is for the politicians
in fact for this
- potential
House
to maximize the cultural
of this
project. -The Commission can only make any headway
in the Council on the basis of the powers conferred on
it, i.e. on the basis of Article 100 and the relared provisions. As regards the approximation of laws, the creation of a policy for the media is an important issue,
since the aim is not only to transmit European channels but also to p.ornoti the transfonier tiansmission
of existing channels. Before this can be achieved it is
necessary [o remove the obstacles which have impeded
or in some cases completely prevented access to television broadcasting and transfonier rransmissions.

I

would like to

stress

that these constitute not only

political objectives but also tasks for rhe Community,
on the basis of the Treaty of Rome. The basic European tenets of freedom of association and freedom to
provide services within the Community also apply to
television broadcasting activities. And insofar as use is

must be able to visualize these problems and rry to
inidate the solutions to them.

made of them, the existing national structures will
automatically become looser.

have just one more point to make with

Apan from these two direcdy applicable principles on

Mr President, I
regard

to the amendments. Some of

them contain

outlines of schemes which we must think about carefully. I believe that it is much more useful and wonhwhile for our task not to predetermine at this stage the

solutions that are required, but

to

reflect on, and

tackle, the relative problems and their solutions after
we have submitted our report.

the equal treatment of national undenakings of other
Member States, Articles 57 and 66 of the EEC Treaty
provide for the coordination of national provisions on
the taking-up and pursuit of activides as self-employed
persons, which clearly also includes television broadcasting activities. In harmonizing the provisions, full
account can and must be taken of television's cultural
and social functions.

As we thank

Mr Hahn once again for his report,

and
the committee and all those who spoke today, we are

quite certain, Mr President, that the European Parliawhich, today and in previous debates, has
ment
will
shown- its keen awareness of this subject
continue to assist us in our tasks and to supPort us in
the choices which will have to be made from time to

The aim of approximating laws through the directives
of the Council of Ministers should be to facilitate the
taking-up and pursuit of activities as self-employed
persons. There is also a need to create conditions
similar to the domestic market for television within the
Community, such as already apply in a large degree to

time.

the press and its products.

IN THE CHAIR: MR

ESTGEN

Vice-President

President.

-

I calI the Commission.

To this end, at point 7 of his motion for a resolution
Mr Hahn, on behalf of the Cultural Committee, calls
for the drafting of outline rules on European radio
and television broadcasting. First, however, the
national laws of copyright protection and advenising
would need to be harmonized. The transmission of
cable television within the Community is already
hampered by the existence of different restrictions on
advenising in the Member States. The rules therefore
need to be harmonized.

The creation of a Community-wide channel is

also

(DE) Ihave
want to- consider one

hampered by the territorial limitation and the national

of Mr Schwencke, for it is not the case, Mr
Schwencke, that we can choose between adopting a
cultural or an economic approach rc this problem. The
powers conferred on us by the three Communities

This could be achieved through the statutory granting
of licences on payment of a fee, or through the
involvement of the companies which protect the interests of copyright owners in the individual Member

Mr Narjes, Member of the

Commission.

asked to speak because I
extremely imponant aspecr of the role of rclevision in
thc building of Europe. In doing so, I risk arousing the
crrath

form of copyrights. Any harmonization of copyright
law must therefore be designed to simplify the transfrontier use of copyrights, as, for example, with films.
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States. Naturally, I am also aware that we shall have to
bear in mind problems of public order and che like,
including the question of the protection of young
persons stressed in Mr Hahn's report.

vulnerable and essentially defensive and for rhis
reason, Mr President, I wholeheartedly suppon Mr

For this reason, and in accordance with point 1 of the
motion for a resolution, the Commission intends to
produce a public memorandum this year on the phased
creation of a common market in cable and satellite
rclevision. Depending on the situation we could also
perhaps produce, on [he basis of this memorandum,
the requested review of policy in relation to the media,
provided we have sufficient personnel available.

President.

President.

-

I call on Mr Penders.

(NL) Mr President, what is the most
Mr Penders.
- of Mr Hahn's report? It is not the
imponant aspect
statement to the effect that the Community should
acquire broadcasting righm, nor is it the idea that the
European Commission should produce television
programmes. That would obviously be ridiculous as
they would end up sending everyone to sleep with
their propaganda. Just imagine debates of this kind being
broadcast live on television. It would be absurd, quite

apart from the fundamental objection that in the field
of the media the only task of the government, in this
case the European government, is to lay down requiremenrc. However, whar the Community should do is to
develop a European media policy, and this is found in
the Hahn report.

Hahn's report.

culture. However, a European media policy is necessary in itself.

A panicularly urgent reason for this is the state and
developmenr of media technology. The satellite era in
particular will have overwhelming consequences and if
we do not ourselves fill the present. vacuum with a
European concept, the vacuum will be filled in some
other way, either by commercial broadcasters who
make their money from advenising and who will prob-

ably broadcast dreadful trivia, or by the national
broadcasting authorities withdrawing into protectionist systems. l7ithout going into the question of
whether protectionism of this kind could be successful,
I nevertheless think that such a poliry would be

I call Mr Van Minnen.

(NL) I should lik. ,o *rk. a point
Mr Van Minnen.
- close for the evening,
of order before we
if I may, Mr
Presidenr, since Mr Natali has given rise to an element
of ambiguity which he might be able to clarify
immediately. '!7e have called on the Commission to
submit a media report within six months but all the
Commission has answered is that rhat is short notice.
Obviously, it is shon notice if we have not yer srarted
work on it. However, we are assuming that the
preparations are already underway and I think this
House should be given a specific answer to the question put by Mr Hahn and myself as to wherher the
Commission thinks there is any chance of meeting our
deadline of six months or not.. A simple yes or no
would help us know where we stand.
President.

Minnen.

-

That was not a point of order, Mr Van

The debarc is closed. The motion for a resolution will
be put to the vote at the next voting rime.

(The sitting utas closed at 8.05 p.m. and resumed at
9.10 p.rn.)t

For months now all we have been doing is saying that
on the basis of rhe mandate of 30 May Europe must
develop another poliry in addition to the agricultural,
regional, social and industrial policies. \7ell then, is it
nor true ro say that in highly industrialized societies
communications and information, radio and television
are extremely imponant? !7e should never overlook
this fact. Thus, if we want a new European policy we
should not forget to develop first and foremost a
European media policy. This is not to say that national

and regional languages and cultures should take a
back seat
by no means, since these are obviously
- and the life-blood of our European
both'the roots

-

IN THE CHAIR: MR NIKOLAOU
Vice-President

15.

Adninistratioe expenditure of Parliamentfor tbe
financialyear 1981

The next irem is the repon (Doc.
l-1069/81)-by Mr Konrad Schon, on behalf of the

President.

Committee on Budgetary Conrrol, on rhe administrative expenditure of rhe European Parliament for the
period

1

January ro

3l

December 1981 (1981 financial

year).

I call

the rapporteur.

Mr Konrad Schiin, rapporter4r.
Mr President, ladies
- has
and gentlemen, the repon which
been submitted to
this House is based on Anicle 74 of. the Financial
I

Veification of credentiah: see Minutes
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Regulation, which provides that every institution, that
is to say, including Parliamenr, shall communicare to
the Commission each year,by

I April at the latesr, the

information required for drawing up the revenue and
expenditure accounts and the balance sheet relating ro
the Community budger. This was rhe case with this
report, and here I should like to draw your attention

to the fact that the figures contained in rhe report
which were accepted unanimously by the Committee
on Budgemry Control, have not yer been analvsed in
detail. So this report will initially be a kind of inrerim
representation, an inrerim reporr, which

will fulfil the
of the

requirement of complying with the provisions

Anicle I mentioned above.
Nevenheless, permir me, Mr President, ladies and
gentlemen, so make one or wo polidcal commenrs in
connection with this report,. The right to control the

budget,

the right to control the

European
Community's revenue and expendirure, belongs ro the

foremost privileges of this European Parliament. 'S7e
in the Committee on Budgets
bur also in rhe
- for which
Committee on Budgetary Control,
I am
acting as rapporteur
take this right of control very
- are to provide credible assurseriously, because if we
ances to the taxpayer that it was wonh having this
Parliament directly elected, we musr. be particularly
rigorous in questions of budgedng conrrol, because
here we are talking about the European taxpayers'
money. I may say, to start, that we have achieved
success in our endeavours. Thanks ro the activity of
this Committee on Budgetary Control, in cooperation
with the Committee on Budgets and the European
Coun of Auditors, we again achieved significant
savings in 198 l, and Mr Irma once said of these
savings that they were already anough to jusrify the
exisrence of this Parliament, that is to say, to cover [he
cosrc of this Parliament. Nevertheless, our control
activities must also be seen to be credible, which means
we mus! also exercise the same control over our own
institution when the question is one of the use appropriations are put to, that is, the budgetary behaviour of
Parliament itself. Permit me to make a few comments
on that. If we, for example, compare Parliament's
budget with the Council's budget, as was possible in
earlier years, there was evidently also a significant
increase in 1981. That was naturally the result of rhe
enlargement of Parliament and the preparations for
the accession of Greece to [he European Community.
All the same, we may say thar, apart from cenain
problemadc items in the staff budget, things have at
least been guided in the right direction by our control
activity. Let me draw your attention to staff costs in
panicular, because here too our Parliament is not in
any way different from other institutions, or from
other public institutions in the Member States. In
order to control and to limit the rise in staff cosrs, we
have instituted a halt to new recruitment.

Over and above that, a study designed to suggest
better and more rational ways of organizing the
administration of rhe Parliament has been commis-

sioned. Here let me express some scepricism:
according ro rhe informarion I have received, the
management consultants concerned with rhis study,
which has been submitted in the form of an interim
report to members of the political groups, was
supposed to have as licle conracr as possible with
Members of Parliamenr, for reasons that are unknown

to me. It will be our rask in rhe Commirtee on Budgetary Control to look into this quesrion on rhe basis of
this repon, because rhe repon is only meant ro open
the discussion of rhe budgemry discharge, which is
why this is a very imponanr point.

Ve

have also

which constirutes anorher posirive

- internal measures designed to
adopted
- better
promote
administration of the Community's
point

resources. This must be chalked up without any doubt
as a victory for the Committee on Budgetary Control,
but we
and I should like to say this also on behalf

of my -fellow

members of the committee
should
think set about clearly defining the -sphere of
action and the responsibilities of the bodies within
Parliament. Here I should like to make a subsidiary
remark, because lack of time prevents me from going
into details: our administration is faced with an

now

I

in-house lawsuit, probably because of delays in the
settling of issues to do with buildings, for example in

Brussels. These

are matters which we in

the

Committee on Budgetary Control cannot, accept in the
form in which they are presented. Let me give you
another example
again I shall only sketch out the

outline

- because I cannot go into
of the matter

the

details: we should like to esmblish who was responsible, for example, for the procuremenr of a television
transmitter vehicle. Perhaps you think that these are

petty matters, but the credibility of Parliament
which, as part of the budgetary autority, exercises
control over the other institutions and which has ser
up a control committee with appropriate responsibilities, something which other committees in other
parliaments envy us
rhis credibility is at srake when
we sit in judgment -on our outn expenditure, on the
execution of our budget and the activities of our
administrators. I am not trying to say by that that we
should also ask whether the administration

noting,

we hope, that Members with the legitimacy- of direct
election are sitting here
acted in accord- has always
ance with the political intentions
of Parliament.

Those are things that we musr certainly examine, and I

think rhat it will also appropriately srrengrhen our
image in the outside world, because, Mr President,
you know as well as I do: nothing is more harmful for
us than those panly misleading represenrarions of the
cost of this Parliamenr, of rhe question of whether it
even makes sense to enlarge such an institution or to
have it directly elecred. Permir me to remind you rhar,
in connection with official travel and with visits of
delegations overseas, the press has disseminared very
strange and scarcely flattering impressions.
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I was extremely happy that so many people were
present during our debate on seals, but what is at stake
here is ourselves and our image of ourselves, which is
why I appeal to the few Members who are still present
and why I am of the opinion that this House should
approve this repon. 'We Members of the Committee
on Budgetary Control will be staning the detailed
control immediately we have the overall figures.

right, and cenainly *."*outa expect Parliament to be
able to do so. For example, water, gas, electricity and
heating: 370lo unspent. Last year the error was 300/0.

I should just like to remind you of one thing which, of
course, my predecessors had to do each time: it is an

430/o unspent at the end of the year and
Do we really want the people of
yea.
790/0.
lrst
Europe to know what we are doing? Do we really

old refrain in the Committee on Budgerc
not just in
-that we must
the Committee on Budgetary Conrrol
- estimates. For
be somewhat clearer in the question of
example, we mus[ note once again for 1981 that the
rate of utilization of appropriations corresponds to
only 86% of the estimate. I know from my own experience at home in a national parliament that when
appropriations are estimated too high there is in every
administrative system an almost unconscious tendency

ro utilize and spend correspondingly. In respect of this
matter, therefore, we must discuss, with the help of
our control work, how we in the Budget Committee
can organize things so as to achieve more budgetary
clarity, more clarity of execution and more budgetary
accuracy and, above all, strengthened detailed control.

I call upon the Members of this
House now present to approve the report of the
Committee on Budgetary Control which I have had

Cleaning and maintenance
postage

-

270/o unspent. Last year the

error was

390/0.

Now those are items where one can .iust say 'very poor
estimating'. Bur then one notices information and
publicity

want to use appropriations in the information sector?

It really, in my view, Mr President, is simply not good
enough. \(ihen I had the privilege of presenting this
particular repon last year, it was on the 1980 financial
year, and I felt that there were reasons, in view of the
late adoption of the budget, why the administration
mighr rhen be excused. In respect of 1981 those
excuses are far less substantial, while for 1982 it is
vital, I believe, that we should improve our procedure
to make quite certain that we do not have this kind of
error in estimating in future.

President.

For these reasons,

the honour of presenting to you.

490lo unspent. Last year

- on a routine ircm like
the error was 510/0. Even

-

I call the Communist and Allies Group.

Mr Leonardi.- (17) Mr President, in order to be
I need only refer to the speeih I made last year

brief,

on this very subject. Quite simply, we reject the notion
of passing these accounts. The imponant thing is to
President.

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Price.
Mr President, I em sure the House
would want- to thank Herr Schon for having done a
detailed job well. Having been the rapporteur on this
subject last year, I know the task that befell him, and I
congratulate him on the way that he has done it.

Vhen we look at these accounts, the thing that must
strike us most forcibly is that only 860/o of the appropriations in the budget were committed and only 770/o
were actually paid out in the year in question. Now
that has led to 140/o simply being cancelled. Some
people might call that underspending. That is not a
phrase that I would use. I call it bad estimating, and I
think that the administration and the Bureau of Parliament are responsible and that it has happened repeatedly. It is not just the average degree of error which is
unacceptable. \flithin rhar aye:age of 230/o of
payments unused, there are 54 lines where rhe error
was more rhan rhe average of.230/o in underestimation.
There were also six lines in which the original budget
figure was exceeded, so rhe enrire parrern of Parliament's budget has quite clearly shown a very high
degree of error.
Some of these errors have been on srandard irems, the
kind of thing that a small business would hope to ger

give a polidcal opinion on the way in which such
accounts are passed. People are continuing to bemoan
the fac.t that there is a divergence between the sums
estimated and those used. I should like to point out
that this discrepancy affects mainly rhe headings
concerning Members of this Parliament.

The truth is that this is not an administrative acr with
which we are dealing and we therefore cannot ralk
about shoncomings in the administration, which Mr
Price was complaining about.just now. The fact is that,

when estimates are drawn up, we do not have the
nerve to increase appropriations in order to improve
matters. Then, when the budget is implemenred, we
are either unable or too faintheaned to deploy the
funds. Direct elections were held more than rhree
years ago now, but the appropriations which could
have been used, by means of transfers from chaprer
010, for instance, have not been employed to insritute

of employment for
for the simple matter of

minimum common basic terms
these Members, nor even
medical care.

The blame is often laid at the door of rhe Council of
Ministers for this shortcoming, but it is in fact Parliament and its managers who are to blame for not being
brave enough to face the facts, which would reveal
that in this House, where we are all doing the same
job, some Members are paid rhree or four rimes as
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much as others. This situation is scandalous and we

Ve

houses which have installed freezing sysrems see rhe
development of production of eviscerared poultry as a
possible way of getring rid of competition from small
slaughterhouses and poulrry butchers; these large
supermarkets would like to see dressed poultry disappear alltogether.

lems which we can solve ourselves, provided that we
have the courage ro do so. This Assembly has found
imelf in rhis situation for three years now and while it
has the nerve to preach common policies at others, it is

However, the production and sale of dressed poulry
are traditionally higher in some Member Srates.

musr Pur a stop to ir!

need look no further ro discover the reason for
our budget's operarional failure, and rhe Council of
Ministers has,nothing to do wirh it. These are prob-

incapable of instiruting a common policy for imelf.
This smrc of affairs cannor be allowed ro conrinue and
that is why we are pronouncing an adverse political
judgment on the budger. As I said before, rarher rhan
simply passing rhe accounrs as a matter of rourine
administration, we prefer to offer a political response.
President.

-

The debarc is closed.

The vore will be held at the next voting time.

16. Trade in poultrymeat

This is a most imponant point, because the word
poultry often raises a smile, and I should like to draw
your attention to ir. This is not a polirical problem in
the accepted sense but it is a question of principle. If,
in future, the Members allow themselves ro be walked
over, there will be srandardized produce throughour
Europe. !/e shall no longer have the opportuniry to
buy non-standardized produce, and no allowance will
be made for conscientious farmers who wish ro
continue marketing qualiry produce
which in the
- by keeping
case of chicken can only be disringuished
the head and feet, otherwise they will all look the
same when wrapped. I rhink it is our responsibiliry
today to defend the consumers and to fight against
standardization.

next item is the reporr (Doc.
Presidcnt.
- MrThe
1-981/81) by
Combe, on behalf of the Committee

on the Environment, Public Health and

Consumer

Protection, on the
proposal from the Commissron to the Councrl (Doc.
1-98181) for a directrve amending Directive 7l/118/
health problems affectrng trade rn fresh poultry-

'!7hat would
become of Europe if we were faced
tomorrow with another direcrive requiring all our
sausages to be idenrical,

if we could no longer distin-

guish between sausages from Toulouse, Srrasbourg, or
Hamburg. The variery of products is one of the advantages we enjoy in Europe
rhis is the spice of our
lives

!

-

:::...

I call the rapporteur.

Mr Combe,

rapporteur.

(FR) Mr President, ladies

poultry

poulrry which has been slaughtered,

on the Environment,
and gentlemen, the Committee
Public Health and Consumer Protection adopted by a
very large majority this report on the proposal for a
Council Directive on rade in poultrymeat which we
are examining today in plenary sitting. This directive
sets 15 August 1985 as the latest date for the total
abolition in the Community of the sale of dressed
plucked, -bled and stripped only of its intestines and
sold with the liver, gizzard, heart and sometimes the
in
neck and head, and I dare say even the feet
favour of rhe marketing of eviscerated poultry which
has been stripped of all its intestines and offal and
marketed in a standardized form, generally wrapped
in.cellophane, on which are indicated the weight and
Pnce.

Our committee protested against this ban

and
expressed its concern for the maintenance of variery in

Using hygienic considerations as a prer.ext, an artempr
is being made to make us believe thar rhis standardized
chicken is, in facr, berrer for the consumer. Ir does not
take any special knowledge'ro understand a chicken
stripped of its innards makes it easier for rhe vererinary officer to look for danger signs, bur people musr
realize that this also facilirates rhe enrry of microbes.
Gamekeepers know very well thar [o preserve chickens
they must be kepr intact. I consider it our duty to
defend all the European producers and I ask you ro
think about what kind of life we would have if we
allowed ourselves to be walked over.

The large slaughterhouses found no method other
than stripping the chicken completely of its innards.
They made a vain attempt to adopt the manual
method used by the farmers or small slaughterhouses.
Now, on the pretext of hygiene they are trying to
impose this type of snndardized chicken on us. Thar is
why our committee rejected this direcrive and we
would hope for the support of the entire Assembly.

are also concerned about a better quality of life.

Another aspect of the proposal for a Council Directive
concerns the cost of health inspections. Ve fail to
understand why the directive proposes that these
expenses should be included in the cost of the
produce. It is logical for these inspections to be carried

Of course, large supermarkets and the large slaughter-

out by the public authorities, since they are for

consumer products within the Community.

Ve
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consumer health protection. lVhat is more, these costs
are met by the public authorities in the case of sheep
and pig slaughterhouses. There can be no reasonable
explanation for a different system for poultry slaugh-

specifically recognized by

Mr

Combe's report.

I

am

pleased that they can now at last enter the EEC as
fully recognized servants of environmental health
inspection. That is very sensible.

terhouses.

ofrcn lend my suppon to the Commission, but I am
afraid that I cannot do so in this case. It would be a
piry for Europe and for European products. I sincerely
hope, therefore, that all the Members will understand
this viewpoint in the interest of all consumers.

I

the Group of the European
Prcsident.
- I call
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).
(DE) Ladies and gentlemen, I believe
Mr Mertens.
in giving a clear presentation to
Mr Combe succeeded
this House of the essentials of the problem. I should
like to thank him for the clarity of his statement, and
we shall gladly give him our support. He also had a
majority in favour in the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and Consumer Protection.

If I

might repeat it here again, the subject is of very
little imponance to the members of the European
Community. !7'e are dealing with something peculiar
French cuisine, but since all of us here have a
certain weakness for French cuisine, we should also
include it in our discussion.

to

case is that the checks
and safery regulations being applied to this specialiry
are of a similar kind to those we must require for the
prorecrion of the general health of cidzens of the
European Community.

\7hat is of more concern in this

I believe that this control is guaranteed and can be put

The second thing is the question of costs. Mr Combe
said, and I understand his motives completely, that it is
better to have the inspection paid for by public
authorities because it is then independent of the producers. Originally the problem lay in the fact that many
thought the
producers
at any rate in Britain

- by national
inspection -was paid for and subsidized
governments, no[ [he case in Britain, and therefore
they were at a disadvantage, which is why the
Commission set up its enquiry. The Commission
decided that costs throughout the EEC should be on

the same basis and should be charged to the producers.
I am sorry to say that my group feels that this is sdll
the case and that we ought to charge the producers.
One of the problems in Britain is that it is the local
governments who would pay if it were charged to the
public authorities. Now local government areas are
very small areas: in Suffolk, for instance, my ou/n

area, we probably produce almost a third of the
poultry eaten in the whole of Great Britain, and quite
clearly that disrict could not pay the expenses of the
inspection. So I am afraid we have to depart from the

rapporteur and the committee on this. If the Commission were disposed to accept the rapporteur's view on
costs, then we should have to say that in Britain special
provisions would have to be made for dealing with
them.

The new tightened-up details on uniform inspection
conditions are also welcome. That was another great
complaint. People felt that inspection was carried out
differently in different countries to the disadvantage of
some farmers. I am very glad that has been cleared up.

into effect by appropriate specialist personnel. I should
imponance
like rc think that
- and it is of equal
rhrough this we have achieved a common basis for
control within the European Community. \fle lay great
emphasis upon this and since we are sure that this is
actually happening, we can support the rapporteur's

I turn last to the uneviscerated chicken which Mr
Combe spoke about so eloquently and which, for some
extraordinary and very uneloquent reason, is known
in England as the New York dressed chicken. It does

proposal with an easy conscience.

ciated and where I believe the taste for it has gone up. I
am very glad that you have assured us, so far as the

Mr President, I do not wish to waste the dme which
was so kindly allowed me, since we all regret that we
do not often manage to deal with our business on
Thursday evening or Friday morning.
President.

-

I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr President, I am extremely pleased
Mr Turner.
on the Environment, Public
that the Committee
Health and Consumer Protection has at last recognized with complete approbation the position of the
English environmental health officers. On the continent there are veterinary officers, but in England we
also have environmenal health officers who have been

not only exist in France, the New York

dressed

chicken exists in England too where it is much appreCommission supporr you, that we will continue to
have the New York dressed or uneviscerated chicken.
Ve are very much on your side. Of course we are
speaking here of farmers and local markets, and not of
the large mass-production industry.'

I

have one last brief comment. Unfonunately paragraph 5 of the motion for a resolution is slightly inaccurate in rhat it says that there should be the same
degree of inspection for uneviscerated chicken as for
eviscerated ones. Of course, that is physically impossible for the simple reason that they are uneviscerated
and you therefore cannot look at the viscera. I ask
Parliament and the Commission, and anyone else who
reads this document, to overlook this slight slip. There
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Turner

cannot be the same inspection
poultry; let

us

for

uneviscerated

President.

forget it was ever said there could.

-

I call

rhe Commission.

Mr
President.
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democram.

Mr

(DA) Mr President, unlike the last
speaker I inrcnd to speak for less rhan the time which
Nyborg.

has been allocated

to me.

Today, we are to adopt a decision regarding a reporr
on the revision of one of rhe many directives on agricultural products. Even if the proposal deals only wirh
one of many small details which go together ro make
up the entire organization of the agriculrural sector, I
should nevenheless like to rake rhis opporruniry to
draw attention to a number of imponant principles.

I

should like to draw your attention ro rhe two main
objecdves in connection with trade in fresh poultrymeat. Firstly, the legislation should guaranree rhar the
products we produce are of high quality
- parricularly, of course, from the health point of view
where
foodsruffs are concerned. Secondly, the regularion
should be such as to avoid distonion of competition. If
it is at present possible to slaughter, process and wrap

poulry from which only the entrails have

been

removed under satisfactorily hygienic condirions,
there is no reason why this should be.banned and I
therefore wholeheartedly go along with Amendmenr
No 4 by the rapporteur, Mr Combe. I am pleased rhat
all over Europe one can srill buy poulrry complete with

Andriessen, Member of the Commission.
(NL) Mr Presidenr, I am very fond of French cuisine
and although I have not eaten chicken this evening I
was nevenheless very interested in rhe repon and rhe

debate which has jusr been conducred. I should now
like on behalf of the Commission, to make a few brief
remarks. Firsrly, ir is not rhe intention of the Commission to eliminare any possibiliry for the slaughtering,

sale and consumption of fresh poultry of the rype
under discussion. This possibiliry will remain open ar a
restricted local level within the Communiry, and if the
rapporteur is assuming that rhis will be impossible I
think there must have been a misundersranding. So
much for my firsr remark. My second remark concerns

the sixth paragraph of the resolution. For

health

reasons, it is not possible to market the type of poultry
we are discussing here this evening on rhe same terms
as eviscerated poultry. Thus some son of special direc-

tives and provisions for the inspection of this kind of
poultry must be mainrained. However, rhis possibility
is not to be complerely eliminared and rhe consumer
will thus conrinue to have the choice, and I hope this
will also be true in the case of rhe New York dressed
chicken which Mr Turner has just menrioned.
As regards the cost, ir is normal prac[ice in most of the
Member States for the cosrs of health inspections ro be
passed on in the cost price and the Commission rherefore sees no reason ro deparr from this practice.

liver, gizzard and hearr etc. which still tastes of

Thus, on this point, Mr President, we come closer to
Mr Turner and Mr Nyborg rhan to Mr Combe in his

poultry unlike the cardboard chickens we often get.

rePort.

I wholeheanedly agree with the rapponeur that there
is no reason why rhis merhod of slaughter should be

I should

banned nor is there any reason why we should return
to this subjecr in 1986. There is no sense in intro-

ducing or maintaining resrrictions for rheir ou.n sake.
Vhy, then should we be content with making a provisional decision today if we could just as well make a
final decision once and for all?

As regards Amendment No 3 to rhe Commission's
proposals, however, I have a number of reservations.
'I7'hen costs are
to be borne by public authorities I
always sound the alarm since, as we all know
and
- turn
you know just as well as I do
that they always
out considerably higher than -if they are borne by the
private secror. I think, therefore, rhar in this case rhe

Commission's original version

is

better than the

Committee's proposal. However, I should like to say
at the same time that we should edeavour to establish
standard rules for all products, regardless of whether it
is beef, pigmeat or, as in rhis case, poultry.

\flith this minor reservadon, I can give my supporr ro
Mr Combe's repon and, for rhe resr, I agree with the
points made by Mr Manens.

also like ro commenr on rhe inspecrors. In the
amendment in quesrion it is suggesrcd that the words
'environmenral health officers or meat inspectors'

should be added.

I

am afraid thar this could

cause

problems as regards rhe tasks and competencies of the

environmental healrh officers.

This quesrion is
in a

currently been dealt wirh by rhe Commission

Commission proposal and Parliamenr will be
consulrcd for its opinion. It does nor, rherefore, strike
the Commission as advisable, pending completion of
this procedure, to incorporare a mention of an officer
of this kind into rhe Directive. The concepr 'mear

inspector' is an entirely new one and without knowing
exactly what we are to understand by ir, for example
as regards the demarcation between 'meat inspector'
and 'assistant', the Commission feels ir would be difficult to include an officer of rhis kind in the regulation.
This means, in practical [erms, Mr President, rhat the
Commission has and musr conrinue rc have objections

concerning the points made in Amendments Nos l, 2
and 3. The Commission is nor so much concerned
with the details as wirh the smndardization of health
controls which will enable the production of these
eviscerated chickens to be allowed to continue on a
limited scale in the long rcrm.

President.

-
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and panicularly, excessive
- been demonstrated extenis harmful has
sively in-medical literature and at various medical

The fact that smoking

The debarc is closed.

smoking

The vote will be held at rhe next voting time.

congresses on the subject; the most imponant ones are

those held in London

ence on smoking

in Venice last year.

The next item is the report (Doc.
by
Mr Del Duca, on behalf of the
l-1053/81)

President.

Committee on the Environment, Public Health and

on the

in l97l and the official conferBad-Homburg which remains

fundamentally important, but we must also not forget
the last conference organized by the Cini Foundation

17. Campaign against smohing

Consumer Protection,

in

campaign against

Let me just briefly list some of the ills which result
from smoking: the mouth being the first organ to
suffer the deleterious impact of smoking, harmful
effects include bad breath, inflammation of the gums

smoking.

and dental decay. But smoking can also give rise to
more serious diseases, such as cancer of the lip or

I call the rapporteur.

tongue.

(1I) I should like to
Mr Del Dtca, rapporteur.
begin my speech, Mr President, by paying tribute to
the Chairman of the Italian Anti-Smoking Campaign
Committee, Dr Andrea Camera, for having presented
his petition in September 1980, thereby launching an
appeal through this Parliament to the various populations which we represent, and giving us a forceful
argument which was both clear and deuiled.

system. Harmful substances accumulate

Highly relevant in this context are the initiatives of Mr
Petronio and Mrs Squarcialupi. I am quite sure that
the motions for resolution that they have tabled and
today's discussion will rightly succeed in being recognized as well informed and effective proposals which

The milk of mothers who smoke is not so rich nutritionally and the smoking habits of mothers can cause
the weight of children to increase irregularly, as well
as insomnia, restlessness and intestinal troubles in

will

be

But the main victim of smoking is the respiratory
in the lungs,
causing chronic bronchitis, asthma, pulmonary
emphysema and cancer.

Two hundred thousand cigarettes are a passport to
cancer. Smoking ten cigarettes a day, you are l5 times
as

likely to Bet cancer and, if you smoke 40 a day, the

risk rises by a factor of 65.

babies.

very useful in the sphere of public healrh.
Smokers are more likely

This motion for a resolution has a number of
purposes: it appeals to smokers to exercise consideration towards non-smokers, it seeks to inform smokers
of the damage which results from using or misusing
tobacco, and it constitutes an appeal to the younger

so that
generation
but above all to teachers
- will not have this vice or will-at least be
young people
free from dependency on tobacco.

is grown
or nicotina tabacum
rhroughout the world between a latitude of 53' north
and 35o south and a number of governments are
involved in its cultivation.

Tobacco

Use is made of tobacco leaves which contain an
nicotine. The
extremely poisonous alkaloid
quan[iry of this substance varies between

I

and

8olo

depending on the quality of the tobacco.

to get hean

disease such as

angina, infarction, anerial hypertension and tachycardia. The nicotine and carbon monoxide in smoke
are sworn enemies of the human heart. It has been
shown that there are twice as many deaths from hean

disease among smokers

as opposed to

among

non-smokers.

!7here blood circulation

is

concerned, smoking

damages veins and arteries, encouraging the onset of
aneriosclerosis. Diseases of the circulation are even
more likely to occur if tobacco use is associarcd either
with alcohol, anticontraceptive pills or obesiry.

Smoking also speeds up the ageing of the skin, gives
rise to impurities, boils, a pale complexion and wrinkles.

'\7hile any kind of smoking is bad, excessive smoking
is worsel

The ingestion of a milligramme of nicotine causes feelings of malaise and salivation; two milligrammes
causes headaches, dizziness, sweating and nausea. But
when tobacco is smoked, the organism absorbs other
toxic and irritant products apart from nicotine, namely
combustion-produced substances, such as prussic acid,

carbon monoxide, pyridine bases, formaldehyde, etc.

-

the so-called tobacco tar.

Of course, it

is by no means easy to wean smokers

off

their dependence on, and addiction to smoking, but it
is nevenheless our duty to inform people of the
damage they are doing to themselves. This Parliament's Committee on Public Health has discussed this
at length and has agreed that non-smokers need to be
protected.
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It

has been shown rhat, when non-smoking subjecm
spend an evening in an environment where people were
smoking, samples of their night urine prove ro contain
a quantity of nicotine equal to that found in rhe smoke
given off by seven or eight cigarettes.

There is no way, ladies and genrlemen, that any
motion for a resolution tabled here could succeed in
combating the selfishness of individuals in their dealings with their fellow human beings, unless they can be
convinced by education. That is why we have to
concentrate our attention on the younger generations.
It is clear that we will only solve this problem if we can
convince those who smoke
by publicity in schools,
hospitals, meeting places and- transport vehicles
- that
harm can come to others through their smoking.
\7e
must do all we can, with conviction, so rhat young
people become aware of the harm they can do themselves through a vice which could easily be avoided,
especially if caught in time.

Naturally, there will always be enormous problems
when it comes to reducing production. Ve need only
remember that national taxes on cigarettes represent
700/o of the sales price and 3500/o of rhe production
price for the coffers of Member States, as can be gathered from the European Commission's last report. Nor
can we ignore the fact that the European tobacco
industry employs more than 100 000 people, that there
are
500

000 planrcrs of raw tobacco and another
000 people directly or indirectly involved with
250

disribution.

public health policy off the ground and this does not
only result from the lack of specific provisions in the
Treaty of Rome. The Commission has repeatedly

promised

ro draw up a public health action

programme, in which the campaign against smoking
would be included, and this has taken place on the
basis of agreements reached at a meetint of the
Council of Health Ministers. Unfonunately, this was
only the second and at the same time the last meeting
of that Council. That was in 1978.

I hope you will forgive

me, but the reluctance of the
Council of Ministers to meet, let alone to make decisions, should not be an excuse for rhe Commission to
do nothini about the ambitious action programme
which has been frequently promised. Fortunately, this
Parliament itself takes initiatives and the Commission
can go to work and come up with concrete proposals
on the basis of this excellent report by Mr Del Duca,
which my group wholeheanedly supports. This may
enable it ro wake up the Council of Ministers and
provide them with a stimulus to take Community-level
decisions aimed at countering excessive smoking with

all its derimental

talks about health,

it

fosters the hope

of limiting

tobacco consumption through better health education.
That is why I began my speech by depicting our battle
cry as an appeal which we are launching to our populations.

which I am representing
The Committee on Health
here today
hopes that this appeal will be heard and
first of all welcomed
by everyone in this House as they
approve this motion for a resolution which is excellent
from the point ofview of prevention and public health.

I

should like to ilose by thanking all those who have
contributed in a positive way with studies, speeches
and amendments to improve the work that we have
done and which will give us all the satisfaction of
knowing that we have performed our duty towards
our fellow men who need to know the facts in order to
change their lives for the berter.
(Applause)

President.

-

I call the Socialist Group.

Mrs Krouwel-Mam.
know how difficult

(NL) Mr President, we all
it- is to get a genuine European

A

rapid stan on

a

the latter of which
ban on tobacco advenising
- \flHO four-year plan
would be in accordance with the
might lead to a reduction in the damage done to
-the health of the smokers themselves and the harmful
consequences

But we can take heart from the report since, when it

consequences.

large-scale anti-smoking campaign is very desirable, if
not essential, panicularly with an eye to young people
who are taking up smoking at an increasingly early
age. An information campaign of this kind and a total

for

community from the social and

economic point of view. If you cut down or stop
smoking you save money and prolong both your own
life and that of non-smokers. Your own health and the
health of your environment is an irreplaceable and
priceless asset.

President.
I call the Group of European Progressive
Democrats.-

(DA) Mr President, I should like to
Nyborg.
- that I am a smoker myself
begin by saying
so that I
cannot be accused afterwards of being unqualified to

Mr

comment on this subject.

I

am sure all of us can go along with and suppon any

initiative aimed at protecring public health, but at the
same time, I should like to say that we should take all
the statistics with a pinch of salr. Statisdcally speaking,
there are vast numbers of people who die in bed, but
this does not mean that it is dangerous to lie in bed. It
is by now, I think, an esrablished fact that robacco
smoke is harmful and that it may in many cases cause
cancer, which is why I can also understand the rapporteur calling for sensible arrangements to permit people
who do not themselves smoke end have no wish to get
tobacco smoke into their lungs to avoid it.

No
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Broadly speaking, I can go along with the motion for a
resolution but I would like to suggest that we should
not take such a hard line. It is quite right that legislation on rcbacco advenising should be harmonized,
but I do not think one should let oneself be so much
carried away by one's enthusiasm that one ends up
adopting a nursemaid attitude. \7e should legislarc in
such a way as to avoid distonions of competition, but
not, in my view, to such an extent as to interfere with
the individual's personal freedom and I mke the view
that the individual must continue to be able rc buy the
product he wants where and when he wanr.

President.

-

At any r*e, by way of conclusion, Iet

me say that the
rapporteur has produced a happy marriage of my ideas
and Mrs Squarcialupi's proposals. I mean by this the
ideas of exchanging opinions on the measures adoprcd
in the various Member States, organizing advenising
campaigns aimed primarily at young people
- because
people stan smoking when they are young
and
- of
working out a common approach on the matter
advenising. As far as this is concerned, I think the
only kind of advertising that should be allowed should
be restricted to cigarettes with low nicotine and tar

contents and these aspects should be stressed.

As Mr Del Duca's motion for a resolution is sensibly
along these lines, we shall be voting for it and we hope
that something will come of it in the various Member

I call the non-attached Members.

States.

Mr Petronio.

(17) Mr President, the idea of this
morion for a resolution of mine, which has been incorporated in the Del Duca repon along with Mrs Squarcialupi's motion, was to deal with one of the aspects of
the campaign against the effects of smoking. I mean
the idea of giving consumers more information about
rhe dangers of smoking. \flhat we have to avoid as far
as possible is the doctor's having to tell the patient to
stop smoking, right at the last minute, with the result
- that his ban is ignored by people who are already
addicted. \7hat we have to do is to persuade people
who smoke too much, not to give it up just like that
as this can bring with it considerable psychological
problems
but ro cut down steadily by reducing the
number of- cigarettes they smoke and by swirching at
least to brands which clearly contajn lower nicotine
and tar levels.
This can be done by clearly indicating on each packet
on sale the amount of these substances in figures, and
perhaps to make things easier to understand,, the
warning could also say whether the amounr were
high, medium or low. In addition, there could be
provision for these warnings to appear on suinble
notices displayed at every retail outlet, so that every
brand could be easily compared with all the others and
smokers could switch to those with less nicotine and
ar. This might also encourage the cigarette firms to
produce light cigarettes with small amounts
loids and less tar.

Vhat

I

have proposed

of

alka-

in other words is a kind of

batde plan for the campaign against smoking, which is
a deadly vice and one which is hard rc deal with using
shock treatment. The fact is
if I may give you an
- always smoked and I
example
that I personally have

- to imagine that I could give it up
find it hard
completely. Anyway, as the Romans used [o say, Ji
panta licet cotnponere magnis
which means, if the
small may be compared with- the great
- Sigmund
Freud himself was a man of science with
an iron
discipline who could use hypnosis and self-hypnosis
and yet he never managed to give up smoking and
died of cancer of the pharynx.

Presidcnt.

-

I call the Commission.

(DE) The
Mr Naries, Member of the Commission.
- rapporteur
Commission would first like to thank the
for his repon and introduction to this topic, which we
have already had

rc

consider

on more than

one

occasion here.

The rcndency norcd in Community countries towards
increasing drug abuse, of which smoking is only one
example, and the resultant effecr on health present
serious problems for the individuals concerned and for
society as a whole. The concern about this trend is

clearly reflected in the many questrons put by
Members of this House to the Commission, reports

and resolutions. The Commission shares this concern
and is seeking to make whatever contribution it can,
especially in the field of health education, all the more
so since health education must be an essential part of
health poliry if lasting results are rc be achieved.

The Health Ministers of the Community at their
meeting on 15 November 1978 also stressed the
importance of health education within the context of
health policy and expressed the view that smoking was
an important field which warranted particular attention in health education.

The Commission has acted upon the decisions mken at
that Council meeting, as has already been stated in
answers to written questions. I should like to take this
opponunity of agreeing with the regret expressed by

Mrs Krouwel-Vlam regarding the slow, not to

say

cumbersome, rhythm of meetings of the Council.
Unfonunately, we have no great hope that a Council
of Health Ministers will be convened during the
present Presidency of the Council. Ve even fear that
no such decision will be taken during the next Presidency either. However, that is no reason for the
Commission to sit back and do nothing.

In connection with the answer to an oral question put

by Mrs Schleicher on

aspecm

of

European health
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policy,

I

should like

to refer in rhis House ro my

remarks about rhe measures initiated by rhe Commission in the sphere of health education, amongst orhers.

I

said earlier, I should like rc inform
you that the repon which I menr.ioned on measures
adopted by the Member States against smoking is now
available and has recently been passed on ro the
relevant commiuee. This report includes the list of the
legal measures concerning smoking in the Member
Starcs for which Mr Del Duca asked; poinr l0 of the
draft is therefore covered.

Funher to whar

Two funher

investigations dealing with rends in
smoking in the Member States berween 1950 and 1980
and the extent to which these may be influenced by
campaigns and other health education measures have

in the meantime

also been complered and will be
I should like to recommend here in
connection with these reporrs rhar rhe committee
responsible should hold detailed discussions with the

Member Staces. A great deal can be achieved here by
exchanges of knowledge, experience and observations
which may be of general use in the field of health

-

education.
as you know, Mr Presidenr, the legal bases
in the EEC Treaty for the Commission's activity in the
field of health policy are decidedly weak, rhe Commission will endeavour to conr,inue its work in the sphere
of health education. ft rherefore welcomes also the
motion for a resolution on the campaign against the
misuse of tobacco which has been submitted to this
House today for adoption. It will be a great help to us
as well.

Although

President.

-

The debate is closed.

published shonly.

The vote will be held ar rhe nexr voring rime.

Commission's experts on the various questions raised

Since personally I am a heary smoker but not an
alcoholic, it is quite a relief for me ro pass on to the

regarding the content of noxious substances, the
population distribution of smokers (increasing propor-

next subject.

don of women) and health consequencesl such matters
go beyond the scope of this debate.

18.

Alcoholism

The actions taken by the Commission so far have not
yet all been evaluated and detailed discussions are sdll

required with the experr of the Member States.
Cenain trends which may be regarded as marginal
requirements for funher action and possible measures
at Community level may be singled our ar rhis srage,

such as the relationship between various risk factors
misuse of tobacco, alcoholism, misuse of medicines
and drugs (and here there is a well-founded assumption that there is a cenain correlation between these

-

individual factors); the increased exrenr to which
family and socio-economic factors have been taken

into account (social classification condirions should
perhaps be mken into account to a Breater extenr than

in the past to explain this

phenomenon instead of
considering single factors in isolation). Finally, there
are the special problems concerning underprivileged
grouPs.

The above-avemge figures for misuse of drugs by
groups who are underprivileged in terms of education
and social sLatus are obvioJsly increased by the fact
that these Broups have not been reached effectively
enough by measures taken so far and have thus been
less strongly stimulated to change their behaviour than
have other troups.

In addition, there are sdll special problems in the case
of cenain subgroups
e.g. young people, women, erc.
- consider
Here, we shall have to
how to improve results
by means of measures aimed at specific groups
I
hope that this can be ranslated into other languages.
Then shere is, finally the need for additional forms of
exchange of experience and cooperation between the

President.

The nexr irem is rhe report (Doc.

1-1012/81)- by Mrs Squarcialupi, on behalf of the
Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Consumer Protection, on rhe problems of alcoholism
in the countries of the Communiry.

I call the rapporteur.

Mrs Squarcialtpi, rapporteur.
(IT) Our committee
came to discuss this question,-Mr President, nor only
at the request of Mr Hutton, with his morion for a
resolution, and in response ro moves made by the
Commission, which has organized meerings on the
rcpic of alcoholism and has carried out various studies,
but also and above all because we were aware thar we
were facing a problem which, while nor novel, was
certainly very widespread. In dealing wirh the problem
of alcoholism, we wanted to avoid falling into the rap
of facile moralism by adopting a practical approach.

In our opinion, the widespread availabiliry of alcoholic
drinks is a good thing since it is an indication of
improvements in living standards and the consumption

of products made here in Europe. '!7e are among

the

biggest producers of wine, beer and spirirs. However,
jusr its consumpthe misuse of alcohol
rather
- in ourrhan
tion
is a very bad thing
opinion, bur ir is very
- to draw a dividing line berween the two. 'S7e
difficult
found ourselves faced with a serious shortage of dara,
contradictory statistics and data which were incomparable. If we are ro tackle rhis problem properly, rhen,
we must have rpliable and comparable data and we
have asked for this in our motion for a resolution.
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Priority must be given to prevention, especially where
young people are concerned. The process of becoming
an alcoholic stafts at a young age, induced by the false
values attributed to drinking: success, power of seduction, ability to compete, to be sociable and to do well
at work. These goals may well be attainable provided
one knows how to drink. But the effects of excessive
drinking have quite the opposite result, leading to violence, incapacitation, accidents on the road and at
work, disorders in the individual and the breakup of
even among family members.
families, and fights

Above all,

it

leads- rc physical and psychological

dependency on alcohol.

Alcoholism therefore has social repercussions but it
has a social origin, due to
also
and above all
- and the lack of jobs. The
insecuriry
about the future
greatest number of alcoholics is found in areas where
employment is at its highest, as we know. Alcoholism
can be induced as a result of uncertainty about roles,
for example, which explains the considerable increase
in the number of female alcoholics. That is why we
have called for studies and experimenrc to determine
why certain individuals become alcoholics.

Apart from asking the Commission to give us precise

I

have already mentioned, Y/e
to ask the
Council to approve without delay the directive against
misleading and unfair advenising, which has a nega-

and comparable data, as

have also requested the Commission

tive impact on young people. \7e have asked for
checks on the level of alcohol in the blood of motorvehicle drivers to be carried out, including in counries
where there are no provisions for this, such as Italy;
we have also requested rhat a maximum permissible

level

of

alcohol

in the blood should be fixed for

employees and professionals who are engaged in deli-

President.

I call the Socialist Group.

-

(NL) Mr President, the use of
Mrs Krouwel-Mam.
- accepted. Social drinking is
alcohol is fairly widely
normal in many levels of society, but interest in the
reasons for and consequences of abuse of alcohol is
very slight. The fact that alcohol takes its toll of
victims and can lead to addiction is deliberately
ignored. In her repon, Mrs Squarcialupi has given an
excellent account of the possible reasons for the ever-

increasing consumption and abuse of alcohol. It is
depressing enough to realize that it is panicularly
young persons who see no clear prospects for the
future in our present-day social and economic situawho turn more and
which is far from rosy
tion
is a temporary
mere- to alcohol. However, alcohol
refuge which must be followed by a return to harsh
reality.

The report contains excellent recommendations which
can be used by the Commission as a basis to develop
activities in the short term. Alcohol abuse leads to
increased health risks. The number of hospiul admis-

sions resulting directly from years of excessive
drinking is increasing rapidly. Psychiatric establishments are full of people who have ended up there
because of excessive drinking. The number of people
turning up at counselling centres for alcohol and drug

abuse is also on the increase. The governments see the
harm done, spend vast amounts on counselling and

treatment

but nevertheless take no

measures. The world is still swimming

regard

it

preventive

in alcohol. !7e

as perfectly normal that the government

should save a lot of money which would otherwise be
spent on caring for invalids if every motorist wears a
safery belt and if this is made compulsory. The same is

true in the case of crash-helmets for motorcyclists.

'We have asked for
cate and dangerous activities.

The damage to our society resulting from alcohol

whole series of measures to forestall alcoholism before
it can take root, to establish the consequences of
alcoholism on human reproduction, to determine the
effect of alcohol consumed in conjunction with other
products and to establish which educational methods
are the most effective among those which have been
tried out. In addition, we are appealing to the mass
media to cooperate as much as they can in our prevention campaign.

enormous. To give an example, in 1979 almost 50 000
persons were injured or killed in road accidents as a
result of alcohol. An active prevention policy is called
for and the policy aimed at discouraging the consumption of alcohol can only be successful if accompanied
by other structural measures. If we are to conduct an
alcohol prevention policy we must accept the fact that
this is a social problem which calls for political soludons which must be taken here in this Parliament.

Ve

have made it quite clear that we do not believe
anyone can be helped by banning alcoholic beverages,
with all that prohibition implies. In shon, we want to
make drinking a reasoned practice. Ve do not want

the pleasure of those who drink 'correctly' to be
marred by the many unpleasant consequences which
can befall those who drink 'incorrectly', in other
words, too much.

Mr President, I trust that you are pleased, since I
for one minute less than the time I

spoken
allotted.

have
was

is

I call the Group of the European
President.
- (Christian-Democratic
Group).
People's Pany
Mrs Lentz-Cornette.

-

(FR) Mr President,

it

might

seem surprising that the European Parliament is consi-

dering the problems of alcoholism, but this is not a
problem affecdng just one State but one which is, I
believe, common to all States and I would therefore
just like to repeat briefly what has been said by the two
female members of my committee who have spoken
before me
and that is that we must consider all the

-
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harmful social effects

of

alcoholism, i.e. violence

between marriage panners, violence in the streets,
juvenile delinquenry, road accidents, to name only a
few of the social consequences of this scourge.

But what is required above all is a single maximum
permissible blood level of alcohol throughout the
Community. Ve note for example that in Ireland the
maximum is 1Vo, in Holland 0.50/o and, in Luxembourg
0.80/0. I think that for the purposes of harmonizarion
we should tend rowards the lowest level. Mrs Squarcialupi mentioned in particular a chaprer on alcoholism
amongst women and spoke also of the srudy required

its tragic consequences; I am thinking in
particular of premature binhs, infant morraliry, rhe
stunted growth of new-born babies and physical

to

assess

The data on the incidence of alcohol abuse are not
generally available and are very imprecise. In the

of such definitions and criteria, there are a
number of indicators that we can refer to. The main
one, of course, is cirrhosis of the liver. It is interesting,
Mr President, if we look at France and haly, to find
that for every hundred rhousand of the popularion
about 33 die every year from cirrhosis of the liver. In
absence

Germany, Denmark and Belgium, which are beerdrinking rather than wine-drinking countries, it is only
about 13 per hundred thousand of the population. If
we look at the spirit-drinking countries of the
Community, the Netherlands, the UK and Ireland, we

are down

to 4 per hundred

thousand

of

the

Community. Therefore, any suggestion put forward in
the report that spirits are really far worse at causing

of

malformations and mental retardation.

alcoholism than any other form

In view of the dramatic

consequences, rhe commitree

completely refuted by the figures that I have provided
ronight.

is studying alcoholism amongst v/omen from all its
socio-medical aspects, but I rhink that rhe research
should include also the genetic effects of alcoholism
amongst men and that the heavy responsibiliry of

Increasing public concern has been expressed in most
EEC countries, and we must Bo on and make sure that
alcoholism is not a threat for the coming generation.

alcohol

is

alcoholic fathers should be scientifically esmblished.

Our committee also stresses the need for close collaboration with the mass media. Ir is importanr for the
mass media, which have a certain audience amongsr
young people,

to work in

collaboration

with

the

IN THE CHAIR: MR LALOR

national and Community authorities.
President.

-

Vice-President

I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Provan.
of all, may I thank the rapporteur
- IFirst
for her report.
think that in the course of sreering it
through the committee she has gained a Ereat deal from
the deliberations. I believe it to be a very useful report
that is before Parliament this evening, Mr President.
Also let me deliver to her the apologies of my
colleague, Alastair Hutton, who had rhe original resolution befort: Parliament on which rhis report is based.

He is unavoidably detained this week and cannor
with us.

be

Mr President, it is essential that we knor what we
really talking about in this debare: the use and

are
the
rhe

of alcohol. There are many differences in
consump[ion of alcohol and the differenr r]?es of
alcohol in the Community. I think it has been proved
beyond all doubt that prohibition as such just does nor
work. I welcome the suggestion in the repom rha[
preventive action at an early srage in schools is something that we should really be aiming at.
abuse

One thing in the report that I take exceprion to is the
discrimination that is suggested against spirits. If we
look at the consumption of alcohol in the Community
it is very easy to discover that in fact spirits are nor the

in the woodpile at all.

Alcohol is alcohol.
be wine, beer or spirits, they can all have
the samE effect on human beings.

bogey

'lThether

it

President.

Mr

Eisma.

-

I call rhe non-attached Members.

(NL) Mr Presidenr, we find Mrs Squar-

- resolurion and explanatory note excelcialupi's report,
lent. The report is, we think, lucid and well-balanced.
However, rhe question we would ask is whar is the
Commission going to do with the resulrs of this repon,
in view of the fact that it is a Parliament initiative? The
Commission can say, 'Yes, this is an interesring
report,' but as we see it, it cannor be left at that. In
other words, this resolution should not be allowed
simply rc gather dus[ on rhe Commission's shelves.
However, this brings us to rhe quesrion of what can be
done with it in the context of Community poliry and,
more particularly, what the Commission can do with it

in the subsequent

stage? The proposals made in this
report should, I think, be linked as far as possible to
what we have already achieved in Europe. I am
thinking in this conneoion of paragraph 9 of rhe resolution regarding driving which should be fitted as far
as possible into the context of Community policy on
transport, for example, by means of harmonizing the
legislation on alcohol levels in the blood along the
same lines as the provisions which already exisr

of tachographs. My second point
concerns paragraph l3(i), which, as we see it, could
come under consumer policy.
regarding the use
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I wish to deal in an omnibus manner with the
rhree excellent reports that have been presented
rcnight on alcohol, on smoking and on poultry. A

Producm must be made more readily identifiably.
Vherever the beverage in question originates, it must
be possible in very country to read from the botde the

giubba.

alcohol content. This cannot be achieved on a national
basis, but must be done at Community level, in the
context of the consumer policy. I should also like to
ask the Commission
and I hope that it will answer
this question shonly-when the Commissioner speaks
whether would draw up a list of governmental
-organizationsit responsible
for prevention and alcohol
abuse which exist in the various Member States, and
perhaps also cases where such organizations do not

word on behalf of the featherpluckers has already
been said by one of my colleagues, and I think a word
on behalf of the brewers and the distillers has already

exist.

Mr President, in Amendment No 1, Mr Galland says
that the spread of alcoholism is affecting women in

I hope to return to this question later
rapporteur on health questions.

particular.

as

been very welI expressed by my colleague here.

I

must say that we have tabled motions saying that the
ulrimarc cost of poulry inspection should fall upon the
public, who in the end will pay any way. Do not ler us

it is rates, taxes or
anphing else, the public are the only ones who pay
because they are the only ones who have got any
have any nonsense; whether
money.

I

also wish

to say, if the Commissioner will rake

a

Mr President, this report may also serve as a basis for
a sound alcohol policy on the pan of the Member

to his colleague, Mr Andriessen, EHOs had
better solve the problems. They are a fact of life; they
are a darned reasonable cheap way of doing a very
simple bit of morbid anatomy. I speak as an

States.

ex-coroner and I know what morbid anatomy is about.

Finally, Mr President, I should like to say that the
significance of this repon, as we see it, lies particularly

Ve

in the fact that qe cannot pretend that alcohol does
not play a part in our society and we must therefore
take cenain measures with a view to preventing abuse.

message

are, of course, here all a miracle of survival, those

who have lasted here tonight. !?'e most of us began
with breast feeding, which is the last item but one; a
few of us have smoked and a lot of us have drunk.
Thank God for it. Drinking, of course, is the only way
in which the general public can'ever put up with politiclans.

President.

I call the Commission.

-

(Laughter)

(Mr Sherloch asked to
Your name

is

Mr Sherlock.

speak)

This, of course, is why, despite the fact that there is no
advenising, drinking is so popular behind the Iron
Cunain.

not on the list.

-

I am on the list.

There are many [hings that we have to do. There are

many things

President.
I understand that you were to have
- you wished to speak. No confirmation
confirmed that
was received.

Mr

Sherlock.

through all that -lot.
President.

-

I

confirmed

it by staying here

You may speak for two minutes.

Mr Sherlock.

I apologize to the Commissioner, but
do not include-my apology in the two minutes !
(Laughter)

I

was going to say, Mr President, Kali sper4 bw I
notice that nationality has changed, so ciad mile fiiilte
to the late night spot.
You will, of course, already have observed that when I
am in jest I am always ar my most serious, so oesti h

in the

health field. As Commissioner

Narjes has already observed this evening, the way in
which we are all choosing our own paths to suicide is
one of the most distressing things. In all seriousness, we
must do the best we can. But let us not set off with too
much hopefulness in our hean. Ve are, as I haire said
already tonight, miracles of survival. Ve are not going
to be the first generation that will live for ever. Thank
God for that, say some of you.

Vell, we move rapidly, Mr President, towards the last
item. I would like to set the final seal on this memorable day by pointing to the trade in cirus fruit which
is the last item on our agenda and, in the old English
saying, express the view that I hope the answer will
not be a lemon.
(Apphuse)

President.

Thank you, Dr Sherlock. You have actu-

- of yourself by now, but I presume that
ally got ahead
is an achievement for someone who might be
described as a late coroner.
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list he asked for of institutions devoted to fighting

I call the Commission.

(DE) Mr
Mr Narics, Member of tbe Commission.
President, without Mr Sherlock's speech-the evening
would not have been as instructive an occasion as it
has

now become.

(Applause)

May I first thank Mrs Squarcialupi most sincerely for
her report on the problem of alcohol in the countries
of the Community. This report is bound to put us in a
reflective mood, but it should also arouse reactions
and lead to specific measures at a national and
Community level. From this point ofriew I shall look
at one or two questions raised by

Mr

Eisma.

The effecr on public health of the increasing abuse of
alcohol, and drugs in the broadest sense, in the
Member States of the European Community, along
with the generalized rise in the cost of health care,
have been for many years amongst the principle social
problems discussed in the Community. But the
problem of alcohol abuse is more complex and more
difficult to pin down than tobacco abuse. The
complexity of the matter does not just derive from the
manifold damage done co people's health, but also
from the varying social and economic effects that it
has.

'What

can we realistically expect the Commission to do

in this field? I must first remind you, unfonunately,
that the topic of alcohol abuse, which was on the
agenda at the meering of the Council of Health Minisin 1978 during the discussion of health education

ters

and costs
berately

of national health organizations, was deli-

I

repeat deliberately

excluded, because

opposed to
States were resolutely
cenain Member
discussing the matter in the Community context.

Not least in view of the possible harm which various
drugs

medicines, alcohol, tobacco and illegal drugs

do- to the health of those who abuse them, the

-Commission has nevenheless initiated some exploratory work in this area. I may mention in this connection the drafting of a repon on the medical and social
dangers of alcoholism, the preparation of the resulr of
comparative research into alcohol consumption and
diseases caused by alcohol, which will be published in
1982, that is to say, this year. A research report on the

main causes of alcohol abuse is being prepared.
Finally, the future multi-annual programme on
medical research, which is being examined at present i
by the Council with a view to a decision on it, also
provides for the investigation of the effects on health
of alcohol abuse.

Mr Eisma asked where a list of institutions in the
Community devoted to fighting alcohol abuse could
be found. S7e are working on a pilot study for this
purpose, in which the overall drug situation in the
Member States is analysed and which also contains the

alcoholism.

As is the case in other areas of health policy, the
Commission also collaborates with other international
institutions in the control of alcohol abuse. In particular, it has collaborated with the Council of Europe
in the drafting of a report on measures to protect
young people from the dangers of alcohol abuse. This
report is pan of a resolution and will shortly be
submitted to the Council of Ministers of the Council
of Europe for

a decision.

Taking account. of the economic, agricultural, fiscal
and regional policy aspects of the matter, the Commis-

sion will also have to check, and will check, which
health policy measures designed to combat alcohol
abuse may be considered in the future at the
Community level, and which may have a chance of
being implemented. In this connection, it is our intention to recommend the motion for a resolution on
harmonization of the maximum permitted alcohol
content of the blood to the Community transpon
ministers as an essential element of transpon safety
policy, in the hope that the ministers responsible for
transpon safery will address themselves to these [opics.
The same thing is true of the recommendations for
consumer policy and the obligation to mark goods
clearly, in dealing with which we shall also keep this
topic in mind. Given that the Council of Health Ministers has not, as I have already remarked, taken a definite decision on this matter, and given that the legal
bases for Community action in this field, as we have
already discovered in the case of robacco, are somewhat weak, even as defined in the Treaty, it would
seem to me, unfortunately, that, at least at present, the
polidcal feasibiliry of health policy measures designed
to protect against alcohol abuse through legislation is
somewhat limircd.
For this reason the Commission considers it expedient,
at present, to establish, initially on the basis of available knowledge and taking account of the repon we
have before us now, which measures, panicularly
regarding exchanges of information, joint consultation
and promotion of research, can be promoted and
taken further, not only in the narrow field of alcohol
abuse but also in the overall area of drug abuse generally.
Ladies and gentlemen,

when the Council

I

think that the question of

of Health

Ministers

will

finally

decide to address the question of drug abuse, in panicular, alcoholism, as a European topic, and when they
will recognize it as such, is fundamentally a question
of time, that is to say they will finally be forced to this

in this respect leaves
them no other choice but to recognize this topic as a
genuinely European topic. In order to promote this
trend, the task of this Parliament and of the committees responsible for these matters is to take up this

position when public opinion
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Narics
foodstuffs containing residues of, for example,
hexachlorobenzene (HCB), alpha, beta and gamma
isomer, hexachlorocyclohexane (HCH), DDT,
heptachlorepoxide or pentachloronitrobenzene

theme undaunted, and persistently, so that these pressures can finally be translated into reality.
(Apphuse)

(PCNB)?
7.

President.

-

I call Mr Eisma.

Can the Commission supply information as to
whether all 10 Member Scates have complied with

Council Direcrive

No 79/ll7/EEC of

December 1978 prohibiting the placing

(NL) Earlier in the week I made use of
Mr Eisma.
a point of-order to criticize the Commission for a
skimpy answer. I should now like to use a point of
order to voice my appreciation for the fact that the
Commission has clearly lisrcned to the suggestions
made by Parliament. Thank you very much, Mr

on

2l

the
plant protection products
market and use
conuining cenain active substances and how does it
check what cases there are in which the directive is
not complied with?

of

8.

Does the Commission know whar exceptions have
of the abovementioned
directive, according rc which the placing on the
been made under Anicle 4

Narjes.

market or use of plant protectron products
containing cenain active subsunces may be

President.

-

permitted? Vhich Member Sates have asked for
such exception and in what circumsmnces, in other
words, which plants were treated for which diseases
with which plant protection products and to what

The debate is closed.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

extent?

19.

Harmful substances in the milh of nursing motbers

'!7hich Member Starcs of the European Communi9.
ties have prohibited without exception the manufacture and use of DDT and heptachlor and since
when?

President.

The nex[ item is the oral quesdon with

- l-1037 /81), mbled by Mrs Seibeldebate (Doc.
Emmerling and others, on behalf of the Socialist
Group and Mr Muntingh and others to the Commis-

l0

ston:

Communities?

Subject: Residues of harmful substances in the milk of
nursing mothers

11.

In

some Member States dangerously high residues of
harmful subsmnces have been found when samples of
as

to

2.

Does the Commission consider that it is necessary
sampling the concentration of
harmful subsmnces in rhe milk of nursing mothers
in all Member Stares?

tion?
12. Does the Commission know which pesticides whose
use is already prohibited in the Community are

believe that, whilsr fully

acknowledging the advantages

of

export

volume of this production?
13.

Does the Commission share the view that the
export to third countries of plant protecdon products which are prohibircd in the EEC or the use of
which is resricted endangers nor only rhe population of those countries, and can it supply information as rc how it monirors the effecrs on rhe human
body of the combination of the planr prorection
producrs absorbed rhrough the impon of animal
feedstuffs and foodstuffs for human consumption
into the Community from third countries and those
plant protection products used in the Community?

14.

In the

breast-feeding,

where there are specific high concentrations of
harmful substances in the milk of panicular nursing
mothers it is advisable that they should be recommended not to breast feed?

4. Does the Commission agree rhat every mother
should be able to find out the concentradon of
harmful substances in her milk?

5. Does the Commission see any possibiliry of
persuadrng the Member States of the European
Communities to provide free milk analyses wirhin
the social security sickness insurance schemes?

6. Does the

Commission share the view that rhe
alarming quantiries of harmful subsmnces found in
the milk of nursing mothers are nor solely attributable to the facr rhat far in the past rhey consumed

in the European Communities for
to third countries and does it know the

manufactured

to determine by

3. Does the Commission

the Commission carry our on
feedstuffs imponed from third countries with
regard to residues of harmful substances or is it

of control measures by the individual
Member States, and how can it check this informa-

the

kind and concentration of the residues of harmful
substances in the milk of nursing mothers?

'S7hat checks does

notifred

milk from nursing mothers were chemicatly analysed.

l. Can the Commission give information

Does the Commission akeady have information as
to which animal feedstuffs imponed into the European Communities contain residues of planr protection products which contain cenain active subsrances and which are prohibircd in rhe European

Commission's view, when is the Council
to adopt the following two directives on

expected

which the Parliament gave its opinion on l6
January 1981:

the directive on the fixing of maximum levels

for

pesticide residues

in and on cereals

intended for human consumption;
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President
the directive on the fixing of maximum levels
for pesticide residues in and on foodstuffs of
animal origin?

15. Does the Commission have at im disposal in the
meantime information as to the effects of the accumulation of harmful substances in the human body
and in the milk of nursing mothers?

16.

Does the Commission share the view that particular
attention should be paid to the shon and long term
damage caused by the combined effecm of harmful
substances

in the human body and that the

of

results

invesugations into this should shonly lead
proposal for a directive?

to

a

I call Mrs Seibel-Emmerling.

Mrs Seibel f,mmerling.

(DE)

danger themselves have changed. The

\7HO

research

project, in which the Community, as far as I know, is
mking only a small pan, has as yet failed to produce
adequate info;rmation. But these tests will probably not
produce the rlefinite and convincing results which I
believe we owe to our morhers.
The fact that harmful substances take such a long time
to disappear should not lead us ro conclude that the
alarming results obtained in some Member States
I
am thinking frere, for example, of tests the Freiburg
'$7est
Ecology Institute in
Germany, which were first
ridiculed and then last week emphatically confirmed
by tests at one of the regional health laboratories
concern substances originating from earlier years. -

At present, when DDT

It

is perhaps a little
late to be breast-feeding -and it seems to me that most
of the Members of this Parliament are at present
devoting their time to the study of alcoholism, but
thank you, Mr President.
Ladies and gentlemen, Parliament is obviously celebrating its 'baby day' today. Much as I support all of
today's proposals for the protection of seals, I equally
hope that the House will give its attention to another
endangered species: the offspring of homo chemicalis,
which quirc lircrally does not always seem to me to be

has nor yer even been banned
by all Member States, when ir will mke years for bans
on hepuchlor to have an effect, when we are conrinually reimporting animal feedstuffs which contain
pesticides which we have banned, when we are
exporting highly dangerous substances by the ron from
the EEC to other countries without considering the
consequences both for the recipients and for ourselves,
and when the implementation of bans which have
actually been passed leaves something ro be desired,
and inspection measures are really deplorable, we are
even now creating the basis for increasing threats from
poisonous substances in years to come.

the same as homo sapiens.

The last thing I want, and what I am trying not to do,
is to spread any fears which might deter mothers from
breast feeding. Breast-feeding is and
best method for feeding babies, and

that it is being

rediscovered

will always be the

I am very pleased
and practised by

increasing numbers of young u/omen in our countries.

As everyone knows, mother's milk is the only food
whose composition makes it ideally suited for the baby
and its special requirements. But it is precisely because

there is nothing better for future generations, and
because I know that there is no adequate substitute,
that I am concerned and jusdfiably so.

Man is not only spiritually and mentally a product of

I have already said that I am wholeheartedly in favour
of breast-feeding. However, as there have unfortunately been cases where the concentration of harmful
substances has been considerable, it would seem to me
to be essential for mothers to know what their position
is. Free milk analyses should therefore be available for
women in every Member State; knowing the trurh
helps to overcome fears, and gives a feeling of securiry
and the courage to breast-feed. It is a facility which
mothers should not spurn, especially if rheir job has
pu[ them at panicular risk.

I would remind you, ladies and genrlemen, of those
young mothers who visircd the Parliament, and,
knowing the concentration of harmful substances in

his environment, but also physically, as a link in the
food chain connecting us with plants, lower forms of
life and animals.

their milk, and fully aware of the levels, still decided in
favour of breast-feeding and stressed that they wanted
to breast-feed, but need to know their position in
order to be able to come to rerms with what is in rhem
and with what they are giving their children.

This is why man is affected, perhaps as an act of poetic
justice, by all the consequences of his often irresponsible reatment of nature.

If

By the time the milk is given to the child, the concen-

tration and high level of harmful substances in the
food chain is such that we can no longer afford to
ignore the danger and its roots.

we read the list of exceptions rc which Member
States can refer if they wish to use pesticides, we
cannot help but suspect that this system of ours can
never work.

In addition to this we have the Council's
delaying tactics. I put it to you and myself:
assume responsibility

I

am familiar with the studies the Commission carried
out from 1969 ro 1973. Since then both the methods
used for measuring the substances and the sources of

manner?
(Applause)

famous

can we

for the next generation in this
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Because these compounds take so long to disintegrate,

I call the Commission.

(DE) .Mr
Naries, Member of the Commission.
President I would firstly like to thank the Parliament

Nr

and panicularly the author for her detailed and
responsible question on this very imponant subject,
which has already long been discussed in scientific

it is highly likely that a large percentage of the food
contamination being discovered may be ascribed to
earlier ingestion.

The questions in paragraphs 7 to 14 concern

legal
steps to make existing directives into national law, and
aspects

of foreign trade.

circles.

I should

like firstly to consider paragraphs 1 rc 6 of

your question. The Commission carried out an investi-

In view of the shon time available, I would sutgest
that I give a written reply to all the paniculars of this
section, so that the committee responsible will have

tation be[ween 1969 and 1973 to determine the existence of organic chlorine compounds in the milk of

more rhan just this speech as its answer.

nursing mothers, involving an analysis of more than
200 samples for five different compounds. In almost
every case, and for all the five compounds examined,
the results showed thar rhe concenrrarion in the milk
were below 0. I pans per million only in less than l0lo
of the samples did the levels exceed this. However, the
resulm must be interpreted with a cenain amount of
caution, as there are technical difficulties involved in

This also enables me to give more detailed consideration to the effects of the compounds menrioned
earlier, as described in the final tw'o paragraphs. In a
communication from the Commission to the Council
in 1976 on the dangers to human healch of organic

carrying out analyses of this nature on very low
concentrations. In addition, it was discovered that the

chlorine compounds, the conclusion reached was that
it was at that time impossible to determine criteria
defining the levels of concenration and enabling the
connection between exposure and possible effects.

methods used tended to produce inconsisrent results.
The problems in obmining accurate measurements

The Vorld Health Organization has recently been
discussing the feasibiliry of the idea of a permitted

have also delayed the collection of samples up to now.

daily dose, and the Commission is at present assessing
this.

A Vorld Health Organization study was initiated in
1978, but it has taken until now to develop analysis
techniques and smndard, universally applicable
analysis procedures. The Commission will ensure that
samples can be collected as soon as possible.

In addidon, it is not only

pesticides, but also other
toxic substances ingested by the mother, which are
passed on in the milk. Thus, for example lead, was
found in the milk of nursing mothers who had been
exposed to it at work. The Commission's research of
scientific literature led it rc the conclusion that an
investigation on a wider scale is needed before the
threat from such substances can be positively identi-

fied. In the Commission's view, this is an area in which
research should be intensified, and methods are at
presenr being developed to analyse lead in mo[hers'
milk.
As regards the clinical aspects, if there is any reason to

suspect

that a mother has been exposed to high

concentrations of a toxic subsmnce, her doctor should
have her milk analysed to establish the presence and
concentration of this subsance.

Vhether the mother may continue breast feeding or
no[ depends panly on the resulm of these analyses.

It

is proving even more difficult ro determine

the

combined effects of toxic compounds. In view of this,
the Commission is working towards prevenrive
measures aimed at eliminating the exposure of humans
to these compounds by progressively reducing the use
of organic chlorine pesticides. In addition, legal limits
are to be imposed on the residues of these compounds
in food and animal feedstuffs.

A funher possibility is integrated plant protection. The
Commission is at present involved in work on this
solution, with a view to making a reductron in the use
of pesticides possible.

In addition, a number of

in

connection

measures are being prepared

with the

environmental protection
programme and the programme for safery and health
at work, aimed at reducing exposure to toxic and
noxious subsunces. The \florld Health Organization
is planning a conference
in which the Commission
will also be panicipating -to examine the necessiry and
possibility of adapting the idea of rhe permitted daily
dose, which we mentioned earlier, so rhar it may be
used for children as well as adulm. Particular accounr
is to be taken of the child's specific meabolism and
sensitivity, as well as its special relationship with its
mother.

On the subject of the time taken for levels of organic

chlorine compounds

rc build up in the milk,

as

mentioned in paragraph 6
and according ro the
information available so far,- this does not give cause
for alarm
this can be regarded as a function of

earlier

or- current ingestion of

such

substances.

To sum up, I should like to say that we need a wide
reaching solution to the problem of the residues of
harmful subsrances in the milk of nursing mothers, and
one which will involve our environmental, agricultural
and health policies. But this mainly depends on a
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Narjes
balanced approach. !(/e must also consider the damage
that can be done if mothers are induced to give up
breast-feeding their children.

Mr President, I would ask your indulgence if this has
been a somewhat lengthy reply, but I believe that it is
justified by the imponanr nature of the topic.
President.
the European People's Pany
- I call Group).
(Christian Democratic

Mrs Maij-!(reggen.

(NL) Mr President, I shall

be

- Mr Narjes has gone into the
very brief, panly because
quesrion put by Mrs Seibel-Emmerling with exceptional care and thoroughness. I think he has already
pointed out that he takes the question exceptionally
seriously and that it is indeed an exceptionally serious
question.

It is a very serious matter if it emerges from studies
that harmful substances occur in the milk of nursing
mothers so that this is a genuine cause for concern,
and since these studies are on occasion not yet all that

I think it is panicularly necessary that
the EEC should play its pan in studying this area with
a view rc obtaining a clear picture of the problem. I
wholeheanedly agree with Mr Narjes and Mrs
Seibel-Emmerling that we must avoid making mothers
afraid of breast-feeding their children since this would
have harmful effects not only on the physical health of
the children but also on their psychological health,
since breast-feeding is an imponanr element in the link
between mothers and their children. It would be panicularly harmful if mothers were to become afraid of
breast-feeding their children and I think, for that
reason, that it would be panicularly useful, indeed
vital, for the European Community to look into these
reports which are genuinely alarming. I must say that I
am particularly pleased that the Commission has
already reacted in such a positive way, it is a serious
well balanced,

business

vhich calls for all our attention and, Mr

Narjes, if you can do anphing about this, i.e. coordinate studies, I think you will be doing a great service
to the mothers of Europe.
President.

-

I call Mrs Seibel-Emmerling.

(DE) Mr President, I
Seibel-Emmerling.
should like to thank the Commissioner
for his detailed

Mrs

The reason why I have nevertheless decided not to do
so is because I believe that we owe it to our mothers
no! to make do with shoddy workmanship, as any
motion tabled under these conditions would have
been. That is why I am announcing, on behalf of
myself and my friends, that we will take more time to
consider the replies which the Commissioner has so
kindly given us, and then attempt to table a motion
incorporating all of this. Ve would ask all Members to
cooperate with us in this motion, because we believe
that we should all equally bear the responsibility for
our childrens' future, in which mother's milk is an
imponant element.
(Applause)

President.

As you know, under Rule 42 the questioner has the
right to table a motion for a resolution. However, I am
not prepared to do so at present for two reasons:

I find the whole form of Rule 42

perhaps I might just make this
totally unsatisfactory
point now
for, as -far as I can gather, I would have
- prepared a motion beforehand, and rhus
had to have

been completely unable to assess and incorporate the
Commissioner's reply.

-

The debate is close.

20. Production and marheting

of citrusfruit

President.
The last item is the repon (Doc. 1058/
8l) by Mr -Gatto, on behalf of the Committee on Agriculture, on the
proposal from the Commission to the Council (Doc.
l-671/81) for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No 251 1/69 laying down special measures for improving
the producdon and marketing of Community cirrus fruit.

I call the rapponeur.

Mr Gatto,

reply.

firstly, because

I would have had good reason ro prepare a
motion for a resolution: for example, we need to scep
up research to find safe biological pesticides; we need
better controls on the guidelines in force; and we must
be informed about the results of the resr and research
programmes we are carrying our wirh the \7HO. Ve
must call upon the Council immediately to adopt rhe
amendment n the 1974 Directive on animal feedstuffs
and to give priority to the second directive on pesricides. All this would cenainly have been more than
enough rc jusdfy drawing up a motion for a resolution,
and after talking to many of the Members of this
Parliament, I know that I have suppon for it.
And yet

rdpporteur.

(17) Mr President, with this

motion for a resoltuion- on behalf of the Committee on
Agriculture
which adoprcd it unanimously
I am
- the
asking Parliament
to approve the proposal from
Commission for a regulation amending Reguladon

No

(EEC)
25ll/1969, which lays down special
measures for improving the production and marketing
of Community citrus fruit. The 1959 provisions arose
from the need to remedy the serious problems besetting this sector and the attendant economic and social
consequences.
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Gatto
Some of the major causes of the crisis in a production
sector of such vital importance for whole regions of
the Community were inadequate production structures
on farms, which were in general too small, badly
organized and without irrigation; the lack or scarcity

of

centres

for soning,

produce; the varieties

packaging and processing
of produce which were often

to the tastes of foreign consumers and
increasing competition from other producing coun-

in the Mediterranean 'package', concentrating all

the

available aid to ensure maximum impact.

Prcsident.
- I call the Group of the European
People's Pany (Christian-Democratic Group).

unsuited
tries.

Mr Giummarra.
assessing the scope

But, as explained more fully in the document before
you, the so-called 'Citrus fruit plan', appended rc
Regulation No 2511/69, has failed. The reasons for

amendments

this failure may be summarized as follows: the incentives provided were insufficient to encourage producers to uproot their orchards and to replant them

goes.

more rationally with more suitable varietiesl no
disdnction was made between replanting and
regrafting, with the result that farmers preferred the
easier method of regrafting, although only replanting
could have produced sadsfying results all round.

The new regulation largely manages to get round
these disadvan[aBes. Firstly, aid may also be paid to
part-time farmers
of which there are many in this
provided
is fragmented
sector where agriculture
that they are involved in a collective reconversion

operation. Secondly, lemon orchards are now also
covered.

Lastly, the deadline

for

implementing restructuring

projects has been put back to 31 December 1990.

These new measures constiture a step forward with
respect to the original regularion from 19G9. They
have been prompted both by practical experience and
by the entry of Greece into the Community. They

nevertheless remain within the logic of an
ill-conceived agricultural policy which lays down
different guarantee provisions for products from
different zones, thereby esmblishing a hierarchy which
is supposed to relate to products but which, in realiry,
hurts men in the pooresr areas because of what they
produce. It nevenheless seems more and more obvious
to us that Mediterranean products must be given
comparable protection.

Finally, I should like to draw attention to the amendment
adoprcd unanimously by the Committee on
Agriculture
to Anicle 1, paragraph 8, point 2 of the
proposal for- a regulation by the EEC Commission,
which aims at abolishing the difference in treatment
for lemons and clementines concerning the marketing
premiums needed until restructuration operations have
been completed.

One final observation is that the reconversion projecr

must be implemented not independently but in
conjunction with other Community measures for
structural improvement, panicularly those envisaged

(17)

Mr

President, before

of the Commission proposal on the

to the regulation on citrus fruit in

the

Community, I feel I must clear up what may be a basic
misunderstanding as far as discussion of the matter

The proposal before Parliament concerns

amendments to an existing regulation which so far has

failed, unfonunately, to produce the planned results.
The idea was for production qualiry to improve and to
ensure [hat what was produced reached the markets.
The fact is that these aims will not be achieved, even in
the future, unless the Community acts upon its undernking to review citrus fruit policy in the light of a
reexamination of Community policy in this area with
reference to guarantees for Mediterranean fruit.
The citrus fruit sector is now in its thineenth year of

crisis, what with producer associations consmntly
withdrawing fruit, loss of income, the awful destruction of oranges and mandarins with the consequent
public reaction, massive inroads to Community
markets by fruit from outside the Community, the
which are in fact a double blow to people
effects
and growers
in southern Italy and the islands
- of
trade and cooperation agreements with third countries, and disregard for the principle of Communicy
preference. All this represents a complicated set of
problems which need to be dealt with before, or at
least together with, the iniriadves and proposals for
improving matters in the Community citrus fruit
sector.

It has to be made clear that any proposal is bound rc
be negative again in nature until we can get from the
Commission an assurance that the citrus fruit sector is
going to get support measures similar to those applicable in the case of other products in the rest of
Europe.
Ve like the Commission

proposal which rs before the
House today. The idea is to get round rhe series of
barriers and difficulties which cropped up during the
operational stage of the citrus fruit plan. The difficulties were caused by cumbersome procedures, the
extreme effects of inflation on commitmenr esrimares,
the steady reduction
at a time of continual crisis
and falling incomes - in rhe room for manoeuvre of
- support reconversion as costs
growers who had [o
went up, the inadequate levels of marketing premiums,
the restricted range of categories covered by the
measures, the difficulties of calculating just how
benefits worked, and the exclusion of some areas from
reconversion and improvement schemes.
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The Commission proposes amendmenm ro rhe regulation so that lemon growers can benefir from restructuring and additional aid. The increase in the value of

in favour of products from rhe counrries of nonhern
Europe and of the lack of inreresr in the producrs of
the Mediterranean countries. For how else can one

such aid is fixed, pan-time growers are included in the

explain the fact that non-Community countries such as
Spain, Israel and Morocco have succeeded in covering

list of those aided, and there is supporr for expanding
the greenhouse secror with suitable measures ro

improve reproductive marerial and encourage
research, on the basis of a rigorous correlation
between production circumsrances and market
requirements.
These proposals have to be viewed as a sign of widerranging plans which foreshadow rhe outline of a new
plan covering the citrus fruir sector as a whole and nor
limited to the old and inadequare idea of conversion
and nothing else.

This new plan must include on rhe one hand specific
measures for infrastructure
equipment, roads,

water, electricity
and for rechnical
upgrading, and
on the other hand wider-ranging acrion on marketing
with regard to sales outlers, information and advertising campaigns and the rrade decisions and agreements by the individual Member Smtes which can no
longer be allowed to resorr ro conrinual derogations as
a way of get[ing round the principle of Community
preference which is a basic element of rhe Treary of
Rome

.

The current state and future outlook of the citrus fruit
sector in Europe must be viewed from this angle, in
which there is no room for cutting back on any of our

bur which requires a tremendous
campaign of suppon for these raditional Mediterranean products which cannor be replaced by any others.
The Community cannot afford to go on underestimating the state of ongoing crisis in this sector, even
though production has nor reached surplus levels. The
enlargement of the Community to accommodare orher
countries means thar the need ro tackle rhe roor cause
of the problem is even more urgenr. The cirrus fruit
sector is going to be a real resring ground in rhe nexr
few years to see just how srrong the Community spirit
and European unity really are.

the Community's

requirements, while Community
produce is looking for a market in easrern countries
and in other countries ourside the Community? Can
the Commission feel proud that it has performed its
duty towards the treaties and rhe farmers of Europe
when the products which rhe producers have taken so
much trouble [o creare are [ipped into pits
- as
frequently happens in Greece?
'!7'e

regret, Mr President, that we are once again nor in
a position to be cooperative, but we are obliged rc
support the interests not only of the producers in our

country but also of the Communiry, and we have
objections ro borh rhe proposal by the Commission
and the repon by Parliament's Committee on Agricul-

ture, because they did not take account of rhe special
needs of Greece.

The proposed regulation lays down the same time
limits for its application for rhe old Member States
Italy, France
as for Greece, which only became a
member of the- Community last year, disregarding the

fact that the first two countries have had the whole
period of adjustment from 1959 up till now. And this
despite the fact that Greece still has rhree years to go
before it has the same scheme as applies to producers
in the rest of the Community.

commitments

I

President.

-

I call the Communisr and Allies Group.

Mr

Kyrkos.
(GR) Mr President, we are roday
-extremely belatedly
debadng
our view
a
- an amendment to theinregulation
proposal for
on- rhe
production and marketing of citrus fruit.

Mr President, we propose that discussion of these two
texls
proposal for a regulation and the report by
- the on Agriculture
the Committee
postponed, s/ith a
- be
view to debadng them again once
they have taken into
account the problems

of the Greek producers, who

canno[ accept such unfavourable treatment.

Of the Greek producers' problems and demands, the
most imponant in our view rs rhe immediate abolition
of the transitional period, so rhar Greek producers can
enjoy the same basic and intervention prices as their
colleagues elsewhere in Europe, the immediate equalization of the marketing premium on Community
markets, the immediate equalization of processing
subsidies to bring them inro line with those applying in
other Community countries with a view to achieving a
substantial increase in Greek expons of citrus fruirs to
the rest of the Community.

a recognition rhar,
despite the twenry years of effons in rhis sector, it has
still not been possible to harmonize the production

Apan from these purely Greek demands, however, we
believe it is in the interest of the Community, firstly, to
try to achieve an increase in expon subsidies, so thar
we no longer have withdrawals and destruction of the
produc6. Secondly, higher prices should be estab-

Community policy in this sector and is a funher indicadon of the bias of the conri:eon agricultural policy

lished for oranges inrcnded for consumption, so rhat
oranges in classes II and III could be used for making
juice
something which would improve the situation
as regards
consumption and expons. Thirdly, there
should be an increase in the processing premium so

These amendments represent

secrcr with the requirements of rhe Communiry
market. In our view, Mr Presidenr, and despite the
steps being discussed today, this confirms the failure of
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that wider sections of the consuming public would
have access to lhe processed citrus products whose
ingredients are so good for health. Fourthly, the legis-

lative principle

of Community

preference should be

strengthened and the prices established for citrus fruits
should be based on [he real production costs.

Mr President, I should like to conclude by asking tfre
Commissioner responsible and my honorable
colleague, Mr Gatto, to withdraw the documents we
have before us, since that will also facilitate the talks
between the Greek Government and the Commission
talks which are due to start in Bruson citrus fruits
sels within the next few days. If, despite all this, the
debate is not postponed, we shall vote in favour of the
motion subject to the reservations I have just made,
since it does at least represent a small step forward.

President.

-

I call the non-attached Members.

Mr Almirante.- (|7) Mr President, it is cenainly not
your fault or the fault of the chair if such an imponant
ropic is rhe last thing to be debated in an empty
Chamber. But it is nothing new, and today's sitting
just about sums things up. Ve all got worked up this
afternoon in a full Chamber about the sad fate of the
baby seals. But in this Europe of ours, which seems to
be turning more and more to the Nonh Sea and less to
the Mediterranean, no one cares about the oranges
dying on the trees or rotting in railway trucks or in the
holds of ships. And behind all these rotting Mediterranean oranges there are people, you know, the farmers
of Italy and Greece. And let us not forget Spain, which
is about to join the common market, and Portugal,
which can be called a Mediterranean country even if it
does face the Atlandc. And behind all these rotting
oranges and withering fruit you have the farmworkers who are leaving the fields, to swell the ranks
of the unemployed and to perpetuate the high levels of
emigration from the Mediterranean countries.
therefore want to thank the rapponeur, Mr Gatto,
for his bold report and in particular for the pans of his
repon which he mentioned this evening. I am referring
to the conclusions where the rapponeur is quite frank

I

and to the point in stating:
Although these proposals, prompted both by practical
experience and by the entry of Greece into the
Community, represent an improvement on the original
regulation of tgog, they remain within the logic of

ill-conceived agriculrural policy which lays down
different guarantee provisions for products from
different zones.

That is the problem: an ill-conceived policy. And
another thing, Mr Gatto. There is this matter which
was mentioned earlier by Mr Giummarra and also by
our Greek colleague. I mean the business of letting
countries from outside the Community, such as Israel,
into the market. I am not sure if the figures are still

correct, but I think I am right in saying that Israel gets
which it wants to
a customs reduction of. 600/o
- its oranges to the
when it sends
increase to 800/o
Community, and- remember that these oranges are
competing with our oranges from Italy and with
oranges from Spain, Ponugal and France as well.
There is just no system to protect. the market. Now, I
am not advocating protectionism but I do think there
is something wrong when non-Community produce
gets better treatment. than what our own countries
grow.

I

therefore agree with the proposals in Mr Gatto's
report, and in panicular I hope that when there is mlk
of reconversion people bear in mind that the Medircrranean package, which is mentioned in this excellent
report, must be tackled with restructuring measures
involving Italian and Mediterranean agriculture as a
whole, and in this instance the whole of Mediterraif I
nean fruit-growing with panicular attention
being
MEP
as
an
Italian
in
my
capacity
so
may say

paid ro fruit-growing in Imly, which as everyone
knows is in a very bad way.

President.

-

I call Mr Kaloyannis.

Mr

(GR) Mr President, in general
Kaloya."is.
proposal after being
terms the Commission
processed by the Committee on Agriculture and
presented in the form of the repon by Mr Gatto

does indeed have some positive aspects as regards the
production and marketing of citrus fruits.
It

provides a cenain degree of economic encouragement [o cultivators of citrus fruits for conversion to
panicularly
different varieties of their products
oranges and mandarins. In my view,- however, the
economic aid during the seven-year period which will
be needed to complete this conversion is not enough
to make up for the loss in income.

This aid should be increased to a level sufficient rc
ensure that the producers can continue to survive
during the period of conversion to other varieties.
Another point I should like to make is that producers
should not be obliged to carry out this conversion in

accordance

with strict

instructions

from

the

Community. In other words, the Community proposals should be flexible and leave enough room for the
rcchnical services in the Member States to determine
precisely what varieties to convert to, taking account
of the local, climatic and economic conditions
obtaining in the regions in question.

Other steps which might help rc improve the position
of producers of citrus products are

as

follows:

1. An expansion in the Community market with a view
to absorption of the quantities of cirrus fruit available.
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2. Multiannual agreements with third countries interested in these products. These would take Community
expon policy beyond the third countries of the Mediterranean region (Arab countries, Africa, Asia etc.),
i.e. we would have to approve a dynamic, longer-term
and moqe imaginative exporu policy.
3.

The principle of Community preference and priority

for fresh citrus products and their processing should
be maintained more consistently. Most of these
remarks, Mr President, derive from a certain amount
of unfonunate experience we have had with the farc of
citrus fruit growers in recent times in Greece where, as
you will know, enormous quantities of these products

have faced, and are continuing

to face, serious

marketing problems.

ishing the marketing premium between now and 1985.
On behalf of the French Communists and Allies, I am
pleased that the Committee on Agriculture, with the
support of its rapponeur, Mr Gatto, has accepted the

amendments proposed

by my friend

Dominique

Bucchini, which aimed at correcting the gaps in
Community regulations on Corsican clementines,
including, in panicular, the readjustment of the reference price and its annual review in terms of the basis
price and pruchase price, the inclusion of clementines
in the common organization of markets, so that [hey
benefit from the basis price and purchase price
mechanism, their inclusion on the list of 'sensitive
products' with the granting of processing subsidies, the
granting of export refunds and, of course, the rejec-

tion of the progressive abolition of the marketing
premiums proposed by the Commission.

President.

-

'!7e therefore have good reason for carrying the Gatto
report, in the hope that the reports which we shall
shortly be examining on the other aspects of the

I call Mr Manin.

(FR) Mr President, with the examiMr M. Martin.
repon on citrus fruits, we are
nation of the Gatto
finally beginning to deal with the important problem
of Mediterranean produce.

vegetables, are iust as positive.

President.

Ir is rrue that the problem merits urgent attention and
requires solutions which meet the needs of producers
in the Mediterranean regions. It must be admitted
that, in comparison with other sectors of production,
they have not been guaranteed by the Community
regulations the security, level of income and opponunities which they had a right to expect. These deficiencies are also reflected

'Mediterranean package', that is, wine and fruit and

in the Community

budget,

because the appropriations allotted to the organization

of markets for this p.roduce

are

do
.very limited and

-

I call Mr Alavanos.

(GR) Mr President, I should like to
Mr Alavanos.
stan by saying- that, while Greek producers of citrus
fruits cannot accept that their problems should be
settled in Strasbourg or Brussels, it is a unacceptable
insult to have a debate held in front of empty benches
and to have the interpreters struggling to translate in
vain into certain languages m which not a single
Member is listening.

not measure up to its imponance in the Community.

And now to the subject.

It

In the explanatory statement the view is expressed that
the main reason for the problems in disposing of citrus

is for this reason that we are pleased to note that the
European Council recently stressed 'the need to
improve the organization of the markem in Mediterra-

nean agricultural products'. But these intentions must
be translated into acts and decisions will have to be
taken quickly.

The proposals made by the Commission in its 'Mediterranean

package'-

even

if

some

of them represent

still not radical
significant step forward
- ^re
enough, not only to cope with the prospect of enlargement, to which we are more than ever opposed, but

a

especially to correct the injustices and inequalities
which the Mediterranean producers have suffered for
such a long time.

This is panicularly true as far as citrus fruits

are

concerned. The Commission proposals do not provide
the necessary guarantees and support for producers.
Even though, for the sake of quality, it claims to be
encouraging the changeover from the production of
mandarins to clementines, the Commission wishes to

bring about a deterioration in the situation

of

the

Corsican clementine producers, especially by abol-

fruits is the range of varieties, which does not meet the
requirements of the international market, and the
inadequacies in the marketing and processing system.
These problems naturally also exist in Greece, and are
even particularly serious there, but they are not the
main problems. The principal and fundamental
problem is the unilateral trade policy which has been
followed in our country up dll now. Our accession to
the EEC has even created new barriers to the development of equal trade relations with all those countries

which could provide substantial help in disposing of
Greek citrus fruit. In the case of Greek citrus fruit, in
particular, it is clear that the socialisr countries could
absorb a large part of our production as part of the
development of mutually beneficial relations. This is
confirmed by the fact that exports to these countries
account for 85% of our total exports of oranges, 950lo

of lemons and approxim ately 950/o of mandarins.
The fundamental question as regards the absorption of
Greek citrus fruits is thus the widening and develop-
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Alavanos

ment of markets in all directions beyond the framework of Community obligations, which have become
more restrictive recently, ostensibly because of events
in Poland.

It is undoubtedly true rhit improvemenr in rhe range
of varieties and in the trade and processing cycle could
help to improve the absorption of producdon, but this
must take account of the land and weather conditions
in each country and musr be left to each counrry ro
determine itself. !7e therefore disagree radically with
Anicle 3, which srares rhar such a programme musr
essentially be drawn up under the supervision of the
Commission.

In Greece, for instance, clementines

have very high

cultivation and picking cosrs, and any funher extension of their production would make them a doubtful
proposition. For the same reasons, round abow 1979,
the campaign to have the Merlin variety replaced by
other varieties proposed by the EEC was a failure
because of the fact that these varieries need 10 years,
and not 7, for the tree [o reach full production, and
the market prospects are also doubtful.

Finally, we have some specific remarks:

Firstly, the compensation proposed by rhe Commission is totally inadequate for the producer and will not
cover his loss of earnings.

Secondly, experience also shows that such restructuring of varieties is used to reduce cultivation as parr

of the policy of

making our agricultural economy

complementary to the EEC.

This is what emerges from Anicle

4.

Thirdly, the expenditure involved in improving trade

is

to be borne in whole by the Member States, and this

is

something

a

we cannot accept in the case of

Community programme.

Founhly, we support the all-round strengthening of
cooperatives, and not of producer groups, so that they

can take over the processing and marketing

of

the

products.

Fifthly, there is no binding reference to rhe need for
implementation of the principle of Community preference nor to export. subsidies for rhe producers themselves.

President.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Naries, Member of tbe Commission.
(DE) Mr
President, I should first of all like ro- extend my
warmest thanks to the rapporreur, Mr Gatto for his
repon and for his intrgduction to the problem. The
debate has shown rhar there is a whole series of
Beneral problems which recur again and again in
connection with the specific tasks and difficulries of
the present amending regulation. I should nor like to
begin a general debate on the Mediterranean quesrion
but rather to concentrare on three aspects.
Firstly: in the document submitted to the Council of
Ministers in accordance with rhe mandate of 30 May
1980, the Commission proposed explicitly a comprehensive package of measures concerning primarily the
Mediterranean region, which, if they could be introdit is our intention that the Council of
uced
-'and
Ministers
should do so
would lead ro drastic longterm structural changes -in this area.

The concentration of rhe resources of the Regional
Fund, the EAGGF, and rhe Social Fund rogerher
constitute an offer which, in our estimation, will
stretch the administrarive capaciry of the region
concerned to its limits.

By region I mean that this programme is intended to
cater not only for individual farms but for the whole
farming regions, to include those people who are not
employed in farming. \7e wish ro creare the conditions
for a sustained improvement in incomes
- rhrough
radical increases in farming
which would
bring
them into line with Nonhern Europe.
It would be illusory to try ro equare incomes in an area where 20 to
250/o of the working population is involved in farming
with those in a Community region
for example, in
the United Kingdom or other areas - where only 3 or
- could not be
even 4 or 2.50/o is involved. A solurion
found on this basis. Hence this comprehensive offer,
which should be implemented to the full and nor carry
a time limit.

My second remark is addressed ro the Greek Members
who have spoken. Greece is still going through a rransition period
also in the area of adjustmenr ro rhc
technicalities -of investment policy
I do not
- and
therefore consider it advisable afrer only
14 months of
membership of the Community ro pronounce senrence
on the workings of this mechanism.

My third point concerns those speakers who
the external trade aspecrs. I ask you

mentioned
Sixthly, the way the repon is drawn up clearly indi-

of the special conditions obtaining
in Greece. The Commission has also shown its
contempt on the subject of prices, with the unacceprcates an ignorance

able proposals

it

has pur forward. For these reasons,

the representarives of the Communist Parry of Greece
have extremely serious reservations on the proposal.

whether it is really in the interests of the Mediterranean countries and the whole Community ro cut our
impons altogether, since a refusal to impon from
other regions and countries of the Mediterranean
could have polidcal consequences for rhe Communiry
which would be more expensive rhan such imports.
'!7e need not go
into this question now
but I should

-
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Naries

like rc recommend to the House that

it

discuss this

consideration on another occasion.
As far as the repon itself is concerned, I should like to
point out that the amendment to Regulation No 251 1 /
69 'laying down special measures for improving the

production and marketing of Community citrus fruit'
is very necessary. The Commission considers this an
imponant proposal, bec4,use the implementarion of
Regulation No 2511 has not so far led to rhe realization of the desired goals
in particular a highly

competitive citrus

fruit industry
before

rhe

Community is enlarged.

The Commission welcomes the call to this House to
support the proposal. It cannot, however, agree to
Amendment No 1. Furthermore, it considers unjustifi-

able the granting

of

equalization payments and

marketing premiums for lemons and clementines even
after the end of the 1984/85 financial year. As there is
a readier market for clementines and lemons than for
oranges and mandarins, an adjustment period of three

marketing premiums for both products will be accompanied by phased adjustment of the reference price, as
was finally proposed in the accompanying measures on
the fixing of prices for fruit and vegetables
- I refer
you to Document No 82l 10.
The other amendments concern the motion for a resolution, but the Commission would like to stress, with
regard to Amendment No 2, that it has already given
prominence to the mandate of 30 May 1980 in its
report
and I reiterate the importance of an integrated -structural policy for the development of the
Mediterranean regions that is, a policy which goes
beyond the common agricultural policy ro encompass
regional and social policies. The Commission is therefore of the opinion that its proposal is on the whole
coherent, and urges you to accept it in its present
form.
President.

-

The debate is closed.

financia[ years should be sufficient.

The vote will be taken at the next voting time.

As far as the vote
in the same amendment
- called for proposal
against the Commission's
degressive
-equalization payments is concerned, theforCommission

(The sitting utas closed at I 1.40 p.m.)1

would like to point out that the gradual abolition of

I

Agenda of the next sitting. see Minures.
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ance wirh.rhe provisional interpretation of Rule 7 (3)
of the Rules of Procedure, ro rhe resignarion of Mi
Fanton.

The written jusdfication of this objection is as follows:
The objection is made, first, because Mr Fanrcn's resig-

l.

MembersbiP

of Parliament

President.
I remind Members that, at yesterday's
sitting, Mr-Fergusson raised an objection, in accord-

I

For items concerning approval of the Minutes, documenm received and reference to committee, see the
Minutes of Proceedings of rhis sitting.

nation is one of a series of systematic changes in the
parliamentary composition of Mr Fanton's pany. Ir is
suggested thar his resignation was made under pressure,
or took place in consequence of a promise made in the
past on which his inclusion on a pany list was contingent. This promise featured in Mr Fanron's parry's manifesto of 1979. lt appears to infringe Rule2 (2) of the

Parliament's Rules of Procedure, which precludes
Members from being bound by any instructions and
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President
from accepting any binding mandates. That provision in
turn derives from the Act of 1976.

Objecrion is made, secondly, because the resignation
infringes the Act. The Acr also requires thar Members be
elected for a five-year [erm, or for such rime as is lefr of
a term. It implies that only bonafide reasons for resignation be entenained.

Objection is made, thirdly, because the practice of sysrematic rotation, known as the 'murniquet', derides the
Parliament and, if widely followed, would make unsustainable rhe parliamentary process of understanding,
debate and decision.

(Parliament decided

that this objection should

be

considered)

President.
The nex[ item comprises the votes on
those items -on which rhe debate is already closed.

\7e begin with the Price report on rhe use of wind
I - I 08

(Parliament approved the drafi decision and regulation
and adopted tbe resolution)

ri

:i

President.
proceed ro rhe Hahn report on radio
- Ve
and television
broadcasting in the Community (Doc.
1-1013/81).

Fourtb indent of tbe preamble : Amendment No

I

Mr Hahn, rapporteur.- (DE) Mr President, although
the content of the amendmenr and rhe resolution is the
same, the wording of the original text is berter, and I
therefore call on rhe House ro rejecr the amendment.

1/8 1).

(.)

(.)
rX/ritten explanation of oote
Protopapadakis.
(GR.) I inrcnd ro vore in favour
rhe Price repon in sprrc of the reservations I shall
express in a few moments, because I believe that wind
energy may, within twenty years or so, develop into an
imponant source of energy in the countries of the
Community and produce an amount. of energy comparable to thar produced, at the end of rhe twenty-year
period in question, by nuclear power-stations, parricularly in isolated and problematic locations.

Mr

-

of

I

disagree with the Price repon inasmuch
as, when he expresses the doubts of rhe Commirtee on
Energy, he seems very half-heaned about advocating the
value of wind energy. Fonunately, rhe Commission
Nevenheless,

,

-

()
2. Votesl

energy (Doc.

President.
Ve proceed ro rhe Batrersby repon on
EEC
Norway
fishing arrangemenrs (Doc. l-7 /82\.

seems to be more dynamic on this subject, and I hope
that in agreement with a statement by a representative of
the Commission, the beginnrng of autumn will see the
commencement of an integrared study that will give us
the opponunity ro discuss again the subjeo of utilizing
wrnd energy, which, I repear, may provide subsmntial
relief to our energy problem, especially in out-of-rheway places such as the Aegean islands, which are

by dozens of independent electric
power-stations running on Diesel engines at a cost over
four times as hrgh as the cost of production in mainland
supplied roday

Greece.

(Parliament adopted the resolution)

A"fter the ninth indent: Amendment No 2

Mr Hahn,

rapporteur.

-

(DE) The amendmenr

has

already been rejecred by rhe committee.

(...)
A,fter the twelfih indent: Amendment No 3

Mr Hahn,

rdpporteur.

(DE)

Mr

Presidenr, the

- The Dutch translation,
amendment is acceprable.
however, is impossible and musr, be changed. Insread
of 'publicly-conrrolled' it refers ro <governmenr'. I do
not think that is what the authors of rhe amendment
wanted.
(.

.

)

Paragraph 4: Amendments Nos 6 and

I

Mr Hahn, rdpporteur.
(DE) I ask rhe House to
reject Mr Van Minnen's- amendmenr for the reasons I
gave just now and to adopr my amendmen[, because
rhe European Space Agency has meanwhile launched
the L-satellite.

(...)
Paragraph 7: Amendment No 4/corr.

The repon of proceedings reproduces only those stages
of the voting which gave rise to speeches from the floor.
For other ilerails oT rhe voting, see the Minutes of
Proceedings of this sitting.

Mr Hahn,

(DE) The amendment would
rapporteur.
entail a substantial resrriction
of rhe outline rules on
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Hahn
Commitree recognize that an EEC-conrolled Television
programme is an activity nor covered by the Treaty of
Rome. Moreover, it seems to us, in view of rhe serious
polirical and legal reservations expressed
the
opinions, that the Hahn repon can be regarded as mere

television broadcasting. These rules should be more
comprehensive, and the original text is better.l

(.

in

.)

wishful thinking.

President.

of vote.

-

The second problem dealt with rn the repon

I can now give the floor for explanations

-

(GR) Mr President, in connection
Mr Alvanos.
- resolution
with the proposed
on radio and television
broadcasting in the European Community, we wish to
make the following comments:

First, these will involve very considerable expenditure,
and this at a time when the Commission and the

TV

-

programmes financed by advenising
seems ro us so
complex that the appropriate forum for an inrernational
agreement would be the Council of Europe rather than
the EEC.

The representatives of rhe People's Movement against
the EEC will vore against the morion for a resolution.
(

Parliament adopted the

reso

Council are invoking the inadequacy of the
Community's resources as an argument for subsun-

lution)
:i

tially limiting the income of farmers and other workers
in the Community.
Secondly, the Community is now, apparently without

any hesiation, expanding

ir

activities into

spheres

quirc beyond the scope of its terms of reference.

Thirdly, the above factors are leading to the creation
of a psychological climate in favour of implementing
the so-called European Union-, contrary to the
national independence and sovereignty of our coun-

President.

\7e proceed to the Schdn report

- administrative expenditure
Parliament's
(Doc. l-1059l81).

for

on

198

1

(. .)
Parliament adopted tbe resolution

tries.

Founhly, specifically in the case of Greece although
one could argue that the people should be better
informed about the Community, this does not mean
that the Greek people are not sufficiently well
informed about the Community; rather, in spite of the
positive changes brought about by the presenr government, the stare mass information media have not yet
become open to an equal panicipation by those polit-

ical and broad social forces which are opposed to
Greece's membership of the EEC and which advocate
pursuing an independent path of economic development.

Communist Party will vote against the repon.

(NL) Mr President, as the resoluMr Van Minnen.
places the emphasis on broadtion now unfortunately
casting by official institutions, governments, even the
Community as an independent broadcasting authority,
rather than on independent broadcasting organizations, the only ones which should have this authority, I
can no longer vote for this resolution.
'lVritten exphndtion of aote
Bondc.

(DA)

Ve

note that in their opinions both

the Political- Affairs Committee and the lrgal Affairs

I

(.

.)

(Parliament approaed the drafi directioe)

I call the rapponeur.
(FR) Mr President, in his
Mr Combe, rapporteur.
speech yesterday our colleague Mr Turner made an

-

For these reasons, the representatives of the Greek

Mr

proceed to the Combe repon on
President.
- Ve
poultry-meat (Doc. 1-981/81).
Trade in fresh

In addition, the rapponeur spoke in faoow of Amendment No 7 and against Amendment No 5.

objection which in my opinion is quite justified. I think
I can say on the committee's behalf that paragraph 5
should be appreciably modified inasmuch as it speaks
of freeing, on the same terms, drawn poultry and eviscerated poultry and obviously this cannot be done on
exactly the same terms since some poultry has viscera
and other poultry does not.

I therefore

propose a new version of paragraph 6 to

take account of this logical point: 'Requests that the
production, slaughter and marketing of drawn and
eviscerated poulry-meat

be freely allowed on

a

PermanenI basis.'
President.
Combe, it is not possible to adopt an
- Mr during
oral amendment
the course of the sitting. AII
you can do, as rapponeur, is to suppress the para-
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President
graph. The adoption of an oral amendment in plenary

sitting would creare an unfonunate precedent.

(17) Mr President, this is
Mr Del Dtca, rapporteur.
in fact already envisaged -in the preceding paragraph,
and I am therefore in favour.

Mr Combe,

(.)

rapporter,tr.
(FR) In these circumsrances
- paragraph,
prefer to maintain rhe
since the consequences of suppressing ir would be even more serious.
I wish my observation to be reproduced in the report

I

of proceedings.

President.

-

am in favour of both of them, although

I call Mr Sherlock.

I would

Mr Sherlock.

.

like the opponunity ro do

President.

I can now give the floor for explanations

Mrs Squarcialupi.

prefer that

()
of vote.

-

I

mbled by Mr Alber.r

)

President.
of vote.

1

Mr Del Duca, rapporteur.
(17)
President, there
- these Mr
is a small difference between
two amendments. I

this paragraph -by paragraph, Mr Presidenr.
(.

Paragrapb 11: Amendments Nos 3 and

(17) Mr Presidenr, I asked ar the

beginning to speak- in order to give an explanation of
vote. I must say that the documenr presented by the
Commission was in line wirh rhe principles and rhe
orientations of health policies already being applied in
many Member Stares.
Since the proposed modifications completely alter the
thrust of this directive, we are naturally against them.
In fact, from the health viewpoint, ir is impossible to
equate the normally eviscerated chicken with that
from which only pan of the internal organs has been
removed. These modifications are a step backwards in
respect to the health advances already achieved in
many countries. For this reason we shall vo[e againsr
this directive, and also againsr rhe motion for a resolution.

-

I can now give rhe floor for explanations

Mrs Desouches.
(,FR,) have followed with much
- devotedI rhis
interest the debate
evening ro lhis reporr,
but the vote [hat has jusr been taken on rhe amendments is, in my opinion, a scandal.

I do not know whether we have paid proper artenr.ion
to what we have all jusr voted. '!7e have voted in
favour of exports to rhe developing counuies of cigarettes with a high nicorine conrenr; in orher words, we
are of the opinion that it is all right for the developing
countries to poison themselves, but as far as we are
concerned, it is preferable nor to do so . . . '!7e have
voted an amendment
I have really been most
- people
surprised a[ the way some
have vored in this
Assembly
which lifts rhe ban on smoking in public
places, by -recognizing simply that ir is desirable (this is
Anicle 8, which is maintained) not to smoke in public
places lacking sufficient venrilarion. I really think this
is extremely restricrive.

I

would add that, while it is true rhat smoking is an
individual vice in respecr of which, as a colleague said

yesterday evening, it is advisable to act with moderation and restrainr, smoking has anorher aspect which is

(Parliament adopted the resolution)

collective and with which we are all very familiar,
having sometimes been put to a good deal of inconvenrence.

President.
!7e proceed to the Del Duca repon on
- against smoking
the campaign
(Doc. 1-1053/81).

(...)
Afier paragrapb 8: Amendment No 4

Now I do not

see

why we should conrinue to permir

smokers to poison orhers. I share the view of those
people, who are conrinually growing in number, who
believe that'enough is enough', if I.can pur ir rhar
way, and who therefore ask, ever more insistently, that
they be allowed to live in an air unpolluted by tobacco.

Vhile I regret the voting of the
Mr Del Duct,

rapporteur.

(17) Mr Presidenr,

I

am

- which, moreover, was
opposed to this amendment.,
rejected in committee.
(.

amendmenm which
have just been adopted, I shall neverrheless vote for
this report, though with many regrers.
(Applause)

.)

In addition, the rapponeur
Paragraph 10: Amendment No 5

No

2.

spoke against Amendment

No
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Mrs Squarcialupi.

-

(IT) Mr

President,

I was one of

those who mbled the resolution from which this repon
has sprung.

President.
\7e proceed to the Gatto report on the
production- and marketing of Community citrus fruits

(Doc. 1-1068/81).

My explanation of vore is very similar to that of the
colleague who preceded me. Yesterday our Parliament

(.)

was invaded by a profound feeling of humanity in
regard to baby seals. This was 'raken back' today, in

Parliament approoed the drafi regulation)

panicular by the suppression of paragraph 12.

Motionfor a resolution

It is considered legitimate ro export. ro rhe Third
Vorld everything that we no longer use
harmful
pesticides or, in this panicular case,- cigarettes

Paragraph 1: Amendment No 2

containing a high level of nicotine, which our market
rejects. I think there are no epithets rc describe the
contradicdons demonsrrared by this Parliamenr in rhe
last 12 hours. In spirc of this, I shall vote in favour of
the resolution, while expressing rhe not only humani-

tarian but also profoundly political regrer rhar rhis

Parliament should

be

incapable

of

consisrency,

contriving in the space of a few hours
is only
- rhere
one night in the interim
ro be humane
wirh seals
- of the Third !(orld.
and inhumane with the peoples
(Applaase)
( Parliamen

t adop

te

d t he

re so

(I7) Mr President, I am
rapporteur.
against these amendments proposed in the Chamber in
opposition to the unanimous vote of the committee.l

Mr Gatto,

(...)
Paragraph 3: Amendment No 4

Mr Gautier.

(DE) Mr Presidenr, rhere is

some-

- clear here. As a resulr of the adoption
thing not quite
of Amendmen[ No 4, which reads 'welcomes rhe
progressive abolition of 'marketing' premiums',
various other things have become superfluous, because
paragraph 6 reads 'rejects, therefore, the progressivi

lution )

abolidon of marketing premiums proposed by the
Commission'. 'S7e have therefore jusr decided the
opposite of what paragraph 6 says.

*t''*

\fle proceed [o [he Squarcialupi repon
Prcsident.
- in the Community (Doc. l-1012/81).
on alcoholism

(...)

President.
Mr Gauder, we will vote paragraph by
paragraph in order to avoid such difficulties.

(.)

Paragrapb I 2: Amendment No

5

I can now give the floor to explanations of vote.

(17) Mr President,
Mrc Squarcialupi, rapporteur.
one cannor be opposed to the carrying out of studies. I
am therefore in favour.

(..)
Paragraph

1

5: Amendment

No

Mrs Squarcialupi, rapporteur.

6

-

(17)

I

am against it

because a parliament cannot renounce possession

of

a

Mr

Papapictro.

(17)

Mr

President;

I

wish to

- prepared to vote in favour of this
declare that we c/ere
resolution, but its meaning has been radically,distoned
by the vote, both by the adoption of Amendmens No 4
and by the suppression of paragraph + and others.
I think the resolution which has resulred from rhe vote
is unrecognizable even to Mr Gatto. !fle consider this
vote to be panicularly serious, because it has rc do
with a Mediterranean culture and because rhe Euro-

is

a

legislative power.r

pean Community

(...)

programme which in this way is distorted in advance.
For this reason, although reBretting the necessity, we

preparing

Medirerranean

are obliged to vote againsr the resolution.
( Parliament

adopted the resolution)

Mr J.M. Taylor.
Mr Presidenr, because rhe
- been carried and theofparaamendments that have
In addirion, the rapponeur spoke in faoour of Amendmenx Nos 2,3 andT and against Amendment No 4.

'

f"

Nos"aai,i"n,
3 and 4.

the rapponeur spoke against Amend,ments
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the proposal from the Commission to rhe Council

graphs that have fallen our group now consider this
repon adequately modified and will be able rc support
it.

(IT) Mr President, I naruMr Gatto, rapporteur.
rally submit to the vote -expressed by Parliamenr.
As the committee's rapporteur, I cannot return an
unfavourable vorc, because of my respecr for Parlia-

I must abstain, however, for Parliament has
rejected all the reasons given to justify
to justify,
and not to accomplish
an equalization- of Mediterranean agriculture with-the more favoured agriculture
of other areas of Europe.
ment.

I

am not surprised at the votes of the right, for each
person must do his own job. Personally, in many years

of

militancy,

I

have never moved away from my

natural position, which is that of the lefr. Vhat rherefore disturbs and surprises me
which I have
- and
people can assert
never seen before
is how some
that they belong to- the left and still follow a line of
this sort.
(Applause

controlled thermonuclear fusion.

I call the rapporteur.

Mr

(|7) Mr President, ladies

Sassano, rdpporter4r.

- second Vorld !flar it was
and gentlemen, afrcr the
believed that twenty years would suffice to perfect
reactors for the production of nuclear energy by
fusion; the fact it is still believed today that twenty
more years are needed in order to reach the stage of
an experimental reactor demonstrates the enormity of
the difficulties which have been encountered.

It

is.true, however, that since that time appreciable

Ve have, for example, the
a new material
binh of the physics of plasma
- which must be
present in the entire universe, but
progress has been made.

reproduced in the laboratory.

Ve

are now almost at the threshold of demonstrating
scientific feasibility, and we can outline the steps
leading to the production of a demonstration reactor.

from various qilarters)

( Parliament

President.

Mr

(Doc. l-433181) for a decision adopting a research and
training programme (1982 to 1986) in the fietd of

adopted tbe

-

reso

lution)

I call Mr Fergusson on

a

point of order.

To return very briefly to this whole

Fergusson.

question of resignations
from and appointmenr to the
Parliament. Since this is a matter of great interest to
, many of us here, I wonder if you would be good
enough to ensure that announcements of resignations
and appointmenr are made at the beginning of the
day's business instead of slipped in at moments when it
is not possible to ensure that one is in the Chamber
simply because one does not knov that the announcements are going to be made. I refer panicularly to last
night, when two appointments were announced. No
one, of course, knew that it was going to happen, Had
the announcement been made this morning, we should
have been able to assent or dissent as we saw fit.

It may be useful to remember that in 1980 the European Communiry consumed 1 milliard toe of energy.
Of this energy, about 550/o was imponed, and it cost
around 100 milliard ECU, which ended up for the
most part. in the OPEC countries. Strong measures of
energ'y conservation, an increase in the use of coal,
nuclear fusion, and the thorough exploitation of
renewable energy resources can bring about an
improvement in the coming decades. Most of the rcch-

to implement [hese measures is
aheady available, and its use depends exclusively on
political and economic factors, on public acceptance of
such technology and on im impact on the environment.
nology required

\7hile an energy transition can be accomblished in
this way, carrying Europe into the next century, new
energy sources must be developed for the period when
combusdble fuels such as oil, gas, coal and even
uranium will no longer be available. Among the few

solutions which can contribute ro the building of
Europe, controlled thermonuclear fusion should
cenainly be included.

President.
Mr Fergusson, I shall do my best. But I
cannot guarantee
to do so, if a resignation arrives
during the Friday morning sitting, with effect from
that Friday. One has to be flexible. In principle,
however, I agree that it should be made at the begin-

ning of the sitting.

Nuclear fusion has great promise as a vinually inexhausdble source of energy.

If the fusion fuel-rycle

10

3. Controlled thermonuclear fusion

President.

-

The next item is the repon by Mr

Sassano, on behalf of the Committee on Energy and
Research (Doc. 1-1080/81), on

used is deuterium-tritium, with

tritium obnined from lithium, then the energy potentially available amounts to 3 000 milliard toe if we use
l0o/o of the available lithium resources, or to
million milliard toe if we also use the lithium in the
it is present in the proponion of 0.17gl

sea, where
ton.

If the fusion fuel-cycle is deuterium-deuterium, the
quantity which can potentially be extracted from the
seas corresponds to 100 milliard milliard toe.
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At present, the world's annual consumprion of energy
corresponds rc 10 milliard toe, and a consumprion of
30 milliard toe is predicted for the coming cenrury.

priority, among the non-JET activities, rc experiments
which, among other things, aim to demonstrate the
possibiliry of ignition with the small-sized machines

It

generally designated as 'with a srong magneric field',
both because of the low cost and because of the bril-

is precisely the recognition of the inexhausdbility of
such energy sources which has stimulated research on
controlled nuclear fusion since the second !7orld Var.
Since that time, Europe, the USA and rhe USSR have
been active in this field.

There is no doubt that the degree of inregrarion of
effon achieved by the Community in this field consritutes a brilliant example of collaborarion among all
Member States for the attainmenr of a common objective. Up to now there have been satisfacrory results
and constant progress, in panicular with rhe Tokamaks, which put European activiry on rhe highest
level. Ve musr nor, indeed cannor, fail to be aware of
the dimensions of the financial and human resources
necessary to conrinue rhis exceprional technological
effon, which will have considerable political and social
repercussions.

It is the dury of the European Parliament to call for
the full development of the programme of controlled
nuclear fusion in the years to come.

liant results they have provided up ro now, which
place them in the aoant-garde of the effort ro demonstrate scientif ic feasibility.

On this subject, I should not fail ro menrion ro my
parliamentary colleagues that it is our duty to defend
at all costs the budgeary increases which will soon be
necessary for controlled nuclear fusion if we van[ [o
see the accomplishment of the technological and
therefore polidcal and economic development of our
Community.
The programme for 1982-86, on which Parliament has
been consulrcd, will cost about 1 500 MECU.

In the Unircd

Sates, the expenditure, without

coun[ing the enormous sums invested in inenial
confinement, with which Europe has almost no
involvement, is 30% higher than in Europe.

The document presented by the Commission (COM(8 l) 357) on which Parliament must express its
opinion has taken into accounr the considerarions and
recommendarions of the Fusion Review Panel, a

It is panicularly striking that Japan, which is making
very considerable investments in other super-technologies, israpidlycarchingupwith Europe, andwillcenainly
soon ovenake her if she does not decide to abandon
the very questionable policy of dghtfistedness which is
especially reserved for super-technologies.

consultative commirtee composed of eleven members
chosen among specialists in rhe scientific disciplines
most closely connecred wirh rhe subject in hand. Ir was
assigned the task of carrying our a technical analysis of

Only countries with continental dimensions can afford
the enormous effons required by super-technologies,
and in panicular the technologies relative ro nuclear

the

European programme

on

controlled nuclear

fusion.

fusion.
'Sfle must bear

I would like ro menrion, however, thar this commitree
has plafed a political as well as a rcchnical r6le, despire
the fact that its members are understandably reluctant
to deal with problems which should really be handled

by politicians. Affirmations such as 'rhe Panel is

convinced thar Europe should maintain its first-rank
position in the field of fusion, and rherefore recommends the unbroken conrinuarion of the European
programme on fusion' have a strongly political conrenr

which clearly indicates the need

for

European

in mind that if the Member States of the
Community are unable to make rhe great technological conquests togerher, Europe is destined to remain
simply a'geographical expression.'
Before concluding, I wish to express my utter indignation that the Council of Ministers, wirh no considera-

tion for Parliament, should have made decisions
concerning the fusion programmq on the 8th of last
month, completely ignoring the observations Parliament had advanced.

autonomy in the developmenr of energ'y resources.

Although

I

There is no doubt that rhis is the best way ro make the

note wirh satisfacrion that the srate of

work on the JET Programme corresponds ro
commitments made, I feel obliged ro ask for

the

continuation of research and activiry wirh other Toka-

maks.

In

panicular, we should bear

construcrion of Europe increasingly difficult.

rhe

in mind the

Prcsident.
Research.

-

I

call the Commirtee on Energy and

recommendations of the 'Review Panel on European
Fusion', which your rapporr.eur srrongly supporrs.

Mrs Valz, Chairman of the Committee on Energy and

'\7e

should also be aware that the effons made up to
now to explore ignition by means of compact machines with a srong magnetic field have nol been

sufficient, and

it

is therefore necessary to give

due

Research.

(DE)

Mr

President, ladies and

gentlemen, by letter of 24 August 1981, rhe Council
requested the European Parliamenr to deliver an
opinion on the Commission's proposal for a decision
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a research and training programme
(1982- 86) in the field of controlled rhermonuclear
fusion. The Council requested an early opinion. In the
list of urgent marrers in February, it finally asked rhe
European Parliament to deliver its opinion in March,
which is what we are now doing.

These figures clearly show that fusion research is
leading us into financial dimensions which should not

Very much to our surprise, a Council

reveals thar rhe Council adopted rhe fusion

In this connexion, a number of questions have arisen,
and I feel we should not simply ignore them. For

programme ure are now discussing on 8 March 1982.
Admittedly, this was what is known as an informal

A

adopting

press-release

decision and the Greek Government evidently
expressed some reservations, which, however,

be thoughtlessly entered under the general heading

of

'Research'. Experience has also shown that inflation

and technical innovations frequently result

in

a

substantial increase in estimated costs.

example, is there a genuine economic need for fusion?
reliable answer cannot, of course, yet be given,
because fusion is a solution, if at all, for the year 2030,
and by that time a great deal may have changed.

according to a newspaper report today, have now been

withdrawn. It was also said to have been agreed that,
once the European Parliament's opinion had been
received, the programme should be entered in the
agenda for any future Council meedng as an A item,
meaning that it would be formally adopted without
any funher discussion. Funhermore, serious amendments to the Commission's proposal have been agreed
on such as the reduction of rhe allocation of financial
resources and the fixing of maximum amounts. '!7e
must condemn this acrion on rhe Council's part in the
severest possible terms. It conflicts wirh rhe undermking the Council enrcred into in 1973 and with the
isoglucose judgment, which prevenrs the Council from
discussing the substance of a Commission proposal

before the European Parliament has delivered

its

opinion. By treadng the programme as an A item, after
it has previously been informally adopted, the European Parliament's right to be heard is deprived of any
meanlnS.

Mr Sassano's repon calls on the European Parliament
to adopt amendments to this Commission proposal,
which it feels the Commission should accepr pursuanr
to Anicle 119(2) of the EAEC Treary, thus making
them the basis for a decision. Parliament believes that
the financial resources and, if appropriate, the number
of personnel can only be decided within the framework of the budgemry procedure. \(/e have therefore
requested conciliation.

In view of the questions that remain unanswered in the
scientific and rcchnical area, little can yet be said on
the implications for the environment, nor can safety
aspects at present be discussed in more than very
general terms. $fle are, in fact treading very insecure
ground, which is always the case when practical
achievement is far off.

Vhat we can be fairly sure about, however, is that
fusion reactors will be gigandc planm, many times the
size of the light-water reactors usual today. In other
words, they will undoubtedly be of no use for the
decentralized supply of electricity.

Futhermore, the financial consequences

President.

Mr

-

need for caution.

it seems to me, is to
strengthen international cooperation, by which I mean
that, following JET, all four major research groups in
the USA, in Japan, in the USSR and in Europe should
cooperate more closely in this sector. If fusion
research should develop into an area of genuine EastVest cooperation, the thousands of millions it is being
The only feasible way out,

speaking

I call the Socialist Group.

Linkohr.

(DE)

Mr

President, ladies and

- this week the Council of Research
gentlemen, early
Ministers of the European Community adopted the
new five-year programme for research into nuclear
fusion, the total cost of which will be 1 500m ECU. Of
this sum, slighily more than 400m ECU will be spent
on JET, the actual fusion device, and some I 000m
ECU on what is known as the general programme. Of
rhese rotal cosrs of I 500m ECU the Community, in
other words, our budget, will be providing 580m
ECU. The remainder will be largely financed by the
Member States.

fusioi

unlikely that fusion technology will require less
finance in the future than in the past. In view of the
strain on research budgets everywhere, I feel there is a

suggested
(Applause)

of

research should be more closely observed in the future.
As costs have so far risen steeply in a straight line, it is

-

we should spend might
even be justified.

-

politically

Another question that arises is why the non-nuclear
side of energy research is not being given the same
amount of money from the public coffers. The resistance by the Greeks in the Council of Ministers to this
expensive project and their call for more to be made
available for renewable energies should therefore not
be regarded simply as the reflexions of an outsider.

The final question that might be asked is this: who
keeps a check on how the money is spent, and who
assesses the political significance of fusion research
findings? Neither the national parliaments nor the
European Parliament has any practical way of exercising control. So we have here an example of the
research bureaucracy for all practical purposes gaining
the right to use tax revenue more or less as it will, and
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when the Council of
Ministers promises to consult the European Parliamen[ but takes its own, and therefore final, decision
before Parliamenr has adopted im opinion. However,
[otemper this criticism, I would add that we ourselves
are slightly to blame. The European Parliament has
surely had enough time since August of last year to
form its opinion on this subject. !7e should be honest
in this respect and be willing to admit our own failings
for once.

jeopardize the whole programme and exceed our
financial means. I therefore have my doubts about
amendments Nos 4 andT to the Commission's

The Socialist Group endorses the

This will make closer international

it is not exactly encouraging

Commission's

proposal, although it attaches great importance to the
questions I have raised, which neither you nor we can
answer at the moment.

\7e call for an annual financial and scientific review,

Proposal.

And this is the weak point, the Achilles' heel of the
programme. Excessive commitment to one line may
easily result in a neglect of other courses which may
also lead to the goal. I therefore feel we are right to
demand that other new developments be monitored
very carefully.
cooperation,

particularly with the United Sntes, absolutely essendal. And if you do not mind my saying so, I very much
fear that resolutions like the one we adopted on EI
Salvador yesterday, do not exactly have the psychological effect of increasing the Americans' willingness to

so that we do not have a repetition of the Super-SARA

cooPerate.

project, the cost of which has now more than doubled.
And as this condicion has been included in the motion
for a resolution, we approve the repon drawn up by
Mr Sassano, whom I should like to thank for the work

'!7e need flexibility.

I

have the impression that the

Commission thinks so, too. Mr Sassano has rightly, I
'emphasis

believe, placed panicular

on the ignition

Pany

aspect. Successful ignition would be a very important
stage towards this goal. It would prove thar the goal is
correcl and can be achieved. It would give the scientists working on this project a great deal of encouratement. I therefore feel that particular interest should
also be taken in experiments in the field of ignition,
which began with good prospects of success, but,

(DE) Mr President, ladies and
Mr K. Fuchs.
- like to begin by thanking very
gentlemen, I should

unfonunately, were halted for finincial reasons, an
example being the ignition experiment that was begun
during fusion research at Garching and was then

he has done.

Presidcnt.

I call the Group of the People's

(Chrisdan-Democratic
Group).

sincerely Mr Sassano for his devoted and expen'work
on this report. But above all I should like to express on
behalf of the Group of the European People's Pany

my grave concern at [he Council's action. '$(ihatever
the attempts to give some kind of explanation, they
amount to no more than a very scanty figleaf, and the
Council should pariicularly bear in mind the disastrous
effect this will have on public opinion.

As the press reports say, the Council took its decision
on Monday, whereas Parliament is only now, on
Friday, considering the matter. Anyone who is against
the Community and wishes co destroy it, will now be
saying: There you are, this Parliament has no influence.

\7'e shall lose all credibility if we deal with each other
in this way. The loss of our credibility is far too high a
political price to pay. The Council should bear this in

suspended. Perhaps these and similar experiments can
be included in the programme in the future.

'!7e also consider

it essential for work to be geared
more closely to practical uses and for cooperation with
indusry to be increased so that there is greater
concentration on the practical and technical side, the
same being true of the associated research on the

Trizion, for example. The highest possible priority
must, of course, be given to the question of safery in
all these measures.

To conclude, I must express some concern about the
research snff. The average age of the staff is becoming
rather high, and this may result in a gap in research,

which would be fatal. Although the Commission's
proposal mentions the problem, it does nor offer a
solution; and I therefore call on the Commission to
submit to Parliament, and in parricular the Committee

mind.

on Energy and Research, proposals for solutions to
this staff problem in the fairly near future, possible

The European People's Pany approves the Commission's proposal. !fle see it as providing for forward-

solutions being exchanges, research scolarships and
the like. I believe that would be an extremely impor-

looking Community ac[ion to solve the energy
in the long term and also to achieve the

problem

Community's independence from imported energy.

Ve

also see in this project proof of the sciendfic and

technical ability of the Community to introduce inno-

tant step towards ensuring the programme will
continue in the long term.

Ve

endorse this important research and training

programme, because we believe it can provide proof of
the ability of our Community to function.

vations on a grand scale. !0'e are in favour of concen-

tration on the Tokamak line. Fragmentation might

(Applause)

President.

-

I call the European Democradc Group.

and the fusion
Mr President,
- programmeJET
is a magnificent
research training
Community project on which teams from several

Mr
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member countries are all working closely together to
push back the frontiers of science. Ve are trying to
produce a benign reactor with raw materials such as
lithium and heavy water which are not radioactive.
Nor are the waste products radioactive. Only ritium
and the containment walls are likely to be radioactive,
and they are not waste products. Mr President, the sun
is the biggest fusion reactor that exists, and what could
be a better reference than that?

Another good point is that the raw materials are in
plendful supply. Lithium, which is the lightest meml
times
it
floats on water
that exists
- is eight
- even
as plentiful as uranium in the eanh's crust. So here we
have a renewable source of energy; and if we wanl to
make it even more renewable, then we can use the
breeder technique

for breeding tritium in a lithium

blankel Of course, there are problems. Tritium itself is
+ yery penetrating gas and therefore will be very
inclined ro leak. Nevenheless, I think we must face
these safety problems, and the public will want to be
informed. That is why I welcome Amendment No 15,
which calls for a major programme of public consultation.

The public know very little about fusion, and when
they do no[ know about some.thing, they then get

will wan[ to be assured that fusion
technology is not going [o run away with ircelf, as
happened to [he sorcerer's apprentice. They must be
confident, or at least their representatives in the
Parliament must be confident, that all the successes
and all the failures are discussed with them. That is
why the repon of the Fusion Review Panel is so
important. Its main message is to concentrate on the

pity we were not notified about it. There has been an
irrprorre.ent in the situation and it looks as though

there will be cooperation in these neomilimry areas. If
so, then our attitude to Amendment No 7 will change
and we shall vote to reject it.

In any case, thank goodness tha[ the EEC are Partners

in the INTOR Project of the LAEA! I hope that this is,
a guarantee that the next EuroPean Torus which will
foLlow JET, and finally the demonstration torus which
will follow that, will have the benefit of American,
Japanese and Russian technology as well as our own. I
hope that under that cooperation military and political
obstacles and secrecy will be irrelevant. Science and
secrecy do not act as good panners.

One more point, Mrs

'lValz has asked us to vote in

favour of Amendment No 1O in voting the conciliadon
procedure on chis whole matter. This will delay the
JET programme by at least six weeks and will be disastrous in its effect on Culham and the project there.'$7e
are cuning off our nose to spite our face if we invoke
conciliation in this case. Conciliation is already taking
place on the matter of raw materials. Can't we be a
little selective in deciding where we use this hammer to
fight the Council? I think we ought to have only one
conciliation procedure going at a time. If we go on

conciliating on everyrhing where the Council has
taken an intormal decision, we shall hold everything
up in the Community and get a very bad rePuntion
for being dilatory. So I hope the House will reject
Amendment No 10, though I do not mean [his in any
way personally against Mrs Valz.

suspicious. They

Tokomak.
JET, which we are nocr supporting, will in fact be the
biggest Tokomak in the world, and we shall try to
achieve and hold the temperature of 100 million
degrees Cendgrade. If we reach that temperature, it
looks as though we may be able to get more energy
out of it than we have put in.

The point about the Review Panel's report which
worries me refers to tritium technology, where it says:
'Political problems have interfered with technical planning'. Again, later it refers to inenial confinement with
lasers and says: 'It has been difficult to implbment the
Council's decision because of polidcal problems linked
with possible milinry implications'. So it looks as
though the Community fusion programme is severely
handicapped whenever there is a military angle to
things such as tritium technology or lasers. I understand, this morning, after discussing it with the
Commissioner, there has been a change here. It is a

Finally, Mr Linkohr is worried about the cost of
fusion research. He says it has not been properly
conrolled. Mr Linkohr is an unusual socialist who
does not like spending money. The Committee on
Budgets, through Mr Kellett-Bowman, has in fact
looked at this and explained that apart from infladon,
during the design and research phase of any. large--project
lasiing many years, many new ideas of
scale
r.r..."h will come to light, and rhat is bound to be
expensive. You cannot control brilliant scientists
wiihin feuers of strict financial conrol. The thing
would dry up if we ried to do that.
Nuclear fusion is in fact the biggest and most impor-

mnt project the Community has. It is costing 680
million ECU, half of which goes on the JET
programme, and it promises a complete solution to
bu.- p.esent dependence on imponed energy. Ve
cannot expect to achieve this on the cheap. Ve may
have to spind 100 billion ECU before we can launch
the first power-sation, but we spend that money every

year on imponed energy. So the solution- would

be

well wonh-the money we have to spend. For that

I call on the Parliament to suPPort the Sassano
repon and resolution.

reason

(Apphuse)
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This, very briefly, is our position. There are also
disturbing elements which were men[ioned by some
members, elements stemming from the procedure
adopted. I will nor dwell on these, for rhey have

ELLES

Vice-President

already been pointed out by previous speakers.
President.

-

Mr Veronesi.

I call the Communisr and Allies Group.

(17) Madam President, for a number

of reasons we -shall vote in favour of the resolurion and
the Council decision which have been submitred ro us.
The first reason is that we are convinced of rhe validity
of the technological and scientific research on nuclear
fusion.'!fle have discussed this subjecr so often rhar
there is no need to review the reasons for this conclusion once again. In any case, these reasons have been

well illusrated in Mr Sassano's fine repon; I rhank
him for this, and I congratulate him on the excellent
synthesis he has provided on this vast and complex

In conclusion, we are not absolutely sure rhar the
proposed series of amendments ro rhe Council deci-

sion would promore the rapid approval of the
programme. \7e believe it is berrer ro avoid going too
deeply into questions rhat are premarure or require a
of the problems raised. !fle rhink
that the resolution, in the form in which it was
broader treatment

approved by the Committee on Energy, provides the

Council with a broad, unified view

of rhe enrire

complex of problems concerning controlled nuclear
fusion, and that is sufficient. \7e shall therefore vorc in
favour of Amendments Nos 5 and 10; we shall abstain
from all rhe orhers.

issue.

The second reason for our favourable vote lies in the
fact that it is a matter of continuing a programme
launched years ago and now in the process of being
carried out; all this was akeady foreseen at the beginning, when we estima[ed that a lengthy period of dme
lengthy
was necessary to complete
-thereasonably
- resulrs.
research and obtain
It would be truly

President.

-

I call the Non-attached Members.

Mr Petronio.
(17) Madam President, in the
concluding porrion
of Mr Sassano's repon, in

harmony with the recommendarions of the Fusion
Review Panel, rhere is an outline of priority directions
to follow in order ro make nuclear fusion a scientific,
technological, and commercial realiry. One of these is
based on rhe rapid accomplishment of experiments
using devices wirh a srrong magneric field, devices

absurd to suspend or even to delay an experiment
before ever having concluded it: it would be the worst
possible way of investing the limited funds available
for scientific research. All this appears ro me ro be
blindingly obvious.

capable

The third reason which persuades us ro suppon [he
Council's proposal and the Committee on Energy's
resolution is that the latter is supponed by the Panel

The rapponeur, moreover, is breaking a lance for

ro make an up-to-date evaluarion of rhe
programme in rhe light of rhe results obtained so far
established

and the mosr recenr scientific knowledge on

rhe
subject. This seems ro us ro be a sensible and reasonable procedure, very painsmking and serious and

worthy of full confidence.

conviction thar the research undenaken will yield rich

technological results applicable to orher fields of
human activiry. Even if rhe object we are pursuing
should finally prove to be unattainable
and we

- of our
believe thar it is nor, in principle, on the basis
present theorerical and experimental knowledge
we
shall in any evenr have made a correcr choice ln -investigating the possibiliry of producing energy by means
absolurely had

to be

explored.

The fifth reason which determines our ar.ri[ude is rhe
Buarantee of systemaric and periodical informarion to
Parliament on rhe progress of the research. \fle count
on this, Mr Commissioner.

an

existing projecr rhat is, rhe 'Igniror' project
conceived by Professor Coppi, of the Massachusetts

Institute of Technology in Boston. 'We agree wirh the

rapponeur when he invites rhe Commission ro
examine it and rapidly evaluate its feasibility and

Ii

to us impossible rhat

the

priate than ever ro back the 'Ignitor' which is

an

sciendfic validity.

seems

of the financial

commi[men[
wherher
- than this,it asis
30 milliard, as firsr estimarcd, or more
was subsequently assened
constitute a serious,
- canbarrier.
not to say an insurmountable
If Professor
Coppi is right about his 'Ignitor', and we, for purely
financial reasons, do nor supporr him, we shall one
day be obliged birterly to acknowledge our inabiliry to
rcst and retest, search and research, according to the
age-old rule of science. In rhe phase of research and
development, bur also in rhe conrext of internarional
cooperation, and bearing in mind the inrcresrs of
certain Italian regions, we feel thar it is more appro-

size

The fourth reason for our favourable vote lies in the

of a physical process which

of producing plasmas close ro ignirion:
according to the rechnicians, these experiments have
so far yielded excellent results at relatively low cosr.

advanced Tokamak, far superior ro rhe resr. Funhermore, [he choice of the 'Igniror' would evenrually
have the supporr of the Panel, which is composed of
11 scientists from the highest levels. If the judgment is
favourable, rherefore, no financial obstacle should
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stand in the way of establishing a protramme which
could be a feather in the cap of our Community.

also investigate technical feasibility, and by that dme

we shall know rather more abour rhe need for this
process and im safety.

It only remains to confirm our positive vote on the
Sassano

report, a report which is balanced, well-struc-

tured and coherently formulated, and adequately
correlates the objectives and the financial resources
needed in order to achieve, when the time has come,
the producdon of long-term energy through nuclear
fusion, an historical event for our civilization.

President.

-

I call Mr Eisma.

(NL) Madam President, this research is
Mr Eisma.
- example of a project that is eminently
an excellent
suircd to a Community approach. It is very expensive
and difficult. There is absolurcly no advantage to be
gained from duplication of effort, and all the Member
States and the associated countries will derive equal
benefit from it. Nuclear fusion research, which has as
its object the experimental study on earth of matter
under conditions which prevail on the stars, is of great
interest to physics. The research must rherefore
undoubtedly continue until ignition of the deuterium
tritium plasma has been achieved. JET must consequently be completed and exploited to show the scientific feasibility of controlled nuclear fusion.

The debate, on whether this process will ever be used
for the commercial Beneration of energy has not yet

Our objection to the proposed programme is that it
does not specify a definite point in time when the
desirability of the deuterium tritium fusion reactor for
the supply of energy will be discussed as a matter of
principle. On the contrary, this desirability is assumed,
and the last phase of the study of scientific feasibility,
JET, overlaps the first phase of the study of technical
feasibility. Scientifically speaking, the line between
scientific and technical feasibility is rather arbitrary;

but the activities referred to on

page 40 of the
Commission's report, particularly experimental tritium
and blanket technology, can be regarded from a political angle as over the limit. These activities, involving
the 68m ECU referred ro in Table VI, should not be
approved until the decision of principle has been taken
to proceed to a study of technical feasibility. I would
ask the Commission whether it shares this view.

Finally, we note that the Committee on Budgem

To wind up, Madam President, we can give the
Sassano report our approval. If a reduction should be
necessary for whatever reason, the 68m ECU for
experimental tritium and blanket technology could go.

been completed. Three questions must, in our opinion,
be answered in this respect: firstly, shall we ever need
it; secondly, if the experiment succeeds, will the gener-

I

As regards the first question, for the time being we can
just make do with what little oil and natural gas we
have left, and coal will last us another hundred to two
hundred years. If it is very careful about conservation,
makes more efficient use of energy and develops solar

President.

ation of energy be safer or cleaner than nuclear
fission; and thirdly, will it ever succeed?

energy and wind power, the \Testern world may last
out for a long time. I have not mentioned nuclear
fission because we are opposed to fast-breeder reactors. But if we want to improve the situation in the
Third \7orld, it is unlikely that we can do without a
new source of energy, such as nuclear fusion.

On the second question it can be said that, if

we
succeed in developing nuclear fusion, processes in
which considerable quantities of tritium circulate may
represent a potential danger inherent in nuclear
fission. This, then, is undoubtedly another problem
that must be solved.

Thirdly, will it ever succeed? To answer this question,
the sciendfic feasibility I have already referred to must
first be demonstrated. This will probably take another
ren to twenty years. Only if scientific feasibiliry is
proved, need we take a decision on whether we should

has

made what we regard as a number of valuable recommendations. !7hy, Mr Sassano, do we find no trace of
these in the motion for a resolution?

should also like to hear from the Commissioner if it
is true that the Council discussed this programme last
Monday, in which case Parliament's opinion will once
again be offered too lare to be of any use.

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Narjes, Member of tbe Commission.
Madam
President, ladies and gentlemen, the debate -of the new
multiannual research programme in the field of thermonuclear fusion concerns

the yery hean

of

Community research. The rapporteur, Mr Sassano, for
the Committee on Energy and Research, and the
drafrcman, Mr Kellett-Bowman, for the Committee on
Budgets, have rightly stressed the great imponance to
be attached to this research programme. The Commission thanks these two gentlemen for the thorough

work they have done and also for their

positive
appraisal of the Commission's activites in this field.

It is not ofren that the spotlight

is thrown on scientific
research, as is the case with fusion research. Although
over one million people are engaged in research in the

of the

Community, including some
370 000 research workers and engineers, and although
a total of some 23 000m ECU of public resources was

counsries

spent on the promotion of research in 1981, public
interest in research unfonunately continues to be
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limited. This is regrettable, because rhe comperitiveness and prosperity of our industrial society are largely
acributable ro successes in scientific research and tech-

nological development. For this we owe a debt of
thanks and appreciation ro rhe many people engaged
in research and development.

ment of this kind is needed in view of the rising
expenditure, not least on fusion research, in order to
set priorities for Community research poliry and to
ensure the financing of these prioriry areas. None the
less, it should nor be forgotren rhat expenditure on
research under ChapterTS accounts for 1.40lo of the
Community's total budget and total spending on

Such appreciation is all the more imponanr since we
are particularly dependent on rhe creariviry of scientists and research workers and the impulses for innovation they provide during the difficult phase of srructural adjustment in which our national economies are
at presen[ engaged. The successes the Community can
boast in fusion and in many orher areas of research
enable us to look to the future wirh some confidence,
although we are well aware of the unanswered questions that have been listed here.

In the field of fusion research, it

has been possible

rc

integrate all research work being done in the Member
States into the Community programme, rhus ensuring
comprehensive coordination and precluding duplication
of effon and unnecessary financial burdens. In
constructing JET, the Community is carrying on rhe
world's largest experiment this decade. The highest
temperature and plasma confinement values have so
far been achieved within the Communiry programme
at the Italian fusion laboratory in Frascati. European
fusion research has a world repurarion, making the
Community a sought-after panner in inrernational
cooPerarion.

The new programme is a funher step towards the
tapping of a new, inexhausdble source of energy to
meet humanity's energy requiremenr. There are very

few even theoretically conceivable alternatives. The
advantages of controlled nuclear fusion are obvious
the wealth of fuel available and low fuel costs
and
added m this, these fuels
deuterium and lirhium
- fusion reactor helium
and the final product of the
are not radioactive.

-

Fusion research has set itself an ambitious goal. This
goal cannot be achieved in the shon term, and it will
not be achieved without considerable expenditure. Mr
Sassano's and Mr Kellett-Bowman's remarks leave us
in no doubt about this. The Commission therefore
fully endorses their view chat the high financial input
mus[ be subject to constant critical assessmenr and

control by the budgeary authority as the

research

programme is implemented.

fusion research, at 300m EUA, accounts for I .30/o of.
toul public spending on research and can therefore be
regarded as rather modest.

At its meedng on Monday of

rhis week, the Council of
Research Minisrers also stressed rhe suitabiliry of a

general framework

for

Community research and
in rhe re-

suggested that this idea should be included

citals to the proposal for the new fusion programme. It
must, however, be stated quite categorically
- toandtheI
am thus answering a number of quesrions pur.
Commission
that, conrrary to perhaps confusing
press reports,- no decision of any kind has yer been
taken on the programme, since Parliament has not yet
delivered im opinion.

According to the Commission and according to the
text of the press-release, another copy of which I
obtained this morning, the Council of Ministers has
not yet concluded its deliberations, and as rhe
Commission sees it, it may pur forward any amendments that may be adopted here roday when these
deliberations are continued. Vhar rhe Research Ministers were doing was sounding each orher out, and the
reference in the German [exr ro a posirive alignment
should not, in our view, be taken ro mean anyrhint
other than what I have just said. It is nor rherefore
right to say rhar the Council decision was adopted
subject only to reservarions on rhe pan of the Greek
Government
tro, the decisive reservatioh was that

Parliament's opinion
had not been delivered.

But why did this happen? Because we are in a hurry,
because we are two months behind. The Commission's
timetable was as follows: proposal in July
- communication to Parliament and the Council before the end of
July, stating that the timing should provide for Parliamenr ro deliver its opinion in 198 I and for the Council
ro take irs decision in December 1981. The Council
did not request an opinion until late August
on
24 August, as Mrs Valz has akeady said. The appropriate committees of Parliament did not appoint their
rapporteur and draftsman undl 19 and 20 October. It

was not until
The Commission is aware of its specific responsibility
in this, and by commissioning the Beckurts
Committee, as it has come [o be known, to carry out

a

critical appraisal of the Community's fusion research
programme and by subsequently publishing the
committee's report, the Commission has gready
improved the control procedures and transparency.
The Commission would also like to esmblish a framework programme as a planning insrument for the
Community's entire research policy. A planning instru-

25 February that the Committee on
Budgets and the bo*.ittie on Energy and Research
adopted their respective documents. That is the timing
of events as revealed by the Commission's records.

To conclude, I should like to comment on the amendments to the proposal for a Council decision. The
Commission has endeavoured

to put forward

a

balanced proposal which accords with the presenr srare
of the scientific debate and leaves sufficient room for
scientific freedom while clearly stating the objectives.
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The Commission feels that two amendments do not
quite meet the requirement of balance. This is true of
the proposal that great imponance should be attached
in the second recital [o other systems of magnetic
confinement
stellaracors and the reversed
- namely
field pinch. Just
as research work in this area should
not be excluded, special emphasis should not be placed
on them to the detriment of other technical elements
of the programme. Furthermore, the British Government's decision to halt the RFX-Reversed Field Pinch
experiment for cost reasons means that the future of
research work in this area is at present uncertain.

On the question of introducing a new paragraph 5a in
the Annex to the programme decision, the Commission cannot. complerely agree with the Committee on
Energy and Research. The Commission feels it would
be premature to draw up proposals for their supply of
fuel to fusion reactors as part of this programme,
which, as you know, will expire in 1985. This would
result in the programme assuming at this stage a task
which not only concerns a politically sensitive area
which will not
the question of access to tritium
- but of the experibe necessary even after the completion
ments

I

in

1985.

should also like

m point out that the

United

wonh bearing in mind when considering Amendment
No

7.

If,

however, the House should adop[ these tw'o
the Commission would incorporarc

amendments,

them, and the other two amendments, into the
proposal.

The proposal for the inclusion in paragraph 1 of the
Annex to the Council decision of a reference to inrcrnational cooperation ties in with the Commission's
idea that international cooperarion should be sought

and developed wherever possible. The Commission
also welcomes the suggestion first made by the rappor[eur, Mr Sassano, that a reference to experiments with

ignition in compact devices with a strong magnetic
field should be included in the programme decision.

The Commission is at present investigating the likeli'hood of such an experiment being successful.

The Commission is thus able to accept Amendment
No 9, by the Committee on Energy and Research, in
the version submitted by

Mr

Sassano.

Madam President, ladies and gentlemen,

I

will

conclude by repeating a request, from the Commission:
let us not allow the question of institutional responsi-

to delay a research Programme which is of
cardinal imponance for the future of Europe'

bilities

(Applause)

()
Proposal

for a decision

Third recital: Amendments Nos

5

and 9

(|7) Madam Presidenr,
Mr Sassano, rdpporter,tr.
Amendments Nos 5 and 9 are not mutually exclusive
but rather complementary, and for this reason I am in
favour of both of them.
English cext, Mr Sassano, it would
President.
- Inrcthe
be impossible
add both amendments. Perhaps you
could advise which amendment you prefer. They are
very similar in meaning.

Mr

Sassano, rdpporteur.

them.

(

Kingdom and France have given written assurances
that they will make their national tritium know-how
available to the fusion programme, and that is perhaps

The debate is closed. \7e shall now

President.

proceed to the vote.

-

(17) Nos 5 and 9. Both of

..)

Annex: Amendment No 7

Mr

Sassano, rdpporteur.

(17) Madam President, I

- of what was said a moment
am against it, also because
ago by the representative of the Commission.l
(...)
Motionfor a resolution
Paragrapb 9: Amendment No 2

(Mr Seligman askedfor a roll-call oote)
President.

-

I call Mr Arndt.

(DE) You put this amendment to the
Mr Arndt.
- are now having the result checked. A
vote and you
request for a vote by roll-call must, however, be made
before the vote is taken. This was not done.

You are of course quite correct, Mr
President.
as I think I indicated before, if in
Arndt. Mr Seligman,
future you wish to have an electronic roll-call vote,
would you kindly ask for it before the first vote
begins? You cannot ask for it once the vodng has
begun.

Vhat we are doing now is checking the result of the
vorc which has taken place. It is not a new vorc.
In addition, the rapporteur spoke in faoour of Amendments Nos 6, 2, 8 and 10.
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Seligman.

I

misunderstood

your ruling. I

thought we had- to ask for a roll-call vo[e when we
asked for the electronic vote. You have ro ask right

President.
Mry I point
ro Members thar during
- of vote it isour
an explanation
nor very couneous ro rhar
Member to have conversarions while he is speaking?

from the beginning, do you?
(Parliatnent approaed the drafi decision and adopted the
resolution)

President.

Perhaps

I

should just explain

to Mr

Seligman that if you want a roll-call vote the request
must be made before the vote begins, regardless of the
method by which that vote is held.
4. Cariage ofgoods

Mr Van Minnen.

Excuse me, Madam.

- into it.
American Express card

I

got my

1-1076/81)-

The nexr irem is the report (Doc.

by Mr Nyborg, on behalf of

the

Committee on Transport, on

(Laughter)

I hope you will give me another opponunity to vote
with my correct card. I wish to vote in favour'

(.)

the proposal from the Commission to rhe Council (Doc.
1-634/81) for a regulation amending Regulation (EEC)
No 3164/76 on the Community quota for the carriage
of goods by road between Member States.

I call the rapporteur.

President.

of vote.

Mr

President.

-

I can now give the floor for explanations

Markopoulos.

(GR) Madam President, both

the first and second -generations of nuclear reactors
that is, the uranium reactors and the regenera[ive reac-

are already, as is known, fully
- both attract emphatic criticismdeveloped.
However,
from the
public. The so-called third generation
namely, the
- to offer the
thermonuclear fusion reactors
seem
tors

hope

of a permanent solution to- the energy problem,

which is becoming more and more acute as time goes
by. It is clear, however, tha[ to date nothing specific
that a great deal of
money is required for extensive experimentation. And
I am sure that you all understand the dilemma of the
Greek Government, which a few months ago inherircd
economic chaos from the Right and which has to meet
urgenl needs for our own people.
has been discovered by science and

Is it right to hand over vast sums for a research
programme when this money is needed for other and
more immediate purposes? And if finally, in spite of
our hesitation, it is decided rhat money musr be ser
aside for energy research, should not some of it go to
research centres for other forms of energy? To cenrres
requiring less money
for example, to a centre for
the utilization of solar -energy?
Thus, in view of Mr Linkohr's call for a closer exami-

nation of the subjecr of research inro rhermonuclear

fusion, and until the subject of research into new
sources of energy has been examined as a whole, and
although as a general principle we believe in
supporting all forms of research, we cannot bur
express reservations today concerning a positive vote.

Mr Nyborg, rapporteur.
(DA) Madam President,
- like to divide my
with your approval, I should
speech
into two pans, since while I naturally wish to speak
primarily as rapporreur for the Commitree on Transport, I also wish to speak on behalf of my own group.
The repon before rhe House today is the result of a
long and difficult srruggle. It is not a panicularly good
document, but that is usually the case with a
compromise.

As some Members presenr will recall, the commirtee
examined lasr December a reporr which should have
been taken ar rhe December part-session so that the
Council of Transpon Minisrers could use Parliamenr's
opinion when deciding on rhe 1982 Community quora
for the carriage of goods by road between Member
States. The commi[tee, however, was unable to reach
agreement on the reporr, which was finally rejected by

one vote and could not, therefore, be presenced in
December.

This was a serback for Community haulage conrractors which, in view of the facr that rhe Comnnrnity
quota due to come inro force on 1 January will now be
delayed at leasr until 1 April, is highly regrerrable.

As you are also aware, rhe Council of Transpon
Ministers drew up a so-called interim decision
providing for a 50/o flat increase for eight
Member States and including a special clause for
Ireland and Greenland. Ve welcome the facr that the
Council showed, if I may put it that way, some respecr
for Parliamenr's opinion, since in the light of the
Dijon cassis affair, it was unwilling ro ger irs fingers
burned a second time. That is as it should be.
However,

I

maintain rhat rhe best course

today would be to adopt rhis reporr.

of

action
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I would

say to Mr Moreland that I deeply regrer the
amendments he has rabled, since the repon is the
outcome of a compromise in commirtee. It is unreasonable to table amendmenm afrer a compromise of this
sort has been reached. As rapponeur, therefore, I am
against these amendments. That is all I have ro say as
my committee's rapponeur.

My group is very happy to see that this compromise
has been reached. Seventeen members of the
committee voted for, one against and one abstained.
So you can see how difficult it was to reach this
compromise. All I can say, therefore, is thar the
amendments tabled by Mr Moreland do not accord
with the committee's view, as the rapponeur has
already said. Ve should very much welcome it if the

As spokesman for my group, I should like to state that

compromise were left untouched. !7e should welcome
it if Mr Moreland's amendments were nor pur to rhe
vote; but as he will presumably nor be withdrawing
them, we shall vote against them.

we support Mr Moreland's amendments since we
agree with the principle on which they are based.

None the less, on behalf of my group and on my own
I regret that rhe compromise reached in the
Committee on Transport has not been respected. I

behalf

therefore leave rhe marter ro the House ro decide.

President.

-

Seefeld.

committee
capacity

-

although

I

wishes to thank him for performing this difficult nsk.

Mr Nyborg points out in his repon that this is the
fifteenth time that we are submitting a report on this
subject in the European Parliament, and I myself have
abetdy taken pan in fourteen debates on the subject.
The question is, therefore, and it is one tha[ Mr
Nyborg also asks, why we have to go through the
same procedure every year, why it is not possible to
allow things to continue for a longer period?

Another question is why we always have to work
under pressure. This was to have been adopted in
December, but the commirtee was for once unable to
meet the deadline. \7e believe Mr Nyborg is quirc
right to point out in his resolution that an arrangement
should be planned for a longer period than one year.

I should like to take up another idea. In 1977, the
rapporteur at the time, Mr Giraud, made a suS8estion
on the question of the Community quotas, which was
adoprcd.. He said that during a transitional phase a
progressive increase in the Community quota should
be accompanied by the systematic removal of bilateral
quotas.

This idea was generally accepted. Ve had hoped that
it might be introduced and now find to our regret that
the carriage of goods between Member Sates covered
by Community authorizations at present rePresen[s
only 5Vo of the total.

Everphing must be done

to

achieve

a

substantial

increase in the Community quota. and at the same time
to reduce bilateral authorizations, so that we can

of a Community share in the quota

system as a whole.

President.
I call the Group of the European
- (Christian-Democraric
People's Party
Group).

am not now speaking in this

-I should like to thank him. My group also

genuinely speak

these very general remarks and in the hope that
we can come to a longer-term and appropriate solutiori with respect to this quora sysrem, I can say rhat
the Socialist Group will be voting for Mr Nyborg's

rePort.

I call the Socialisr Group.

(DE) Madam President, Mr Nyborg
has indeed had no easy task, and as chairman of the

Mr

'!/ith

Mr

(NL) Madam President,
Janssen van Raay.
ladies and gentlemen, -I should like to begin by
congratulating Mr Nyborg, who has for the second
time and in the most difficult of circumstances drawn
up a report on a subject which is naturally of very
great importance for the common market. But I
should also like to compliment Mr Seefeld, because
chairing rhe meetings to discuss this matter was
certainly not easy, and with his usual objectiviry and
enthusiasm he put forward a compromise which leaves
me in precisely the same schizophrenic position as Mr
Nyborg.

On the one hand, speaking on behalf of my group, I
can say that this compromise is acceptable to some of
us, and they will therefore be voting for the Nyborg
resolution. I shall be doing the same. On the other
hand, Mr Moreland has ubled amendments with
which some members of my group do not agree. They
will therefore be voting against. Yet others regard the
Moreland amendments as a sign that things are not
well organized in the common market at present.

!7e have always felt that free competition, regulated in
some way, of course, forms the basis of the common
market, and yet so important an aspecr of the common
market as road transport is still governed by bilarcral
agreemenls. That is, of course, diametrically opposed
to the principle and the basis of the common market.
Although we find this compromise first-class, some of

us feel that the signal that has been given must be
passed on to the Council of Ministers by the Commissioner, who we know has always taken an interest in
this subject, with an appeal for steps at last to be taken
to liberalize this market.

I

have myself twice used the word 'compromise',
Mr Nyborg and Mr Seefeld have used it. I

because
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hope you will not take it amiss if I comment on this
briefly as a lawyer. It is not, of course, a compromise,
since Mr Moreland, who mbled these amendments
earlier, if I am not mistaken, did not have them put to

Ve know that compromises can
be reached in committees, and the authors of amendments and the rapponeur can totether arrive at a new
version which enables the amendments to be withdrawn. That did not happen in this case. Ve thus have
the vote in committee.

the familiar situation of the committee voting for
amendments which are then rejected. Ve do not
consider this imponant enough to vote against the
report as such. Then these amendments come up
again. !7hat are we to do? !fle let people vorc as they

will, and although the repon in itself is laudable in
every vay, we still feel that the amendments tabled,
the signal to which I have referred

I

mean, Mr Seefeld
Council of Ministers. -

President.

-

and that is what
must be-passed on to the

I call the European Democratic Group.

Mr Moreland.

Having heard the previous speeches
am surprised -that I could cause so much trouble or
schizophrenia. I can only say that the remark made
earlier were actually gentler than the remarks made to
me following the speech I gave yesterday on seals: so

I

it is calmer water today.

I would like to congratulate the rapponeur, Mr
Nyborg, and, as last year's rapporceur, to sympathize
wiih him on this subject. It is something of a bed of
nails and in my view creates far more controversy than
the subject really warrants. My group has always taken
rhe view that we are actually against the quota as it
stands; that we believe in the movement towards liber-

alizadon and that we believe that liberalization is
indeed the objective in the context of the Treaty of

somewhat questionable. So we know that what we
have before us is at best a political compromise in
which one Minister, namely the German Minister, was
given an anaemic railway resolution to that he could
go home and trumpet that he had done something in
return for very modest proposals on the Community
quota.

Ve regard this as quite disgraceful.

I might say to my colleagues that I hope that
Parliament has not got the false impression that I have
broken any agreement in committee on a compromise.
Indeed since the amendments do not replace any paraNow

I am a little surprised by the comments,
cenainly as regards my third amendment, because I
rhought in the conversation after the committee
graph

meeting that it was generally regretted that we had not

got into the resolution any recotnition of the

ally bad for transpon in the Community.

regard to the opinion of the European Parliament'.

I suppose many of us would like rc think that the
opinion from the Council came after a long detailed
discussion, a rigorous examination of all the statistics
and a studied and sympathetic approach. I think we all
know from what we have heard about what went on in
the Council, that it was really rather different. Indeed
what happened in the discussions on this subject
would have been reminiscent of a Marx Brothers' film
or a Bob Hope and Bing Crosby film. Indeed the reaction of cenain Ministers gave the impression to their
colleagues that their knowledge of ranspon might be

somewhat wanting. !/hether this is what we want

from the Council of Transpon Ministers is, I think,

It

crearcs

bureaucracy and we must, I think, srcp it. Therefore,
it is my belief that the Transpon Council really has got
to get down to adopting a phased plan for liberalization. I entirely accept, at the same time, harmonization
of gther social measures in the transpon field, but we
cannot go on with this ridiculous annual ad hocbattle
which wastes a lot of rhe rime of this Parliamenr and
wasles a lot of the dme of rhe Council meering ircelf.

President.

Rome.

Now, of course, although we are today formally
discussing the Commission's proposal, we all know
that is not what we are really discussing. \fle are
discussing the decision taken in the Council last
December, a decision which has in brackets 'having

one

bright light from the Council which was their recognition that the peripheral areas of the Community have a
problem and thar there is a need ro examine their
quotas. Therefore, Madam President, we would urge
panicularly support for our Amendment No 3. I wish
to warn you we will call for a roll-call vote on that
because the situation is intolerable. Let us put our
cards on the mble; what happens is that one or two
countries have basically all the quotas they need and
some of the others do not and that is inequitable and
wrong and the situation has to be changed. It is actu-

-

I call the Liberal and Democratic Group.

I wanted, Madam President, to
stan off by saying- that I feel like Christmas at the
moment, because usually we discuss this repon just

Mrs von Alcmann.

before Christmas. I noted last time when we discussed
it that it must be Christmas because we are discussing
the transpon quota which the Council of Ministers, as
usual, is passing on to us too late. I am sorry, by the
way: I realize suddenly that I am speaking the wrong
language.

(Laughter)

President.
You are at liberty to use any
you wish, including
English.

Mrs von Alemann.

I

think

,"nru"r.

I will go on speaking

- to address some of my remarks
English, as I am going
to Mr Moreland.
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I would urge the Council of Ministers not to tet into
the habit of making us discuss this proposition at
Christmas and at Easter. I really find that is a little too
much.

Ve

can recognize what season

it

is just from

lorries too.

I find it intolerable that we shouldhave rc

have this appalling system of quotas.

If

a haulier wishes
respecmble and
reputable and able rc do the job, he should be allowed

to enter the business, and if he is

this subject.

to

I strongly reject some of the remarks which Mr Moreland made, because after all, Mr Moreland, what we
have been doing is not particularly schizophrenic. \7e
have been trying to come to a compromise in the

freight rate which will ultimately be rc the benefit of
the consumer. And that must be a good thing. If we
abolish quotas, we might also, I hope, get rid of the
bureaucra[s, who are no[ creating any wealth and are
consuming our taxes. Quite simply, would the

committee on very different points of view. Of course,
since Germany is one of the biggest countries, we have
a different point of view from some of the other countries. I think that is only understandable.

But there cannot be any liberalization without
harmonization. I agree there should be liberalization,
but harmonization must go beyond the present level.

have

Commissioner please make a full-heaned commitment

to abolish these quotas, as well as moving towards the
harmonization which Mrs von Alemann proposed
panicularly with regard to abolishing all inrcrnal
custclms and excise barriers?

President.

All of us who work on the Committee on Transpon
know that there is very little harmonization, except for
the very few points which we have achieved so far. I
think it is a very sound principle. I think we should
I am now speaking on behalf
therefore not accept
your- Amendmenr Nos I and 2. !7e
on my troup
- with your Amendment No 3, and if
could go along
is
going
to
necessitate a roll-call vote, I am going
this
to tell my colleagues that I think Amendment No 3
could be accepted. But I do urge you, all those
colleagues, who are sdll here in the House to vote for
the report, because we are late anyway, and because
we know that the Council of Ministers, once again,
has made a decision without actually asking our
advice. It is a very bad habit. Ve should not be later
with this repon than is absolutely necessary.
(Appkase)

Thank you very much, Mrs von
President.
Alemann, and my congratulations on your excellent
English.
(Applause)

I call Mr Newton Dunn.
Madam President, I hope I can
Mr Newton Dunn.
- equal quality of English as the
acquit myself in an
foregoing speaker, which was really first-class.
am not a ;pecialist in transport, but I have received
letters from hauliers in my own particular area of the
United Kingdom who wanted to enter the intraCommuniry transport business.

I

a go. He will offer lower prices, a lower

-

I call the Commission.

Mr Naries, Member of the Commission.
(DE,) Madam President, ladies and gentlemen, the
Commission would first like to thank Mr Nyborg and
the l3ommittee on Transpon sincerely for the report
on rhe increase in the Community quota for the
carriage

of

goods between Member States.

It

also

endorses the motion for a resolution.

The Commission very much regrets that, because of
the small number of authorizations available, the
Conrmunity quota can play no more than a very
limired, too limited a role. For years Parliament and
the Commission have together been trying, vainly, rc
persuade the Council to abandon irc restrictive decision-making policy in this field and instead to give the
Community quota priority over bilateral quotas. The
Council's attitude becomes all the more incomprehensible when it is realized that the Community authorizations so far issued have been used to very good
effect, that they permit trouble-free [ransport operations and so increase the productivity of transport
undenakings. The Community quota also makes a
decisive conribution to the strengthening of the
inrcrnal market.

Despite this, the Council again decides on
15 December 1981 on a mere 50/o increase in the
Community quota for 1982, as against the 200/o
incn'ease proposed by the Commission. Although it has
only adopted a basic decision pending the receipt of
Parliament's opinion, it is to be feared that the
Council's final decision will be well below what Parliament and the Commission consider appropriate. For

the 1982 Community quom the Commission has
prc,posed a new disribudon key with the aim of
making the criteria governing the calculadon

and

Not being an expert, I had rc dig into it, and I found
that there was an appalling system of quotas, with

disrribution of authorizations more objective.

bureaucrats up in the north of England restricting free
competition. Now, this is a common market, and we

Lilie any new instrument, this distribution key must be
tried out in practice and improved. The Commission
agrees with the Committee on Transport in this
respecr. Furthermore, the introduction of this new

in free competition, and equal movement of
goods and capital and people and, presumably, of

believe
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distribution key is partly to blame for the fact that the
Commission was unable to present its proposal before
22 September 1981, thus delaying the consultation of

Parliament. The Member States insisrcd on the
Commission consulting numerous government experts
and the transport sector before adopting the proposal.
However, the experience it thus gained will enable the
Commission to ensure that its proposals on the
Community quota are submitted in good time in the

future, that is to say, before the summer recess. To
conclude, I should like to thank Mr Newton Dunn
panicularly for his reference to the links between a
trouble-free liberal ranspon poliry and the development of the internal market. I see this as a stimulus [o
remove barriers of all kinds.
(Applause)

Presidcnt.
vote.

-

The debate is closed. 'We proceed to the

Mr Tyrrell.
The whole
of the Communiry
- an exercisesubject
quota is merely
in window-dressing. It is
designed to distract arrenrion from the lamentable
failure of the Council to implement those provisions of
the Treaty calling for a common transport policy.
(Cries of 'hear, hear!')

Funhermore, the basis of the Community quota is of

dubious legality in itself, and I have grear doub$
whether this House should conrinue to supporr ir ar

all. It contributes almosr nothing ro the free movemenr
of goods within the Community but legitimizes rhe
iniquitous bilateral system rhar has survived for so
long. Road-hauliers who are hungry for permits under

the quota system view the Community quota with
ulter contempt. They know rhat there is nor rhe
slightest chance of their getting their hands on one of
those permits.

()

is the lasr time thar

I person-

proposed by the Commission.

I can now give the floor for explanations ofvote.
Madam President, I was in two minds
Mr Harris.
- or not to vote for this report, because,
as to whether
like some of the previous speakers on this side of the
House, I think the whole business is crazy and
completely against the principles of the common
market. Indeed, just half an hour before this debate
a
started, I had a phone-call from a constituent
asking !o come to see me tomorrow
road haulier

(Applause

whole of this House, the Commission and, above all,
the Council of Ministers. Ve have to put a bomb
under the Council of Ministers. I shall vote for the
repon now, because the House has passed, very
wisely, the amendments of my colleague Mr Moreland, and I ask the other Members also to vote in
favour.

from tbe European Democratic Groap)

(Parliament approoed the draft regulation and adopted
the resolution)t

5. Adjournment of tbe session

-

because he has had difficuldes ih getting a permit. This
goes on all the time. It really is time we put an end to
this business. Responsibiliry lies with this House, the

(Applause

Vell, this

ally will find myself able to go through this annual
ritual of supponing a different Communiry quora as

President.
I declare rhe session
Parliament -adjourned.
(Tbe sitting closed at 11.45 a.m.)

I

For items concerning motions for resolutions enrcred in

the regisrcr under
from the European Democratic Group)

of the European

Rule

49, tabling of

amendments,

forwarding of resolutions adopted, and the dates for rhe
next pan-session, see [he Minutes.
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